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Allah (Â) says in His noble Book,

“Verily, Allah and His Angels send salutations on the Apostle.
o You who are firmly committed [to Allah], you too [must]
send the most worthy salutations and blessings upon him.”

(S¥ra∆ al-A˙zœb:56) 

In launching this tafsør, we beseech Allah (Â) to bless His final Messenger,
Muhammad (r), all the prophets (Å) who preceded him, and all those who,
despite great difficulty and sacrifice, sincerely follow in their footsteps from 

the ßœli˙¥n, the ßiddøq¥n, the shuhadœ’, and mar˙¥m¥n. We also beseech 
Allah (Â) to bless and amply reward those who have helped in the 

publication of this tafsør in whatever capacity.

— The Institute of Contemporary Islamic Thought
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Publisher’s Foreword

It is Allah’s (Â) sunna∆ to put His faithful servants through trials
and tribulations as they journey in this wayward world toward their
ultimate destination to meet the Creator. These trials can range
from loss of employment, loss of home, or even loss of a loved one.
on a different level altogether, some of Allah’s (Â) finest may face
unjust imprisonment, leading in most cases to prolonged periods of
torture. Examples of this kind abound throughout the world from
the torture chambers of oppressive regimes in the Muslim world to
such gulags as Guantanamo Bay (in Cuba) and Bagram (in
Afghanistan). Innocent Muslims are kept in cages fit for animals
and mercilessly tortured only because they are faithful to Allah
(Â), His covenant, and His final prophet (r). If Muslims show
patience and are steadfast in the face of such adversities, Allah
(Â) declares, “…it is they who have proved themselves true, and
it is they, they who are consciously defensive [vis-à-vis Allah’s
power]” (2:177).

The verbal declaration that one has committed to Allah (Â)
is not enough; it must be validated by a sense of urgency that places
the committed servants in an unsettling domain where the worldly



odds are against them, so that those who merely give lip-service to
Allah (Â) and make a ritual show of their attachment can be
exposed and thereby cleansed from the ranks of the sincere and
struggling covenant-bearers. Even the prophets of Allah (Å) were
not excluded from such traumatizing tests, although their commit-
ment to Allah (Â) was never in doubt. It may be asked: why did
the prophets and Messengers of Allah (Å) have to go through
such difficulties? The simple answer is that the struggle for justice
in the human condition against the combined forces of kufr and
†œgh¥t is not a walk in the park, even for prophets (Å). However
to see first hand the finest human beings ever created put their lives
on the line for justice liberates that dormant social momentum in
ordinary human beings, who without the benefit of Allah’s (Â)
guidance and the struggle of His prophets (Å), would have been
incapable of getting a measure of their aggregate capacities to
change an oppressive condition into a better one. 

In the noble Qur’an, Allah (Â) reminds us,

Do people imagine that on their [mere] saying, “We
have made a secure commitment [to Allah],” they will
be left to themselves, and will not be tested with afflic-
tion? lo! We did test those who lived before them; and
so, [too, shall be tested the people now living; and]
most certainly will Allah mark out those who prove
themselves true, and most certainly will He mark out
those who are lying (29:2–3).

In S¥ra∆ Œl ‘Imrœn, Allah (Â) makes clear what is expected of
committed Muslims,

Do you reckon that you will enter Paradise while
Allah has yet to verify your struggle [in His cause],
and to verify your patience in adversity? For, indeed,
you did long for death [in Allah’s cause] before you
came face to face with it, and now you have seen it
with your own eyes! (3:142–143).
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As we study and reflect on the second part of S¥ra∆ Œl ‘Imrœn
(œyœt 121–200) — the subject of this fifth volume of the tafsør, The
Ascendant Qur’an — we find precisely this test that the first-gener-
ation Muslims were put through in the early period of their life-
struggle in Madinah. They had experienced an unexpected but
brilliant victory at Badr (2AH), made all the more remarkable by
the fact that hitherto Muslims had not been tested in battle. fur-
ther, between them, they had very few weapons and war materiel
— swords, spears, horses, camels, etc. — to confront a heavily-
armed adversary that was three times larger than their total number
of 313. such disparity in numbers would prove disheartening for
the bravest of souls but not the committed Muslims. 

The victory at Badr naturally enhanced and consolidated the
confidence of Muslims, attracting many fence-sitters into the fold
of Islam. The world is full of people that always want to be on the
winning side; such people have no fixed ideology or commitment,
and serve to dilute, or even nullify, the future gains of those who
have committed to carrying the covenant. The setback of u˙ud,
though painful and jolting, was the body cleansing tonic needed to
separate the truly committed from those that were merely pretend-
ing to be Muslims: the munœfiqs. u˙ud also clarified several other
principles, three of which are,

1. victory is not automatically guaranteed to Muslims, even
those led by the Messenger of Allah (r), especially if they sub-
vert their struggle in the cause of Allah (Â) by fighting for
worldly gain or prominence; 

2. all people required to potentially sacrifice their lives in a battle
must be consulted ahead of time in a participatory forum
whose results are binding on all concerned parties, even the
prophet (r); and 

3. battlefield engagements between Muslims and mushriks are
always preceded by several rounds of psychological warfare to
lower the morale of Muslims. 

furthermore, as if losing the battle was not enough, the Muslims
had to suffer the anguish of putting their beloved Messenger (r) in
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a position to be injured or even killed (as a rumor had spread to this
effect in the most demanding moments of u˙ud). The Qur’anic
œyœt came from on high to refocus such attitude,

But muhammad is only a messenger who was preceded
by [other] messengers [who also passed away]; so if he
dies or is killed will you retreat and fall back? And
whoever does so shall not in the least do harm to Allah
[but rather to himself], and Allah will make compensa-
tions for those who are thankful. And no human being
can die save by Allah’s leave, at a term preordained.
And if one desires the rewards of this world, We shall
grant him thereof; and if one desires the rewards of the
life to come, We shall grant him thereof; and We shall
requite those who are grateful [to us]. And how many
a prophet has had to fight [in Allah’s cause], followed
by many God-devoted men; and they did not become
faint of heart for all that they had to suffer in Allah’s
cause, and neither did they weaken, nor did they abase
themselves [before the enemy], since Allah loves those
who are patient in adversity (3:144–146).   

This s¥ra∆ clarifies for us different categories of people. first,
there are the truly committed Muslims that have made their
covenant with Allah (Â) in return for reward in the œkhira∆. No
challenge is too great for them to overcome nor is the degree of
oppression unleashed against them sufficient to cow them. Allah
(Â) Himself refers to such people as mu’mins in the noble Qur’an.
They are addressed by the special acclamation, al-ladhøna œman¥,
and given the felicity that if they uphold the covenant, they will
receive Allah’s (Â) grace and ever-lasting mercy. In u˙ud, this
group of Muslims stood with the noble Messenger of Allah (r)
throughout the battle in obedience to his command, whether it was
during the euphoria of the initial victory or during the reversal that
occurred after the archers deserted their strategic positions on the
elevation next to Mt. u˙ud.
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The second category includes people that have accepted Islam
but have not completely abandoned worldly desires. This group
comprised some of the archers that the noble Messenger (r) had
placed on the hill to prevent the enemy from attacking the Muslim
ranks from the rear. They were given clear instructions not to
vacate their posts under any circumstances even if the Muslims
were being killed by the enemy. When the tide of battle turned in
favor of the Muslims and the Makkan mushriks started to flee, all
but 10 of the 50 archers decamped from their posts to join in col-
lecting the war booty despite pleas from their companions not to do
so, reminding them of the Messenger’s (r) instructions. This lure
of worldly possessions cost the Muslims dearly. A certain victory
was turned into a severe setback — almost a rout — from which the
remaining dedicated Muslims recovered only through the sagacity
and wisdom of the noble Messenger of Allah (r). 

The lesson driven home to Muslims was that commitment to
Allah (Â) cannot be contaminated by worldly desires, no matter
how attractive or seductive. There cannot be two competing centers
of attraction for committed Muslims: either it is the love of Allah
(Â) or the love of the dunyœ. Today, some Muslims naively ask in
exacerbation: where is Allah’s (Â) promised help to Muslims as
they face such horrendous threats and challenges from His enemies?
Allah’s (Â) help is promised to those who make a firm commit-
ment to Him, not the faint-hearted who have their eyes satiated by
the leisures and pleasures of this world. The latter are the ones who
fail to measure up to Allah’s (Â) high expectations, and thus are
not worthy of His help and grace. “So remember me and I shall
remember you; and be grateful unto me, and deny me not”
(2:152), declares Allah (Â) in His noble Book. The opposite is
equally true: if we forget and abandon Allah (Â), He will surely for-
get and abandon us. He has no need for us; only us for Him.

There was a third category — the munœfiqs — who had initial-
ly come out in battle formation with the Muslims, but on the way to
u˙ud defected and turned back to Madinah. This group comprised
some 300 people led by ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy ibn sall¥l, the chief of
the munœfiqs in Madinah. There is no shortage of these Muslims of
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convenience; they pretend to be Muslims but in reality give their
allegiance to anyone who appears in their estimation to have more
temporal power. They have no heartfelt commitment to Islam or its
principles, but they are too cowardly to openly challenge the power
of Islam for fear of incurring the righteous indignation of the sin-
cerely striving Muslims. for all practical purposes, they are mushriks,
indeed worse than mushriks because with the latter, Muslims are cer-
tain of their nature and identity. The munœfiqs are more dangerous
than mushriks because they exist and operate within the ranks of
Muslims and pretend to be Muslims when they are not.   

The last and final category is that of the enemies of Allah
(Â). At the time of the noble Messenger (r), the chiefs of
Makkah and their followers represented this class of people, moti-
vated by greed, avarice, and the monopoly of power that comes
with generational tribal solidarity. Today, this class is represented
by imperialists and Zionists. They covet other people’s resources —
oil, land, minerals, etc. — and are even prepared to wage wars
against them. Millions of people have been killed in their drive to
acquire these riches. Human life has no meaning for them. In fact,
the mushriks of Makkah had some admirable qualities: they were
hospitable and lived according to a code of honor, however primi-
tive. for instance, if they provided protection to someone, they
would lay down their lives for that person. The vultures and para-
sites of today have no such scruples or values. They abandon their
own values and stated principles when these do not suit their
immediate self-proclaimed national interests. In this sense, they are
even worse than the mushriks of Makkah.   

As we imbibe the lessons of u˙ud contained in the œyœt of this
impeccable Qur’an, we find that these lessons of life are as applica-
ble today as they were at the time of the noble Messenger of Allah
(r). In the variegated experiences of life, war may become neces-
sary to separate the truly committed from the freeloaders. While
Muslims are not called upon to initiate hostilities, Allah (Â) gives
them complete freedom to defend themselves with whatever means
at their disposal if a war of aggression is launched against them.
Today Muslims are faced with locust-like invasions of their lands.
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Every lethal weapon is used against them. Those Muslims that
stand up to defend their land, their families and their honor are
branded as “terrorists.” such perversion of truth is the hallmark of
a system and civilization that has declared war on Allah (Â) and
His committed vanguard. 

The lessons of u˙ud should help us identify not only the ene-
mies of Allah (Â) and the truly committed Muslims, but also the
opportunists (munœfiqs). The truly committed must behave with a
deep sense of attachment to Allah (Â) and His noble Messenger
(r). In the majestic Qur’an, Allah (Â) states this precisely,

o You who have made a firm commitment [to Allah]!
Shall I point out to you a bargain that will save you
from grievous suffering [in this world and in the life to
come]? You are to securely attach yourselves to Allah
and His Apostle, and to strive hard in Allah’s cause
with your wealth and your lives: this is for your own
good — if you but knew it! (61:10–11).

It is interesting to note that Allah (Â) asks us to strive in His
way first with our wealth and then with our lives. Most of us will
never see active combat in our lives; what we are asked to do is part
with some of Allah’s (Â) wealth that He has made us a trustee over
and spend it in His cause. It is not too much to ask; what is required
of us is to acquire the mental aptitude to enable us to do so. 

This tafsør, The Ascendant Qur’an by Imam Mu˙ammad al-‘Œßø,
is meant to equip us with precisely that mindset. As we journey
through this majestic Qur’an, it should enable us to deal with the
vicissitudes of life secure in the knowledge that we are striving for
the pleasure of Allah (Â). And what a great bargain that is.

The preparation of each volume for publication has been
blessed with the openhanded efforts of a team of individuals who
will only be compensated for their dedication by Allah (Â). spe-
cial thanks in this regard go out to Br. ‘Imrœn Khan and his wife
Œsiya∆ Mu˙ammad, and sr. Marjœn al-‘Œßø for proofreading this
volume; their contributions have improved its overall quality. over
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the publication of these first five volumes, we have received sincere
offers of help and suggestions for improvements by many who have
read them. They will notice that we are listening, and as this tafsør
reaches a larger audience we expect the ongoing feedback to
become more nuanced, which will afford us the opportunity to con-
tinue upgrading our work with each ensuing volume.

¸afar Bangash
Director, Institute of Contemporary Islamic Thought
Toronto, ontario, Canada
Al-Mu˙arram 2, 1432 (12-8-2010)
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list of Honorifics

Honorifics are the words expressed by every Muslim when the name
of Allah (Â), the name of the prophet (r), and the names of Allah’s
previous prophets (Å) are mentioned, spoken, or written. These are
placed in parentheses after the name of each of the above is ex-
pressed. They are known to nearly every Muslim; however as this is
an English-language tafsør meant for a large English speaking audi-
ence that may have little experience with this kind of Islamic eti-
quette, the list below identifies the ones used throughout this
volume, along with their meanings and specific usages.

Â sub˙œnahu wa-ta‘œlå (Exalted and August is He): used for
Allah alone.

r ßallå allœhu ‘alayhi wa-œlihi wa-sallam (may Allah’s peace and
blessings be upon him and his family): used for Muhammad
in any and all of his designations, such as Messenger of Allah,
the Prophet, the Messenger, Ras¥l-Allah, etc.



a ‘alayhi al-salœm (peace be upon him): used for every other
prophet; masculine singular.

Å ‘alayhim al-salœm (peace be upon them): used for all other
prophets; inclusive plural, masculine and feminine.

| ‘alayhœ al-salœm (peace be upon her): used for Eve, the wife
of Adam, and for Mary, the mother of Jesus, among others;
feminine singular.

Ç ‘alayhimœ al-salœm (peace be upon them both): used for any
combination of two prophets, for Adam and Eve, or for Mary
and Jesus together; inclusive dual, masculine and feminine.
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Transliteration Chart

Consonants



Vowels and Diphthongs

The small box in the table above represents an Arabic consonant;
for instance, if the box were replaced with the letter f (    ), then the
table would assume the following configuration,

Tanwøn and Tashdød

similary, if the box were replaced with the letter f (   ), then the
table above would look like the following,
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3
S¥ra∆ Œl ‘Imrœn, Part 2

The family of ‘Imrœn

The previous section of œyœt discussed those who are either intel-
lectually averse to the truth or psychologically irreconcilable with
it. The Qur’an is as practical as everything else that Allah (Â) cre-
ated. The real facts on the ground have established a pattern that
persists from the Óijœz in the time of Muhammad (r) to what is
being called “the war on terror” today. The next section of œyœt,
3:121–179, is directly relevant to this contemporary challenge, dis-
cussing as it does the various aspects of the Battle of u˙ud — one
of the most important battles of the prophetic period.

Incognito Nifœq and the lessons of u˙ud

What distinguishes the engagement of u˙ud from other battles is
the fact that it was a military clash at the war front and a psycholog-
ical struggle deep inside human nature. The arena of u˙ud extend-
ed from the physical geography of Arabia to the mental topography
of the few Muslims who found themselves in a collision of wills with



the mushriks and their allies. What stands out in this operation is the
fact that the military exchange of blows was only a portion of the
larger context in which this war was fought. The behind-the-scenes
reality concerned the strife between two irreconcilable attitudes and
orientations that faced off in the military skirmish of u˙ud. These
mental attitudes and lifestyle orientations had to come to blows
sooner or later on the field of battle. There are some individuals in
the counter-Islamic camp who want free reign for their political
ambitions and economic exploitations, even if such desires amount
to a crass violation of all standards of justice and values of peace. In
the midst of this psychological tension, which was soon to express
itself as a military confrontation, the Qur’an was there to expose the
dark secrets of human nature at a time of war. The Qur’an spared no
words of advice, counsel, and remedy for the expectations and
propensity of this human nature — be it on the side of truth or on
the side of false belief. 

The manner in which the details of this conflict at u˙ud
unfolded was and remains a lesson for the Muslims. At first it
seemed that the Muslims had overwhelmed and vanquished the
mushriks. But then — as if out of the blue — the mushriks made a
comeback, baffling and bedeviling the Muslims. The larger lesson
came out of the transition from what initially seemed like a victory
to what was ultimately an indecisive encounter. This bigger lesson
was grasped when the struggling Muslims at the war front eventu-
ally realized that the scales of war are tipped not by worrying about
the spoils of war, but by strict discipline and obedience to the
orders they had received from ras¥l-Allah (r). Humans who have
instruments of death in their hands, willingly and enthusiastically
using them at the front lines of war, should behave with a deep
sense of attachment to Allah (Â) and His Messenger (r). This
combat at u˙ud was a learning experience for a Muslim army that
was a mixed bag: it had its men of steel along with its men of
greed. No one would have been able to distinguish them had it not
been for their presence together in a life-and-death arena. The
unsubdued Muslims emerged from this “battle of mixed results”
free of the psychological baggage carried by some Muslims who
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showed a lack of discipline under arms as well as a desire for the
“profits” of war. 

The temperament of those who are doing Allah’s (Â) will on
earth has to be free of materialistic considerations and psychologi-
cal distractions. It took the fierce fight at u˙ud to sort out the core-
committed Muslims from the shallow Muslims. Nifœq is so stubborn
that sometimes it cannot be exposed except in the heat of war.
sometimes just setting out on the route to war exposes the nifœq
virus; but some strains of nifœq may not be exposed until the fight-
ing itself commences. Islamic commitment is not for loafers. Along
the way there are responsibilities, as well as a struggle that is some-
times accompanied by armed conflict against an enemy. It is the
enemies of Allah (Â), His prophet (r), and His døn who travelled
a long distance to fight the Muslims. Muslims were not going
around trying to ignite wars here and there. The mushriks from
Makkah came out to wage war against the Muslims of Madinah. 

If the prophet’s (r) decisions and priorities are reconstructed
in our time and generation, then we, too, would have to expect
murderous mushriks coming from faraway lands to take on dedicat-
ed fighters who are resolved to refer affairs to Allah (Â) by means
of struggle. What does this mean? It means that once you devote
yourself to a “living God” you accept that His determination can
take you through many hardships, ultimately including those of the
battlefield. This is a fact of which you must be aware from the out-
set. After that you have to live in constant expectation of the
inevitable assault of all earthly forces that are enemies of Allah
(Â). from this realization emerges a practical state of preparedness
for war, materially and psychologically, in the sense of social and
economic institutions that are never far removed from a war-foot-
ing, and above all, a frame of mind that is armed with an iron deter-
mination to fight with discipline, forbearance, and total
commitment. All these facts stir up a keen sense for organization
and shared duties. Confidence in these circumstances springs from
Allah (Â). Every measure is secured with an ardent feeling of
Allah’s (Â) very presence. once these measures are accounted for,
then it does not really matter what the physical results may be:
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material victory or material defeat, surviving the war or perishing
therein. Nothing that is materialistic or worldly-minded matters
any longer when the thrust of human effort is tied to the intimate
relationship with Allah (Â) that lives within a motivated Muslim
up to and past the outbreak of military hostilities. 

The Muslims who broke new ground had to learn this lesson
through the bitter experience of u˙ud. They did not learn this les-
son on their own; the Qur’an put the whole affair in perspective. The
lesson taught to the Muslims on the battleground had implications
surpassing any euphoria that might have accompanied an outright
victory and it transcended any dysphoria that might have been asso-
ciated with a clear defeat. The struggling Muslims had little psycho-
logical experience of the kind of warfare that engages Allah’s (Â)
will and ultimately His power. In other words, they were in dire need
of the lessons of u˙ud. This, to them, was more valuable than an
unconditional triumph against the mushriks.

It turned out that Allah’s (Â) volition and preference were
at work as the combined effort of the hard-pressed showed symp-
toms of human weakness and covetousness. What may prove more
important than the immediate lesson is the long-lasting lesson
that should live on with the Muslims until the end of history.
Muslims who rethink, relive, and revive the initial experience of
Islam should find in this saga at u˙ud plenty of experience for
their own struggles and attempts to achieve their goals. The
frailty, vulnerability, ambiguity, and selfishness that were displayed
by some Muslims in the course of this defining battle turned out,
in hindsight, to be the features in which Allah (Â) expressed His
overriding decision. 

There are physical and social laws that collide in the course
of warfare. These laws are the domain of Allah (Â) — and they
are the expression of His will. When social laws pertaining to
man’s relationship with Allah (Â) and His prophet (r) are vio-
lated, then the consequences will surely follow. The paradoxical
issue for those who are products of a materialist world, Muslims
included, is that the superpowers seem to be getting away with
their rational approach to God’s physical laws while the Muslims,
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even as they seem to be adhering to God’s social laws, find them-
selves succumbing to these superpowers. Taking this a step further,
some people ask: how could a military force like Zionist Israel
humble a “religious” force such as the Muslims? framing this
whole issue in such a light is a demonstration of how people are
thinking when they are absent from the immense lesson that
comes out of the war at u˙ud.

The Battle of u˙ud was also a war in the psychology of the
growing Muslim community. The territorial battlefield was u˙ud
but the mental and emotional battlefield was the Muslims’ state of
mind. The Muslims had to learn a hard lesson: you deserve victory
over the overt enemy when you have conquered the enemies with-
in yourselves. This lesson has to be learned and relearned by all
Muslims if they are ever to live up to their military responsibilities. 

A thorough absorption of these experiences puts us midway
between the lusts and desires for the world that some of us secretly
harbor, and the excesses and oppressions of a world that some of us
sincerely want to obliterate. This translates into an internal
shay†œn who inflames our passions for the luxuries of materialism
and an external shay†œn who wants to strike us down because of
our Islamic political and justice-centered ambitions. 

The Qur’an is distinctive and therefore defies conventional
thinking. Hence a military lesson like the engagement at u˙ud is
immediately followed by an economic one: words in condemnation
of ribœ and financial exploitation. That too is followed by a refer-
ence to sh¥rå (participatory decision-making), even though sh¥rå
contributed to the apparent military setback at u˙ud.

Anyone who follows the pre- and post-war words in the
Qur’an about u˙ud will realize that war is not an isolated military
event. War is the total commitment of all resources, potentials, and
livelihoods consolidated by human determination before and dur-
ing the outbreak of hostilities. How can anyone whose mind and
heart are imbued with Allah’s (Â) words be surprised that a life-
long attachment to Allah (Â) or detachment from Him shall not
have its consequences at the war front? Allah (Â) complements us
on the battlefield when, preceding the military clash, we live with
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Him in all our other endeavors. We should not go to war when we
are alienated from Allah (Â); rather we should set out to fight the
enemies of Islam with total commitment to Allah (Â) anchored
into our consciences and lives. some of us today display our dis-
tance from Allah (Â) by asking during and after all the wars
imposed upon us, “But where is Allah (Â)?” Why do we not ask
ourselves before that critical moment, “But where are we?” Have
we internalized a total commitment to Allah (Â)? Have we been
realizing in our lives the principles that come to us from Allah
(Â)? Are we behaving in a manner that pleases Allah (Â)? 

Allah (Â) is helping us ask ourselves these questions when He
opens up the issue of ribœ and sh¥rå in the context of this discussion
of u˙ud. Notice that Allah (Â) did not have us gauge our relation-
ship with Him through some private rituals or personal devotions.
The proof that we are honoring Allah (Â) is for us to live up to our
social, economic, and political responsibilities. Taking these serious
steps will allow the Muslims to prove to themselves that they are fit
for the divine assignment. The Muslims must understand that no
socio-political order can combine ribœ and social justice; and no gov-
ernment can combine dictatorship and sh¥rå. our world today, in
Muslim countries and elsewhere, is built upon a combination of all
these contradictory elements. And when we Muslims are thrust into
wars without being able to sort out our affairs, identify our priorities,
and then embark on a military campaign in which we are simple
humans doing our utmost for Allah (Â), who will take over the
details of military campaigns and warfare?

When we Muslims read œyœt 121–179 of S¥ra∆ Œl ‘Imrœn, we
should look at the whole picture, and not only at the military piece
of it. A war does not take place in a vacuum. There are usually vest-
ed interests that ignite wars and consume human lives. Many times
these vested interests are lodged in an exploitative financial net-
work of money-generating operations; and these operations are sus-
tained by human beings who thrive on greed, plunder, and
disregard for the humanity of their victims. There are military
establishments — armies and infantries, navies and air forces, elite
units and clandestine ones — who fight and kill so that the super-
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structure of ribœ continues to violate human dignity, human equal-
ity, and human rights. When Muslims take on these armed forces
they should not be so simplistic as to think that their only enemies
are the ones on the battle front; there are other enemies who use
these armies to serve their self-centered, corporate ends. 

Muslims should have the understanding and insight provided
to them in these œyœt: that mutual spending and social cooperation
are acts of war against the ribœ lords in parallel with the confronta-
tion and defeat of anti-Islamic militaries. All of this might seem to
be wishful thinking or an idealist’s dream; but it is not. It comes
from Allah (Â) and it was demonstrated in real life by His prophet
(r); therefore it is our God-given duty to walk ahead with these
meanings into the world of human nature, human tendencies,
human uncertainties, and human hostilities. In doing so we will
express mercy, we will discipline ourselves, we will shed sins and ask
for forgiveness when we fall short. These œyœt express to us the
beaming character of ras¥l-Allah (r), how he dealt with failing
human beings, and how he expressed the tenderness of his heart.
Sh¥rå stands out as a necessity for policy-making, even at the most
critical and decisive times. 

Muslims should never assume they are robotic soldiers haphaz-
ardly conscripted into a war. Committed Muslims are warriors who
go to war with a deep understanding of the nature of the enemy. A
poor conscript at the war front may be a victim of circumstances.
The non-Muslim fighters are, in most cases, those who do not know
what they are fighting for, and why there is a war against Islamic
independence. often simplistic non-Muslims find themselves forced
into a war that does not benefit them as much as it benefits the mas-
ters of ribœ, the capitalists, and their political establishments; and in
today’s world, even simpleminded Muslims find themselves fighting
for these false masters against other Muslims fighting for Islam.

A fighting Muslim is required to look at wars in reference to
Allah’s (Â) power presence on earth. If there is one God as a mat-
ter of belief, then what is to be made of these other human gods
who substitute for Him in practice? Is it meaningful to have a God
who is located somewhere in man’s imagination when there are
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many “influential” gods who tell human beings what to think and
what to do? If man is supposed to conform and comply with one
Deity, then why is it that, practically speaking, he lives instead
according to the dictates of “chief executives,” “supreme justices,”
and “commanders-in-chief?” These are not fleeting notions of some
troops on their way to do battle. These are deep thoughts that
should mold the Islamic military character years before it engages
implacable enemies in skirmishes and wars. 

True, the enemies of Islam hide behind impressive rhetoric
and worthy words; they say they are defending freedom, democracy,
and civilization, for instance. These are their psychological lines of
defense. setting aside the Islamic ideological critique of the devel-
opmental history of these words, who in the Muslim war effort is
against freedom, “democracy,” or civilization? The inference of the
Western propaganda machine is that Muslims are by nature irrec-
oncilable with liberty, popular governance, and modernity. These
vocal propagandists will never place the war between those who
affirm Allah (Â) and those who deny Him as the Qur’anic apprais-
al of forces does. Why? Because if they do, they will have to openly
defend corporate covetousness, the industrial-scale exploitations of
natural resources in other people’s lands, the conquest of space with
secret military missions, and the conversion of the world into one
huge capitalistic supermarket for the rich minority, at the expense
of the poor.

Whatever the outcome of the military conflict between those
who are committed to Allah (Â) and those who reject Him, the
œyœt declaim that the results are in Allah’s (Â) hands. The Mus-
lims will inevitably encounter ups and downs, points of weakness
and others of strength, defeats and victories; none of this should
have any negative impact on their bond with Allah (Â). yes, even
military defeat need never take the wind out of their sails. When
they know they have engaged Allah (Â) in whatever they are
doing — fighting, in this case — then they should rest assured that
the resolution at the end of the overall plan is in the care of Allah
(Â). And of course this requires discipline and an unshakeable
confidence in the power and provision of Allah (Â).
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Conversely, a military victory in and of itself has no value if it
is not a consequence of other social and justice-centered impera-
tives. for that matter any type of victory is useless if it is not related
to issues of equality, human brotherly cooperation, and justice. But
then equality, human cooperation, and justice would just be relative
terms if they are not learned and understood from Allah (Â), the
source of life and the source of meanings. Are wars to be waged for
national interests of the citizens of a particular country? Is blood to
be shed for justice for one race or ethnic group only at the expense
of another? should laws regulate a justice that serves the interests of
some people or elite, instead of being universal? In a jœhiløya∆, such
rationalizations for waging wars and the devaluation of human life
are rife, but they are practically nonexistent in an Islamic society or
in an Islamic ordering of the affairs of humanity. 

overview of the Campaign of u˙ud

• (3:121) And [remember, o Prophet, the day] when you [in
an active manner] set out from your home at early morning
time to position the committed muslims in battle formation.
And Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

• (3:122) As two groups from among you were about to lose
heart, although Allah was near to them and it is in Allah
that the committed muslims must place their trust:

• (3:123) For, indeed, Allah did [militarily] support you at
Badr, when you were utterly weak. Remain, then, wary of
Allah, so that you may have cause to be grateful.

• (3:124) [And remember] when you did say to the commit-
ted muslims, “Is it not enough for you [to know] that your
Sustainer will aid you with three thousand angels sent down
[from on high]?

• (3:125) No, but if you are patient in adversity and wary of
Allah [and His power], and the enemy should fall upon you
all of a sudden, your Sustainer will aid you with five thou-
sand angels swooping down!”
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• (3:126) And Allah ordained this [to be said by His Apostle]
only as a glad tiding for you, and that your hearts should
thereby be set at rest — since no support can come from any
save Allah, the Almighty, the Truly Wise —

• (3:127) [And] that [through you] He might destroy some
of those who were bent on denying the truth [pertaining to
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Allah], and so abase the others that they would withdraw in
utter hopelessness.

• (3:128) [And] it is not within your scope [o Prophet] to
decide whether He shall accept their repentance or chastise
them; for, behold, they are but offenders [against justice],

• (3:129) Whereas to Allah belongs all that is in the heavens
and all that is on earth: He forgives whom He wills, and He
chastises whom He wills; and Allah is much-Forgiving, a
Dispenser of Grace (Œl ‘Imrœn:121–129).

These œyœt, 3:121–129, constitute a key military lesson. In today’s
current affairs, the Muslims are being forcibly militarized; wars and
aggressions are coming at them from all directions. so, to begin
with, they have to understand this lesson as thoroughly as is
humanly possible, and then take the lessons from the experience of
the prophet (r) at these early times and use them to address the
challenges of the present. 

In these œyœt Allah (Â) addresses the prophet (r) directly,
calling on him to recall the details of warfare at u˙ud, as he left
home early in the day, preparing and positioning his common peo-
ple for their combat duties. As he was doing this, two important
military contingents in the Muslim camp, Ban¥ salama∆ and Ban¥
Óœritha∆, were thinking about abandoning this military campaign.
They were apprehensive and nervous of a defeat befalling the com-
mitted Muslims because ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy ibn sall¥l, the
treacherous one, had forsaken the campaign along with others like
him. This munœfiq was saying, “for what are we going to kill our-
selves and our children?” and “Had we known there is going to be
combat we would follow you!”189 ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Amr ibn Óarœm
beseeched Ibn ubayy to remain, exhorting him to honor Allah
(Â) and His prophet (r).  Consequently, these two military con-
tingents stayed on and fought with the rest of the Muslims under
the command of the prophet (r).

Committed Muslims, according to these œyœt, must place their
trust in Allah (Â) in such emotionally turbulent times. Allah
(Â) is the one who initiates and delivers victory. It was Allah
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(Â) who gave the committed Muslims victory at Badr when they
were exposed. At Badr, the Muslims were fewer in number than
their enemies, and had much less in the way of equipment. But
against all these odds, Allah (Â) intervened in the course of the
battle, and the lesser force prevailed over the presumably greater
one. Is not this enough proof for all Muslims who enter into a mil-
itary engagement feeling they are outnumbered by the military
might of their enemies? of course, those who bring Allah (Â) to
the battleground with their absolute confidence in Him know He
will support them by reinforcing their military efforts with sover-
eign angels. In the first part of the Battle of Badr, there were 1,000
angels, then as the battle progressed they became 3,000, and finally
the number of victorious angels reached 5,000. These extraordinary
events are possible when Muslims mobilize all their resources and
then rely on their patience and fortitude during the course of a war
fought for Allah (Â), who becomes the only power the Muslims
recognize. Muslims then need not fear any power on earth; they
need to fear only the power of Allah (Â). This is taqwå.

When the Muslims understand the engagement with their
enemies in these terms, then the mushriks may only act on the spur
of the moment. Even though they have ostensibly superior military
manpower and hardware, they feel time is against them. such bat-
tles are distinguished by the intrusion of the ghayb, the manifesta-
tion of Allah’s (Â) power, and its associated surprising results. The
deterrent effect of the unconstrained angels is a guarantee of
impending victory; at that time, it also acted to calm the Muslim
army, which had previously assumed it would lose the war because
it was outnumbered and outgunned. This military lesson teaches
the confident, combatant Muslims that victory has nothing to do
with superior numbers and weaponry; it comes from Allah (Â). 

This lesson also is hard on the God-deniers who in the course
of war are killed or captured. They finally realize that frustration
and defeat is their due. In all this affair, the outcome is in the hands
of Allah (Â). If people are able to detect Allah’s (Â) power pres-
ence, it is to their advantage; if not, they suffer emotionally and
endure distress. And to Allah (Â) belongs whatever is physically
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or non-physically on earth and in the heavens — they belong to
Him as possessions, as creation, and as inferiors.

The œya∆, “[And] it is not within your scope [o Prophet] to
decide [the outcome of] this affair…” is discussed in the hadith
literature. on the day of u˙ud, as the battle raged, the prophet (r)
suffered a broken tooth and a head injury; blood flowed down his
face. At this point he said, “How are such people who are doing this to
their prophet going to be successful? Their prophet is only inviting them
to their Lord.” It was in the context of this dynamic that Allah (Â)
revealed the œya∆ above.190 Al-Bukhœrø reports on the authority of
Ibn ‘umar, that Allah’s prophet (r) was heard saying, “O Allah!
Condemn Ab¥ Sufyœn! O Allah! Condemn al-Óœrith ibn Hishœm. O
Allah! Condemn Suhayl ibn ‘Amr. O Allah! Condemn Íafwœn ibn
Umayya∆!”191 subsequently this œya∆ was revealed, “It is not with-
in your scope [o Prophet] to decide upon this [military] affair.”

Al-Bukhœrø also narrates that when Allah’s prophet (r) fin-
ished reciting during the second rak‘a∆ of Fajr Íalœ∆, after saying
sami‘a Allœhu liman ˙amidahu, rabbanœ laka al-˙amd (Allah has heard
he who has praised Him. o our sustainer! To you is directed our
praise), he would say while still standing,

O Allah! Bring to safety al-Walød ibn al-Walød and Salama∆
ibn Hishœm and ‘Ayyœsh ibn Abø Rabø‘a∆ and all the powerless
committed Muslims. O Allah! Stifle [the power faction of]
Mu∂ar; have them suffer harsh years, as were the dreadful
years during the time of [Prophet] Y¥suf. O Allah! Condemn
[the power factions of] Li˙yœn, Ri‘l, Dhakwœn, and ‘Ußya∆;
for they have offended Allah and His Prophet.”192

The prophet (r) apparently did not continue this invocation after
œya∆ 3:128 was revealed, “It is not within your scope [o Prophet]
to decide whether He shall accept their repentance or chastise
them [as a result of this military encounter]…”

In previous œyœt, Allah (Â) advised the consolidated Muslims
not to align themselves with bands of evil. This is a real human and
social demonstration of how this advice can be applicable and per-
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tinent. The two power factions referred to above, Ban¥ salama∆
and Ban¥ Óœritha∆, were prone to doubts because they came under
the influence of the munœfiqs led by ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy ibn sall¥l. 

Allah (Â) refers also, during this discussion of the Battle of
u˙ud, to the Muslim experience at the earlier Battle of Badr. This
battle took place on the 17th day of rama∂œn in 2AH.193 on this
day, those who had fewer men under arms scored a stunning victory
over those who had more. The words of the Qur’an confirm, “…
for, indeed, Allah did support you [militarily] at Badr, when you
were inferior.” In this military encounter, Allah (Â) supported
the Muslims with celestial forces who fought alongside them. The
Muslims showed they can be patient, combatant, and then deserv-
ingly victorious. Allah’s prophet (r) was himself on the front lines
in this war, as he was in at least nine other military campaigns. This
defining battle tipped the balance in favor of those who showed a
steely determination to fight against all odds. Before the two war-
ring camps engaged in hand-to-hand combat, Allah’s prophet (r)
turned to Allah (Â) and said the following, “O Allah! If this band
of committed Muslims is defeated [at the war front], You will not be
revered on earth. O Allah! Fulfill Your pledge to me. O Allah! I ask for
Your victory.”194 He raised his hands skyward until his cloak fell from
his shoulders. Those around him felt the awe of the moment, “lo!
You were pleading with your Sustainer for aid, whereupon He
thus responded to you, ‘I shall, verily, aid you with a thousand
angels following one upon another!’” (8:9).

However, the outcome of the Battle of u˙ud was not so clear
cut. To understand the implications and lessons of the Battle of
u˙ud, the Muslims cannot afford to do so simply as “religious”
Muslims. Before and beyond that, we are activist Muslims whose
positive actions are shaped by Allah’s (Â) words, Allah’s prophets
(Å), and Allah’s (Â) inspiration. When we seek to understand
these early wars in the formative years of Islam, we do so in order
to recapture the character of the Muslims of that time, and emulate
their behavior and examples in our time. Nothing less will do. 

In the aftermath of the rout the mushriks suffered at Badr they
went into a typical revenge mode. Ab¥ sufyœn began to stoke the
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fires of hostility against the Muslims and resources were committed
to defeating them; fighters, young and old, were recruited. A force
of 3,000 warriors was prepared for war. Among them were 700
armored nobles, and 200 cavalrymen commanded by Íafwœn ibn
umayya∆. As these enemy preparations were being made, informa-
tion reached Madinah that this hostile force was approaching. 

As it became clear to the Muslims that military confrontation
with the mushriks of Makkah was inevitable, because they were
spoiling for a war that they hoped would reverse their earlier defeat
at Badr, the prophet (r) convened an advisory council (sh¥rå). The
central issue debated was whether the Muslims should meet this
mushrik aggression inside Madinah or outside it. It appears that the
prophet (r) wanted to fight from within the city as this would have
given the Muslims advantages of urban warfare in a familiar envi-
ronment; but the other view favoring confrontation out in the
open eventually prevailed. When the prophet (r) realized where
the majority public opinion finally settled on this issue, he went
into his private quarters and put on his armor; this was an indica-
tion that he had made up his mind to go to war outside the city. 

prior to the battle, Allah’s prophet (r) had a dream in which
he saw a crack in his sword. He also saw cows being slaughtered. He
saw himself place his hand in a protective shield. He interpreted
the crack in his sword as having one of his close relatives wounded.
The slaughtered cows he interpreted as many of his companions
being killed. The shield he said referred to Madinah.195 This clearly
indicated that Allah’s prophet (r) had a sense of what was to come
at u˙ud. But still the sh¥rå had to be honored, and its decisions
implemented. This particular precedent was not meant to be pecu-
liar to one incident in one generation at one time in history; it was
meant as a lesson for all decision-makers of all generations at all
times, of how and what to do when it comes to public affairs, mili-
tary campaigns, and the participatory role of the Muslim rank and
file. Allah’s prophet (r) placed himself in a position that future
generations of less-than-impeccable leaders would find themselves
in. If the prophet’s (r) sunnah was peculiar to him alone, he would
not have had any need for a sh¥rå; but because his sunnah is for
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everyone, he had to substitute his immediate self for his future
ummah and show them the way. What is lamentable is that today,
the Muslims fail to understand this, even as many of them invoke
ßalawœt upon his blessed memory. 

And so, on the 7th of shawwœl, 3AH, Muhammad (r) depart-
ed from Madinah with about 1,000 soldiers, of whom 100 had
armor and horses. He assigned Ibn umm Makt¥m, the blind man,
to lead the ßalœ∆ in Madinah in his absence. When the Muslim
army was almost halfway to u˙ud, the traitorous leader of the
munœfiqs, ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy, broke away with about one-third of
the total fighting force, explaining his action by asserting, “He
[Muhammad] contradicts me and listens to some youngsters!”196

These are the ones who said, “If we but knew [that it would come
to] a fight, we would indeed follow you” (3:167). This desertion
by a significant force of 300 soldiers also caused two power blocs
among the Anßœr, Ban¥ salama∆ and Ban¥ Óœritha∆, to have sec-
ond thoughts about going out to u˙ud. But they finally made up
their mind to stay the course with the prophet (r). This is what
œya∆ 3:122 refers to, “…as two groups from among you were
about to lose heart, although Allah was near to them and it is in
Allah that the committed muslims must place their trust.” This
refusal to accept sh¥rå is precisely what so many Muslims have been
guilty of since that time. The breakaway contingent was addressed
by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Amr ibn Óarœm, the father of Jœbir ibn ‘Abdillœh,
who chastised them and encouraged them to reconsider, “Avoid
Allah’s corrective power by sticking with your prophet. fight on a
path to Allah for the sake of Allah and fight off aggression.” Ibn
ubayy replied, “I do not think there will be any war breaking out;
and if we were sure that war was pending we would be with you.”
When the two committed Muslims tired from trying to convince
them, they parted with the words, “Go your way, you enemies of
Allah. Allah will compensate His prophet  with those who are bet-
ter than you.” 197

Thus, after these demoralizing defections, a total fighting force
of some 700 Muslims, under the leadership of Muhammad (r), pre-
pared for warfare by occupying positions at the bottom of Mount
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u˙ud, about three kilometers north of Madinah. The Muslims were
arranged with Mount u˙ud behind them. of the 700 Muslim sol-
diers, 50 were cavalry and 50 were bowmen, the latter commanded
by ‘Abdullœh ibn Jubayr. The 50 archers were strategically posi-
tioned at the bottom of the mountain. They were under clear
prophetic instructions to stay in their allocated positions, and to not
abandon their positions under any circumstances even if vultures
were plucking at the Muslims.198 These archers were the Muslims’
rearguard. They were commanded to shoot at the mushriks to deter
them from attacking the Muslims from behind.

Allah’s prophet (r) stood between two armed flanks. The
Muslims’ banner was given to Muß‘ab ibn ‘umayr. one flank was
under the control of al-Zubayr ibn al-‘Awwœm and the other was
under al-Mundhir ibn ‘Amr. Allah’s prophet (r) gave his own
sword to Ab¥ Dujœna∆ sammœk ibn Kharshah, who was well-
known for his chivalry and heroism. 

on the other side, Quraysh were itching for war. Hind bint
‘utba∆, Ab¥ sufyœn’s wife, was the mushriks’ cheerleader, playing the
tambourines while egging on the troops. They had 3,000 warriors,
200 of whom were on horseback. Their right flank was commanded
by Khœlid ibn al-Walød and the left by ‘Ikrima∆ ibn Abø Jahl. Their
banner was held by ǎl˙a∆ ibn Abø ǎl˙a∆. ‘Abdullœh ibn Abø
rabø‘a∆ commanded their bowmen, who numbered about 100.

The Battle of u˙ud began with a series of one-on-one duels.
The first warrior to step up from the mushriks was Ab¥ ‘Œmir 
al-fœsiq. He was known as Ab¥ ‘Œmir al-rœhib (the monk), but
ras¥l-Allah (r) renamed him al-fœsiq (the deviant). This man was
the chief of the Aws in pre-Islamic days. When Islam became the
order in Madinah, he publicly stated his hostility to Muhammad
(r), left Madinah and joined the Quraysh in Makkah. He became
a promoter of war against the Muslims in Madinah, even telling
his allies in Makkah that once his people saw him, they would
abandon Muhammad (r) and join the Makkan force. When he
stepped to the fore on the battleground at u˙ud, he called upon
his tribe and people to abandon the prophet (r), appealing to
their tribalism. But the Muslims of Aws answered him with con-
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Figure 1: An approximate illustration of the u˙ud battlefield. The
numbered markers on the battlefield represent (1) where the initial
engagement took place between the Muslims and mushriks, (2) the
cave where the prophet (r) took refuge when the Muslims were
retreating after Khalid’s cavalry blindsided the Muslims, (3) the two
places where the prophet (r) rested during the battle, (4) where the
prophet’s (r) tooth is buried, (5) where the majority of u˙ud’s
shahøds are buried, (6) where Óamza∆ and four shahøds are buried, 
(7) where Óamza∆ was martyred, and (8) the location of al-Zubayr
ibn al-‘Awwœm’s cavalry charge at the beginning of the battle.



tempt, refusing to heed him. Ab¥ ‘Œmir went on to fight bitterly
against the Muslims. 

There were many heroic exploits in this battle. When the two
sides engaged en masse, Ab¥ Dujœna∆ fought heroically; everyone
who came his way was killed. ‘Alø ibn Abø œ̌lib, Óamza∆ ibn ‘Abd
al-Mu††alib, ǎl˙a∆ ibn ‘ubaydillœh, Anas ibn al-Na∂r, sa‘d ibn 
al-rabø‘, and others also acquitted themselves admirably. When
Muß‘ab ibn ‘umayr was killed, the banner was given by ras¥l-Allah
(r) to ‘Alø ibn Abø œ̌lib. Óamza∆, the prophet’s (r) uncle, fought
with chivalry and high spirits, felling many mushriks on the battle-
field. Near the end of the battle, Óamza∆ sustained a lance wound
inflicted upon him by Wa˙shø, the slave of Jubayr ibn Mu†‘im. It
pierced his lower abdomen and proved fatal, making him the sayyid
of the Muslim martyrs.

At the beginning of the war all was going well for the Mus-
lims. The mushriks felt defeat and began to retreat, until they
reached their women behind the lines; the mushrik women followed
their men in flight. Their banner fell from the hands of ǎl˙a∆. It
was taken up by his son, and then his brother. The Muslims were
on the verge of an all-out victory. When the Muslim bowmen saw
the mushriks retreating, they left their positions, disobeying a direct
order of Allah’s prophet (r). They said, “people! run for the spoils
of war! run to capture the war booty!” Their commander reminded
them of ras¥l-Allah’s (r) orders to stay where they were posted,
but they did not listen.199 Thinking that the mushriks were finished,
they abandoned their military positions in pursuit of the spoils of
war. The mountain was now exposed. As the archers rushed to col-
lect the spoils of war, they left the rearguard compromised and
unprotected. Khœlid ibn al-Walød, an unrivalled military command-
er in his own right, was patiently waiting for just such an opportu-
nity. He attacked with a mounted contingent and occupied the
Muslims’ rearguard positions. The mushriks, seeing a military break-
through by Khœlid and the other horsemen, regrouped and
launched a fresh offensive against the exposed Muslims. 

This is when the battle turned against the Muslims. The Mus-
lims were caught off-guard; they were surprised and demoralized.
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Many Muslims panicked, especially as casualties among them
mounted suddenly. The mushriks moved toward ras¥l-Allah (r)
who was now surrounded by only a handful of Muslims. They
fought courageously defending Allah’s prophet (r) until they were
martyred one by one. The mushriks pelted him with stones until he
fell on his side, into a ditch that had been dug and then covered as
a trap by Ab¥ ‘Œmir al-fœsiq. Two chain links from the prophet’s
(r) helmet pierced his cheek. As the prophet (r) retreated toward
Mount u˙ud at his back, his face was cut, and a tooth on the right
side of his lower jaw was chipped; blood flowed down his face. He
wiped the blood away saying, “How can such people succeed when
they bloody the face of their prophet as he calls them to their Lord?”200

After that, ‘Alø held his hand and helped him stand up, as did
ǎl˙a∆ ibn ‘ubaydillœh. 

In this confusion, word spread that Muhammad (r) had been
killed. This rumor at this particular time was a massive psycholog-
ical blow to the Muslims. Many abandoned hope and virtually
withdrew from the battlefield. Hearing what he thought was
encouraging news, Ab¥ sufyœn began saying, “o people of
Quraysh! Who is the one who killed Muhammad?” ‘umar ibn
Qami’a∆ claimed, “I killed him.” When all the Muslims seemed
downcast and dispirited, Anas ibn al-Na∂r came to the few Mus-
lims who remained, including ‘umar ibn al-Kha††œb and a few
Muhœjir¥n and Anßœr, and said, “But why has everyone backed
out?” They said, “But ras¥l-Allah was killed!” He replied, “And
what is life worth after him? stand up and die as he died.” He went
to take on some mushriks, and on his way he saw sa‘d ibn Mu‘œdh
and said to him, “o sa‘d! I can inhale the aroma of paradise short
of u˙ud.” He fought until he got his shahœda∆; his body had some
70 wounds on it, and was identifiable only by his sister, who recog-
nized his fingers.201

of course Allah’s prophet (r) was not a casualty of war, and in
that critical moment, he called out to the Muslims as the tide was
turning against them, “Come to me, subjects of Allah; I am Ras¥l-
Allah.”202 This was later mentioned in the Qur’an, “[Remember the
time] when you fled, paying heed to anyone, while at your rear
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the Apostle was calling out to you; wherefore He requited you
with woe in return for [the Apostle’s] woe” (3:153). 

After these confusing minutes, the prophet of Allah (r) came
walking toward the Muslims, “[And Allah will protect you from
men [who deny Allah]” (5:67). The first to recognize him was
Ka‘b ibn Mœlik who called out, “o Muslims! Good news! This is
Allah’s Messenger.” Muhammad (r) gestured to him to be silent.
The Muslims regrouped around him, and they moved to a higher
place on Mount u˙ud.

Ab¥ sufyœn took to a mountain peak and called out, “Is
Muhammad among you?” ras¥l-Allah (r) said, “Do not answer
him.” Ab¥ sufyœn then asked, “Is Ibn Abø Qu˙œfa∆ [Ab¥ Bakr]
among you?” And there was no answer. He then asked, “Is ‘umar
ibn al-Kha††œb among you?” And no one answered. Then Ab¥
sufyœn said to his people, “These have been taken care of,” mean-
ing that they have been killed. ‘umar could not control himself
and responded, “o enemy of Allah! Those that you mentioned are
still alive. Allah has kept for you that which will rile you!” Ab¥
sufyœn replied, “some corpses have been mutilated; I did not order
that to happen but I am not disturbed by it!” This was a reference
to what his wife Hind had done to the body of Óamza∆, cutting his
belly and chewing his liver, after he had been killed by Wa˙shø.203

Ab¥ sufyœn then said, “Hubal is supreme,” referring to an
idol at the Ka‘bah. Then ras¥l-Allah (r) said, “Will anyone
answer him?” And they said, “But what should we say?” The
prophet (r) instructed, “Allah’s Majesty is exalted and climactic.”
Ab¥ sufyœn then said, “We have al-‘uzzå [another idol], and you
have none.” The prophet (r) told the Muslims to respond by say-
ing, “Allah is our Authority Supreme, and you have none.” Ab¥
sufyœn said, “This day compensates for [our losses at] Badr. you
win one, you lose one.” ‘umar answered, “Not the same — our
deceased are in paradise, yours are in the fire.”204 When Ab¥
sufyœn left the battlefield, he said, “Next year we will see you [the
Muslims] at Badr.” The prophet (r) told the Muslims around him
to respond to Ab¥ sufyœn, saying, “And we will have another
match between us and you.” 205
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By all accounts, the day of u˙ud was one of reproach and bit-
ter experience. The Muslims sustained 70 martyrs. The mushriks
were reported to have suffered the death of 22 soldiers. Among the
Muslim martyrs was Óamza∆, the highest-ranking shahød. After the
battle, ras¥l-Allah (r) went about looking for his uncle Óamza∆.
He found him lying on the battlefield with a gouged abdomen and
his nose and ears cut off. upon seeing Óamza∆’s lifeless and muti-
lated body ras¥l-Allah (r) was deeply grieved. He wrapped his
uncle up with his own cloak, prayed for him and said seven takbørs.
The other Muslim casualties were aligned together. It is said that
the prophet (r) offered 72 prayers over them. Then Óamza∆ was
buried and the prophet (r) ordered the rest of the Muslims to be
buried where they had been martyred; and thus they were laid to
rest right on the battleground of u˙ud. 

It turned out that the reason for this partial and temporary set-
back was the disobedience of the archers who left their defensive
positions to grab some of the spoils of war. The result was that the
indecisive battle ended in a setback for all the Muslim fighters. But
it also taught them a precious lesson: victory needs to be earned by
worldly efforts; sole reliance on divine support is not sufficient on
its own. Had the Muslims been totally defeated, their commitment
to Allah (Â) would have been eroded and their relationship with
Allah (Â) would have been battered. But that did not happen
even though they militarily “lost the battle.” In light of this, Allah’s
(Â) words are painful but true, “…so that you should not grieve
[merely] over what had escaped you, nor over what had befallen
you, for Allah is aware of all that you do” (3:153). A divine les-
son is meant for all, although a few may have triggered it, “And
beware of the sedition which does not only befall those among
you who are averse to Allah…” (8:25).

At the conclusion of hostilities, the mushriks hurriedly left the
battlefield. The Muslims thought they may have been on their way
to Madinah to sack the city and take hostages. The prophet (r)
ordered ‘Alø ibn Abø œ̌lib to follow them, and see what they were
up to. ‘Alø reported that he had followed them and found them on
their camels on their way to Makkah. 
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As they were returning to Madinah, the Muslims began to
reconsider the outcome of the battle. some of them began to blame
themselves for not doing enough to defeat the mushriks. others
regretted not being able to decapitate the mushrik leadership. some
of them decided to go back and fight. This was brought to the atten-
tion of the prophet (r), who called the people of Madinah to a
meeting. He encouraged them to trail the mushrik army and catch up
with them. He said, “Only those who fought in the battle should come
along.” ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy said, “I will ride with you.” Allah’s
prophet (r) refused. other Muslims also responded to this call to
arms, even though many of them were badly injured. They said to
Allah’s Messenger (r), “We listen and we obey.” Jœbir ibn ‘Abdillœh
asked Muhammad (r) for permission to go and fight, and be relieved
of a family duty he promised his father after returning from u˙ud.206

The Muslims put on their military gear and proceeded with the
prophet (r) to a place called Óamrœ’ al-Asad. The mobilized Mus-
lim armed forces waited three days for the mushriks to come back
and attack Madinah, but they did not; so the Muslims left their for-
ward positions, and returned to Madinah.

And bear in mind [o Prophet the day] when you [in a
military manner] set out from your home early in the
day to position the committed muslims in battle forma-
tion. And Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing (3:121).

Muslims should mark their calendars when Allah (Â) is telling
them to remember this day and time. yet one can choose almost
any hijrø calendar in the world, and probably will not find the 7th
day of shawwœl listed as the first day of the Battle of u˙ud. Just as
the saudi government wants to obliterate the milestones of that
heroic history, and these commandments in the divine Writ, their
agencies around the world are busy obliterating this history from
Muslim memory. If the Qur’an is saying to the prophet (r) and
everyone aligned with him to recall and remember this day, why is
it that this day is so hazy and fuzzy in the memories of almost all
Muslims today? 
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The Role of the Malœ’ika∆
An important element of these œyœt that discuss the Battle of u˙ud
has to do with the malœ’ika∆ — the word usually translated as angels.
In these œyœt, Allah (Â) reveals how these “angels” are involved
in battles. for the sake of simplicity, the word angels can be used to
translate the Qur’anic word malœ’ika∆, although the meaning is not
quite what people usually understand by the term angels.207 A Mus-
lim’s understanding of malœ’ika∆ is based on the information given
in this pristine Qur’an. The God-given truth to mankind is com-
municated to human societies via Allah’s prophets and Apostles
(Å) who are central elements of their societies. The Qur’an also
relates that this truth, Allah’s (Â) words, is communicated to
these select prophets and Apostles (Å) by the agency of malœ’ika∆.
They are thus central to the human experience of divine inspira-
tion and revelation. some of this meaning can be extracted from
the following divine Qur’anic words, 

He causes the angels to descend with this divine inspi-
ration, [bestowed] at His behest upon whomever He
wills of His servants. Warn [all human beings] that
there is no deity except me; be, therefore, consciously
defensive of me! (16:2).

These angels are thus the facilitators of Allah’s (Â) will in
the life of humanity. There are many aspects of life that are viewed
mechanically by the secular mind. A scriptural mind knows better.
There is nothing mechanical about the development of human life,
for example. Within observational power of anyone, learned or
ignorant, is the realization that at one point in the development of
a fetus, it gains a r¥˙ (a conscious awareness, usually translated as
soul). Making this happen is part of the task of the angels. Angels
are also tasked with observing and monitoring what human beings
do. They also have the responsibility of preserving the physical and
natural conditions that make life possible on earth and anywhere
else where human life may be possible. And of their more impor-
tant duties, insofar as man is concerned, is that they deliver our
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inevitable worldly deaths to us. All this is known only because the
Qur’an and the prophet (r) have divulged these facts. There is no
other source of information on the angels because man has no sen-
sory or empirical access to them; but this is of no consequence, as
man can confidently rely upon what Allah (Â) and His prophet
(r) have made known. 

The Qur’an and the sunnah contain a good deal of informa-
tion about angels. A hadith of the prophet (r) indicates that “…
angels are created from light; jinn are created from the flames of fire, and
Adam was created as described to you.”208 As for their physical form,
the Qur’an says they have wings,

All praise is due to Allah, originator of the heavens
and the earth, who causes the angels to be [His] mes-
sage-bearers, endowed with wings, two, or three, or
four. [unceasingly] He adds to His creation whatever
He wills, for verily, Allah has the power to will any-
thing (35:1).

The same œya∆ indicates one of their primary roles, as message-bear-
ers from Allah (Â) to His Apostles and Messengers (Å).

Angels may be all around man’s domain and yet he is unable
to see them. Thus the angel Gabriel (a) would come to Allah’s
prophet (r) conveying scriptural revelation, and the people sitting
around the prophet (r) were unable to see him. A muttafaq hadith
relates an incident of the prophet (r) when he said, 

“O ‘Œ’isha∆! Gabriel is here and he relays salutations of peace.”
And she replied, “and peace and blessings to him, too. He sees
what I cannot see.”209

Angels are capable of appearing in various forms. substantiating
this is a hadith on the authority of ‘umar ibn al-Kha††œb, who was
present at an occasion when the angel Gabriel (a) came to the
company of Muhammad (r) in the form of an unknown man,
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While we were sitting in the company of Allah’s Messenger
(r) a man wearing extremely white clothes came up to us.
His hair was pitch black. He had no indications of a traveler.
None of us knew who he was. This man asked the Prophet
(r) about islœm, ømœn, and i˙sœn, as well as the Day at the
end of time; the Prophet (r) answered him in detail. After
this strange man had left, the Prophet (r) asked, “Do you
know who this inquirer was?” They said, “But Allah and His
Prophet are more informed.” He [the Prophet (r)] said, “It
was Gabriel; he came to teach you your døn.”210

The Qur’an also narrates an occasion when Gabriel (a) came
to Maryam (|) in human form, after she had distanced herself from
her people,

And call to mind, through this divine Writ, mary. lo!
She withdrew from her family to an eastern place and
kept herself in seclusion from them, whereupon We
sent to her our angel of revelation, who appeared to
her in the shape of a well-made human being. She
exclaimed, “Verily, I seek refuge from you with the
most Gracious! [Approach me not] if you are defen-
sively conscious of Him!” [The angel] answered, “I
am but a messenger of your Sustainer, [who says], ‘I
shall bestow upon you the gift of a son endowed with
purity’” (19:16–19).

The adaptation of angels to human forms is mentioned several times
in the Qur’an. for example, there is the story of Ibrœhøm (a) enter-
taining some honored guests,

And has the story of Abraham’s honored guests ever
come within your domain [of appreciation]? When
those [angels] came to him and bade him peace, he
answered, “[And upon you be] peace!” [saying to him-
self], “They are strangers.” Then he turned quietly to
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his household, and brought forth a fat [roasted] calf, and
placed it before them, saying, “Will you not eat?” [And
when he saw that the guests would not eat], he became
apprehensive of them; [but] they said, “Fear not,” and
gave him the glad tiding of [the birth of] a son who
would be endowed with deep knowledge. (51:24–28).

Even though they appeared to be human, Ibrœhøm (a) became
apprehensive when they refused to eat. Also mentioned are the
angels who came to prophet l¥† (a) to destroy his society. These
angels came to him in the form of attractive and handsome young
men. They were so beautiful and charming that the homosexual
society around l¥† (a), also known as prophet lot in the Gospel,
were tempted to seduce them,

And when our messengers [angels] came to l¥†, he
was sorely grieved on their account, seeing that it was
beyond his power to shield them [from his society’s
sexual perversion]; and he exclaimed, “This is a woe-
ful day!” And his people came running to him,
impelled toward his house [by their lust], for they had
ever been wont to commit [such] abominations. Said
[l¥†], “o my people! [Take instead] these daughters of
mine: they are purer for you! Be, then, defensively
conscious of Allah, and disgrace me not by [assaulting]
my guests. Is there not among you even one right-
minded man?” (11:77–78).

Then there are the two angels in human form who entered into
David’s (a) prayer niche, pretending to be adversarial opponents,

And yet, has the story of the litigants come within your
knowledge: [the story of the two] who surmounted the
walls of the sanctuary [in which David prayed]? As
they came upon David, and he shrank back in fear from
them, they said, “Fear not! [We are but] two litigants.
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one of us has wronged the other; so judge between us
with justice, and deviate not from what is right, and
show [both of] us the way to rectitude (38:21–22).

Angels may also appear in the form of a known person. It is report-
ed that Gabriel (a) came to Allah’s prophet (r) in the likeness
of Di˙ya∆ al-Kalbø, a well-known companion who was exceeding-
ly handsome.

Angels are in continuous acknowledgment of Allah’s (Â)
glory, majesty, and splendor; their nature is to exalt and extol Him, 

And lo! Your Sustainer said to the angels, “Behold, I
am about to establish upon earth one who shall be
[my] successor. They said, “Will You place on it such
as will spread corruption thereon and shed blood,
whereas it is we who extol Your limitless glory, and
praise You, and hallow Your name?” [Allah] answered,
“Verily, I know that which you do not know” (2:30).

The Qur’an suggests that angels do not procreate or repro-
duce. They are humble subjects and direct subordinates of Allah
(Â). This means they were created directly by Allah (Â) Himself
and for Him. The words of Allah (Â) in the Qur’an criticize peo-
ple for feminizing the angels or giving them a gender,

And [yet] they claim that the angels — who in them-
selves are but beings created by the most Gracious —
are females; [but] did they witness their creation? This
false claim of theirs will be recorded, and they will be
called to account (43:19).

one of the angels’ roles is communication. They deliver words
and wisdom from Allah (Â) to His Apostles and prophets (Å);
they are able to transcend cosmic distances and intervals with no
lapse of time, “All the angels and the r¥˙ ascend to Him [daily] in
a day the length whereof is [like] fifty thousand years…” (70:4).
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Angels fear Allah (Â) even though they do not disobey Him and
are constantly proclaiming His glory,

…and the thunder extols His limitless glory and praises
Him, and [so do] the angels, in awe of Him… (13:13).

For, before Allah prostrates itself all that is in the heav-
ens and all that is on earth — every beast that moves,
and the angels: [even] these do not bear themselves with
false pride; they fear their Sustainer high above them,
and do whatever they are bidden to do (16:49–50).

There are certain angels who are mentioned individually in
the Qur’an, “Whosoever is an enemy of Allah and His angels and
His message-bearers, including Gabriel and michael, [should
know that], verily, Allah is the enemy of all who deny Him”
(2:98). Gabriel (a) is known to be the angel of revelation and
scripture and was involved in the unfolding of prophetic history,

[Say, o Prophet], “Would that you two turn to Allah
in repentance, for the hearts of both of you have
swerved [from what is right]! And if you uphold each
other against him [who is Allah’s message-bearer,
know that] Allah Himself is his Protector, and [that],
therefore, Gabriel, and all the righteous among the
committed muslims, and all the [other] angels will
come to his aid” (66:4).

Two of the other angels mentioned in the Qur’an and sunnah are
Møkœl (a), also known as Michael, who is instrumental in deliver-
ing provisions to humans: sustenance, livelihood, and plentifulness;
and Isrœføl (a), the angel of death, who is sometimes called ‘Azrœ’øl
(a). Isrœføl (a) is said to be the one who will blow the horn of the
first grand cessation of life on earth. He will also blow into the horn
for life on resurrection Day,
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And [on that Day], the trumpet [of judgment] will be
sounded, and all [creatures] that are in the heavens and
all that are on earth will fall down senseless, unless
they be such as Allah wills [to exempt]. And then it
will sound again. And lo! Standing [before the Seat of
Judgment], they will begin to see [the truth]! (39:68).

Angels are also known to surround the Throne; they are to
be found in paradise; and they are also to be found surrounding
the fire,

And you will see the angels surrounding the Throne of
[Allah’s] Almightiness, extolling their Sustainer’s
glory and praise. And judgment will have been passed
in justice on all [who had lived and died], and the word
will be spoken, “All praise is due to Allah, the Sustain-
er of the worlds!” (39:75).

…gardens of perpetual bliss, which they shall enter
together with the righteous from among their parents,
their spouses, and their offspring; and the angels will
come to them from every gate [and will say], “Peace be
upon you, because you have persevered!” (13:23–24).

And what could make you conceive what hellfire is? It
does not allow to live, and neither leaves [to die], mak-
ing [all truth] visible to mortal man. over it are nine-
teen [powers]. For We have caused none but angelic
powers to lord over the Fire… (74:27–31).

finally, the termination of earthly human life is an angelic
act, “Say, ‘[one day], the angel of death who has been given
charge of you will terminate your life, and then to your Sustainer
you will be brought back’” (32:11).

This background information about the malœ’ika∆ is necessary
to highlight the significance of the involvement of angels in the
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two major battles between the early Muslims and their Makkan
enemies, the Battle of u˙ud and before that, the Battle of Badr.
And Allah (Â) indicates beyond any doubt that angels were
active participants in these battles, alongside the Muslims. These
angels are invisible participants on the side of Allah (Â), the
truth, and the sincere and sacrificing Muslims. They are made of
light and they cannot be contained by the visual or auditory senso-
ry range of ordinary men on the field of battle. They are able to
reconfigure themselves into human form and perform unusual and
extraordinary feats. They do not disobey Allah (Â) in whatever
they do; therefore, for them to be active players in a war, the Mus-
lims would have to be in utter obedience to Allah (Â). 

Human nature, even allowing for the commitment of Mus-
lims, tends to be apprehensive when it goes into battle against the
numerically superior enemy. The fact of being with Allah (Â) can
be subsumed by this human fear. A reminder of whose side the
combatant Muslims are on is merited here, 

[And remember] when you did say to the committed
muslims, “Is it not enough for you [to know] that your
Sustainer will aid you with three thousand angels sent
down [from on high]?” (3:124). 

Combat-ready Muslims are reinforced with these angels on the bat-
tlefield. However, when God-offending “Muslims” fight, they can-
not expect the angels’ help as they are in violation of Allah’s (Â)
will and command.

Those years of struggle saw 1,000 angels reinforcing the com-
mitted Muslims at Badr. some sources say the number was 3,000
while others say there were 5,000. This may be a matter of seman-
tics that can never be settled; but the precise number is not impor-
tant. What is clear, however, is that if their presence at the
battlefield is merited, it becomes a dynamic of the discrepancy in
numbers between the fighting Muslims and their military oppo-
nents. The battle of u˙ud and the way it developed would indicate
that the angels were not militarily engaged with the Muslims; how
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could they be engaged when the Muslims disobeyed Allah (Â) and
His prophet (r)? And how was it possible for the angels to be mil-
itarily engaged when the Muslims ended up virtually losing this
battle? And remember, all of this happened while the prophet (r)
was in their midst!

Who Were the Deserters with ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy?
The leadership of Muhammad (r) was severely tested in the course
of this war. first, one third of the Muslim army broke away, and
then the archers ignored the orders given to them by ras¥l-Allah
(r). These two developments resulted in a serious setback for the
ummah at u˙ud. What should be amazing to all Muslims is that
their historians do not have in their possession the names of those
300 or so individuals who chose to go with ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy
and not with Muhammad (r). obviously they lived on to become
part of future Muslim armies, during the prophet’s (r) time and
after his death. should it not be known who they were? And yet
there is no historical record of their names and identities. The rea-
sons for this are not clear. This may have been part of the informa-
tion that was expunged from Muslim history books by the
monarchical governments that assumed power over the ummah
after the period of al-khilœfa∆ al-rœshida∆.211

What is clear, however, is that no one in his right mind would
attribute the military reversals at u˙ud to imperfect individual
prayers, ignorance about the fast of rama∂œn, or issues of personal
hygiene. Contemporary Muslims have to break out of the ritualistic
shell in which much of the ummah has been encased for centuries,
and begin to see the facts with their God-given hearts and minds.
The reversals at u˙ud were directly and exclusively related to a lax
commitment to the prophet’s (r) leadership. The prophet (r) and
those in his immediate “inner circle” evidently chose not to disci-
pline the 300 deserters. This may have been because such a mass
proceeding could have precipitated internal strife in the nascent
Islamic political community in Madinah — something the strug-
gling Muslims could not afford in the difficult circumstances asso-
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ciated with the aftermath of u˙ud. The hard lesson of u˙ud was
well understood by the core Muslims around Allah’s prophet (r),
but it was insufficiently absorbed by those Muslims who chose to
leave the prophet (r) on the road to war, as well as the archers who
were more anxious to collect the spoils of war than to remain in
their assigned positions. 

Victory only Comes from Allah (Â)
Now it is time to penetrate these meanings of the Qur’an a little
deeper as they illuminate events and highlight the triangular
engagement among the inspiring leadership of the prophet (r), the
committed Muslims, and the objectors — the mushriks of Makkah
and their fifth column in Madinah, the munœfiqs,

And [remember, o Prophet, the time] when you [in a
military manner] left home early in the day to arrange
the committed muslims in battle formation. And Allah
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. It was then that two fac-
tions from among you were about to lose heart [Ban¥
Salama∆ from the Aws and Ban¥ Óœritha∆ from the
Khazraj], although Allah was their [immediate] higher
authority; and it is in Allah that the committed mus-
lims must place their trust (3:121–122).

It was easy for the prophet (r) and the Muslims of those days to
recall the nature of war preparations that this œya∆ is referring to,
but it seems quite difficult for Muslims today to remember the mil-
itary character of Muhammad (r). Why do the Muslims exclude
the military character of Muhammad (r) from their field of view?
Why do they get defensive about this military personality of
Muhammad (r) that was meant to uphold, extend, and spread the
truth against its violent and bloodthirsty enemies? The picture is
vivid and clear: the prophet (r) took the lead in organizing the
Muslims as a fighting force. The fact that should never evade any-
one who reads and understands this truthful Book is that whatever
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the adherents of Allah’s (Â) cause do, they should be conscious of
the fact that Allah (Â) is with them. When Muslims assemble for
military duty, they should do so with a heightened sense of Allah’s
(Â) presence. Allah (Â) dwells in the Muslims’ minds and in
their actions, war duties included. It is the intensity of this thought-
ful feeling that gives the Muslims their confidence and momentum.
A Muslim conscience is saturated with Allah’s (Â) immediacy.
unlike other people who are uneasy with “God” or do not want to
be reminded of Him — even in relaxed and undemanding contexts
— Muslims are eager adherents and companions of Allah (Â) and
His Messengers (Å). He is with them all the way to the last
moments of their lives. 

“Allah is All-Hearing and All-Knowing.” After consulting
with the Muslims and deciding to go from Madinah to u˙ud, the
prophet (r) went to his home and prepared for war. In this partic-
ular case, Allah (Â) was present while the prophet (r) and the
committed Muslims were consciously observant of His presence. It
is easy to say “God exists everywhere;” but it is not common prac-
tice to mentally and emotionally observe the presence of Allah
(Â) when critical decisions are being debated and society is being
put on a war footing. In the process of decision-making by sh¥rå,
the aura of Allah (Â) is palpable: everyone who is there should be
aware that Allah (Â) hears and knows everything — whatever is
said and thought, outwardly and inwardly.

The Qur’anic words of wisdom highlight two contingents of
people who were losing interest in their military Islamic responsi-
bilities. These two groups lost their nerve when they saw ‘Abdullœh
ibn ubayy forsaking the prophet (r) and defecting with over 300
fighters. He rationalized his treacherous act with the ludicrous
statement, “Had we proof positive information that you were to do
some real fighting we would follow you.” This public pronounce-
ment had a corrosive effect on the morale of other Muslims who
were vacillating between fighting and staying at home. If all these
factors are taken into consideration — more than 300 deserters,
two Muslim communities numbering at least a hundred or two, and
then the archers who eventually disobeyed the prophet (r) by
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abandoning their positions — we immediately realize that the core
of committed Muslims around the prophet (r) was not as big as we
might like to imagine. Thus, going to war was not an easy choice
for these “limited” Muslims around the prophet (r). When all this
is brought into our field of view, it should become apparent why the
words of Allah (Â) record these facts in scripture; they are not left
unsaid, and they were not left for future historians to narrate with
their own biases. The wavering of these two blocs of Muslims was
put into scriptural record for Muslims to contemplate until the end
of time, whenever similar challenges arise. Anytime that a group of
Muslims entertains doubt or begins to equivocate when it comes to
their Islamic duty, they should understand that Allah (Â) is their
higher authority and that they should rely upon Him alone. 

This episode brings to light how human beings and human
nature respond when they are subjected to the calculations of a
material and physical world, in this case, when one-third of the
army abandoned the war effort. If war materiel, war technology,
and war resources determine victory then the world would not have
witnessed David (a) killing Goliath; the world would not have
seen M¥så (a) and the Children of Israel trapping the command-
er-in-chief of that era’s superpower and his armed forces in God’s
will as He drowned them in the red sea; and the world would not
have learned the lessons of Vietnam and Afghanistan. And, as
Muslims, we would not be able to understand, “…for, indeed,
Allah did [militarily] aid you at Badr, when you were so weak.” 

Military technology and other resources including manpower
were on the side of a God-denying Makkah but when the apparent-
ly weaker Muslims maintained faith in Allah (Â), it was Allah’s
(Â) victory that carried the day. This is what is meant by taqwå,
“Remain, then, defensive of Allah.” Taqwå fits very comfortably
in a military atmosphere when there is a worldly bully opposing the
power of Allah (Â).

Compare this with the example of policy-makers in Muslim
areas today. In the first instance, there is no popular sh¥rå; second-
ly, there is no Islamic leadership; and thirdly, the imposed dictators
and their henchmen have no confidence in Allah (Â). remind
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them of the words of the Qur’an — “Allah is All-Hearing, All-
Knowing, and in Allah shall the committed muslims trust” —
and they smirk as if you are a neanderthal. Today the united
states is in the midst of a major war for control of the natural
resources of the Islamic East, and a psychological war to convince
Muslims that it is their ally against dictatorships, rogue states, and
tyrannical regimes.

And how do the governments in various Arabian countries
behave? Is there the slightest sign that they pay any attention to
these œyœt? Is there any honor that runs through their conscience?
Absolutely not. saudi Arabian governmental functionaries have
been trying to outperform ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy, the all-time munœ-
fiq. They send mixed signals about whether they might allow mili-
tary bases in Arabia to be used by the pro-Zionist us government.
“saudi Arabia will do what’s in its best interests and in the best
interests of its friends and allies, including the united states,” said
prince Khalid ibn sultan, the Assistant Defense Minister in saudi
Arabia. “let’s not forget what it did in 1991… We shared our blood
together. We protected each other in the field and we saved Amer-
ican lives as America saved other countries, including saudi Ara-
bia.” At the outset of the 2003 invasion of Iraq, saudi
decision-makers permitted the united states Central Command
(usCENTCoM) to operate from the Arabian side of the persian
Gulf and granted overflight rights for attack planes flying from bases
in and around the Arabian peninsula. The forces of us aggression
based AWACs planes in the land of u˙ud, along with tankers to
refuel attack planes in saudi airspace before they headed for their
targets.212 There were tens of thousands of mushrik troops in and
around Arabia. General saeed al-Haznawi, the saudi commander at
prince sultan military base, showed no embarrassment about the
saudi partnership with the united states. “It’s one team really,” he
said. “We have no problem with the way we work together.”213

little wonder then that the two-facedness of the saudis has
become legendary. They pretend to be “devout” and “pious” Mus-
lims while in reality they owe their allegiance and faithfulness to
the Zionist idol: the united states government.214 Allah (Â)
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being All-Hearing and All-Knowing is just so much gibberish to
the saudi royals.

In the battle of u˙ud, ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy’s personal interest
defeated any Islamic impulse he may have felt. There were others
who found common cause with this dual-loyalist, following him
when he disengaged himself from the war effort under ras¥l-Allah’s
(r) leadership. The archers also relinquished their positions in vio-
lation of their leader’s orders. And all the heroism and chivalry of
the rest of the Muslim troops around Allah’s prophet (r) could not
achieve victory under the weight of these circumstances. Before He
goes on to disclose the facts of how u˙ud became a disaster, Allah
(Â) reminds the Muslims of how Badr was a godsend,

For, indeed, Allah did support you [militarily] at Badr,
when you were insignificant. Remain, then, defensive
[of Allah] so that you may have cause to be thankful.
[And remember] when you did say to the committed
muslims, “Is it not enough for you [to know] that your
Sustainer will aid you with three thousand angels sent
down [from on high]? No, but if you persevere in
adverse circumstances and avoid [Allah’s power of ret-
ribution], and the enemy should take you by surprise,
your Sustainer will reinforce you with five thousand
angels taking aim. 

And Allah ordained this [to be said by His Apostle]
only as good news for you, and that your hearts
should thereby be comforted — since no support can
come from any save Allah, the Almighty, the Truly
Wise. [And] that [through you] He might destroy
some of those who are deniers [of Allah], and to abase
the others by [causing them to] withdraw in utter
hopelessness. 

[And] it is not within your scope [o Prophet] to
decide whether He shall accept their repentance or
chastise them, for behold, they are but violators [of
justice], whereas to Allah belongs all that is in the
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heavens and all that is on earth. He forgives whom He
wills, and He castigates whom He wills; and Allah is
much-Forgiving, a Dispenser of Grace (3:123–129).

The Muslims at Badr scored a miraculous military victory.
There were no material or physical factors that would have tipped
the balance at Badr in favor of the militarily weaker Muslim fight-
ers. There were over 1,000 mushriks who were mobilized to secure
Ab¥ sufyœn and his caravan. They were well armed and superbly
equipped. They also had a strong motivation to fight because they
were on a military mission to protect the trade route and to pre-
serve their “sovereignty.” In their propaganda, the Muslims were
the equivalent of bandits who were out to rob and loot them. 

on the other side the Muslim numbers were only around 300.
They were not mobilized in a military sense. They were out to
claim some recompense for the properties that had been confiscat-
ed or lost when they had to flee Makkah with their lives. In addi-
tion to their numerical weakness, their military equipment was
negligible and substandard. Moreover, there were also mushriks in
and around Madinah who posed a serious threat to this emerging
Islamic power center, and dual-loyalists (munœfiqs) in Madinah
who were acting like fifth columnists. As if that were not enough,
there was also the deadly presence in Madinah of the yah¥d — the
time-tested enemies of Allah (Â), His prophets (Å), and the
covenant-centered Muslims. Hence the Muslims on their way to
Badr were a tiny band of the faithful in a land teeming with all sorts
of enemies and antagonists. 

The stark discrepancy between the forces was highlighted by
the stigma that many of these early Muslims felt as “refugees, run-
aways, and renegades” from Makkah, a position that the Anßœr of
Madinah did little to offset in the larger milieu of Arabian society.
Thus for the Muslims of u˙ud and for all combat ready Muslims
who psychologically give in to the odds, this is the context of
Allah’s (Â) reminder of the amazing and wonderful victory of
Badr, “…for, indeed, Allah did give you victory at Badr, though
you were inconsequential.” 
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Before Muslims get too full of themselves, they should remem-
ber that in all circumstances, and especially in the context of war,
it is Allah (Â) who comes to their help and extends victory to
them. Muslims should listen and learn from His eternal words: vic-
tory for Muslims is not contingent on material resources, political
connections, or alliances with †œgh¥tø military powers. The only
power that merits awareness and attention in every circumstance is
that of Allah (Â) — not nuclear powers, not superpowers, and not
weapons of mass destruction. All of these are fancy words that can
only interfere with the Muslims’ protective power relationship with
Allah (Â), otherwise known as taqwå. The Muslim imprint on his-
tory is this: we prove that Allah (Â) wins and His enemies lose.
We are the catalyst in this formula. And for this we should feel and
express gratitude. 

When Muslim thoughts and impressions reach this level of
mutual understanding with Allah (Â), then they have the capac-
ity to internalize what He says,

[And remember, o muhammad] when you did say to
the securely committed muslims, “Is it not enough for
you [to know] that your Sustainer will provide you
with three thousand [fighting] angels sent down from
above?” (3:124).

These were not desperate people who needed some type of assurance
that they will stand a chance to win this unbalanced war. These
Muslims initially set out to regain a portion of what was rightfully
theirs when they were forcibly expelled from Makkah. They had
planned to take on a commercial caravan, but found themselves
fighting a military expedition. In this context, ras¥l-Allah (r)
passed on to them what Allah (Â) had communicated to him. of
course their attachment to Allah (Â) brought about an air of con-
fidence and a sense of self-assurance. At some level, these human
beings were no different than any other human beings with all the
temptations and vulnerabilities in human nature, so of course it was
reassuring for them to hear these words of authority and confidence
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coming from Allah (Â) and His Messenger (r). But this involve-
ment of Allah (Â) had its terms and conditions: they had to be
uncomplaining and steadfast, they had to be focused on Allah (Â)
and ever-vigilant of His power presence. They knew that their ene-
mies would try to overwhelm them, and that they would have to
stand firm without protest or disapproval. They would have to place
the taqwå of Allah (Â) above every experience in anticipation of
confrontation with a massively superior enemy,

But if you are fortified with patience in adverse con-
ditions and defensive toward Allah [and His power],
and the enemy should attack you by surprise, your
Sustainer will help you with five thousand descending
angels (3:125). 

What this meant was that they would have to do however
much they could within the limited means available to them, and
then Allah (Â) would do what He wills within the unlimited
means available to Him, and that the combined effort would carry
the day. This inclusion of Allah (Â) in man’s endeavor is the high-
est expression of “communion” with Allah (Â). No prayer or sup-
plication can substitute for these moments of human humility and
Godly glory combined, albeit sometimes with blood and tears. 

And Allah enacted this only as worthy news for you,
and that your hearts should therefore be calm, since no
victory can come from any except Allah, the Almighty,
the Truly Wise (3:126).

If today’s Muslims were anchored in these Qur’anic reassur-
ances, they would not give unqualified priority to balance-of-power
arguments. such rationales, in direct contravention to these œyœt,
want Muslims to believe that peace and security can only be main-
tained through a system of power alignments, which establishes an
equilibrium of power between rival blocs. states participating in a
balance-of-power system enter into alliances with friendly states to
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protect their positions. This argument goes on to say that if a bal-
ance-of-power arrangement works well, peace may be sustained for
a period of years. so long as a near-equilibrium is thought to exist,
neither side will dare launch an attack upon the other. However,
with the military build-up characteristic of a balance-of-power sys-
tem, there is always the danger that war will result from border inci-
dents, miscalculations, escalations, or other causes unrelated to
planned attack. In jœhilø history, balance-of-power systems have
kept the peace for short and long periods, but have often deterio-
rated into war sooner or later. for 40 years in the second half of the
last century, a worldwide balance-of-power system existed between
the communist and capitalist blocs, resulting in the greatest and
most costly armaments race in history. Before that, balance-of-
power agreements between the European colonial powers broke
down resulting in WWI and WWII.

Instead of Muslims following the meanings of these powerful
words of Allah (Â), there are pseudo-Muslims who have alienated
their minds from the Qur’an and thus do not believe in any military
confrontation unless there is a balance-of-power advantage to
ensure favorable results. Had this ever been the reasoning behind
military engagements during the formative years of Islam in Arabia
at the time of Muhammad (r) and thereafter, there probably would
never have been any military clash between the enemies of Allah
(Â) and the allies of Allah (Â). It simply would not have hap-
pened. Today, these same types of individuals are terrified of engag-
ing their minds with this Book and committing to its liberating
message: that no victory can come from any except Allah (Â). 

unlike the secular military officers and heads of state in Mus-
lim countries today, the early Muslims placed their unqualified con-
fidence in Allah (Â), went to the war front, and fought with
scriptural instructions — confident that the outcomes were in
Allah’s (Â) hands. of course those Muslims believed and acted on
the common-sense knowledge that they would need to use all the
equipment at their disposal; that they would have to mobilize as
many able-bodied soldiers as possible; that they would have to have
a military budget; that they would need as much information about
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the enemy as they could get; and that they would not neglect any
opportunity, which does not violate Allah’s (Â) standards, to
deplete the fighting and staying power of their enemies — of course
they understood and did all that. But when all that fell short of a
military parity with the enemy, they did not make excuses to avoid
combat on the basis that military victory seemed too difficult. What
they did was mobilize all their natural and human resources and
then go to war knowing that after they did all they could the whole
military outcome will be determined by Allah (Â), come what may. 

In this particular discourse there is a brief description of the
Battle of Badr. The prophet (r) was telling the Muslims that Allah
(Â) had promised them angelic reinforcements if they did not
panic and were not overcome by sudden mass fear or anxiety,
“Allah is Almighty, Truly Wise.” These are the two most impor-
tant factors: power and wisdom. Whose is the ultimate power and
wisdom in the progress of war? A Muslim has no doubt; it is Allah’s
(Â). Then Allah (Â) enlightens the Muslims about what the wis-
dom of a military victory is, 

So that He might destroy some of those who deny
Allah [His power status], and to abase the others so
that they would withdraw in absolute despair. It is not
within your scope [o Prophet] to decide whether He
shall accept their repentance or berate them, for indeed,
they are but transgressors of justice (3:128).

The enemies of Islam are vanquished by a number of inter-
connected factors. They are defeated by the number of casualties
they sustain, by losing territory to victorious Muslims, by their
diminishing authority over other people, by losing the money and
wealth that went into financing their aggression, and finally by the
psychological impact of defeat by a force that is apparently weak
but nonetheless fortified with a power they cannot understand or
imagine. once this is an established result of war, they will be
forced to withdraw in total desperation. In some instances, an
Islamic victory may help some of the enemies of Islam, particularly
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those ambivalent about the anti-Islamic cause, to see the light and
atone for their previous enmity to Islam. some may even become
committed fighters for Allah (Â). 

But there will always be the die-hard enemies of the Muslims
who will be tortured by the Muslims’ victory, for “…certainly, they
are violators of justice.” some of these types will die fighting
against Allah (Â), some of them will become prisoners of their
own psychological hatred of Allah (Â), and others may become
prisoners of war. some of them may die in a state of denying Allah
(Â) His power presence in man’s earthly affairs. Most of them are
doomed to suffering and agony. They tried to deceive themselves as
well as the committed Muslims, and they lost on both counts. They
cannot mislead the Muslims because the Muslims have a military
character; and they cannot mislead themselves because their
actions will catch up with them and they will eventually encounter
justice, however much they may seek to avoid it. 

As has been said in œya∆ 2:254 of S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆, people
who are theoretically opposed to Allah (Â) become legally and
militantly opposed to Allah (Â), “wa al-kœfir¥na humu al-
Ωœlim¥n: and the deniers of Allah are the evildoers”. ¸ulm (injus-
tice and oppression) is kufr (the ideological denial of Allah (Â) by
certain people) in transition. If denying God was a strictly theoret-
ical, psychological, or theological matter, there would never have
been war between Muslims and non-Muslims. Those who believed
in Allah (Â) would restrict themselves to verbal assertions of their
faith, and those who objected to Him would limit their objections
to words and hypotheses; but the bitter fact of life and history is
that this objection to Allah (Â) takes on a political configuration,
an economic system, a financial body of interests, a military build-
up, and then an urge for war against those who are devoted and
committed to Allah (Â). This is because the Muslims cannot con-
fine their faith to words alone, and their actions are bound to
threaten the systems and interests of the non-Muslims.

Muslims are taught not to be intoxicated by a military victo-
ry. rather than gloating over it, they should accept it with mod-
esty and decency. Victory, and all other outcomes, are not in the
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human scope of achievements. They only come due to Allah’s
(Â) might and wisdom. Muslims should be as humble at the war
front as they ought to be in all other tasks done for Allah (Â).
Allah (Â) says to His prophet (r), “It is not within your scope;”
that is, you are not the one to determine the outcome; you are not
responsible for the consequences. If this is said to Allah’s prophet
(r), it is all the more applicable to ordinary people who are much
less than prophets. In the course of the coming œyœt, some individ-
uals are going to ask whether they were responsible for unsatisfac-
tory consequences. others will say that if they had anything to do
with the matter, the outcome might have been better. To preempt
all this, Allah (Â) says that the whole affair is in His hands: man
can never predict what the consequences are going to be, much
less be responsible for such situations as arise when the military
encounter ends. 

Badr demonstrated these facts and the Muslims’ recourse
should be to these enlightening lessons. A physical military clash
may end with military victory or defeat. What is more important is
the human morale and confidence that lives on humbly after a mil-
itary victory and emphatically survives after a military setback.
When Muslims begin to feel overwhelmed at the battlefield, Allah
(Â) takes them out into the larger world where 

…to Allah belongs all that is in the heavens and all
that is on earth; He forgives whom He wills, and He
penalizes [with suffering] whom He wills. And Allah
is much-Forgiving, a Dispenser of Grace (3:129).

In other words, release yourself into Allah’s (Â) domain; do
not be distracted by the threat of pressures associated with military
conflict. you belong to Allah (Â), and Allah (Â) is larger and
greater than your immediate surroundings, even if there is war all
around you. Justice is inevitable because it is in the hands of Allah
(Â). All developments ensuing from this cause are embedded with
wisdom and justice. Alas for us who live in the unsettled world of
today, we do not have the range of life and time to witness the
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physical justice of our here and now. But if we are attached to Allah
(Â), we transcend the here and now even while we are involved
in it, “And Allah is ever-Forgiving, ever-merciful.”

The main points of œyœt 3:121–129 can be summarized in the
following list,

1. Humans with an informed understanding of their relationship
with Allah (Â) are required to exhaust all means available to
them. They cannot expect favorable results, or any result at
all, without working toward achieving them. This applies in
both war and peace time. one of the requirements for desir-
able God-produced results is for the people to obey the leader
who obeys Allah (Â). The Muslims were triumphant at Badr,
after Allah (Â) empowered them with angels who took part
in the battle, because the Muslims were conscious of Allah’s
(Â) power and acted accordingly. This is taqwå, a concept
that is best understood when there are other powers besides
Allah’s (Â) challenging the Muslims. 

2. Military victory should always be considered the function of
Allah (Â) and not the purpose of man. It is due to those who
meet its conditions; and it materializes on “Allah’s (Â)
watch” and not on man’s.

3. Military commanders are expected to have a war strategy.
There is also a necessity to know how to fight. This is under-
stood from Allah’s (Â) words, “And [remember when] you
left your family early in the morning to arrange the commit-
ted muslims in battle formation…”

4. There may be groups who, when the time to fight arrives,
become hesitant and confused. Talking about war is one thing;
going out to wage war and possibly meeting death is another.
people should be given the freedom to express the way they
feel about going to war. This freedom was guaranteed to that
vanguard generation of Muslims around the prophet (r).
There were two segments of the Muslim population, Ban¥
Óœritha∆ and Ban¥ salama∆, who showed signs of reluctance
to join the Muslim march to the front. But they reconsidered
and decided to march out with the rest of the Muslims; and
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even the 300 dual-loyalists who broke away from the prophet
(r) could not then persuade them to abandon the jihad. 

5. The prophet (r) himself was breaking new military ground as
he personally participated in the war. In total, he physically
fought in nine wars, including u˙ud where he was wounded
on his face, his lower right front tooth was shattered, and his
helmet was crushed on his head. The example is clear: no
Muslim, however important, prominent, or famous, can be
considered exempt from the obligation of military jihad in the
appropriate circumstances.

6. one of the tragedies of u˙ud was the death of Óamza∆, the
prophet’s (r) uncle. He was killed by a slave, Wa˙shø, who
wanted to be free.

7. placing military confidence and strategic reliance in Allah
(Â) is central to any war if Muslims are to do Allah’s (Â)
will on earth, “And it is in Allah that the committed mus-
lims must place their trust.”

8. one of the dynamic developments of a war in which Muslims
meet their scriptural standards is the participation of fighting
angels, who are vehicles of Allah’s (Â) help — naßr. The war
at Badr, which met all scriptural standards, was one in which
the poorly armed and poorly prepared Muslims were rein-
forced by angels. The Muslims became agents of Allah’s (Â)
will and thus the results unfolded according to His determina-
tion. “His command, if He wills a thing, is to say to it, ‘Be,’
and it becomes” (36:82).

9. Allah (Â) said to His prophet (r), “It is not within your
scope [o Prophet] to decide whether He shall accept their
repentance or chastise them.” It was the inclination of
Allah’s prophet (r) to ask Allah (Â) to eradicate such stub-
born and savage enemies. But Allah (Â) wants to teach us
that as long as we do His will, the outcome is His to dictate,
not ours. 

It is mentioned in some sources that, in the buildup to and
aftermath of u˙ud, Allah’s prophet (r) said du‘œ’ qun¥† in his Fajr
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Íalœ∆.215 In this qun¥† there was a military aspect that included the
names of persons who were responsible for initiating or sustaining
war against Allah (Â) and His prophet (r). It seems clear that any
time the Muslims have to endure the effects of war eroding their
morale or gnawing at their civil stability, they should intensify the
qun¥† in their ßalœ∆s. some people have removed the qun¥† from
ßalœ∆ altogether, and others have incorporated it into all their
ßalœ∆s. Neither tradition seems to be in accord with the practice of
Allah’s Messenger (r), which is much more variable than most
Muslims realize. The specific individuals whom ras¥l-Allah (r)
condemned in his qun¥† were al-Óœrith ibn Hishœm, suhayl ibn
‘Amr and Íafwœn ibn umayya∆.216

Before these œyœt proceed into u˙ud’s military details, it is
advisable to keep the larger frame of this military clash in mind.
The larger battlefield is the psycho-socio-economic context of the
war. And central to the “need for war” are the concept of ribœ, usu-
rious financial transactions, and the corporate structure within
which these activities take place. one cannot be a Muslim who
combines the taqwå of Allah (Â) with the glitter of any usurious
capitalist system. The Muslim economic psychology is one that
gives to and shares with those who are in need; the usurious eco-
nomic psychology is one that takes from and exploits those who are
in need. When Islam goes beyond feelings and theory, it becomes a
cooperative social exchange among all the members of an Islamic
society or nexus, poor and rich alike. There has to be a consolidated
social order that is capable of producing fighters who know that
when they go to war they are building an Islamic relationship with
Allah (Â) at the same time as they are demolishing a human affin-
ity with satan. This is the point of the next section.
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Ribœ leads to Perpetual War

• (3:130) o you who are [securely] committed to Allah! Do
not gorge yourselves on ribœ, doubling and re-doubling it;
but remain on your guard concerning Allah, so that you
might be successful; 

• (3:131) And avoid the Fire that awaits those who are de-
niers [of Allah and His power]! 

• (3:132) And obey Allah and His Apostle, so that you might
be graced with mercy. 

• (3:133) And vie with one another to attain to your Sus-
tainer’s forgiveness and to a paradise as vast as the heavens
and the earth, which has been readied for those who [ac-
tively] are on guard concerning Allah [and His retributive
power]; 

• (3:134) Who spend [in His way] in time of plenty and in
time of hardship, and hold in check their anger, and pardon
their fellow men because Allah loves the doers of good; 

• (3:135) And who, when they have committed a shameful
act or have [otherwise] offended themselves, remember Allah
and pray that their sins be forgiven — for who but Allah can
forgive sins — and do not knowingly persist in doing what-
ever [wrong] they may have done. 

• (3:136) These it is who shall have as their reward forgive-
ness from their Sustainer, and gardens through which run-
ning waters flow, therein to abide: and how excellent a
reward for those who labor! (Œl ‘Imrœn:130–136).

These œyœt provide context for Allah’s (Â) analysis of the military
particulars of u˙ud, and they bring the Muslims to a germane com-
ponent of their Islamic pledge. A military battle for the sake of
Allah (Â) is fought for a reason. It is not disconnected from the
surrounding social and financial conditions that influence every
aspect of the war. We as people must understand that the initial
decisions we have the freedom to make place us on various collision
courses with each other. There are people who conform to the
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national corporate interest; God to them is putting on fancy
clothes once a week and going to a temple for meaningless and rit-
ualistic services. God does not mold their behavior, He does not
influence their strategies, and He does not inspire their relations
with others. These types are on a collision course with Muslims
who conform to Allah (Â), want to obey Him, and desire to
understand His Word so that it can be applied to their world. These
two spheres — one conforming to an elitist capitalist program and
the other conforming to a cooperative Islamic one — are bound to
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clash. And when that happens, Muslims should not for one
moment think that a military encounter occurs in a vacuum. 

The Muslims should have a healthy understanding of the real-
ities of life in this world; and they should gain this robust under-
standing from the faultless Qur’an. This part of S¥ra∆ Œl ‘Imrœn
represents a long lesson of a military nature; and within this lesson
the collective Muslim mind ought to be focused on a prewar con-
tributory factor: ribœ.

o you who are securely committed to Allah! Do not
take [literally eat] ribœ, doubling and re-doubling it;
but remain on your guard concerning Allah, so that
you might be productive. And avoid the Fire that
awaits those who are deniers [of Allah and His
power]! (3:130–131).

some scholars quote this œya∆ and use it to claim that the
Qur’an and Allah (Â) ban only compound interest and not simple
interest. This is another way in which secular scholars in Islamic lin-
eaments try to “legalize” a ˙arœm. This œya∆ is not parsing the word
ribœ. It is simply stating the way ribœ behaves. once the ribœ system
takes hold it begins to generate extravagant and unrestrained
amounts of profit, mostly for the few who run the system. look at
what the International Monetary fund, the World Bank and other
such institutions are doing with the way they lend money to coun-
tries around the world.217 This œya∆ plainly states that Muslims are
prohibited from usurious transactions because these transactions
take on a life of their own, and the accumulated money is not sub-
ject to the asset and liability fluctuations of the market. 

The œya∆ in S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆ is explicit and definite about ribœ
of any type, “Give up all vestiges of ribœ” (2:278). This is a blan-
ket statement that banishes all traces of ribœ. It is a comprehensive
command to cast out ribœ and associated attitudes from all financial
transactions and activities. Ribœ is not merely “interest.” It is a mon-
etary system that thrives on increasing the gap between the rich
and the poor. This type of fiscal structure is bound to wreak havoc
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among relations between those who lend money to make a killing
and those who are forced to borrow money to survive. Ribœ results
in a class of financiers who will stop at nothing to secure their out-
rageous profits at the expense of the suffering of the vast majority
of people. 

of course in Arabia at the time of the prophet (r), there were
no complex corporate structures like the ones in today’s world,
dominated as it is by capitalism and institutional classism. The
Arabians used to purchase items and postpone paying the full price.
During the postponement, the price of that item would increase;
this increase was referred to as ribœ. This type of transaction was
very common among individuals, as well as between tribes, such as
between Thaqøf and Ban¥ al-Na∂ør.

This œya∆ is situated strategically after Allah (Â) warns the
committed Muslims not to ally themselves with power camps out-
side the Islamic bloc. He tells Muslims that if they persevere and
bear in their minds and consciences Allah’s (Â) power — that is,
if they develop taqwå — then no worldly power will be able to harm
them. Examples of perseverance and taqwå were seen in the battles
of Badr and u˙ud. This mental construct of the committed Mus-
lims made them keenly aware of the mushriks and yah¥d. from here
on the Muslims could identify with clarity the ribœ-laced practices
of both peoples. 

The Ribœ mentality Is the Antithesis of Social Cohesion
“o you who comply with Allah! Do not be involved in financial
transactions that involve ribœ” as occurs in ignocracies (jœhiløya∆s).
This statement, forbidding Muslims from ribœ money, could not be
more clear. In the ignocracy of that time in the Arabia of 1,400
years ago, people used to say: when the time comes to pay your bal-
ance you can either pay it off or you can postpone payment and pay
an extra amount (ribœ). sometimes the longer the period for repay-
ment the more ribœ was accumulated. This could go on for years.
And so the ribœ itself was multiplied many times over several occa-
sions. Banning ribœ in these œyœt is linked to the taqwå of Allah
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(Â). Ribœ is a global phenomenon and the taqwå of Allah (Â) is
a universal phenomenon. Muslims have to understand these issues
not only personally but also in this aggregate sense. They need to
remind themselves that this œya∆ was the third installment in the
series of  œyœt that were revealed to phase out ribœ from Muslim soci-
eties. Any type of ribœ is ˙arœm, whether it is 1% or 1,000%. Œyœt
278–279 in S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆ were the last consignment of œyœt that
banned and prohibited all ribœ activity. Any type of capital that
generates a profit not linked with the variable business profit in an
immediate transaction is ribœ.

The ribœ of jœhiløya∆, or ribœ al-nasø’a∆ (delayed usury), is what
is referred to today as compound interest. This interest is ˙arœm and
the words of the Qur’an are precise, explicit, and distinct about it.
The œyœt in this section refer to this type of ribœ specifically; but
that does not mean that this is the only ribœ that is forbidden. Ribœ
itself is the economic cause of greed and money-mania.

Ribœ is a cardinal social sin. It cannot be tolerated under any
circumstance, or in any form, except in unusual or compelling con-
ditions when there is no longer an Islamic system that regulates the
economy and governs the circulation of wealth. one possible anal-
ogy would be with the equivalent of eating pork: no Muslim in his
right mind would try to justify it, but if a Muslim is starving and no
other food is available, he is allowed to eat it to survive. In extraor-
dinary circumstances, when individuals find themselves living out-
side of an Islamic economic order, and in which conditions they
may be reduced to sub-survival levels if they do not take part in ribœ
transactions, then their involvement in the exploitative system is
unavoidable. But if there are people who think they can extend this
analogy to say that ribœ should be tolerable when they want to bor-
row on ribœ terms to expand their commerce, build up their indus-
try, or increase their agricultural production, then they are wrong
— unless, in an un-Islamic economic order, they are faced with
bankruptcy or the imminent collapse of their livelihood. When
there are no ˙alœl lending procedures around, then ribœ is tolerated
only to the extent that it gets the person out of immediate danger
and insolvency. 
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There are some contemporary attempts to jump-start an
Islamic circulation of money outside of an Islamic state or order.
The circumventing devices are murœba˙a∆, mu∂œraba∆, and
mushœraka∆. Murœba˙a∆ involves selling a commodity with a con-
tract that it will be bought back later at a premium that is equiva-
lent to the interest that would otherwise be charged. Mu∂œraba∆,
meaning sleeping partnership, involves a silent partner who pro-
vides cash for an activity undertaken by an active partner, any
profits being shared according to a preexisting agreement; in case
there are losses, the investor loses his capital and the active part-
ner loses his labor and time. Mushœraka∆ entails an investor being
treated as an active partner who shares in the profits or losses,
according to a partnership agreement. over the past few decades
many banks that use one or more of these methods have emerged
in Muslims countries, especially where the shari‘ah is supposed to
be the “law of the land.” 

These “patchwork” solutions do not work because they are
not part of the determined, consistent implementation of the
whole of the Qur’an and sunnah of the prophet (r). An Islamic
financial system has to evolve from a popular Islamic movement
that replaces all the vestiges of the old jœhilø order with new and
fresh Islamic financial instruments. Muslims cannot accept outlaw
governments such as the ones in Arabia that nominally control
thousands of billions of dollars — real control belongs to the banks
in America and Europe — while throwing the crumbs of a few mil-
lion dollars to “Islamic” banks. such banks with the obligatory, rub-
ber-stamp shari‘ah boards have been set up to assuage the guilt of
“over-sensitive” Muslims so that they can dodge their personal
brush with ribœ transactions, while turning a blind eye to the local
and worldwide institution of ribœ capitalist and corporate interests
that continue to thrive and prosper.

Then the œyœt lower their focus from a merciful economic and
financial system to merciful individuals: people who spend money
and wealth in times that are plentiful and in times that are tight,
when they are making large sums of money and when they are only
making enough to get by. This description was mentioned previous-
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ly in S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆, “Those who spend their money and wealth
night and day, privately and publicly…” (2:274). This means
that nothing can distract them from giving, gifting, spending, and
disbursing what has come to them from Allah (Â). In this atmos-
phere of social responsibility, the prophet (r) said, “Avoid the Fire,
even by [giving] a fragmented date.”218 These individuals are described
as those who are able to restrain themselves from anger and its asso-
ciated consequences. They stop blaming and forgive people who
have done them wrong, especially when they have the power to
take “revenge” or “corrective action.” This is social self-discipline.
The Muslims no longer know how such a society works in practice
because they no longer have such virtues working across the entire
spectrum of those who have great wealth to those who have none.
We occasionally find such qualities in individuals, but we do not
have the consolidation of these qualities in a social order with its
distinctive government that puts these œyœt into institutional prac-
tice and policy. 

such persons whose qualities are enumerated in these œyœt
form the individual building blocks of an Islamic social reality.
They are people who are willing to forgive those who have done
them wrong and forgo their revenge even though they are capable
of extracting it. This character belongs to Allah’s (Â) conforming
subjects — people whose minds are broad, whose thoughts are
deep, whose discipline is profound, and whose dispositions are
strong. A person who forgives others is a notch above he who con-
tains his anger. synonymous to this meaning is, “...and who,
whenever they are moved to anger, readily forgive…” (42:37). 

In a world conditioned by an acrimonious media that is quick
to throw all types of accusations against Muslims, who are routine-
ly presented by the propagandists as spiteful, unforgiving, and vin-
dictive, we Muslims should not be so easily duped. We read this
Qur’an to assimilate and reproduce its meanings in our own behav-
ior and in our dealings with others. We hear what Allah (Â) tells
us in this œya∆, and we listen to what His prophet (r) advises us
in this hadith,
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Whoever wants to be delighted by his constructive efforts and
to gain a higher degree [of virtue] should forgive the one who
mistreats him, and give to the one who denies him, and build
bridges with the one who abandons him.219

In some quarters of the medical profession it has been observed
that feelings of resentment and hostility increase the risk of heart
disease. In some studies it has been shown that forgiveness can mod-
erate the ill effects on the heart. people who blame others for their
troubles have a higher incidence of chronic pain, cardiovascular dis-
ease, and other ailments. Why is forgiveness good for us from a med-
ical standpoint, if for no other reason? forgiveness reduces chronic
stress. self-generated stress triggers negative physical changes,
including increased blood pressure and heart rates, and decreased
immune system function, all of which contribute to ill health and
disease. forgiveness increases one’s sense of control. feeling in con-
trol is crucial to health. It moderates the stress response because one
is less likely to panic and overreact to situations. feeling helpless
can make one ill. When man learns how to forgive, he develops the
emotional confidence to rise above difficulties. 

Being forgiving does not require you to be an emotional door-
mat. you do not have to condone unkindness, forget that some-
thing painful happened, or deny and minimize your emotional hurt.
Nor does forgiveness mean that you must reconcile with an offend-
er. forgiveness is for you, not for the offender. It prevents you from
wasting mental and emotional energy by being trapped in a self-
consuming anger. In a sense, forgiveness is the feeling of peace that
you experience when you understand and accept that life does not
always give you what you want; that you do not have to take a hurt
so personally; and that bad things need not ruin your present, even
if they have spoiled a part of your past. 

These moral and honorable standards, all readers of the
Qur’an should realize, are presented in a lesson that speaks about
war. yes, Muslims are required to be moral even at times of war,
when just about everyone else loses their sense of morality. forgiv-
ing someone else is not an easy task, especially when you know you
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are right. And what makes it harder is to forgive in an atmosphere
of conflict or war. This sequence of meanings — from the details of
u˙ud to the high moral ground of combatant Muslims who are
willing to forgive — is probably in reference to the prophet (r) for-
giving the archers who did not honor his command when he told
them not to leave their positions under any circumstances; but they
did and many Muslims died because of this aberrational act of
insubordination. However Allah’s prophet (r) forgave them
because, despite their unreserved commitment to him, they were
still human beings who buckled under the enticements of an undis-
ciplined human nature. It is also reported that the prophet (r), as
he looked at his uncle Óamza∆’s mutilated body after the disen-
gagement of forces, said “By He who has my life in His hands! I will
mangle seventy of them [the mushriks]!”220 Here Allah’s prophet (r)
expressed the immediate human reaction to the savagery of war.
But, on consideration, the prophet (r) moved from his gut-reac-
tion to the high standards of Allah (Â) and the Qur’an. And
Allah (Â) adores those who strive to do what is best, those who
are not willing to provoke irrational counter-revenge by their right-
ful revenge. 

Œya∆ 3:135 can be paraphrased as: and those who do any
immoral act — such as adultery, fornication, larceny, etc. — or have
otherwise offended themselves — with behaviors such as drug
addiction, substance abuse, consumption of prohibited foods, or any
other offenses that are self-inflicted — whenever they fall into these
mistakes, they immediately remember Allah (Â). This remem-
brance of Allah (Â) is important because it causes them to turn to
Allah (Â) and ask for His forgiveness. This happens in the life of a
committed Muslim; it could have an opposite effect on others who
are not actively conscious of Allah (Â) in their lives. Muslims
should contemplate and analyze the meanings of this œya∆. Implicit
in this œya∆ is the fact that humans are prone to fall into sin. The
difference between a committed Muslim who falls into sin and oth-
ers is that the committed Muslim immediately remembers Allah
(Â), and immediately asks for His pardon. In this sense, everything
a committed Muslim does brings him closer to Allah (Â), who is
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the only one capable of granting forgiveness. Allah (Â) excuses
and forgives all types of human misbehavior and improper and
immoral conduct, as long as there is no deliberate shirk (breach of
allegiance with Him), “Verily, Allah does not forgive shirk,
although He forgives any lesser infraction unto whomever He
wills” (4:48). Corroborating this general forbearance of Allah (Â)
toward fragile humans is another œya∆, “my ra˙ma∆ [grace]
encompasses everything” (7:156).

There is, however, a condition for Allah’s (Â) forgiveness:
whoever is asking Allah (Â) for forgiveness should not persist on
doing wrong. If one wants Allah (Â) to forgive him for something
wrong he might have done, he will not do it again. A Muslim, to
his utmost ability, should suppress and defuse the inclination to sin,
“…[they] do not knowingly persist in doing whatever [wrong]
they may have done” (3:135).

Never should a Muslim entertain the idea that Allah (Â) is
not willing to show mercy and grace. He should realize that what
initially was a sin can become a motivation for him to “pull himself
together” and move on to a higher level of morality and ethical
conduct. These meanings are not isolated from context in this
enduring scripture. Allah (Â) says, 

Do they not know that it is Allah alone who can accept
the repentance of His subjects? (9:104).

Yet he who does wrong or [otherwise] hurts himself, and
thereafter pleads with Allah for forgiveness, shall find
Allah much-Forgiving, a Provider of Grace… (4:110).

usurious Profits are Secured by Wars of occupation
The gap in the contemporary Muslim mind, generally speaking, is
that it tends to fragment the integrated lessons of the Qur’an. In this
lesson, a direct relationship between going to war and the institu-
tionalization of ribœ is described. society has to be visualized as a
whole. There is a mutually supportive relationship between ribœ —
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or capitalism — and global instability leading to war. Governments
are willing to go to war to defend or expand their usurious gains. The
(national) interest of concentration of wealth needs a concentra-
tion of physical and material strength. When dedicated Muslims are
called upon to go to war, according to these œyœt about the Battle of
u˙ud, they should understand they are not only confronting mili-
tary power; they are also confronting every element of the power of
those they are fighting, including the economic powers behind the
military forces. Approaching these œyœt with the larger context in
mind, a thinking Muslim can begin to see how the financial estab-
lishment is linked to the military establishment. An oppressed peo-
ple can be financially, economically, and institutionally occupied,
just as they can be aggressed upon militarily. Thus, confronting ribœ
and eliminating it from society are inseparable from confronting the
military power of the usurious capitalists. 

After understanding how compulsive militaries and oppres-
sive usurious institutions go together, how can any Muslim “ratio-
nalize” or justify ribœ? If a Muslim is sure of Allah’s (Â) power, and
if he is certain of Allah’s (Â) wealth, then what excuse does he
have to join the side that is inimical to Allah (Â)? people who
carry Muslim names should not be allowed to get away with being
considered genuine Muslims while they are the suppliers of wealth
to the usurious system that has enslaved the peoples of the world.
people should be evaluated by their conduct and its relative conse-
quences, not by the camouflage they cast over their behavior. In
today’s world there are many ribœ magnates who get away with
appearing as “Muslims” while they invest in the institutions of the
kœfirs and tie their own interests to the power of the mushriks.

If nothing else, this extended lesson shows it is impossible to
combine a commitment to Allah (Â) with a usurious financial
structure. By its nature ribœ and its vast network of exploitation and
manipulation ultimately stands for a concentration of wealth;
while a commitment to Allah (Â) and a financial socialization of
this commitment stands for a more equitable distribution of wealth. 

These œyœt that tie the financial to the military have their con-
temporary relevance. The destructive dynamics of ribœ and u˙ud are
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not things of the past; they are still at work today, and will continue
to be a part of human relations until a ribœ-free world emerges. These
œyœt lend themselves to a more precise focus on the Anglo-Ameri-
can war on Iraq. The ribœ side of the equation is beginning to show
its ugly face, even though attention remains focused on the military
element. Iraq has immense oil and gas reserves — officially, 112 bil-
lion barrels of proven oil reserves, while some oil companies esti-
mate reserves to be around 230 billion barrels.221 And the capitalist
elites have far greater economic interests in Iraq than just oil; Iraq
also has more than 250 trillion ft3 of proven natural gas reserves. for
the usurious powers, this is far more than enough motivation for
seizing the country in the name of humanitarian reconstruction and
long-term development, even without less direct interests, such as
securing a power base in the oil-rich region.

The pertinent question here is: can the Muslims apply this
Qur’anic commentary to the world they live in today? Will Muslims
be able to oppose the forces that are moving into Iraq to exploit its
natural resources and then recycle the bits and crumbs to the Iraqi
people, while hiding behind a complex facade of pro-democracy
and reconstruction rhetoric? 

for the last few generations, the people of Iraq have been liv-
ing the torture and miseries of a brutal and ruthless dictatorship —
one that was supported, financed, and coached by the us itself dur-
ing the 1980s. Their social cohesion had hit rock bottom. After
occupying Iraq and setting up a puppet government, the us and its
subordinates will aim to show the Iraqi people an improvement in
many areas of their lives. But this improvement — in terms of reli-
gious freedoms for previously persecuted communities, political
freedom for those who accept the constraints of the pro-American
system, injections of investment into the economy, infrastructure
development, and more emphasis on Iraqi individuality — will be
intended to obscure the real issue here — militant ribœ interests vis-
à-vis Islamic cooperative economy — and thus delay the day of
reckoning. To put it slightly differently: are today’s Muslims able to
bring the facts of u˙ud into today’s world? Can they see the Iraq
war in terms of America’s historical opposition to Islamic self-deter-
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mination? Are the Muslims capable of seeing how American based
ribœ corporate interests turned Japan and Germany, after the two
world wars, into productive consumers and consuming producers
without any independent character of their own? 

Thanks to the affluence of the us and its global reach, Ger-
many and Japan stand out as countries without muscle, states with-
out significant militaries, and peoples without full autonomy. They
have, of course, the trappings of all these things; but only because
the us is confident now that they will not exercise any independ-
ent power counter to the larger interests of the us and the global
capitalist elite. The us, and its Euro-capitalist and ribœ-rationalizing
Zionist allies, will never have this kind of confidence in any Mus-
lim country or people. Are the Iraqis, void of awareness of these
œyœt, doomed to the fate of other nation-states conquered, defeated,
and controlled by the usurious establishment of the us military-
industrial complex and its global allies? 

yet the rapacious policies of the usA and its allies in the
global capitalist order do not always have it their way. After WWI,
they tried to collect more than $30 billion in reparations from Ger-
many. This was more than twice Germany’s annual gross domestic
product (GDp) at the time. And what happened? Adolf Hitler and
Nazism took hold of the country instead. 

Nobody can say with any authority how large Iraq’s foreign
debt is today — a debt that accumulated due to usurious practices,
wars of aggression, and several years of economic sanctions.222

Even excluding exploitative oil contracts of a wasteful nature,
which will most probably be rendered irrelevant by future and cur-
rent agreements that Iraq’s new government is obliged to sign with
us companies, Iraq’s foreign debt, including war claims, could still
exceed $300 billion. Just “servicing” such a debt at a “nominal” ribœ
rate of 5% would cost $15 billion per year; and that would do noth-
ing to reduce the principal owed. A us Department of Energy
analysis reported that oil industry experts generally assess Iraq’s cur-
rent sustainable oil production capacity at no higher than about
2.8–2.9 million barrels per day, with net export potential of around
2.3–2.5 million barrels per day. Exporting 2.5 million barrels per
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day at a price of $60 per barrel (the current price of the opEC bas-
ket of 12 crudes) would generate $52.5 billion a year for Iraq.223

In the short term, therefore, Iraq cannot conceivably pay the
due ribœ (that is, Iraq cannot “service its debt”), make payments
against the principal, refurbish its dilapidated oil sector, and finance
its reconstruction. The repayment program could become even
more problematic if the oil price drops. Iraq’s oil-wealth could over
the long term finance its reconstruction, if the burden of its external
debt were substantially written off — whatever price there may be
for that to be done. With an export potential of seven million bar-
rels per day achievable within about six years, Iraq could be gener-
ating about $153.3 billion per year at a price of $60 per barrel.

This is the tempting and insidious profit-multiplying ribœ cal-
culation that throws armies into war and countries into conflagra-
tions. In the aftermath of the 2003 us occupation of Iraq,
reconstruction contracts worth billions of dollars for the reconfigu-
ration of Iraq were handed out by the us government, offering
delirious profits to a few favored companies, many with high-level
contacts in the George W. Bush administration and a history of
donations to the republican party. These rebuilding contracts were
allocated exclusively to us firms and, instead of the usual tender-
ing process, were by invitation only. The connections between
these companies and the Bush administration were substantial.
Bechtel was one of the six construction firms chosen to bid; from
1974–1982, George shultz, the secretary of state in the reagan
administration, was an executive at the firm, eventually becoming
its president, and later served as a member of its board of directors.
former secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger was the vice pres-
ident, director, and general counsel of the Bechtel Group of com-
panies. Jack sheehan, a senior vice president with Bechtel, was on
the Defense policy Board, the pentagon advisory group that cooked
up intelligence to justify the invasion of Iraq. other firms that
came in for the “legal looting” of Iraq were Halliburton, the com-
pany once run by Dick Cheney, the notorious vice president in the
Bush administration; and the united states Agency for Interna-
tional Development (usAID). ray Hunt, a director of Hallibur-
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ton, was on the president’s intelligence advisory board. lawrence
Eagleburger, secretary of state under president George H.W. Bush,
was also a Halliburton director. Kenneth oscar, the vice president
of fluor, another of the six bidders, was a former army secretary and
used to oversee a portion of the pentagon’s budget. fluor’s board
also included Bobby Inman, a former deputy director of the CIA.
Elaine Chao, former secretary of labor in the Bush administration,
worked on the board of another of the six, parsons, before joining
the government.224

And what about Iraq’s oil profits, now that a new administra-
tion has entered the White House? Will the Iraqi people decide
what to do with them or will the imperial power muscle in on the
country’s new oil policy? Because the occupation of Iraq has given
the us public image a black eye, obama and his staff have been
busy rebranding the occupation, a Madison Avenue window dress-
ing that all Democratic administrations in the us are very good at.
listen to the recent comments of Michael schwartz, author of War
Without End: The Iraq War in Context, which explains how the mil-
itarized geopolitics of oil led the us to dismantle the Iraqi state
and economy while fueling a sectarian civil war,  

After all, there can be no question that the obama
administration’s policy is indeed to reduce what the pen-
tagon might call the us military “footprint” in Iraq. To
put it another way, obama’s key officials seem to be opt-
ing not for blunt-edged, Bush-style militarism, but for
what might be thought of as an administrative push in
Iraq, what Vice president Joe Biden has called “a much
more aggressive program vis-à-vis the Iraqi government
to push it to political reconciliation.”

An anonymous senior state Department official
described this new “dark of night” policy recently to
Christian Science Monitor reporter Jane Arraf this way,
“one of the challenges of that new relationship is how
the us can continue to wield influence on key decisions
without being seen to do so.”
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Without being seen to do so. on this General odierno
and the unnamed official are in agreement. And so, it
seems, is Washington. As a result, the crucial thing you
can say about the obama administration’s military and
civilian planning so far is this: …put all that talk of with-
drawal aside for a moment and …what is vaguely visible
is the silhouette of a new American posture in Iraq.
Think of it as the obama Doctrine. And what it doesn’t
look like is the posture of an occupying power preparing
to close up shop and head for home …you begin to iden-
tify a deepening effort to ensure that Iraq remains a us
client state, or, as General odierno described it to the
press on June 30th, “a long-term partner with the united
states in the Middle East.”

All the features of classic colonialism took shape in
the Bush years in Iraq and are now, as far as we can tell,
being continued, in some cases even strengthened, in
the early months of the obama era.

The us embassy in Iraq, built by the Bush administra-
tion to the tune of $740 million, is by far the largest in
the world. It is now populated by more than 1,000
administrators, technicians, and professionals — diplo-
matic, military, intelligence, and otherwise — though all
are regularly, if euphemistically, referred to as “diplo-
mats” in official statements and in the media.

such a concentration of foreign officialdom in such a
gigantic regional command center …certainly signals
Washington’s larger imperial design: to have sufficient
administrative labor power on hand to ensure that
American advisors remain significantly embedded in
Iraqi political decision-making, in its military, and in the
key ministries of its (oil-dominated) economy.

The intrusive presence of the Baghdad embassy
extends to the all-important oil industry, which today
provides 95% of the government’s funds. When it comes
to energy, the occupation has long sought to shape policy
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and transfer operational responsibility from Iraqi state-
owned enterprises of the saddam Hussein years to major
international oil companies. In one of its most successful
efforts, in 2004, the us delivered an exclusive $1.2 bil-
lion contract to reconstruct Iraq’s decrepit southern oil
transport facilities (which handle 80% of its oil flow) to
KBr, the notorious former subsidiary of Halliburton.
supervision of that famously mismanaged contract, still
uncompleted five years later, was allocated to the us
Inspector General for Iraq reconstruction.

The Iraqi government, in fact, still exerts remarkably
little control over “Iraqi” oil revenues. The Development
fund for Iraq (whose revenues are deposited in the fed-
eral reserve Bank of New york) was established under
uN auspices just after the invasion and receives 95% of
the proceeds from Iraq’s oil sales. All government with-
drawals are then overseen by the uN-sanctioned Interna-
tional Advisory and Monitoring Board, a us-appointed
panel of experts drawn mainly from the global oil and
financial industries. 

In the meantime, the campaign to transfer administra-
tion of core oil operations to the major oil companies
continues. Despite the resistance of Iraqi oil workers, the
administrators of the two national oil companies, a
majority bloc in parliament, and public opinion, the us
has continued to pressure the al-Maliki [sic] administra-
tion to enact an oil law that would mandate licensing
devices called production-sharing agreements (psAs).

If enacted, these psAs would, without transferring per-
manent ownership, grant oil companies effective control
over Iraq’s oil fields, giving them full discretion to exploit
the country’s oil reserves from exploration to sales. 

…the Iraqi oil industry would become more deeply
embedded in the occupation apparatus, no matter what
officially happens to American forces in that country.
Among other things, the American embassy would
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almost certainly be responsible for inspecting and guid-
ing the work of the contract-winners, while the us mil-
itary and private contractors would become guarantors of
their on-the-ground security.

In 2007, Alan Greenspan, former head of the federal
reserve, told Washington Post reporter Bob Woodward
that “taking saddam out was essential” …because the
united states could not afford to be “beholden to
potentially unfriendly sources of oil and gas” in Iraq. It’s
exactly that sort of thinking that’s still operating in us
policy circles: the 2008 National Defense strategy, for
example, calls for the use of American military power to
maintain “access to and flow of energy resources vital to
the world economy.”

After only five months in office, the obama adminis-
tration has already provided significant evidence that,
like its predecessor, it remains committed to maintaining
that “access to and flow of energy resources” in Iraq…225

on a related note, before Timothy Geithner became the obama
administrations’s treasury secretary, he was serving as the president
of the federal reserve Bank of New york, the same bank that
receives 95% of the revenues from “Iraqi” oil sales. 

The way ribœ is mentioned in S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆ and the way it
is mentioned here, in S¥ra∆ Œl ‘Imrœn, requires some comparison.
In S¥ra∆ al-Baqara∆, ribœ and ßadaqa∆ were mentioned together.
The inference was that ribœ (coercive spending) and ßadaqa∆
(cooperative spending) represent two diametrically opposed con-
cepts that are at the root of two dissimilar economic orders: ribœ
represents the capitalist freedom to accumulate unlimited wealth
even if widespread poverty results, and ßadaqa∆ stands for the
Islamic responsibility to distribute wealth even if that means the
diminution of the wealthy class. Ribœ institutions and establish-
ments are inaugurated by the military-commercial complex, and
ßadaqa∆-based administrations are pioneered by the Islamic move-
ment and its forms of governance. 
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In S¥ra∆ Œl ‘Imrœn, ribœ is discussed in the context of war.
Aggressive wars serve to open up new frontiers for the expansionist
and usurious financial dealings of the military-financial duopoly.
The inference here is that without wars of aggression, whether in
their colonialist, imperialist, or post-imperialist modes, ribœ would
be drastically reduced to its primitive size. And once it is stripped
of its military and individualistic proportions it becomes easier to
identify by “Muslims” who have failed to identify its transnational
range of destruction and devastation. 

The Muslims who read this Qur’an must begin to understand
what Allah (Â) is telling them. It is not a matter of happenstance
that the military campaign at u˙ud and its cruel circumstances are
framed with an emphasis on ribœ. someone in a position to make
policy must decide whether or not to have ribœ as part of the econ-
omy, and hence part of the military and social reality of society.
The right decision has to be made despite the infatuation with
wealth of pro-ribœ officials, in line with the aversion for poverty by
anti-ribœ administrators. The promoters of ribœ will justify their posi-
tion with arguments about “free-market” and “trickle-down” eco-
nomics, the dynamics of “supply-and-demand,” and the insistence
that “the market has a way of balancing itself out.” But the world
today is suffering from the results of precisely these arguments. The
relations between people within societies are strained, and the rela-
tions between rich and poor countries in the world are fraught with
distrust because of the failure of these theories. or perhaps, in a cer-
tain sense, it would be more appropriate to say “the success of these
theories,” because it is the world’s wealthy who promote them. The
fact is that more and more of the resources of the world are falling
into the hands of fewer and fewer rich people, while increasing
numbers of people, even in wealthy countries, are suffering from
poverty and hardship.

This is the moment for responsible and insightful Muslims to
move in and tip the balances of God-given resources toward the
oppressed and deprived peoples of the world. Hunger and disease
do not discriminate; they strike anyone and everyone who has
been victimized by corporate ribœ. And when decision-making
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Muslims weigh the advantages and disadvantages, they also know
they have to factor in Allah’s (Â) power presence. Thus, the deci-
sion is an offshoot of taqwå. When Allah (Â) is in the public
mind, it will be easier to spend in times of affluence and in times
of poverty. Therefore, one of the fighting points is whether to have
Allah (Â) in the public mind or to “privatize” Him. obviously,
those who want a freedom that justifies ravaging the resources of
the world would like to exclude Allah (Â) from His power posi-
tion as the one and only authority in human affairs. They will say,
“you mean to tell us that God has something to do with the way
we obtain our wealth and the way we invest in our commodities,
and the way we run our businesses?” If God is taken out and kept
out of people’s common ideas and discussions, then these mer-
chants of wealth will be able to have their way in the short term;
in the long run, their misdeeds will catch up with them, and they
will be held accountable for disregarding and omitting God from
their decisions and policies. 

There is a unique type of human who will forego his individ-
ual love for personal wealth and comfort, and opt for binding with
Allah (Â). It is this type of outstanding human character that
responds when Allah (Â) says,

And be quick to [obtain] forgiveness from your Sustain-
er, as well as a paradise as vast as the heavens and earth,
which is awaiting those who are conscious of Allah [and
His earthly power]. [They are] those who spend in
times of prosperity and in times of scantiness, [they are
those] who restrain their anger, who [are prone to] for-
give others; and Allah loves those who seek to do what
is better. [They are the ones] who, when they deviate or
do injustice to themselves, remember Allah and then
ask [Him] to forgive them their trespasses! And who
forgives such things except Allah? Thereafter, they do
not persist in their wrong ways as they become aware
[of such dynamics] (3:133–136).
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All the potential earthly profits, accumulation of wealth, and
lucrative investments that are ribœ-based cannot substitute for this
human interaction with Allah (Â). But all of this becomes the
share of those who are immediately, currently, and endlessly con-
scious of Allah’s (Â) proximity and company. This elevated
human character, who gives regardless of social status, must become
the objective of aspiring Muslims. Wealth and need can have dif-
ferent effects on different people. some people feel privileged or
arrogant if they have abundant wealth; other people feel broken or
submissive if they are poor. An Islamic character is one that rises
above both these “innate” valuations of a divinely unsocialized
human nature. This is because an Islamic character is intertwined
with the social reality around; it is not confined to the cloistered
ego of an individual and his particular circumstances. And beyond
that, the Islamic character is lodged in its relationship with Allah
(Â). This relationship fosters a loving and cooperative responsibil-
ity with all life around it; especially human life. This intimacy with
Allah (Â) has a liberating effect on people who would otherwise
be stingy or miserly. No one should have any doubt about the fact
that every human being is fond of wealth, money, and possessions.
But the human being who “lives with Allah (Â)” is the one who
is not trapped by either the abundance or scarcity of wealth, money,
and possessions. 

some people tend to characterize this as an argument for
asceticism and a mystical abandonment of the fortunes and oppor-
tunities of the world. This is contrary to the understanding of
Allah’s (Â) teaching in this Book. It is better to have and then to
give than to not have and not be able to give. Infœq, ßadaqa∆, and
zakœ∆ are all the acts of people who gain and give, make money and
spend money, and obtain wealth and redistribute it. A person who
has two billion dollars and endows and empowers others with one
billion is on par with a person who has two dollars and endows and
empowers others with one dollar; each one gave half of all he has.
The difference is that the billionaire still has a considerable
amount of money to live on, and should be more willing to give a
billion, while the two-dollar man has only one dollar left and may
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understandably be unwilling to give even a dollar. The regrettable
irony is that the poor are often more willing to share half of what
they have while the rich are willing to share far less of what they
have. This may be one explanation of why the oppressed in general
may be closer to Allah (Â) than are the abundantly rich. And yet,
those who are rich often behave like the stereotypical poor who
“save every penny,” and those who are poor often behave with the
magnanimity that the rich ought to have, if their fortunes were
reversed. The difference is in those who live within the fold of
Allah (Â): they do not calibrate their generosity on the ebb or
flow of money and wealth. They just give, period. 

This reference to giving and sharing should weigh more on
the human conscience during a time of war than at other more
socially comfortable times. societies that are at war are especially
vulnerable. The public budget is reduced by the demands of war;
this is not a time for anyone to withhold contributions for the well-
being of society and the areas that may be damaged by enemy
attacks.  War also has its ripple effects inside of society. people tend
to get war-weary, stressed, and frightened. once again, the high
character of Muslims shines through: they are the ones who have
disciplined themselves and are compassionate toward others. This
is a quality of high-caliber Muslims who understand taqwå and
show it in their personal behavior with others. The Qur’an balances
our personalities: while we are conscious of Allah’s (Â) power
when it is hardest to do so at times of war, we maintain that same
consciousness in our dealings on the home front, showing under-
standing toward those who may not manage to maintain the best
behavior themselves. The personality traits exhibited by these
exceptional Muslims are their control over their own feelings —
particularly aggressive ones such as anger — and gentleness toward
others. These are two important and complementary steps: con-
taining one’s passions, and embodying compassion toward others.  

At the root of this psychological refinement is the resolution
or denial of anger. Anger is potentially offensive and offending. It
is a feeling of displeasure on account of some injury, real or imagi-
nary, with an inordinate desire for revenge, and a desire for gaining
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satisfaction by lashing out at an offender. Anger is not always
vicious; there can equally be anger for justice and anger for self.
Anger is just when the cause of it is just, that is, when the feeling
is moderate and the retribution commensurate with scriptural
norms, and not moved by revenge. unjust anger is contrary to the
spirit of scripture. unjust anger leads to hostility and belligerence,
and these lead to many other interpersonal acrimonies and societal
fissures. It hurries its victim into contentiousness, enmities, hatred,
revenge, quarrelling, blasphemies, oaths, cursing, and other uncon-
trolled and unacceptable behaviors. It is the constant awareness of
Allah’s (Â) power presence that tempers this deviance and
inhibits such unsociable conduct. Anger may ferment into vendet-
tas or long-running feuds. These sociopathic characteristics belong
neither in a Muslim’s psychology nor in his society. 

Muslims who are thoughtful of Allah (Â) know they are
fighting a war on two fronts. They have a military war to win, as well
as a psychological one. The vastness of these holy words is that they
remind the Muslims of their mission on every front.226 In the middle
of the campaign of u˙ud, when the Muslims are informed of the
combined military and usurious forces, they are also reminded of
their internal battlefield where another type of warfare rages,

…and those who are guilty of moral deviation or do
injustice to themselves remember Allah and ask Him
to forgive them their flaws — and who forgives [these]
flaws besides Allah? And [then] they do not persist in
doing what is wrong as they gain an awareness and
[new] knowledge [dawns on them] (3:135).

In other words, Allah (Â) is asking you to forgive others their tres-
passes, as He is richly offering to forgive your own. This forgiveness
is easily diffused and spread from Allah (Â) to His subjects and to
the rest of His creation. This œya∆ talks about those who are fervently
aware of Allah’s (Â) power, the muttaqøs, and then it indicates that
they, too, can fall into some serious moral failings. And still Allah
(Â) and those who are closely with Him in their thoughts and feel-
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ings are willing to excuse man’s unintentional and aberrant misdeeds.
They may still be considered in the circle of muttaqøs provided they
defer to and return to Allah (Â) after their lapse. Their delinquency
causes them to come to Allah (Â) pleading for amnesty and demon-
strating a strong determination not to repeat such blunders. This is
very different from other human types who brag about their immoral-
ity, sinfulness, and perversions. And this is the difference between
those who still hold on to Allah (Â) even when they slip into “sin”
and then work themselves out of it, and those who break away from
Allah (Â) and do not feel bad about it. 

This œya∆ is very encouraging for man, his nature, and his
weaknesses. That someone who yearns to be close to Allah (Â)
does something wrong does not mean he should be excluded from
Allah’s (Â) mercy, acceptance, and sympathy. If human beings
were to turn mechanically technical with themselves they would
all be excluded from Allah’s (Â) mercy and grace. In anticipation
of this type of human discourtesy toward their own, He tells them
in these direct words that He is willing to offset their moral misde-
meanors and violations if they outgrow their moments of weakness,
identify their deviant conduct, start a new life, and demonstrate
they will not repeat the same mistakes. Allah (Â) tolerates the
oppression of imposed political authorities for a short time, but not
the oppression of self-inflicted guilt beyond redemption.227

This does not mean that Allah (Â), the prophet (r), the
Qur’an, and Islam are advocating libertine lifestyles. No one who
commits a moral or legal error should for one moment have an
excuse for such an act. “let us be practical” does not and cannot
become the first sentence on a path to self-destruction, social per-
version, and the rationalization of sin. We humans were born with
a strong sense of ˙ayœ’ (reticence, discretion, constraint, and moral
introversion). This feeling is central to our conscience. We abhor
and avoid immorality and illegality as defined by scripture and as
embedded in our human nature to satisfy Allah (Â) and our sense
of right and wrong. This strong inner sense of ˙ayœ’ makes it very
difficult for us, knowing that we are with Allah (Â), to do some-
thing wrong and insist on it. When that moment in life comes
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along, and our very human nature makes it inevitable, where we
realize we did something wrong, then we immediately turn to Allah
(Â) for exoneration and acquittal, because there is no one else to
turn to, no one else who can remit such demerits and errors.
“These it is who shall have remission from their Sustainer and
[green] gardens with subterranean rivers, there to live forever.
And how excellent a reward for those who work on.”

such Muslims do not have a negative attitude. They do not
ask Allah (Â) for forgiveness and then withdraw from the activi-
ties of life, secluding themselves from the forces in society. They are
the ones Allah (Â) has commissioned to go to the battlefield and
take the political and economic initiative from military command-
ers and financial tycoons who share in promoting the vices that
entrap both individuals and societies.

In these œyœt, battle is made a duty: Muslims see themselves
fighting on multiple fronts; and wherever they may be they know
they are with Allah (Â) and He is with them. Muslims here are
supposed not just to listen to beautiful Arabic words; they need to
extend the meanings of these scriptural Arabic words into their
lives with the strength of their sensitive conscience and the energy
of their combative confidence. Not only are they required to score
a victory against a host of hostile forces but they are also required
to score a victory against stinginess and avarice, against anger and
contentiousness, and against immorality and sin. All of this is done
by referring to Allah (Â); all of this is necessary for a resounding
victory. A short-term victory is sometimes easy to come by, espe-
cially if it is a military victory. But a lasting victory is one that
extends from defeating the internal shay†œn all the way to his
armed presence on the battlefield.

Within the larger social milieu of systems that bring order —
or disorder — to the complex workings of society, this point needs
further clarification. The Islamic military did not go to u˙ud to
wage a war against individuals who were personally immoral and in
violation of all scriptural moral standards; this Islamic military,
though, did go to u˙ud to fight an army that was instrumental in
trying to preserve a ribœ financial system and its political establish-
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ment. This is how the Muslims today and tomorrow should view
the wars of aggression that will come their way whether they like it
or not. When their jihad develops into full-fledged combat they
will be fighting individuals who may or may not be morally corrupt
and irredeemable; that is beside the point. The point is this: the
army that launches its war against the committed Muslims, as hap-
pened at u˙ud, is an army that stands for, represents, and carries
the corporate interest and ribœ to new frontiers. sometimes the
irony of this “clash of the titans” is that there are many oppressed
individuals who may have joined their government’s military not to
fight against Muslims or anyone else, but simply to gain some edu-
cational benefits, to learn a skill, or to escape from harsh economic
conditions. It is these same economic conditions that the Muslim
armed forces are fighting against, but many of those who are their
presumed adversaries cannot understand this. 

In the middle of this crucial war at u˙ud, some archers who
were given a specific mission to defend the Muslim forces from
encirclement by the mushriks abandoned their positions when they
thought that battle had been won; they wanted to seize whatever
spoils they could get their hands on. Although the Islamic armed
forces were at war with the rush to wealth, which defines the ribœ
financial system, some of the Muslims at the war front themselves
suffered from a desire for quick personal gain. But these Muslim
archers did not stand for institutional ribœ and its enabling govern-
ment; on the contrary, they were ready to fight and die for opposing
a ribœ-based order. But those few minutes of human weakness in a
handful of Muslims compromised the entire Muslim army, allowing
the mushriks to exploit an opportunity to it, almost resulting in utter
defeat for the Muslims, led by ras¥l-Allah (r). 
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Civilizational longevity and Fidelity to Social laws

The next set of œyœt apprise societies of social laws that are appli-
cable to conditions of war and how they relate to Islamic princi-
ples and purposes. To begin with, Allah (Â) advises the Islamic
vanguard about how to deal with those who lie and “fabricate
facts.” from the rumors and propaganda about this war and the
hyperbolic claims of mushrik battlefront successes, the fact of the
matter was established from above the seven heavens: the tactical
reversal of the Muslims at u˙ud was not final and could not be
regarded as a strategic victory for the mushriks of Makkah. There
are many details that have to be reconsidered from this less-than-
victorious ordeal at u˙ud. When fighting Muslims encounter stiff
resistance and successful military maneuvres by the mushriks, they
should not be disheartened or demoralized. faith in the superiority
of Allah’s (Â) position and patience in adversity should outweigh
such feelings. 

• (3:137) [many] social laws have passed away before your
time. Go, then, into [the territories of] the world and behold
what happened in the end to those who falsified [the truth]; 

• (3:138) This [should be] a clear lesson to all men, and a
guidance and a word of advice to those who are conscious of
Allah’s power. 

• (3:139) Be not, then, discouraged, and grieve not: for you
are bound to rise high if you are [truly] committed to Allah. 

• (3:140) If misfortune befalls you, [know that] similar mis-
fortune has befallen [other] people as well; for it is by cycles
that We apportion to men such days [of fortune and misfor-
tune]: and [this] for Allah’s purpose of distinguishing those
who have committed themselves to Him, and to select from
among you such as [with their lives] bear witness to the truth
— since Allah does not love offenders —

• (3:141) And that Allah might render clean of all impurity
those who have committed themselves to Allah, and bring to
naught those who deny Him [and His power]. 
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• (3:142) Do you reckon that you will enter paradise while
Allah has yet to verify your struggle [in His cause], and to
verify your patience in adversity? 

• (3:143) For, indeed, you did long for death [in Allah’s
cause] before you came face to face with it, and now you
have seen it with your own eyes! 

• (3:144) But muhammad is only a messenger who was pre-
ceded by [other] messengers [who also passed away]; so if he
dies or is killed will you retreat and fall back? And whoever
does so shall not in the least do harm to Allah  [but rather to
himself], and Allah will make compensations for those who
are thankful.

• (3:145) And no human being can die save by Allah’s leave,
at a term preordained. And if one desires the rewards of this
world, We shall grant him thereof; and if one desires the re-
wards of the life to come, We shall grant him thereof; and
We shall requite those who are grateful [to us].

• (3:146) And how many a prophet has had to fight [in
Allah’s cause], followed by many God-devoted men; and they
did not become faint of heart for all that they had to suffer
in Allah’s cause, and neither did they weaken, nor did they
abase themselves [before the enemy], since Allah loves those
who are patient in adversity;
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• (3:147) And all that they said was this, “o our Sustainer!
Forgive us our sins and the lack of moderation in our doings!
And make firm our steps, and support us against people who
deny You [Your power]!”

• (3:148) Whereupon Allah granted them the rewards of this
world, as well as the goodliest rewards of the life to come: for
Allah loves the doers of good (Œl ‘Imrœn:137–148).

Whatever happened at Badr and u˙ud has become an exam-
ple of how social laws are applicable to those who affirm Allah (Â)
as well as to those who renounce and contradict Him all the way to
the killing fields. Whatever variables may intervene, in the final
analysis the people on the side of truth and justice will prevail. This
social law found its application during the times of preceding
prophets (Å), 

…for long ago has our word gone forth to our sub-
jects, the scripture-communicators, that verily, they —
they indeed — will be supported, and that verily, our
hosts — they indeed — will [in the end] be victorious!
(37:171–173).

The law of divine intervention, which has never been accepted by
the secular, God-denying mind, is that eventually those who
adhere to Allah (Â) will inherit the affairs of the world, “And, of
a certainty, after exhorting [man], We laid it down in all the
books of divine wisdom that my righteous servants shall inherit
the earth…” (21:105).

Incontrovertible Social laws Do Not Allow for God-denial
Allah’s (Â) will is embedded in the course of history with those
recipients of His words who comply and conform to Him. Every state
or system that opposes Allah (Â) by fighting against Him and His
servants will, sooner or later, be on the losing side. some people
nowadays look to secular and God-denying authorities and societies,
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arguing that they are modern, progressive, and ahead of those soci-
eties that claim to be conscious and observant of Allah (Â). They
compare the usA with the united Arab Emirates, or compare
Britain with Bangladesh, or Norway with Nigeria, and say that it
appears that those who have given up on God are in a better position
than those who say they are God’s beloved ones. A comparison of
this kind is misleading for many reasons. The most important one,
in the nature of these informative œyœt, is that there are two sets of
“laws” at work — the physical laws and the social laws. physical laws
explain scientific observations of the material world. social laws
attempt to explain cumulative human experience and scriptural
guidance as they define the rise and fall of societies, nations, and civ-
ilizations. The God-denying or “God-neutral” West is very advanced
in its application of laws that are pertinent to the physical world.
That is why they are much ahead of others when it comes to indus-
tries, inventions, discoveries, research, and the like. Their “social
theories” have been nothing short of unmitigated disaster — or are
an impending disaster — shown by the social and ethical disintegra-
tion of Western societies. 

on the other hand, those areas of the world that still believe
they are in conformity with Allah (Â), His prophets (Å), and
scripture seem to be thoroughly ignorant of physical laws and no
better when it comes to the knowledge and understanding of the
social laws as explained in the many œyœt of the Qur’an. The result
is that there are Muslim “scholars” such as one this writer recently
met, who asked why Muslims should be reading, studying, and
memorizing the Qur’an. Where has the Qur’an gotten the Muslims?
According to him, we will never be able to advance until we com-
mand the languages of science and technology; we the Muslims
need to learn English, french, and German so that we can match,
if not surpass, the Western world. little did he realize that by think-
ing this and by focusing instead on the understanding of the phys-
ical laws, he was running away from his responsibility to understand
and realize the “social laws” in this studious scripture; and drawing
an escape route for himself and his ilk to take cover for the abdica-
tion of their role.
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What is rarely realized by diehard secularists, or by religious
people who have an inferiority complex, is that Western God-denial
is in a race against time. The distance and tension between their
growing knowledge of physical laws and their diminishing knowl-
edge of social laws are liable to result in a breakdown that will be the
undoing of all Western civilization as we know it. What form this
will take is impossible to predict; it could be a destructive and apoc-
alyptic war, or it could be the disintegration of social cohesion, or it
may come about by some natural or cosmic catastrophe. But there
are ample signs that the uncontrolled pursuit of material wealth and
technological progress without thought of the social implications
and consequences is causing damage that may already be irreversible.

If history teaches anyone anything, it is that those who accu-
mulate overwhelming power, and then abuse it by dominating,
invading, occupying, and colonizing other peoples, are doomed to
fall because of the social laws at work. No amounts of advanced
technology, superior scientific achievements, or cutting-edge
modernity are going to circumvent or annul the laws that man is to
understand by reading and examining the meanings contained in
this Word of Allah (Â). That is why He tells us here, “[many]
social law applications have come before your time. Go, then,
into the [lands of the] world and behold what happened in the
end to those who contravened the truth” (3:137).

We should fertilize the meanings of this affirmative Book by
taking into consideration what happened to earlier societies, cul-
tures, and civilizations. look at the powers of ancient and one-time
empires such as the Greeks, the persians, the romans, the Egyp-
tians, the Indians, the Chinese, the Babylonians, and others; where
are they today except on the great ash heap of dead civilizations
that were an affront to God and to man? They could not elude the
“social laws,” the sunan, that were at work when it came to Allah’s
(Â) power. Allah’s (Â) power is the power of truth and justice.
Truth and justice will prevail, and so will the people who stand for
truth and justice. And once again this focus on social laws in the
Qur’an is done by examining closely the issue of power throughout
time and history, for this is a Book that has “no doubt about it, is
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guidance for the muttaqøs” (2:2), and “These are messages of the
divine Writ, full of wisdom, providing guidance and grace to the
doers of good” (31:2–3).

The particulars of u˙ud also reflect these same social laws.
After u˙ud, the mushriks said that if Muhammad (r) were truly an
apostle, he would not have been beaten at u˙ud. But from under-
standing the Qur’an and Muhammad (r), it is clear that these
social laws apply to prophets and apostles (Å), just as they do to
everyone else. If a prophet is disobeyed by his troops, the results
should not be very difficult to figure out. Thus if today’s Muslims
properly understand the lesson of u˙ud, they will go to the war
front with determination, with more discipline, and with less
thought of themselves and their egos. 

Imagine the implications if Muslim fighters had scored a res-
onating military victory at u˙ud, despite all the indisciplines, vio-
lations, and defections that took place. This victory would have set
the Muslims up for tragic results in future military affairs, because
they would have been deceived by “getting away” with all the mis-
takes and insubordinations that took place on the way to and dur-
ing u˙ud. In other words, they might have felt that victory was
theirs because of who they were and not what they did; or they
might have felt that verbal commitments alone were enough to
carry the day. This is exactly what they were earlier taught to guard
against with regard to the attitude of Ban¥ Isrœ’øl. It is reported that
the prophet (r) said, “If I were to choose between victory or defeat at
U˙ud, I would choose defeat.”228

In any event, the military setback at u˙ud was not the end of
the world. some Muslims were killed and some mushriks were
killed; the Muslim casualties were martyrs, the mushrik casualties
would end up in great torment. Despite the intrigue and differences
regarding strategy, despite the lack of internal cohesion, despite the
indiscipline of the archers, and despite the mounting Muslim casu-
alties, the combatant Muslims who lived through it were expected
not to succumb to psychological wounds or to lose sight of their
commitment to the prophet (r) and his steely determination. The
physical and psychological combat injuries were not confined to
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the Muslims; the mushriks also sustained similar traumas. If the
Muslims at u˙ud did not score a decisive victory, they had certain-
ly done so at Badr. These military clashes are battles in a strategic
war in which Muslims should be prepared for reversals in an overall
movement of gains and successes. 

It is through the test of war, with the experiences of bereave-
ment, injury, and trauma, that the caliber of individuals and the
cohesion of the rank-and-file are ascertained. The level of commit-
ment that a Muslim professes could not be evaluated were it not for
the difficulties and rigors of war, battle, and engagement with the
enemy. Another œya∆ refers to this touchstone of the human pledge
to Allah (Â), “…so that Allah may separate the wicked from the
honorable” (8:37). ultimately, it is military service that confirms
the degree to which a Muslim is truly committed to Allah (Â).
Words are free and cheap; anyone can say he will “fight or die” for
the cause of Allah (Â). But when the time comes and people are
required to “serve Allah (Â)” on the battlefield, their true charac-
ters surface and internal conviction is revealed. 

It is war that distinguishes truly committed Muslims from lip-
service Muslims. If it was not for the duties and responsibilities of
war — carrying arms, fighting, and being killed for Allah (Â) —
anyone could claim to be a devout and committed Muslim. But
when the time comes to die for Allah (Â), to obey His prophet
(r), to stand up for what is right, to protect the powerless, to estab-
lish justice, and to repulse aggression with your very life — at that
time there will be some principled Muslims who will step up and go
willingly to the war front; and there will be other Muslims who will
say and do anything except offer their lives for Allah (Â). Allah
(Â) describes this delineating moment with His defining words,
“For, indeed, you yearned for death, [for the sake of Allah]
before you came face to face with it; and now you have seen it
with your own eyes.”

It was the military responsibilities, including the possibility of
dying in the line of duty, that exposed the draft-dodgers, deserters,
and dual-loyalists (munœfiqs) in the ranks of the Muslim forces. In
the heat of battle, there were Muslims who ran away when con-
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fronted by the mushriks. other principled Muslims stood their
ground, fighting courageously and defending Allah’s prophet (r).
At this moment, with the battle under way, the pre-battle attitude
that “we will fight until the finish” appeared to be little more than
an empty slogan. This is why Allah’s prophet (r) is reported to
have said, “Do not yearn for the enemy’s encounter; and ask Allah for
respite and relief. But when you do encounter the enemy, be steadfast.
And remember that paradise is in the shades of swords.”229

Another facet of war between Islam and kufr is that when the
kœfirs think they have scored a victory, they begin to conduct them-
selves arrogantly and ungratefully. They experience a “false high,”
and this leads them into future debacles and fiascos. 

secular and mushrik states, regimes, and elites rationalize their
wars on a number of grounds, sometimes racial, sometimes venge-
ful, but most commonly economic and financial. Clearly, in the
modern world, it is not a stretch to see that wars are justified on the
grounds of some “national interest” or for a “prosperous future for
our coming generations.” Despite the best efforts of spin-doctors, no
just or moral argument can ever be made for any of the wars
launched and executed by secular governments and powers. from
the Islamic perspective on war, social justice and morality are pre-
cisely the goals of a war for Allah’s (Â) cause. Many œyœt describe
how a Muslim military emerges from the trials and tribulations of
an imposed war,

[But] do you think you could enter paradise without
suffering like those [committed muslims] who passed
away before you? Difficulties and harm befell them,
and so shaken were they that the apostle, and the com-
mitted muslims with him, would exclaim, “When will
Allah’s  help come?” oh, verily Allah’s help is [always]
near!” (2:214).

Do you reckon that you are able to enter paradise
while you have not shown Allah who is capable of
striving and perseverance [from among you]? (3:142).
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Do people think that on their [mere] saying, “We have
attained to faith,” they will be left to themselves, and
will not be tested? Yes indeed, We did verify by tribu-
lation those who lived before them; and so, most cer-
tainly will Allah mark out those who prove themselves
true [to their responsibilities], and most certainly will
He mark out those who are lying [about such respon-
sibilities] (29:2–3).

let the outcome be clear: the Muslim fighters at u˙ud and the
Islamic society in Madinah suffered dearly at u˙ud. They sustained
many casualties. They were, on the face of it, militarily defeated.
Many of the most committed Muslims were injured in the course of
u˙ud. seventy of the prophet’s (r) companions were killed. The
prophet (r) himself was injured, bruised, and harmed. He and his
companions were bloodstained. These early Muslims who fought at
u˙ud were committed to one exceptional human being. Naturally
they were shaken and stunned at the turn of events. What is more,
this same Islamic camp was the one that had earlier scored a decisive
and awe-inspiring victory at Badr; and now it seemed to be going
through the throes of utter defeat. This dramatic reversal of events
caused even steadfast Muslim fighters to say, “How can this be? How
can this happen to us, when we are the Muslims?”

It was at this critical psychological juncture that these war-
weary Muslims made history. They, with their injuries and casual-
ties, changed the balance of power between Makkah’s arrogant
mushriks and Madinah’s struggling Muslims. It is at this ground-
breaking and breathtaking juncture that Allah (Â) inspired them
with His words and works. He reminded them of His laws that are
at work in the human condition, in human nature, and in human
societies. None of these setbacks at u˙ud were by chance. They
were the inevitable consequences of the violation of incontrovert-
ible social laws that are written and implemented by Allah (Â),
even on the field of battle, where bodies bleed and lives are lost. If
warring Muslims are committed to Allah (Â), then they should
also be aware of His social laws (sunan). Just as their bodies are gov-
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erned by Allah’s (Â) physical laws, their minds and spirits, their
morale and discipline, are governed by Allah’s (Â) social laws.
And there is a unity of purpose between the two. 

once observant Muslims are aware of these facts, they should
easily set aside such questions as “but how can this defeat happen
to us?” It is both selfish and foolish to expect victory from Allah
(Â) just by saying “we are Muslims,” or by vocalizing the articles
of faith (al-kalima∆ al-shahœda∆), or by being born in an Islamic tra-
dition or culture. If Muslim soldiers expect military victory, they
have to work for it, with or against all the God-given social laws
that govern this earth and all who are on it — first and foremost
among them being the obedience of Allah (Â) and His prophet
(r). These social laws can be summarized as follows,

1. that those who deny Allah (Â) and take issue with His sub-
jects are doomed — sooner or later; 

2. that those who ascend to positions of power, and make com-
plex plans to extend their influence through politics and
war, will rise and fall according to the justice they do or fail
to do; and 

3. that sedition and tribulations are means and instruments
through which Allah’s (Â) subjects are primed for their lead-
ing roles. perseverance and patience are the precursors for the
shift of power away from the mushriks, and toward the dedicat-
ed and expeditionary Muslims. 

[God-ordained] social laws have eventuated in genera-
tions before you. Go, then, about the earth and see
what occurred in the end to those who distorted the
truth [about Allah]. This [should be] a clear lesson to
all men, and a guidance and a warning to those who are
conscious of Allah’s power (3:137–138).

one thing to appreciate here is that Allah (Â) is speaking
about social laws that transcend space, time, and history, even
though the immediate audience was of nomadic Arabians at a time
when Arabia was an insignificant speck on the map of world histo-
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ry, geopolitics, and civilization. This is another evident example of
how this Qur’an could not have been the intellectual or literary
product of those who received it, given that they were bedouin
Arabians. Even now, after 14 centuries, and leaps and bounds of
human intellectual progress, no modern societies have a good grip
on the social laws that are conveyed to humanity in this Qur’an.
The incomparable Word of Allah (Â) was telling those limited
and local Arabians to take their minds into the four corners of the
earth and learn the lessons of the rise and fall of nations and civi-
lizations. This qualitative and imaginative gap between the life
experiences and culture of the peoples of an arid region with little
settled life or urban activity, and the unbounded, inexhaustible,
and unconditional vision, ambition, and horizons of this Qur’an, is
a powerful rebuke to those who claim that the Qur’an, rather than
being of divine origin, is the composition of the Arabian mind. All
the social theories of our time, tens of generations after the revela-
tion of this Qur’an, are premature and primitive compared to what
Allah (Â) teaches in this divine Writ, “[God-decreed] social laws
came to bear in historic periods before you.”

These social laws were applicable then and they are applicable
now. Just as the consequences of these unchanging social or behav-
ioral laws played out on bygone nations and peoples, they will have
the same effects on people today if they behave like their predeces-
sors. The histories of previous civilizations and empires are open
books. All truth-seekers and justice-minded people should be able
to consider the plight of bygone societies, identify their mistakes,
point to their deviations, and assess their excesses, so that we all
can understand the social laws that govern the rise and fall of such
empires and civilizations, “Go, then, into the lands of the world
and observe what happened in the end to those who lied [about
Allah].” later in the Qur’an, references — some of them detailed,
others brief — to these ancient empires and civilizations will be
cited. But the upshot of them all is that those social structures and
power systems faded away because they deliberately or effectively
decided not to accept Allah’s (Â) guidance. The result was poli-
cies that denied Allah (Â) His power prerogatives in the social
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dynamics of human life on earth. This should be a vivid lesson to
all peoples, and a word of caution to those who are sensitive to
Allah’s (Â) power, the muttaqøs.

let us reconsider the word taqwå within the context of civi-
lizational reality. It has been buried under so many layers of non-
sense and mindless assumptions that many readers of the Qur’an do
not appreciate its precise implications and meaning. When Allah
(Â) speaks about the rise and fall of a society in an advanced state
of development, when He affixes man’s attention on a common-
wealth or a group of countries under a single authority, He is refer-
ring to a power consolidation of generational superstructures, as
well as a network of technological infrastructures that flourish into
“superpowers” or hegemonic powers. But then none of these ever
lasted forever; they all disintegrated and collapsed. The issue here
is that Allah (Â) expects people who are keenly and particularly
aware of His power to be aware of the annihilation of these other
“powers” (Egyptian, roman, persian, french, British, American,
etc). But what can be said about “cultural Muslims” today who do
not grasp the power implications of such messages? The whole idea
presented here is lost on them because power does not figure into
their thinking and their way of looking at the world. The
“nomadic” mind is still with the Muslims, even after Allah (Â)
has been entreating them for over 14 centuries to apply their intel-
lects to the experiences of vanished civilizations, and to discover
the social laws that spelled their doom.230

In this œya∆, Allah (Â) also speaks about the mukadhdhib¥n
(falsifiers, pretenders, and liars). How is this group to be understood
in the context of the break-up of civilizations and their ruling
elites? Are they the simple men in the street? Are they the middle
class in society? or are they the decision-makers and policy-pro-
moters who are at the helm of society? or is there a common
denominator that threads all of them together? or when the habit
of lying about God becomes established through all layers of socie-
ty, does time have a consistent recipe for the social disintegration
and demise of that “modernity?” These are the questions and refer-
ences embedded in these œyœt, and they have to be understood by
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placing these œyœt in the events and contexts of our social experi-
ences and histories, so that the social laws working under Allah’s
(Â) close supervision can be appreciated. When the Muslims
demonstrate the capacity to move with the Qur’an into the flow
and ebb of their societal values, standards, and motivations, they
will have fertilized theory with practice. This should produce rele-
vant and clear lessons for all men, and clear and applicable guid-
ance for those who are aware of Allah’s (Â) power. And where can
Allah’s (Â) power be more evident than in the arena of apparently
powerful civilizations and invincible empires that come crashing
down and disappear into the pages of history?

If we get a grip on the social regulations (Allah’s (Â) sunan)
and how they outlive all the power structures that acclaim them-
selves and accuse Allah (Â), when we familiarize ourselves with
these historic and contemporary social laws of divine origin then
we are “…not disheartened, and [we] are not distressed: for we
are bound to rise up and rise high if we are [rightfully] committed
to Allah.”

Allah (Â) says that, after we have done our homework, we
should not be discouraged when we encounter a setback. looking at
the larger picture from time immemorial to now, and seeing Allah’s
(Â) hand at work through these “social laws,” we need never be
demoralized. simply and meekly stated, we who are with Allah (Â)
are ascendant. our flow is with Allah (Â). We have our sights fixed
on Allah (Â) while the small-minded tyrants and their limited
administrators have their eyes fixed on worldly material: natural
resources, consumer markets, higher production, cheap labor, and
sources of energy. Because we are with Allah (Â), we seek a quali-
tative society, meritorious men, and cooperative humanity; and
because our enemies concentrate on their budgets, they want quan-
tifiable manpower, competitive man, and a debt-ridden humanity.
Would we ever swap roles? should we ever swap roles? No, not if we
are observant and sensitive when it comes to the eternal social laws
of Allah (Â). A fervent commitment to Allah (Â) obliges us to
rid the human race of its rat-racing sector. In the long journey
toward Allah (Â), there will be a prolonged struggle, there will be
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bloody wars, there will be sacrifices, there will be setbacks and sur-
prise reversals, but none of that should dilute our commitment to
being on the path of Allah (Â) and His prophet (r). 

Battle Scars Go Both Ways
The woe at u˙ud, when the steadfast Muslims looked around and
realized the tide of the battle was turning against them, was a tiny
aberrational moment in the course of a history with so many other
favorable and encouraging moments. Besides, the Muslims were not
alone in sustaining pain and anguish; so too were their enemies,

If you are bruised by open wounds, [know that] similar
open wounds are inflicted upon [other] people as well;
for it is through cycles that We allocate to men such
days [of ease and affliction]. And [this is done] for
Allah to tell apart those who have committed them-
selves to Him, and to pick out from among you such as
[with their lives] bear witness to the truth — since
Allah does not love offenders; and that Allah might
render pure of all dross those who have committed
themselves to Him, and bring to naught those who
reject Him [and His power] (3:140–141).

Œya∆ 3:140 speaks to a certain human condition. After the battle,
mothers and wives approached Allah’s prophet (r) expressing
their anguish and affliction. The prophet (r) would respond, “Is
this the way a prophet is treated?”231 It was this consideration that was
addressed by Allah’s (Â) words, “If misfortune befalls you it is
also the case that similar misfortune befalls others…” that is, the
opposing mushriks.

No one should be under the impression that the Islamic forces
at u˙ud were roundly defeated; that was not the case. The
undaunted Muslims inflicted around 70 casualties on the mushriks;
the mushriks were under such military pressure that they dropped
their own banner and none of their fighting contingent was able to
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hoist it up thereafter; finally, one of their women had to lift their
flag. It was when the mushriks felt they were losing and began to
retreat that the Muslim archers left their positions, enabling the
mushriks to break through the Islamic lines and attack with a
vengeance. This is when the tide of u˙ud turned against the Mus-
lims. so it was not as if the mushriks had the momentum from the
very beginning and kept on gaining until they slowly but surely
overcame the Muslims. Not at all. 

Allah’s (Â) sunan were at work here. Muslims cannot expect
victory when they cannot maintain their military discipline, when
they are not subject to Muhammad’s (r) leadership, and when they
begin to exhibit the characteristics of greed and materialism which
they are supposed to be fighting against.232

one point that needs to be emphasized is that the brutality of
modern warfare is the product of military research and develop-
ment that are specific to non-Muslim peoples. This new and ugly
development of warfare has seeped into Muslim countries via secu-
lar governments that are installed and sponsored by centers of colo-
nialist and imperialist kufr from Washington to Tel Aviv. 

“If injuries are inflicted upon you [the muslims] similar
injuries are also inflicted upon [those] people also.” If war were to
break out nowadays between militaries that are in possession of
these weapons of mass destruction — all secular and kœfir regimes —
and military forces belonging to freedom-loving Muslims who do
not have these types of weapons, then this œya∆ may have to be con-
sidered in another light. When there is a marked degree of equiva-
lence between two warring sides, the levels of casualties, injuries,
and suffering on both sides are likely to be broadly similar. But how
does that apply to the world today, if and when an Islamic force that
does not have weapons of mass destruction is forced to engage an
enemy that has such weapons, like the disparity between Israel and
the palestinians, the russians and the Chechens, the Americans
and the Afghans, or the Chinese and the uighurs? Are Muslims
required to observe the same rules of war as their enemy when they
do not have access to the same types of weapons or their equiva-
lents? or should Muslims revert to asymmetric warfare to give this
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œya∆ its full meaning; that is, if the Muslims are going to suffer a
level of wounds, injuries, and casualties, then the enemy should also
suffer an equivalent level of wounds, injuries, and casualties. or
could the answer be that even if combatant Muslims are to take on
militaries in possession of superior weapons of mass destruction,
when the Muslims have no match for that type of “nasty fighting,”
Allah (Â) will intervene in the course of war? Will angels descend
and become a fighting force that will inflict proportional damage on
the contemporary mushriks and their brutal militaries, as they did at
u˙ud? should this fact not be ascertainable when Muslims main-
tain awareness of  Allah’s (Â) sunan — especially when they are at
war? Can those who are fighting for Islamic principles, fighting for
justice, and fighting to repel the aggression of imposed wars, win the
strategic war, even though they may encounter tactical reversals? 

No one should doubt that Muslims will face military chal-
lenges in the future. The forces of occupation and usurpation of
Muslim lands and natural resources are readying their weapons of
mass destruction, and they are willing to deploy these weapons
without any scriptural conscience whenever they feel their nation-
al interests require it. In a real sense the Muslims need to under-
stand the “military factor” as they transition from Islamic
neighborhoods and communities to Islamic societies and states.
Had it not been for the “military factor” in Madinah, no one would
have been able to see through ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy and his coterie
of 300 dual-loyalists who appeared to be “Islamic” but whose true
allegiance was to the kœfirs and mushriks. It can take several cycles
of going through good times and bad to differentiate committed,
covenant-bearing Muslims from the half-hearted hypocrites who
find it convenient and stylish to ride the wave of Islam. 

An Islamic war is a far cry from a secular war. An Islamic war
seeks to curtail the policies and power of the political elite and mil-
itary establishment of a usurious system. It is ironic to listen to the
rubber-stamp mouthpieces of this capitalist establishment as they
proclaim their championing of freedom and justice, when in fact all
they believe in is the freedom of the jailhouse and the justice of the
jungle. Their troops fill themselves with drugs and alcohol to forget
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the atrocities they commit; when they are off duty they wander
through the red-light districts of towns and cities, trying to satisfy
the animal within them after their savage performance against
innocent people in such lands as the philippines, Vietnam, Korea,
Afghanistan, the Balkans, the persian Gulf, and now Iraq. They,
unlike the mujœhids who see themselves as striving to fulfill the will
of Allah (Â) in the arena of social laws and military transforma-
tions, have to hide from the reality that they are fighting only to
expand corporate, national, and elitist interests. 

What a difference between these soldiers of the mushriks, who
fight for materialism and economic gain, and Muslims warriors who
fight for economic equality, social justice, and love for Allah (Â).
Even Muslims who pretend to be on the side of Allah (Â) are
exposed when they are reluctant to step forward and demonstrate
they are ready to give their lives when the military moment
approaches. Muslims achieved a morale-boosting victory at Badr,
and suffered a morale-sapping setback at u˙ud. It is these sweet
and sour experiences together that bring out the core and character
of those who are willing to do whatever is required to roll back wars
of aggression and the voracious appetite of the global capitalist
elite. Military engagement, when the worldly odds are apparently
against you, is the issue that affirms man’s covenant with Allah
(Â), not the private rituals or selfish cultures that have mired the
clarity of this døn with inherited traditions and ancestral customs. 

It is at this military level of responsibility that Allah (Â)
chooses His affirming witnesses, “…and [He] chooses from among
you such as [with their willingness to die for Him] bear witness
to the truth…” This willingness to fight and die for Allah (Â),
the scripture of Allah (Â), the Apostle of Allah (r), the standards
of Allah (Â) and the principles of Allah (Â) — this willingness
to go to war and give one’s life — is the method by which Allah
(Â) selects those who will be a witness to His truth and justice.
These shahøds (witnesses and martyrs) are picked from the ranks of
the mujœhids. It is an honor to be chosen by Allah (Â) for the
awards and laurels of shahœda∆; no person can choose for himself
the rank of shahød: it can only be aspired to and hoped for, and our
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achieving it is by Allah’s (Â) grace. once a Muslim has made up
his mind to take on death itself for the sake of Allah (Â), there is
nothing in the world that can dissuade him from his ambition. He
actually conquers death by defying it on the battle front. When a
combatant Muslim conquers the fear of death he has already locat-
ed himself in the afterlife, that is, he is with Allah (Â). 

At the same time, Allah (Â) does not appreciate offenders,
the Ωœlims. Allah (Â) does not hold people dear who use their mil-
itary and political power for tyranny and oppression. one of the
easiest ways to define these types is to notice how they dismiss God
from having any influence on their minds, their plans, their poli-
cies, their strategies, and their worldview. Human motivation has
to be influenced and driven by values and principles. And these
corporate chief executives and military officers are willing to con-
sider and proclaim any set of values and any array of principles, as
long as they are not from God. This is a great offense and a cardinal
violation of who Allah (Â) is and what He represents in human
actions and programs. 

Before we conclude our discussion of these œyœt, and bearing
in mind their particular relevance to the prospects facing future
Muslim generations as they accept the military challenge of the
historical situation now facing them, we should try to get a better
feel for the historical context of the Battle of u˙ud. This will help
us grasp some of the implications that will further elucidate the spe-
cific meanings of these œyœt.

Historical Details of the Battle of u˙ud
The power elites of Quraysh in Makkah, who had forced the
prophet (r) and his followers to leave Makkah, felt a profound
sense of defeat in the aftermath of Badr. Badr was a campaign that
drew a defining line between the forces of kufr and the forces of
ømœn; and between an army that stood for all that is worldly and
false, and an army that stood for all that is heavenly and genuine. In
the eyes of the mushriks, a crowd of desperate refugees who were
expelled from Makkah regrouped in Madinah and then fought and
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defeated them at Badr. such was their shock and frustration that
Ab¥ sufyœn said he would not pour water over his body to cleanse
himself until he had defeated Muhammad (r). shortly after Badr,
he set out from Makkah to Madinah with 200 men. They
approached Madinah during the night and surreptitiously made
their way to the yah¥dø quarter of Ban¥ al-Na∂ør. Ab¥ sufyœn went
to see Óuyayy ibn Akh†ab, a yah¥dø strongman. Ibn Akh†ab was so
afraid of this whole encounter that he closed his door as a man in
fear would. Then Ab¥ sufyœn went to salœm ibn Mishkam, who at
that time was the chief of Ban¥ al-Na∂ør. There was an exchange of
hospitality and information between the two. Before daybreak Ab¥
sufyœn sent some of his deputies to a place called al-‘Arø∂. There
they burned date palms and killed an individual from the Anßœr
along with his companion, both of whom were out tilling the fields.
Then all of them set out for Makkah. As the news of these killings
spread, Allah’s prophet (r) set out in pursuit of them. When Ab¥
sufyœn realized the prophet (r) and his companions were catching
up with him, he ordered his men to dump their loads so as to be
able to ride faster, which they did; and so they managed to escape
the pursuit.233

Another impact of the Muslim success at Badr was that they
forced the merchant mushriks of Makkah to change their commercial
route. Instead of going north from Makkah to the levant via the tra-
ditional red sea coastline of Óijœz, where they were defeated at
Badr, they instead were compelled to use a northern route east of
Madinah in the direction of Iraq. Íafwœn ibn umayya∆, a prominent
figure in the Makkan aristocracy spoke for Quraysh when he said, 

Muhammad and his companions have dealt us a trans-
portation and commercial blow. We now do not know
what to do as Muhammad and his supporters are in vir-
tual control of the seacoast. Many people living in that
area are either followers or sympathizers of Muhammad.
We do not know where to go. If we are not able to transit
north we will stagnate and our financial capital will
dwindle and diminish in our own town. our commercial
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routes are to the levant [Damascus and the surrounding
areas] in the summer, and toward Óabasha∆ [the horn of
Africa] in the winter.234

one attempt at navigating the desert northward with a commercial
caravan carrying a significant load of silver was undertaken by a
number of men, including Ab¥ sufyœn. Their guide on this new
route in the direction of Iraq was furœt ibn Óayyœn. News immedi-
ately spread and the prophet (r) dispatched a force from Madinah,
led by Zayd ibn Óœritha∆, to interdict the caravan. Zayd and the
Muslims with him mounted a surprise attack on the caravan at a
place in Najd called Mœ’ al-Qirada∆. The mushriks fled for their
lives, leaving all the cargo behind. The Muslims took possession of
the goods and returned successfully to Madinah to disperse them
with equity.235

These encounters stirred up Quraysh after the Battle of Badr,
leaving a deep psychological wound on the elites in Makkah.
Without easy access to their traditional commercial transit routes
northward to Damascus and palestine, the noose seemed to be
tightening around their merchant livelihood. Their ri˙lata al-shitœ’i
wa-al-ßayf (commercial winter and summer journey, 106:2) was
threatened because the power base of Madinah was to their north,
between Makkah and Damascus. Their status and prestige among
the rest of the Arabians suffered a severe setback; if things were to
continue in that direction, then Makkah and by extension
Quraysh would no longer exist as before. There were other Arabi-
an tribes and factions waiting and capable of replacing Quraysh as
the power-brokers of Makkah. 

some of the families who had lost their sons at Badr called a
meeting with Ab¥ sufyœn. Three individuals, ‘Abdullœh ibn Abø
rabø‘a∆, ‘Ikrima∆ ibn Abø Jahl, and Íafwœn ibn umayya∆, went to
Ab¥ sufyœn to work out a grand strategy for war against the Mus-
lims in Madinah. They all decided to allocate, for war preparations
against Islamic Madinah, the entire value of the caravan Ab¥
sufyœn had escaped with on his way back from Damascus via Badr.
Quraysh mobilized all its military manpower and placed the men
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under arms. It also enlisted the A˙œbøsh and its allies from the
tribes of Kinœna∆, the people of Tihœma∆ and Thaqøf to forge one
fighting bloc against the Islamic power base. In addition to recruit-
ing some mercenaries, among them Wa˙shø who later killed
Óamza∆, the mushriks of Makkah also tried to utilize some of the
lingering mushriks in Madinah who had not yet become Muslims. 

In total, the mushrik force amounted to 3,000 fighting men;
among them there were 700 in armor, 200 on horseback, along with
3,000 camels, which were used as pack animals. Even the women
were called for military duties as they played the role of cheerleaders
and entertainers. This was to have a dual effect on them. first, they
would be embarrassed to run away from the battle in the presence
of their wives; and second, they would do all they could to see to it
that their wives were not taken captive. 

This force was headed by Ab¥ sufyœn himself. He took with
him to u˙ud his wife Hind bint ‘utba∆, who was hungry for
revenge: her son, brother, and father had been killed by the Mus-
lims. ‘Ikrima∆ ibn Abø Jahl went with his wife umm Óakøm bint al-
Óœrith ibn Hishœm ibn al-Mughøra∆. likewise many other Makkan
chieftains and soldiers took their wives along. The Makkans even
brought poets and preachers with them. They did everything they
could to raise their spirits and boost their morale. 

one of those who joined the mushrik army was Ab¥ ‘Izza∆ ‘Amr
ibn ‘Abdullœh al-Juma˙ø, who had been taken as a prisoner of war at
Badr and then released by the prophet (r) without a ransom because
he was poor and had a large family. The condition for his release was
that he would not take part in further anti-Islamic activities, espe-
cially verbal provocations, as he was known for his eloquence. But,
as happens with many poor people, Ab¥ ‘Izza∆ was persuaded by
Íafwœn ibn umayya∆ to go to u˙ud on the guarantee that he and
his family would have a better life after he returned from u˙ud. 

some of these Makkan war preparations were relayed to
Muhammad (r) by his uncle al-‘Abbœs ibn ‘Abd al-Mu††alib, who
had stayed in Makkah and not gone to u˙ud. In addition to 
al-‘Abbœs, the prophet (r) had other informants and “undercover
agents” who would pass on sensitive information to him. The
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mushriks arrived at the outskirts of Madinah near Mt. u˙ud on the
first day of shawwœl in the third hijrø year. The battle of u˙ud itself
took place on the 11th of shawwœl or in mid-shawwœl.

The prophet (r) initiated the Muslims’ preparations by calling
up the committed Muslims, rallying their morale, and involving
them in the decision-making process. He stepped up Madinah’s
defenses, and proposed to his disciples that the Muslims remain in
Madinah and let Quraysh waste away wherever they may camp out-
side the city, “If they decide to keep their distance away from Madinah
they will ominously fall apart; and if they decide to enter into Madinah we
will fight them therein.”236 This was the prophet’s (r) plan for urban
warfare or hand-to-hand combat. Whenever attackers have more
manpower and fighting gear they should be stripped of those advan-
tages by being forced to fight inside a city. Inside the city only its
inhabitants know it well; therefore those who are invading are at a
serious disadvantage because they can be picked off and gunned
down on terrain they are unfamiliar with. This military plan also
affords women and children the opportunity to participate in com-
bat to defend their dignity, their homes, and their turf. 

But there was another complicating factor, and that was the
youth who did not go to fight at Badr. After the Battle of Badr,
there were Muslims in Madinah who regretted not going out to
Badr with the prophet (r), even though it was not clear at the time
of departure from Madinah to Badr that there would actually be a
military clash with the mushriks from Makkah. These Muslims felt
they had been denied an opportunity to achieve martyrdom at
Badr; and so were enthusiastic about meeting the enemy at u˙ud.
They told Muhammad (r), “o prophet of Allah! lead us to our
enemies! lest they think we are cowards and are showing how weak
we are by staying inside Madinah!” As the debate between these
two positions broke out in public, ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy ibn sall¥l,
the foremost dual-loyalist and collaborator with the yah¥d, disin-
genuously concurred with Muhammad (r),

o Messenger of Allah! stay in Madinah; do not go out to
fight them. History has it that whenever we go out of
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Madinah to fight an enemy we lose, and whenever an
enemy enters Madinah to fight us we win. leave those
mushriks alone, o Messenger of Allah. If they wish to stay
on the outskirts of Madinah they will have opted for a
type of entrapment. And if they decide to enter Madinah
our men will take them face on. our women and children
will pelt them with stones from above. And if they decide
to return to Makkah they will return with frustration and
a furious sense of mission unaccomplished.”237

And although this opinion coincided with the way Allah’s
prophet (r) saw things, there were also a good number of the
prophet’s (r) companions who favored fighting the enemy in a bat-
tle formation outside of Madinah. They said, “o Messenger of
Allah! We are worried that if we stay in Madinah our enemies will
think we are showing fear and timidity. And this would boost their
morale and cause more damage to us. At Badr you [Muhammad]
had 300 warriors — much less than they had — and still we won
and they lost with Allah’s permission. But today our numbers have
swollen. We longed for this day. We asked Allah for this encounter
and now we have an opportunity in our own backyard [u˙ud].” 

Mœlik ibn sønœn said, “o prophet of Allah! By Allah we are
situated between two prestigious desirables: either Allah gives us
victory over them or he privileges us with testimonial martyrdom
[shahœda∆].” Óamza∆ said, “By He who has revealed His Book to
you! I will not have a meal today until I brandish my sword against
them outside of Madinah.” Al-Nu‘mœn ibn Mœlik said, “o Apostle
of Allah! Why would you deny us paradise? By He who is the only
Deity, I shall enter paradise.” The prophet (r) asked, “But how?”
He replied, “I love Allah and His prophet, and I will not run away
from war when it breaks out.” Muhammad (r) said, “You have said
the truth.” Ayyœs ibn Aws said, “o Messenger of Allah! We, Ban¥
‘Abd al-Ashhal, are yearning to kill and be killed so that we may
proceed to paradise and our enemies may proceed to the fire. o
Messenger of Allah! I cannot think of Quraysh returning to their
society and saying, ‘Muhammad forced us to fight in the alleys and
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back streets of yathrib.’ This will definitely raise the spirits of
Quraysh.” ‘Abdullœh ibn Ja˙sh explained it this way, “o Allah! I
ask you to have me meet the enemy tomorrow; and they slay me,
open up my stomach, smash my nose, cut off my ears… then I want
you to ask me, ‘But for what?’ And I will reply, ‘for you.’” 238

This indicates that the youth were not the only ones clamoring
to leave Madinah to fight; many of the prophet’s (r) companions
agreed with the youths’ position. This may explain why Allah’s
prophet (r) concurred with the battle plan situated outside of Mad-
inah. He had no doubt about the overwhelming inclination
expressed by the majority of his followers to take the battle to u˙ud.
And before serious dissent could break out, Muhammad (r) went
into his quarters, put on his military gear, and emerged. When the
Muslims who felt strongly about their opinion saw him they felt con-
trite and guilty for imposing their opinions upon the prophet (r). so
they said, “We pressured the Messenger and we should not have done
so.” They offered to relinquish their own feelings about the matter
and adopt the prophet’s (r) view, but his answer to them was, “Once
a prophet puts on his armor, he may not take it off until he goes to war. Do
as I tell you. You will be victorious if you remain steadfast.”239

The prophet (r) then departed Madinah with nearly 1,000
combatants, while the Muslim women and children took up defen-
sive positions in the garrisons around Madinah. After they had
gone some distance ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy broke away with about
one-third of the Muslim army and returned to Madinah. As he and
his followers were deserting, Ibn ubayy offered the following alibi
in justifying his defection, “He [Muhammad] obeyed them and dis-
obeyed me. people! We do not know why we should be killing our-
selves at this time and at this place!” ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Amr ibn Óarœm
followed this breakaway force and pleaded with them to return to
their brothers-in-arms, but to no avail.

Due to the now increasing military disparity, some Anßœr
wanted to enlist the help of their previous allies, the yah¥d. They
actually asked the prophet’s (r) permission to do so. He answered
them saying, “We have no need for them [Yah¥d].”240 The prophet
(r) was aware that the yah¥d might have been involved on the
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mushriks’ side and certainly harbored as much animosity toward the
committed Muslims as the mushriks did. Besides, before u˙ud, the
Jewish tribe of Qaynuqœ‘ had broken the oath of allegiance with
the prophet (r) and had been forced to depart from Madinah.

from a review of the war preparations for u˙ud, an important
piece of information is related to the volunteering of young
teenagers for military service. They were not even 15 years old,
were not particularly talented shooters, and did not appear to be
physically exceptional. ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘umar was one who volun-
teered but was turned back by Allah’s prophet (r), and so were
usœma∆ ibn Zayd, Zayd ibn Thœbit and al-Barœ’ ibn ‘Œzib, as well
as others.241 one young teenager rœfi‘ ibn Khadøj was known to be
an excellent archer and because this was not considered a physical-
ly strenuous military duty he was enlisted as a marksman. samura∆
ibn Jundab was another adolescent who applied for military service;
Allah’s prophet (r) was just about to dismiss him when he was told
that this boy had the strength to compete with a shepherd. He took
a closer look at his physical build and let him join the army. 

The prophet (r) camped in front of Mt. u˙ud with what was
left of the army, around 700 troops. He organized the combatants
into ranks, telling them not to fight until he gave orders to engage
the enemy. He chose 50 marksmen, whom he stationed in a strate-
gically elevated spot near the base of the mountain, and appointed
‘Abdullœh ibn Jubayr as their commander. Knowing that the Mus-
lims’ flank had to be secured at any cost, the prophet (r) instructed
him to be liberal in aiming at and subdueing the mounted horse-
men of the mushriks. regardless of how the battle was proceeding
— either in favor of or against the Muslims — these marksmen
were ordered to maintain a consistent pattern of fire against the
mushriks, and above all they were not to leave their positions, come
what may. The prophet (r) made it clear to the Muslim archers
that everything depends on their securing the Muslims’ rearward
position. some of what he said to them is,

Guard our backs; we are afraid that they [the mushriks] may
attack us from behind. Stay put in your posts, do not go away
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from them. If you see us being killed do not come to our res-
cue and do not try to defend us. Your responsibility is to shoot
your arrows at their horsemen. Horses do not attack in the
direction of flying arrows.242

some reports say the prophet (r) put on two protective armors as
a precautionary measure. 

Another war tactic employed by the prophet (r) was to occu-
py the front line with strong, vigorous warriors, such as Óamza∆ ibn
‘Abd al-Mu††alib (his uncle), ‘Alø ibn Abø œ̌lib (his cousin), and 
al-Zubayr ibn al-‘Awwœm (another cousin of his). All these warriors
were a bitter reminder to the mushriks of their defeat at Badr. This
was a form of psychological warfare: these were the ones who had
won the battle at Badr and they could also be the ones to win the
war at u˙ud. Before the two armies engaged in the customary
opening duels, he gave the Islamic banner to Muß‘ab ibn ‘umayr. 

on the opposite side, Quraysh had assembled a formidable
fighting force against the Muslims. The 200 horsemen were divided
into two wings, with the right wing commanded by Khœlid ibn al-
Walød and the left wing by ‘Ikrima∆ ibn Abø Jahl. The Qurayshø
banner was given to Ban¥ ‘Abd al-Dœr. Hind bint ‘utba∆, Ab¥
sufyœn’s wife, and the other mushrik women took the lead in cheer-
ing their soldiers on by playing music and singing buoyant melodic
rhythms. Ab¥ sufyœn emboldened the mushriks’ fighting spirits
with a prewar speech. His troops replied, “Tomorrow when we take
them on you will know how we will perform.”243

The Muslims countered with their own motto, “Amit… Amit
[suffer or face the pain of death].” They all reverberated with this
catchword to stiffen their resolve in discharging their divine
responsibilities. The prophet (r) took out his sword and asked,
“Who is the one to responsibly assume this sword?” Ab¥ Dujœna∆ asked
him, “What is this sword’s due?” And he replied, “To strike with it
the enemy until he straggles.” Then Ab¥ Dujœna∆ said, “I will assume
it [the sword] o Messenger of Allah.” He took the prophet’s (r)
sword, and then tied a red headband around his head, according to
his personal custom. Then he made his way into the midst of the
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engaged combatants, killing every mushrik he encountered.
Óamza∆ also deftly dispatched many mushriks until their leaders
began to sense an imminent defeat. It was at this critical juncture
that Wa˙shø, the slave of Jubayr ibn Mu†‘im, located Óamza∆ and
killed him with a throw of his spear. 

The battle raged on between the two disproportionate legions.
The Islamic morale remained very high and their desire for shahœda∆
made the relatively fewer Muslims fight with chivalry, courage, and
the confident abandon that comes with knowing there is no tomor-
row. As the number of mushrik casualties began to multiply, the
Muslims began to sense that outright victory was near. Both al-
Zubayr ibn al-‘Awwœm and al-Miqdœd ibn al-Aswad acquitted them-
selves valiantly, making their bold mark on the course of the battle. 

The prophet (r) himself and those who were by his side took
on Ab¥ sufyœn, forcing him to retreat. When Khœlid ibn al-Walød
saw Ab¥ sufyœn’s predicament, he tried to push ahead and draw the
fighting toward him, but the arrows and spears from the Muslim
marksmen were too much, thereby obliging him to make a hasty
withdrawal. He tried a second time to move into the thick of the
action, but once again the marksmen repelled him, forcing him to
withdraw after many of his men were killed and wounded.244

Muß‘ab ibn ‘umayr fought gallantly in defending ras¥l-Allah
(r) until he was killed by Ibn Qami’a∆ who thought Muß‘ab was
the prophet (r). After Muß‘ab fell, ‘Alø ibn Abø œ̌lib raised the
banner of Islam on orders from the prophet (r). The Muslims were
putting up stiff resistance, and through all this Allah (Â) was
implementing His will through the struggle of His subjects. The
Muslim fighters turned the tide of the battle in their favor and as
the mushriks began to realize they were being beaten, they began to
retreat and flee from the battlefield.245

However, the Muslims could not sustain this early momentum
due to some tragic missteps and blunders. first, the marksmen dis-
obeyed the prophet’s (r) orders to maintain their strategic defensive
positions on the mountain. And second, these marksmen, many of
whom were poor compared to their mushrik adversaries, could not
resist the financial temptation of the spoils of war that were there,
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right in front of their very eyes. ‘Abdullœh ibn Jubayr reminded them
of the prophet’s (r) stern orders. But in their blind rush to get “their
share” of what the mushriks had left behind, they were deaf to their
commander’s pleas. There were some marksmen, however, who
stayed put, preferring to obey the prophet (r) and their ranking
officer. Ibn Jubayr along with 10 of his comrades dispersed them-
selves to fill in the gaps created by the departure of the other 40
archers. This tactic proved to be ineffective as Khœlid and ‘Ikrima∆
both seized the opportunity and came charging in from behind the
mountain, forcing the Muslims to fight on two fronts. Those marks-
men who stayed in their positions were either injured or killed as a
result. ‘Abdullœh ibn Jubayr tried to fight them off, emptying his
quiver of all its arrows; he then fought bravely with a spear until it
broke. But then when his sword snapped, he was forced to fight
hand-to-hand against armed adversaries on horseback. undaunted
still, he battled fearlessly until he became a shahød; his abdomen was
ruptured by force of multiple spear thrusts, exposing his intestines.246

In this commotion and turmoil, a cry went up that Muhammad
(r) had been killed. Many Muslims, believing this rumor, began to
lose heart and started to pull away from the heat of the battle. When
the other mushriks who were in retreat saw that Khœlid had broken
through the Muslim lines, they began to regroup and attack the
Muslims; now the Muslims were caught in a pincer operation. Mus-
lims were now the receding victims. Amidst this confusion and rap-
idly degenerating situation, the prophet (r) did not lose control,
demonstrating exceptional skill in managing the difficult predica-
ment. Had it not been for the fortitude and resourcefulness of the
prophet (r), this potentially backbreaking development could have
reversed 16 long years of struggle and sacrifice. He rallied the Mus-
lims to quickly regroup and reorganize, lest the mushriks take them
out one by one. The prophet (r), accompanied by ‘Alø ibn Abø

œ̌lib, al-Zubayr, ǎl˙a∆, ‘umar, Ab¥ Bakr and around 30 other
combat-hardened Muslims, speedily withdrew toward a ravine near
the mountain. 

Many of the other Muslims had already dispersed in different
directions to evade the two-sided mushrik onslaught. some of them
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made their way back to Madinah, and even considered employing
the agency of ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy to go to Ab¥ sufyœn and obtain
a security arrangement. They figured that since Muhammad (r) was
now dead, it is only practical to return to previous power arrange-
ments and feel secure rather than to become victims of a genocide.
Anas ibn al-Na∂r vociferously objected to what these Muslims were
thinking, “If Muhammad did in fact die, Muhammad’s sustainer did
not die. fight on, then, as Muhammad did. o Allah! I apologize for
what these [Muslims] are saying. I foreswear what they are contem-
plating.” Then he charged into the mushriks’ throng and fought
bravely until he died a shahød. 

In these adverse conditions the prophet (r) fought daringly
and with valor; he fought until his bow gave in. Even though the
war was furious, acrimonious, and mad, the prophet’s (r) determi-
nation and resolve kept the small contingent of Muslims around
him together. But in so doing, many Muslims died while protecting
and defending their leader. In one instance six men of the Anßœr
fought back the assaults of the mushriks. one example of this epic
defense of ras¥l-Allah (r) was a person by the name of Ziyœd ibn
al-sakan who had sustained 14 different types of wounds on his
body while absorbing the ferocious assaults of the mushriks as they
tried to get to the prophet (r). He called upon the prophet (r)
and insisted on being next to him in his final minutes, and there
he died. sa‘d ibn Abø Waqqœs was roving around Allah’s prophet
(r) with his bow and arrow, targeting all the mushriks who tried to
attack Muhammad (r). Ab¥ Dujœna∆ acted as a human shield
around the prophet’s (r) body, taking arrows and spears intended
for Muhammad (r) in his back. ǎl˙a∆ ibn ‘ubaydillœh was
another towering figure that fought selflessly in defense of the
prophet (r). In shielding the prophet (r) with his own body, he
was hit by an arrow that permanently paralyzed a part of his hand.
He fainted after sustaining a profusely bleeding head injury, but
upon regaining consciousness, his first question was, “How is
ras¥l-Allœh? 247

In spite of all these valiant defenders, some mushriks made it
into the direct proximity of Allah’s prophet (r). They exerted the
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utmost effort to try to kill him, and as for those who could not get
close enough to get a shot, they pelted him and his companions
with stones from all directions. The prophet’s (r) lower tooth was
hit, his face was cut, his lip was split, and two chain links from his
armor became lodged in his cheek; blood was flowing on his face.
As he wiped away the blood, he said, “How can a society be success-
ful when they have bloodied the face of their Prophet who is introducing
them to Allah?”248

It is reported that throughout all his military campaigns the
prophet (r) killed only one God-denying combatant: ubayy ibn
Khalaf. ubayy had boasted in Makkah that he would kill the
prophet (r). Allah’s prophet (r) said, “Instead, I shall kill him, Allah
willing.” During the battle in its most tense and uncertain moments
when the Muslims were reconsolidating their battle position,
ubayy made it within striking distance of Muhammad (r) and
said, “o Muhammad! Death is my due if you escape [from this
quandary]!” The Muslims around the prophet (r) immediately
turned toward ubayy, but the prophet (r) restrained them, saying,
“Leave him alone.” As Muhammad (r) approached him, he took a
spear from al-Óœrith ibn al-Íimma∆ and plunged it into ubayy’s
collarbone, who fell off his horse writhing in pain. His last words
were, “The pain I have is enough to kill a population.” ubayy ulti-
mately died on his way back to Makkah.249 The Qur’an outlines this
by the following words, “…and it was not you who opened fire
when you took aim, but it was Allah who did so…” (8:17).

several Muslim women also distinguished themselves on the
field of battle. It is documented that women joined in the war
effort: they fetched water for the mujœhids, nursed those who were
injured, and if need be carried arms and fought. one narrative
reports that umm ‘Amœra∆ Nusayba∆ al-Mœzinøya∆ joined the
army and felt responsible for procuring water supplies. she also
tried to raise their morale. When, in the course of u˙ud, she saw
the mushriks close in on the prophet (r), she took a sword and
stepped up to defend him. she also used arrows to ward off the
attackers, and in the end, was severely injured while fighting to
defend the prophet (r). 
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Another narrative about umm ‘Amœra∆ indicates that she
fought with her husband and two sons. When one of her sons was
bleeding profusely from a gash in his left arm, she bandaged his
wound and encouraged him to stand up and resist the attackers.
The prophet (r) was also amazed at her valiant effort, saying,
“Umm ‘Amœra∆! Who can bare what you are going through?” He
turned to his companions and said, “I see her wherever I turn, left and
right, defending us!” she asked Allah’s prophet  (r), “Ask Allah to
have us in your company in paradise. I do not care what happens to
me in this world!” After suffering 12 wounds in defense of the
prophet (r) — some from spears and some from swords — she her-
self finally achieved her shahœda∆. Another Muslim woman com-
batant at the war front, al-sumayrœ’ bint Qays, suffered the loss of
her two sons. When the news of her beloved sons’ deaths was
relayed to her she asked, “But how is the Apostle (r)?” she was
told, “…he is fine; he is with thanks to Allah (Â) as you may want
him to be.” she insisted, “let me see him.” They pointed to him
and she was relieved, “Any loss after losing you is a tragedy.”250

umm Ayman, another Muslimah with high spirits, saw some Mus-
lim warriors who had disengaged when the tide was turning against
the Muslims. she threw dirt in their faces and chided, “[Why don’t
you] pick up the sewing needles and sew.”251

fœ†ima∆, the daughter of ras¥l-Allah (r), washed the blood
off her father’s noble face and tended to his wounds. While fœ†ima∆
washed his wounds, ‘Alø poured the water. And when the blood
would not stop flowing, she burned a straw mat and placed the
ashes on the wound to act as a clotting agent.252 It would appear
from these accounts that innocent fœ†ima∆ joined the other
mujœhids at u˙ud, and tended to the wounded, among them her
own father, the prophet (r).253

The prophet (r) ordered the Muslims around him to retreat
closer toward Mount u˙ud and to bombard the mushriks with stones
and rocks. He directed all their efforts to secure the mountain so that
the mushriks would not be able to descend on them from the summits
of u˙ud. some Qurayshøs tried to encircle the Muslims again but
they were driven back by a contingent of the Muhœjir¥n. The
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prophet (r) himself was so fatigued and weighed down with armor
that on his attempt to climb a rock near the base of u˙ud, he could
not. ǎl˙a∆ kneeled down on the ground, acting as a stepping stone,
for the prophet (r) to mount the rock. When the spirited Muslims
around the prophet (r) showed their determination to fight on and
to fight to the end, the mushriks realized they would not be able to
kill en masse this core of staunch prophetic supporters. from the
intensity of the physical combat, the mushriks were also burned out;
they were physically injured and as a contingent battle-scarred. They
thought that, by dispersing most of the Islamic fighting force and by
pushing the rest of the Muslims around the prophet (r) into “a tight
defensive position” at u˙ud, this sounded like a victory. so they col-
lected their gear and began to withdraw their forces. 

In the aftermath of u˙ud, Ab¥ sufyœn went up the mount
and stayed there for an hour or so. Then he said, “Where is the son
of Ab¥ Kabsha∆ [referring to Muhammad (r), as Ab¥ Kabsha∆ was
the husband of Óaløma∆ al-sa‘døya∆, who was Muhammad’s (r)
wet-nurse]? Where is Ibn Abø Qu˙œfa∆ [Ab¥ Bakr]? Where is Ibn
al-Kha††œb?” ‘umar answered, “Here is the Messenger of Allah (r),
and Ab¥ Bakr, and myself ‘umar.” Then Ab¥ sufyœn said, “one for
one [meaning u˙ud for Badr]. Hubal rises!” What goes around
comes around. War is a matter of give-and-take.” 254 Allah’s prophet
(r) told ‘umar to call out, “Allah is higher and above; [war] is not the
same: our deceased are in paradise, while your deceased are in the
Fire.”255 Ab¥ sufyœn answered back, “That is what you claim; and
if your claim was right we would have been the definite losers [in
this battle].” 256 Then Ab¥ sufyœn motioned to ‘umar to come clos-
er, asking him, “By Allah o ‘umar! Did we not kill Muhammad?”
‘umar answered back, “By Allah, you did not. He can hear you
speaking now.” Then Ab¥ sufyœn parted saying that their next
encounter will be at Badr the next time around. The prophet (r)
told ‘umar to concur by saying in effect “it’s a deal.” 257 At this point
the fighting was technically over. The Muslims suffered more than
70 war casualties. The mushriks lost no more than 35. 

As the mushriks were withdrawing from the battlefield, and
with all that had gone wrong during the battle still fresh on his
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mind, the prophet (r) calculated that the mushriks may still attack
Madinah. Therefore, he dispatched ‘Alø to trail them and see what
they may be up to. He instructed that if they were to ride their
camels adjacent to the mountain and dismount their horses, then
this would mean they were now on their way back to Makkah; but
if they were to mount their horses and drive their camels then that
would mean they intended to attack Madinah. The prophet (r)
said, “By He who has my life in His hand, if they are seeking [to attack]
Madinah I will personally take them on within Madinah.”258 ‘Alø
returned and informed the prophet (r) that they were riding their
camels and moving in the direction of Makkah. As a precaution-
ary measure, the Apostle (r) sent off a contingent of 70 combat-
ants to pursue the mushriks and make sure they will not make an
unexpected comeback toward Madinah.259

As the surviving Muslims went out to confirm their war dead,
the prophet (r) inquired whether sa‘d ibn al-rabø‘ was still alive.
He was found mortally wounded among the corpses in the field. The
person who found him informed sa‘d, “The prophet (r) wanted me
to look for you — whether you have passed on or whether you are
alive.” sa‘d replied, “I am among those who are dying, relay my
peace and greetings to the Apostle and say to him, ‘sa‘d ibn 
al-rabø‘ says to you: May Allah reward you the best reward a
prophet receives for serving his people.’ And relay my greetings of
peace to your people [the Anßœr] and tell them that sa‘d says no
society has an excuse if its prophet is harmed while you are alive.”260

The prophet (r) himself went out looking for Óamza∆, his
uncle. He found his body, with his stomach split open and liver muti-
lated, midway in the valley. Allah’s Messenger (r), overcome with
grief at the macabre sight, expressed his most internal thoughts, 

If Íaføya∆ [Óamza∆’s sister and the Prophet’s aunt] would not
grieve, and if some people in future generations thought it
would be binding on them, I would leave him [his corpse] to
be transferred into the bellies of beasts and the beaks of birds.
If Allah gives me a time of predominance over Quraysh at
any one location I will take apart thirty of them.”261
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When the Muslims saw how moved and sad the prophet (r) was,
they said, “By Allah, if we one day have the upper hand we will
disfigure them in unprecedented ways.” It was in response to the
expression of human tendencies in war that the words of Allah
(Â) tamed these inclinations,

Hence, if you return punishment, respond only to the
extent of the torture leveled against you; but to bear
yourselves with patience is indeed far better for [you,
since Allah is with] those who are patient in adversity.
endure, then, with patience [all that they who deny the
truth may say] — always remembering that it is none but
Allah who gives you the strength to endure adversity —
and do not grieve over them, and neither be distressed by
false arguments which they devise… 16:126–127.

Coming through this extremely painful experience the
prophet (r), even though his human nature had the propensity to
feel like all other human beings, banned any mutilation of the
human body. He then covered Óamza∆’s body with a garment, and
offered funeral prayers for his departing soul. He further ordered
that all the other Muslim fatalities be placed one by one next to
Óamza∆. He offered all of them individual requiems (rak‘a∆s) that
totaled around 72, the number of Muslims fatalities at u˙ud. of all
the martyrs, he singled out Muß‘ab ibn ‘umayr for whom no shroud
could be found that was large enough to cover his whole body,
“May Allah grant you His mercy. I saw you in Makkah when there was
no one more sensitive and no one more stunningly [handsome] than you.
And now you are in a coarse garment.”262

When Íaføya∆ bint ‘Abd al-Mu††alib heard that her brother,
Óamza∆, was killed and mutilated, she was patient with the out-
come, despite its obvious morbidity, “We find ourselves content
with what happened. I will surely look forward to Allah’s recom-
pense for this sacrifice and with Allah’s will I shall be as patient as
possible.” some Muslims wanted to carry the bodies of their rela-
tives who were killed at u˙ud back to Madinah in order to bury
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them there. The prophet (r) barred them from doing so, “Bury
them at the place where they were killed.” Then the prophet (r) stood
at that burial place and said, “I will bear witness to [the glory of] these
fallen individuals. Anyone injured for Allah shall be resurrected on the
Day of Judgment; his wound will bleed, the color will be the color of
blood and the scent will be the scent of musk.”263 After the burials and
the du‘œ’s, he and his companions-in-arms returned to Madinah on
the 15th day of shawwœl.

Systemic oppression and the martyrdom of Óamza∆
There are a some more details of this war that deserve close atten-
tion. The first one has to do with the martyrdom of Óamza∆, the
prophet’s (r) uncle. He was killed by a slave called Wa˙shø, who was
owned by Jubayr ibn Mu†‘im. Jubayr made a promise to Wa˙shø, “If
you kill Muhammad we will give you all of the best horses we have;
if you kill ‘Alø ibn Abø ̌ œlib we will give you 100 of our select camels;
and if you kill Óamza∆ we will set you free.” It is said that Wa˙shø
figured it was impossible to get to Muhammad (r) because of secu-
rity. As for ‘Alø he had a reputation of defeating everyone who ever
tried to take him on. And as for Óamza∆, even though he was known
to be heroic, it would be the best chance Wa˙shø would have. 

History books tell us that Wa˙shø was an African from
Abyssinia, who was skilled with the spear. When the two opposing
armies met, Wa˙shø set out to “hunt down” Óamza∆. upon locat-
ing him in the middle of a clutch of mushriks, Wa˙shø began to
move toward Óamza∆, as discreetly and stealthily as he could.
When Wa˙shø was in throwing range of Óamza∆, he could see
Óamza∆ fighting gallantly with his sword. Wa˙shø described what
followed, “I looked for my target, positioned my spear, and then
threw it at Óamza∆. It penetrated his lower abdomen and exited
from between his legs. He limped as he came toward me and then
fell. Then I left him in that condition until he died. I returned to
him [after he was dead]; I took my spear and went back to join the
troops. And there I remained without further combat activity
because I had no need for it: I had gained my freedom!” 264
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This may have been an isolated incident in which being a
slave, being black, and being oppressed combined in a man’s life to
produce a willingness to do anything to gain freedom. It may also
be larger than an irregular incident in which a psychology and an
establishment are at work to fight against liberating forces. No one
doubts the details of this event, but very few are willing to examine
it critically. Can we not extrapolate this to the condition of mil-
lions of Wa˙shøs who are living in economic bondage, political
oppression, and racial discrimination, and who yearn for freedom?
Can we not also infer that there are influential individuals who are
willing to unleash the pent-up feelings of their enslaved popula-
tions for wars against forces fighting for liberation and equality? so
why did Wa˙shø not join the Muslims? Had he done so, he would
have been a free man without having to kill another freedom-fight-
er. Did he have that option? or was slavery so severe in those days
that accurate information was withheld from slaves, and they were
left to the misinformation of their masters and slave-owners? Are
the slaves of today’s world to repeat the Wa˙shø act? or can they
see beyond the lies and distortions of the established system? 

Another detail also merits closer scrutiny. The mushrik women
led by Hind bint ‘utba∆, the wife of Ab¥ sufyœn and the mother of
Mu‘œwiya∆, went out to the body-riddled battleground and mutilat-
ed the corpses of the prophet’s (r) companions. They cut off the
martyred Muslims’ ears and smashed their noses. Hind “decorated”
her body with the ears and noses of the slain Muslims, wearing the
body parts like jewelry. she gave her real jewelry, bracelets, and
anklets to Wa˙shø. Hind even ripped open Óamza∆’s abdomen,
took out his liver, and chewed on it. she could not swallow it so she
spit it out!265 This barbaric act was committed by a person who was
viscerally and instinctively opposed to Allah (Â), His prophet
(r), the Qur’an, and Islam. The question here is: did Hind ever
offer any sincere atonement to make amends for such behavior?
None that is recorded in Islamic history books. When the prophet
(r) stood beside Óamza∆’s son after the battle he was extremely
moved. He said, “I will never suffer an infliction like this; I have never
been in a position where I feel as aggrieved and appalled as I do now.”266
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of course, later on, after the prophet (r) passed away, the family of
Ab¥ sufyœn made it back into the limelight, never acceding to the
demands of the just exercise of power, and history took a sharp turn
away from the prophet’s (r) course with the umayyad regime of
inherited power.

How the muslims Got Stronger in the Aftermath of u˙ud
Most historians consider the results of u˙ud to be a victory for the
mushriks against the Muslims, although the strict military facts may
not justify such a conclusion. It is true that the mushriks seemed to
have the upper hand militarily, which would have made it possible
for them to finish off the Muslims once and for all. The Muslims
were surrounded on almost every side, and the mushriks had a dis-
tinct military superiority over the Muslims by any measure. And yet
the prophet (r) was able to marshal the Muslim forces, fight back
and actually save nine-tenths of his military force from what had
seemed like inevitable annihilation.

In fact, u˙ud turned out to have many benefits for the Mus-
lims. The mushriks’ inability to inflict a decisive defeat on the
Islamic forces after besieging them with their better-equipped
forces was an anticlimax for the mushriks, while the Islamic forces’
success in breaking out of a military blockade with minimal losses
meant the battle ended positively for the Muslims. Not only did the
Muslim forces avoid outright defeat, they were also able to identify
“Muslims” whose commitment was dubious at best — the munœfiqs.
This meant that after u˙ud the Muslims were able to return to
Madinah and weed out of their decision-making circle those who
had discredited themselves at this crucial juncture.

The dereliction of duty by the Muslim archers followed the
desertion from the Muslim army of one-third of its armed forces, led
by ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy, on the way to u˙ud. The desertion of such
a large number of fighting men, and the lack of discipline demon-
strated by the all-important marksmen during the battle, were very
vivid examples of how weak the popular attachment to its leader-
ship can be, even when the commander is a stellar and impeccable
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personality like the prophet (r) himself. Nevertheless, the
prophet’s (r) commanding position led the Muslims out of this
potential catastrophe. one can virtually hear some of them reflect-
ing on the battle as quoted in this Qur’an, “Did we have any power
of decision in this matter [the u˙ud reversals]? And if we had
any power of decision, we would not have left so many dead
behind!” (3:154). 

The strugglers in the way of Allah (Â) should realize what
they can learn through this difficult military and civilian lesson. In
the first instance, they learn that not all Muslim soldiers are of the
same levels of commitment, obedience, and courage. some hun-
dreds turned back on the way to u˙ud, and others abandoned the
military positions they were ordered to hold by Muhammad (r). It
must be understood that not only were these defections severe mil-
itary blows to the Islamic armed forces, but they were equally the
psychological desertion of Allah’s prophet (r). This is no small les-
son. There were shahøds who paid with their lives so that the sur-
vivors of this war could assess personalities (‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy),
assess power factions (the 300 deserters), and assess those who were
inclined to leave their military positions for the spoils of war more
than they were inclined to obey their commander-in-chief. 

The war at u˙ud offered the men around the prophet (r) the
ability to apply the knowledge they had gained from the Qur’an,
from their experiences with Allah’s prophet (r), from their well-
intentioned common sense, and from their own personal insight, to
all of this war’s harsh details, which were recorded in the annals of
scriptural history. War is definitely a test, difficult and painful, and
the Muslims experienced nothing that the mushriks did not also
experience at the same time, while engaging the Muslims in battle.
u˙ud brought the Muslims face-to-face with death. It gave them
the opportunity to gauge whether they were really prepared to die
for Allah’s (Â) cause, or whether thinking about death — which
they did much of before going out to the front — forced them to be
honest with themselves about any other reasons pertaining to why
they were really going to fight. for most people, death is a finality;
thoughts of impending death lead them to come to terms with their
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motivations, to focus on what is important, and to “get their affairs
in order.” It is next to impossible for one to cheat himself at the
moment of this kind of reflection; there will not be a second
chance. In this case, at the Battle of u˙ud, Allah (Â) organized a
theater of war that was the great truth-teller: in the end all the
Muslims knew why each of their brothers, and why each unto him-
self, went to war. 

In a strictly military sense, u˙ud was a limited victory for the
mushriks. In the broader strategic picture, however, it was a defeat
for them. By the end of the episode as a whole, there is no doubt
that the Muslims emerged stronger, despite all the problems they
had experienced. In other words, the mushriks may have won the
battle, but they were still losing the war. The Islamic state was
emerging with more power than ever.

This was confirmed by a military maneuver executed by the
prophet (r) on the day after he and his force returned to Madinah
from u˙ud, with the object of demonstrating to the mushriks, the
Arabian nomads, the munœfiqs, and the yah¥d that the Muslim bloc
was still a military force to be reckoned with. The setback at u˙ud
had not deflated their high spirits; it might have been a bitter pill
to swallow, but the immune system of the Muslim fighting body was
still as strong as ever, if not more so. 

on the 16th of shawwœl, a public proclamation pertaining to
pursuing the mushriks was made by the prophet (r), “Only those
who fought on at U˙ud should join us in this military campaign.”267

Those who did not go to u˙ud should not take part in this opera-
tion. once the force was assembled, the prophet (r) led his com-
panions to a place called Óamrœ’ al-Asad, about eight miles from
Madinah, where they camped. 

The mushriks, meanwhile, had camped at a place called 
al-raw˙a∆, about two days’ distance from Madinah. Instead of
going all the way back to Makkah, they had decided to return to
Madinah and finish off the remaining Muslims. As the develop-
ments began to escalate toward another confrontation, the prophet
(r) dispatched Ma‘bad ibn Abø Ma‘bad, who had recently become
a Muslim, from Khuzœ‘a∆ — a tribe on good terms with the Muslims
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— to catch up with Ab¥ sufyœn and spread information that would
lower the mushrik morale. Ab¥ sufyœn, who was not aware that this
man had become a Muslim, asked him, “What news do you have?”
Ma‘bad answered, “Muhammad and his people are in a war rage
against you. They have put together an unprecedented force in pur-
suit of you. Many people who did not make it to u˙ud felt guilty
and now they all want to fight!” Ab¥ sufyœn asked him, “so what
do you say about this development?” He said, “I advise you to leave
[for Makkah] once the army is assembled.” Ab¥ sufyœn responded
“We had decided to attack and root out the Muslims.” Ma‘bad then
said, “Do not think of that; I advise you.” After hearing this testi-
mony the mushriks decided against going back and fighting the mil-
itant Muslims again. They decided instead to continue their
journey to Makkah.268

But Ab¥ sufyœn, wanting to intimidate the Muslims, sent a
messenger to tell them that Quraysh was preparing to make a come-
back and to exterminate the Islamic power base. The prophet (r)
said, “Our reference is Allah and He is the best source to rely upon.”
The Muslims maintained their battle camp at this position for three
days before returning to Madinah. By showing Quraysh that the
Muslims had not been vanquished and were ready to fight again,
forcing Quraysh to retreat to Makkah despite their apparent success
at u˙ud, the military expedition known as Ghazwa∆ Óamrœ’ al-
Asad served its purpose.269

The Qur’an builds Muslims by practice, experience, and the
real issues of life. That was the case in Makkah, and it was the case
in Madinah. Muslims built their power base by experiencing both
victories and setbacks, by going through triumphs and defeat.
These words of Allah (Â) were available on all such human occa-
sions to add layers of maturity to the growing Islamic power pres-
ence. In a sense, these œyœt became the blood, bones, nerves, and
nucleus of this growing and expanding reality. Allah (Â) said to
the evolving Muslims at u˙ud,

It is not Allah’s will [o you who deny His power] to
abandon the committed muslims to your way of life;
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[and] to that end He will distinguish the vile from the
virtuous. And it is not Allah’s will to give you insight
into that which is beyond the reach of human percep-
tion (3:179).

When Allah’s (Â) words on two different battlegrounds are
compared, there is a noticeable difference. When He speaks here to
Muslims who were in the aftermath of a battle that turned against
them, He speaks mildly and gently, as is the case in the œya∆ above.
Contrast this tone with His words to the Muslims when they were
flushed with victory at Badr,

You may desire the fleeting gains of this world, but
Allah desires [for you the good of] the life to come: and
Allah is Almighty, Wise. Had it not been for a decree
from Allah that had already gone forth, there would
indeed have befallen you a tremendous chastisement
on account of all [the captives] you took (8:67).

The words in this loving Qur’an are crafted with care; they do not
speak to Muslims making mistakes when they are victorious (Badr)
in the same manner that they speak to Muslims making mistakes
when they are vanquished (u˙ud). These are the gentle Qur’anic
words addressed to the bleeding and depleted Muslims at u˙ud, 

There were among you such as cared for this world
[alone], just as there were among you such as cared for
the life to come; whereupon, in order that He might
put you to a test, He prevented you from defeating
your foes. But now He has effaced your sin: for Allah
is limitless in His bounty to those who are committed
to Him [and His expression of power] (3:152).

The broader context of these historical events is important to
remember. With the rise of an Islamic scriptural society in Madi-
nah, the rest of the Arabian peninsula, with its numerous deities,
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multiple gods, and many other earthly authorities, took up a posi-
tion of extreme hostility to the worldly embodiment of Islamic
principles being realized in Madinah. The contrasting events of
Badr and u˙ud contributed to the mindset of Arabian mushriks and
their threatened power factions. At Badr they were roundly defeat-
ed, and at u˙ud they failed to be decisively victorious, seeing the
Muslims turn near-defeat to their advantage. As a result, their
anger against Muhammad (r) and the committed Muslims was so
much aroused that they were willing to set aside their own cultural
norms and historical traditions, and take Islam on with no regard
to moral limits of any kind. 

one incident in particular demonstrates how vicious the
mushriks became. After the prophet (r) returned to Madinah from
u˙ud, a delegation from two clans, ‘u∂al and al-Qœrra∆, came to
him. They said, “o Messenger of Allah! There are people among us
who are yielding to Allah [that is, they are becoming Muslims].
send with us a corps of your companions who will teach us about
this døn, who will recite to us the Qur’an, and who will instruct us
about the laws of Islam.” 

The prophet (r) sent with them seven of his companions:
Marthad ibn Abø Marthad, Khœlid ibn Abø al-Bakør, Mi‘tab ibn
‘ubayd, ‘Œßim ibn Thœbit, Khubayb ibn ‘Adø, Zayd ibn al-Dathna∆,
and ‘Abdullœh ibn œ̌riq. Marthad ibn Abø Marthad was their amør.
They travelled until they reached a place called Mœ’ al-rajø‘, locat-
ed between ‘Asafœn and Makkah, in an area inhabited by Hudhayl.
When these emissaries of ras¥l-Allah (r) reached this area, they
were betrayed by the nomadic Arabians of ‘u∂al and al-Qœrra∆.
These beleaguered Muslims turned to Hudhayl for help, but Hud-
hayl’s strongman, sufyœn ibn Khœlid, had been killed by the Mus-
lims in the aftermath of u˙ud, after he had assembled a force to
attack Madinah. 

so these emissaries of the prophet (r) found themselves sur-
rounded by hostile swordsmen from all directions. They, too, bran-
dished their swords in self-defense. The Hudhaylø men said, “By
Allah! We do not seek to kill you. What we want from you is
money that you have taken from the Makkans. If you give us the
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money you will have our word, and Allah is our witness, that we
will not harm you.” four of the Muslims said they could never
accept such promises from mushriks, and fought until they were
killed. The other three were taken prisoner; Hudhayl took them to
Makkah to sell them there, which would have meant imminent
death for them. on the way to Makkah, ‘Abdullœh ibn œ̌riq man-
aged to free a hand, take a sword, and fight. His captors responded
by throwing rocks at him until they killed him. 

Khubayb and Zayd were taken to Makkah, where they were
sold. Zayd was bought by Íafwœn ibn umayya∆, who wanted to
take revenge on him because of the death of his father, umayya∆
ibn Khalaf. He was taken out of Makkah to be killed. Many indi-
viduals from Quraysh came and surrounded him. Ab¥ sufyœn asked
him moments before he was executed, “By Allah, would you not
wish that Muhammad was with us now instead of you? We would
lop off his head instead of yours! And you could be back home with
your family.” Zayd retorted, “By Allah! Wherever Muhammad is, I
do not wish that he suffers even a prick of injury, while I am with
my family.” Ab¥ sufyœn then said to the people around him, “I have
not seen people adoring others as much as Muhammad’s compan-
ions adore him.”270 Zayd was then killed.

Khubayb was then taken to the same place, but this time to be
crucified. He asked his captors to give him a chance to pray two
rak‘a∆s. After meticulously performing his ßalœ∆, he turned to face his
tormentors, who fixed him to a cross and raised him. He turned his
face skyward and said, “o Allah! We communicated the message of
your prophet. Tell him what is being done to us. o Allah! Tally
their numbers, destroy their numbers, and make no exception!”271

It should be stated for the record that the Muslims never treat-
ed non-Muslim prisoners of war the way Muslim prisoners of war
have been treated by the mushriks, then and now. 

Confirmation of the expanding power presence of the Islamic
state in Madinah, despite the apparent setback at u˙ud, came at
Badr in the month of Dh¥ al-Qa‘da∆ in the fourth year after the
Hijrah. When Ab¥ sufyœn and ‘umar had exchanged words after
u˙ud, it had been agreed that in the following year, this would be
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the time and place for a military showdown between the Muslims
and the mushriks. In honoring his commitment, the prophet (r)
went to Badr with 1,500 companions-in-arms and waited eight days
for Ab¥ sufyœn to arrive. Ab¥ sufyœn, who initially intended to
square off against the battle-hardened Muslims at Badr, had left
Makkah with a fighting force, but by the time he reached 
al-¸ahrœn, he had begun to have second thoughts. He soft-pedalled
his intention for retreat by saying to his men, “o people of
Quraysh! The best thing for you is a fertile and productive year,
with plenty of produce and dairy. This is a callous and sapless year
[because they had spent the entire year in war preparations for
u˙ud, as opposed to tending to their profit-oriented commercial
interests]. I will be returning [to Makkah]; you, too, may wish to
return.” And so they turned about and returned to Makkah without
confronting the Muslims in battle, as they had previously agreed to
do. When the prophet (r) ascertained that Ab¥ sufyœn had
returned to Makkah, he and his companions returned to Madinah.
This was a significant moral victory against the Makkan mushriks.
The Muslims, in the public mind, had gained a warrior reputation
throughout Arabia despite suffering a failure of sorts at u˙ud.272

The climate of war at u˙ud makes it easier to understand the
pertinent meanings of these practical œyœt in context. At the begin-
ning of this lesson, notice that Allah (Â) highlights the solidarity
and collective morale of the tenacious fighters, who stood their
ground when the battle was turning against them. At the same
time, these œyœt relocate the example of these fighting Muslims into
a larger context. No Muslims should ever think the world begins
and ends in the theater of war; if they are doing Allah’s (Â) will
on earth, they have to understand they are flowing with a historical
determinant that is contingent upon how much and how far they
are obedient and loving of Allah (Â). 

some of these œyœt were a solace to the resisting Muslims who
were not able to score a decisive victory. What was being suggest-
ed, in effect, was that even though the Muslims lost this round
because of their own mistakes, they could overcome these mistakes
firstly by understanding why and who committed them, and sec-
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ondly by realizing that the fighting spirit should never succumb to
the mistakes of a few, a situation that may recur in the future.
sometimes Muslims are tempted to give up just because they can-
not be perfect, or just because the results were not according to
their expectations. This could never be the right attitude if the
meanings of this divine scripture are fully understood, and incor-
porated into our lives. 

Allah (Â) says in these œyœt that the mu’mins are superior to
the non-mu’mins. If the conditions of appraisal were frozen in the
minutes following u˙ud, it would not seem that way; but with a
broader approach, seeing u˙ud as just one part of an all-encom-
passing historical continuum, the fact of the superiority of the
mu’mins is confirmed by the remaining years of the søra∆ of Allah’s
prophet (r) as he went on from one military victory to the next
until the liberation of Makkah. It is also the case that subsequent
generations of Muslims carried this message and intent to the four
corners of the world after the death of the prophet (r). 

That fortunes in battle are cyclical, meaning wins come after
losses, describes a reality in which social laws are at work. These
social laws (sunan) are Allah’s (Â) laws of involvement in
human, societal, and individual life activities. If Muslims lose in a
particular military campaign, it is because their human failings led
them to contravene divine guidance. Cyclical military outcomes
are also a way of differentiating between those who are totally
committed to the Islamic cause, and those whose loyalties are
diluted by commitments to other identities and causes. If Muslims
were never to face challenges in war or in life, how could anyone
differentiate a true Muslim from a munœfiq “Muslim”? And that is
where Allah (Â) says,

Allah has the power to will anything. All what befell
you on that day when the two hosts met in battle hap-
pened by Allah’s leave, so that He might mark out the
[true] believers and those who were tainted with
hypocrisy who, when they were told, “Come, fight in
Allah’s cause” or “Defend yourselves,” answered, “If
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we but knew [that it would come to a] fight, we would
indeed follow you” (3:165–166).

It is necessary to be mindful of the vast distance between the
meanings of this nurturing Book and the mindset of today’s war-
weary and status quo “Muslims.” Note the following œya∆,

Do you think that you could enter paradise unless
Allah is cognizant of your hard struggle [for His cause],
and is cognizant of your patience in adversity? (3:142).

Here Allah (Â) — not the faqøhs or the ‘alims — is making the
Muslim access to paradise contingent upon their struggle, their
energetic attempt to achieve His objectives, and their strenuous
effort in pursuit of a well-defined program, which may, according
to the prophetic model, involve an open clash between two oppos-
ing sides. This is what will take the Muslims to the gardens of bliss
in the hereafter. Compare this with today’s prevailing current of
thought among many Muslims. The secular and “religious” influ-
ence on this mindset is so significant that instead of being meas-
ured in terms of struggle, the Muslim privilege to paradise is
assessed in terms of units of prayer and days of fasting. Allah (Â)
could easily have put it this way if that was what He wanted the
Muslims to concentrate on; but nowhere does He suggest that we
can expect to enter paradise only on the strength of our meticulous
prayers, our day-long fasts, and our doing Him the honor of pray-
ing to Him.

The return of these Muslims from this alien understanding of
Islam and commitment, which is commonplace today, to the actual
standard of conduct as laid out in the Qur’an will not be achieved
simply by explaining it on a piece of paper, or lecturing about it in
the auditoriums of universities, or even from the minbars in the
masjids. It requires sincerely committed Muslim communities and
societies to grasp the fact that the confrontation of Ωulm, oppres-
sion, and aggression is as much a part of Islam as performing five
prayers a day, and will not be achieved simply by praying and fast-
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ing. The best prayers ever performed by any human being were the
prayers of ras¥l-Allah (r), and even his prayers alone were not
enough to roll back tyranny, subjugation, and inequality. He had to
go to Badr, he had to go to u˙ud, he had to struggle, he had to
fight, he had to lay his life on the line, and he had to suffer setbacks
and disappointments, before seeing signs of success. There is no
other way. The forces of enslavement, despotism, and greed are real
and powerful, and they have to be confronted with the just exercise
of power by Muslims. The reality of life has been presented in the-
ory and practice by Allah (Â) and His prophet (r); so why do
Muslims turn away from it, abdicate their responsibilities, absent
themselves from the struggle, or even turn renegade by joining the
forces of those who fight against Islam?

Do not forget that these œyœt were a direct response to the way
human beings felt, thought, acted, and reacted to psychological,
social, and human stimuli in the crucible of history at the time.
Take œya∆ 3:143, as an example. It is reported that many compan-
ions of the prophet (r) felt unrighteous and dishonored for not
being able to participate in the Battle of Badr and thereby be
rewarded with the prestige of fighting there. some of them would
say, “I wish I was martyred like those who were killed at Badr.” They
yearned for an opportunity to redeem their feelings of deficiency
and inadequacy. They developed an insatiable desire for the oppor-
tunity to take on the mushriks, and achieve by that means either
martyrdom and blissful gardens, or a life of honor and prestige.
Then came the opportunity of u˙ud. And only some of these who
had proclaimed their readiness for battle proved themselves to be
true to their selves, society, and Allah (Â), “For, indeed, you did
yearn for death [at the battleground for Allah’s cause] before you
came face to face with it [at u˙ud]; and now you have seen it
with your own eyes.”
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The Death of Prophets Should Not Deter muslims from Duty
Œya∆ 3:144 addresses another all too real human situation in the
context of the Battle of u˙ud. When the Muslims were con-
strained to fight on two fronts because the bowmen abandoned
their positions, the Muslims naturally became scattered all over the
battlefield. one climbed the mountain of u˙ud and heard the
yah¥d saying that “Muhammad is killed.” This person said, “If
someone says Muhammad was killed, I will behead him.” such a
mentality, which refuses to accept the mortality of a human, even
if that human happens to be Allah’s prophet Muhammad (r), is
brought into the right state of mind with these inspirational words,
“And muhammad is only an apostle who was preceded by [other]
apostles [who also passed away] before him…” (3:144).

The same œya∆ was also a response to other Muslims’ different
reactions to the same situation. When the rumor that the prophet
(r) had been killed was disseminated over the whole battlefield,
the Muslims responded in different ways. some lost heart, saying,
“…but if he was a prophet he would not have been killed.” But oth-
ers, with a better grip on reality and a closer attachment to Allah
(Â) and His prophet (r), said, “And if that is the case we too
should fight and die as he did until Allah provides victory or until
we join His prophet.” Hence the divine reminder, “And muham-
mad is only an apostle…”

It appears that the rumor pertaining to the Messenger’s (r)
apparent death in the battle of u˙ud began when the prophet (r)
was struck on the head and injured. Ibn Qami’a∆ went to the
mushriks’ base area and claimed that Muhammad (r) had been
killed. This rumor spread like fire in a haystack. But the clear mes-
sage of this œya∆ is that, even if Muhammad (r) did die at the bat-
tlefront, that should not have dented the determination of the
combatant Muslims to fight on until Allah (Â) had decided the
outcome. Before Muhammad, M¥så and Ibrœhøm (Å) had died.
Zakarøyœ and ya˙yå (Ç) were killed. We humans are expected to
expire according to what Allah (Â) has decreed. Though we may
not know the place and the time we go to our Maker, we know nev-
ertheless that death will overtake us sooner or later. And none of
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this should have any negative effects on our attachment to Allah
(Â) even if it were to happen, of all places, at the hands of the
enemies of Islam on the field of battle. 

Do people really think that achieving a place in Allah’s (Â)
garden of bliss is going to be easy? Does anyone in his right mind
think that he can turn away from struggles in this life, and achieve
a place in the Garden of Eden just by uttering pious words and stim-
ulating the imagination? The channels to Janna∆ are struggle and
patience in affliction. on these parallel routes through life that
lead to paradise are the people of jihad and the people of patience.
An echo of this resounds in Allah’s (Â) words from another s¥ra∆,

Do men think that on their [mere] saying, “We have
attained to faith,” they will be left to themselves, and
will not be put to a trial? Yes, indeed, We did try those
who lived before them; and so, [too, shall be tried the
people now living]; certainly Allah will mark out those
who prove themselves true… (29:2–3).

All this falls under the broad definition of jihad (endeavor and
exertion leading to armed struggle). Jihad, in a limited sense of the
word, includes personal struggles against selfish inclinations, and
vices and sins of every kind, from material greed to carnal desires to
negative emotions such as hatred, jealousy, and rage. All these have
to be battled by humans throughout their lives, and often most sig-
nificantly during the years of adolescence, as our minds and bodies
make the transition from childhood to adulthood, from immaturity
to maturity. Many Muslims now tend to restrict their understanding
of jihad to this personal sphere. But equally important is the collec-
tive jihad of individuals, communities, and societies against usurious
bureaucracies, political corruption, and military aggression. This
type of jihad demands the exertion of human resources in an organ-
ized manner, under the leadership of one who commands the loyalty
of the rank and file. It is more difficult and complicated in that it is
not personal and that it requires work to produce the coordinated
results characteristic of the joint effort of many people. Also, it is
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liable to meet external opposition of the worst kind from powerful
enemies; but that does not mean it can be set aside and excluded
from this definition of jihad in its fullest sense.

After quoting the œya∆, “…if, then, he [muhammad] dies or
is killed, will you turn about on your heels?” Imam ‘Alø said, dur-
ing the lifetime of Muhammad (r), 

By Allah! We will not retreat from our positions after
Allah has guided us. By Allah! If he dies or is killed, I
will fight as he fought until I die. By Allah! I am his
brother, his deputy, his cousin, and his heir. Who is there
who is more entitled to him than me?273

The fact of death is something we all face; it is not a sign that
Allah (Â) has abandoned or forgotten us. Everyone dies on
Allah’s (Â) watch, so to speak. some people go through the most
dangerous experiences but do not die; other people think they may
have secured for themselves the safest, most secure, and healthy
circumstances, and yet they still die. Everyone’s lifespan is deter-
mined by Allah (Â). A courageous warrior who spends his life on
the battlefield may die peacefully of old age in his bed; a coward
who remains far from any danger or risk may die young. This is
another one of those divine realities that many people prefer to
ignore or turn a blind eye to, but Allah (Â) emphasizes it repeat-
edly in His Book, 

He it is who has created you out of clay, and then has
decreed a term [for you] — a term known [only] to
Him (6:2).

But when the end of their [life] term approaches, they
can neither delay it by a single moment, nor can they
hasten it (16:61).

…and none that is long-lived has his days lengthened,
and neither is any lessened of his days, unless it be
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thus laid down in [Allah’s] decree: for, behold, all this
is easy for Allah (35:11).

The issue of death is central to those who do not want to go
to war. for most, their reasoning is simple: they do not want to die.
others object to war because they do not want to kill. War may be
described as the clash of two or more fighting forces representing
blocs that have very strong opinions, policies, interests, or princi-
ples, which each considers vital to its society for some reason or
another. It is granted there will be casualties and fatalities as a
result. In the end the question comes to the choice of which is
regarded as more important and precious: the human lives of indi-
viduals, or the scriptural principles entrusted to man that govern
human life more broadly, in communities, and societies? The possi-
ble answers to this question often determine the person’s percep-
tion of war, although in many cases, particularly where interests
rather than principles are concerned, wars are more acceptable to
those whose own lives are not at risk, be they political leaders or
social elites. However this issue is raised, one fact is indisputable:
death cannot be avoided. If avoiding war altogether were a way to
immortality, the terms of the argument would be very different; but
the observable fact of life is, as the Qur’an so often reiterates, that
every human being is going to die — sooner or later. 

What is more, human lifetimes are limited. No one lives a
thousand or a million years; and even if he did, that is still a short
period compared to eternity. A lifetime of 70 to 100 years in this
world is minuscule on the scale of time — a fleeting moment that
ends with the inevitability of death. There are, of course, millions
of vital factors that make life possible in this world, but these are
linked by a divine consistency that defines and holds together the
life of an individual. Allah (Â) is the one who made it possible for
man to live. Almost everything man knows of in this reality has
been designed to facilitate his potential to live in it: the tiniest
atom and the largest galaxy have been fine-tuned to accommodate
human life. It is within these divine physical laws that support
human life, and divine social laws that promote the quality of life,
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that a person’s individual life is located, and he cannot do anything
significant to change these dynamics. It is Allah (Â) who gives life
and determines its duration; and it is Allah (Â) who takes away
life and terminates its continuation. This is equally true in times of
“peace” and in times of “war.” 

of course, these are issues that many people do not think
about, because they do not grasp the meanings of this noble Qur’an.
As a result, there are people, Muslims and non-Muslims alike, who
are brave and defy death, and may live a long or a short life regard-
less; and at the same time there are human beings who are cowards
and are afraid to die, and they too may live a short or a long life
regardless. one of the less appreciated realities is that courage or
cowardice neither decrease, nor increase, the lifespan Allah (Â)
has decreed for a human when he was born. But once this is under-
stood, cowardice and timidity can never be used as a rationale for
avoiding war when circumstances make it necessary to fight those
who threaten man’s ability to live, individually and collectively, in
accordance with the laws and principles of Allah (Â). 

It appears from absorbing the meanings of these œyœt that peo-
ple are generally of two inclinations: there is the type that is very
concerned with trying to live a few more hours or a few more years,
and the type who wants to expedite the transition to Allah (Â) by
a few hours or a few years. The first type is world-centered and the
second type is God-centered. Allah (Â) describes these contrast-
ing characteristics in other œyœt,

unto him who cares for [no more than the enjoyment
of] this fleeting life We readily grant thereof as much as
We please, [giving] to whomever it is our will [to give];
but in the end We consign him to [the suffering of]
Hell, which he will have to endure disgraced and dis-
owned! But as for those who care for the [good of the]
life to come, and strive for it as it ought to be striven
for, and are [true] mu’mins withal, they are the ones
whose striving finds favor [with Allah]! (17:18–19).
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To him who desires a harvest in the life to come, We
shall grant an increase in his harvest; whereas to him
who desires [but] a harvest in this world, We [may]
give something thereof, but he will have no share in
[the blessings of] the life to come (42:20).

This is as applicable to the hard core materialists who are utterly
bullheaded about their uncompromising commitment for the lusts
and desires of worldly life as it is to Muslims who would disobey
Allah (Â) and His prophet (r) as an act of “human failure,” for
example when the archers at u˙ud abandoned their military posi-
tions in order to chase after the spoils of war. 

The key lessons of œyœt 3:142–148 may thus be summarized in
the following list of eight points,

1. Access to Janna∆ is contingent on adopting the outlook and
conduct of a mujœhid — one who truly endures the pains of
struggle and agonies of warfare, and one who is willing to sacri-
fice his time and ultimately his life, for the sake of Allah (Â).

2. Gaining the status of shahœda∆ for Allah’s (Â) cause cannot
be obtained by wishful thinking and fancy expectations. It is
gained by patience, consistency, and uncompromising strug-
gle. Along this path Muslims never wish they are killed by the
kœfirs; rather they aspire to surrender their lives to Allah (Â)
while struggling for His cause. 

3. prophets and apostles (Å) will not live forever in their
respective societies. The most important objective is to hold
firm to Allah’s (Â) message even when His messenger dies,
either by an act of war or by an act of nature.274 

4. What happens to men in life, both during the time of their
prophet and for the rest of time, is intended to test man. peo-
ple of divine commitment may be tested by hard times and
people who are prone to temptation may be tested with the
riches of life. There is no fixed method for testing humans. 

5. Everyone will die when their allotted time in this world
expires. The “cause of death” may be found in the maelstrom
of war, or in the quietness of peace, but death is inevitable for
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all, even Apostles of Allah (Å), and there is no sense in try-
ing to avoid or postpone it, especially when that involves
ignoring the call of scriptural duty. 

6. Those who are infatuated with this world, generally speaking,
will get a share of it; and those who are in love with Allah (Â)
and the eternal life will have a share of the world to come.

7. Jihad and fighting for Allah’s (Â) cause are not peculiar to
the Islamic ummah; it was also the modus operandi of previ-
ous scriptural subjects of Allah (Â). Many “Christians” and
“Jews” who yielded to Allah (Â) struggled and even fought
on the basis of divine guidance, which they received via their
prophets and apostles (Å). They, too, either were victorious
and defeated their enemies, or they became martyrs and
passed on to the rewards of the hereafter.

8. Du‘œ’s (prayers and supplication) are pronounced during and
after the struggle; they are not meaningless words that sooth a
lagging conscience, uttered by some to compensate for their
failures and ineptitude. such humble requests for help (du‘œ’)
are mentioned in this military context with these words, “o
our Sustainer! Forgive us our sins and the lack of modera-
tion in our doings! And make firm our steps, and support us
against people who deny You [Your power]!” (3:147).

Another du‘œ’ attributed to Allah’s Apostle (r) is the following, “O
Allah! Forgive me my deviance, my ignorance, my excesses, and that
which You know better than I do.”275

Before closing out this section, one key issue in the Battle of
u˙ud merits some further explanation. some of the fighting Mus-
lims were demoralized by reports suggesting the prophet (r) had
been killed. This was at a stage of the battle when a large contin-
gent of Muslims, reeling from the aftereffects of the archers’ disobe-
dience, were retreating after a mushrik counter-offensive; and some
other Muslims had already disengaged from the battle. The prophet
(r) himself was in a defensive position, and was wounded. The
claim by the enemy that the prophet (r) had been killed came as
a total shock to the Muslims. Many were so attached to him that
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they could not believe he would die while they were still alive. And
some of them could not believe he would die when he was needed
the most — in the middle of a war that was turning against them.
Human nature being what it is, some of the demoralized Muslims
literally fled the battlefield. It was in the context of this classically
“normal” human behavior that Allah (Â) spoke to them and to all
human beings who may find themselves similarly disheartened by
the vicissitudes of war or life,

But muhammad is only a messenger who was preceded
by [other] messengers [who also passed away]; so if he
dies or is killed will you retreat and fall back? And
whoever does so shall not in the least do harm to Allah
[but rather to himself], and Allah will make compen-
sations for those who are thankful (3:144).

In other words, for all the respect and adulation that you Mus-
lims show for Muhammad (r), you should not forget that he is only
a messenger of Allah (Â). It is Allah (Â) who is All-powerful and
Eternal, not His Messengers (Å). Allah (Â) sent other messen-
gers who predated Muhammad (Å). They all died when their time
came, and so too will Muhammad (r). As simply as this fact is stat-
ed, however, its meanings do not come easily, even to the faithful.
The simple fact of death, even when it comes during war, and espe-
cially if it claims the most revered and respected commander, such
as ras¥l-Allah (r), could be devastating or beyond understanding.

However, the œya∆ also carries another, related meaning: it
highlights the love and adoration the Muslim warriors at u˙ud felt
for Allah’s prophet (r), which contributed to their shock and loss
when they heard that Muhammad (r) had been killed. These com-
panions of his would have done and given anything and everything
to defend, protect, or save Muhammad (r). Abu Dujœna∆ stood in
the midst of the mushriks’ onslaught and shielded the prophet (r)
with his own body, being pierced with spears and lances until he
fell dead. There were nine other companions who fought until their
deaths to defend him when many of the other Muslims left the bat-
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tlefield to retreat into Madinah. The love of the prophet (r) in the
hearts of that generation, and of the generations that followed, is a
matter seldom understood by outsiders. Today, many Muslims are
captivated by a tearful and sentimental attachment to him. When
the word Muhammad is evoked they are overwhelmed by affection,
warmheartedness, and a fondness for him, may Allah’s (Â) seren-
ity and honor embrace him. yet this is nothing compared to the
feeling his companions had for him. so perhaps, why it was so dif-
ficult for them to “let go of him” is all the more understandable
when they heard the mushriks saying that Muhammad (r) had
been killed in the battle. In the heat of the moment, in those most
difficult and turbulent of circumstances, they could not accept it.
let it be noted here that there is no other figure, in the world or in
history, who inspires such deep love among his followers as the
prophet Muhammad (r) does among the Muslims. This in part
explains the outpouring of anger when he is insulted by oppor-
tunists such as salman rushdie.276

The œya∆ “And muhammad is only a messenger who was
preceded by [other] messengers…” is not of course intended to
reduce Muhammad (r) to the status of an errand boy. He was not
simply a mailman delivering a book to people in this world. The
status of a messenger of Allah (Â) is the highest honor any human
can be granted; but that does not make him more than human.
This œya∆ is reminding the reader that the enduring love Muslims
have for Muhammad (r) should not make anyone — including all
of Allah’s Messengers (Å) — lose sight of the facts of life. He had
a mission of historical and global significance and that became the
responsibility of the Muslims wherever and whenever they are,
even if they are in the dead-heat of war.

These œyœt were encouraging the distraught Muslims at u˙ud,
“Carry on; fight for what Muhammad (r) is fighting for, do not
give up, and see to it that the mission is accomplished.” The rumors
of his death turned out to be just that — rumors. But the effects
they had on the momentum and morale of the Muslims were inten-
tionally recorded here in this eternal Book so that future genera-
tions of Muslims would learn not to let such rumors or other
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disheartening blows diminish their commitment to Allah’s (Â)
cause and their fervor in pursuing it.

muslims and Prophets (Å) engage in Combat against Injustice
The other timely lesson in these words is this,

And how many a prophet has had to fight [for the sake
of Allah], and with him many godly men; and they
were not demoralized for all they had to suffer in
Allah’s cause, and neither were they weakened; nor
did they abase themselves [before the enemy], since
Allah loves those who are patient [at times of military
stress] (3:146).

The military setback at u˙ud was the first time the Muslims expe-
rienced anything other than triumph in their clashes with the
mushriks. In the previous all-out encounter between Muslims and
mushriks, the Muslims scored a resounding victory over their ene-
mies at Badr, even though the Muslim force was only one-third the
size of the opposing army. With that precedent in mind, some Mus-
lims evidently expected that triumph would come automatically
whenever they took on their adversaries. But then, when they were
humbled at u˙ud, they were shocked to realize that being Muslim
does not guarantee automatic victory. The lesson was and is a pro-
found one. And this may be the reason why the œyœt here are long
and the lesson itself is lengthy. 

This lesson, hard learnt in the desert of Arabia over 14 cen-
turies ago, goes to the heart of the matter today. These œyœt estab-
lish the fact, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that Allah’s prophets
(Å) had a significant military role. Either they carried arms and
actually fought for justice and peace; or they were potentially ready,
willing, and able to fight when and if such time came where combat
was the only way to resist capitulation or loss of faith. 

“And how many a prophet has had to fight [for the sake of
Allah] along with many godly men…” These œyœt tell us that Mus-
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lims did not begin to fight in Arabia during the time of Muhammad
(r); they began fighting long before that, when they were in the
company of other prophets such as David, solomon, Moses, and
others (Å). There is a hallowed tradition of bearing arms, con-
fronting aggressive enemies, and dying for the interest of justice
and virtue. And this historical fighting spirit was never subdued by
innuendo, defamation, or demonization. This fighting spirit lived
in the hearts and hands of all humans who made their commitment
to Allah (Â). Certainly wars take their toll on peoples and popu-
lations. But the principle of the necessity and willingness to fight
was never in doubt. people, by binding themselves to Allah (Â)
with their hearts and minds, understood there were forces in the
world that would violently and viciously oppose Muslims who
stand for justice as defined by Allah (Â).

Today those forces take the form of the systemic global
alliance of governmental and corporate interests. Along this
course there were those who died, there were those who were
injured, there were those who were dislocated, and there were
those who lost dear ones, but none of these losses deflected the
Muslims from the duty to fight for the cause of Allah (Â), which
is outlined so carefully and meticulously in these œyœt. Anyone
who advocates the claim that Islam and the Qur’an can be insti-
tuted in society without total and violent opposition from its ene-
mies is living a pipe dream. Neither history nor reality suggest any
possibility of evil-mongers abandoning their selfish interests for
the purpose of transnational equality, supranational consolida-
tion, trans-racial consensus, the elimination of grinding poverty
and its crippling consequences of wealth-concentration as out-
lined in this Book. 

The Muslims of today have to understand these œyœt as well as
the numerous other s¥ra∆s of the Qur’an that make it crystal clear:
fighting and military jihad are inevitable not because Muslims are
itching for it but because the enemies of Muslims will stop at noth-
ing to defend their interests. Their financial empires require it,
their political interference in Muslims’ affairs demand it, and their
military-industrial complex cannot thrive without it.
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“And Allah loves those who are patient [when all the odds
seem against them].” The word patient here means those who are
constant at times of resistance, combat, and military clashes. Many
times you will hear Muslims quoting the fact that Allah (Â) loves
the ßœbir¥n (those who are patient); but only rarely will you hear
Muslims place that patience in its proper military context.277

The history of Allah’s prophets (Å) is a history of struggle;
and those who are attached to these prophets (Å) are by the same
measure those who struggle for the same cause and purpose.
Hence, when Muslims nowadays are fighting, they must try to live
up to their responsibilities as heirs to that prophetic heritage. True,
there are some Muslims who may be too anxious to fight, and
there may be Muslims who are ready to fight, and at the same time,
there are Muslims who are trapped into fighting. These are the
scenarios of real life. some Muslims — not out of evil intentions
nor for reckless purposes — overlook the political and social real-
ities of their countries, the situation of the Muslims around them,
and then rush to judgment by taking up arms. This rush-to-arms
can be observed in places like Egypt, syria, and Afghanistan
among others. This assessment is not intended to diminish the
genuine and overdue duty of resisting such republican dictator-
ships as exist in these countries. However, the world’s Muslims
should be advised that there are different currents of Islamic
reassertion in all these places; some of them are working with a
true sense of Qur’anic inspiration and awareness of the sunnah,
and thus are beyond this comment. But there are, inevitably, those
who want to go to battle against anti-Islamic regimes without first
doing the necessary groundwork, based on what is to be under-
stood of the prophet’s (r) own methodology. 

let us remind ourselves that Allah’s prophet (r) went to war
after the consolidation of a power base in Madinah in which he was
the unrivaled leader, commanding the allegiance of all its citizens.
from this power base, he pursued a relentless strategy of liberating
Makkah first and foremost, regardless of how long and what effort
that took. Today, there are Islamic organizations who are drenched
in good intentions but whose planning is not synchronized with the
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Qur’an and the prophet (r). Take for example the issue of leader-
ship. During the time when this Qur’an was remaking reality
through the efforts of its dedicated first generation, everyone
accepted one leadership and one leader: ras¥l-Allah (r). from
there, the social dynamics developed into two distinct blocs: the
Muslims and the mushriks. And from here forward the tensions
mounted until war broke out: at Badr, u˙ud, al-Khandaq, Mu’ta∆,
and so on. But in our time, we Muslims are hard pressed to consol-
idate a leadership, without which we proceed to the necessity of
war whenever that may happen. And between having a leadership
and the declaration of war, there needs to exist an established
power base of committed Muslims who are tied to the Islamic strat-
egy of the Qur’an and sunnah by their allegiance to Allah (Â) and
His prophet (r). 

War is not a choice, it is an imposition. And before it breaks
out, Muslims are required to have prepared for it by having a leader,
consolidating a state, and organizing an armed force that is ready to
do combat. 

Victory with Faulty Commitment Is Not Assured

These uplifting words of the sacred script make it clear that the
power centers who are antipathetic to the Muslim power bloc harbor
no good feelings or sympathies for the struggling Muslims. This char-
acter of theirs may be hidden from the Muslims at other times; but
in the aftermath of a military setback suffered by an Islamic armed
force their true personality comes into full flower. some feeble Mus-
lims in such invidious circumstances may begin to entertain the idea
of blurring the line between ømœn and kufr, between an Islamic state
and a nationalist state, or between those who died defending Islamic
self-determination and those who killed them. lest we forget, recall
that these early Muslims were now experiencing a new dynamic,
which they hitherto were unfamiliar with; how could the kœfirs and
mushriks from Makkah cause such a setback as happened at u˙ud?
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And how could all this happen after the confidence boosting impact
of the war at Badr?  It is this human psychology and nature that the
words of Allah (Â) had to treat. It is also at this time of human sus-
ceptibility to the kufr power structure that Allah (Â) tells us He is
with us, that we should not abandon Him, and that He will step into
this whole affair with His final word provided we show Him and
prove to ourselves that we deserve His support. 

The following œyœt remind these Muslims, who just came from
war, that they should not forget the beginning of the battle at u˙ud
when everything was going well because they were tangibly and
tenaciously with Allah (Â). But then things began to “go wrong.”
And when was that? When they themselves began to show a psy-
chological weakness and a human craving for worldly embellish-
ments: the spoils of war. They proved they were incapable, as a
military unit, to adhere to the strict orders of ras¥l-Allah (r).
lodged deep in the psyche of the Muslim combatant and the Islam-
ic army were the crucial feelings and ideas that eventually resulted
in the indecisive conclusion of u˙ud. Allah (Â) wants to show
today’s committed Muslims, who are the heirs to that event and the
potential re-enactment of it, that He will continue to dwell in the
very essence of those who remain loyal and devoted to Allah (Â)
and His Messenger (r). 

When everything seemed to be going wrong and when the tide
of the battle seemed to be turning against Muhammad (r), Allah
(Â) suffused comfort and ease over the hard core Muslims who
proved their mettle in the face of the cresting mushrik tide. The
amazing fact of u˙ud is that the few remaining Muslims fighting
with the prophet (r) had scaled the heights of confidence when
“the world was closing in,” while the “Muslims” in Madinah — the
munœfiqs who thought they were secure after they broke ranks with
the Muslim army on its way to u˙ud — had to stew in an imbroglio
of shame and defection. In the final analysis, the Will of Allah (Â)
is always at work regardless of how the topical developments take
their shape. This whole episode of u˙ud with all its vicissitudes
transpired as it did because Allah (Â) was involved on the side of
His prophet (r) and those who were unwaveringly with him.
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• (3:149) o you who are secure in your commitment [to
Allah]! If you give way to the deniers [of Allah], they will cause
you to backtrack on your heels, and you will be failures.

• (3:150) No, but Allah is your Supreme Sustainer, and His
is the best support.
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• (3:151) Into the hearts of those who are [hell] bent on re-
jecting Allah [and His power status] We shall cast terror in
return for their imputing authority and divinity, side by side
with Allah, to other beings — [something] for which He
has never given any warrant from on high; and their desti-
nation is the Fire — and how evil that domicile is for op-
pressors!

• (3:152) And, indeed, Allah made good His promise to you
when by His consent, you were about to destroy your foes —
until the moment when you lost heart and acted contrary to
the [Prophet’s] command, and disobeyed after He had brought
you within view of that [victory] for which you were longing.
There were among you such as cared for this world [alone],
just as there were among you such as cared for the life to
come; whereupon, in order that He might put you to a test,
He prevented you from defeating your foes. But now He has
effaced your sin, for Allah is limitless in His bounty to those
who are committed to Him [and His expression of power].

• (3:153) [Remember the time] when you fled, paying no
heed to anyone, while behind you the Apostle was calling
out to you; wherefore He requited you with agony in return
for [the Apostle’s] agony, so that you should not be grieved
[merely] over what had escaped you, nor over what had be-
fallen you: for Allah is aware of all that you do.

• (3:154) Then, after this agony, He sent down upon you a
sense of security, a restorative rest which misted some of you,
while others, who cared mainly for themselves, entertained
doubting thoughts about Allah — thoughts [reminiscent] of
the age of idiocracy — saying, “Did we, then, have any power
of decision [in this matter]?” Say, “Indeed, all power of [ulti-
mate] decision does rest with Allah;” [but as for them], they
are trying to conceal within themselves that [failing of com-
mitment] which they would not reveal to you, [o Prophet,
by] saying, “If we had any power of decision, we would not
have left so many dead [individuals] behind.” Say [to them],
“even if you had remained in [the apparent security of] your
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homes, those [of you] whose death had been ordained would
indeed have gone forth to the places where they were destined
to lie down.” And [all this befell you] so that Allah might put
to a test all that you cloak in your bosoms, and render your
innermost hearts pure of all dross, for Allah is aware of what
is in the hearts [of men].

• (3:155) Behold, as for those who abandoned [their military
duties] on the day when the two armies met in battle, Satan
caused them to slip only by means of something they [them-
selves] had done. But now Allah has forgiven them; verily,
Allah is much-Forgiving, Forbearing.

• (3:156) o you who are securely committed to Allah! Be not
like those who reject Allah [and His power in man’s military
affairs] and say of their brethren [who die] after they set out
on a journey to faraway places or go forth to war, “Had they
but remained with us, they would not have died,” or “They
would not have been killed;” for Allah will cause such
thoughts to become a source of bitter regret in their hearts,
since it is Allah who grants life and deals death. And Allah
watches all that you do.

• (3:157) And if indeed you are killed or die in Allah’s cause,
then surely forgiveness from Allah and His mercy are better
than all that one could hoard [in this world];

• (3:158) For, indeed, if you die or are killed, it will surely be
to Allah that you shall be gathered (Œl ‘Imrœn:149–158).

Muslims today need to take the time to make the connection
between what Allah (Â) is telling them in these œyœt and the
real-world situation. It should be clear by now that there is in this
world a bloc of people defined by Allah’s (Â) words al-ladhøna
œman¥ (the committed and covenant-carrying Muslims), and there
is another bloc of people defined by Allah’s (Â) words al-ladhøna
kafar¥ (rulers and others who defy Allah (Â) and deny His power
presence in human affairs). If we do not step back and identify
these Qur’anic descriptions with real people in the real world, and
draw real conclusions from this identification, then we have failed
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to take Allah’s (Â) words into our lives and the reality in which
we are living. 

The success of the Muhammadi generation of dedicated Mus-
lims was that they were able to relate the Qur’anic words to their
real lives, in practical terms, and thus act on the basis of a clear
understanding of who al-ladhøna œman¥ were and who al-ladhøna
kafar¥ were. It was these two blocs of people who met at u˙ud,
with the consequences discussed above. And when the military
encounter was over, the relationship between both sides did not
change. After u˙ud, the kœfirs were still the kœfirs they had been
before u˙ud. And these kœfirs were determined to continue their
war against the covenant-bearing Muslims in other ways to disman-
tle their scriptural attachment with Allah (Â). one way they used
to subvert the Islamic camp was to gain the “confidence” of as
many Muslims as they could. But before some Muslims fell into this
trap, Allah (Â) was there to rescue them with His words of cau-
tion, “If you give way to the kœfirs they will inflict a defeat on
you and you will end up the losers… No, but Allah is your Supe-
rior and authoritative ally and He is the utmost supporter.”

Psy-ops and Battlefield entanglements Go Together
The implications of the war at u˙ud were as valuable as its experi-
ence was painful. The experience of a genuine military setback pro-
vided the Muslims with essential lessons they could not otherwise
have learned. Beyond that, the realization or impression that the
Muslims were defeatable prompted the kœfirs to entreat the pliable
Muslims into their sphere of influence. Had the Muslims achieved
another outright victory at u˙ud, to go with their success at Badr,
there would not have been many among the Muslims willing to lis-
ten to the blandishments of the kœfirs. But the apparent defeat of
the Muslims at u˙ud encouraged the kœfirs to use psychology
against the back-slipping Muslims in the aftermath of u˙ud. It is
this dynamic that Allah (Â) is diagnosing in this sequence of œyœt.
These œyœt are laden with meanings that force us to understand the
nature of the difference between ømœn and kufr.
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o you who are steadfastly committed! If you stop
resisting the deniers of Allah, they will repel you into
a retreating mode, and then you will be the unsuccess-
ful people. Rather, Allah is your Supreme Superior
and He is the Incomparable Supporter (3:149–150).

This œya∆ has to be put in context. It was revealed by Allah (Â)
in response to the efforts of the struggling Muslims at u˙ud. When
word spread that the Muslims, who had gone to u˙ud to do battle
with the mushriks from Makkah, had been defeated, the kœfirs, the
yah¥d, and the munœfiqs all felt a common satisfaction at the set-
back suffered by the bruised, scarred, and bloodied Muslims. for
these anti-Islamic types, this was the ideal time to demoralize and
deflate the Muslims as much as is possible. The triangulation of
interests between the kœfirs, yah¥d, and munœfiqs uncovered for
them an open opportunity to drive a wedge between Muhammad
(r) as a military commander and the rest of the rank-and-file Mus-
lims. They thought this would be the best time to drive home the
point to the common Muslim that religion should be all about
“spirituality” and “personal” affairs, and that when you take religion
to the war front, this is what happens. Besides which, the Muslims
should not have messed with the mushriks of Makkah; they are an
awesome power and their revenge is vehement, resulting in a
bloody military encounter that really was not suitable for men of
God! for these cunning enemies of Islam, the defeat of the Muslims
at u˙ud was not enough; they sought to maximize its impact by
their poisonous propaganda. 

They knew then — as our enemies know now — that the
best time to penetrate the Muslim psychology is when the Mus-
lims are in “low spirits,” such as immediately after the end of the
unsuccessful campaign at u˙ud. Any leadership is most vulnera-
ble when it does not win a war. These enemies of the Muslims
wanted to use the debacle at u˙ud to undermine Muhammad’s
(r) leadership, if not discredit it altogether. And due to the clout
these three factions of people had in the Arabian peninsula, the
word went around: the Muslims should learn a lesson from u˙ud;
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they should not over-stretch themselves and take on well-estab-
lished powers such as the Makkan aristocracy. Muslims now
should think of a way to disengage themselves from the military
course. And if they are prudent enough, they should reach an
accommodation with the mushriks who were victorious at u˙ud.
It was easy to play on the emotions of the bereaved relatives of the
Muslim shahøds at u˙ud; it was also well-timed to ignite an emo-
tional resentment among the Muslims because of the ill conse-
quences at u˙ud. And this, they hoped, would eat away at the
Islamic power structure in Madinah, as well as raise doubts about
Islam as a scriptural ideology.

It is precisely in the context of this socio-psychological
dynamic that the above œyœt were revealed. That is exactly why
Allah (Â) cautions the Muslims who are struggling to fulfill their
divine commitment not to soften their approach with their kœfir
enemies. Allah (Â) says in plain-spoken words that if the Muslims
accede to these kœfirs, they are doomed to failure. They will gain
nothing and they will win nothing. They will not even hold on to
what they have; in fact, they will begin to slide into kufr itself. The
fact of life is, as pronounced here in this Book of truth and as
demonstrated in the experiences of history, that once the Muslims
are committed to Allah (Â), there is no compromise with the
kœfirs. It is a long and intense struggle. And once someone — a
“Muslim leader” — steps out of line and thinks it is possible to
reach a modus operandi with kufr, then it is downhill for the rest of
the Muslims who will eventually find themselves in a system of kufr
instead of in Allah’s (Â) døn.

These ideas were around even then, when Allah’s prophet
(r) himself was there, leading and guiding the new Muslim com-
munity. And imagine what Muslim leaders may be thinking now,
1,400 years detached from the prophet’s (r) example. They think
they can “normalize” their relations with the kœfirs while at the
same time claim they are the “defenders of the faith.” And all this
is happening in front of Muslims’ eyes while they routinely and
unthinkingly read these words from Allah (Â). No one seems to
understand the nature of this struggle between those who accept
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and carry divine responsibilities, and those who care only for their
worldly interests; between the upward-moving Muslims and the
downward-pulling kœfirs. We cannot move in both directions at the
same time unless we want to rip ourselves apart. 

It is clearly stated in these œyœt that the Muslims either fight
and defend their relationship with Allah (Â), and so prosper, or
negotiate and diminish their status before the kœfirs in the heat of
war, and end up losing both the distinction they have in this world
and the prestige awaiting them in the coming world. How can a
Muslim who respects himself be willing to trade what Allah (Â)
has given him for the sugarcoated poison that is offered by
shay†œn, as represented by the historical and contemporary tri-
umvirate of the kœfirs, the yah¥d, and the munœfiqs. This trio uses
toxic weapons to kill Muslims on the battlefield and toxic words
to mislead them in their living rooms. Is it possible for there to be
Muslims who are willing to stand up to deadly weapons during
times of war, but who are not willing to stand up to the deadly
words coming from the exact same sources in the aftermath of
these fierce wars? Muslims in positions of leadership in these war-
filled times are failing to live up to the example the prophet (r)
bequeathed them from that epic battle at u˙ud. How can our offi-
cial Muslims be moving into intimate and confident relations with
the kœfirs of today when a war of destiny is taking shape between
the descendants of Allah’s prophet (r), and the descendants of
Allah’s (Â) enemies from u˙ud?

for those who may regard this argument to be too abstract,
consider for a moment how the kœfirs feel when they think that
Muslims committed to self-determination are being routed on the
multiple fronts of engagement in what they call their “war against
terror.” Here is a taste of some of the things they say among them-
selves about the state of their war on Muslims. They say that often
the most dangerous time of a war is not at the moment of certain
battle, but during the long periods of uncertainty in between major
fighting. Currently, the Muslims are at precisely such a moment.
The Taliban have been overturned — their leaders killed, arrested
or scattered — but Afghanistan remains ungoverned and danger-
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ous. The Iraqi people remain restive, although most recognize that
the us is something they have to learn to live with for the foresee-
able future. Iran simmers over a nuclear flame, while the afterglow
of the heroic us victory in Iraq fades as the dreary, but deadly, Iraqi
municipal management quietly filters through the news. over-
arching these events, the war on al-Qaeda continues, the events of
which are known to the public largely by episodic governmental
releases of secret information. provision for homeland defense has
become the almost exclusive possession of bureaucrats, experts, and
the occasional interested congressman, senator, or journalist. of
course, Middle East peace remains elusive.278

The public understands better than the pundits and politi-
cians the nature of this war on terrorism. Iraq, Afghanistan, 
al-Qaeda, homeland security, the Middle East peace effort, the
democracy project for the Middle East, and Iran — it is all related
to an adversary that is never going away. The American public is in
this for the long haul. They will not turn on the president for stick-
ing it out in Iraq, Afghanistan, or anywhere else that makes sense.
They understand this is a war to the death — either the terrorists
and their hosts, or ours. If these deaths are seen to be necessary for
victory, many deaths will be honored by the public. If they are seen
as meaningless errors, even one would be seen as too many. The
continuing deaths of American and British soldiers in Iraq should
not be rhetorically minimized, but sanctified.

These ideas come from al-ladhøna kafar¥, and nothing else
should be expected from them; but how do masjid-going Muslim
officials justify their cozy relationship with these kœfirs, in which
the kœfirs occupy commanding positions over the rulers of Muslim
countries who simply take their marching orders? Today this supe-
rior-inferior relationship is most pronounced in Afghanistan and
Iraq, followed very closely by saudi Arabia and Egypt; by the time
these words are read, there may well have developed other flagrant
violations of the meanings of these œyœt. The sweet-sounding words
coming from the propaganda mouthpieces of these kœfirs conceal
their diehard animosity toward Islamic self-determination; in much
of their talk, the word Islam is not used at all, even though it is
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clearly the main object of their enmity and military operations. In
such a climate, Muslims are well advised to understand Allah (Â)
when He says, “o you who are firmly committed! If you ease up
to the deniers of Allah [and His power] they will countermand
your [military gains] and then you will wind up losing.”

The contemporary enemies of Islam have access to all the
rumor mills and propaganda channels against Muslims who are in
an emerging state of war against aggression and occupation. And
when the Muslims themselves are detached from this Qur’anic
anchor, they become vulnerable to the schismatic propaganda and
corrosive rumors that are meant to force the Muslims to surrender
or at least to lose interest in prosecuting the war until its conclusive
end. This has happened hundreds of times throughout the palestin-
ian national liberation struggle against Zionism, whether it was
during the Battle of Karœma∆ in Jordan (1968), during the early
years of the palestinian struggle, or during Israel’s long and varied
incursions, attacks, and offensives against the palestinians in
lebanon.279 The difference is that in those days the palestinians
were not anchored into the Qur’an and so did not have the psycho-
logical strength that is needed in times of war, when rumors and
propaganda can be as lethal as bullets and bombs.

And on this note, there is a contingent of Muslims who have
turned a blind eye to the Qur’anic endowment and the prophet’s
(r) experience. They behave as if there is no rich history that
defines who the mushriks, the kœfirs, and the munœfiqs are. They
want to begin from scratch, so to speak. They make believe that the
world is as forgiving and forgetting as they are. And they, in this day
and time, are outspoken about normalizing relations with the
proven enemies of Allah (Â), His prophet (r), and the sacrificing
Muslims. This contingent of Muslims has its members in Arabia,
persia, Anatolia, the Indian subcontinent, and beyond.280

Muslims who internalize the meanings of these œyœt under-
stand that petro-dollars and riyals have corrupted the saudi ruling
family beyond redemption, even as the average citizens of Arabia
and the many non-saudis, who work there in near-slave condi-
tions, are slipping down the social and economic ladder. There is a
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geometrical congruity of sorts between the flow of blood in pales-
tine and the flow of champagne in Arabia. The palestinians bleed
because of the absence of an Islamic military and the saudis glut-
tonize because of the absence of an Islamic psychology. While the
palestinians shed tears because of their bloody plight, the saudi
officials shed tears of self-indulgent laughter. And this is supposed
to be one ummah! When Muslims do not heed the œya∆, “No, but
Allah alone is your Supreme Sustainer, and He is the Best Sup-
porter,” they give license to a government of kufr in the united
states to say it wants to have democracy in Iraq. How about
democracy in their own ally, saudi Arabia, to begin with? or are
the officials of kufr scared that if they were to agitate for a popular
and representative government in their closest “Muslim” ally,
osama bin laden would defeat any member of the saudi royal fam-
ily by a landslide? 281

The words of this Qur’an are not a joke. Allah (Â) is our
superior and He is the best one to support us. If we choose another
course, if we ignore Allah (Â), and if we want others to support us
besides Allah (Â), then we are asking for trouble. And that is why
we are where we are today: differences and divisions beyond meas-
ure at the level of ordinary Muslims, and regimes that prefer to play
God, rather than obeying Him, at the level of our elites.

Terrorism Is the Battle Cry of the oppressed
The Qur’an presses on with its lessons,

We will cast terror into the hearts of those who deny
Allah [and His power] in return for ascribing authority
and divinity, side by side with Allah, to other beings —
[something] for which He has never bestowed any war-
rant from on high; and their destination is the Fire —
and how evil that domicile is for oppressors! (3:151).

Terror is a fact of life when it comes to guilty politicians and diplo-
mats, financiers, and money-lenders who have knowledge of their
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instruments of absolutism and oppression. In this œya∆, Allah (Â)
says He will instill terror into the hearts of kœfirs. He says this while
the Muslims were militarily engaged in the warfare of u˙ud. This
is clear confirmation of Allah’s (Â) direct involvement in the
struggle of the combatant Muslims. When the Muslims at u˙ud
were concerned about their failure to score a decisive victory
against the kœfirs, Allah (Â) assured them He had accomplished a
decisive psychological victory “We will cast terror into the hearts
of the kœfirs…” Terror, contrary to the convenient arguments of
politicians today, is not a new phenomenon. It did not begin with
palestinians hijacking Israeli aircraft or bombing Israeli cities. Ter-
ror is what is felt in the hearts of guilt-ridden officials in executive
positions who send military forces against innocent people in their
homes, fields, and lands, in pursuit of their own selfish agendas.
Terrorism is the reply of the weak and downtrodden to actions
taken by power-manic governments, irreproachable and unim-
peachable chief executives, or capital and profit-centered interest
groups who use manipulations, threats, and systematic violence for
their self-serving political purposes. 

The low-level terrorism that has become a media obsession
and is used to justify the escalation of violence by those in power is
in fact a response to the mega-terrorism that passes without com-
ment, despite the massive suffering it inflicts on the world’s weakest
people. Acts of systematic and organized state violence have includ-
ed the use of nuclear bombs in Japan; the military occupations by
industrial nation-states of resource-rich countries in such regions as
Africa, Asia, and latin America; and the Western intelligence serv-
ices’ assassinations of popular resistance leaders wherever they may
emerge. such political terrorism holds billions of people hostage to
the interests of the capitalist elite, determined to secure even more
profits at any expense. All state-sponsored terrorism is launched
from countries that are dominated by financial interests and is tar-
geted at the rights of others who are less powerful and less aggressive.
The least acknowledged fact is that the greatest violence is aimed at
the committed Muslims who alone have the potential to liberate
mankind from the clutches of these “national” interests. 
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Mega-violence has been used increasingly in recent years by
militarily powerful governments seeking to gain economic and
political control of the less economically and socially developed
parts of the world. organized and coordinated international vio-
lence has also been used by such governments as the us, the uK,
and Israel to maintain their positions of power, which they feel are
threatened by peoples’ awareness, conscience, and desire for liber-
ation. The united states government has been the last recourse to
the most demeaning use of military force for the purposes stated
above. And in so doing, the united states government has inher-
ited the position and role of Makkah’s mushriks and kœfirs. And if it
chooses to fight against freedom-loving Muslims and people in Asia
and Africa who want self-determination, it will incur the meanings
of this œya∆, “We will cast terror into the hearts of the kœfirs…”
This terror has nothing to do with so-called weapons of mass
destruction (WMDs). Muslims, especially committed Muslims, do
not have weapons of mass destruction and do not need them. What
Muslims do have, however, is their determination to be on Allah’s
(Â) side in seeking a just solution to problems of war and aggres-
sion in which they find themselves located. 

Muslims must read this œya∆ very slowly and carefully, “We
will cast terror into the hearts of the kœfirs.” And we must
understand that this commitment of Allah (Â) to the cause of
the Muslims engaged in struggle with the kœfirs comes in the con-
text of the Battle of u˙ud, the details and dynamics of which
inform us of the nature of this divine commitment and explain to
us how Allah (Â) is on our side. The first condition for Allah’s
(Â) intervention on the side of His subjects against their ene-
mies is that these Muslims must have no ties of allegiance with
kœfirs. The second condition for Allah’s (Â) engagement in the
battle is that the fighting and faithful Muslims proclaim Allah
(Â) as their superior and supporter. When these two prerogatives
become established facts in the internal thoughts and external
actions of the Muslim warriors, Allah (Â) becomes party to the
battle, and in doing so He “casts terror into the hearts” of those
who deny Him. 
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But Muslims cannot expect Allah (Â) to support them if
they are shuttling between kœfir and mushrik leaders around the
world in order to secure their support. These kœfirs and mushriks are
Allah’s (Â) enemies; how can the Muslims expect to be favored by
both Allah (Â) and His enemies? let us put this œya∆ in its real
historical and prophetic context,

o you who are committed to Allah! If you obey
[active] kœfirs, they will thwart your progress, causing
you to suffer losses. Rather it is Allah who is your
Superior and He is the Best of benefactors. We will
instill terror into the hearts of the active deniers [of
Allah] because they have set up multiple [higher] alle-
giances without any divine basis; their haven is the
Fire, and what a refuge for outlaws (3:149–151). 

These œyœt were a response to the munœfiqs who said to the
struggling and sacrificing Muslims of u˙ud when defeat was in the
air, “Go back to your brethren [the mushriks] and rehabilitate your-
selves into their døn [common practice and social convention].” 282

When it appeared that the Battle of u˙ud had been lost, such
“advice” came from unexpected quarters. some people told these
Muslims literally bleeding around the prophet (r), “If only you
would seek the advice and guidance of the politically wise yah¥d
and Naßœrå. listen to them! you did not really understand what
they had to say to you… on second thought, there may be wisdom
in their warnings about Muhammad and his companions — if he
was truly a prophet he would not have encountered such a fiasco
and debacle [at u˙ud]. In hindsight, it now appears that Muham-
mad is just like everyone else: one day he wins, another day he
loses!” 283 Hence the œya∆, “o you who are bonded to Allah by
commitment! If you as much as yield to active kœfirs they will foil
your military advances and you will suffer losses.”

Another human element at work here is the subject of the
œya∆ “We will thrust terror into the hearts of those actively
opposed to Allah…” presented to us here in the Qur’an, this is the
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real position taken by Ab¥ sufyœn and the mushriks who had left
u˙ud feeling they had disappointed the ambitions and expecta-
tions of the Muslims around the prophet (r). on their way back to
Makkah, these mushriks decided they had made a mistake in not
finishing the Muslims off altogether and forever. They said to
themselves, “We really did not do the right thing. We killed many
of those [Muslims] but then we let many of them get away. let us
go back and finish them off.” But after deciding to do that, they lost
their nerve, felt terror in their hearts, and dropped the idea of
returning to do battle with the Muslims again. Instead they contin-
ued on their way back to Makkah. 

It should now be absolutely clear that those who are actively
opposed to Allah (Â) — the kœfirs in this œya∆ — include the Ara-
bian mushriks, the ideological and political stalwarts of yah¥d and
Naßœrå, and the “Muslim” munœfiqs, all of whom found common
purpose in depriving the covenant-bearing Muslims of power and a
state, and all of whom would soon be shocked and disappointed by
the Muslim response to this apparent setback at u˙ud.

If there are any Muslims engaged in the contemporary Islamic
struggle against Western hegemonic imperialism, and are looking
for relevant œyœt to engage their minds on this challenge, these œyœt
should be among them. In this intensifying struggle for Islamic self-
determination, the experience of u˙ud presents the rest of the
Muslims with a clear warning of the danger posed by the kœfirs, who
are always wary of and determined to prevent Islamic self-determi-
nation. There cannot be any Islamic self-determination as long as
there are rulers in majority Muslim countries, from hereditary kings
to gunshot generals, who take their orders from active kœfirs, and
not from the living lord. And if Muslims ask how they got to
where they are today, why they have become the untermenschen of
the human race, one of the simple answers is that they are no
longer the subjects of Allah (Â) — they have willingly become
the slaves of man. The lesson for Muslims is clear: if you cede and
concede to those who deny Allah’s (Â) power and those who
repudiate the scripture His Messenger (r) came with — such as
Ab¥ sufyœn back then and the royal saudi siblings nowadays, or
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‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy and his soul brothers today, who are Muslim
in name but loyal agents of the kœfirs at the same time — then you
will revert to kufr, however faithfully you may previously have car-
ried out your Islamic responsibilities.

We Muslims are expected to take on the responsibility for
establishing Islam in this world, as the following œya∆ indicates,

Allah has promised those of you, who are committed to
Him and thereby do what is right, that, of a certainty,
He will cause them to accede to power on earth, even
as He caused [some of] those who lived before them to
accede to it; and that, of a certainty, He will build up
and fortify their døn [Islamic civilization and culture]
which He has been pleased to bestow on them; and
that, of a certainty, He will cause their foregone state
of fear to be replaced by a sense of security. [Seeing
that] they conform and comply to me [alone], not
demoting me to [just another among] multiple loyalties
and allegiances. But all who, after [understanding]
this, choose to deny the truth [of my power] — it is
they, they who are truly broken into pieces [by sepa-
rating from the covenant] (24:55).

But how can the general Muslim public be reminded of such
œyœt when their reprobate rulers — monarchs and generals alike —
refuse to listen to the meanings of these œyœt? The typical “head of
state” in a Muslim country is all too happy with the pious public
and private recitation of these œyœt so long as their context and
deeper meanings are lost on the vast majority of people. It is this
context that must be communicated to the Muslim public if the
message of this living Document is to gain its rightful place in their
lives. We should not forget that in the war atmosphere of S¥ra∆ 
al-Anfœl it is Allah (Â) who tells us, “Be advised that Allah is
your authoritative superior — [and] how excellent is this
Authoritative Superior, and how excellent this Presenter of Sup-
port” (8:40). Allah (Â) has also established that dispositions of
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self-respect and high personal worth, as well as satisfaction with
God-induced achievements, belong to His prophet (r) and to the
covenant-holding Muslims, “And to Allah belongs al-‘izza∆
[majesty, self-sufficiency, and self-confidence] and to His mes-
senger and to the committed muslims” (63:8).

It is not in the nature of things to apply this majesty to those
who will oppose Allah (Â), even to the extent of combat, as is the
case in this jœhilø (ignocratic) world. It has become a perverse norm
that kœfirs routinely occupy the most influential positions in the
world, while those who are supposed to be committed Muslims,
composed of almost one-third of the human population, are little
more than a passive herd. If the Muslims had the God-given
impulse to break away from false, ineffectual powers and adhere
instead to the one True power, they would not be where they are
today. our hope must be placed in that new breed of Muslims on
the rise, and not on the old, war-weary generation on its way out. 

Have they then never journeyed about the earth and
beheld what happened in the end to those [God-
deniers] who lived before their time? Allah destroyed
them utterly: and the like thereof awaits all who deny
the truth [of Allah’s power]. This is because Allah is
the Authoritative Superior of all who commit to Him,
whereas they who deny Him have no one to authorita-
tively supervise them (47:10–11).

In the modern world, terrorism has been defined by those who
exercise the greatest influence on the direction and shape of public
attitudes. The generally Euro-American recipients of terror employ
their definition of it — coupled with all the historical distortions
and ideological considerations that are part of the social engineer-
ing process — to their own advantage. A fairly typical dictionary
definition of terrorism reads,

…the use or threatened use of violence for a political
purpose to create a state of fear which will aid in extort-
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ing, coercing, intimidating, or causing individuals and
groups to alter their behavior.284

other general features can be added to this definition: a “terrorist
group” does not need a defined territorial base or specific organiza-
tional structure. Its goals need not relate to any one country. It does
not require, nor necessarily seeks a popular basis or support. Its
operations, organization, and movements are secret. Its activities
do not conform to the rules of law or warfare. Its targets are civil-
ians, non-combatants, bystanders, or symbolic persons and places.
Its victims generally have no role in either causing or correcting the
grievance of terrorists. Its methods are hostage-taking, aircraft pira-
cy or sabotage, assassination, threats, hoaxes, and indiscriminate
bombings or shootings. Terrorism is international when the vic-
tims, the actors, the location of a terrorist incident, or the means
used to carry out the act involve more than one country. 

The trans-global bosses, for whom such definitions are con-
cocted, do not wish to give terrorism its root definition. They are
concerned with symptomatic terrorism — terrorism of the retail
variety. Had they the courage to turn the mirror on themselves they
would realize that their’s is an endemic form of organized, structural,
and systemic terrorism that comes back to haunt them when their
weak and powerless victims turn their meager resources to address-
ing localized injustice. The results include all the associated psy-
chobabble that characterizes refined media presentations of how
awful and bloody suicide terrorism can be, while the genocidal
strategies and war plans of the powerful are terrible but reasonable,
bloody but warranted — anything indeed but terrorism per se.285

The key strategy they are using today is to link Islamic self-
determination with terrorism. Just as the assertion at u˙ud, that
Muhammad (r) was killed, to try to dishearten the Muslims then,
the word being circulated today is that Islamic self-determination
and jihad for that purpose have become “terrorism.” This is obvi-
ously intended to give Islam and Muslims a bad name because they
are the one historical adversary of kufr that has successfully beaten
it back, and have all the potential to repeat earlier successes. 
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The experiences gained by the powers of kufr throughout a
long history of opposing God has now been distilled to near “per-
fection” in the sophisticated and multifaceted strategy executed by
worldwide media and pseudo-intellectual academia to conflate
Islam and terrorism as indistinguishable, synonymous, and cross-
functional. No one in his right mind equivocally states that Islam
is terrorism per se. That would be an act of intellectual suicide. so
they have to go about the task in a roundabout manner. 

These polished spin doctors ask: is the war on terrorism (that
is, Islam) really about terrorism? And they in their oblique and
diversionary manner answer: yes and no. They tell everyone —
Muslims who are supposed to know better by virtue of this holy
Writ, and ordinary people who do not know anything about their
conniving politicians, much less about the integrity and honesty of
committed Muslims — that terrorism is really not an -ism, it is a
weapon. Thus, one of the goals of these freedom-lovers should be
the abolition of that weapon, just as they claim to be busy abolish-
ing biological or nuclear weapons, especially when these weapons
belong to Muslims. At the same time, they do not lose one night’s
sleep knowing that Zionist Israel has more of this deadly stuff than
all the Muslims in the world combined. 

The kufrologists expend much time and material explaining to
the world that terrorism (read Islam) violates one of the oldest laws
of war — the prohibition on intentionally targeting noncombat-
ants. As long ago as the Middle Ages, such slaughter was considered
barbaric and dishonorable, they constantly reiterate. However, this
high-sounding rhetoric has always fallen silent when it comes to the
us military and the subject of atomic weapons dropped on the civil-
ian Japanese populations of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.286 In this cen-
tury, the opinion-manufacturers in the world of virtual kufr say that
for pragmatic reasons, they should not retreat from the view that
indiscriminate killing of innocents is unconscionable. If “terrorism”
(Islam) is rewarded, given legitimacy or even just excused, the
inevitable result will be more terrorism (Islam). If, on the other
hand, everyone understands that terrorism delegitimizes those who
use it — as well as their cause — and if terrorists are consistently
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fought and consistently defeated, terrorism will eventually come to
be seen as a dead end, and its use will fade.287

These theoreticians of kufr ask: is the war on terrorism World
War IV? That is the name given to this conflict by one Eliot A.
Cohen and former director of the united states Central Intelli-
gence Agency James Woolsey.288 What they intend to suggest is
that the war is as much of an existential threat to the usA as were
World Wars I and II and the Cold War, which the same individuals
characterize as World War III.289 

Experienced Muslims should be reminded of these œyœt every
time the issue of “terrorism” comes up and is used as a weapon in
the arsenal of propaganda aimed at sacrificing Muslims whose
unforgiveable “crime” is to seek self-determination. A “terrorist” is
not a pitiably demilitarized Muslim whose homeland has been
stolen away, whose dwelling has been demolished, whose life
opportunities have been denied, and who then straps himself with
explosives to strike a blow against the perpetrators of this injustice;
rather, terrorism is the force and impact of the lethal policies enact-
ed daily by those criminals who push buttons from their high offices
in Tel Aviv and Washington. Notice that the victims of such high
crimes and misdemeanors — such as the palestinians and Kash-
miris, for example — are never described as being “terrorized,” even
though they are exposed, vulnerable, and defenseless. They face
their deadly enemies with valor, high spirits, and endurance; while
their enemies — equipped with all the latest weapons of destruc-
tion and death, and protected by every kind of armor — are inse-
cure, claustrophobic, and terrified. 

The parallels with the situation of the early Muslims fighting
at u˙ud are striking. The hearts of their Makkan antagonists were
filled with terror and fear because they were militarily attacking
principled and scrupulous Muslims; and the same terror will strike
the Israelis and their Zionist supporters as long as they place the
Muslims within range of their artillery barrages and forays. 

The most important prerequisite for this to happen, however,
is to understand not only that committed Muslims cannot be
underlings and subordinates of the kœfirs, but also that they must
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renounce any agreement that places an Islamic society within the
political and ideological sphere of influence of the powers of kufr.
This lesson has been taught to the Muslims time and again through
these timeless œyœt as they shed light on the events of the søra∆, yet
some Muslims simply refuse to acknowledge them. The kœfirs —
and there are real kœfirs in the world — are implacably and
unremittingly hostile to all Muslims who honor Allah’s (Â)
covenant. They miss no opportunity to mislead the hard-working
Muslims. By the force of these œyœt and generations of pain and
ostracism resulting from marginalizing the Qur’an, the Muslims
simply cannot afford any longer to fall into the sophisticated traps
laid for them.

These œyœt shine. The experiences of the Muslims during the
early confrontations between practical Islam and bullheaded kufr,
when the prophet (r) took them to new heights, are self-explana-
tory and distinct. But despite that there are still compromising
Muslims who have an affinity and a penchant for kufr and its power
structures. In our day and time, the “royals” of Arabia unabashedly
proclaim their proud attachment to the establishment of kufr in the
usA. Before 9/11, the relationship was discreet, although it was an
open secret. But since then the affair has gone public. A year after
9/11, the saudi embassy in Washington published an open letter
from Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al-saud, then the crown prince of
saudi Arabia, as a full-page advertisement in the Washington Post
(which must have cost about $75,000). such is its revelatory impor-
tance, about how the rulers of Islam’s birthplace have thrown the
Qur’an to the wind and instead kowtow to the kœfirs, that portions
of it are worth quoting,

Dear Mr. president:

on the eve of the first anniversary of the terrorist attacks
against the American people, I take the opportunity to
renew to you and the families of the victims and indeed
the entire American nation, the sincere condolences
and sympathy of the saudi people and myself.
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…The target of the terrorists who engineered this
crime was humanity at large. They hoped that this out-
rageous act would incite and ignite bloody strife among
different faiths and civilizations. But their evil was
turned against them, for all humanity united to fight ter-
rorism, and wise voices from all corners of the world
arose to echo your declaration that terrorism has no reli-
gion or nationality; that it is pure evil, condemned and
abhorred by all religions and cultures.

…They also aimed at causing considerable harm to
the historic and strong relationship between the Amer-
ican people and the people of saudi Arabia. I would
like to make it clear that true Muslims all over the
world will never allow a minority of deviant extremists
to speak in the name of Islam and distort its spirit of
tolerance. your friends in the Kingdom of saudi Arabia
denounced and condemned the september 11 attacks
as strongly as did the American people. We, like you,
are convinced that nothing can ever justify the shed-
ding of innocent blood or the taking of lives and the
terrorizing of people, regardless of whatever cause or
motive. 

…The Kingdom of saudi Arabia continues to stand
solidly against terrorism. We shall act, independently as
well as collectively, with the us-led coalition to wage a
fierce and merciless war against the terrorists in order to
eradicate this deadly disease that threatens all societies.

In conclusion, I would like to say to you, my dear friend,
that God Almighty, in His wisdom, tests the faithful by
allowing such calamities to happen…

sincerely,
Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al-saud
Crown prince, Deputy prime Minister,

and Commander of the National Guard 290
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This is a direct statement of what the “custodians of the Óara-
mayn” say to al-ladhøna kafar¥. It is telling indeed to read such
statements in light of what Allah (Â) is saying so vividly, “o
you who are committed [to Allah]! If you defer to al-ladhøna
kafar¥ they will set you back and you will sustain losses.
Rather, Allah  alone is your Superior Authority, and His is the
best support” (3:149–150).

If these rulers, imposed on Makkah and Madinah, were going
by the Book they would not be idolizing the establishmentarians
of kufr such as president Bush or any in his circle of officials.291

some may retort, “oh, but these are just words; in reality the
saudi seniors are supportive of the Islamic movement…” But a
shift in focus from the pages of the Washington Post to realities on
the ground in Arabia unmasks the American-sponsored saudi sys-
tem as one that is waging war on Muslims who take Islam beyond
rhetoric and are trying, albeit with obvious mistakes here and
there, to make it a social reality. Within the first two years of its
American-inspired war against Muslims of self-determination after
9/11, saudi Arabia had interrogated more than 2,000 individuals,
made more than 300 “terror-related” arrests, and in just one month
referred 90 “terror suspects” to the courts to stand trial. Many of
the arrests of major activists around the world were made possible
because of saudi assistance. And in february 2003, CIA director
George Tenet stated, “The saudis are providing increasingly
important support to our counterterrorism efforts — from arrests
to sharing debriefing results.” 292

since 9/11, saudi Arabia has conducted a thorough review of
its charitable organizations and made a number of specific changes.
It set up a financial Intelligence unit, linking its central bank with
other banks in the kingdom to track suspected transactions. A
High Commission for oversight of charities was established, and
charities are now subject to regular mandatory audits. Any of their
activities that extend beyond the country’s borders must now be
coordinated with the foreign Ministry. saudi Arabia has been a
member of the international financial Action Task force (fATf)
for quite some time. It was one of the first members to complete
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two fATf self-assessment programs, one regarding 40 fATf recom-
mendations on the prevention of money laundering and the other
regarding eight specific recommendations on financing organiza-
tions contributing to the global Islamic movement (something
referred to in official circles as “terrorist financing”).293

senior American officials have publicly and consistently
praised saudi Arabia for its positive contributions to the war
against terrorism. president George W. Bush has said, “As far as the
saudi Arabians go… they’ve been nothing but cooperative.”294

Given this clear evidence of the relationship between the
main power of kufr in the world today and the Muslim rulers of the
heartlands of Islam, there can no longer be any excuse for lazy-
minded Muslims to pretend there are no political and military
institutions in the world that deny Allah (Â), His prophet (r),
and the committed Muslims their place of respect, honor, and dig-
nity. The much-heralded “war against terrorism” is political double-
speak, a noxious term that hides an insidious war against Islamic
self-determination. And the royal saudi government is on the
devil’s side.295 There is nothing whatsoever in saudi policies and
strategies that would affirm the œya∆, “But, rather, Allah alone is
your Authoritative Superior, and He is the best Supporter.”

let there be no doubt that “terrorism” is not a fiction. It is a
substantial part of the conflict between Muslims committed to
Islam and self-determination, and kœfirs who are hell-bent on
denying Muslims their God-given rights pertaining to Islamic
socio-economic integration and political consolidation. There is a
sizeable difference between a war prosecuted by a central Islamic
authority in Madinah led by ras¥l-Allah (r), and the current war
against Islamic self-determination in which Muslims are reeling
from the absence of any central Islamic authority. In the former,
even though the early Muslims suffered an indecisive military
encounter at u˙ud, they in the process exposed the munœfiqs
(dual-loyalists). In the latter, however, a class of dual-loyalists,
who pay lip service to the Islamic cause, are making all their finan-
cial and military resources available to the kœfirs, to be used in the
war against Islam. 
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With the Islamic state led by a sincere Islamic leadership,
the munœfiqs around the prophet (r) after u˙ud were exposed
like terrified mice. But now, without an Islamic leadership, those
same dual-loyalist cowards have become the “custodians of the
Óaramayn,” whose “legitimacy,” lives, and survival depend on
their kœfir superiors.

When will the war on terror be won? No one knows for cer-
tain, as terror has its media definition as well as its intelligence def-
inition. It is a stigma carried by the oppressed and a “badge of
honor” carried by the twilight forces working behind the scenes
away from public scrutiny or accountability. This whole psychology
has been foisted upon Muslims committed to self-determination in
order to dissuade them from their natural and God-given right to
fight for their independence, freedom, and way of life. The partisan
media owned by the world of kufr, which seeks to tar the Muslims
with such outrageous acts of bloodshed, should be expected in a war
as brutal psychologically as it is physically. But we, the Muslims of
Qur’anic experience, should not let them get away with their
shenanigans and trickery. 

Now more than any other time, we must remember what
Anas ibn al-Na∂r said when the enemies’ propaganda at u˙ud
made its rounds and disheartened some of the Muslim fighters,
“What are you going to do with life after Muhammad (r)? Take a
stand and die for what he (r) died for.” 296

Commitment Quality Dwells between life and Death
The conflict at u˙ud began with things going well for the Muslims,
as the mushriks were being roundly eliminated. sensing their rout,
they began to withdraw, leaving behind valuables and war materiel.
Their flag was struck down and one of their women had to come
and raise it. on the Muslim side the fighters began to lose their grip
on victory when they showed a failure of spirit: they ran after the
loot, abandoning their positions. This caused dissension among the
Muslim rank and file. About these developments the words of
Allah (Â) encapsulate facts,
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And, in truth, Allah made good His promise to you,
when by His mandate you were about to destroy your
assailants — until the moment when you went wrong
and acted contrary to the [Prophet’s] command, and
disobeyed [Him] after He had brought you within view
of that [victory] which you were anticipating. Some of
you want worldly gains and some of you want other-
worldly gains; whereupon in order that He might put
you to a test, He prevented you from defeating your
attackers. But now He has effaced your sin: for Allah
is limitless in His bounty to those who are committed
to Him [and His demonstration of power]. 

[Remember the time] when you fled, paying no heed
to anyone, while at your rear the Apostle was calling out
to you; wherefore He requited you with woe in return
for [the Apostle’s] woe, so that you should not grieve
[merely] over what had escaped you, nor over what had
befallen you: for Allah is aware of all that you do. 

Then, after this debacle, He sent down upon you a
sense of security, a slumber of rest which engulfed
some of you, whereas others, who cared mainly for
themselves, entertained wrong thoughts about Allah
— thoughts of the age of idiocracy — saying, “Did we,
then, have any power of decision [in this matter]?”
Say, “For certain, all power of decision does rest with
Allah,” [but as for them], they are trying to conceal
within themselves that [failing of commitment] which
they would not reveal to you, [o Prophet, by] saying,
“If we had any power of decision, we would not have
left so many dead behind.” 

Say [to them], “even if you had remained in your
homes, those [of you] whose death had been ordained
would indeed have gone forth to the places where they
were destined to lie down.” And [all this befell you] so
that Allah might put to a test all that you hold inside
of you, and render your innermost hearts pure of all
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dross — for Allah is aware of what is in the hearts [of
men] (3:152–154).

Immediately after Allah’s prophet (r) returned to Madinah,
in the aftermath of the inconclusive military engagement at u˙ud,
some his companions began to ask, “How could such a thing hap-
pen? Is it possible that we the Muslims can be less than triumphant
in a war with the mushriks and kœfirs? Did not Allah (Â) promise
us victory and a successful end to our wars?” This human reaction
invited a scriptural response from Allah (Â), “And, indeed, Allah
made good His promise to you… there were among you those
who wanted this world [and its war-booty],” in reference to the
archers who deserted their assigned tactical positions when they
saw they could go down and collect some spoils of war from the
fleeing mushriks.297

During the exchange of fire at u˙ud the Muslims experienced
the human feeling of fear. When this fear entered into the ranks of
the valiant Muslims they were overtaken by a sense of slumber —
a dormant or quiescent state. some of the Muslims stated the way
they felt, saying, “If we had any power of decision we would not
have suffered so many fatalities.” This feeling, expressed by Muslims
at war with the mushriks, was mitigated by an engulfing state of
serenity, relieving them of their fear, “He sent down upon you a
sense of freedom from anxiety or fear — a type of rest… for
Allah is aware of all your inner feelings and thoughts.”

There were real, committed Muslims, in a bloody war with
scores of fatalities, saying to Allah’s prophet (r), “If we had any
power of decision, we would not have sustained so many casualties.”
Expressing the same in 20th-century idiom, this would roughly
sound like, “If it were up to us we would not have left our homes
and ‘turf’ in Madinah and come all the way to u˙ud only to wind
up being cut down on the battlefield. We were reluctant to leave;
in a way, we were impelled to leave Madinah for u˙ud; it was not
our choice.” In reply to this mood among the Muslim troops Allah
(Â) taught them, and us by extension, “even if you remained in
your homes, those [of you] whose death had been decreed would
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indeed have proceeded to the locales where they were destined to
lie down.” This means that those who were destined to die met the
condition of that inevitable death by going to the venue of that
established death. If death is so inevitable at a predetermined time,
sitting at home is not going to deter that fated time from arriving.
Allah’s (Â) fiat pertaining to death is unavoidable; our staying at
home is not going to deter or delay inevitable death. 

The details of u˙ud show that Allah (Â) was forthcoming
and the militarily responsible Muslims were making tremendous
headway during the first part of the battle. Allah’s (Â) power
became the Muslims’ power when they were serving Him strictly
and sincerely. The mushriks were being cut down and thrown out by
the advancing Muslim forces. And so Allah (Â) made good on His
word to offer the Muslims military success and the winning edge in
the war. But then something happened: some Muslims betrayed
concern for the material world to the exclusion of Allah (Â) and
obedience to His Messenger (r). Instead of fighting as one solid
army, some of the troops broke rank and wanted to seize some
worldly benefits. This meant the Muslims were no longer capable
of implementing properly the orders their leader had given them.
The archers were at the critical fault line that opened up into a fis-
sure exploitable by the foe. These Muslim archers developed con-
flicting attitudes; some of them said, “Why are we still in our
positions when the mushriks are in retreat and seem to have been
defeated?” others said, “But we should not leave our positions
because if we do we would be disobeying the prophet (r), and we
will never do that.”298 There were a few who honored their word
and fulfilled the prophet’s (r) order; among them was ‘Abdullœh
ibn Jubayr. But these few were not enough; with the desertion of
the others from their posts the damage was done. Victory slipped
away and frustration replaced it. 

To look at it from another angle: when the Muslims were unit-
ed around the prophet (r), fighting selflessly, they were on their
way to success. But when the Muslims differed and disagreed, then
Allah’s (Â) victory, which is contingent upon obedience and
steadfastness, was deferred. It should be noted that the demonstra-
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tion of Allah’s (Â) comradeship is expressed most clearly in times
of war and conflict. Muslims must draw lessons from this; they must
realize that Allah (Â) is true to them and will grant victory as long
as they are with Him and are attached to Him at times when life
and death hang in the balance. 

for those who are wondering why Muslims should be unfo-
cused or scattered, the answer comes from Allah (Â), “Some of
you desire this world.” In this context it means that some Muslims
are more concerned with the spoils of war, the public trough, and
the perks of winning. It is illustrative to note here that ‘Abdullœh
ibn Mas‘¥d said, “We never realized that any companions of Allah’s
prophet (r) would be so inclined toward worldly contentment
until the day of u˙ud. They turned out to be those who gave up
their positions on the mount and ran for the plunder.”299

This gives pause for thought to those in scholarly circles and
their extensions all the way to the common man in the street, who
are under the impression that all the people around the prophet
(r) were faultless or perfect. That is not the case, as this incident
clearly shows. 

As is to be expected, the Qur’an does not slight those who
merit the highest rank of valor and virtue — the unwavering Mus-
lims who stood their ground, fought beside Allah’s prophet (r),
and were focused on the life to come, “…likewise, among you
there were those who desired the œkhira∆ [the life to come].” A
few of the archers also did not disobey the prophet’s (r) instruc-
tions; they remained undeterred in their fighting positions with
their commander, ‘Abdullœh ibn Jubayr. When these archers were
abandoned by the other archers who rushed for the spoils, Khœlid
ibn al-Walød and ‘Ikrima∆ ibn Abø Jahl, who were not Muslims at
that time, noticed the opportunity and attacked, killing Ibn Jubayr
and the Muslims who remained with him. The whole Islamic effort
caved in because the dunyœ-seekers gave in to their desire for mate-
rial things, running after the items of earthly value.

It turned out that after the Muslims got onto a winning streak
they diverted themselves onto a losing track. In a strictly military
sense this was no victory; but in a disciplinary and social sense it
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separated the committed from the less than committed. It demon-
strated the quality of these combatants around the prophet (r).
And when all was said and done Allah (Â) even forgave the bit of
insubordinate human nature that failed in those men who brought
about this reversal of fortune. Their evident noncompliance led to
the disaster experienced by all, but when they showed remorse for
their wayward behavior, Allah (Â) was quick to forgive their fail-
ure. Allah (Â) did not punish them for the serious mistake that
cost many lives and even exposed Allah’s prophet (r) to danger of
death. That is because they acknowledged their error and asked
Allah (Â) for pardon; and He responded in a way that helped
them learn from their mistake. 

Allah (Â) then caused the mushriks to turn away from the
Muslims in the heat of the battle as the Muslims themselves were
running up Mount u˙ud for cover and a better position from which
to defend themselves. The Muslims were in fact in a real conun-
drum: they experienced the fear of being vanquished, the frustra-
tion of being trounced, and the horror of being wiped out. This left
Allah’s Messenger (r) exposed, endangered, and unprotected.
from his dauntless courage, Muhammad (r) at this particularly dif-
ficult moment called on the fleeing Muslims to come back and
fight with gallantry and valor, saying to them, “Come to me, subjects
of Allah. Dependents of Allah! Come to me. I am Allah’s Ras¥l. Who-
ever takes the initiative and goes on the offensive has secured paradise.”
Ibn ‘Abbœs and others related that the prophet (r) called, “O sub-
ordinates of Allah, come back!”300 He was calling them from the
other end of their line of desertion; that is the meaning of “…while
at your rear the Apostle was calling out to you.”

undoubtedly, this sequence of events helped evaluate the mil-
itary worth of men who all agreed to fight the mushriks when they
met to discuss the war plan. first, it was the munœfiqs in the hun-
dreds who withdrew from the whole affair and returned to Madi-
nah. Then it was the marksmen who abandoned their positions
when they thought the mushriks had been routed. These two “fil-
ters” served the purpose of measuring and assessing the types of peo-
ple who claimed “Islamic citizenship” but could not keep company
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with Allah’s prophet (r) when they had to face life-and-death
choices. When it came to the worst moments of u˙ud, Muhammad
(r) had only 12 men with him. remarking upon this, the Qur’an’s
words are, “…wherefore He repaid you with misery resulting
from affliction in return for [the Apostle’s] affliction.”

All of this may have been an exercise to build us up through
our flaws, faults, and failings so that we will never repeat such
behavior again. The Muslims also ended up building a tolerance for
being denied the spoils of war when they were intent on getting
them. some were killed, others were injured, but that made the les-
son even worthier. It is this level of commitment through action
and sacrifice that will raise our status, facilitate our future diligence,
and bring our actions to fruition. 

After all that, Allah (Â) responded to the frightened Muslims
by engulfing them in an air of security and an aura of serenity. They
were armed, equipped, and at full attention as military personnel are
expected to be, yet in the presence of Allah’s (Â) engaged power
they felt somnolent and tranquil. This may have been a very brief
recuperating period after which they regained their resolve and
redoubled their efforts. There is something here that has to be stud-
ied and analyzed in military history and combat clashes. It would be
impossible for armies and militias that do not have Allah (Â) on
their side to even think about what is being discussed here. Military
doctrines that do not include Allah’s (Â) power presence — the
core around which ømœn and kufr are polarized — cannot understand
anything in this instance. But Muslims who are committed to Allah
(Â) all the way to the war front should concentrate on this dynam-
ic, which no one known to this author factors into war plans and
fighting strategies. This nu‘œs (sleepiness and drowsiness) is also
mentioned in S¥ra∆ al-Anfœl, also within the context of military
clashes, “[Remember how it was] when He caused yawning and
the wink of sleep to enfold you, as an assurance from Him”
(8:11). Ab¥ ǎl˙a∆ said that he was one of those who was over-
whelmed with slumber, and that it caused his sword to fall from his
hand a few times. It would fall and he would pick it up; it would fall
again and he would pick it up again.301
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This trance would affect a portion of the Islamic armed forces,
anywhere from one to many. In the composition of the army at
u˙ud it may have been some from the Muhœjir¥n and some from
the Anßœr. In any case it was certainly those who were so disci-
plined and so determined as to fight obediently to the finish; they
were certain that Allah (Â) was with His prophet (r) and hence
He was also with them.

Munœfiqs Are outed When muslims Go to War
In any Muslim armed force there are also soldiers who suffer from
the fear of being killed, and lack the confidence that comes from a
conscience steeped in Allah (Â). The prophet (r) himself may not
have inspired enough confidence in them. such types were around
Allah’s prophet (r); they were in the first line of ßalœ∆ in his masjid,
and they were also conscripts in the Islamic armed forces. There
were also the likes of ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy and Mu‘attib ibn
Qushayr. The serious problem with recorded Islamic history here is
that, try as one might, there is a brick wall in pinpointing the exact
names of those who in their hundreds were the crowd of munœfiqs in
Madinah. These were not the types who would be brought into the
tranquillity of reassurance by a nap or light sleep; they could have
cared less for the leadership of Muhammad (r) or the centrality and
rightness of Islam. They entertained baseless jœhilø thoughts about
Allah (Â) — their type always will. They are the ones who said, “If
Muhammad were truly a prophet the kœfirs would never have been
able to do what they did at u˙ud.”302

There was another category of human beings who went up to
Muhammad (r), asking him, “Are we to share [a purported] victory
and triumph?”303 Inside of their own selves they figured all of this
warring and fighting has no basis to begin with; so what victory is
there to go round? They had miscalculated: the result of a prophet’s
mission is calculated less by the end of one battle than by the end
of the war. 

Allah (Â) answers them, saying in effect that everything in
the theater of life happens in accordance and fulfillment of Allah’s
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(Â) natural and post-natural laws. Many of these natural laws can
be identified by man’s experiments and discoveries; but some of
them, such as social laws, are to be detected or deduced from expe-
rience. Victory appears in the end-calculations of these natural and
social factors. Allah (Â) is the origin of these palpable and less-
than-palpable laws. And if He says that He guarantees the victory
of those who are committed to Him, then He will deliver and fulfill
His word. With these elements in mind Allah (Â) says, “[For]
Allah has thus ordained: I shall most certainly prevail, I and my
Apostles!” (58:21); and “Verily, our hosts — they indeed —
would [in the end] be victorious” (37:173).

These dual-loyalists hold a grudge against the Muslims of self-
determination. overtly they ask what appears to be an innocent
question, “Do we have any power of decision?” But beneath this
query is a pool of God-denial, misrepresentation, and hypocrisy. The
prophet (r) was telling them, “Verily, all power of decision rests
with Allah.” But within themselves to themselves they were saying,
“Here is Muhammad claiming that all decision-making is Allah’s
with input from His dependents; they say they shall be militarily
victorious, they will not be discomfited and conquered. see how
many Muslims have been killed at u˙ud… There has to be a corre-
lation between prophethood and triumph… so if Muhammad  is
really a prophet he would not have been defeated at u˙ud.”304 They
could not come to terms with the convergence of laws that define
victory as a divine outcome coming from Allah (Â) while defeat is
the result of Muslims’ violating Allah’s (Â) laws and commands.

Allah (Â) answers these munœfiqs by saying that a person’s
lifetime is a divine calculation and that triumph comes from Allah
(Â). Whosoever is projected and fated to die fighting will die
fighting; and that same person would die at that same moment at
the end of his lifetime in a mode other than fighting if that were
how Allah (Â) had prearranged for him to die. 

The reason the Muslims were disappointed at u˙ud was to
show them who is who amongst them; without a military encounter,
bloodshed, and the life-and-death experience, it may well have been
impossible to sort out the quality of Muslims around the prophet
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(r). u˙ud was a necessity in the way it unfolded. Nothing could
bring out the deep-seated feelings, the innermost thoughts, and the
elusive doubts in the minds of the individuals around Allah’s
prophet (r) like a battle, disagreement, and hostilities. 

Those Muslims who abandoned the prophet (r) even before
they arrived at the war front exposed themselves as out-and-out
dual-loyalists. yet even among those exhibiting enough determina-
tion to go on to u˙ud and fight, there was a class of people who felt
menaced and put at risk because of their ineluctable attachment to
the material world. one thing led to another; in effect they desert-
ed Allah’s prophet (r) when they abandoned their assigned posi-
tions; this led to the suspension of victory and the terrible losses the
Muslims had to endure. 

unlike the dual-loyalists, who withdrew from the Muslim
army on the way to u˙ud and who became a fifth column inside
Madinah, these warriors at u˙ud who were tempted away from
their positions were forgiven, “But now Allah has amnestied
them: truly, Allah is forgiving…” They will not be held to
account for this in the world to come, although they had to learn a
painful lesson in this world. This also gave them hope to carry on
with their future responsibilities. It is through such events that men
are tested and evaluated. u˙ud was a testing-ground as well as a
battleground. The lesson was traumatic but it was not futile.

Human nature thousands of years ago is still human nature
today and will continue to be human nature until the end of time.
sometimes human beings tend to regard victory as some type of
superior skill that comes naturally with being a committed Mus-
lim. This leads to the assumption that victory should come auto-
matically as long as people state their affirmation of Allah (Â)
and His prophet (r). They think they do not have to work, strug-
gle, or sacrifice to gain victory as long as they are “Muslims.” They
can “show up” for a war and from there on victory can be taken for
granted. yet the fact of the matter is that committed Muslims, just
like other human beings, have to work, strive, struggle, and be
exposed to risk in order to attain victory. Victory is neither effort-
less nor cheap. once Muslims have carried their military burden
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to their human limits they can hope for Allah (Â) to be with
them, but not before.

Allah (Â) will fulfill His word and promise as long as the
Muslims fight in a principled and disciplined manner, whatever the
nature of the war around them is. This warfare does not permit
cowardice, helplessness, division, feuds, or worldly priorities. At
u˙ud, Allah (Â) was engaged in the battle as long as the combat-
ant Muslims were fighting in the manner approved by Him.
Throughout the opening clashes of u˙ud, the Muslims felt confi-
dent of their victory over their enemies. The mushrik flag-bearer
was killed, along with seven others. yet this did the Muslims little
good when their archers disobeyed orders. These deserters’ psycho-
logical attachment to material gain led to mayhem among the
other Muslim combatants, while the mushriks regrouped and
charged again. The whole scenario was an almost complete betrayal
of Allah’s prophet (r) in the middle of the battle. 

What might have seemed like “crazy” when those archers left
their positions turned out to be a violation of “fighting for Allah
(Â).” And what began as a sure victory turned out to be a military
setback. Allah (Â) zeroes in on this critical development by say-
ing, “In order to test you, Allah prevented you from defeating
your foes…” The disobedience of the Muslims was used to teach
them a lesson.

What saved the blameworthy Muslims was that they were not
deliberately confrontational and defiant in their disobedience: they
did not leave their positions in a manner that takes issue with
Allah (Â). They left simply because their “instinctive” selves,
which wanted the loot, overwhelmed their disciplinary selves that
should have kept them fixed in their positions. probably it was for
this reason that Allah (Â) pardoned them. Had they tried to
rationalize their disobedience they would have received a more
severe chastisement from Allah (Â). Committed Muslims who are
quick to refer to Allah (Â) in good faith and without malice will
find Allah (Â) to be lenient and forthcoming. 

of course it was not acceptable for the Muslims to run away
from the battle when their commander was steadfast and resolute in
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his fight against the mushriks. The prophet (r) even called on them
to return and fight on; when they did not come back Allah (Â)
penalized them by the sense of wretchedness that engulfed them.
But for the Muslims who made a partial comeback, a sense of sleepi-
ness overcame them; as sleep recharges the body, so this sleepiness
recharged the Muslim army. This all happened to dedicated Muslims
who were neither munœfiqs nor of malicious, rebellious intent.

once again it took a war to shed light on those who are dual
and multiple loyalists. They were the ones who thought that the
tide of events would justify their mutinous behavior, saying, “Had
we the power of decision we would not have been killed at this
place.” Even in the way they express themselves they shield their
true identities, “…we would not have been killed…” as if they
actually belonged to the Muslim fighting force. Allah (Â)
responded by saying, “In fact, all decision-making belongs to
Allah.” Allah (Â) grants and withholds victory in accordance
with His will. lifetimes and lifespans are a predetermined length of
time decreed by Allah (Â). Everyone who dies does so because
their precalculated time on earth is over. The triggering mechanism
for the act of dying may be the result of a shrapnel wound at the
war front or the result of a heart attack in the bedroom or garden. 

In the end after the battle of u˙ud was over, the Muslims were
of two opinions,

1. one group held that, after taking all the battle’s developments
into consideration and after looking at all that happened, they
had lost their victory because of their own shortcomings and
failings. They were conscious of the fact that Allah (Â)
promises and delivers victory. And because of the discrepancy
between what Allah (Â) had promised them and what they
themselves were guilty of, they asked Allah (Â) for forgive-
ness and He forgave them.

2. the other group was influenced by fear and terror. Nothing
else meant anything to them — it was all dread and panic.
They were not able to have confidence in Allah’s (Â) prom-
ise; nor were they convinced of the prophet’s (r) leadership
and authority.
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There is a deep meaning embedded in the details of u˙ud.
The Muslims at the battlefield had been deserted by the out-and-
out dual-loyalists (munœfiqs). It was the above-average Muslims
who were left to face a materially superior mushrik army from
Makkah. When the two sides engaged, the Muslims had to fight
their psychological selves, by suppressing their materialistic or
satanic desires, and they had to fight their social selves, by carrying
arms against their relatives and compatriots. It was proven through
this fighting on two fronts that combatant Muslims are very vulner-
able when they do poorly on their psychological front. That is why,
when they caved in to their internal desire to grab the material
spoils of war, their “previous” selves — the society from which they
were extracted into the new horizons of Islam — caused them to
fight a defensive war.

The prophet’s (r) generation during the prophet’s (r) time
betrayed their divergent priorities. some of them wanted to get
their share of the spoils and others wanted to remain fixed in the
positions assigned to them by Allah’s prophet (r). As arrows were
flying, swords were flashing, and blood was flowing, they argued
among themselves about what to do: hurry to claim the spoils, or
hold position, keeping guard against a vicious enemy who seems to
be defeated, but is not going away. When these two trends became
divergent military behaviors, the unity of the Muslim army was
shattered. The objective was no longer one objective. And all of
this happened when the Muslims were winning! When the Mus-
lims fight, they fight for Allah (Â) — fø sabølillœh; but what hap-
pened at u˙ud was not fø sabølillœh. When there is a cleavage in the
internal Muslim psychology, which is expected to be altogether
bound to Allah (Â), at that moment Muslims will always lose their
edge against their enemy because Allah (Â) will no longer be nec-
essarily part of that military encounter on the side of the committed
Muslims; and the worldly odds will take over. 

The lesson here is that committed Muslims should always be
conscious of the fact that when they go to war they are going for
Allah (Â); that when they are physically fighting they are doing
so while Allah (Â) is on their side; and that when they keep their
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unity and unanimity they honor their effort by securing Allah (Â)
on their side. Drifting away from this is tantamount to breaking
away from Allah (Â). And at u˙ud it was not Allah’s prophet (r)
who broke away from Allah (Â), but only most of the archers; and
yet that seemingly minor dereliction was responsible for outright
victory slipping away from the Muslims.

And because all of this happened to a Muslim armed force,
today’s Muslims are expected to apply its meanings to their armed
forces with diligence and attention. Most of the armies in Muslim
countries today do not have military manuals that teach Muslim
fighting forces these precious lessons. 

Were all the munœfiqs the ones who deserted the Muslim
army on the way to u˙ud? Think again. Within the army there
was a group that was described in Allah’s (Â) words, “others,
who cared mainly for themselves, entertained wrong thoughts
about Allah — thoughts belonging to the time of jœhiløya∆ —
saying, ‘Did we, then, have any power of decision [in this mat-
ter]?’” Instead of humbly allowing Allah (Â) to permeate their
minds and sink into their hearts, so that whatever they would do
is conditioned by a consciousness of Allah (Â), they went out
there on the battlefield with a view to running the whole affair
according to their desires. They came out looking confused and
then figured they had been forced into battle. They had no say
about where they were and what they were doing. And then they
had the nerve to ask why they, of all people, were exposed to this
misfortune when the tide of war was turning against the prophet
(r) and everyone who was with him, including themselves. They
reckoned they were paying a disproportionate price for virtually no
benefit or profitable return. 

These are the types of ideas that go through minds that do not
know Allah (Â). people who know Allah (Â) better would not
have been analyzing the battle in this manner. As for this group of
munœfiqs within the Muslim ranks, their conclusion was that Allah
(Â) had turned them into “sitting ducks.” These may have been
the band that wanted to go back to Madinah with Ibn ubayy but
were so confused and unsettled that they followed the prophet (r)
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to u˙ud. They said they believed in Allah’s prophet (r); but when
he made a decision of this magnitude, even though he had consult-
ed his companions, they reversed course, saying the decision was
not theirs. If the prophet (r) was theirs, how can his decision not
be theirs? But this is what happens when people want to superim-
pose their prejudices and preconceptions on events. These types
could not even wait until the mental dust settled so that they could
see the whole picture. This affair and this decision about u˙ud was
done via sh¥rå and was executed by the prophet (r) in the compa-
ny of Allah (Â) and the Muslim public. Everything here was
transparent; these whiners and malcontents had no basis for
expressing their disagreement with the war when the Muslims
seemed to be losing because of their failure to obey and cooperate.

And this is only scratching the surface. The inner psycholog-
ical reality of these mischief-makers is flagged by Allah’s (Â)
words, “…they are trying to conceal within themselves that
[aversion to divine commitment] which they would not disclose
to you.” Deep inside their own selves is a world of smoke and mir-
rors, a life that bends facts to suit its own self-interest, and a knack
for rationalization that shows no respect for Allah (Â) and His
Messenger. They want the rest of the people to feel that they are
the victims of the prophet’s (r) mismanagement and incompe-
tence; according to them, had they been calling the shots, u˙ud
would not have been a fiasco. They claimed that if they had been
in command there would not have been so many casualties; they
could have saved some lives. It is very hard to explain to these
types of people the fact that we humans are dying from the time
we are born. sometimes that lifetime is short and at other times it
is long, but the death-date of each human being has been deter-
mined by Allah (Â). This issue of “saving lives” on the battlefield
comes from a psychology and a mentality that has not been fash-
ioned by the ˙ikma∆ that comes from Allah (Â) and His prophet
(r). To this mentality Allah (Â) says, “So that Allah may verify
all that you harbor in your bosoms, and render your innermost
hearts pure of all dross; for Allah is aware of what is in the
hearts [of men].”
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This œya∆ means that Allah (Â) is privy to the sub-Islamic
locus of attitudes and intentions that run contrary to Islamic behav-
ior, Islamic leadership, and Islamic autonomy. If these dual-loyalists
had their way they would never be put in a position that would
expose their perfidy and deceit. And that is exactly what the trouble-
some turn of events at u˙ud did: it displayed these munœfiqs’ inclina-
tion to treason, their latent faithlessness, and their hidden disloyalty.
There is nothing else in life that can bring out the true character and
identity of a dual-loyalist better than for him to go all the way to the
war zone, where events will prove his worth and mettle, “…For
Allah is aware of what is in the bosoms [of men].” Allah (Â) is
keenly aware of their treacherous and insidious nature — and they
demonstrate their true selves when the instruments of death take
their course. once they disobeyed they began to run away because
they could not keep company with Allah’s prophet (r) any longer.
In this way they distanced themselves from Allah’s prophet (r) and
when they did that they inadvertently invited satan to lead them, 

Behold, as for those who abandoned [their military
duties] on the day when the two armies met in battle,
Satan caused them to stumble only by means of some-
thing they [themselves] had done. But now Allah has
pardoned them… (3:155).

Fear of Death Is Not an excuse for Shirking military Duty

o you who are firmly committed to Allah! Be not like
those who reject Allah [and His power manifestation]
and say of their brethren [who die] after they set out
on a journey to faraway places or go forth to war, “Had
they but remained with us, they would not have died,”
or “they would not have been killed;” for Allah will
cause such thoughts to become a source of bitter regret
in their hearts, since it is Allah who grants life and
deals death. And Allah sees all that you do. 
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And if indeed you are killed or die in Allah’s cause,
then surely forgiveness from Allah and His grace are
better than all that one could amass [in this world]: for,
indeed, if you die or are killed, it will surely be to Allah
that you shall be gathered together (3:156–158).

Internal thoughts that are planted by satan are as destructive
as social propaganda that comes from the same source but is rein-
forced and pedaled by dual-loyalists. There is a convergence of
concepts between enemy propaganda and dual-loyalist disinfor-
mation that is spread for the purpose of obscuring Allah’s (Â)
power and authority in human societies. Both these mindsets con-
verge on the hearsay that fallen warriors, martyrs, and travellers
would not have died had they not ventured into such acts. Allah
(Â) here is instructing His committed dependents not to utter
such nonsense.

If someone dies while on a journey or while fighting, then
they do so because their allotted time has ended. It is not the injury
incurred while fighting or unforeseen disaster while on a journey
that causes death, although death may have its “partial explana-
tion” in precipitating triggers such as a “bullet wound,” “internal
hemorrhaging,” “falling off a cliff,” “hypothermia,” etc. The exter-
nal and internal psychological warfare against the committed Mus-
lims is geared to deter them from military service by pointing to the
“cause of death” but not pointing to the expiration of life. These
enemies would say something like, “Had these fallen soldiers
remained at home they would not have died,” or “Had they stayed
with us they still would have been alive.” No one has ever lived past
his allotted span simply by staying at home or keeping company
with double-tongued and two-faced munœfiqs. such obfuscations
come from reactionary and apologetic opponents of the committed
Muslims. This type of statement betrays an ignorance of Islam and
a deviation away from complying with the Will of Allah(Â) and
committing to His cause. Any Muslim knows that the initiation of
life and the culmination of death are divine matters. No human
being has a personal input into the origination of a life or into its
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direct termination, “And no living being can die save by Allah’s
leave, at a term preordained” (3:145).

Materialistic, worldly modes of thought are unable to accept
this reality. They have fashioned their thoughts in a way that makes
“birth” and “death” somewhat arbitrary and to some extent coinci-
dental. This is what happens to our precious God-given minds when
we choose not to think about and focus on the meticulous presence
of Allah (Â) with every living being, which should logically and
naturally culminate in Allah’s (Â) power presence at the level of
human endeavor and social construction. Allah (Â) says that He
initiates life and He deals death. That duration, endurance, and
continuance in time is controlled utterly and directly by Allah (Â)
alone; no human can affect this formula of life in any way.

In this larger picture, dying for the cause of Allah (Â) or just
passing on becomes an instrument by which we human beings can
gain Allah’s (Â) mercy and forgiveness. pursuing this becomes
better than anything else available to man in this world. Nothing
can vaguely match the reward of passing on to Allah (Â) willingly.
What is there in this life that can substitute for heaven and para-
dise, for bliss and exaltation?

These words of the blind leading the blind could have been
uttered by the munœfiqs who defected from the Islamic army on the
way to u˙ud. They also echoed the ideas and sentiments of the
mushriks who were in Madinah at that time and who were not yet
Muslims. It was easy for them in the hard times that followed u˙ud
to make a fuss about those who were killed at u˙ud. The issue of
war casualties is a sensitive one in any society. All families who lose
someone in war will be susceptible to misguidance and sophistry.
This could potentially erode the camaraderie and brotherhood
characteristic of an Islamic society. The issue is so sensitive that
Allah (Â) had to reveal these soothing words to put the issue to
rest before it became a destructive one. 

“If they [the war casualties] were with us they would not
have died nor would they have been killed.” This statement by
the mushriks and dual-loyalists is both a perversion and an indoc-
trination. Anyone who repeats and believes such an idea places
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himself at odds with the way committed Muslims understand this
matter. The ups and downs of life are operated and governed by
sunan (social laws that work according to Allah’s (Â) will). An
experienced and thinking Muslim knows and is familiar with
Allah’s (Â) will; he knows that whatever happens to him happens
by this Will of Allah (Â). Nothing can come about without the
involvement of Allah (Â). so, in this instance, when a Muslim
army sets out after observing all the instructions revealed by Allah
(Â), and it conscientiously discharges all its obligations, then
whatever may happen after that is going to happen simply the way
Allah (Â) wants it to happen. Man can do his utmost to satisfy
the conditions, terms, morals, values, legality, and strategy extract-
ed from the Qur’an and sunnah. And after that the results are
what Allah (Â) decides they should be. This reliance upon Allah
(Â) leaves no room for “if only I had done that” or “it would have
been better to do it another way” or “I wish we knew about that
then” or the like.

Muslims should never be like the kœfirs, who feel the world has
come to an end when one of their’s dies while traveling or fighting,

o you who are committed to Allah! Do not be like
those who reject Allah [and His power presence] and
who say of their brethren after they set out on a jour-
ney to remote places or are on military missions, “Had
they but remained with us, they would not have died,”
or, “they would not have been killed” (3:156). 

These types are not short of words: they will talk and talk. They
may not know it, but committed Muslims can identify them imme-
diately. And such people turn their psychology against their own
selves, “…for Allah will cause such thoughts to become a source
of bitter regret in their hearts.” This happens to all peoples who
are “hung up” on apparent causes and fail to see Allah’s (Â) hand
and will at work. This psychology of “regretting death” can turn
into many pathetic and pathological problems for the societies in
which these people live. They cannot take Allah’s (Â) will with
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comfort and confidence and abide by His words, “…we are Allah’s
and to Him will we return” (2:156). over and over again Allah
(Â) in His book reminds us humans that it is He who grants life
and deals death. Allah (Â) sets life into motion and brings it to an
end; it does not matter where a person is or what he is doing at that
fateful time. 

Although the events of u˙ud illustrate these meanings, they
are also relevant to the nature of human life and human society
everywhere, on all occasions. True, at times of war the issue of
death is more pronounced, more tangible, and more immediate, but
death is an everyday affair, a part of life. It is always happening, and
yet it is almost the least discussed subject around — especially
when worldly people are predominant in society. 

Death is not everything; it is not the end of anything. When
someone dies or is killed, that person’s existence does not end. This
earthly life is not the best thing that Allah (Â) gives a human. In
the sight of Allah (Â) there is a merit that far exceeds the biolog-
ical survival of a human being; as He says,

And if you are killed or die in Allah’s cause, then sure-
ly forgiveness from Allah and His grace are better than
all that one could amass [in this world]; for, indeed, if
you die or are killed, it will surely be to Allah that you
shall be assembled (3:157–158). 

This makes dying for Allah (Â) better than life itself, provided
that death meets the standards, qualifications, and conditions of
striving for the sake of Allah (Â). Nothing can match this “vio-
lent” or “non-violent” death, defending, promoting, and enhancing
the cause of Allah (Â) — absolutely nothing. No money or for-
tune, no status or esteem, and no power or influence can come
close to the reward of expiring while standing up for Allah (Â).
The compensation for passing on to Allah (Â) in such a manner
is Allah’s (Â) acquittal and absolution. These privileges in the life
to come are beyond anything anyone can gain in this material
world and existence.
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Every human being is approaching his final moment on earth;
whatever the immediate cause of death, we are all reverting to our
Creator and Maker. from the moment of conception each of us is
on the road to death. realistically speaking, only an unbalanced or
demented person will spend all of his life without preparing for the
transition into eternal life. The fact that defies all the knowledge
and experience of the material world is that we are all going to be
brought back and gathered together in the presence of Allah (Â). 

so even if there are mounting fatalities at the war front, and
even if the Muslims are routinely dying while on a course to Allah
(Â), there is nothing to worry about: they have gone on to a better
place. Muslims are required to demonstrate their character when it
comes to life-and-death issues. Muslims have a particular and
unmatched responsibility. Their relationship with Allah (Â) is
privileged and unique. He will take care of them as long as they live
up to their responsibilities and duties. Muslims cannot afford to
have a worldly psychology seep into their fighting ranks, nor into
their family units. It is essential to display an authentic and genuine
affinity with death. Death is nothing to be scared of — especially
when man knows he is on a journey to Allah (Â). 

It is terribly wrong for a Muslim or for an Islamic public to
think or say that if someone had not fought he would still have
been alive. The kœfirs and mushriks do express such ideas and com-
ments, but not the Muslims. Jihad (struggle) and qitœl (warfare) will
cost the Islamic military fatalities and injuries, but life is better for
those who die and life is better for those who survive. In both
instances, for all the Muslims and for all humanity, life becomes
better. Deterrence from jihad will never improve the quality of
Muslims’ lives. Not everyone who goes to war will fall: the readi-
ness is all that is expected. Whoever dies and how is decided by
Allah (Â), well and efficiently: the Muslims’ part is to honor their
word with Him.
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Sh¥rå Is Not “Islamic” Democracy

• (3:159) And it was by Allah’s grace that you [o Prophet]
dealt gently with your adherents, for if you had been harsh
and hard of heart, they would indeed have broken away from
you. Pardon them, then, and pray that they be forgiven. And
take counsel with them in all matters of public concern;
then, when you have decided upon a course of action, place
your trust in Allah, for, of certainty, Allah loves those who
place their trust in Him. 

• (3:160) If Allah supports you, none can ever overcome
you; but if He should forsake you, who could support you
thenceforth? In Allah, then, let the committed muslims place
their trust. 

• (3:161) And it is not conceivable that a prophet should de-
ceive [in military affairs or in anything else], since he who
deceives shall be faced with his deceit on the Day of Resur-
rection, when every human being shall be repaid in full for
whatever he has done, and none shall be wronged [by any
injustice]. 

• (3:162) Is then he who strives after Allah’s goodly accept-
ance like the one who has earned Allah’s condemnation and
whose target is Hell? And how vile a journey’s end! 

• (3:163) They are on [entirely] different levels in the sight
of Allah; for Allah sees all that they do. 

• (3:164) Indeed, Allah bestowed a favor upon the committed
muslims when He raised up in their midst an apostle from
among themselves, to convey His messages to them, and to
cause them to grow in purity, and to impart unto them the
divine Writ as well as wisdom — whereas before that they
were indeed, most obviously, lost in error.

• (3:165) And do you, now that a disaster has befallen you
after you had inflicted twice as much [on your foes], ask
yourselves, “How did this happen?” Say, “It has happened
because of your own selves.” Verily, Allah has the power to
will anything.
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• (3:166) And all that befell you on the day when the two
hosts met in battle happened by Allah’s leave, so that He
would mark out [for you] those who were securely commit-
ted [to Allah],

• (3:167) And so that [He] would mark out those who were
tainted with dual allegiances and, when they were told,
“Come, fight in Allah’s cause” or “Defend yourselves,” they
answered, “If we had known [that it would come to a] fight,
we would have indeed followed you.” They were closer to
denying Allah, on that day, than they were to affirming Him,
uttering with their mouths something which was not in their
hearts, the while Allah knew full well what they were trying
to hide,

• (3:168) They who, holding themselves back [from fighting,
later] said of their [fallen] brethren, “Had they but paid heed
to us, they would not have been killed.” Say, “Then avert
death from yourselves, if what you say is true!” (Œl
‘Imrœn:159–168)

In times of war nerves flare up, people are tense, and war operations
can be enough to drive a person insane. Notice that Allah (Â)
cautioned the Muslim foot soldier not to be deceived by what the
hypocritical dual-loyalists were promoting. Before that, He said He
had pardoned the developing, but as yet still immature Muslim sol-
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diers, some of whom were still instinctively materialistic. And as
Allah’s (Â) living words were pointing to the divergent inclina-
tions of the Islamic military personnel, “…some of you desire the
[material] world and some of you desire the afterlife,” the stress
and pressure of the conditions on the ground were more than an
average human being could cope with. But these œyœt paint a calm
and accommodating picture of the commander-in-chief, the high-
est ranking and the supreme leader of the Muslims: ras¥l-Allah
(r). Despite the unsettling situation, he was a tranquil and friendly
administrator. With all of these failing and “not up-to-the-mark”
human beings around, Allah’s prophet (r) was gentle, good-
natured, and tactful. He would address the Muslim troops in an
affectionate, brotherly tone. Beyond that he wanted them to be
involved in making their own decisions and building their own
future. He showed how capable he was by being a transparent and
honest leader. What else could one expect from the one who is
described in the Qur’an as “…a mercy to all mankind?” Allah’s
(Â) words reiterate, “…for, behold, you [o muhammad] keep
indeed to a sublime way of life” (68:4).

It was by virtue of Allah’s (Â) mercy that His prophet (r)
was mild, compassionate, and dignified at the same time. He
acknowledged the deficiencies of human nature and the way
human nature expresses itself in a war zone. some military high
brass would have acted with “military justice,” court-martialed
deserters, and probably executed a few to make an example out of
them. But these were first-time offenders and many of them showed
a lack of military discipline not out of treachery but simply because
of their own lack of commitment, inexperience, and miscalcula-
tion. It takes a big heart to understand these circumstances and not
to react in proportion to the adversity that was generated by their
misbehavior and lethal mistakes. But Muhammad (r) was one of
them, in the sense that he wanted to help them improve them-
selves; he did not want their faults to exclude them from his strug-
gle. The inherently disquieting nature of war, especially when one
is losing, gives us an enriched understanding of Allah’s (Â) words
when He says,
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Indeed, there has come unto you [o mankind] an Apos-
tle from within yourselves: heavily weighs upon him [the
thought] that you might suffer [in the life to come], full
of concern for you [is he, and] full of compassion and
mercy toward the committed muslims (9:128).

This œya∆ has to be put into perspective. It was revealed during
a military campaign that witnessed a reversal of physical and mate-
rial fortunes for the Muslims — even though its essential and more
universal meanings are not contained by that situation. Things
seemed to go wrong from the time the munœfiqs walked out on the
Islamic armed forces and returned to Madinah to the time when the
archers abandoned their positions in pursuit of the booty. This incre-
mental “falling apart” of the Islamic armed forces would have been
enough to annoy, disappoint, and thwart any other commander,
leader, or decision-maker at the helm of a military force. Human
nature is prone to becoming heavy-handed, disagreeable, and caustic
when people are undisciplined or lack conviction. But Muhammad
(r) shone with an outstanding character and unparalleled behavior
throughout the ordeal of u˙ud. He showed his helpers and comrades
how to excuse human behavior when restive human attitude inad-
vertently disobeys a divine order. He demonstrated in real life how
not to be psychologically or physically consumed by unstructured
human error. He even went further and asked Allah (Â) to forgive
the Muslims, who in the future might become excellent fighters if
they took stock of themselves and learned from their errors. All of
this he did after involving these same less-than-disciplined Muslim
fighters in the decision-making process that took place before he
embarked on the military campaign of u˙ud. 

He set the precedent for all decision-makers to include the
general public in formulating critical military, social, and political
decisions. Allah’s Messenger (r) set the standard for consulting his
disciples and devotees whenever a difficult and general decision
had to be made. Effective public policy cannot be made without the
involvement of that same public. In this manner people feel a sense
of ownership about their future and realize that a vital decision per-
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taining to their public life was made not by someone sequestered in
high office alone, but was made with their active input. And if this
process of requiring people to participate in making their own mil-
itary, political, economic, and social decisions is binding on Allah’s
prophet (r), it is even more so on other commanders and leaders.
Imam al-Óasan said that Allah (Â) knew His prophet (r) might
not be in need of his followers’ opinions, but this consultation by
the prophet (r) was done to set a precedent for the leaders who
would succeed him.305 No leader should ever regret the solicitation
of public opinion concerning public affairs. 

Now that the subject of sh¥rå (mutual consultation) is on the
table, consider the following cases in which Allah’s prophet (r) is
known to have conferred with and asked for advice from the Mus-
lim public,

1. He sought out their opinion on the day of Badr about whether
they should aim at the commercial caravan that was on its way
from Damascus to Makkah. This amounted to a solicitation of
the public’s opinion about whether to take the initiative and
seek redress for the confiscated wealth and property rights vio-
lations committed by Makkah’s commercial class against the
Muslims who were forced to migrate to Madinah virtually
empty-handed, leaving behind their homes and other assets.
The collective answer was, “o Messenger of Allah! If you were
to take us out to the middle of the ocean we would go with
you… and if you were to take us on a laborious journey we
would join you. We will not answer you in the same fashion
that M¥så’s people answered him when they said, ‘Go forth
you and your lord and do the fighting, for we shall remain
here [stationary and sitting]!’ rather we say [to you o
prophet], ‘Go forth! for we are with you and by you — we will
be on your right and left flanks; and we will be fighting.’” 306

2. In Badr also, he asked them where he should be positioned
among them as they proceeded to war. Al-Mundhir ibn ‘Amr
suggested that he be in the front of the army.307

3. Before the Battle of u˙ud, he asked them whether the Muslim
army should stay in Madinah or go out beyond Madinah to
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fight the mushriks of Makkah. The majority voted for taking
on the enemy outside of Madinah, and he agreed.

4. on the Day of the Trench (yawm al-Khandaq) he consulted
with the Anßœr on whether it would be acceptable and feasible
for them to relinquish one-third of Madinah’s produce for that
year in return for neutralizing some of the factions that were
aligned with Quraysh and its allies, all of whom had besieged
Madinah. sa‘d ibn Mu‘œdh and sa‘d ibn ‘ubœda∆, the two
prominent “sa‘ds” of Madinah, refused this “disarming” tactic,
so the prophet (r) gave up the idea.308

5. on the day of Óudaybøya∆, the Messenger of Allah (r) asked
the people’s opinion about taking on the mushriks who had
taken ‘uthmœn hostage and were adamant about not letting
the Muslims enter Makkah. He was answered by Ab¥ Bakr,
whose statement seems to have represented the public senti-
ment, “But our intention in coming here was not to wage war.
We are making an effort to go to Makkah.” And the prophet
(r) did not take issue with this inclination to not wage war at
that time.309

6. The prophet’s (r) situation was so much in the public eye that
he discussed with ‘Alø and usœma∆ the question of separating
from umm al-Mu’minøn ‘Œ’isha∆; this was during the affair of
the necklace and the resultant scandalmongering.310

All of these precedents were set to help future Muslims under-
stand and then put into practice what is now known as sh¥rå. There
are other aspects to this central issue in Muslim public life. In the
first instance it recognizes and appreciates the input of those who
are responsible and express themselves on such issues when they
are placed in the public realm for feedback and input. The issue
itself, whether it is one of war or social policy or any other matter,
is viewed from different perspectives and analyzed from a variety of
angles. The discussions and debates may enrich the choices and
result in a decision that is much more informed than if it had
remained within closed circles or limited personnel. Sh¥rå also
helps consolidate public opinion because everyone is given the
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opportunity to contribute to the final decision, so that once this
final decision is made everyone feels they have actually participat-
ed in that decision, whatever it turns out to be.

“And take counsel with them in all matters of public con-
cern; then, when you have decided on a course of action, place
your trust in Allah.” This means that after the public has been
queried for its evaluation and input, and after synergy has been cre-
ated on a uniform course of action that takes into consideration the
way most people think and feel about it, at that time the leaders
and the led are required to go ahead with the final decision and
place their collective confidence and reliance in Allah (Â). After
this is done and the entire social unit has unflinching confidence
in Allah (Â), then it will find that Allah (Â) praises those who
are dependent upon Him in this way. Now after all this is meticu-
lously and conscientiously done Muslims may expect the results to
come “custom-tailored” by the Will of Allah (Â). Notice that
placing confidence in Allah (Â) came after exhausting a process.
Confidence in Allah (Â) did not come by invoking a verbal du‘œ’
or by theoretically building an Islamic character or educating for
decades or centuries an unfinished generation. Confidence in
Allah (Â) came through — in this case — a military campaign
with all its shortfalls, mistakes, and human disinclinations away
from Allah (Â). Sh¥rå is an indirect way of saying that leaders
need their people’s perceptions, persuasions, and participation.

This confidence in Allah (Â) does not preclude human action
inasmuch as it is a result of human action, involvement, and inter-
action. In the climate of politics and war this engagement places
Muslims in a state of vigilance and preparation on par with their
rivals, “o you who are [militarily] committed to Allah! Be fully
prepared against danger, whether you go to war in small legions or
in all-out mobilization” (4:71), and “So gear up against them
whatever force and war mounts you are able to summon” (8:60).
Thus it is activity and preparation coupled with supplication that
inspires confidence in Allah’s (Â) forthcoming help and victory.

But this confidence in Allah (Â) will not be a fact of life
when Muslims are satisfied with Allah (Â) being less than a real,
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practical, and timely power that eclipses, diminishes, and ruins all
other worldly powers that are opposed to Him. When committed
and combatant Muslims elevate Allah (Â) in their conscience
and in their sense of right and wrong to being the ultimate, deci-
sive, and overwhelming power in the affairs of man, then they have
gained the core ingredient that generates confidence in Allah (Â).
And the self-actualization of this confidence comes through the
unfolding of challenges and confrontations, “And make provision
for yourselves, but, verily, the best of all provisions is taqwå [the
human feeling of defense against Allah’s corrective power]”
(2:197). Allah’s (Â) assurance is a consequence of man’s toiling
for Allah (Â). As much is understood from the following hadith,
“If you have total and absolute confidence in Allah He will provide for
you as He does for birds who fly out on an empty stomach and fly back
on a full stomach.”311

The Prophet’s (r) Disposition as a model leader
one of the characteristics of a prophet, it would seem from these
œyœt, is a magnetic personality. A prophet cannot be repulsive or
disagreeable; he has to be accommodating of human weakness and
blunders. It is by Allah’s (Â) mercy that Muhammad (r) had this
engaging personality. He was instructed by Allah (Â) to abide by
sh¥rå, even when sh¥rå had damaging consequences. After sh¥rå
was done, he showed determination and an unbending will to go
ahead and accomplish the task at hand.

As with any “town meeting” there are going to be different
interpretations, a variety of opinions, and unbending attitudes
regardless of what others may think. When Allah’s prophet (r) sum-
moned the people of Madinah to decide what to do and how to
defend Madinah against the mushriks who were on their way from
Makkah, there emerged two divergent opinions as the deliberation
was in progress. some people felt very strongly about leaving Madi-
nah and taking on the enemy in the countryside. The other opinion
preferred to fight from within Madinah where knowledge of the city
would be useful in employing guerilla tactics and urban warfare.312 It
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turned out that most of the Muslims wanted to go away from Madi-
nah and fight a “conventional war.” And even though this opinion
was adverse to the prophet’s (r) best judgement, he decided to fight
the battle at a distance from Madinah. 

The painful result was that about one-third of the Muslim
army decided not to fight; instead, on the way to u˙ud, they
deserted and returned to Madinah. This in any military dictionary
is considered to be mutiny.313 The events of the battle of u˙ud were
enough to cause a moral meltdown as the Muslim archers left their
positions to grab the spoils of war. And to add dismay to discontent,
the rumor that Muhammad (r) had been killed became a source of
grief and despair for the rest of the Muslim army. At this moment
everyone seemed to be fleeing instead of defending their positions
and dying in the line of duty. At the end of this sequence of psy-
chological decline and military deterioration the prophet (r) was
left in the company of a handful of supporters, exposed to the fire-
power of the mushriks. He was isolated, fighting off waves of aggres-
sors, and calling on the running Muslims to come back. In this
situation Allah’s (Â) words sooth the heart and charge the will.
These calming and uplifting words were meant for Allah’s prophet
(r) and for the Muslims around him. The Muslims are reminded of
the heart their prophet has (r), as well as the compassion he has
for their failures and misgivings.

With the “benefits” of hindsight any “rational” leader would
annul the process of sh¥rå because of the bitter results of u˙ud, but
not a leader who has an understanding of human nature, looking
toward its future potential rather than at its immediate dereliction
of duty. Within the context of this set of military reversals, Allah’s
(Â) words can be better appreciated, “Rather it is due to Allah’s
mercy that you [o muhammad] are lenient with them; for had
you been furious they [the muslims] would have parted from you
[and left you].”

Had the prophet (r) shown himself to be a harsh and heavy-
handed leader in times such as u˙ud, there would not have been
people around him who were more concerned with being attached
to him than with saving themselves. A true leader is one who is able
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to motivate and inspire his followers after they have been devastat-
ed militarily. The foot-soldier Muslims had been weak and ignorant;
they needed someone who would accept them and show them love
and care regardless of their “natural” weaknesses. It takes a leader of
the caliber of Allah’s prophet (r) to give them his support when he
is scarcely receiving any from them. He carried their burden when
they wanted to travel lightly. He was a man of compassion, love, and
concern on the home front, before being a man of ferocity, strength,
and militancy at the war front. This does not mean that he had to
be one or the other at all times and in all places. life is a myriad of
activities and responsibilities; some of them require our emotions
and others our minds. Allah’s Messenger (r) showed us from his
smile at home to his sternness in war that all human activities can
be performed with grace and balance, seemliness and goodwill.
Those who knew him and spoke about him said that he was never
distressed or vexed about a personal matter. And what can be more
of a test than the life-and-death moments of war; at the Battle of
u˙ud, Muhammad (r) was not made a “nervous wreck” by human
weaknesses and failings. people who spent time with Muhammad
(r) and came to know him personally would admire and honor his
high moral caliber as well as his emotional transcendence.

Throughout the most life-threatening moments of the battle,
Muhammad (r) was in the forefront engaging the enemy. He was
not a general sitting in a safe place while issuing orders to subordi-
nate troops in the field. Muhammad (r) himself was in the army,
physically at the front lines, and one of the troops. Today’s warfare
is very remote. Commanders may be thousands of miles away, and
they could care less if some troops have to die in order to accom-
plish the mission. some generals in our era will look at the remains
of their soldiers and shrug them off as something that is part of the
nature of war. Muhammad (r), though, was the paragon of mercy.
He cared, he shared, and was fair in every regard. 

And due to Allah’s mercy you accommodate them for
had you been harsh and dense at heart they would
have abandoned you. So forgive them and ask [Allah]
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to pardon them, and consult with them; and once you
decide place your trust in Allah, for Allah adores those
who trust in Him (3:159).

recall all the details that preceded u˙ud, accompanied
u˙ud, and followed u˙ud. recall the egos, the differences of opin-
ion, the defections, the doubts and uncertainties expressed by
some, the marksmen abandoning their positions, some Muslim
troops running away from u˙ud, the glitter of gold and its effect on
some, and the susceptibility of some Muslims to rumors and propa-
ganda. remember all that and remember that Allah’s prophet (r)
did not blame anyone for what came to pass. He did not court-mar-
tial anyone. He was concerned with pressing ahead with his respon-
sibilities and their responsibilities. He wanted the Islamic army to
move on and not to cave in to the enemy. 

At the end of u˙ud the Muslims showed more determination
and more backbone than at any other time. They drove a wedge of
fear into their enemies who had to retreat to preserve a semblance
of victory. The kind-heartedness of the prophet (r) as command-
er-in-chief was his amnesty of those who deserved to be court-mar-
tialed. He even asked Allah (Â) to forgive their offenses. His
overwhelming prophetic grace demonstrated that sh¥rå did not
contribute to the debacle at u˙ud; that some troops disobeyed
orders was what led to the fiasco. Muslims were meant to be taught
by this experience that sh¥rå strengthens the ummah and disobe-
dience of the leader weakens the ummah. 

The prophet’s (r) compassion was demonstrated when he
arranged for the burial of u˙ud’s shahøds at the battlefield, instead
of allowing their bodies to be sent to the next of kin. And if any of
the dead had been mistakenly conveyed to Madinah, their bodies
were returned to be buried at u˙ud with the rest of the martyrs. He
did not want their families and relatives to be overwhelmed by
their “tragic” deaths. The prophet (r) would visit their burial
places, as did Ab¥ Bakr, ‘umar, ‘uthmœn, and ‘Alø after the prophet
(r) passed away. ‘Alø would also pay his respects to those felled at
Badr. The prophet (r) himself participated in burying the martyrs.
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He would combine more than one martyr in a grave and would try
to match those who were closer to each other in life to be buried
together in death. He did not object to family and relatives crying
for their deceased warriors, even though they had attained shahœda∆
(martyrdom). He was reported to have said, “Crying is from 
al-Ra˙mœn [Allah] and squalling is from Satan.”314 It is reported that
he was reluctant to have his aunt Íaføya∆, Óamza∆’s sister, look at
her brother’s disfigured remains.315

Due to the severe nature of this military campaign the
prophet (r) expressed his thoughts and feelings to Allah (Â) in
the following invocation,

O Allah! All thanks are due to You. There is no one who can
withhold what You have extended, and no one who can
expand what You have held back. No one can guide those
whom you have misguided, and no one can misguide those
You have guided. No one can grant what you have seized,
and no one can block off what You have given. There is noth-
ing that can bring near what You have placed at a distance,
and nothing that can place at a distance that which You have
brought near. 

O Allah! Extend Your blessings to us, as well as Your
mercy, Your abundance, and Your provisions. O Allah! I ask
You for everlasting bliss without interruption and without lim-
its. O Allah! I ask You for bliss on the Day of Dependence; I
ask You for security on the Day of Fear. O Allah! I seek Your
refuge from the vice that You have made available to us and
from the vice that You have held back from us. O Allah!
Endear us to ømœn and beautify it in our hearts; and make
kufr, perversion, and disobedience distasteful to us. Have us
undergo maturation by experience. 

O Allah! Have us die while we yield to You; and resurrect
us in a state of yielding to You. Have us join the righteous
without disgrace and without inferiority. O Allah! Advance
us by force against those who try to incriminate Your prophets
and try to divert from Your track. O Allah! Place them under
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Your penalty and affliction. O Allah! Take on those who deny
You Your power presence from those who have been vouch-
safed scripture, for it is the Truth.316

When everything that could go wrong went wrong at u˙ud
it was Allah’s (Â) words, “Pardon them, then, and pray that
they be forgiven,” and “involve them in decision-making: wa
shœwirhum fø al-amr” — indeed, it was His command to
Muhammad (r) to actively engage them in deciding their future
course of action — that salvaged the day for these dejected and
beaten Muslims.

Are Sh¥rå and Democracy one and the Same?
It is from this œya∆ that Muslims from the first generation onward
understood sh¥rå to be the basis for decision-making in an Islamic
arrangement of society, organization of government, and formula-
tion of public policy. There can be no Islamic system or Islamic
governance without sh¥rå. The precedent has been established by
Allah’s Messenger (r) and all Muslims are expected to follow suit.
But what exactly is meant by sh¥rå? The word used more than any
other to translate sh¥rå is consultation. This is the word chosen by
many commentators and translators for these œyœt, and specifically
œya∆ 3:159. In another œya∆ Allah (Â) mentions those “whose
rule [in all matters of common concern] is sh¥rå among them-
selves” (42:38).

In our time there are uncritical Muslim scholars who consider
sh¥rå to be the basis for the promotion of democracy in Muslim
countries and societies. During the last century democracy has
come to be much admired even by “Islamists.” By the middle of the
20th jœhilø century, partly under the pressure of the rising expecta-
tions of citizens and partly in response to the terror of totalitarian
systems in the 1930s and 1940s, it became commonplace to express
approval for a political system by calling it “democratic.” Even one-
party authoritarian states wanted to identify themselves with the
aspiration toward democracy, and often incorporated the term into
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the name of the state itself, as was the case with the German Dem-
ocratic republic, better known simply as East Germany, or today
with the Democratic people’s republic of Korea, better known as
North Korea. since the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe,
and the move toward multi-party systems of government in some
African and latin American states, the notion has become wide-
spread that democracy is not only desirable but also necessary as a
form of government in the modern world. one writer, in the early
flush of post-communist enthusiasm, even went so far as to pro-
claim the “end of history” and the view that liberal democracy
would soon be triumphant throughout the world.317

subsequent events, most notably the growth of national
movements in Eastern Europe and the crushing of the democratic
movement in Tiananmen square in Beijing,318 in which demon-
strators demanding greater democracy were forcibly dispersed and
many killed by government troops, have shown that this is a facile
optimism. But they have also shown the need to make clearer the
intellectual and moral foundations of a belief in democracy.

There is a sense in which the principles of democracy are secu-
lar ideals. Much contemporary democratic theorizing has grown out
of the Enlightenment, a movement that was characterized by peter
Gay in The Enlightenment (an intellectual history of the 18th centu-
ry), as the rise of modern paganism.319 Certainly both the french and
American revolutions of the 18th century, important landmarks in
the development of modern democracy, drew upon classical inspira-
tion and often self-consciously modelled their political programs on
ideals of popular sovereignty in Greece and rome.320 perhaps more
importantly, the growth of the idea of democracy required the view
that the task of government was not to make its legislation corre-
spond to a divinely given natural law, but instead to derive collective
choices from the will of the people, where the people are regarded as
responsible for the ordering of their own lives.

Writers on democracy typically distinguish two major institu-
tional forms: direct democracy and indirect (or representative) democ-
racy. In a direct democracy all citizens participate in the making of
important collective decisions, whereas in an indirect democracy
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the role of citizens is to elect representatives, who will then make
policy and legislative decisions on behalf of the people. Historical
examples of direct democracies include classical Athens, the puri-
tan New England townships, the swiss cantons and small-scale pre-
literate societies. In the 20th century, however, the dominant form
of democratic government has been the representative variety. In
such systems political parties compete with one another for a win-
ning share of the popular vote, and hence for the right to be repre-
sented in the legislature and to form the government. Consistent
with this general principle, there are many possible variations in
types of government: presidential versus parliamentary systems,
federal versus unitary systems, and two-party versus multi-party sys-
tems. Moreover, in order for any form of democratic competition to
take place, representative democracies typically also require a bat-
tery of associated political and civil rights such as freedom of asso-
ciation, freedom of expression, freedom from arbitrary arrest, and so
on. for these reasons such systems are generally characterized as
constitutional democracies.

Despite the naive over-simplifications of Islamic scholars who
wax eloquent about sh¥rå being an analogue or a synonym for
democracy, the view in the West itself that constitutional democra-
cy in its present form is a justifiable form of government has not
always been widespread. The traditional preference of many leading
Western writers, following Aristotle, was for a mixed constitution,
comprising monarchical, aristocratic, and popular elements who, it
was alleged, would secure stability in government. parliamentary
representation was not of individuals, as it is in modern constitu-
tional democracies, but of estates based on property ownership or of
geographical entities such as cities. In many of the struggles over
democratic reform in the 19th century the term democracy was used
as a term of abuse, akin to the notion of anarchy.

This distrust of democracy was the result of a long tradition of
political thought in the West, going back to plato, for whom
democracy was seen as government by the mob, which itself is held
to be prone to erratic movements of opinion and liable to manipu-
lation by demagogues. outside the Western tradition, the imperial
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states in China and India did not lend themselves to democratic
theorizing. Although in the Western Christian tradition attention
has been paid to questions of political theory by theologians such
as Augustine and Aquinas,321 the dominant question has been that
of securing governance corresponding to the demands of natural
law, rather than prescribing a particular form of popular govern-
ment, that is, positive law. Even historical examples of direct
democracies did not live up to modern ideals. Thus, women were
typically excluded from the exercise of political power; therefore, it
can be said that the secular ideal of all adults controlling their col-
lective lives through discussion, debate, and the vote is a relatively
recent one. It is difficult not to see it as a product of the rise of indi-
vidualism more generally.

Within contemporary accounts of democracy there are many
theoretical variations and many arguments for and against any par-
ticular form of democratic government, but with some oversimpli-
fication it is possible to distinguish two broad classes of opinion
about democracy. on the one hand there is the view represented by
James Mill (1773–1836) and Joseph schumpeter (1883–1950), who
conceive of democracy principally in terms of accountable govern-
ment; on the other hand there are those like John stuart Mill
(1806–1873) and paul Tillich (1886–1965), who conceive of it as
being a form of participatory or self-government.322 According to
the first conception the chief merit of democratic over non-demo-
cratic forms of government is that those who hold the reins of polit-
ical power are made answerable for their actions, in the sense that
they have to explain and justify the policy choices they make, and
ultimately may be removed if an impartial accounting of their
actions is found wanting. The essential function of democracy in
this conception is to select a government, but it is equally impor-
tant to prevent the government from using its position of preemi-
nent power to tyrannize over society. one of the virtues of
democracy, on this conception, is that it allows for the peaceful
transfer of political power.

According to the second conception, democracy is a form of
life in which the members of society participate, and the merit of a
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democratic government is that it expresses at a collective level the
ideal of a people’s self-government, just as liberty at the personal
level expresses the ideal of moral autonomy. The function of gov-
ernment in this conception is to represent the popular will, and
emphasis is placed upon the ability of the government to act in the
public interest. The exercise of the virtues of citizenship by individ-
uals — such as serving on public bodies or exercising the will to
defend the social order by resort to arms — has a high place in this
second, participatory conception of democracy.

The distinction between democracy as accountable govern-
ment and democracy as self-government is related to, though not
identical with, the distinction between direct democracy and repre-
sentative democracy. participatory accounts of democracy favor
direct democracy where this is possible, but, as some argue, the size
of modern societies renders full and regular participation by all
members of society in every important decision impossible. Indeed,
even if social life were decentralized to small units the size of ancient
Athens, the supposed home of participatory democracy, there would
still not be enough time for everyone to have his or her say. To have
a simple direct democracy would require political communities no
larger than a few hundred members, for by the stage at which the
political unit involved thousands some element of indirect represen-
tation would have necessarily evolved. for these practical reasons,
the modern ideal of democracy is exhibited in the practice of repre-
sentative government and cannot be limited to village-size commu-
nities. It is possible that developments in modern technology, for
example two-way interactive conferencing or video, will be able to
overcome some of the problems associated with size, but until then
participatory theorists will continue to stress the opportunities for
increased participation in representative democracy, such as meas-
ures to decentralize decision-making to local units of governance.

If the difference between the ideal of democracy as account-
able government and the ideal of democracy as self-government
does not correspond to the difference between direct and indirect
democracy, wherein lies the distinction? one way of expressing the
distinction is in terms of whether the function of democratic insti-
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tutions is seen primarily as restraining the arrogance of power of
those in government, or primarily as enabling the government to
act in accordance with the will of the people in the formulation of
public decisions. proponents of democracy as accountable govern-
ment are overawed by the potential for the misuse of power, and
thereby try to prevent lawful government from degenerating into
tyranny. Their primary reason for favoring democratic over non-
democratic institutions is the desire to ensure that the unscrupu-
lous in government can be thrown out when need be. proponents
of democracy as self-government see a more positive role for the
exercise of political power, provided it is exercised in accordance
with the will of the people. on this view the purpose of democracy
is not simply to avoid bad government but also to promote good
government. Good government will of course avoid tyranny, but it
will also provide economic security to citizens and advance collec-
tive or common interests, such as for instance, protection from pol-
lution and the development of an ethic of civic responsibility.

Behind these contrasting accounts of democracy there typi-
cally lie contrasting accounts of human interests and human moti-
vation. The view of accountable government often assumes a
pessimistic view of human nature, nicely captured in James Madi-
son’s remarks,

…what is government itself but the greatest of all reflec-
tions on human nature? If men were angels, no govern-
ment would be necessary. If angels were to govern men,
neither external nor internal controls on government
would be necessary. In framing a government which is to
be administered by men over men, the great difficulty
lies in this: you must first enable the government to con-
trol the governed; and in the next place oblige it to con-
trol itself.323

In other words, given that human motivation inclines people to
seek power over one another for their own ends, the task of some-
one seeking to frame a democratic (or, as Madison would have put
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it, republican) constitution is to establish those institutional devices
that will prevent the lawful exercise of power from degenerating
into tyranny.

This quotation also clearly illustrates the idea common to
many versions of democracy as accountable government, namely
that politics is an essentially instrumental activity which is not
about the exercise of the virtues of citizenship but rather about
making collective arrangements for the mutual benefit of those
who live in a society. In this view the state, as the instrument of col-
lective action, in its Western cast, is rather like an insurance com-
pany that guarantees certain forms of security but does not require
a moral commitment from those who benefit from its actions.

for proponents of accountable government, democracy is
related to motivation not simply as an effect but also as a cause.
since the emergence of the modern democratic movement in the
19th century, plenty of critics have been prepared to allege that
democracy would lead to a form of collective mediocrity. The alle-
gation is not simply that the majority would enact unjust legisla-
tion, for which the prime example is the compulsory redistribution
of private property, but that the political culture of a democracy
leads to a stifling uniformity that inhibits genius and talent.

for those who hold to the ideal of self-government, a different
account of human motivation and commitment is presented. Typi-
cally a more optimistic view of human nature is taken, particularly
with regard to the ability of citizens to take an intelligent and dis-
passionate view of public affairs. In the so-called “funeral oration”
in The Peloponnesian War by Thucydides (460–400BCE) there
occurs one of the earliest recorded praises of democracy. The orator
in question is pericles (495–429BCE), who praises the ancient
Athenians for their willingness to make personal sacrifices for the
common good, particularly the willingness of citizens to fight for
the independence of Athens.324 In The Social Contract rousseau
argued that the members of a self-governing community would
decide their common affairs in accordance with the idea of a general
will that would capture the sense of what was in the public inter-
est.325 And in On Representative Government, John stuart Mill
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thought that the principal justification for democracy flowed from
the tendency of a democratic political system to provide opportu-
nities for public service in which individuals could enlarge their
sympathies and acquire a broadened outlook, enabling them to act
in the public interest.326 for Mill — as for rousseau, pericles, and
many Muslim intellectuals — democracy was not simply a means
by which individuals made arrangements for matters of common
security and interest, but also an education in citizenship and col-
lective action.

The choice between these contrasting conceptions of democra-
cy raises many complex issues of social science and political theory
that are currently the subject of much debate. yet, despite the com-
plexity of the issues, the choice can still be manipulated by argument
and evidence. one approach is to explore how far each conception is
consistent with what may be taken to be the underlying justification
for democratic government in the first place. In the secular scheme
there are many reasons for favoring democratic over non-democratic
forms of government. Indeed, one of the reasons why democratic
institutions are justified is that they seem to lie at the confluence of
a range of disparate considerations. Thus, one reason for finding dem-
ocratic government preferable to non-democratic government is that
the consequences of democracy are on the whole better, in terms of
issues like living standards and the protection of civil rights, than the
consequences of non-democratic government. This was a central
motive for the 1989 uprisings in Eastern Europe. Another reason for
finding democracy preferable is that the ideal of autonomy and self-
government at the collective level finds expression in democratic
government in a way that cannot be true in non-democratic govern-
ment. Democratic government is simply one way in which persons
living together determine a common collective course of action, and
even among perfect beings, contrary to Madison, it may be assumed
that collective discussion would be necessary in order to agree upon
and coordinate a common course of action.

In pursuit of this secular line of thought that has no inspira-
tion or direction from divinity and scripture, much turns at this
point upon the question of how far individuals can be expected to
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internalize a sense of the common good. proponents of democracy
as accountable government are not entirely consistent on this
score. Thus, although Madison in The Federalist Papers inclines to
the view that government is best regarded as a protection against
human selfishness, John Jay, in one of the early federalist papers,
describes the delegates to the convention in philadelphia that drew
up the us Constitution as being without awe for power and unin-
fluenced by “any passions except love for their country.” 327

Joseph schumpeter, who was generally skeptical of the extent
to which people could take an intelligent interest in public affairs,
nevertheless insisted that a stable democratic order required citi-
zens to internalize a sense of self-restraint so that not too great a
burden was placed upon the functions of government. Thus, even
in modest conceptions of democracy, some room has to be found for
the idea that individual citizens can rise above their own narrow
personal concerns in order to take into account the effect of their
actions upon the public good, and from this point of view the
assumptions about human nature implicit in participatory accounts
of democracy seem implicit in any form of democratic theory.

An important theme among critics of participatory concep-
tions of democracy is the possibility of tyranny by the majority.
schumpeter, for example, was keen to distinguish popular from
rightful government action, arguing that one could imagine a fully
functioning democracy persecuting religious dissent, as did
Calvin’s Geneva, where the Jews were only able to escape the
effects of popular anti-semitism in the Middle Ages by sheltering
under the protection of the Church and of princes. Despite John
stuart Mill’s advocacy of a participatory version of representative
government, he too was worried by what he perceived to be the
tendency toward mediocrity in mass societies. In both cases the
thought seems to be that elements of elitism are necessary to coun-
terbalance some of the destructive tendencies inherent in the
growth of democracy.

Although such arguments are widespread, it is difficult to
obtain unambiguous evidence to support them, and much evidence
seems to point in the opposite direction. Because representative
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democracies presuppose certain political freedoms, for example
freedom of association and freedom of expression, the protection
and development of democracy is often coextensive with the pro-
tection and development of a broader range of constitutional free-
doms. Moreover, abuses of civil rights within democratic societies,
such as racial inequalities in the us or discrimination against
roman Catholics in Northern Ireland, are typically sustained by
political devices, such as the gerrymandering of constituency
boundaries and the denial of suffrage to members of oppressed
groups. These devices are generally inconsistent with the ideals of
political equality and participation that underlie the way democra-
cy is theoretically constructed. some would say that for these rea-
sons it may well be that the fears of tyranny by the majority over
others have been significantly overstated.

To say that the principles of constitutional democracy enjoy
widespread appeal is not necessarily to assume that the wave of the
future will be on the side of Western democratic forms of govern-
ment. poverty, the pressures of nationalism, ethnic tensions and
“religious” self-determination may well neutralize the attractive-
ness of democracy in various countries around the world.

A “westoxicated” class of intellectual but naive Muslims
argues that sh¥rå channels the individual and collective aspirations
of a people for self rule in electing representatives and leaders to
democratic institutions designed to function in the public interest.
one of the main reasons there are Muslims jumping on the West-
ern bandwagon of political science and opportunistically equating
sh¥rå with democracy is the fact that Muslims never really estab-
lished in a systematic way the implementation of sh¥rå. This is due
to the rather short period of time in which the early Muslims had a
real Islamic will to practice and apply the principle of sh¥rå. That
time period extended from the founding years of the Islamic state
in Madinah to the assassination of Imam ‘Alø in Iraq. There may
have been traces of sh¥rå in the ensuing dynasties and oligarchies,
but definitely not at a level where it could be said that enough his-
torical experience with sh¥rå exists so that it can be defined within
well-known perimeters. 
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from the early exercise of sh¥rå by Allah’s Messenger (r), his
Companions, and their followers, the Tœbi‘¥n, it is clear that all the
Muslim citizens of an Islamic state are entitled to a say on issues of
public interest, the declaration of war, and even some details of
how that war should be prosecuted, as was the case with u˙ud. In
a certain way of looking at things, it was easier at that time simply
because the Islamic state and populace were limited to Madinah
and its environs, whereas today there are millions of square miles
and billions of people to “absorb” into the sh¥rå process. so it is up
to us to find ways to get willing and interested Muslims to present
their point of view and “vote” on matters of policy, strategy, and
public interest, which is approximately what the word amr in the
context of sh¥rå refers to. Therefore, the form of sh¥rå that meets
such criteria is for us to improvise; the means by which sh¥rå is
practiced is also left to our initiative and imagination. All these
procedures and processes are left to our better judgement; so we
may make provisions for a variable and flexible application of the
principle of sh¥rå that is able to respond to and accommodate
changing circumstances, increasing populations, expanding territo-
ries, and resource restrictions, such as, for instance, budgetary con-
straints or limited means of communication and data-transfer.
What is important is to persuade the Muslims of an Islamic state to
participate in order to influence the final decisions of public policy,
state strategy, and the declaration and execution of war. 

We should keep in mind that this emphasis on sh¥rå became
scriptural and Qur’anic after the consequences of sh¥rå pertaining
to the conduct of war at u˙ud proved apparently unsatisfactory. It
could be argued that the prophet’s (r) convening of a sh¥rå preced-
ing the war at u˙ud led to a break in the Muslim ranks. At a time
when consensus was needed for the war effort this sh¥rå apparently
generated irreconcilable opinions. The two dominant opinions
that surfaced as a result of this sh¥rå argued on the one hand for the
Muslim forces to stay in Madinah or on the other to leave the city-
state and fight in the open, away from Madinah. Whatever one
might say for or against either opinion, the fact is that a type of
polarization resulted from that sh¥rå, with serious results: ‘Abdullœh
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ibn ubayy defected before the outbreak of hostilities with one-
third of the Muslim fighting force, having not even seen the enemy.
This sh¥rå before u˙ud included the general Muslim public, who
obviously were not military experts. yet even though they were
going to be the soldiers in the impending war, some may assert that
the sh¥rå should have been limited to the people who were familiar
with military tactics and strategies. It can be argued in hindsight
that the final decision was not “militarily sound;” and that the
Muslims later learned from their mistakes at u˙ud and fought a
defensive war during the Campaign of al-A˙zœb, also known as the
Battle of al-Khandaq (the trench). At that time the Muslims did
stay within Madinah; as a strategy of war, they dug a trench around
the accessible portion of the city for protection. on this occasion,
they did not go out and meet the enemy on open ground as they
had at u˙ud.

Muhammad (r) was not oblivious to the fact that the Mus-
lims’ majority decision might cost them dearly; he was not unmind-
ful of the fact that the principle of sh¥rå had yielded this dangerous
risk. He may well have had a premonition or a preconceived notion
of what might lie ahead. It would appear he had sufficient reason to
ignore the majority opinion emerging from the pre-u˙ud sh¥rå. But
the fact is that he adopted and followed the majority decision
because his precedent was intended to be binding on his ummah.
He was not concerned about the immediate results so much as he
was concerned with the long-lasting results of a binding sh¥rå on all
Muslim decision-makers until the end of time. In other words, he
was legislating for mankind and not only for Madinah. His political
practice had to be established regardless of the immediate results
that would disturb the fabric of his own family and society. In this
manner he was educating his ummah and establishing a customary
mode of behavior in situations that demand the mental acumen of
all Muslims who make up the Islamic body politic.

In retrospect, and after the reversals at u˙ud, it would seem
“logical” for Allah’s prophet (r) to limit the concept and applica-
tion of sh¥rå because it had wreaked havoc in the Muslim society of
Madinah. someone could conceivably argue that this type of sh¥rå
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led to division and discord in a society preparing for war. But these
arguments are trivial; the fact is that sh¥rå cannot be measured by
physical, material, or military setbacks. It is a principle, a rule, and
a standard that comes with all major civic, societal, and state-super-
vised policies. Sh¥rå closes the ranks of Muslims before they take
action, whatever the consequences of that action may turn out to
be. Sh¥rå is a way in which a majority can feel a moral responsibility
to stand up for its judgment, belief, and point of view when such
issues are up for discussion, debate, and deliberation — as was the
case just before the Muslims went out to u˙ud. If, after the sh¥rå
and the ensuing collective effort, the self-aware Muslim public real-
izes it has made an error of judgment, it will have time to reflect
and correct itself for similar situations in the future. Muslims are
not infallible; they will make mistakes. But Muslims are not sup-
posed to be stupid: they can learn from their mistakes and correct
them. In this manner Muslims are taught to be responsible for not
only their decisions but also for the practical consequences of such
decisions. The losses at u˙ud dwarf in comparison with the princi-
ple of sh¥rå that was instituted and demonstrated on the way to
u˙ud. sometimes trying to avoid material losses cannot substitute
for initiating a policy or principle such as sh¥rå. And sometimes an
obsession with material gains versus material losses will lead to a
loss of essence, substance, and ideology. 

If ever there was an excuse to exclude the sh¥rå mode of con-
ducting legal and representative proceedings, that excuse would
have been in the precise circumstances preceding u˙ud. Allah’s
Apostle (r) and scripture could have easily substituted for “major-
ity opinion” or “consensual agreement.” so why should there be
any need for sh¥rå at such a delicate time? All the arguments
against convening a sh¥rå — the impeccable leadership and deci-
sion-making of Allah’s prophet (r), the reliance on the prophet’s
(r) understanding of scripture, the catastrophic results that
ensued, the public’s fuzziness about where the war zone should be
(in Madinah or outside of it) — did not in any way cause the Mus-
lims to reconsider, rethink, or reappraise critically the concept and
institution of sh¥rœ. Sh¥rå remains up to this very moment a
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bedrock principle and a fundamental procedure of the Islamic deci-
sion-making process. When everything seemed to have gone wrong
because of this traumatic sh¥rå, Allah (Â) finalized the whole
shock of u˙ud by saying these everlasting words of comfort, “Par-
don them, then, and pray that they be forgiven. And seek their
advice in all matters of public policy.”

And it turns out that this whole process remains incomplete
unless it is concluded by utter confidence and undivided reliance
upon Allah (Â). once a decision is reached by public participa-
tion, and once a plan of action is agreed upon by the engagement
of a free and fair majority, this whole activity has to be launched
with an absolute trust in Allah (Â) and an integrated dependence
upon His power and wisdom. And to this end Allah (Â) in truth
says, “Then, when you have decided upon a course of action,
place your prospect [and promise] in Allah; for, surely, Allah
loves those who place their trust in Him.”

one of the attainments of sh¥rå is to examine minutely the
options and opinions lying dormant in the minds of voters who
besides being expected to shed their blood for a policy should be
able to express themselves in formulating what will eventually
become that policy. No leader, as the prophet (r) himself was
demonstrating, ought to expect people to fight for a decision from
which they were excluded. But once the final consensual decision
has been confirmed by the ultimate decision maker — the imam,
khaløfa∆, or amør — the time comes when the people are expected
to carry out their decision. And at the point of initiation, all citi-
zens and constituents are advised by these words of Allah (Â) to
be studious and serious, especially about the single-minded reliance
upon Allah (Â). 

In the pre-engagement phase of u˙ud, Allah’s prophet (r)
taught the Muslims the centrality of sh¥rå in the Islamic decision-
making process. In the second phase he showed them how to follow
through on their collective decisions, whatever the consequences,
however the outcome, and wherever the “pieces fall.” His behavior
as a decision-maker leaves no doubt in anyone’s mind that an
Islamic society can place its trust in Allah (Â) on the one hand
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and then equivocate or sidestep the collective determination on
the other hand. When he made up his mind and honored the
majority assessment he went directly into his home and put on his
military gear. He knew exactly where he was going from there. He
had a notion of the pain, sacrifices, and setbacks that lay ahead.
Even when the enthusiasts — those who may be considered by
some the zealots who lobbied for going out and engaging the enemy
in an open battleground — had second thoughts, after they felt
they had unduly exerted influence upon the prophet (r), and tried
to withdraw their opinion, they were rebuffed by Allah’s prophet
(r). He made it very clear to them: the decision had been made
and there was no place for equivocation or vacillation; everyone
had to act in unison. The prophet’s (r) statement on this occasion
is a lesson for all Muslim armies,

It does not behoove a prophet who has put on his military gear,
and given marching orders, it does not behoove him to reconsid-
er and recede. The enemy is engaged. I called upon you to stay
within Madinah; but most of you wanted to go forth. Now,
you are advised of being vigilant of Allah’s power presence; be
steadfast when the pressure increases and when you engage the
enemy. Be observant of what Allah has ordered you to do.328

This whole lesson, within the larger context of u˙ud, is over-
looked by many who read these œyœt and fail to learn from them.
Sh¥rå has its time frame; it runs its course, and once an overwhelm-
ing opinion develops from the sh¥rå, there should be no lingering
equivocations, doubts, or second thoughts. once the sh¥rå is over,
it is time for work, implementation, and results. After the sh¥rå is
concluded, everyone’s trust — whether they argued for or against
the decision that was reached — must be categorically placed in
Allah (Â). There is no need to convene another sh¥rå to override
the first one. If observant Muslims proceed with their best judg-
ment it is Allah (Â) who will formulate the results. It is this atti-
tude and conduct that Allah (Â) favors, “Allah loves those who
[thus] place their trust in Him.”
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Victory Comes from the Human Integration into God’s Will
The question that comes to mind when war is in the air is: are we
going to win? When Muslims defer to the Will of Allah (Â) they
should feel that victory and defeat are the results of Allah’s (Â)
determination. If there is a source of hope and an expectation for
victory it should come from the sincere bond that comes from
being with Allah (Â), by standing up for Him, and by sacrificing
for His cause. This is easier said than done. To learn this lesson,
the Muslims had to suffer the ordeal of u˙ud and all the parallels
with it in their history. It is not easy to accept that Muslims were
defeated at u˙ud because of what they did and did not do. Their
behavior at u˙ud had to be sized up by Allah’s (Â) unflinching
words of truth, “If Allah supports you, none can ever overcome
you; but if He should forsake you, who could support you
thereafter? In Allah, then, let the committed muslims place
their hope” (3:160). 

Allah’s (Â) will takes its course in nature and it also takes its
course in the human sphere. Consequences are tied to determining
factors. Causal factors are not usually a complete explanation for
the way things go. The final determining factor is Allah (Â); so
Allah (Â) Himself calculates the effect and outcome to “fit” the
effort and action. Allah (Â) asks of Muslims to do their share, to
discharge their responsibility, and to move toward Him. The final
result will ultimately be the way Allah (Â), in His knowledge of
all things, wills it to be. In this manner all consequences and out-
comes are produced by Allah’s (Â) will even though man has con-
tributed. With this understanding, human beings can come to no
other realization other than they cannot impose their will or expec-
tations upon Allah (Â). 

The hard fact that had to be digested by the Muslims of u˙ud
was: victory and defeat are ultimately determined by Allah (Â)
Himself, alone. If Allah (Â) decrees victory for His obedient com-
batants they will have it; but if He decrees defeat for His less-than-
obedient combatants they will have that. This is not an easy lesson
to learn, especially when bodies are injured and dying, and strength
is ebbing. But this is the way the Qur’an is applied to the entire
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range of human experience. The Qur’an was never meant to be a
“theoretical” presentation of the facts of life, or to be studied only
in seclusion or solitude; it is the emergence of truth from correct or
incorrect behavior in life. These œyœt describe human behavior that
is expressed in accordance with either an awareness of Allah’s (Â)
presence or a remoteness from Him. The consequences of such
temperament and deportment become the eventual results of
human effort and even human sacrifices.

It is not easy to say to enlisted personnel in action that the
outcome of the war is going to be determined by Allah (Â), espe-
cially when many of these conscripts are willing to give their lives
for a triumphal conclusion of hostilities. But the essence of this
whole matter is the fact that committed, combatant Muslims
should know , unlike secular and worldly armies, they have engaged
the Will of Allah (Â) on their side, and therefore they should
understand that there is no power or military capability except
what Allah (Â) has offered them. Thus, when Muslims fight and
kill or are being killed, all of that is done with the active presence
and participation of Allah (Â) — a privilege that no other army
or cause has. And though this is the case, Muslims are still required
to obey instructions, discharge their duties, exert themselves to
their utmost, and have unshakable confidence in Allah (Â). 

If today’s Muslims were placing their trust in Allah (Â) they
would not be making humiliating rounds from one capital to anoth-
er, begging for military assurances, and pleading for security and sta-
bility. Are the current rulers in the Arabian cradle of Islam,
inasmuch as they claim to be the extension of this Qur’anic lesson
and prophetic experience, placing their trust in Allah (Â)? Are the
rulers in the birthplace of this Qur’an closer to the mushriks, who
rely on “powers” other than Allah (Â), or are they closer to the
graduates of the u˙ud academy, who knew through experience that
confidence comes not from reliance on a pentagon or a White
House but only from trust in Allah (Â). What a contrast there is
between the record of Muhammad (r), who was the head of the
Islamic state in Madinah, who was taught by these heavenly words
to forgive and overlook the errors and misjudgments of those around
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him on one hand, and on the other hand, the record of the current
tribe that rules Arabia, who are complicit in premeditated and cal-
culated acts of war against the Islamic movement. The facts on the
ground prove that the royal mushriks of Arabia have thrown God to
the wind (nastaghfir-allœh). The contemporary ummah needs a new
generation of muttaqø leaders who will inspire its willingness to fol-
low them out of the quagmire of Western modernity and secularism
to Allah (Â), His beloved Messenger, and His Book.

No Prophet ever Had a Defective or Duplicitous Character
The prophet’s (r) personality stands out by its quality and merits.
He truly was an imam and leader in all that he said, did, and per-
mitted. Allah’s (Â) words, “And it was by Allah’s grace that you
[o Prophet] did deal gently with them [your comrades-in-
arms]” place him on a moral position of great esteem. He com-
bined all manners of virtue: ancestral honor, faithfulness,
integrity, generosity, eloquence, mildness, humility, and the honor
of being Allah’s final prophet (r). It is reported that he sewed and
mended his own clothes. He repaired his own shoes. He was
attached to his family and affiliated with the powerless people in
society. It is this type of fine character that instituted the concept
and practice of sh¥rå. Never, anywhere in the Qur’an, the records
of the søra∆, the literature of the Hadith, or the accounts of the
lives and deeds of the early generations of Muslims, do we find any
reference to, for instance, the democracy of Greece. Those pio-
neering Muslims knew that their implementation of Allah’s (Â)
will was not some adoption of Western political thought, or Euro-
pean social behavior, or Greek philosophy and ethics. It was taken
for granted within the learned circles of those generations that
any ruler who ignores or does not exercise sh¥rå should be relieved
of his responsibilities or overthrown. In another œya∆ Allah (Â)
says, “And their public interest is decided by their mutual
sh¥rå…” (42:38).

The œya∆, “And confer with them in all matters of public
concern…” means that it is permissible to open a discussion and
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bring about a less popular and a more popular public opinion as a
result of such deliberations. All of this was shown by the sh¥rå
before u˙ud and by the above œyœt.

And it is not conceivable that a prophet should deceive
[in military affairs, or in anything else], since he who
deceives shall be faced with his deceit on the Day of
Resurrection, when every human being shall be repaid
in full for whatever he has done, and none shall be
wronged [by any injustice]. 

Is then he who strives after Allah’s goodly accept-
ance like the one who has earned the burden of Allah’s
condemnation and whose goal is Hell? And how vile a
journey’s end! They are on [entirely] different levels in
the sight of Allah; for Allah sees all that they do. 

Indeed, Allah bestowed a favor upon the committed
muslims when He raised up in their midst an apostle
from among themselves, to convey His messages to
them, and to cause them to grow in purity, and to
impart unto them the divine Writ as well as wisdom —
whereas before that they were indeed, most obviously,
lost in error (3:161–164).

“And it is not conceivable that a prophet should deceive [in
matters pertaining to the distribution of spoils of war]…” There
should be no Muslim who can even suspect that Allah’s prophet
(r) would betray anyone’s trust when it comes to the allocation of
war booty. It is not conceivable that any prophet would be false or
dishonest when all the fighters had placed their lives on the line
equally. Human nature, though, has its way of thinking ill of others;
and this may be especially intense in the theater of war. There may
have been a few individuals who suspected the prophet (r) might
not be even-handed in the distribution of the battle-spoils. This
could not have even crossed his mind, much less be considered “…
since he who deceives shall be faced with his deceit on the Day
of Resurrection.” prophets (Å) are the first people to live with
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the fact that they are approaching the Day of reckoning, as if they
were already living that day.

It is said that this œya∆ was revealed to take account of those
archers who abandoned their assigned posts during the Battle of
u˙ud. They had done so to obtain whatever they could of the
ghanøma∆ (the spoils of war). They were apparently afraid the
prophet (r) would say at the end of the battle that the booty is
“whatever you can get your hands on” or “first come, first served.”
And as these archers were at a distance from the spoils of war, they
thought it made sense to rush in, as the mushriks were retreating,
and seize their share. from their misguided train of thought, they
determined that the prophet (r) would unjustly distribute the war
commodities. or they might have figured that because the prophet
(r) had not apportioned out spoils after Badr he would probably do
the same here. What they did not realize is that Badr was fought
partly to compensate the Muslims from Makkah, who were in a
sense an economic “underclass” in Madinah. Because the
Muhœjir¥n had been forced to leave everything behind in Makkah,
the mushriks had appropriated all of that stranded wealth for them-
selves. Muhammad (r) addressed them, saying, “Did I not tell you
[the archers] not to leave your positions until you receive my orders?”
They answered, “But we left the rest of our brethren standing [in
our place, or filling in for us].” To which Allah’s prophet (r)
answered, “Rather, you may have thought we were going to be dishonest
in allocating the war items, that we would not equally dispense them.”329

The words of discipline in these œyœt shed further light on the
outstanding character of Allah’s prophet (r) and on his attitude to
his duties. By the words of Allah (Â) and the behavior of His
prophet (r), it would have been impossible for him to be unfair to
anyone, “…it is not within the character of any prophet to do so.”
Being a prophet places Muhammad and all the prophets (Å) pre-
ceding him on a moral crest that excludes any failure of character.
But what is equally telling is the fact that fighters who are on the
prophet’s (r) side would entertain the idea that Muhammad (r)
might be less than honest in his dealings with them. This would
mean that, beside the munœfiqs who broke away from the Muslim
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army on their way to u˙ud, there were still some who actually
entered the war zone and were placed in militarily sensitive posi-
tions. such were the ones who, if the truth be told, thought that
Muhammad (r) would be underhanded or untrustworthy. 

Allah (Â) was quick to rectify such notions: the concept of
the Day of resurrection was immediately stimulated in the con-
science of Muslims so all would know that no one will be able to
get away with “skimming off” some of the material remnants of war
when “…every human being shall be redressed in full for what-
ever he has done, and none shall be treated unjustly.” An echo
of this meaning is found in another place in the Qur’an. luqmœn
told his son, 

o my dear son! Verily, though there be nothing but the
weight of a mustard seed, and though it be [hidden] in
a rock, or in the skies, or in the earth, Allah will bring
it to light: for, behold, Allah is unfathomable [in His
knowledge], All-Aware” (31:16).

This awareness and deep understanding that Allah (Â) is
alert and responsive to everything we do in this world raises the sta-
tus and refines the character of committed Muslims. By contrast, in
today’s America, and even in its military, there is the notion that
“…if you can get away with it (immorality or criminality), do it!”
This line of thought does not exist in the Muslim mind, much less
it being a feature of the Muslim’s character. If Muslims make the
Qur’an a part of their consciences, they are at the Day of Judgment
in their feelings and internal thoughts before they arrive there with
their bodies. Many œyœt throughout the Qur’an stimulate the
awareness that we humans cannot do anything outside of Allah’s
(Â) observation and documentation, 

And the record [of everyone’s deeds] will be laid open;
and you will behold the guilty filled with dread at what
[they see] therein; and they will exclaim, “oh, woe to
us! What a record is this! It leaves out nothing, be it
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small or great, but takes everything into account!” For
they will find all that they ever did [now] facing them,
and [will know that] your Sustainer does not wrong
anyone (18:49).

Then the Qur’an corrects the misconception that a person
who does what is right is equal to or like a person who does wrong.
Those who are conscious of Allah’s (Â) power presence and act
accordingly cannot be equated with those who are oblivious of
Allah’s (Â) power presence and act accordingly. some people
deserve Allah’s (Â) inclination toward them and His satisfaction
with them because they mold their lives around Him; others bring
upon themselves Allah’s (Â) wrath and corrective action. They
cannot avoid this consequence as they move themselves toward the
worst dwelling, namely Jahannam (Hell); Allah (Â) asks, “Is he
who strives after Allah’s favor like the one who has earned the
burden of Allah’s censure and whose destiny is the netherworld?
And how miserable a journey’s end!” This echoes other reinforc-
ing œyœt,

Is he who [in his earthly life] was committed to Allah
to be compared with one who was iniquitous? [No],
these two are not equal (32:18).

[For], would We treat those who have committed to
Allah and do righteous deeds in the same manner as
[We shall treat] those who disperse turpitude on earth?
Would We treat those who are attentive to Allah’s
power presence in the same manner as those who are
viciously dismissive of Allah [and His power]? (38:28).

Have the Muslims who have converted to liberalism never read
these œyœt? It would seem not; or they ignore them and “…cast
them behind their backs.”

one who reads the Qur’an attentively understands there is a
pronounced demarcation-line between people who are thoughtful
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of Allah (Â) in whatever they do and people who are thoughtless
of Allah (Â). And within these two separate blocs of people there
are degrees of dedication and levels of loyalty to Allah (Â) or
against Allah (Â) as the determinant of social and personal reality.
The highest rank near to Allah (Â) is that of the prophet (r), and
the most distant station is the hell-hole of the munœfiqs, those who
refuse to consolidate their loyalty and allegiance to Allah (Â),
“Truly, the munœfiqs shall be in the deepest pit of the fire…”
(4:145). Even man’s quality of being loyal, his feelings of alle-
giance, and the act of binding intellectually or emotionally to
Allah (Â) before and during his actions on earth is closely
watched and recorded by Allah (Â). Man’s action in this world is
traced to its psychological roots, “Prosperous is he who refines his
[own] self; and lost [to goodness] is he who buries it [in darkness
and ignorance]” (91:9–10). At the end of life’s journey these two
tendencies are the ones that count. Each member of every group
will reap the results of his own labor and endeavor. No one will be
exempt and no one will be treated unjustly or cheated.

What is to be understood from the following œya∆?

Surely, Allah bestowed a [great] favor upon the [com-
mitted] muslims when He raised up in their midst an
apostle from among themselves, to convey Allah’s mes-
sages to them, and to cause them to grow in purity, and
to teach them scripture as well as wisdom [and their
implications] — whereas until then they had been lost
in obvious error (3:164).

We understand that Allah (Â) selected their prophet from their
own society. Muhammad was an Arab descended from Ismœ‘øl (Ç).
This is not meant to imply a racist prejudice. What it signifies is the
fact that communication within a social unit to which a person
belongs is easier than to speak across cultural, linguistic, and social
divergences. The people around Muhammad knew him well before
he became Allah’s Messenger (r). This knowledge helped them
decide whether they should accept and follow him, or not. An
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“outsider” or a “foreigner” would not be able to stir the core of a
social order the way an “insider” or a “native” can. That is why,
throughout scriptural history, almost all prophets (Å) were raised
from their own social and cultural milieus. 

occasionally this was not the case, and this is the exception
to the general rule. for example, there is the presence of y¥suf (a)
— Joseph in the biblical context — in Egypt; his influence was
exerted from a position of power. y¥suf (a) was not, in today’s jar-
gon, a “native” or even a “naturalized member” of the Egyptian
state or its political community. He was not a product of the envi-
ronment and conditions that would have made him a typical
Egyptian of that time. so his prophetic period was one of pressing
ahead with his mission from another angle; and his particular cir-
cumstances were supervised by Allah (Â) to allow him to assume
a position of power in a government that was not “Islamic” in order
for him to begin a corrective process of justice “from above.” To
reiterate, y¥suf (a) was an exception to the general rule. 

so Muhammad (r), his mission, and his scripture were “local-
ly specific” to begin with but inclusive and global in scope. The
local beginnings may be implied in the following œya∆, “…and,
indeed, this [revelation] shall certainly become a [source of] emi-
nence [honor, dignity] for you [muhammad] and your people”
(43:44). The transnational scope of the Muhammadi mission is
stated thus, “And [therefore, o muhammad], We have sent you
as [an evidence of our] grace toward all the [human and other]
domains.” (21:107) These human domains would include every
type of community — family, tribe, culture, etc. — by which
human beings identify themselves in their collective lives.

The second perception emanating from this œya∆ is that
Muhammad (r) was required to instill in the people around him
Allah’s (Â) power influence in the course of their lives. people are
expected to learn and understand how Allah (Â) expresses Himself,
His knowledge, and His sole existence in the way societies rise and
fall and in the ways history unfolds. The material world has its laws
and the social world has its laws; both sets of laws come from the
same source, Allah (Â), and they eventually serve the same purpose, 
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Verily in the creation of the heavens and the earth, and
in the succession of night and day, there are illustra-
tions [of Allah’s power and reality] for those who
[aspire to] attain to true insight (3:190).

Another reading of œya∆ 3:164 suggests that Muhammad (r)
would purge people of their pagan perversions and their ideological
misapprehensions. Many human beings believe in superstitions and
illusions. They can grow through the Muhammadi experience from
illusions to intelligence, from myth to reason, and from naiveté to
refinement. A social and political order that comes into being under
a people who are aware of Allah’s (Â) power is what was needed
then, and it is what is needed now. Muhammad (r) can still, by his
leadership and example, enable wayward human populations to
make that transition from primitive self-centered societies to a civ-
ilized God-centered society — if they would only let him. By follow-
ing him, by truly loving him, and by aspiring to emulate him in
achieving what he and his companions did, all humanity can uplift
itself from imposed social degradation by maximalist powers. 

The process of establishing such an order also has other con-
sequences: an emotional, spiritual, ethical, and intellectual revival
that produces scholars, writers, leaders, and sages. All of this accul-
turation can result in an age of reason within a few decades of a
society’s emergence from its jœhilø dark age. The first recipients of
this Qur’an and the followers of this prophet (r) were effectively
an uncouth, impulsive people. It was the impact of Muhammad
(r) and of the Qur’an that transformed ignorant, uninformed
nomads and bedouins into the founders of an Islamic civilization,
the like of which is difficult to find in the annals of human history.
This proves that such a transformation is possible provided that
the catalyst is allowed to be the prophet (r) and the scripture he
brought for us. 

This metamorphosis from being the equivalent of cavemen to
becoming a society with a high purpose was expressed by Ja‘far ibn
Abø œ̌lib when he addressed the king of Abyssinia in the presence
of delegates from Quraysh. These delegates had been sent to
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demand the extradition of the Muslims who sought security and
justice in that part of Africa. Ja‘far said,

respected king! We were a [semi] society — a people
of ignorance. We venerated idols; we consumed car-
rion [dead and rotting animal meat]. We also commit-
ted morally outrageous acts. our family relationships
were disintegrating and our neighborly dealings were
unfavorable. people in power would devour those who
were powerless… 

This sums up the way we were until Allah (Â) sent us
an apostle who was one of us. We were keenly aware of
his family lineage, his truth, his honesty, and his high
moral character. He called on us to revere Allah (Â)
only, by affirming His singularity and by conforming and
complying with Him. We, in the process, had to
renounce and abdicate our ancestral creed that idolized
stones and graven images. This apostle enjoined us to
tell the truth, to honor our word, to call on and see our
relatives. He also taught us to be well-disposed and ami-
able with our neighbors; and to refrain from evil and
aggressive behavior. 

furthermore, he forbade any immoral conduct. false
statements and testimonies were prohibited. orphans’
money and possessions were now sacrosanct as was the
honor of women. All in all, he propelled us to conform
to Allah (Â) who has no equivalent, rival, or associate.
He also exhorted us to socialize our prayers, fasting, and
alms-giving.330

Muhammad (r), the Qur’an, and Islam converted a jœhiløya∆ of
complex ignorance into the high culture of a purely Islamic society.
A contrast with the immoral abyss of the jœhiløya∆ will help one bet-
ter understand the moral heights of Islam. The following is a narra-
tive from umm al-Mu’minøn ‘Œ’isha∆ as she describes sexuality and
male-female relations during the time of jœhiløya∆,
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Coitus during the days of jœhiløya∆ fell into one of four
modes or attitudes. There was the act of sexual procre-
ation between a man and a woman, much in the same
manner as is the case nowadays [in an Islamic society]. A
man would propose to have the hand of his future wife.
This marriage proposal would be presented to the bride’s
father or guardian. on acceptance, the groom would
offer a dowry, and upon the bride’s acceptance of that,
the marriage would then be consummated. 

Another form of sexual relation would ensue when a
wife had just finished her menstrual cycle [when the
monthly discharge of blood from the uterus ceases]. At
this particular time a husband would tell his wife, “Go to
so-and-so and have him inseminate you.” This husband,
after allowing his wife to copulate with another man,
would not have sex with her until she was apparently
pregnant by the other man. once it became apparent
that she was carrying a child from the other man, her
husband may choose at that time to have sex with her if
he so desired. The jœhilø rationale for this was the desire
to have a better genetic constitution or a respectable
social status for the offspring. [The “biological” father
here would be of a higher social status than the mother’s
“legal” husband]. This was called the marriage of istib∂œ‘
[adulterine insemination]. 

Another form of intercourse would concern a group of
up to ten men who would copulate with a woman. After
that she would become pregnant and give birth. Days
after she would have given birth she would call for all of
them. None of them [by the force of custom and tradition]
would absent himself from her summons. When they all
were in her presence she would say to them, “you all are
aware of what you have done; now I have given birth. It
is your baby;” and then she would point to a particular
man. The baby would then become the child of that par-
ticular “father.” The man could do nothing about it.
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[In] the fourth mode of intercourse, men took turns to
have access to a woman, in fact a prostitute. These har-
lots would decorate their doors with ribbons. Anyone
wanting them would enter into their rooms and have
them for pleasure. If she became pregnant, provisions
would be collected for her and her baby, and then arbi-
trarily a father would be appointed for the child. He
would adopt the child because he had no choice [that
was the law of the land].331

We may compare the jœhiløya∆ of those days with the jœhiløya∆ of
these days, and find that nothing much has changed. In those times
man was crude, primitive, and uninformed. If he wanted a child
composed of better genes than his own, he would choose a man of
exceptional qualities and elevated social status, send his wife to be
impregnated by him, and then assume the role of father to that
child, after acquiring what he regarded as a superior child to what
might have been an inferior one had he himself been the biological
father. This suggests that even in an area such as Arabia at that time
there was a notion of the connection between genetic lineage (puri-
ty) and inheritance. This would explain why a man would tell his
wife to go to a man of gentry or aristocracy and get his child. 

The Western jœhiløya∆ is much more complex and considerably
more sophisticated than the obnoxious jœhiløya∆ of yore. As is stated
in this narrative from ‘Œ’isha∆, the loose husband-and-wife relation-
ship was a permanent feature of that scriptureless society. In our
time, or in other words our modern jœhiløya∆, we are overwhelmed
with a scientific camouflage of what amounts to an abandonment of
the way Allah (Â) has commanded man to order his intimate rela-
tions. The ma‘r¥f (the self-evident truth) in physical relations
between man and woman is the honorable intimacy of marriage.
But in today’s world, those who theorize and “think for us” have
invented other perversions, one of which, for instance, is artificial
insemination. The scientific presentation of this has marketed its
utility under “logical common reasons,” such as male infertility and
the prevention of hereditary diseases such as cystic fibrosis, hemo-
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philia, rh disease, muscular dystrophy, and Tay-sachs disease.332

Any couple that applies for artificial insemination must be carefully
screened and both partners must agree in writing to receive sperm
from a donor; the resultant child is then recognized to be the recip-
ient male’s own. In the parallel Arabian society a man’s word and a
tribe’s tradition was their honor; they needed no signatures. other-
wise, what we see today is a repeat performance of ‘Œ’isha∆’s summa-
ry of sexual practice in Arabia before Islam.333

After this comparison with the jœhiløya∆ of antiquity, Allah’s
(Â) words are even more moving when He says,

Indeed, Allah privileged the committed muslims when
He commissioned an apostle from among them, to dis-
cern His power presence [in human affairs], and to
raise their status, and to teach them the divine Writ as
well as wisdom — whereas before that they were obvi-
ously, most patently, lost and forsaken (3:164).

In both the ancient and modern jœhiløya∆s women are sex-
objects, pleasure providers, and “inheritance conduits.” It was the
spirit, energy, commitment, and dedication of the early Muslims,
men and women alike, that emancipated women from being play-
things for people in power: men as a group defined by their com-
mon gender, and as male relations within a kinship (fathers, uncles,
older brothers, etc.); wealthy people as an oppressive class; and offi-
cials as powermongers. All these prey on the powerless in society.
Women, bearing as they do all of the physical burden and all of the
various risks to life and health of the biological duty to produce
more human beings, are merely the most vulnerable to such oppres-
sion, manipulation, and exploitation.

In a nutshell what can be ascertained from these œyœt? We learn
that Allah’s prophets (Å) are personalities with unsurpassed and
superfine qualities. Their moral character is the best — period. No
prophet would or could betray anyone, let alone his comrades-in-
arms. prophets (Å) would never misappropriate what does not
belong to them; however, even they need scriptural direction with
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matters pertaining to the public or the “public interest.” No Muslim
should ever entertain the idea or harbor the notion that Muhammad
(r) would cheat when it comes to the leftovers of war. This has to
be reinforced many times over. The reason is that a mental position
exists among some Jews and Christians, backed up by erroneous pas-
sages in the old and New Testaments, that prophets do nasty things.
one prophet may wrestle with angels, another prophet may have sex
with family members, another may have one of his commanders
killed so as to marry his wife. All of this is nonsense. If prophets did
such things they would not have been chosen by Allah (Â) to be
the recipients and transmitters of His revelation. 

We also learn that this Qur’an and its rational vitality along
with the demonstrated sunna∆ and the life-like presence of the
prophet (r) in our lives have brought about a historical and intel-
lectual paradigm shift. Virtually the whole world has been extracted
from derogatory descriptions of any behavior — usually traditional
in origin — that has lost its rationale, if ever there was one, though
still betraying a fear of the unknown. Examples include “knocking
on wood” when mentioning one’s good fortune (a hidden reference
to the cross); or regarding the sight of a magpie, a long tail black-
and-white bird that utters a chattering call, as a bad omen when set-
ting out on a journey. In ancient roman religion, these types of
superstitious behaviors referred to acts of excessive piety; later
Christian clergy regarded superstitions, such as calendar customs or
ringing church bells to avert thunderstorms, to be religious or quasi-
religious acts, which they regarded as pagan or corrupt. Today, some
groups or types of professions — actors, sailors, athletes — even after
the Qur’an and the prophet (r) ushered in the age of reasoning and
rationality, are especially prone to superstitions, and that may be due
to the insecurity of their occupations. 
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The muslims’ mistakes at u˙ud and the Flaws of the Munœfiqs

And do you, now that a disaster has befallen you after
you had inflicted twice as much [on your foes], ask
yourselves, “How did this happen?” Say, “It has hap-
pened because of your own selves.” Verily, Allah has
the power to will anything; 

And all that befell you on the day when the two
hosts met in battle happened by Allah’s leave, so that
He might mark out the [truely] committed, and mark
out those who were tainted with dual allegiances and,
when they were told, “Come, fight in Allah’s cause,”
or “Defend yourselves,” they answered, “If we had
known [that it would come to a] fight, we would have
indeed followed you.” 

They were closer to denying Allah, on that day, than
they were to affirming Him, uttering with their mouths
something which was not in their hearts, the while
Allah knew full well what they were trying to hide —
they who, having themselves held back [from fighting,
later] said of their [fallen] brethren, “Had they but paid
heed to us, they would not have been killed.” Say,
“Then avert death from yourselves, if what you say is
true!”(3:165–168).

The question that was on the lips of many Muslims after the set-
back at u˙ud was, “How could something like this happen to us?
How could we possibly be defeated? How could the mushriks win a
war against us? What caused us to be disappointed and thwarted?
This cannot be; we are Muslims. We should be invincible and
unbeatable, especially when ras¥l-Allah (r) is one of us.”

And the answer in the words of scripture was: this comes from
you. you caused this to happen. you — the Muslims — are respon-
sible for this sad turn of events. you disobeyed, and this is what you
got. you did not honor Muhammad’s (r) orders to stay in your
assigned positions and the tide turned against you. surely, Allah
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(Â) does have the power to will anything; however He does not
reward for failing commitment.

A materialistic “Islamic” psychology invites a mushrik military
victory. In the heat of the battle the Muslim sharpshooters contra-
vened the prophet’s (r) command, being more interested in run-
ning for the loot than in maintaining their prophetically assigned
positions; the consequences were catastrophic and the losses were
staggering: almost one-tenth of the Muslim army was killed at
u˙ud. Even the prophet (r) himself was bruised, cut, knocked
down, and bleeding.

With hindsight, the subliminal thoughts of these Islamic war-
riors were not up to the standard of an Islamic army. They speculat-
ed that the prophet (r) may sell them short on the spoils of war.
This latent psychological factor may have been the reason behind
temporarily banning Muslim troops from taking prisoners of war;
some of them may have been more concerned with the ransom
attached to a prisoner of war than for the dignity of the prisoner’s
life. The corrective Qur’anic œya∆ put an end to such impressions
and personal beliefs, unfounded on proof or certainty. This cluster
of œyœt shows how dangerously flawed human nature was on the
frontline of Islam versus kufr at u˙ud.

Almost everyone among the Muslims had taken for granted
they would win against the mushriks even if they were casual and
slack in their attitudes and preparation. With some reflection they
might have figured out that this major setback had occurred
because they brought it upon themselves. first, most of them chose
to leave Madinah without deference to the prophet’s (r) prefer-
ence. once at u˙ud, the archers abandoned their posts premature-
ly. All of this added up to a disaster waiting to happen. 

Just as a stone falls to earth when it is dropped, similary a Mus-
lim fighting force falls into disarray and defeat when it ignores the
orders of Allah’s prophet (r). social laws are as irrevocable and as
inescapable as physical laws, “Truly, Allah has the power to over-
power everything.”

Muslims should rest assured that all the events leading up to
and during the Battle of u˙ud happened because Allah (Â)
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decreed they should happen. Today’s committed and struggling
Muslims should realize that a military setback may have unseen
advantages. This type of event can blow the deep cover off many
who assume a public posture that is at odds with their inner
thoughts and their deepest feelings. In circumstances like these,
when life-and-death opportunities present themselves, it becomes
possible to verify who will fight and who will not fight, who will
obey orders and who will disobey, who will risk his life and who will
run away, and who will fall for false information — such as the claim
that the prophet (r) was killed in action — and who will refute it.
What on one level was defeat was also a sieve that separated the
honest-to-God Muslims from the opportunists, the dual-loyalists,
the faint-hearted, and the selfish. There were 300 Muslims who felt
more comfortable with ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy ibn sall¥l than they
did with Muhammad, Allah’s prophet (r). There was no other pro-
cedure or screening process that would have forced the munœfiqs
apart from the mu’mins. u˙ud was a blessing in disguise. 

By the words of Allah (Â), who diagnosed the dual-loyalists’
psychology, these munœfiqs if they are summoned to fight and mobi-
lize in a war for the sake of Allah (Â) would reply, “If we knew
for sure that you are going to engage in combat duties we would
follow you and fight with you. But we know that you will not be
engaged in military clashes.” These words betray their disloyalty to
the prophet (r) and their dual allegiance: the apparent allegiance
to an Islamic state and their intense and aggravated allegiance
against the Islamic state. They are skilled at playing with words,
disguising their true intents, and undermining the facts and the
truth. The munœfiqs’ words-for-consumption fly in the face of real-
ity; the concentration of mushrik forces and the dispatch of an
Islamic armed force commanded by ras¥l-Allah (r) is proof posi-
tive of imminent hostilities and an outbreak of warfare. 

These Qur’anic and eternal words, “If we but were certain
[that it would come to a] battle, we would indeed follow you…”
are said to have been revealed to expose ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy, who
along with 300 others broke away from the Muslim army on its way
to u˙ud. This was a blow to the show of force that would have
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been projected had these “fifth columnists” not deserted. These
munœfiqs by uttering, “If we were sure you were to fight…” posi-
tioned themselves in a domain that was closer to kufr than to ømœn.
When an Islamic state is threatened, when a Muslim population is
in danger, it is no time under these circumstances for some “Mus-
lims” to exempt themselves from military duty. Those who do so are
in fact double-dealers, hypocrites, traitors, and impostors within
the ranks of the committed Muslims. u˙ud is an object lesson for
all Muslims of all times in how to expose these incognito subver-
sives. These types of turncoats cannot be considered among the
Muslim rank and file as their behaviors and internal psychologies
run counter to the œya∆,

[Know that truly] committed muslims are only those
who honor their commitment to Allah and His Apos-
tle, and have left all doubt behind, and who strive hard
in Allah’s cause with their possessions and their lives:
it is they, they who are true to their word!” (49:15).

some scholars, in giving an explanation of this œya∆ of “prox-
imity to kufr” (3:165), came out with an understanding that human
nature may vacillate between a proximity to kufr and a proximity
to ømœn. But to pinpoint its meaning, the œya∆ must be properly
contextualized by its reference to the treacherous behavior of the
munœfiqs. There are some people who say what they do not mean;
or they may express an idea that they do not internally honor. This
sums up the mindset of the dual-loyalists. 

The inexperienced Muslims of today have to absorb this hard-
to-swallow fact: there are “Muslims” who pretend they are commit-
ted Muslims. They may even swear they are loyal, faithful, and will
struggle to the very end. Their true character will not be revealed
until they have the opportunity to prove themselves, that is, to go
all the way to the combat lines of war and brave the life-and-death
challenges there. We Muslims of today have been spared the con-
sequences of being stung by munœfiqs time and time again, mainly
because there is no Islamic power base virile enough to force them
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out of the closet. We should enlist in the real-life experience of
Muhammad (r), who taught us how to identify and how to verify
these true munœfiqs.

When they said, “If we were certain you [committed mus-
lims] are going to engage in warfare we would follow you,” they
knew there was a mushrik army on its way from Makkah to take
revenge for its defeat at Badr. These munœfiqs knew the mushriks
outnumbered the committed and struggling Muslims around the
prophet (r). Anyone could deduce that war was imminent. But
these renegades wanted to cover up their perfidy by trying to con-
ceal what had in fact become public knowledge. for this reason
Allah (Â) remarks, “And Allah knows their activity of keeping
something secret better than anyone else.” Their “classified infor-
mation” amounts to a form of rejecting Allah (Â) and working
against the best interests of Islam and the committed, loyal Mus-
lims. If these munœfiqs had any inclination toward the truth they
would have realized their hidden agenda was not going to bear fruit
in a growing Islamic society; the struggle of the sincere Muslims was
uncovering and even unmaking them.

This was the way they behaved before u˙ud; but how did they
present themselves at the conclusion of u˙ud? After the Muslims
sustained a significant loss at u˙ud, giving up one-tenth of their
brothers as shahøds, and after the remaining troops returned to Mad-
inah, they heard these munœfiqs say, “If only you had listened to
us and not gone out to u˙ud those [muslim soldiers] would not
have been killed.” This suggests that these munœfiqs wanted every-
one to go back to Madinah at the time when they abandoned the
Muslim troops on their way to u˙ud. 

Allah’s Messenger (r) left Madinah for u˙ud with a contin-
gent of 1,000 men under arms. He promised them victory provided
that they remain steadfast. After leaving Madinah, ‘Abdullœh ibn
ubayy returned to Madinah with 300 of the original 1,000. This
caption of reality was immortalized in scripture by these everlasting
words, “…they [who deserted the war effort] said of their [fallen]
brethren, ‘Had they but paid heed to us, they would not have
been killed.’” Allah (Â) then calibrated the response by telling
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Muhammad (r) to, in effect, say to them: if staying behind and sit-
ting at home is a means of security or a form of insurance against
death, then it should be impossible for you to die, but you and we
know that death is approaching you, even if you were in ivory tow-
ers; if what you, the munœfiqs, are saying is true then death can be
averted and postponed.

What today’s Muslims have to bear in mind is that most of
these munœfiqs, as far as what can be ascertained from Islamic his-
torical records, were not suffering from any significant deficien-
cies in their ‘ibœdœt (rituals). some of them may have been praying
in the front lines in the masjid immediately behind Allah’s
prophet (r). But it does not always transpire that those who are
in the front lines of ßalœ∆ will be in the front lines of qitœl (fight-
ing) and jihad, as is so obviously demonstrated in the course of
these œyœt. These people who say one thing and do another were
closer to kufr than they were to ømœn. Ømœn and kufr here are
measured by military decisions: the munœfiqs decided to withdraw
from the u˙ud challenge and by that they incurred their notori-
ous status of being closer to kufr than to ømœn. This is a Qur’anic,
not a human, definition.

These œyœt demonstrate how easy it is for those with dual or
multiple loyalties to lie and to sidestep truth. It almost comes nat-
urally to them to “act” as Muslims and react as kœfirs. Their true
selves are revealed in their reaction; their mouths express what is
not in their hearts.

They showed their hand when they commented on the death
of their blood brethren, the shahøds of the Khazraj, who were their
relatives, not just their brothers in faith, “…had they stayed in
madinah they would not have been killed.” The Qur’an answered
them in effect: if what you say is true, then ward off death and have
eternal life as you linger on in this city. The actual situation is that
no amount of caution is going to delay or prevent death when
death is decreed. Every soul dies when its time is up. 

obviously, the yah¥d were fascinated and transfixed by the
results of u˙ud. They turned ambitious and covetous. They were
waiting to settle scores for the “forced” evacuation of Ban¥
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Qaynuqœ‘. until the reversal for the Muslims at u˙ud, the remain-
ing Jewish tribes in Madinah had become apprehensive that even-
tually they, too, would be forced to leave Madinah. Now that u˙ud
had “taught the Muslims a lesson,” these yah¥d felt that things
were beginning to go their way. They were overjoyed, as their sym-
pathies were with the mushriks. In fact, one of their own, Ab¥ ‘Œmir
al-rœhib, fought along side the mushriks. later on, their misbegot-
ten ambition led them to try and drop a large rock from one of their
rooftops onto the prophet (r) while he was in their neighborhood
in Madinah. But Allah (Â) saved him from that yah¥dø conspira-
cy. The average Muslim in Madinah had his doubts about these
yah¥d who were so obvious in their private and public, spoken and
unspoken hostilities toward the committed Muslims.

The words of œya∆ 3:165 are a comparison between the two
military campaigns of Badr and u˙ud. The centerpiece of this jux-
taposition is that the committed Muslims under the leadership of
Allah’s prophet (r) sustained heavy losses; 70 Muslim warriors
were killed and scores were badly injured. on the day of Badr the
committed Muslims had inflicted twice that on the mushriks, who
had suffered from 70 deaths and another 70 taken as prisoners of
war. rounding it up, looking at Badr and u˙ud combined, the
Muslims lost 70 and the mushriks lost 140. 

looking at the event in hindsight, it ought now to be clear
that the Muslims after u˙ud should not have been asking why
they were defeated and how they suffered such a disproportionate
amount of war casualties. They should not have lamented how this
could be when they were fighting for the campaign of Allah (Â)
and for His interest, how they could be defeated when they were
Muslims, how they could be overcome when they have the
prophet (r) in their ranks and they have scripture descending
upon them, and how the mushriks could appear to have won.
These questions were quick on the tongues of the Muslims after
u˙ud; closer consideration reveals that their defeat at u˙ud was
due to their own intentions and actions. This defeat was generated
within themselves; their archers decided to break with the orders
of their commander-in-chief, Muhammad (r). one of the first
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prerequisites of victory is for the military personnel to obey their
commander — which in this case did not happen. Had they ful-
filled their duties as assigned to them by Muhammad (r) they
would have been Allah’s (Â) team (˙izbullœh); and “…Allah’s
team is always victorious” (5:56). 

The more we understand of the background of u˙ud the bet-
ter we are equipped to assimilate the intents and purposes of these
œyœt in our political and military development. This is why we have
to recount the salient features that led to u˙ud, that unravelled at
u˙ud, and that followed in the aftermath of u˙ud. 

To sum up, some of the Islamic legal precedents that were set
at u˙ud include:

1. recruits into the Islamic armed forces must not be less than 15
years old, with minor exceptions.

2. when a decision to go to war is taken there can be no rescind-
ing that decision by the commander-in-chief.

3. private property may be transited by an Islamic army only in
the climate of impending warfare.

4. Muslim combatants are allowed to yearn for death as martyrs
during times of war.

5. a Muslim may not take his own life as a result of painful
injuries sustained during a war.

6. shahøds (martyrs) are buried in the clothes they died in without
the obligatory funeral bath, and at the place and location
where they went down fighting.

7. shahøds do not get a janœza∆ (funeral) prayer like other deceased
Muslims; their status and honor have been secured and they are
in no need of people’s prayers.

8. it is permissible to bury two or three martyrs in one grave.
9. if a Muslim accidently kills another Muslim, a casualty of

friendly fire, the ransom paid to the victim’s family is taken
out of the Islamic state’s budget,

10. some individuals may have legitimate reasons for exemption
from military service. This is a case by case decision. But even
if they are “legally” exempt and they want to go to fight they
should be permitted to do so within reason.
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11. if an enemy invades or encroaches upon Islamic territory, Mus-
lims are not required to react by fighting the enemy immedi-
ately. They would have to think out the appropriate war
strategy. 

12. sh¥rå is mandatory and is the basis for going to war. No one
individual may impulsively plunge a society into war.

Contrast between God-Affirmers and God-Deniers

•  (3:169) But do not think of those who have been killed in
Allah’s cause as dead. No, they are alive! With their Sus-
tainer do they have sustenance,

• (3:170) exulting in the [martyrdom] that Allah bestowed
upon them out of His bounty. And they rejoice in the glad
tiding given to those [of their brothers] who have been left
behind and have not yet joined them, that no fear need they
have, and neither shall they grieve;

• (3:171) They rejoice in the glad tiding of Allah’s  blessings
and bounty, and [in the promise] that Allah will not fail to
requite the committed muslims,

• (3:172) Who responded to the call of Allah and the Apostle
after misfortune had befallen them. A magnificent requital
awaits those of them who have persevered in doing good and
remained on their defense [against Allah’s power to punish];

• (3:173) Those who have been warned by other people, “Be-
hold, a horde has gathered against you; so beware of them
[the horde],” whereupon this only increased their [the de-
voted muslims] commitment, so that they answered, “Allah
is enough for us; and how excellent a guardian is He!”

• (3:174) And [they] returned [from the battle] with Allah’s
blessings and bounty, remaining untouched by evil, for they
had striven after Allah’s goodly acceptance — and Allah is
limitless in His great bounty. 
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• (3:175) Certainly, it is but Satan who instills [into you] fear
of his allies, so fear them not, but fear me, if you are [gen-
uinely] committed [to me]! 

• (3:176) And do not be saddened by those who compete
with one another in denying Allah [His power]; verily, they
can in no way harm Allah. It is Allah’s will that they shall
have no share in the [blessings of the] life to come; and im-
mense suffering awaits them. 

• (3:177) Indeed, they who have bought God-denial in ex-
change for God-adherence can in no wise way harm Allah;
in the meantime torturous suffering awaits them. 

• (3:178) And they should not think — they who are bent
on denying Allah’s power — that our giving them rein is
good for them. We give them rein only to let them grow in
sinfulness; and shameful suffering awaits them. 

• (3:179) It is not Allah’s will [o you who deny His power]
to abandon the committed muslims to your way of life; [and]
to that end He will set apart the bad from the good. And it
is not Allah’s will to give you insight into that which is be-
yond the reach of human perception; but [to that end] Allah
elects whomsoever He wills from among His apostles. Com-
mit, then, to Allah and His apostles; for if you commit and
guard against Allah’s power, a magnificent requital awaits
you (Œl ‘Imrœn:169–179).
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The tragedy of warfare is the fact that companions, compatriots, and
comrades sacrifice their lives in the line of duty. The following œya∆,
“But do not think of those who have been killed on a course to
Allah as dead…” was worded to respond to the loss of lives and the
associated disconsolate human emotions felt in the course of the
Battle of u˙ud. It is reported that Allah’s Apostle (r) said, 

When your brothers were inflicted and finished at U˙ud,
Allah rendered their souls to dwell in the bosoms of green birds
fluttering toward the rivers of paradise, enjoying its yields, and
accommodated in golden lanterns in the shade of the Throne.
Upon delighting in the luxury of tasteful food, refined drink,
and affable reception, they said, “If only our brothers [the
Muslim warriors back on earth] knew what Allah has done to
us! And if they were to know, they would never abandon war-
fare [as a way of] fighting for the sake of Allah.” Then Allah
responded by saying, “I will inform them for you.” And so He
revealed this œya∆, “But do not think of those who have
been killed in the path to Allah as dead...”334

The indecisive nature of u˙ud had taken its toll on the aver-
age person. The Muslims did not score a decisive military victory
and the mushriks were not roundly defeated; rather it appeared that
the Islamic forces were thwarted and the mushriks were triumphant.
The following œya∆ was the product of this reality,

[They were the ones] who responded to the call of
Allah and the Apostle after crisis had befallen them. A
magnificent requital awaits those of them who perse-
vered in doing what is right and who remained on their
defense [against Allah’s power to punish] (3:172). 

In this cloudy and uncertain aftermath of u˙ud the Islamic
morale was at an all-time low. similarly on the other side, Ab¥
sufyœn, the commander of the mushriks, was embattled and inse-
cure; Allah (Â) had unsettled his heart with an overwhelming
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feeling of terror. Thus, the commander of the unfaithful, returned
with his troops to Makkah. At this time Muhammad (r) said,
“Ab¥ Sufyœn [only] accomplished a partial success against you [the
committed Muslims], for he [himself] retreated [toward Makkah] in a
state of emotional terror.335

The Battle of u˙ud happened in the month of shawwœl. Mer-
chants and business people would normally come to Madinah in
the month of Dh¥ al-Qa‘da∆, the month after shawwœl; some
would locate at Badr al-Íughrå (minor Badr). In this particular year
these businessmen quirkishly came immediately following the Bat-
tle of u˙ud when the committed Muslims were still recovering
from its aggravated conditions. They were complaining to them-
selves about this unhappy and uncertain aftermath. Just as they
were getting ready to settle into trading, buying, and selling to
escape from the shocking aftereffects of u˙ud, the prophet (r)
called upon them to follow him in pursuit of the mushrik enemy. At
this delicate moment of deep frustration inside the Muslim psyche
— the loss at u˙ud along with the pull of the seductive money-
making opportunity versus the higher call to military duty in the
Muslim conscience — satan caused the Muslims to dread any
immediate and further military engagement with the mushriks. The
circulating notion among these frightened Muslims was that virtu-
ally all people are against them, and that everyone has combined
forces to defeat them. 

But there were devoted and undaunted Muslims who would
not succumb to this satanic notion. It was at this defining moment
that the prophet (r) said, “I am going, even if no one goes with
me.”336 Those, though, who responded to this military summons
were ‘Alø, Ab¥ Bakr, ‘Abdullœh ibn Mas‘¥d, Ab¥ ‘ubayda∆ ibn al-
Jarrœ˙, ‘Abd al-ra˙mœn ibn ‘Awf, Óudhayfa∆ ibn al-yamœn, ‘umar,
‘uthmœn, sa‘d ibn ‘ubœda∆, ǎl˙a∆ ibn ‘ubaydillœh, and al-Zubayr
ibn al-‘Awwœm along with around 70 other volunteers. All of these
“beyond the call of duty” Muslims set out in pursuit of Ab¥ sufyœn,
the mushrik commander-in-chief. once they reached a place called
al-Íafrœ’, it was in honor of these able, willing, committed and com-
batant Muslims that the above œya∆ was revealed, “It was they
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who responded to the [military] call [of duty] from Allah and the
Apostle…” (3:172).337

It is also reported that the prophet (r) deputized Imam ‘Alø
and a temporary military force to pursue Ab¥ sufyœn. on their way
they were met by a nomad who informed them, “people have mobi-
lized all their potential against you!” And they responded, “Allah is
enough for us; and how excellent a safekeeper is He!” (3:173).338

In order for us to get a better understanding of these œyœt we
would have to reconstruct their meaning within the human, histor-
ical, and social variables of that time, when scripture was dictated
from on high. our first concern here is to put these words of inspi-
ration into their emotional and rational human context. 

Ghazwa∆ Badr al-Íughrå (Badr minor)
The following œya∆ is said to have been imparted from Allah (Â) to
man due to the psycho-military affair of Ghazwa∆ Badr al-Íughrå,339

Those who have been warned by other people,
“Behold, a horde has gathered against you; so beware
of them [the horde],” whereupon this only increased
their [the devoted muslims] commitment, so that they
answered, “Allah suffices us; and how excellent a
source of trust He is!” (3:172).

The prelude to this battle began unfolding just as the engagement
at u˙ud was ending. As Ab¥ sufyœn was leaving the battlefield of
u˙ud he had issued a challenge, which was accepted by the
prophet (r), to fight the Muslims at Badr the following year (see
endnote 265). In that coming year, Ab¥ sufyœn commandeered the
folks of Makkah and set out on a journey until he reached a place
called Mejanna∆. It was at this time that fear overcame Ab¥
sufyœn; as he considered returning to Makkah, he came upon
Na‘øm ibn Mas‘¥d who was on his way to perform the ‘umra∆ in
Makkah. so Ab¥ sufyœn asked him,
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I assured Muhammad and his colleagues that I would
meet them during the Badr time of year; but this year has
been an unproductive and infertile year. We are better
able to perform when the crops are plenty, the trees are
blossoming, the cattle is milking and we are enjoying it
all. But that is not the case this year, so I would rather
retreat; however I would resent it if I were to go back and
Muhammad were to come and find no one here! That
would embolden them [the Muslims]. Go to Madinah
and discourage them; and if you do so, I will give you ten
camels to be retained with suhayl ibn ‘Amr — which
you will have when you accomplish your mission. 

Na‘øm then went to Madinah and found the Muslims gearing up for
their showdown with Ab¥ sufyœn and company. Na‘øm, in Ab¥
sufyœn’s confidence, said to the Muslims, 

What you Muslims are doing is not the best thing to do;
they [the mushriks] are intrusive and assertive by coming
to meet you in your region. And you want to go out and
take them on while they have amassed an awesome force.
None of you will ever escape their staying power.340

some of the listening Muslims started becoming inclined to
Na‘øm’s exhortations. 

At this defining moment the prophet (r) said, “By He Who
has my soul in His Hand, I will go even if that means going alone.”341

Then he set out for battle and with him were 70 mounted Muslim
warriors who said, “Allah is sufficient enough for us…” After they
eventually reached the agreed upon place, Badr al-Íughrå, the
prophet (r) and his fighting companions ended up waiting for
eight days. And no one from the mushriks showed up. Ab¥ sufyœn
had returned with his army of 2,000 men under arms to Makkah.
When the Muslims realized no military mushriks were around to
battle them, they went about their “business” activity at Badr, buy-
ing and selling, paying dues, and bartering. Agricultural produce
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was a major trade commodity, and it is said that the Muslims dou-
bled their profits in those business deals. They went back to Madi-
nah, profitable and prosperous. 

one observation from this unfolding potential military flare-up,
had it occurred, was that a small army of around seventy-odd Mus-
lims — even though they were relatively well prepared for the fight
as they were mounted on horses and camels — would have had to
confront a much larger enemy numbering around 2,000. This once
again speaks to the fact that the odds should never be the most
important factor in determining whether a military duty should be
canceled or aborted. The prophet (r) was even willing to go by him-
self to this face-off against these sufyœnø mushriks. This affair also tells
us there are psychological variables at work that we, the limited
human Muslims, are not privy to — in this case the “terror factor”
that took hold of Ab¥ sufyœn and his cohorts. Is there an unspoken
relationship between the absolute will of the prophet (r) to press on
with his military duties and the disintegrating will of Ab¥ sufyœn to
wage war? To suggest there is a definite correlation is uncertain; how-
ever from the unfolding of events we may rest assured that Allah
(Â) is present in this formula and when Muslims place their confi-
dence in Him, He will not frustrate them. simultaneously the ene-
mies of Allah (Â) will feel the consequences in the form of terror or
in other forms that Allah (Â) decrees.

These above œyœt are aligned with the œyœt that preceded them.
Allah (Â) had already alluded to the fact that there were “fifth
columnists” within the Islamic society of Madinah. He  enlightened
all Muslims until the end of time that these dual-loyalists will try to
frighten off and scare away combatant Muslims from their military
duties. These munœfiqs said of the u˙ud war casualties, “Had they
remained in Madinah they would not have been killed [at u˙ud].”
The unanimous reply to them was, “Death occurs in conjunction
with Allah’s (Â) calculations and probabilities.” Here Allah (Â)
takes the world-bound humans to the realm of martyrs and their sta-
tus. After this, no Muslim with sound judgement should be influ-
enced by turncoats and squealers in Madinah or anywhere else they
may happen to be in an Islamic state. 
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muslims are Immune to Scare Tactics
The œyœt frame human behavior in scriptural reference. When
Na‘øm ibn Mas‘¥d al-Ashja‘ø, who had not yet become a Muslim,
tried to take the wind out of the Muslims’ military sail in Madinah,
there were Muslims who did not fall for this tactic. They were not
impressed by his bolstering of Ab¥ sufyœn and the 2,000 man army
willing to fight until the bitter end. They were not fearful of Ab¥
sufyœn’s “massive power” and they were not hesitant in engaging
him. The spirit of the post-u˙ud Muslims emboldened them to
accompany the prophet (r) to whatever may result from a clash
with the “superior” Makkan mushriks.

Contrary to Ab¥ sufyœn’s expectations, the words of Na‘øm
ibn Mas‘¥d had an opposite effect. The Muslims were willing to
redouble their effort and intensify their commitment to Allah (Â)
because it was the power of Allah (Â) these combatant Muslims
were afraid of, not the power of man or the mushriks’ force. This
should be a lesson for today’s Muslims who have slouched below
the level of reality into a “can-do-nothing” attitude in the face of
“superior” militaries that threaten “defenseless” Muslims from one
corner of the earth to the other. There is another œya∆ in the
Qur’an that reverberates with this meaning, 

And [so], when the committed [combatant] muslims
saw the confederates [advancing against them], they
said, “This is what Allah and His Apostle have prom-
ised us! And truly spoke Allah and His Apostle!” And
all this [military build-up against them] intensified
their commitment and their readiness to yield them-
selves to Allah [even at the battlefield] (33:22).

Coterminous with the mushriks’ and kœfirs’ belief in their obvi-
ously favorable military position is the less obvious and subtle high-
quality position the committed Muslims are in when Allah (Â) is
on their side. They expressed this by saying, “We are gratified that
Allah is adequate for us and how perfect is He as a source of
reliance.” In other words they are saying that Allah (Â) will take
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on these “vastly superior” forces; or that when Allah (Â) is with
you, the odds are always in your favor. No one is better than Allah
(Â) as an administrator of this whole disparity. His support and
help is what we are concerned with, and not the harassment and
antagonism of the military mushriks. It is said that “…˙asbunœ
allœhu wa-ni‘ma al-wakøl: Allah is ample for us and what an
excellent confidant He is” were the words uttered by Ibrœhøm (a)
as he was thrown into the fire.342 And Muhammad (r) said the
same words when he was told that all the mushriks have “united”
against you, are going to do war with you, and thereby you should
fear them. In these life and death, threat and intimidation condi-
tions, Muslims are expected by the standards of the Qur’an and
søra∆ to rise to this state of mind and reiterate these comforting
words. Allah’s Messenger (r) is reported to have said, “If you find
yourselves in challenging and problematic circumstances, then say,
‘˙asbunœ allœhu wa-ni‘ma al-wakøl.’”343

If we were to bring these meanings into today’s world, we
would have to ask where are the committed Muslims who are tak-
ing on superior militaries while placing their trust in Allah (Â)? Is
there an Islamic leadership that is more concerned with the power
of Allah (Â) than it is with the nuclear, biological, and chemical
force of man? And if that leadership does exist, does it have a
Qur’anically generated program that will sustain war operations
regardless of the temporary setbacks or the inconclusive military
encounters resulting from a showdown between the Islamic and the
kœfir militaries? It is satan who peddles the idea and spreads the
notion that fear should be the lot of Muslims who are fighting on
the side of scripture, truth, justice, and peace. Na‘øm ibn Mas‘¥d
was one individual who tried to dissuade the Muslim military from
its call of duty. Today he has morphed into a global media, which
actively tries to convince the live human embodiments of these
meanings that they will be defeated. There is a worldwide war and
an international coalition of forces that are ready to pounce on the
few  brave, committed, and combatant Muslims. so what is new?
Nothing, really. We have seen this before. We have already experi-
enced its equivalent. These œyœt are here to tell us about it. 
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It can only be satan who tries to convince the self-assertive
and unpacified Muslims that their military force is inferior, that
their numbers are not comparable, and that they stand no chance.
“Indeed, [mushrik] people have combined their forces to defeat
you; hence, you should be scared of them!” This is a satanic state-
ment that is intended to win the war before the first shot is fired.
Thus, as their logic goes, no Muslims should seriously think about
fighting “superpowers.” In our generation, primarily Israeli and
American interests concoct these types of shay†œnø statements to
defeat the Muslims at the psychological level. And they sugarcoat
their anti-Qur’anic, anti-Islamic, and anti-Muhammadi intentions
with nonsensical accusations suggesting that Muslims hate free-
dom, dislike free elections, or are hostile to Jews and Christians. of
course, any Muslim whose mind is fashioned by this holy Text
knows that none of this pernicious propaganda is true. And when-
ever people with Muslim veneers and kœfir cores show up to erode
Islamic morale as they did after the Battle of u˙ud we, the pledged
and dedicated Muslims, should recall this experience and do dou-
ble-duty in our steadfast opposition to the forces of shay†œn. satan
is not just some metaphysical phenomenon; he is represented in our
era by American corporate interests, the us military-industrial
complex, and the collaboration of Zionists and right-wing evangel-
ical Christians who have sold their faith for the glitter of gold.344

Historical Mushriks and Their Contemporaries
The Makkan warlord Ab¥ sufyœn and the American warlord Don-
ald rumsfeld along with their similar merchant/military back-
grounds have something else in common: their hostility to and war
strategies against Islamic self-determination.345 The war against
Islamic self-determination has come a long way. rumsfeld, the
American secretary of War (during the George W. Bush adminis-
tration, 2001–2004), and his ilk are the ideological descendants of
Ab¥ sufyœn’s mushrik Makkan military madness against the leader-
ship of Muhammad (r) and the newly established Islamic order in
Madinah. These ideological contemporaries of Ab¥ sufyœn do not
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dare say they are in a war against Islamic self-determination
because they will “show their hand.” They say they are “fighting
terrorists.” Ab¥ Jahl, Ab¥ sufyœn, and Ab¥ lahab, who were some
of the most inveterate enemies of Muhammad (r), must be turning
in their graves; how could they not have thought of branding Mus-
lims of self-determination as “terrorists?” listen to rumsfeld, the
“Makkan-Washingtonian,”

…president Bush has made clear that the only way to
win today’s war is to carry the fight to the enemy and roll
back the terrorist threat to civilization, “not on the
fringes of its influence, but at the heart of its power.” He
has it right. To understand why, one might consider what
happened in Beirut two decades ago.

…And from that experience, terrorists learned impor-
tant lessons: that terrorism is relatively low-cost and
deniable and can yield substantial results at low risk and
often without penalty. Terrorism can be a great equalizer
— a force multiplier. And terrorism works in the sense
that it can terrorize, and even a single attack can influ-
ence public opinion and morale and alter the behavior
of nations. 

…the way to defeat terrorists is to take the war to them
— to go after them where they live and plan and hide,
and to make clear to states that sponsor and harbor them
that such actions will have consequences. That is what
president Bush is doing in the global war on terrorism. 

…Any person, organization, or government that sup-
ports, protects, or harbors terrorists is complicit in the
murder of the innocent and equally guilty of terrorist
crimes. [And] any outlaw regime that has ties to terrorist
groups and seeks or possesses weapons of mass destruc-
tion is a grave danger to the civilized world — and will
be confronted.” 

…yet consider: the explosive agent used on sept. 11
was jet fuel. The danger we face in the 21st century is the
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threat posed by terrorists armed not with jet fuel but with
more powerful weapons. If the world does not deal with
the emerging nexus between terrorist networks, terrorist
states and weapons of mass murder, terrorists could one
day kill not more than 240 people, as in Beirut, or more
than 3,000 people, as on sept. 11, but tens of thousands
— or more.

…it is critical that our country recognize that the war
on terrorism will be long, difficult and dangerous — and
that as we deal with immediate terrorist threats, we also
need to find ways to stop the next generation of terror-
ists from forming… To win the war on terror, we must
also win the war of ideas — the battle for the minds of
those who are being recruited by terrorist networks
across the globe.346

No one could have spoken better for Ab¥ sufyœn at Badr and u˙ud
than Donald rumsfeld. Madinah, in their offensive political lexicon
would be a rogue state. Muslims of self-determination would be
called terrorists, and Muhammad (r) would be the “mastermind” of
this terrorism! The united states, at the instigation of Israel, is
pulling together a worldwide alliance of nation-states to defeat Islam-
ic self-determination. This is nothing new. Makkah, with the collu-
sion of yah¥d , was putting together the a˙zœb (the regional
confederation of forces) to, also, defeat Islamic self-determination.

And what did the pacesetting Muslims under the leadership of
Allah’s prophet (r) do in such times? Did they think of having a
Muslim lobby in Makkah? Did they contemplate having a Muslim
pressure group in persia or rome? Did they seek an alliance of any
kind with some other regional military force that would participate
in their military encounters with the Makkan kœfir authority? They
did nothing of the sort; and that was not because they were naive,
inexperienced, or misled. At times of military threats such as the
one outlined by the American secretary of War — which, by the
way, is a brilliant way of expressing how mushriks and kœfirs feel
toward Muslims anytime Muslims assume their civic and military
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duties — it is up to us, the committed Muslims, to authenticate our
dependence on Allah (Â). During crisis situations like the ones
where satan tried to convince the committed Muslims that they do
not stand a chance against a kœfir Makkah 14 centuries ago, or a kœfir
Washington in our generation, it is up to us to prove that we rely
upon Allah (Â). reliance upon Allah (Â) is not a matter of utter-
ing words; it is a matter of making decisions. And the decision has
already been made. Hence we had Badr, u˙ud, al-Khandaq, and
Tab¥k. When Allah (Â) speaks, everyone should listen, 

Is not Allah enough for His subjects? And yet, they [the
powers and forces inimical to Islam] would frighten you
with those who are inferior to Him! But he whom Allah
lets go astray can never find any guide, whereas he
whom Allah guides aright can never be led astray. Is not
Allah almighty, an avenger of evil? 

And thus it is [with most people], you may ask them,
“Who is it that has created the heavens and the earth?”
They will surely answer, “Allah.” Say, “Have you, then,
ever considered what it is that you invoke [for help]
instead of Allah? If Allah wills that harm should befall
me, could those [inferior powers] remove the harm
inflicted by Him? or, if He willed that grace should
alight on me, could they withhold His grace [from me]?”
Say, “Allah fulfills me! In Him [alone] place their trust
all who have trust [in His power existence].”

Say, “o my [truth-denying] people!  Do all that may
be within your power, [while] I, behold, shall press on
[in Allah’s way]; in time you will come to know upon
whom shall be visited [in this world] suffering that will
cover him with ignominy, and upon whom long-lasting
suffering shall alight [in the life to come]!” (39:36–40).

Allah’s (Â) restorative words are meant for the secure Mus-
lims who are able to assume their worldly responsibilities in light of
these inspiring œyœt. These life-giving œyœt are to be read and under-
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stood within the military context to which they belong. It will be
difficult, if not unrealistic, to comprehend the lessons from a mili-
tary experience called Badr or u˙ud (among others) if we are
unwilling to associate these scriptural words to the facts on the
ground for which the œyœt were revealed; or if we are reluctant to
enliven Allah’s (Â) tidings and groundbreaking news with the cir-
cumstances and practical details they speak to. our affirmation of
Allah (Â) shall never be a singular verbal statement by which we
think we reach salvation or redemption. our affirmation of Allah
(Â) is when we have confidence in His power, when we trust in His
judgment, and when we rely on His counsel. It is at times of war that
we have the opportunity to prove whether we are true to our con-
victions or whether we want to run away from our duties. There are
plentiful instances throughout the noble scripture that reiterate the
involvement, engagement, participation, and interlocking of Allah
(Â) in our military endeavors. A few military-specific and confi-
dence-boosting œyœt are cited below — but only for those who are
willing to affirm Allah (Â) at the battlefront,

…and Allah will most certainly sustain him who sustains
His cause, for verily, Allah is most powerful (22:40).

Behold, We shall indeed support our Apostles and
those who are [in times of combat] committed to Allah,
[both] in this world’s life and on the Day when all the
witnesses shall stand up — the Day when the oppres-
sors’ excuses will avail them not, seeing that their lot
will be rejection from all that is good, and a woeful
hereafter (40:51–52).

o you who are [in times of combat] committed to Him!
If you help [the cause of] Allah, He will help you, and
will make your steps steady-going (47:7).

[For] Allah has thus ordained, “I Shall most certainly
prevail [at times of  war], I and my Apostles!” (58:21).
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What Happens to muslims Who Die for Allah’s (Â) Cause?
These œyœt are in courtesy to the u˙ud shahøds. Allah (Â) tells us
that even though the casualties seem to have lost their physical life
in this world, the fact of the matter is that they are alive, living, and
possessing life in the afterworld. Even though the œyœt talk directly
to the prophet (r), they are nonetheless meant for everyone else.
paraphrasing the œyœt, it could be said that some of the Muslims
were discouraged by the volatile and disloyal munœfiqs who were
imputing the war fatalities could have been averted if the Muslims
would have stayed put in Madinah instead of going out to u˙ud
where they perished. rather, Allah (Â) is saying: be certain of a
different reality.  These martyrs are surviving and existing prosper-
ously in another world. They are in close proximity to their sus-
tainer. They bypassed the accountability phase that normally
precedes access to paradise. They are living like everyone else.
They eat and they drink which is another way of saying that they
are full of life. They also are not dislocated from the Islamic order
for which they physically can no longer be available; but they
remain interactive with it in ways that are known to Allah (Â).

The martyr’s proximity to Allah (Â) is not necessarily a
proximity of distance, place, or position as much as it is a proximity
of dignity, honor, and status. The lives of martyrs as declared by the
Qur’an are metaphysical, post-worldly, and beyond the reckoning
of immediate human senses. We have no sensual perception of it
except what Allah (Â) in these eternal Qur’anic words is telling
us. Thus the last sentence in œya∆ 3:169 reiterates the fact that the
martyrs are in the dignified presence of their sustainer who main-
tains their upkeep and livelihood.

It will not be easy for us human beings to settle down to the
fact that someone who has physically died is still very much alive.
The actuality that those who die for the cause of Allah (Â) are the
only ones who qualify to stay alive is a fact that does not easily sink
in. But it is true and scripturally documented. And if these shahøds
are alive, why would anyone want to mourn them? They are alive.
life, in a sense, is a cycle, or a periodically repeated sequence of
events. And who are we to say that dying for the cause of Allah
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(Â) will not immediately generate a better life, a higher quality of
living, and an enhanced form of existence? This is left up to Allah
(Â) who is in ultimate charge of life and death. And here when
lives are physically terminated at the battlefield, it is the originator
of life itself — Allah (Â) — who replaces that worldly life with
one far superior to it as an instant reward for the Muslims’ unmiti-
gated selflessness in making the ultimate sacrifice. After all, was it
not Allah (Â) who initially gave life to the heroes that sacrificed
their lives in Allah’s (Â) cause? 

Death itself is not the end all. Death, in material and empiri-
cal terms, is the act of dying, the end of life, the total and perma-
nent cessation of all the vital functions of an organism. But who
can state with certainty that once the physical and bodily functions
of life are gone that the life essence of that individual is also termi-
nated and finished? This cessation of biological and physiological
bodily functions does not mean the human soul that once occupied
a particular body has expired or withdrawn from existence alto-
gether. Death is not the end result of life; it is merely a state of
change from one expression of life to another. 

In this new life, the martyrs are delighted to experience the
heavenly abundance and luxury. They realize they are receiving
“preferential treatment.” They also are cheerful and jubilant about
their “comrades-in-arms,” their mujœhid brothers, who have not yet
gained the honor of dying for the vantage and quest of Allah (Â) —
fø sabølillœh. It is enough to know that the mujœhids are on the course
of martyrs, following in their footsteps, and may some day be honored
with the distinction, status, and prestige of becoming a shahød.

The good news is that Allah (Â) will never forfeit the com-
pensation of those who are securely committed to Him, those who
are willing to struggle for His campaign, and those who, in His
cause, ultimately achieve the grandness of martyrdom. This is the
ni‘ma∆ (the premium, abundance, and generosity) with which Allah
(Â) favors these dedicated souls: perpetual life and everlasting pro-
visions, uninterrupted by fear of what may come or regret for what
has passed. They are neither grieved nor are they saddened!
(3:170). This is an obvious urging from Allah (Â) to His devotees
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that they should struggle and express a desire for the dignity and
celebrity of martyrdom. 

one approach to better understanding the meanings of these
œyœt today is to consider the martyrs who passed on — but are still
alive — during the imposed imperialist and Zionist war against the
Islamic awakening in Iran. In the course of this kœfir-imposed war,
there were hundreds of thousands of martyrs who passed on to the
proximity of Allah (Â). These modern-day Islamic combatants
performed their military duties with full confidence in Allah (Â),
unquestionable reliance upon Him, and the certitude that Allah
(Â) is with them. They knew that no other power on earth could
interfere with their attachment to the power of Allah (Â). And
who could have predicted that in the first generation following the
martyrs, less than 20 years after the valiant war effort, the two main
antagonists — the rulers in Baghdad and the rulers in Washington
who brought together a combination of regional and international
nation-states — would be at war against themselves while the mar-
tyrs would be looking down from heaven upon this development
that defies logic.

These œyœt describe a military level of responsibility pertain-
ing to the Battle of u˙ud as well as its two ensuing military cam-
paigns to thwart Ab¥ sufyœn and his legions: Ghazwa∆ Óamrœ’
al-Asad and Ghazwa∆ Badr al-Íughrå. Muslim troops were physi-
cally injured and psychologically bruised at u˙ud but still some of
them had the courage, the motivation, and the resolve to fight on
and die for the blessings of Allah (Â). These dedicated and fight-
ing Muslims wanted to trail the Makkan enemy, and in doing so,
challenged all the rumors and propaganda that made the Makkans
seem invincible. They proved to themselves, to the kœfirs, to the
world then and now, that they had the requisite confidence in
Allah (Â) to work His will. 

The fact, as elucidated in these œyœt, is that the martyrs have
not been separated from their combatant comrades — they con-
vey glad tidings for those warriors who have not become martyrs
yet:  do not fear and do not grieve. In one sense, the martyrs are
like a catalyst that facilitates a pending victory for the Muslims
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who are fighting injustice and oppression on earth — a perfectly
legitimate war by the standards of heaven and the standards of
rational men. The more martyrs there are, the more accelerated
the pending victory is. 

The project of dismantling Israeli Zionist oppression still
awaits an Islamic base that is willing to transform its warriors into
martyrs in an unrelenting series of wars that see the Islamic forces
offering no limitations on the number of martyrs. This quality and
quantity of sacrificing servicemen are required to cleanse our histo-
ry from lethargy, cleanse are souls from indolence, cleanse our soci-
eties from indifference, cleanse our territories from occupation, and
cleanse our governments of despotism.

often it is rather difficult to convince people without power
that they will eventually defeat their enemies. And Muslims are
people. Muslims, like all other people, are subject to the same
weaknesses. But the difference is that Muslims ought to be sure
they have a heavenly responsibility, which only they can shoulder.
And they also ought to be sure that when they are on Allah’s (Â)
side, Allah (Â) is on their side. But these Muslims are part of a
larger world that seeks to challenge Allah’s (Â) power and author-
ity, and thus are not left alone to ferment these ideas and feelings
on their own. 

The following important points may be distilled out of the
above œyœt, 3:169–175,

1. The highest prestige and honor are due to those who are not
psychologically defeated, who persist and fight back bravely,
and then die in the course of battle. These high-achievers are
called shahøds (martyrs).347 And we are informed by this eternal
Book that they are honored by the dignity of being in the pres-
ence of Allah (Â). They live on in paradise where they
receive nourishments, food, and refreshments. Their lives are
as lively as anyone who is committed to Allah (Â) in this
world, even though their dead bodies are buried; but ever since
they were honored with shahœda∆ they have been “taken care
of and provided for.” It would be as if they never experienced
death, the event of dying and departing life.348
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2. Are shahøds to be given a funeral bath and service as other
deceased Muslims? The most pervasive legal opinion is that a
shahød does not receive a ritual cleansing, he is not placed in a
shroud, and he does not receive the janœza∆ prayer. If there is
on the body a najœsa∆ (impurity) besides the blood it should
be wiped off. There is a consensual comment on the authority
of Jœbir that relates the prophet (r) ordering the shahøds of
u˙ud to be buried with their blood spots; he did not wash
them, neither did he offer them the janœza∆ supplication.349

But in the case of a soldier who fights in the cause of Allah
(Â), who gets mortally wounded but does not die at the bat-
tlefield, who is then taken for medical care and nourishment,
and who, hours or days later, dies at a hospital or clinic, he is
to receive the janœza∆ invocation.350

3. Dying for the cause of Allah (Â) and bearing witness to His
presence and power in such a way is the most rewardable act
of yielding to and obeying Allah (Â). This human action is
enough to shed sins and redeem life. Allah’s prophet (r) is
reported to have said, “Dying for the cause and on the way to
Allah absolves a person of everything except debt.”351 This says
plenty about the rewards of martyrdom and it also says vol-
umes about other peoples’ personal rights and dues.

4. The shahøds may have lost their physical bodies by dying at the
war front, but all the needs and requirements of that body are
fulfilled. They eat and drink, they enjoy the attractions of life
and they are conscious of their comrades-in-arms who are still
back on earth trying to gain the same honor. A shahød receives
many benefits, some of which are,

• he is forgiven the instant he parts life,
• he is able to visualize his place in heaven,
• he bypasses the torment of the grave,
• he is spared the preponderant shock preceding the 

Day of Judgment,
• he wears a crown, 
• he/she may choose to have flirtatious, ecstatic, and

erogenous times, and
• he may intercede for tens of his folks and relatives.
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5. Those who gave 110% — even though many of them were
still in physical pain and injury due to the effects of u˙ud and
accompanied the prophet (r) in hot pursuit of the Makkans
after they left u˙ud — were singled out for their honorable
and “beyond the call of duty” services.

6. Allah’s (Â) shining words about the committed Muslims,
who were not fooled by propaganda representing the enemy as
superior, awesome, and invincible, tell us that commitment to
Allah (Â) and cowardice cannot coexist in the heart and
soul of a mu’min. Cowardice and commitment cannot be coa-
lesced in the Muslim psyche. reducing cowardice to its basic
elements reveals a fear of death and a solicitation of worldly
life. These are not characteristics of a committed and combat-
ant Muslim. In the war history of Muhammad (r) there was
no sign of timidity or trepidation. There was only the fearless,
undaunted, and indomitable vigor of Muslim men-under-arms
for the sake of Allah (Â).

7. A committed Muslim’s reply whenever the enemy of Allah
(Â) goes into high-gear psychological warfare is to say,
“Allah’s power satisfies me and He is the best one to have
my allegiance and confidence” (3:173).

8. If ever there is fear it should be the fear of Allah (Â) and not
the fear of His enemies. people of Allah (Â) never fear
shay†œn, especially when this shay†œn is trying to instill the
fear. The ones taken in by satan’s power illusions are the dual-
loyalists, who pretend to be Muslims, but when called upon to
militarily prove their commitment, side with the kœfirs and
sympathize with the mushriks.

Human nature harbors a constant element of fear. And when
this human nature is not developed, cultured, and directed by Allah
(Â) then a variety of fears serve to oppress that human nature.
There are some men who fear simply because of an anticipation of
things going wrong. others react to fear in a way that may bring
like-minded individuals together to ward off a particular source of
fear. Men in other societies and conditions may be able to turn psy-
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chological fear into “material safety.” still fear, to some people, is
intertwined with ignorance or uncertainty. sometimes fear is gener-
ated by a perception of inferiority and a mental uneasiness. In prim-
itive ways fear induces images of superiors and even “gods.” 

fear itself is exhausting; the feeling is draining. The range of
emotions and subliminal thoughts hovering around fear is fertile
ground for satan. And all these multi-directional notions of fear
thrive in a mind and heart that are void of Allah (Â). But when a
person is emotionally attached to Allah (Â) and mentally fulfilled
by Allah (Â) then there can be only one fear: Allah’s (Â) correc-
tive action. When committed Muslims live with the constant
expectation that Allah (Â) will “impose” His power on their lives
at some point due to a deviation away from His command and coun-
sel, they can channel this same fear to preempt any painful heavenly
corrective measure in the course of human social development. It
may be to this end that Allah (Â) says, “They fear their Sustainer
high above them, and do what they are enjoined to do” (16:50).

Rebutting the Kœfirs and Their Intimidations 
The last œya∆ in this section, represented a little bit differently in
the variable translation below,

It is not Allah’s will [o you who deny His power] to
abandon the committed muslims for your way of life;
[and] to that end He will differentiate the malicious
from the beneficent. And it is not Allah’s will to have
you privy to  the ghayb; but [to that end] Allah conse-
crates whomever He wills from among His apostles.
Commit, then, to Allah and His apostles; for if you
commit, and guard against Allah’s power, a glorious
compensation awaits you (3:179). 

sheds light on an event in the prophet’s (r) life that accompanied
the military campaign at u˙ud. In the aftereffects of the war, the
prophet (r) is reported to have said, “My Ummah was exhibited to me
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in its feature as it was exhibited to Adam. I was advised of he who will
share in the commitment to Allah and of he who will deny it.”352 When
this sentence was relayed to the munœfiqs they made fun of it by say-
ing, “Muhammad claims to know who shares a commitment to Allah
and who rejects it; while we are with him and he does not know who
we are.” It was to this dynamic that the œya∆ was revealed. 

parallel to this was another incident in which Quraysh said,
“o Muhammad! you claim that whoever disagrees with you is
going to the fire and incurs Allah’s wrath the while whoever fol-
lows and enlists into your døn will go to paradise and enjoy Allah’s
explicit approval. so, then, tell us, ‘Who are the ones who are com-
mitted and who are the deniers?’” And the above œya∆ was a direct
response to this attitude and mentality. It is also believed that some
committed Muslims came to Allah’s prophet (r) inquiring about a
distinctive mark that would distinguish a committed Muslim from
a counterfeit Muslim (munœfiq) and the above œya∆ served as an
answer to their inquiry.353

once again we need to remind ourselves that these œyœt were
a direct and informative narrative about the u˙ud war effort. The
course of the battle did not go as expected for the prophet (r) and
the committed Muslims. It is normal and natural for Muhammad
(r) to have felt the brunt of the military reversal as he was the
prime target of the heightened rhetoric coming from the Makkan
mushriks under the command of Ab¥ sufyœn. The prophet’s (r)
personal dilemma was further complicated by the mushriks’ connec-
tions inside of Madinah with their munœfiq cheering sections and
yah¥dø stealth supporters. During this unsettling time, it meant a
lot to have Allah (Â) speak to the prophet (r) directly. All these
“booming and roaring” forces were unable to harm the trustees of
Allah (Â) — the prophet (r) and his fighting companions. Now
as then, at the end of the day, these rambunctious loudmouths are
harming only themselves as they are, in fact, in a war with Allah
(Â). They are actively incurring Allah’s (Â) hostility and there-
fore their strategies, plans, and actions will boomerang all the way
into the hellfire. These kœfirs’ war against the committed Muslims,
combined with their destruction of the productivity of their soci-
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eties in this world, practically proves that they do not deserve the
fruits of the coming world. 

Their’s is arrogant behavior on earth, and they [are the
ones who] devise evil arguments [against Allah’s mes-
sages]. Yet [in the end], such evil scheming will engulf
none but its authors; and can they expect anything but
[to be made to go] the way of those [criminals] of olden
times? (35:43).

These heart-bending œyœt in this factual scripture were not
meant to be frozen in time; they were not meant to be only applica-
ble to the words and insinuations of the Arabian Makkan establish-
ment 1,400 years in past history. They are also meant to be applied
to today’s version of Ab¥ sufyœn’s propaganda machine: the world-
wide anti-Islamic media leviathan whose high-fidelity transmitters
broadcast the constant message that Muslims are incapable of stand-
ing on their own and walking an independent God-given course in
life. The united states government, for one among many, controls
radio, TV, and journalistic instruments that are clever at sabotaging
Islamic confidence at its roots. The united states “Information
Agency” (usIA), before it was subsumed into the us state Depart-
ment, was responsible for the administration of us information and
cultural programs in foreign countries. The best-known usIA oper-
ations are the Voice of America (VoA) and the fulbright scholar-
ship Exchange program.354 The VoA broadcasts a variety of
programs with an aversion to analyzing the fact that Islamic self-
determination is a reality throughout Asia and Africa; the fulbright
program has provided for the exchange of thousands of professors
and students with countries all over the world, especially countries
that are primed for an Islamic revival. The ones who pose innocent-
ly as academics, aid workers, and missionaries are working under-
cover for American intelligence gathering operations and
resocialization programs.

These governmental instruments of communication, informa-
tion control, and publicity management are meant to erode or deter
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Islamic self-determination. They are the opening salvo in the arse-
nal of us tactics and tricks that together constitute American psy-
chological warfare around the world. one of the main unstated
objectives is to turn world public opinion against ideological Islam,
against Islam as an economic order, and against the right of Mus-
lims to be free of American supported monarchies, Western client
regimes, and ruling classes who genuflect in front of Zionists and
imperialists. Activities include round-the-clock radio broadcasts in
scores of languages, television programs, publicizing of “profession-
ally made” documentaries that penetrate virgin minds with the
supremacy position of the imperialist West, marketing of feature
and newsreel films, and distribution of leaflets, pamphlets, news
bulletins, and related propaganda materials.355

In our day and age the us government is leading the kœfir
charge in the world. They think the abundant wealth at their dis-
posal and the masses of people at their beck-and-call are godsends.
little do government functionaries realize they are setting them-
selves up for their grand undoing. All empires have trespassed into
the forbidden zone from where a return to dominance is impossible;
they have all taken the same route to ruin, self-destruction, popular
discontent, and military shock-and-awe,

Indeed, they who have bought God-denial in ex-
change for God-adherence can in no wise way harm
Allah; in the meantime torturous suffering awaits
them. And they should not think — they who are
bent on denying Allah’s power — that our giving
them rein is good from them. We give them rein only
to let them grow in sinfulness; and shameful suffering
awaits them (3:177–178).

These government officials are so intoxicated with power that they
have lost their sense of justice. Justice itself has become self-cen-
tered and self-serving. Where is the meek Muslim or the submissive
scripturalist who can talk to these “officials on a pedestal?” Who
dare go with these defying Qur’anic and divine words to the
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pharaoh in the White House and tell him along with his power-
inebriated consultants that they are clearly on a course to Hell?! 

little do these high and powerful worldly figures know that
Allah (Â) will interfere, as He has done many times in history, and
pull down their whole establishment until it is buried under the rub-
ble of historical facts. Despite all of its grandiose “super” power, it will
finally succumb, as it must, to His social regulations and good-time
laws. And if a simple Muslim finds this task too demanding, he need
not grieve himself to death for Allah (Â) says to this quandary, 

Hence, leave me to the one who disputes this discourse;
We shall gradually demote them, step by step, without
their perceiving how it has all come about… (68:44).

Differentiating the malevolent from the Benevolent
We Muslims do have our share of sycophants, spongers, and
spaniels who are smitten by the military might and the technolog-
ical twinkle of governments and establishments in America and
Europe. Their blinders are too opaque to see that these govern-
ments are gun-ready to exterminate populations (as was done to
the American Indians), or relocate masses of people (as was done
to the palestinians), or drop nuclear weapons to annihilate cities
and urban centers (as was done in Nagasaki and Hiroshima, Japan).
And Allah (Â) knew that we would have this contingent of peo-
ple, so He provided us with eye-opening and conscience stimulat-
ing Qur’anic documents. listen, 

And do not let their [the deniers of Allah] growth of
wealth and [the happiness that they may derive from]
their fertility rate excite your admiration; Allah  but
wants to castigate by these means in [the life of] this
world, and [to cause] their souls to depart while they
are [still] in denial of the truth [of Allah’s pragmatic
power] (9:85).
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The major problem with established and worldly-centered
organized state power is that it becomes a dupe of its own prosper-
ous ego. When there is a tremendous and “unprecedented” accu-
mulation of money, a population base that is working hard for its
material gain, and a military that is threatening other societies and
countries, the aura and allure of such a splendiferous concentration
of wealth, power, and potential can even beckon Muslims, who
should know better. Allah (Â) is breaking through this attraction
barrier and advising His devout subjects that this abundant wealth
and concentration of power is not indicative of a favor from Allah
(Â). In this instance, there is a larger social law from Allah (Â)
at work: man in his social construct will encounter — sooner or
later — the results or repercussions of affirming Allah (Â) or
denying Him. A “superpower” structure or status is hostage to its
own God-defined labor and strategy. Nevertheless a short-lived
pharaoh, president, king, or emperor (short-lived if his individual
lifespan is compared with the extended life of his particular society)
and his consultants, who are detached from the social laws of Allah
(Â), will immediately think that their empire, conglomerate,
coalition, or alliance will survive any economic disturbances, social
upheavals, and natural disasters. And this elitist psychology
induces the administrators of modern nation-states and “civilized”
societies to act with vanity, arrogance, self-love, and scorn. This
self-aggrandizing attitude, which effectively characterizes most of
the highest governmental and financial executives in the land,
leads them to an unacknowledged or undeclared war against Allah
(Â). And from here on, the rest becomes the history of fallen and
forgotten civilizations.

Turning to listening Muslims, Allah (Â) counsels them that
life will present them with uneasy challenges and difficult circum-
stances; but these are meant to verify who is for Allah (Â) and
who is against Him. u˙ud is one of the prime examples of how
Allah (Â), through apparently hard times, shows the truth about
people, their core thoughts and their deeply held convictions.
u˙ud, besides its military details, was a psychological testing
ground. It separated those affirming Allah’s (Â) power all the way
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to the battleground from those denying His power as they aban-
doned a war in progress. The affirmation of Allah’s (Â) power
required perseverance as exemplified by Muslims committed to
Allah (Â) through war. The denial of His power was demonstrated
by the munœfiqs whose actions of desertion betrayed their allegiance
to the established Arabian powers of the time: mushriks, kœfirs, and
yah¥d. Echoing this meaning is another œya∆,

And most certainly We shall discipline you [through
the ordeals of life], so that We might mark out those of
you who struggle hard [in our cause] and are patient
in affliction; for We shall put to a test [the truth of] all
your assertions (47:31).

The day of u˙ud should go down in history as the day on
which Allah (Â) offered the committed Muslims, who were the
willing instruments of Allah’s (Â) power in war, the opportunity
to discover with certainty who the munœfiqs among them were. As
the combat-willing Muslims were displaying their dedication,
patience, perseverance, and obedience to Allah (Â) and His
prophet (r), they were at the same time lifting the curtain on the
munœfiqs lodged inside the Muslim rank and file. These disloyal and
erratic elements had finally surfaced. Their perfidy and betrayal of
trust in Allah (Â) and His prophet (r) were now no longer dis-
guised and incognito. 

some inexperienced or simpleminded people would think
that faithful Muslims and faithless Muslims should be exposed by
revelation. This trend of wishful thinking would want Allah (Â)
to point to the substandard and treacherous Muslims by having the
God-centered Muslims privy to the ghayb (the intangible). And
Allah (Â) quickly answers these types by saying He does not have
ordinary people gain access to the ghayb. rather man is created by
Allah (Â) and during life on earth he struggles to achieve his
objectives. Through this conscious struggle, as he uses his rational
faculties to fine-tune the information gathered by his senses with
the faultless guiding knowledge from Allah (Â), man acquires the
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understanding that helps him along his energetic path to achieve
something. part of this understanding is a recognition of who can
be counted on to do the right things and who cannot. 

This, however, does not imply that prophets and apostles do
not have limited access to the imperceptible; they do, by Allah’s
(Â) entitlement, 

He [alone] knows that which is beyond the reach [of a
created being’s perception], and to no one does He dis-
close any of the mysteries of His unfathomable knowl-
edge, unless it be to an apostle whom He has been
pleased to elect [therefore]… (72:26–27).

And if Allah (Â) does disclose to His apostles the character or atti-
tude of a particular person, it is not done to take away from the
human experience and necessity of discovering the social laws that
Allah (Â) has enacted in our lives. The standard in life, as outlined
and explained throughout this holy Text, is to hold people up to the
knowledge and outcomes of their behavior as the circumstances may
merit. The standard is not for people to passively sit back and wait
for Allah (Â) and His prophet (r) to prejudge a person irrespec-
tive of his behavior, record, or opportunity to prove his willingness
or unwillingness to observe Allah’s (Â) orders and instructions.

from another perspective we may say that before u˙ud the
commitment character of many verbal Muslims was unknown
(ghayb). But when u˙ud became a military duty and responsibility
this unknown depth of character surfaced. The public could now
plainly see, beyond any doubt, the behavior of those who were true
and sincere and those who were hollow and unreliable. 

With all this in mind, our conscious commitment to Allah (Â)
can only be solidified by actualizing in our lives the living sunnah of
Muhammad (r) and its practical implications. When Muhammad
(r) went through the preparations, the inconveniences and con-
cerns, the components and dimensions, the substance and problems
— all put together to give us the historical narrative of u˙ud — he
did all that to teach us by his living example how to conduct warfare.
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And there was an indirect response to the kœfirs who were asking
Muhammad (r) to show them who is committed to Allah (Â) and
who is opposed to Him. The answer was not the one they expected;
nor was it one the Muslims themselves expected. The answer was
that the demanding tasks of proving Allah’s (Â) power at the war
front will reveal who a true Muslim is and who a false Muslim is. 

It is not Allah’s will [o you who deny His power] to
abandon the committed muslims to your way of life;
[and] to that end He will set apart the bad from the
good. And it is not Allah’s will to give you insight into
that which is beyond the reach of human perception;
but [to that end] Allah elects whomsoever He wills from
among His apostles. Commit, then, to Allah and His
apostles; for if you commit and guard against Allah’s
power, a magnificent requital awaits you (3:179).

An important observation should be noted here. There are
many times in this instructive Qur’an when Allah (Â) couples the
word ßalœ∆ with zakœ∆. And there are many times when He couples
the word ømœn with taqwå. And still there are many times when He
couples a jihad that refers to expending monies with a jihad that
refers to sacrificing lives. 

With u˙ud as a backdrop, where the Muslims were expected
to give their lives for Allah (Â) — as this expression of commit-
ment was sufficient to involve Allah (Â) in a power presence at
the war front — they were also supposed to understand that in
addition to the generous sacrifice of life, there should similarly be a
more than generous contribution of finances for Allah’s (Â) cause.
When wealthy and prosperous Muslim individuals, merchants, and
businessmen begin to withhold money and resources in these types
of war conditions, they should never think they are doing the right
thing. stockpiling money is never a virtue, even when an Islamic
society is not at war; imagine how destructive it is to be miserly at
a time when duty calls. some materialistic minds cannot get over
the notion that giving is a way to poverty and that generosity leads
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to destitution. The fact as stated here is that stinginess is detrimen-
tal to individuals and society at times of peace and at times of war,
in this world and in the concluding one. When there is an individ-
ual or social need there should be an individual and social fulfill-
ment of that need. failure to institutionalize this dynamic
contributes to the bankruptcy of that society. 

looking at it another way, the hoarding of wealth is a conduct
that attracts reactive acts of theft, piracy, fraud, and social tension
between the haves and have-nots in society. Class consciousness is
the offensive outcome of a few who keep getting richer and the
many who keep getting poorer. As such a behavior takes hold in
countries and regions, it gives rise to ideas and theories that justify
the use of force for the sake of wealth confiscation, reallocation,
and distribution. In the same way a wealthy person throws God out
of his conscience to make more money, a poor society throws God
out of its environment to survive.

Soothing the Prophet’s (r) Heart After u˙ud
The words of Allah (Â) to His prophet (r) are calming, soothing,
and consoling. These are the best assurances to follow the agony and
vexation that came out of u˙ud, as the Muslim warriors were dis-
oriented and the mushriks were elated. It really hurts when people of
truth and virtue are “cornered and cowed” while people of fickleness
and infidelity feel buoyed and victorious. There is a nagging ques-
tion that persists in such conditions, “o Allah! Why has the ˙aqq
been dealt a blow while the bœ†il seems to have survived? Why are
the committed Muslims at a loss and the deniers of Allah (Â) at an
apparent gain? Why do not people of truth, honesty, and God over-
come every time they clash with people of perfidy, crime, and
aggression?” This scenario is enough to shake the foundations of
faith and the conviction of champions. And yet this happened on
the day of u˙ud when the committed and fighting Muslims asked,
“Annœ hœdhœ: But how could this have happened?” (3:165). 

In this final treatment of the subject there comes an answer
that comforts these disquieted hearts and troubled thoughts. When
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the forces of imperial falsehood score a limited victory here or
there, this does not mean that Allah (Â) has let them “get away
with it,” or that these imperial and aristocratic forces are beyond
reproach, or that these monarchical and lordly militaries can crip-
ple or impair the forces of ˙aqq forever or for the foreseeable future.

likewise, when the forces of truth and justice are hurt and
bruised in one showdown, this does not mean that Allah (Â) has
forsaken them, or that Allah (Â) will abandon them to the vicious
forces of tyranny and criminality. This is not the way to interpret,
infer, or understand the debacle at u˙ud. These unfavorable physi-
cal circumstances and consequences have been calculated by Allah
(Â) for reasons that are immediately confusing but become clear in
the long run. sometimes it is the overriding Will of Allah (Â), in
contradistinction to the will of man, to let bœ†il take its course until
it reaches its cataclysmic end. for this to happen, these forces of vice
and evil as they are represented by the concentration of secular
power and wealth will have to stain themselves with crimes against
humanity and the use of weapons of mass destruction. And after that
tarnished but proven record they will be overtaken by the power of
Allah (Â) through the will of His men, or through climactic pan-
demonium and upheavals. At the same time the forces of kufr are
setting themselves up for Allah’s (Â) power penalty, the committed
Muslims would be enduring physical reversals for the purpose of
exposing internal enemies. The good guys have to be sorted out from
the bad. The rewards entailed by this dual process are manifold, 

Do not [o muhammad in the aftermath of u˙ud] be
saddened by those who are going into kufr by leaps and
bounds. They will never be able to harm Allah, not
even by a scintilla. It turns out that Allah does not
want them to acquire a share in the approaching life,
where they will have a horrendous torment (3:176).

The prophet (r) indeed has a big heart. He is disturbed and
sorrowful to see people racing into kufr as if there is something to
be gained by penetrating into that kufr. And this is a fact of life.
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There are people who think they can attain status by climbing the
social ladder of kufr, as if there is a lasting profit or benefit from this
kufr status. of course, Allah’s prophet (r) could see man’s actions
in the range of the œkhira∆; to him these kœfir contenders were rush-
ing into the worst possible circumstances in eternal life. And he
could do nothing about it; even if he had tried they would in all
likelihood not have listened to his admonitions. Kufr has a momen-
tum and life of its own; when people are moving quickly through
the fast lanes of God-denial in life they have no time to listen to
the voice of truth, conscience, and genuineness. The prophet (r)
was doubly disturbed by the fact that these types were taking their
toll on the committed Muslims, trying to disfigure the message of
Allah (Â), and repelling its popularity.

Why Does Kufr Win?
There were many people in and around Makkah and Madinah, as
well as throughout the Arabian peninsula, who were anxious to
know how the battle at u˙ud was to be concluded. They wanted to
know who would be the winner, who would be the vanquished.
people, as is the case almost everywhere, want to be with the victor.
It was within this state of affairs that the following should be under-
stood, “Do not be grieved by those who hasten and accelerate
into the establishment of kufr; they will never cause harm to
Allah” (3:176). This is another way of saying that these kœfirs are
not simply at war with human Muslims, they are at war with divine
Islam and with Allah (Â), but they will never be capable of doing
Him harm. Everyone knows that Allah (Â) is not physically man-
ifested at the war front or in the battlefield. rather He is embedded
in the will of the God-committed Muslims who are obeying Him all
the way to the blows of death, which they deliver and receive. In
this dynamic it does not matter what immediate gains are made by
kufr because the final outcome is determined by Allah (Â) and not
by kœfir generals, commanders, or chiefs. 

But why does Allah (Â) let these kœfir commandants and
their forces endure and outlast military campaigns?  Because Allah
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(Â) wants them to be excluded from a share of the œkhira∆ (the
eventual world). Allah (Â) wants them to give it all they have, to
bear all the burden there is from fighting His subjects, to deserve all
the punishment that is available, and then to reach the conclusive
results of their God-denial at a time and place not of their liking;
for they will have a tremendous affliction. But why should this hap-
pen? Because those who exchange divine commitment for God-
denial as a type of commercial transaction attempt to hurt Allah’s
(Â) cause by fighting and persecuting His prophets (Å) and their
committed followers; but it is impossible to hurt Allah (Â), not
even a bit, and it is they who shall suffer excruciatingly.

The international political system is rationalized by “participa-
tory” representation in the uN; secured by the American military-
industrial complex and NATo; financed by the IMf, the IfC, the
World Bank and other centralized Western banks; and proselytized
by information distribution centers from fM radio to satellite TV.
This whole facade of kufr has stubbornly refused to admit — contrary
to its liberal and progressive rhetoric — any current and enlightened
presentation in practical terms of the Qur’an, the prophet (r), and
Islam. This international inter-locking system will revert to its essen-
tial belligerent military character if and when contemporary Mus-
lims are able to establish their own independent, self-governing,
operational state. This is not new. The established Makkan power
went to war against Allah’s prophet (r) and the “fight to the finish”
Muslims who accompanied him to Badr and u˙ud. 

We do not need access to state secrets to know there is a well-
thought-out strategy that works to preserve the God-denying estab-
lishments in the form of governments and nation-state authorities
in these times of jœhiløya∆. And the temporary “successes” of this
strategy should not be considered an achievement or accomplish-
ment. The deniers of Allah (Â) should not regard the extension
of their temporary worldly gains to be to their advantage; these
temporary gains are designed to lead them into more contemptibil-
ity and estrangement from Allah (Â), until finally they wind up
receiving a humiliating anguish. This œya∆ is an answer to all those
failing human thoughts about why the bad guys get away with it; it
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is a reply to the inferior human psychology that admires any victor
who assumes positions of triumph and success. The whole issue in
its true dimensions does not fit into these premature “rush to judg-
ment” impressions. In other words, Allah (Â) is apprising strug-
gling Muslims not to unconsciously cast this issue within these
temperamental or supercharged notions, that is, notions such as
“the super-kœfirs are winning and they have the upper hand!” These
well-rounded kœfirs in our times are the elites who are pulling the
secular and transnational strings of kufr, which is in open opposi-
tion to Allah’s (Â) power in human affairs. These God-deniers
should not figure that a God-given extension to their errant ways
is in their interest. That extension is meant for them to accumulate
more blunders and offenses.

These types of executive kœfirs are beyond reproach or criti-
cism. Their inflated corporate egos have no time for “religious ser-
mons,” “words of wisdom,” or scriptural direction. To them all of
this is gibberish and nonsense. Their worldly life is a race to add on
to the already existing layers of kufr. And it is so appropriate to slap
them with Allah’s (Â) factual words, “…and for them there is a
humiliating torment.”

This whole ordeal in which it first appeared to the committed
Muslims that the kœfirs have the upper-hand turned out to be a severe
and trying experience. The twin fluctuations of victory and defeat in
the killing fields, and the feelings of superiority and inferiority in the
mental health of the Islamic forces flushed out undesirable parasites
and blood-suckers from the ranks of the committed Muslims. These
social leeches joined the Islamic infrastructure for the typical worldly,
commercial, profit, and “upward social mobility” reasons. These were
the ones who faked a public Islam, but harbored loyalties and alle-
giances inimical to the prophet (r), the Qur’an, and the Islamic
power base.  None of them, though, was to be, in their words, “can-
non fodder” for an Islamic armed force. These munœfiqs had not one
iota of love and devotion for Allah (Â) and His prophet (r). 

An Islamic social order has to be cleansed of its jackals and
foxes; the munœfiqs cannot go on pretending they are bona fide
committed Muslims, and so 
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Allah would not allow the current status quo [pertain-
ing to the committed muslims] to continue; He even-
tually will distinguish the honorable from the
dishonorable, and Allah will not have you access the
ghayb. But it is Allah who gives an assignment to
whomever of His Apostles He chooses; and if you
commit yourselves and guard against Allah’s power
you will obtain a supreme reward (3:179).

Here, Allah (Â) quite frankly says that it does not fit His plan to
have the Islamic base of committed soldiers interspersed with
munœfiqs, betrayers, dual-loyalists, and hypocrites. These types of
people cannot be permitted to hide behind verbal expressions of
affinity to Islam. Committed Muslims are out to change the world;
they cannot have germs, microbes, bugs, and disease causing bacte-
ria malignantly sapping their potential from within. The divinely
selected core of loyal Muslims needs to throw dead weight off its
social thrust, and to that end the munœfiqs would have to be iden-
tified and then flushed out. 

The pressures bearing down on the Muslims at u˙ud made all
of that possible. u˙ud, in a sense, was a cleanser — a cathartic
cleanser — and the munœfiqs could no longer disguise themselves.
u˙ud came as an answer to those who want “to take it easy,” and
leave the struggle to another time and another generation. some
people expect a miraculous access to the unknown so they can
obtain information that is in the realm of Allah (Â) and not in
the realm of man. u˙ud showed all these men that some types of
information are only obtainable through a struggle, a confronta-
tion, and a war. u˙ud generated important information pertaining
to the depth of commitment, the degree of loyalty, and the willing-
ness to fight as it relates to the Muslim enlistee, conscript, and
recruit. No amount of background information or security checks
are able to discern the mettle of soldiers like the real thing: the bat-
tlefield. u˙ud was a humanly unintended, but divinely intended,
instrument of winnowing out the munœfiqs from the mu’mins.
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In this manner commit yourselves to Allah and His
Apostle; and if you commit yourselves and raise your
guards [vis-à-vis Allah’s corrective power] you will
retain exquisite rewards (3:179).

A commitment of faith that is solidified in society is reinforced by
appreciating Allah’s (Â) power at the front lines of warfare.

At times, we are told in this record of the truth (the Qur’an)
that Allah’s prophet (r) was saddened by the fact that his own
people were more involved with opposing Allah (Â) than with
accepting and loving Him. The prophet’s (r) response is part of his
human nature. It would be part of anyone’s human nature to be
grieved by the fact that his family and folks remain antagonistic or
irreconcilable with Allah (Â). But there comes a time when this
heartache and sorrow are counterproductive and may even, at
times, blur the lines between the course to Allah (Â) and the
course away from Him. It is because of this loving and caring char-
acter, which ran the chance of emotionally intruding on the ration-
al and higher responsibilities of Islamic activity, that Allah (Â)
said to His prophet (r) and to all who share his delicate and tender
human nature, “…hence, [o committed muslim] do not waste
yourself in grieving over them; verily, Allah has full knowledge
of all they do!” (35:8). And in another corresponding œya∆, He
says, “But would you, perhaps, torment yourself to death with
grief over them [opponents of Allah] if they are not willing to
commit themselves to this [divine] dialogue?” (18:6).

Whichever way the opposition to Islam behaves it will work
against them. The hard-core kœfirs and the soft-core munœfiqs can
only harm themselves by antagonizing the committed Muslims.
some of their plans will boomerang on them in this world and some
of their strategies will backfire on them on the Day of fire. They
simply will not be able to harm the committed Muslims in any sig-
nificant way. 

Kœfir hardliners think the more time they have, the more
respite they enjoy; they think this is an indicator of how their kœfir
ways are progressing. They do not take a moment to think, in the
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course of social history, that Allah (Â) gives the kœfir establish-
ment time to reconsider its positions, to rethink its ways, to
appraise critically its norms, and to change its mind about kufr alto-
gether so that it can make amends with Allah (Â), approach His
prophet (r), understand His words, and gain ømœn. But as time has
gone on, and as it has become too late for these types to turn back,
they and their “modern” societies have been ruined, destroyed, or
even obliterated in some instances. 

This applies to all the antagonists of the committed Muslims at
u˙ud. The Makkan army left the battlefield feeling it had scored
some type of victory. They thought, “Well now, providence is on our
side. you see! We defeated the Muslims who have a so-called
prophet leading them.” This whole post-u˙ud kœfir psychology
worked against these enemies of Allah (Â) and His prophet (r).
But they did not know it at the time. The rancor and gall coming
from these Makkan kœfirs only served to set them up for the next
military encounter with the combatant Muslims of Madinah. And
in the next several engagements, they would suffer not only a mate-
rial military defeat but also a psychological fall from the “false-high”
of u˙ud. Adding insult to injury, they had to come to terms with the
shattering fact that the committed Muslims would never retreat in
any sense of the word from their divinely defined duties. 

u˙ud: learning the Sunan in the Heat of Action
The combat at u˙ud was a lesson never to be forgotten. Alas,
today’s Muslims have inherited a drift that has lasted for genera-
tions. for all practical purposes in the past century, there has not
been an Islamic leadership that has assumed the responsibilities
and devised the strategy for warfare against invading and occupying
kœfir forces. And for centuries before that, the Islamic leadership
was tarnished with depravity and forms of totalitarianism. There-
fore, this lesson has to be put into focus. 

In the first instance, the understanding of “religion,” God, and
Islam by the status quo individual and the average civilian member
of society is that if he “religiously” adheres to his faith — meaning
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that he gives a sincere performance to his religion’s customary obser-
vances such as praying, chipping into the ßadaqa∆ box, fasting, and
performing the Hajj — then he can expect God to be on his side
and at his service. And when the circumstances require these indi-
viduals to become soldiers, who carry these prescribed procedures for
conducting religious ceremonies to the battle arena, they instinc-
tively and automatically assume that God is on their side and they
are going to win the fight. All of these premises and assumptions
were at work in the course of the clash at u˙ud. And then as if the
Muslims were struck by a thunderbolt in the “defeat” they sustained,
they looked at themselves and said, in effect, how could something
like this happen? If we are so obviously on Allah’s (Â) side and our
enemy is so obviously against Allah (Â), how could we come out of
u˙ud militarily disappointed and unsuccessful? 

This question was not put to rest there and then, even though
the œyœt here make it clear and explain the whole issue. people, par-
ticularly Muslims, have to understand that their relationship with
Allah (Â) works within their human potential and abilities insofar
as the exercise of this potential is part of the larger material, social,
and environmental human condition. The internal Islamic potential
is in a flux with the external human condition. The two are destined
to impact each other within the range of each one’s “velocity;” or in
other words, change takes place when the number of people com-
mitted to Allah (Â) along with the quality of their commitment
interact with their counterparts, the number of people opposed to
Allah (Â) and the tone of their God-denial (kufr). When there is a
clash between these two social dynamics and the results seem to
favor the God-deniers, many people are turned off, lose interest, or
even abandon “religion” altogether. Their presumptions have been
jolted by reality and they become frustrated, discouraged, and bedev-
iled because their private attachment to Allah (Â) did not score a
social or a military victory. some of these types may even go to the
extent of becoming agnostics, atheists, or religious outcasts.356

succinctly stated, this døn of Islam is an itinerary of integrated
social norms, methods, and behaviors endorsed by Allah (Â), the
Most Wise. As an expression of love for His finest creation, He has
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presented it to us so that we may capably discharge the responsibil-
ity of rule within the capacity and potentiality we have as humans.
Allah (Â) does not compel us to do things that are humanly
impossible; we are not expected to be “supermen.” people, there-
fore, are enjoined to begin to work Allah’s (Â) will — disclosed to
them by the Book and the prophet (r) — from the location and
level of the particulars they are in. And from there, they continue
an upward mobility and progressive line of action on a straightfor-
ward course to Allah (Â). These God-adhering Muslims are
required to comply with Allah (Â) in proportion to their own
ability to produce. 

What distinguishes this døn of Islam is that along the earthly
way to Allah (Â), never at any step or at any time is man asked to
do things that are supernatural, unbearable, or impossible. Human
nature is always the central factor in Islamic responsibilities and
duties. This Islamic lively program, which has always honored and
ennobled human nature, has enabled Muslims to reach a climax
unlike any other modernity or civilization known to man in the
course of human history. 

Man’s binding with this døn has always been forestalled by the
notion that a personal affinity with God will do miracles. These
miracles, that sound impassioned, look wild, and feel out-of-the-
ordinary, have nothing to do with human nature, are not related to
man’s potential, and are not generated by man’s struggle and
effort.357 some sideline Muslims also throw in their superficial
observation by saying, “Well isn’t this døn from Allah (Â)? And
isn’t Allah (Â) the Almighty, the powerful, and the omnipotent?
so why should this døn be held “hostage” to human frailty and vul-
nerabilities? Why isn’t Islam always victorious? Why aren’t the
Muslims — the adherents of Islam — always triumphant? Why
does it seem that Islam, in some instances, is susceptible to man’s
irregular attitude, his lusts, and the pressures of materialistic life?
And then why are faithless opponents of Allah (Â) at times suc-
cessful in thwarting or hindering the Muslims?

All of these questions are generated by a mindset detached
from the essence of this døn, or from a mental attitude expecting
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Allah (Â) to behave in a way that serves its convenient interests.
These questions may also come from simpleminded and unsophisti-
cated people who never had the opportunity to experience the way
this døn takes it course in the social and global environment of man. 

of course Allah (Â) is capable of changing this human
nature in a way that would make it more tolerant to the demands
of this døn. Allah (Â) could have made that possible in creational,
innovative, or developmental ways. Allah (Â) also could have
created us from the beginning with an affinity to endure hardships
and difficulties that are to be encountered on our course to Him
without complaining, questioning, and even abandoning Him. The
fact of the matter is that Allah (Â) created us with the human
nature we have, we are familiar with, and we are destined to main-
tain until the end of time. This human nature is characterized,
among other things, with its initiative and response disciplines. In
the course of human life, Allah (Â) willed that His scriptural pro-
gram to man be implemented through man’s endeavors, efforts, and
exertion, which all interact with continual scriptural reciprocity
and response. But man’s enterprise is never to be extended beyond
the endowments, aptitudes, and readiness of his human nature. In
all of this, human nature remains human nature; it is not altered,
fragmented, or obliterated. Within this frame of reference man is
capable of achieving in proportion to his effort, constrained as it is
by the peculiar circumstances of his particular time and place. 

If we respect our subordinate position as humans while honor-
ing Allah’s (Â) superior position as deity, we should not be asking
silly questions such as, “Why did Allah (Â) will such a human
nature or its proportional human qualities?” We should look upon
ourselves as humans who are able to ask questions that pertain to
creation and the deity but are not able to understand answers that
pertain to creation and Allah (Â). We are not capable of assimilat-
ing all of the available information, most of it thus far beyond the
reach of collective human capacities, to figure out the infinite real-
ity prevalent in creation and the nature of life, or even the distances
involved in an unending cosmos. We are left with a tracing mind
that is able to reflect and reconsider the dynamics and mechanics of
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the world, existence, and life. And in doing so, we are able to appre-
ciate the accumulated knowledge, erudition, and enlightenment
that enables us to grasp the compatibility of the proportionality of
human nature and the universe to life as we know it. 

Human beings have long been aware that they occupy a pecu-
liar place in the world.358 Modern observations, apart from the sec-
ular evolutionary spin, tend to reinforce concepts of human
transcendence, and continual crossing of new experiential hori-
zons. The main distinction between the Qur’anic emphasis on
human transcendence through scripturally supervised trial and
error (affirming the trial and correcting the error) and the Judeo-
Christian understanding of human transcendence by a simultane-
ous over-emphasis and over-simplification of miracles in their
scriptural history, is that Allah’s (Â) døn is not theory without
practice, and it also is not miracles without human action, experi-
ment, and hard work. After centuries of human interactions and
reactions with God, prophets, and scripture, the reemergence of the
Judeo-Christian understanding as a foundation for Western secular
postulations, coupled with the decline of the Qur’anic civilization
in the past several hundred years, has resulted in a mental incapac-
ity to institutionalize and establish this fact once and for all. 

This human accordance and participation with the revealed
meanings is Allah’s (Â) involvement in human affairs. The moral-
ity or immorality of individuals, the legitimacy or illegitimacy of
governments, and all the human pursuits in between are a function
of this affiliation by struggle to Allah (Â) or dissociation by a cru-
sade against Him. Communities and civilizations rise and fall not
because of some tangential miracles but because of the human work
and labor that conform to or contradict the physical and social laws
ingrained by Allah (Â) into life and existence. 

let us make it clear beyond any residual doubt that just
because Islam comes from Allah (Â) via Muhammad (r) it is not
habitually and automatically going to rise above all other forms of
life management in human society. That is not the case. Islam is not
going to take its practical and earth-bound course simply because it
has been communicated and explained to people. Islam is not going
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to be automated by Allah (Â) so that it resembles a mechanical
process governed by physical laws as is the case with falling objects
and the motion of galaxies. Islam is going to work the way it is sup-
posed to and ought to work: when an assembly of people — working
with and not against their human nature — are united through their
commitment and allegiance to Allah (Â) for the purpose of actu-
alizing its social values, fulfilling its social principles, and enacting
its social laws in the expanse of human society from one continent
to the other. Wandering human beings and drifting human societies
need this lifeline from Allah (Â) — they need it more in practice
than in theory. It will take a working Islamic model on earth to con-
vince the skeptics and the pessimists that Islam is the way to go.
And it will work not by anticipating miracles and waiting for saviors
and expected deliverers; it will work by a spirit of trial and error that
stands to be corrected by Allah’s (Â) infallible words and His
prophet’s praiseworthy precedent. And when this course of action is
in motion there may surface miracles and there may come mahdøs
and messiahs, by Allah’s (Â) leave.

The confrontation at u˙ud taught the early Muslims that it is
not enough to go to the front lines of military conflict equipped
only with rituals and †ahœra∆ of your private parts while simultane-
ously expecting victory to be sent, posted, and parceled from heav-
en. When many of these Muslims around Allah’s prophet (r) went
to u˙ud with that attitude, Allah (Â) gave them a commensurate
setback. They did not prepare for a battle in accordance with
Allah’s (Â) social laws (sunan); therefore, they got what they
deserved: futility compounded with the feelings accompanying an
experience of being thwarted. 

Do you ask when you are compounded with a problem
[of military reversal at u˙ud] when [at Badr you had
been militarily] successful, “How could this be?” Say [o
muhammad to them], “It is because of you [due to your
own assumptions and ritualistic reliance on Allah].”
Certainly, Allah overpowers everything (3:165).
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From the Bottom to the Top in Just one Generation
This generation of Muslims around the prophet (r) at Badr, u˙ud,
and at other military confrontations with kufr is considered to be the
model generation that made it possible for Islam to establish and
institutionalize the practical meanings of this inspirational scrip-
ture. Eventually, this generation was designated as the best ummah,
“You are made to be the best ummah as you [take Islam] into its
interactive reality with other people…” (3:110). But despite that,
how does Allah (Â) evaluate these “cream of the crop” Muslims?
Were they always angelic, idealistic, and optimal? The reality of
human nature as it works its way out of its worldly inclinations and
unto Allah (Â) is quite different than our first impression. These
struggling and committed Muslims around Allah’s prophet (r) were
at times marred by human weakness and deficiencies. some of them
were described by Allah (Â) in these words, 

Indeed, those of you [at u˙ud] who had retreated
when the two legions met at the war front, were co-
opted by Satan due to some of their gains, and indeed
Allah has forgiven them (3:155). 

Allah (Â) said about another contingent of these committed trial-
and-error Muslims,

And the moment came when you showed a failure of
nerve and began to argue among yourselves, you
became disobedient after seeing the favorable turn of
the tide in battle; some of you desire this world and
some of you desire the final world. Then He distracted
them from you (3:152).

And still Allah (Â) depicts yet another category within this
assembly of the faithful around Muhammad (r) by saying,

Two camps from among you [the committed muslims]
were about to be thwarted, even though Allah is their
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Superior, and in Allah should the committed muslims
place their trust (3:122). 

some of these trial-and-error Muslims who had made it all the way
to the front lines at u˙ud were showing signs of betrayal and defi-
ance of the prophet’s authority. Their inner defeat was presented in
these words from Allah (Â), 

There you are rushing away, paying no attention to any-
one, and the Prophet is calling for you from a rearward
military position. So Allah dealt you misery upon mis-
ery so that you may not [merely] grieve for what you
have forfeited nor for what has inflicted you (3:153).

All of these were what some people would characterize as
“hard-core” Muslims. But they were not perfect and they were not
complete. They were on their way to improving their qualities and
enhancing their lives. u˙ud and the battles of Islam were one way
they helped themselves. But they would not have been able to step
up to the plate of u˙ud if they were not serious about their loyalty
to Allah (Â) and obedience to His prophet (r). Their benevo-
lence was much more than their malevolence; and it was probably
for that reason that Allah (Â) tolerated their mistakes due to
inadequacy and amnestied their erratic noncompliance. The
prophet (r) was also instructed by Allah (Â) to pardon them, to
ask Allah (Â) to grant forgiveness to them, and to involve them
in the decision-making process. 

Had these characters been hateful or baneful to the core
then Allah (Â) would not have made Islamic history out of
them. He would have chosen Muhammad (r) to be a prophet in
some other society. or He could have had them expelled from the
society in Madinah for all their petty differences, their insuffi-
ciencies, and their helplessness. But it turns out that Allah (Â)
accepted their defects and their imperfections. He educated them
not in academies teaching social sciences, but in on-the-job-
training, thereby disclosing to them His sunan (social laws) in the
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heat of action and movement. It is hard to learn when you are
injured, in pain, and bleeding, but coincidently it is not easy to
forget the lessons learned. 

This, then, is the method that was used at u˙ud and at other
military expeditions to build that first generation of exemplary
combat-ready Muslims. After they fought bravely at the war front,
even though they were not the bulk of the troops, it served as a les-
son for everyone else to look back and evaluate why human nature
in some individuals was steadfast while in others it showed signs of
timidity, hypocrisy, or insubordination. This whole military exer-
cise was not designed to blame, defame, or maim the character of
any serviceman who meant good but was unable, for reasons attrib-
utable more to defects in character than venomous intent, to stay
the course. This war history of those glorious first generations of
Muslims was not meant to overload human nature with military
duties that were way beyond its capabilities. That outstanding
“group in the making” around the prophet (r) set a precedent that
we, in later times, are required to follow. 

In Madinah, there was an Islamic society growing in small
strides. It was this maturing Islamic society that would, later on, be
held responsible for the absconding attitude of three men who
refused to go to war. During the run-up to u˙ud, recall that there
were more than 300 men who refused to go to war and no “legal”
action was taken against them. True, before u˙ud, the Muslims
were psychologically exposed and socially estranged. But because of
the circumstances — the relatively recent transition of yathrib to
Madinah, the overwhelming hostilities coming from all directions,
and the untested assimilation of the Muhœjir¥n with the Anßœr —
taking corrective action against such a large number of defectors
would have hindered the careful construction of the Islamic quality
of that society. 

However, during the preparations for Ghazwa∆ Tab¥k at the
end of the ninth hijrø year there were three men who refused to go to
war. In response, there were certain policies enacted against them in
a moral and legal manner, corresponding to the maturity of the
Islamic society and the Islamic state in Madinah. The details of this
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major and final battle attended by Allah’s prophet (r) will be con-
sidered in more detail in S¥ra∆ al-Barœ’a∆ (al-Tawba∆). Truth be said,
the Islamic social order had come a long way from the way it looked
at the time of u˙ud to the way it had become at the time of Tab¥k.
It took time, effort, perseverance, and consistency to raise them
from the level of u˙ud to the level of Tab¥k. Throughout this tran-
sition, the same crowd, the same folks, and the same people were the
protagonists. But they were led by a solid, orderly, uniform, patient,
and compassionate prophet (r) who was capable of convincing and
transforming through practical experience and “hands-on” educa-
tion an undisciplined and feuding mob into a responsible, commit-
ted, and motivated society. And between the two ends of this
changeover these people were human: some of them remained
weak, some were lacking and wanting, while others were error-
prone. But along with these flaws and faults they remained keen on
Allah’s (Â) amnesty, forgiveness, and remission. 

Islam works in a way that takes into consideration our poten-
tials and abilities within the limits of human nature. We are not
expected to do the impossible but we are not left to have someone
else do for us what we are required to do in the realm of the possible. 

There you have it! It took real-life events, an investment of
time and effort, and then some sacrifices and selflessness, but in the
end these primitive nomads on the Arabian sands made it. They
were able to work themselves up from virtually nothing to become
the unique force in history that swept through the four corners of the
earth by virtue of its own efforts, guided as it was by the light from
Allah (Â) and His promise. These students and disciples of
Muhammad (r) did not sit back and wait for a miracle to happen;
they did not expect God to come down to earth to do the job for
them, and they did not go to Allah’s (Â) enemies to lobby for their
cause. They began with tireless efforts from the bottom of the human
pit (the desolate and forsaken sands of Arabia) and made it to the
summit (the surrounding regions of modernity and civilization) of
their time. This was all achieved due to one condition — one impor-
tant condition: they had unshakable confidence and utter reliance
in Allah (Â), His word, His prophet (r), and their Islamic leaders. 
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Sh¥rå makes Decision-makers and Voters Accountable
of all the lessons we may extract from these avant-garde events,
the most striking one in the opinion of this writer is the fact that
Allah’s prophet (r) could have saved the committed Muslims
then, and the committed Muslims now, the agonizing details of this
“less than successful” military campaign at u˙ud; but he did not.
He could have easily dismissed the majority opinion coming out of
the sh¥rå; and the lesson would have gone in another direction.
The Muslims would have fought inside of Madinah, and in all like-
lihood they would have won the battle (it  probably would have
been called the Battle of Madinah instead of u˙ud). And in that
case everyone would have known that the prophet’s (r) opinion
was superior to the opinion of the majority of Muslims, who had
decided via a sh¥rå to leave Madinah and fight the mushriks else-
where. But, conversely, who would have been able to say, had u˙ud
been fought according to the prophet’s (r) command, that the
Muslims would have lost at u˙ud. No one, in hindsight, would
have been able to prove that the outcome of fighting at u˙ud (the
majority Muslim opinion) would have been different than that of
fighting inside Madinah (the prophet’s (r) and the minority Mus-
lim opinion). The lesson here was to prove to future generations
that even though a “minority opinion” may be more well-founded
than a “majority opinion” it is the majority opinion that is binding,
especially when all the voters are participants in the activity being
decided upon — in this case, dueling with the enemy. And the
choice based on this sh¥rå did not turn out to be the worst of
options, as it, in and of itself, was not the sole determinant of the
course of battle at u˙ud. It was the disobedience of the marksmen,
who left their prophetically appointed positions, that effectively
turned the tide of the battle in favor of the mushriks and to the
detriment of the committed Muslims. 

At the last moment when he left his home with his military
gear, the prophet (r) had an opportunity, at the entreaties of the
majority who voted against him, to change his mind and  remain
inside Madinah; but he refused to do that. He, in fact and in prac-
tice, wanted to teach the obedient Muslims that their majority
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opinion is binding on them all — himself included. This is another
perceptive way of making everyone feel like they all are in this
together. They should understand they are responsible for their
opinions and they shall bear the consequences of their judgments.
This, in the final analysis, is more important than to dodge some
losses here and there. The solidarity and the team spirit of the
fighting Muslims, in retrospect, outweighs all the personal casual-
ties and reversals they suffered at u˙ud. opting out of this sh¥rå
would have meant denying the growing social order in Madinah
the opportunity of gaining the experiences at u˙ud, the knowledge
that evolved through the course of the battle, and the educational
value of this military affair. 

There is a qualitative difference between the tarbiya∆
approach of many Islamic organizations today and the tarbiya∆
approach taken by Allah’s prophet (r) during those illustrious
times. In our “not ready for prime time” Islamic tarbiya∆ nowadays
we want to teach Muslims plenty of theory. We desire to have Mus-
lims spend most of their lives in schools and academic settings, try-
ing to theorize on what social idea is best, suitable, feasible, and
applicable. We are satisfied with a strictly speculative or abstract
explanation of social imperatives. Worse yet, in many “Islamic”
institutions, we constrain our students to strictly memorize the
Qur’an, the Hadith, the opinions of bygone scholars, and the histo-
ry according to a certain madhhab for years and years before they are
permitted to even think on their own. By the time, these students
reach the rank of scholars, their most vigorous years are behind
them. When was the last time we heard of some Islamic studies pro-
fessor employing Ab¥ Óanøfa∆’s teaching method to stimulate
rational thinking and illuminate ideas? Are we surprised then to
learn that Islamic studies graduates are ill-equipped to problem
solve in their real world? And are we equally surprised when an
Islamic studies degree from Harvard or oxford carries more weight
than one from al-Azhar or the university of Madinah? 

Compounding this approach is the fact that we do not even
admit the intellectual cream of Islamic societies to our Islamic
institutions. leaving aside the vile yah¥dø propaganda against
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Islamic education, in most Muslim countries today, those who are
not successful in the secular science, technology, or professional
schools are perfunctorily admitted to the poorly funded Islamic uni-
versities. Those who could not succeed in engineering, medicine,
or computer science are forced to graduate with a degree from
Islamic schools. furthermore, the faculty and staff in these univer-
sities are inadequately compensated, thus attracting either the
extremely dedicated or, in most cases, those who are simply “doing
a job.” To top it all off, these “Islamic” institutions are now busy
removing all references to jihad, qitœl, kufr, shirk, and yah¥d from
the already mind-numbing Islamic curricula at the instigation of
worldwide imperialism and Zionism, thereby completing the
vicious cycle of Islamic educational failure.  

We can without difficulty see that Muhammad (r) did not
engage in this type of tarbiya∆. He was not waiting around in Madi-
nah to cultivate, educate, and theoretically develop an Islamic soci-
ety. He had principles and basic truths that had to be sparked and
actuated. He knew these principles will never be thoroughly under-
stood unless and until they are practiced, put to the test, and carried
out. Sh¥rå was one such principle. Denying a society from the gen-
eral implementation of sh¥rå is worse than the bitter consequences
of its first implementation. And if there were some initial mistakes
in applying sh¥rå these mistakes cannot justify suspending or cancel-
ing this sh¥rå. It was understood by the prophet (r) at that time and
within those nascent circumstances in Madinah that sh¥rå post-
poned is sh¥rå denied. It was the unlettered people of Madinah who
present us with this scholarly lesson. And unto the prophet (r) go
these courteous words, “Pardon them, and ask forgiveness for
them, and confer with them on public matters [or matters of the
public interest]” (3:159).

The principle of sh¥rå was so formidable that Muhammad (r)
did not want the Muslims to vote again on what to do regarding
whether to go to u˙ud or to stay in Madinah. That was out of the
question. He did not want to water down or devalue the importance
of reaching a decision. suppose he would have reconsidered and
acquiesced to the Muslim public, voting again on what should be
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done, would that not have meant that he wants them to vote his
conscience and not theirs (as they now knew his personal opinion
about this war strategy). Had he done this, could it not have meant
he was suggesting that their initial opinion does not carry much
weight and that they would have to vote again to prove what they
really want to do? And would this not mean that he has less confi-
dence in them than they have in their own selves? Whichever way
you look at it the prophet’s decision was a principled one because
sh¥rå is a principle, a standard, and a rule. And when you make up
your mind you place your confidence in Allah (Â).

In closing out this lesson, what should be kept in mind and
grounded in the hearts is the intimate relationship between a set of
principles and a set of variables: the former is the standard of Islam
and the latter is the human effort to adapt to that Islamic standard.
The standard of Islam has always been and will always be impecca-
ble and flawless, while the human effort to accommodate the Islam-
ic standard will remain — to various degrees — flawed and
imperfect. At the clash of u˙ud the Qur’anic and prophetic stan-
dards are eloquently stated, clearly communicated, and eminently
approachable for human beings. The human adjustment to that,
though, disclosed all the details and specifics that formed the sub-
ject of this lesson. 

The same fault line continued throughout subsequent genera-
tions: some of them were very capable and qualified to espouse the
Islamic standard and principle, while others were less capable and
less qualified. This is true for kings and absolute rulers in Islamic
history who voided a public sh¥rå and it is comparably true for cer-
tain 20th-century Islamic organizations that have also managed to
restrict or curb this sh¥rå. We should never lose touch with this
Qur’an and go to extremes by saying that just because sh¥rå is
absent from time to time and from country to country in the public
decision making process, it becomes impossible for us to reconstruct
and resume the proper practice of a central sh¥rå in our body
politic. The intermittent failure of ruling elites to observe this
essential standard should make us redouble our efforts to show our-
selves and everyone else that what was once accomplished success-
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fully can be done again and again with equal success. rulers, who-
ever they may have been in our Islamic history, are humans; they
err and they stand to be corrected in retrospect or currently. We
should judge these rulers by the standards of Islam and not judge
Islam by their behaviors.

u˙ud and the unremitting Yah¥dø opposition to Islam

• (3:180) And they should not think — they who niggardly
cling to all that Allah has granted them out of His bounty —
that this is good for them; no, it is bad for them. That to
which they [so] niggardly cling will, on the Day of Resurrec-
tion, be hung about their necks. For unto Allah  [alone] be-
longs the heritage of the heavens and of the earth; and Allah
is aware of all that you do.

• (3:181) Allah has indeed heard the saying of those who
said, “Behold, Allah is poor while we are rich!” We shall
record what they have said, as well as their slaying of
prophets against all right, and We shall say [to them on
Judgement Day], “Taste suffering through fire,”

• (3:182) In return for what your own hands have wrought;
for never does Allah do the least wrong to His creatures!

• (3:183) As for those who maintain, “Behold, Allah has bid-
den us not to believe in any apostle unless he comes to us
with burnt offerings.” Say [to them, o Prophet], “even be-
fore me there came unto you apostles with all evidence of
the truth, and with that whereof you speak; why, then, did
you kill them, if what you say is true?”

• (3:184) And if they give you the lie — even so, before your
time, have [other] apostles been given the lie when they came
with all evidence of the truth, and with books of divine wis-
dom, and with light-giving revelation.

• (3:185) every human being is bound to taste death. But
only on the Day of Resurrection will you be requited in full
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[for whatever you have done] — whereupon he that shall be
drawn away from the Fire and brought into Paradise will in-
deed have gained a triumph; for the life of this world is noth-
ing but an enjoyment of self-delusion.

• (3:186) You shall most certainly be tried in your posses-
sions and in your persons; and indeed you shall hear many
hurtful things from those to whom revelation was granted
before your time, as well as from those who have come to
ascribe divinity to other beings beside Allah. But if you re-
main patient in adversity and conscious of Him — this, be-
hold, is something to set one’s heart upon.

• (3:187) And lo, Allah accepted a solemn pledge from those
who were granted earlier revelation [when He bade them],
“make it known to mankind, and do not conceal it!” But
they cast this [pledge] behind their backs, and bartered it
away for a trifling gain; and how evil was their bargain!

• (3:188) Think not that those who exult in what they have
thus contrived, and who live to be praised for what they have
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not done — think not that they will escape suffering; for
grievous suffering does await them [in the life to come].

• (3:189) And to Allah belongs the dominion over the heav-
ens and the earth; and Allah has the power to will anything
(Œl ‘Imrœn:180–189).

The military clash at u˙ud was over but there is another clash that
seems to go on and on and on: the clash the supporters and admir-
ers of Allah (Â) will always have with the enemies of Allah (Â).
These types of people were in and around Madinah, and among
them if not the core of them were the yah¥d. These types of antag-
onists wanted to erode confidence in Allah (Â) and His prophet
(r), they sought to sow seeds of doubt in the public mind, and they
tried to instigate dissension among the newly committed Muslims.
They would look at every social development with a view to ver-
bally assault the Qur’an, the prophet (r), and Islam. And at this
point, there can be nothing but sympathy and great reverence for
the patience and fortitude of Allah’s Messenger (r), for now he and
the committed Muslims would return from the clamor of swords to
be greeted by the cacophony of quarrels.

To really appreciate the meanings of these words-of-advice
œyœt, the social facts need to be reconstructed and the social fabric
woven together. Before u˙ud and after Badr, Allah’s prophet (r)
had already vacated Madinah of the Jewish faction known as Ban¥
Qaynuqœ‘ because of its civil spite and stratagem vis-à-vis the new
Islamic order, not to mention its skirmishes and grumbling that
seethed with ill will toward the Islamic state in Madinah. They
even went as far as annulling their agreement with the prophet
(r), which was enacted upon his arrival in Madinah when he (r)
founded the seminal Islamic social order with the allegiance, coop-
eration, and integration of the Aws and Khazraj.359 Even though
Ban¥ Qaynuqœ‘ was ejected from Madinah before the Muslims’
military reversal at u˙ud, there still was a miscellanea of Jews in
and around Madinah: Ban¥ al-Na∂ør, Ban¥ QurayΩa∆, and other
settlements of Jews at Khaybar and in the Northern and southern
Arabian peninsula. It would be naive for Muslims to think that
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these colonies of Jews were not communicating and sharing infor-
mation with each other to destabilize or even dismantle the pace-
setting Madinan Islamic state. It would also be childlike and
simpleminded to think that there were no focus groups, communi-
cations, links, and liaisons between the yah¥d and the munœfiqs,
both of whom could never reconcile themselves to an Islamic
authority spreading throughout the Arabian peninsula and
beyond. Add to this nexus of yah¥d and the munœfiqs the mushriks,
who were, at that time, the bulk of the people in Makkah and Ara-
bia. With all these political parties, elitist contingents, and mate-
rialistic status quo beliefs, the hostility and aggressive policies
toward the nascent Islamic state in Madinah were intense, inter-
locking, and potentially lethal. 

At the outset of S¥ra∆ Œl ‘Imrœn there was a word of caution
to yah¥d not to place themselves in the position of the mushriks
who had been devastated at Badr, 

Say to those who deny Allah [His power presence on
earth], “You will be defeated and assembled in Hell and
how awful a resting-place.” You had advance notice
pertaining to Allah’s earthly power presence as the two
camps came face to face [in war]. one camp is fighting
for the cause of Allah and the other is in denial of
Him; they see them twice their numbers with their
own eyes. And Allah gives victory to whom He wills;
in that there is an object lesson for those with fore-
sight” (3:12–13).

When Allah’s prophet (r) conveyed this scriptural warning to
them — a warning that corresponded to the magnitude of their bit-
ter anger and deep-seated ill will as well as their insolence and cyn-
icism after the Islamic victory at Badr — these yah¥d were rude to
him. They said, “o Muhammad! Don’t have an exaggerated sense of
self-importance just because you managed to kill off a contingent of
Quraysh who were amateur warriors and mellow at that. for, by
God, if you were to fight against us you would come to realize that
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we are the people to be reckoned with! you will never know who we
are until you have first hand knowledge of us…!”360 These yah¥d
continued to behave in such a condescending manner, showing all
signs of disagreement, divergence, and dissension with Allah’s
prophet (r), the new Islamic authority, and the in-vogue Islamic
state in Madinah. 

This irreconcilable yah¥dø socio-political attitude would
eventually lead Ban¥ Qaynuqœ‘ into annulling the understanding
they had inked with Allah’s prophet (r) upon his arrival in Madi-
nah. And so it naturally came to pass that Muhammad (r)
expelled them from Madinah when they were forced to accede to
his ruling on their duplicitous social and political behavior. They
were ousted to a place called Adhru‘œt in geographical syria. But,
still, there were two other Jewish factions in Madinah that were
capable of causing anguish and destabilization: Ban¥ al-Na∂ør and
Ban¥ QurayΩa∆. These remaining two yah¥dø menaces of Madinah
were up to their usual trouble-making subterfuge: spreading misin-
formation, skewing the facts, instigating potential rivals, stirring up
old feuds, and trying to build a coalition of forces in Arabia that
would “stamp out” Islam and end its socio-political reality. The
yah¥d had a historical legacy and centuries of experience to their
diachronic heritage of undoing everything the prophets (Å) were
struggling to achieve. This Qur’an is an accurate record and true
testament of yah¥dø chicanery and mendacity for which they have
been roundly condemned like no other people. 

As one follows and learns from the groundbreaking events in
Arabia hundreds of years ago he grows increasingly familiar with
yah¥dø shenanigans and mischief-making. The more one reads
and understands, the more these yah¥d appear to be discourteous
with Allah (Â) and irreconcilably averse to Muslims. As citizens
of an Islamic state in Madinah they were reluctant to pay their
share of money to the Islamic state and Allah’s prophet (r),
despite the fact that they had agreed in principle to do so and that
they were receiving security services from the Islamic state. And,
as if they could declare themselves immune from Allah’s (Â) ret-
ribution, they would mock Him and His final Messenger (r),
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going completely overboard, “Verily, God is poor and we are
rich!” (3:181).

These yah¥d would contrive any excuse to avoid the validity,
the truth, and the virtue of Islam. They were willing to ignore their
whole history, which was being ratified by the prophet (r) as the
Qur’an, in all its non-racist intents and purposes, was being
revealed. They were willing to conceal the truth in their posses-
sion, which they knew very well, from those who had not yet
received Allah’s (Â) guidance; they would even be willing to sell
God’s instructions if they could make money out of it.361

They did murder prophets or were instrumental in having
prophets murdered, even though these prophets (Å) were trying to
bind them to the divine reality, showing them miracles as glaring
evidence to “win them over.” But not the yah¥d… they had their
own agenda, their own mindset, and their own dreams. 

The yah¥dø misbehavior and misdeeds with the prophet (r)
and committed Muslims singled them out in the public eye. Hav-
ing an ugly past and depraved psychology with Allah (Â) and His
prophets (Å), they could no longer go unnoticed as they were
now activating their historical and racist instincts to defeat
Muhammad (r) and the new Islamic state in Madinah. The
mushriks and the yah¥d of Arabia were as formidable a force then
as they are today. The combination of their think tanks and battle
preparedness cannot be dismissed as freak social and political hap-
penstances. The active and struggling Muslims in such challenges
need accurate information about these types of people. Muslims
cannot afford to make believe that the yah¥d and mushriks will
ever accommodate an Islamic authority, leadership, state, and gov-
ernment. It never happened in the past, nor shall it in the future.
The nature of this Yah¥dø-mushrik-munœfiq cabal has to sink into
the core beliefs of Muslims and settle into the grain of their
thoughts. This is what Allah (Â) is teaching us in this thoughtful
and penetrating Qur’an. 

The nature of yah¥d’s day-and-night enmity to the Muslims
in Madinah may have been more severe and dangerous than the
mushriks’ persecution in Makkah. The yah¥dø threat to Islamic self-
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determination is probably — in our day and time — still the most
deadly threat we face in our efforts to rebuild our social reality, con-
solidate our political will, and resume our Islamic lifestyle. It is up
to the resolute Muslims now to foil all the political plots hatched
by yah¥d and their accessories, peers, and sidekicks. 

There is no reason to believe that Islam has changed — it is
still as refreshing as it was 1,400 years ago when it was compiled into
this Book. And there is no reason to believe that the yah¥dø agenda
has changed — they are still as hostile and unfriendly as they have
established themselves to be throughout the time of their existence
on earth. The inevitability of conflict has been set in time and cast
in scripture. Any Islamic party or movement that understands these
words from Allah (Â) will immediately recognize its enemies and
execute its responsibilities vis-à-vis these haters of ˙aqq. There is a
tripartite formation of ostensibly opposing military forces and hos-
tile individuals defined by Zionism, imperialism, and nifœqism. Zion-
ists hide behind the Torah, imperialists conceal themselves behind
the Gospel, and the munœfiqs obscure themselves behind the Qur’an.
If people were identified by their actions rather than their rituals,
then a Zionist, an imperialist, and a munœfiq would not be miscon-
strued for an elaborate religious affiliation that seems to cancel their
true and practical identity. As these two-face types frequent syna-
gogues, churches, and masjids, they conveniently pretend to be the
Jews, the Christians, and the Muslims they are not. 

There is a daunting task ahead for all people who are obser-
vant of Allah (Â) in their behavior, labor, and actions. They have
to tear down this bogus “religiosity,” fronting for all strategies, poli-
cies, and acts that are hostile to Allah (Â). There will be times of
trial and sacrifice galore, but there is nothing to lose. A Muslim,
who lives the word and will of Allah (Â) as enunciated in this
Book of record, will never feel at a loss whatever the obstacles,
wherever the challenges, whoever the enemy, and whenever the
call of duty. 

every living person shall experience death; but you
will be given the full measure of your rewards on the
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Day of Resurrection. For he who is edged away from
the Fire and entered into Paradise, it is he who has
succeeded; and this worldly life is nothing but a mer-
riment of self-delusion. You will be put to test due to
the wealth and lives that are in your acquisition, and
you will most certainly listen to those who have
received scripture before you, and to the mushriks, to
a degree that will immensely hurt you; but if you are
patient and persevere and if you avoid Allah’s power
response [to your potential deviation] you will have
done the most demanding task (3:185–186).

The Genetic Yah¥dø Rejection of Allah (Â)
To have a better understanding of these œyœt we would have to go
back to the real life events that called for these œyœt to be revealed.
The following œya∆,

Those who are stingy with what Allah has given them
should not consider their act [of stinginess] to be in
their favor, rather it is to their detriment; they will be
hemmed in by their parsimonious conduct, and to Allah
belongs the inheritance of heavens and earth, and Allah
is well acquainted with what you do (3:180).

was revealed, according to most scholarly Qur’anic opinions, in ref-
erence to people who withhold and refuse to pay their share of
zakœ∆. There is another less popular explanation but one that is
more relevant to the overall focus of these œyœt; this interpretation
says that it was revealed in response to the demeanor of yah¥dø
gurus who were withholding and keeping back information about
Muhammad (r) and the authenticity of his prophethood. They
were not stingy with money, according to this view, but with the
knowledge in their possession.362

Then the next œya∆,
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Allah has indeed heard the utterance of those who said
that Allah is certainly poor and we are rich; We will
record what they said and [We shall record] their mur-
der of prophets without justification, and We will say,
“Savor the torment of burning!” (3:181).

came to publicize the unpleasant and offensive trait found particu-
larly among the yah¥d. The human interaction recorded for eter-
nity by this œya∆ is said to have been Ab¥ Bakr’s visit to a Jewish
Midrash, an ancient commentary on part of the Hebrew scriptures,
attached to the biblical text. Here, he came upon a certain fin˙œß
who was in discussion with an assembly of Jews. fin˙œß turned to
Ab¥ Bakr and said, “By God, o Ab¥ Bakr, we are not in financial
need of God; rather He is in financial need of us. If He was in no
need of us He would not ask for cash advances and investments, as
your colleague [Muhammad] claims.” Ab¥ Bakr felt exasperated
and incensed. Consequently, he slapped fin˙œß on the face. Then
fin˙œß went to Allah’s prophet (r) and said, “o Muhammad! look
at what your fellow did to me.” Then the prophet (r) turned to
Ab¥ Bakr, asking him, “What was it that made you do what you did?”
Ab¥ Bakr replied, “o Messenger of Allah! This man uttered blas-
phemy saying that Allah is poor and they [yah¥d] are rich.” fin˙œß
denied saying that. Then Allah (Â) revealed the œya∆, “Allah has
in truth heard the comment of those who said, ‘Behold, Allah is
wretched and we are rich…’” The œya∆ in effect vindicates an
Islamic position of publicizing the clear facts of revelation, in con-
tradistinction to a yah¥dø position of deleting, concealing, or
obscuring those same facts, in this case, the encounter between
Ab¥ Bakr and the Jews at the Midrash.363

The lesson that foreshadows this one has been the one setting
the record straight on the details, developments, and debilitations
of u˙ud. from this engagement emerged a Qur’anic advantage for
Muslims in all times to come. This is Allah’s (Â) assessment of all
inside information pertaining to how dual-loyalists and turncoats
disrupted the Islamic war effort from within, and how they tried to
put a damper on the call-to-arms by the leadership of Muhammad
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(r) in Madinah. And then were revealed these œyœt that illumi-
nate, beyond the slightest doubt, the intrigue and machinations of
the yah¥d in their specific war against Allah (Â), His last prophet
(r), and His supportive Muslims. These œyœt serve as a red flag for
Muslims to be as cautious in dealing with the yah¥d as they were
with the munœfiqs. And here, in Allah’s (Â) words, preserved as
they are in this piercing Qur’an, Muslims are shown that yah¥d’s
moral crimes are of a magnitude dwarfing all others. How could
anyone say that God is poor or hapless?! Nastaghfir-allœh. These
yah¥d not only said that, they went ahead and rescinded their
agreements with the Muslims. previously, they had not only
betrayed their covenant, but, in acts of unparalleled insolence, they
had killed off Allah’s prophets (Å). 

These œyœt here amount to a partial register of yah¥dø abomi-
nations. of course Allah (Â) has exhaustive knowledge of all their
hideous acts and odious facts. And in His own way, He will have
them suffer, and suffer at great cost. Verbalizations may just be
words but they give advance warning of the ensuing practical oppo-
sition to Allah (Â), His prophets (Å), and the faithfully commit-
ted Muslims. The Qur’anic articulation of their kœfir words and
statements serve to bring them to account for their unindicted
behaviors in previous scriptural episodes. Their verbal abuse of
Allah (Â) — saying that He is financially pathetic and economi-
cally pitiful — should live in the memory and hearts of all human
beings who cherish, honor, and value Allah (Â). 

Another one of their accursed acts is their legendary, unwar-
ranted, and unjustifiable assault on the lives of prophets (Å). This
œya∆ speaks about, and to, the yah¥d at the time of Muhammad (r)
about crimes against prophets in bygone history. some may ask, “But
what is the crime of the yah¥d who are not personally and directly
responsible for crimes against prophets that were committed many
centuries and generations ago?” or, “But what does this have to do
with the yah¥d who are Muhammad’s (r) contemporaries? They
are not the ones who killed those ancient prophets. And besides, no
soul shall bear the burden of another.” This issue, and its companion
one characterized as the crime of deicide, has nearly always troubled
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Jewish-Christian relations. for almost 2,000 years, many Christians,
especially in the roman Catholic Church, held that Jews were com-
plicit — to some degree — in the persecution and eventual cruci-
fixion of Jesus (a). But finally two events in Euro-Christian history
put an end to this generational guilt. The first was the reformation
in which the protestants broke from the Church of rome; these
reform-minded Christians developed many sects that accorded
Judaism and the old Testament preferential and even privileged sta-
tus. And the second was during the mid-1960s when the Catholic
Church issued an encyclical in which Jews of today are not to be
blamed for the acts of their ancestors in the time of Jesus (a).364 

In this living Qur’an, however, all Muslims have a reminder of
the yah¥dø historical attitude that is not renounced or repudiated
by its contemporary incarnation. rather, there appears to be much
contemporary yah¥dø approval of biblical Israeli relationships with
the prophets (Å). According to the knowledge of this writer, there
is no public and pronounced denunciation of the Israeli propheticide
that is inextricably part of scriptural and prophetic history. To com-
plicate matters even more, there appears to be a type of “Jewish”
pride in this obnoxious Israeli history. Consider the following from
robert lindsay, an independent journalist from California,

This fascinating video from the Tel rumeida district in
Hebron in the [West Bank] shows outrageously arrogant
orthodox Jewish Israeli settlers threatening Christian
peacemakers — threatening to break their cameras,
threatening them with death, and cursing Jesus. The
words are shocking, “We killed Jesus and we’re proud of
it! We’ll kill you and the palestinians both! This is our
land — God gave it to us! f*** you and your Jesus!”

Note that this radical Jew takes pride in killing Jesus.
This is a longstanding theme of many orthodox Jews.
Those who are angry about the Deicide have a right to be
upset at those particular Jews who openly take credit for it.

But if Jews really want to significantly reduce the Dei-
cide charge (echoing Gilad Atzmon), why don’t they
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apologize on behalf of their ancestors? After all, the Jews
have demanded apologies of everyone else for their anti-
Jewish behavior. If such a move stood a chance of signif-
icantly reducing anti-semitism, wouldn’t it be a risk
worth taking?

But that’s not the Jewish way — never has been.
Along with “never forgive” and “never forget,” let us
remember, is “never say you are sorry.” And so the sorry
cycle continues.365

This would mean, if public yah¥dø attitudes are being correct-
ly appraised, there is a contemporary yah¥dø solidarity with the
ancient deportment and conduct of those who were facilitating the
murder of some of Allah’s prophets (Å). And because of this,
today’s yah¥d, who do not absolve themselves of that criminal
behavior against prophets, humanity, and ultimately God, should
be made to feel they are socially responsible for this “historic con-
tinuity.”  It is at this level of contemporary yah¥dø complacency
that Allah (Â) says to them, “…try out the agony of combustion
[the Fire]” (3:181). The punishment is as severe as the crime.
And the yah¥d, no doubt like everyone else, are to be held up to
the weighty standards appropriate to the committed crimes. This
inferno awaiting the yah¥d is compensation for the worldly civil
wrongs, legal injuries, and wrongdoings that give them the
pompous hubris to bury the unspeakable crimes of their historical
coreligionists. Is it any wonder, then, that these yah¥d, who were
ready to support kufr in the Arabia of Muhammad (r), are now
ready for the same in America and in “Israel”?

There is another dimension to the yah¥d who were living at
the time of the prophet (r). In addition to the other prophets (Å),
they also attempted to kill Muhammad (r). Their first attempt was
in Madinah where they tried to collapse a wall on him; and in their
second attempt, they offered him poisoned mutton to eat. In both
cases the yah¥d were unsuccessful. Their anticipated penalty is only
fair and wise as Allah (Â) does not mistreat or abuse anyone. And
it is not rational to expect Allah (Â) to treat disobedient humans
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in the same way He treats obedient humans, or to care for commit-
ted humans in the same way He deals with rejecting humans, as
some œyœt confirm,

[For], would We treat those who have committed them-
selves to us and do righteous deeds in the same manner
as [We shall treat] those who spread corruption on
earth? Would We treat the [muslims who are] con-
scious [of Allah’s power] in the same manner as those
who are belligerent [toward Him]? (38:28).

Now as for those who indulge in sinful doings, do they
think that We place them, both in their life and their
death, on an equal footing with those who have com-
mitted themselves to us and do righteous deeds? unfa-
vorable, indeed, is their judgment (45:21).

or should We, perchance, treat those who yield to us
as [We would treat] those who remain lost in criminal
behavior? What is amiss with you? on what do you
base your judgment [of right and wrong]? (68:35–36).

Because of this peculiar yah¥dø combination — their histori-
cal traits and their contemporary attitudes — Allah (Â) refers
them to how their acts, deeds, and craftiness will end up, “…taste
the agony of the flames due to what your hands have exhibited.”
And Allah (Â) is never unfair to His subordinates. All of these
censures, rebukes, details, and scenarios are presented to the yah¥d
as they continue to entrench themselves into their historical psy-
chological legacy. Whether they will have a real taste of it in this
world, whether they will be acquainted with it in the next world,
or whether they will sense their destiny at the time of death, on the
Day of resurrection, all of it will unfold in Allah’s (Â) good time.  

These yah¥døs actually had “conditions” they expected the
prophet (r) to meet, and if he could not, they were not prepared
to accept his prophethood. They wanted Muhammad (r) to bring
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them a miracle or ritual sacrifice from heaven. They said if Muham-
mad (r) would do such a thing they would be willing to believe in
him. forget about the message, which they claimed to have a his-
torical affinity with; just bring us a miracle!

Think about the real-time encounter between these yah¥d in
Madinah and Muhammad (r). The œya∆, “Behold, Allah has bid-
den us not to believe in any apostle unless he comes to us with
burnt offerings [or sacrificial overtures]…” (3:183) speaks to the
yah¥døs Ka‘b ibn al-Ashraf, Mœlik ibn al-Íayf, fin˙œß ibn ‘Az¥rœ’
and others. They said to the prophet (r), “o Muhammad! you
claim that you are Allah’s Messenger and that Allah has inspired
and revealed a book to you. But Allah has instructed us in the
Torah not to believe in an apostle unless he brings us burnt offer-
ings and as these offerings descend from heaven the fire should
have a soft crackle to it; if you are able to bring us such offerings we
will endorse you.”366

This claim of theirs is yet another one of their fabrications and
prevarications. And Allah’s (Â) answer roundly lambasted and
scolded them. Well attuned to the history and substance of revela-
tion, these yah¥d actually wanted Muhammad (r) to produce a
miracle, even though they knew that miracles were only meant to
substantiate the validity of scripture and the authenticity of
prophets. If their approach to Muhammad (r) was a litmus test for
prophethood, then what have they to say about the manifold
prophets who came to them with miracles and marvelous events
manifesting the power of Allah (Â)? Zakarøyœ and ya˙yå (Ç)
were two such relatively recent prophets, and so what legitimate
reason can be given for persecuting them? Why did the yah¥d of
those times not support them? And then why were they killed? The
fact of their history, attitude, and frame of mind is that they are nei-
ther truth seekers nor apostle pleasers. They are yah¥d. And simi-
larly today, why do they not come out of this Israeli shell and
cleanse themselves of this foul character that is condemned in the
incontrovertible Qur’an?   

The Muslim homework in these œyœt is to understand, learn,
and then avoid the human behavior that had become a stylemark
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of the yah¥d. These œyœt, like many others before and after them,
illustrate the fact that human nature in its yah¥dø manifestation is
conscience lacking and culpable. This yah¥dø predisposition
toward demeaning Allah (Â) extends itself to disgracing humani-
ty. And along the way through scriptural history the yah¥d spared
little time in dishonoring the apostles and prophets (Å). The pre-
sumptuous statements by these conscienceless yah¥døs are quoted
in this eternal Text to caution coming generations. Imagine how
thick-skinned and hard-boiled human nature is when it comes up
with such words as, “Indeed, Allah is poor and we [Yah¥d] are
rich!” When such talking clay gets the impression it can get away
with pronouncing such statements, it goes on to the behavioral
level and begins to kill prophets without reason or mandate. This
is a serious crime against the God of humanity, the prophets of
humanity, and humanity itself. And the yah¥d stand indicted,
awaiting the harshest punishment for their discourtesy and offen-
sive activity against Allah (Â). 

The main issue here is that the modern Israeli and “Jewish”
extension of those errant and deviant yah¥dø generations has not
emerged from such historical yah¥dø evildoing with a statement
of dissociation. At times, the current “Jewish” Israeli manner of
action and conduct gives the impression that these contempo-
raries are proud of this type of “Israeli” history. This historical
continuity between the criminal yah¥d of prophetic times and
the criminal Israelis of today binds them all in a guilt of psycho-
logical affiliation and social confederation. It is true that today’s
Israeli Jews are not killing prophets as did their predecessors; but
today there are no prophets around for them to kill. Instead these
Israeli Jews are killing innocent people, elderly men, infant chil-
dren, widowed women, orphans, and civilians who share the
scripture of those prophets. Hundreds, even thousands, of years
separate the crimes of historical yah¥d from today’s Israeli Jews;
but the facts of these crimes have not been assailed or repudiated
by their co-religionists today. Therefore, this means that a con-
temporary Israeli’s reticence over such crimes is tantamount to
being an accessory. It is a crime to hide those crimes, it is a crime
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to rationalize or silently acquiesce to those crimes, and it is also a
crime to continue the behaviors characteristic of those crimes.
The prophet (r) said,

When a crime is committed on earth anyone who is physically
present, but opposed to it, is reasoned to have distanced him-
self from the crime; while anyone at a distance from the
crime, who is in agreement with it, is reasoned to have been
an accessory to it.367

Hoarding Wealth Is Consistent with Persecuting men of God
The cluster of œyœt here delineate a human trait: how elitist power
responds to the existence of wealth in society; in particular, the
yah¥dø attitude toward finances and money is highlighted. These
yah¥d had the chutzpah to say in human language what is not rec-
oncilable in human nature, “Allah is dispossessed and we are
prosperous!” This same psychological material also uttered, “Ver-
ily, Allah has trusted that we not commit to an apostle until he
brings us a sacrifice to be devoured by the fire!”

The whole episode is configured in divine terms to bring the
yah¥d back to their senses so that they may fulfill the terms of the
pledge they signed with the prophet (r) upon his arrival in Madi-
nah. some of those terms in the Madinah document relate to the
financial obligations of yah¥dø citizens. As the Islamic state in
Madinah was being consolidated, these yah¥d began to realize that
Islam is spreading, Muhammad (r) is gaining, and the momentum
is not on their side. Contributing financial resources to such a
growing Islamic reality was not something suitable to their elitist
status. The incisive and insightful words of Allah (Â) here deliver
an ultimatum to these conniving yah¥d. They had shown no incli-
nation to acknowledge the truth about Muhammad (r). And their
prophet-denying attitude had to be exposed in its entirety, all the
way down to its historical depths. That this yah¥dø temperament
was being corroborated by these glowing œyœt gave some comfort to
Allah’s prophet (r). 
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How do you sum up a people who are known to have killed
“their own” prophets? How do you comment on an Israeli history
that is bloodshot with attempts on the lives of prophets? How do
you construct a human court to deal with the magnitude of this his-
torical crime along with its modern manifestations?

Those who are stingy with the provisions given to
them by Allah should not consider it [their stinginess]
to be in their interest — it is to their detriment. on the
Day of Resurrection they will be manacled with the
amounts they withheld. And to Allah belongs the
inheritance of the heavens and earth. And Allah is
most acquainted with what you do (3:180).

This open-ended œya∆ is inclusive of all individuals and societies,
themselves abundantly blessed with Allah’s (Â) provision, but
who resist spending on and giving to the needy. Its inclusiveness
would not only admit Madinah’s yah¥d who balked at honoring
their initial agreement with Muhammad (r), but also elitists, peo-
ple of status, wealthy individuals, and the affluent classes of society.
The rationale for clinging to their personal wealth is that they fig-
ure it is in their interest to do so. They believe  that spending or
giving money to the poor is eventually a way of losing it. This
notion is not an individual’s aberration; it is a mass psychology, a
public mindset, and a social norm. 

The Qur’an here is obviously deconstructing this mental atti-
tude. The plain words of this evident Qur’an foretell that all with-
held wealth will become, on the Day of resurrection, burning
chains around the owners’ bodies and necks. This is not only a
declaration of an intention to inflict harm but also a source of
impending danger. The problem in the understanding of such indi-
viduals is that they think they are restricting the flow of their own
money; however, in reality, they are inhibiting the flow of some-
thing — wealth — that belongs to Allah (Â). In many cases,
those who are not conscious of Allah’s (Â) seemless integration
in man’s psyche and activities are socialized to believe that the
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wealth they have “earned” belongs to them, and thereby, they
have a “right” to determine how it is disbursed. The fatal flaw in
their psychology is in the area of ownership; those who try to rival
Allah’s (Â) absolute dominion, one of the key characteristics of
shirk, turn out to be the most arrogantly flagrant. They are parsi-
monious with the provisions given to them out of Allah’s (Â) lib-
erality. Allah (Â) is generous to them, while they are selfish and
cheap when expected to pass on Allah’s (Â) wealth. It will take
a thorough overhaul of social psychology to securely entrench the
idea that whatever wealth a person temporarily possesses does not
belong to him; it belongs in perpetuity to Allah (Â). And what a
human being transiently owns cannot eclipse what belongs in eter-
nity to Allah (Â). 

If man takes time off from the fast lane to think for a moment,
he will realize that everything in existence belongs to Allah (Â),
even his cells, organs, and body. What happens to man, what hap-
pens to human nature, and what happens to society when there is a
surplus, affluence, and opulence? When man puts his psychology
into physical and material high gear he forgets that he came into this
world penniless, moneyless, and stone-broke, and that in the course
of his life, he gained from Allah’s (Â) opportunity, bounty, and lux-
ury. Within the short stretch of a lifetime when Allah (Â) asks (!)
him to spend of what He has given him, he refuses, being reluctant
and recalcitrant. He is no longer able to think through his short life
and understand that it was Allah (Â) who supplied him with what-
ever is in his hands. If Allah (Â) gives millions, why is it so difficult
for man to give thousands? And if Allah (Â) gives thousands, why
cannot man give hundreds? Materialistic man wants to stash away
and stockpile his wealth while Allah (Â) is entreating him to be
more generous in passing on what Allah (Â) has equipped him
with, be it money, agricultural produce, livestock, property, commer-
cial commodities, or anything of market value. Why should anyone
hesitate? What is he going to take with him to the approaching life?
His bank accounts? His savings? His certificates of deposit or stock
certificates?  He will eventually part with this wealth: better to part
with portions of it voluntarily during earthly life than to part with all
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of it involuntarily at the end of life. And as was the case before his
birth, all this wealth will revert to its True owner, “And to Allah
belongs the estate of the heavens and earth.” The relatively small
percentage man contributes in this world will go ahead of him and
become the best investment in the world to come. 

Avarice is as ancient as Adam’s (a) two sons. In biblical
teachings avarice, an excessive love of wealth or possessions, is
considered one of the seven cardinal or “deadly” sins. like the
other cardinal sins, avarice or greed, is a distorted form of love.368 It
is the opposite of the virtue of liberality. Notwithstanding the very
faint influence of scripture on Western societies, nevertheless, the
New Testament often speaks of the dangers of inordinate concern
for wealth and possessions. Jesus (a) taught, “…a man’s life does
not consist in the abundance of his possessions” (luke, 12:15); and
warned, “…it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle
than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God” (Matthew,
19:24); and similarly, in another verse, “one cannot serve God and
mammon” (Matthew, 6:24). Avarice calls to mind the image of the
rich but insecure and reclusive miser, fingering his gold. It may not
be a coincidence that the latin word miser, meaning a greedy,
stingy person, comes from the same root as miserable. A miser is a
miserable, wretched person — a scrooge.

Avarice is making an idol of wealth and possessions, and is sin-
ful because such excessive possessiveness, by subordinating all else
to its achievement, corrupts moral life. In the highly commercial,
acquisitive, capitalist society, few would seem to be free of its temp-
tations. psychologists have noted that unbridled economic compe-
tition, with its attendant insecurity and fear of failure, leads to an
intensified quest for possessions. one of the evils of being enchant-
ed by the love of possessions is a self-absorption that closes a person
off from the real needs of others. The outcome or product of avarice
is hardness of heart toward the widow, the orphan, and the poor.
The needy are forgotten and unnecessary poverty and suffering are
allowed to persist. The sins of avarice often are the sins of omission.
like the other deadly sins, avarice is self-love in one of its most
dangerous forms. 
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It is in this psychological quandary that the yah¥d have locat-
ed themselves. The truth-telling Qur’an spares no words to denude
their latent but preponderant mental life. These yah¥d do have a
homeland — it is the terrain of finances and accumulation of
wealth. Their historical trait is to amass so much of it that they actu-
ally begin to feel in no need of Allah (Â) or His otherworldly
incentives and compensations. When Allah (Â) speaks of com-
pounded benefits in a life to come He is nothing but remote to these
wealth-saturated yah¥d. When Allah (Â) speaks of men “loaning
Him money” He is doing so to motivate man to spend on the needy,
the poor, and the destitute; but yah¥dø psychology processes these
divine inducements as “God being in need!” They would mockingly
ask why God would be in need of a cash advance or a temporary pro-
vision of money from them; and then they would make fun of God’s
promise that He would intensify their capital in a future life. And,
sinking even lower, these yah¥d have the gall to equate Allah’s (Â)
generous offer with their compounded and calculated interest.
Besides, yah¥d and all people of wealth are not told to give Allah
(Â) money in a literal sense; that is physically impossible as Allah
(Â) is not an approachable physical entity. rather the wealthy are
to give to the poverty-stricken, the indigent, and the moneyless, and
by so doing, they are giving to Allah (Â). 

Certainly, Allah has heard the annunciation of those
who said, “Verily, Allah is poor while we are rich.” We
will register their affirmation, and their unjustified
murder of prophets; and We will say, “Taste the tor-
ment of the flame. This is due to what your hands have
obliged.” Indeed, Allah does not mistreat human sub-
jects (3:181–182).

The yah¥d are notorious for having a distorted concept of
Allah (Â). you can find it in their misleading and warping reli-
gious references. Their misconceptions of Allah (Â) are matched
only by their misbehavior against Him. That is why Allah (Â)
proclaims, “We will register their announcement [that Allah is
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poor].” In a sense, Allah (Â) is saying that We want yah¥d to
know they will not “get away with it;” that We want them to under-
stand We are ever observant of their foul words and nasty behavior;
and, that We will never forget their offense and insolence. yah¥dø
crimes throughout the ages have to be placed on public record
because these crimes resurface throughout their generational soli-
darity with the perpetrators of such fiendish crimes. If they have a
consistency, it is their ability to recreate these crimes against
humanity, against the apostles of humanity, and against the Creator
of humanity, “[…and We have filed] their killing of prophets
without warrant [for such an act].”

The history of these Israelis is replete with a series of their
criminal bouts against the prophets of Allah (Å). As far as their
penchant for attacking people of God, the yah¥d are unique in
human history. The contentiousness with these men of God
throughout history has always been related to the yah¥dø character,
which places its “kind,” “race,” and “ethnicity” above the truth of
prophets and scripture. If prophets are unable to fit into this yah¥dø
Israeli eccentricity, then tough luck for these prophets even if they
have Hebrew features. The Israeli genealogy that binds them to
Jacob, the son of Isaac, the son of Abraham (Å), has become their
historical legacy; they take on any “deviant” prophet or “false”
apostle who exposes their partiality and unconventional social
behavior. Their last and most obvious campaign was to make ‘Øså
(a) a heretic and then kill him. some of them even took credit for
assassinating him.369

This holy registrar, the Qur’an, is filled with other œyœt refer-
ring to the abhorrent and detestable character of these yah¥d. The
following œyœt speak volumes about their disgusting and flagrant
behavior with prophets, Apostles, and men of Allah (Å),

Certainly, those who deny the power presence of Allah
[in social reality], and kill the prophets without sanc-
tion and also kill people who demand justice [on
earth], relay to them the good news of a painful pun-
ishment (3:21).
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We have taken the covenant of the Children of Israel
and sent them apostles; whenever an apostle would come
to them with whatever they disliked they would either
condemn them as liars or condemn them to death (5:70).

The biblical prophet Isaiah was killed by Manasseh, a king of
Judah.370 Isaiah, on royal instructions, was tortured to death on a
tree trunk for preaching to men in power the necessity of morality,
ethics, and abhorrence of perversion and social vices. prophet ya˙yå
(a), otherwise known in latin languages as John the Baptist, was
killed by Herod — king of the Jews (Matthew, 14:6–8).371 Zakarøyœ,
ya˙yå’s father (Ç), was in a likewise manner killed (lamentations,
2:20) as he, too, stood for scripture against the validity of the king’s
marriage. This demonstrates that once the yah¥d have the power
they will use it in a criminal way against religious leaders and reli-
gious mystics who, in the mold of scripture, will not compromise
principles and values. 

yah¥d should never be able to hide or disguise these atrocious
acts. If anything, they should denounce and distance themselves
from these crimes. In proportion, Allah (Â) assigns to yah¥d a blis-
tering penalty: the flames of eternal fire, “And, indeed, Allah does
not do injustice to human subjects.” The yah¥d say, “Indeed, God
is ill-fated and we are fortunate…” and when no one is around to
take them to task for these false claims they arrogantly assault,
attack, and annihilate prophets of Allah (Å). “[All this horrible
condemnation] is due to what your hands have done…” 

Here, Allah (Â) reminds and reduces the yah¥d to their true
size, which they superficially outgrew as a result of abundant wealth
and copious riches. Thank Allah (Â) for this Qur’an that gives us
the true proportion of things, putting everything and everyone in
the real positions they belong, and exposing all those who are
crooked and hell-bent on God-denial. 

Then the form of speech turns to Muhammad (r), lifting his
spirit, relieving him of pressure, and  telling him not to be burdened
by this wicked human nature that dwells in a segment of humanity
called yah¥d, 
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And if they try to discredit you, they have similarly
tried to discredit other apostles before your time who
came to them with evidence, psalms, and enlightening
scripture (3:184).

There will be people who will adhere to truth when they recognize
it and there will be people who will be repulsed by it. Muhammad
(r) is not the first apostle to be questioned and spurned by these
types. History is rife with yah¥dø efforts to pronounce unfit and
then reject Allah’s Messengers and Emissaries (Å). 

The european origin of Anti-Semitism 
In today’s yah¥dø-dominated media world, any reference to this
yah¥dø character becomes suspect. Anyone who so much as
breathes a whisper of Jewish misdeeds in the world is immediately
recast into a spiteful and hateful stereotype — à la Nazis in the
Third reich — that galvanizes hostility against Jews simply
because they are Jews. But the Qur’an is not a book of stereotypes
or of conventional and formulaic conceptualizations. To reverse
this knowledge that comes to humanity from Allah (Â), the
yah¥d have worked hard at monopolizing their claim to biblical
history, biblical prophets, and biblical experience. To countermand
the full thrust of the truth, as spoken in this fact-filled Book, they
have gone on the offensive, refashioning sympathetic human emo-
tions into a guilt complex by invoking the specter of anti-semitism.
The term anti-Semitism was coined in 1879 by Wilhelm Marr, an
anti-Jewish polemicist in Germany, to describe antipathy for the
Jewish people. The term is incorrect as it refers to Jews only while
excluding the other semitic peoples;372 nevertheless, by control of
the media and public opinion it has become synonymous with the
Jews. Hence, any talk of anti-semitism is automatically processed
as anti-Jew. 

Through the centuries hostility to Jews and the Jewish reli-
gion has been an enduring feature of numerous causes: political,
social, cultural, economic, and religious. Depending on the social
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and cultural conditions, anti-semitism has taken on a wide variety
of forms. In the Greco-roman world Jews and Judaism were subject
to discrimination and persecution. Where Greek power was domi-
nant, anything non-Greek was considered barbaric. The Jewish tra-
dition was thus regarded with contempt. It was only when
Christianity emerged in the first century CE that Jews came to be
viewed not only as contemptible but also as demonic. In its advo-
cacy of anti-Jewish attitudes, the Church drew upon Hellenistic
ideas that had penetrated into the Jewish faith. for a number of
Jews the Torah was to be interpreted in allegorical terms, and such
a conception was interpreted by Christianity’s high clergy as a Jew-
ish rationalization for separating religious meaning from ritual
observance. revival movements in the ancient Jewish world — the
proponents of which believed themselves to be the true Israel —
also provided a source for the Christian conviction that a resurgent
Jewish faith constituted fulfillment of biblical teaching. further
Gnosticism,373 which grew out of the attempt to harmonize Hel-
lenistic thought with the Jewish tradition, added to the Christian
denigration of the Hebrew God. finally, the pharisaic374 spiritual-
ization and universalization of Judaism intensified the Christian
determination of delivering the good news of the New Testament
to all people. Christianity thus utilized features inherent in Hell-
enized Judaism to shape its own identity, making itself distinct from
the faith that had defined its origins. 

With the emergence of the Christian community, anti-Jewish
sentiment in the Greco-roman world intensified. The early Church
believed itself to be the authentic heir to the promises given by God
in scripture. It fancied that Jesus’ (a) messiahship would usher in a
new era in which the true Israel would become a light unto nations.
such a vision of Christian community evoked hostility against the
Jewish people, who were regarded as apostate and unrepentant. This
animosity was fueled by the Gospel writers who described Jesus (a)
attacking the religious hierarchy of the Jewish nation. The Church
taught that what is now required is circumcision of the heart rather
than obedience to the law: Christians are to remain faithful not to
the Torah but to Christ. In proclaiming this Christian message paul
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emphasized that the Hebrew people had been rejected by God, and
that the new covenant had taken the place of the old. In the Epistle
to the Hebrews this animus between the Jewish people and the
Christian community was heightened — Christ was regarded as the
true eternal Temple in opposition to the earthly and temporal cult
of Jerusalem. such a contrast would also be found in the fourth
Gospel, which differentiated between the fulfilled spiritual universe
of Christianity and the fallen world of darkness represented by the
Jews. The New Testament thus laid the theological foundation for
the negation of Judaism and the Jewish people. 

following New Testament teaching, the Church fathers
developed an Adversos Judaeos tradition that vilified the Jews.
According to these ecclesiastics, just as Jews were guilty in the past
of indecency, so they have continued to be a lawless and dissolute
people. for this reason all future promises would apply solely to the
Church. Appealing to scriptural prefigurations, the Church fathers
attempted to demonstrate that the conflict between the Church
and the synagogue would inevitably favor the disciples of Christ.
Thus, separated from the Christian message of salvation, the Jews
were considered to have been rejected and thereby subject to God’s
wrath. furthermore, the Christian community, rather than the
Jews, would now constitute the elect. This view represented the
culmination of the messianic vision alluding to the ingathering of
all people to Zion. The Christian faith, the religion of the roman
Empire, would serve as the vehicle for bringing God’s redemption
to humanity, but the Jews would suffer rejection and misery because
of their unwillingness to accept Jesus (a) as the Messiah. Destined
to wander in exile, they would never find peace. Jewish law, sup-
planted in this way by Church interpretations of the meaning of
Christ’s death, would now make way for the Christian faith alone
to offer salvation to the world.

This “Christian” history, laden with semitiphiles and semi-
tiphobes, gestated predictably into what today is called anti-Semi-
tism. The ancient Church-synagogue hostilities continued into
the European Middle Ages. During the centuries of the European
Crusades, Jews were massacred throughout Western Europe.
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Although some Christian leaders issued perfunctory condemna-
tions of such barbarism, the masses, religiously conditioned by
medieval Church doctrine, continued to attack those who stub-
bornly clung to the Jewish faith. Christian hostility was further
intensified by a number of charges leveled against the Jewish pop-
ulation. repeatedly Jews were accused of murdering Christian
children whose blood would be mixed into unleavened bread for
passover; such allegations of ritual murder spread from country to
country and many Jews were victimized for supposedly committing
these atrocious acts. Jews were also accused of blaspheming the
Christian faith in their sacred literature, and as a consequence
copies of the Talmud were burned.375 In addition, the Jewish pop-
ulation was blamed for causing the Black plague, which was
rumored to have spread because Jews poisoned the wells. Those
who were perishing in the Christian onslaught as a result of these
allegations prayed for vengeance. In faithfulness to God, these
Jewish martyrs went to their deaths confident that Christians
would suffer eternal torment for their sins. 

During the European Middle Ages the Jewish community was
detested throughout the Christian world, the prevalent public
impression in Western culture being that of a “demonic Jew.”
repeatedly during this period Jews were accused of possessing
attributes of both the devil and witches. As the personification of
evil, they were relegated to a subspecies of the human race. Jews
were also perceived as magicians par excellence, about to work
magic against the Christian community; this belief served as the
basis for the charge that the Jewish population desecrated the host
(meaning Christians) and committed acts of ritual murder. yet
while it is true that Jews did engage in magical practices, they were
excluded from non-Jewish circles of sorcerers and witches, as Jewish
magic was dependent on the power of good rather than the demon-
ic realm. It may be said that some of these allegations were based
on ignorance and  fear, and some on a repelling and repulsive trait
of some Jews. Nonetheless the masses attacked the Jews in their
pursuit of demons, and in the onslaught thousands of innocent vic-
tims lost their lives.
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Although the Jewish community was expelled from france in
the 14th century CE, negative images of Jews continued to play a
role in french culture. Catechisms, the life of Jesus (a), and can-
ticles (a hymn derived from the Bible) portrayed the Jewish peo-
ple as tools of satan. In addition, tracts abounded, reminiscent of
the denunciation of Jews in the European Middle Ages. In Eng-
land, Jews were similarly vilified even though the Jewish nation
was expelled in 1290 CE. German Jews were also detested — such
hostility was most powerfully expressed in Martin luther’s Against
the Jews and the Lies (1542).376 such publications were followed by
a wide range of treatises that denigrated Judaism and the Jewish
people. Thus despite the existence of powerful court Jews
throughout Germany, the Jewish masses lived simple lives and
endured considerable hardship during this period; while away
from the flow and ebb of public opinion, among them were those
who used their knowledge of how things work to build their usu-
rious financial empire. 

similarly in 14th-century spain, Jews came to be regarded
with suspicion and hostility. Measures were taken against the Jew-
ish community, and consequently many Jews embraced (in public)
the Christian faith to escape attack. such apostasy — a trend resis-
ted by Jewish leaders — as well as the Christian onslaught on Jewry
led to the decline of the aljamas (Jewish communities). During the
15th century the Church initiated a new form of persecution.
under the rule of ferdinand and Isabella, the Inquisition was estab-
lished to purge New Christians — Jewish converts to Christianity
as opposed to old Christians of pure blood — who were suspected
of practicing Jewish customs.377 Tribunals established throughout
Iberia applied tort to extract confessions from the guilty — those
who refused to confess were cast to the flames. finally, at the end
of the century, an Edict of Expulsion was enacted to rid the country
of its Jewish and Islamic adherents, who were regarded to have pol-
luted the Christian population. This whole convolution of Europe
pertaining to its non-Christian population, and particularly to its
Jewish population says much about so-called Christians and so-
called Jews. 
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It is an insult to the human mind to say that Jewish elites in
today’s world are still discriminated against and a sub-class of citi-
zenry anywhere they are in Europe, America, Asia, or Australia.
They have successfully hijacked the entire semitic designation and
made the whole world believe they are the only and true semites
on earth. And furthermore, no one is permitted to think of pales-
tinians as semites, especially when they are more semitic than
their Euro-Israeli adversaries. under the weight of this heavy
social, political, and ethnic re-engineering, no one has the capacity
to counter this worldwide Jewish “established fact” with the less
expressed fact that Israel and its Jewish supporters as well as its non-
Jewish supporters (Christians and Muslims) are anti-semitic. 

When the pseudo-Christian, Church-sponsored, European
Inquisition, which was responsible for more atrocities visited on
Muslims than Jews (one would not know that if he was thinking
outside the reference of this immutable Qur’an), intensified its
efforts to root out Islamic and Jewish beliefs in Iberia, the Marranos
fled to other countries for safety from their “Christian”
persecutors.378 Many sought refuge in portugal, where they led an
outwardly Christian life while selectively and secretly observing
Jewish practices. following spanish precedent, the portuguese
Inquisition was established around 1536, attempting to track down
Marranos wherever they lived. other Marranos were driven to find
homes in more distant lands. Both ottoman Turkey and salonica
accepted Marrano refugees from Christian oppression in the 16th
century. still others travelled north and east, going to Antwerp,
Venice, Ancona, and Bordeaux; in the next century Marranos set-
tled in Amsterdam, Hamburg, and london.

yet another place in which violent public reprisals, led by
Christians, targeted Jews was 17th-century poland. polish Jews were
massacred by Cossacks under Bogdan Chmielnicki.379 In the wake of
this “Christian” onslaught the Hasidic movement encouraged reli-
gious pietism, but was severely criticized by the traditional rabbinic
establishment.380 While the Jewish community was torn by this con-
flict, attacks directed against the Jewish population by other non-
Jewish populations continued. such hostility was paralleled in
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russia. Initially Jews were prevented from settling in the country,
but with the annexation of polish territories to russia in the 19th
century, Jews became part of the russian empire. However, in the
ensuing years, Jews regarded by Christians with suspicion and con-
tempt were quickly expelled from the villages they resided in. 

During the early modern period in Western countries, the
commercial interests of the bourgeoisie, coupled with centuries-
old, Christian-founded prejudice against Jews and Judaism, evoked
considerable hostility toward the Jewish population. In Germany,
merchants protested against the competing racial and financial
instincts of Jews. Jewish trade, they believed, would destroy the
economic life of the country and pollute the Christian population.
similar objections to the yah¥dø religion of high-finances were
expressed in france, where the bourgeoisie resisted Jewish settle-
ment despite the fact that the nobility regarded Jews as financially
useful. In Britain, Jews were also subject to virulent criticism, and
attempts to simplify procedures for Jewish naturalization and to
authorize Jews to own property were met with considerable resist-
ance. In the usA, however, Jews gained a broad measure of free-
dom as the country struggled to achieve its independence from
England. Nonetheless, despite many of the advances made in the
17th and 18th centuries, Jewish life did not significantly depart
from medieval patterns of existence. stereotyped as foreign and
strange, Jews were subjected to discrimination and persecution dur-
ing the early modern period.

under the banner of the Enlightenment, English “free-
thinkers” sought to ameliorate the condition of the Jews.381 such
attempts, however, were countered by other writers who attacked
Jewry with arguments founded upon rationalist ideological formu-
lations. In france, protestants influenced by the Enlightenment
attempted to refute charges against the Jewish population. yet
despite such “progressive” attitudes, they were unable to free them-
selves from traditional assumptions about Jewish guilt and divine
retribution. In addition, many of the major thinkers of the age
encouraged Judeophobia. In Germany an attempt was made to
present Jews in a more positive light, but here as well the rise of
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national self-awareness provoked antipathy toward the Jewish pop-
ulation. such philosophers as Kant, fichte, and Hegel wrote dis-
paragingly of both Jews and Judaism.382

At the end of the 18th century the spirit of the Enlightenment
stimulated Christian Europe to seek the amelioration of Jewish life.
With the establishment of the Napoleonic era, Jewish existence was
revolutionized. The summoning of a Great sanhedrin in france
paved the way for Jewish emancipation, improving the position of
Jewry throughout the European continent.383

In the midst of such social upheaval German Jewish reformers
attempted to adapt Jewish worship to modern conditions. To the
consternation of orthodox Jews, reform temples appeared
throughout Germany. yet ironically, many enlightened Jews influ-
enced by the romantic movement were uninterested in the offer-
ings of reform Judaism. Instead of providing a basis for the
resurgence of Judaism, the movement undermined confidence in
traditional belief and practice, thus intensifying Christian antipa-
thy to the Jewish way of life. 

In russia, the aim of emancipation was to bring about the
assimilation of the Jewish community; the Tsarist program was driv-
en by centuries-old Christian hostility for the Jews. from the Jew-
ish side, responses to these moves throughout Europe to improve
the plight of the Jews were mixed. Whereas traditionalists tended
to fear that such steps would undermine Torah Judaism, progres-
sives enthusiastically embraced the new freedoms and opportuni-
ties. The gentile reaction was equally ambivalent. Although
liberals, generally closet atheists, ardently campaigned for equal
rights, many conservatives, generally Christians, feared the conse-
quences of such agitation. Thus, at the end of the second decade of
the 19th century, outbursts against the Jewish population spread
from country to country.

In the ongoing conversion of 19th-century Europe away from
its fanatical and irrational Church impulse, Jewish apologists sought
to improve the condition of the Jewish population. In England,
Benjamin Disraeli, the Tory prime Minister and a prominent Jew,
formulated a theory of the Jewish race which served as the basis for
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his quest to grant civil rights to British Jewry.384 His advocacy of
upward Jewish social mobility, however, provoked a hostile response
from various critics who were not liberal enough for their time.
They still belonged to the intolerant, medieval, and Church-cen-
tered Europe, and not to the emerging, progressive, enlightened,
and secular Europe of the future. such disparagement was similarly
a central feature of french life, as evidenced by the Damascus Affair.
In this incident, the president of the french Council sided with the
Damascene french consuls who accused Jews there of ritual murder.
Despite the peaceful conclusion of this matter, this medieval charge
gave rise to widespread anti-Jewish sentiment in france. In addi-
tion, the myth prevalent throughout Christendom of the Wander-
ing Jew, who was driven from his homeland for rejecting Christ,
became a predominant image in french period literature.385 This
image, compounded with anti-Jewish allegations of french social-
ists, stimulated french Judeophobia.  

Gentile contempt for Jewry resulting in the periodic whipping-
up of anti-Jewish hysteria expressed itself in yet another bout during
the latter half of the 19th century, when the European Jewish pop-
ulation suffered further popular revulsion. In Germany, numerous
advocates of German racial superiority as well as metaphysical writ-
ers denigrated the Jewish people, leading to the formation of politi-
cal parties which propagated anti-Jewish attitudes. At the same time
the research theses of Christian biblical scholars tended to under-
mine the traditional Jewish belief in the authority of scripture. sim-
ilar attitudes were expressed by a variety of french authors who
denounced both Judaism and the Jewish collective. such hostility
provided the background to the Dreyfus Affair, which erupted at the
end of the century.386 Accused of treason, Alfred Dreyfus was sen-
tenced to life imprisonment but subsequently exonerated. The
hatred engendered by his trial led a number of Jews to question
whether Jewry could ever feel secure without its own land. During
this period russian Jewry also experienced widespread gentile reac-
tions to financially overlording Jews, culminating in the ethnic
cleansings of 1881. profoundly affected by such massacres, many
Jews immigrated to distant lands; others sought to make a social
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breakthrough by means of a revolutionary struggle. Aware of domes-
tic insurgent agitations, the russian authorities became increasingly
alarmed. Their concern was intensified by the publication of The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, which maintain that the Jewish people
conspired against society to achieve world domination.387

In the years leading up to the first World War, Jews became
scapegoats for the problems afflicting German society. objections
were raised against the assimilation of German Jewry, and numer-
ous Christian writers protested against the pernicious influence of
Jewish attitudes. In russia, during the war years (WWI), anti-Jew-
ish Christians accused Jews of espionage and collaboration with the
authorities. With the onslaught of the Bolshevik revolution, russ-
ian authorities condemned what they believed to be an interna-
tional Jewish conspiracy, and ethnic cleansing of the Jews occurred
throughout the country. In the years following WWI a series of
unverifiable tracts and articles were produced to implicate Jewish
involvement in the revolutionary movement and illustrate the
existence of a worldwide Jewish conspiracy. During this period
British writers also condemned Jewry for their dishonesty as well as
participation in the revolutionary struggle. In the usA, too, Jews
were subject to discrimination, and a number of writers blamed the
russian revolution on the involvement of Jewish agitators, behind-
the-scenes agents, and infiltrators. french suspicion of Jews was
similarly animated, especially its perception of Jewish influence in
world affairs. 

Anti-Jewish attitudes that can be traced to the financial king-
dom of the Jews during the war years (WWI) crystalized in Hitler’s
conception of the Jewish people as an evil race seeking world dom-
ination. Hitler, who was twice decorated for bravery in WWI,
blamed the war, the Treaty of Versailles, and the subsequent inva-
sion of Germany by france on Jewish agitation and intrigue. While
in prison for militantly opposing the dismemberment of Germany in
1924, he began his well-known autobiographical work, Mein Kampf,
in which he outlined his impressions of how there were only cos-
metic differences between left-wing, liberal (Marxist) Jews and
nationalist (Zionist) Jews,
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But any indecision which I may still have felt about that
point was finally removed by the activities of a certain
section of the Jews themselves. A great movement,
called Zionism, arose among them. Its aim was to assert
the national character of Judaism, and the movement
was strongly represented in Vienna. 

To outward appearances it seemed as if only one group
of Jews championed this movement, while the great
majority disapproved of it, or even repudiated it. But an
investigation of the situation showed that those outward
appearances were purposely misleading. These outward
appearances emerged from a mist of theories which had
been produced for reasons of expediency, if not for pur-
poses of downright deception. for that part of Jewry
which was styled liberal did not disown the Zionists as if
they were not members of their race but rather as brother
Jews who publicly professed their faith in an unpractical
way, so as to create a danger for Jewry itself. 

Thus there was no real rift in their internal solidarity.
This fictitious conflict between the Zionists and the lib-
eral Jews soon disgusted me; for it was false through and
through and in direct contradiction to the moral dignity
and immaculate character on which that race had always
prided itself.388

Between 1930 and 1933 over six million Germans were
unemployed; such a situation led to the rise of Nazism with its anti-
Jewish policies. Nazis blamed Jewish involvement and agitation in
trade unions as one of the major causes of German unemployment.
once the Nazis gained power, they instituted a series of anti-Jewish
policies culminating in Kristallnacht during which Jewish properties
and buildings were destroyed. This event was followed by the inva-
sion of poland in september 1939 where some Jews were mowed
down. The next stage of Hitler’s plan of racial liquidation took
place with the invasion of russia in 1941. Initially mobile killing
battalions began the elimination of russian Jewry; this method of
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killing was supplemented by the same camps in which Jews were
said to have been gassed to death. During these years of “Christian”
military reaction to “Jewish” financial supremacy, many ordinary
Christians and Jews were unaware of the real forces at odds with
each other, which brought in their historical grudges to justify such
a polarization of prejudices. The number of Jews who succumbed to
this European theater of ethnic cleansing remains a matter of dis-
pute (from 600,000 to 6,000,000). The anti-Jewish sentiment went
underground and it will resurface whenever world Jewry flexes its
financial muscles and begins to pull its economic strings.389

The yah¥d have finally come full circle. Their geographic dis-
location has fostered their psychological alienation. And in turn
this has been used by them to rationalize their social anti-God and
anti-humanity moves wherever they may be in other people’s coun-
tries and nations. Anti-Jewish attitudes are simmering below the
surface in Germany, Austria, and even Britain where neo-Nazis and
ultra-right-wing groups continue to advance theories of a worldwide
Jewish conspiracy. french hostility toward this Jewish monetary
dominance has also led to the condemnation of Zionism, the occur-
rence of a series of attacks on Jewish property, and the resurgence of
a nationalist counter-Jewish party. poland and russia too have wit-
nessed the rise of anti-Jewish sentiments despite the absence of a
sizeable Jewish community. Most significant are the principled anti-
yah¥dø postures throughout the Arab and Islamic world that are
challenging monopolistic yah¥dø financial power, presenting itself
as the military barricade otherwise referred to as Israel.

for 20 centuries at least, anti-Jewish intellectual persuasion and
public opinion have been a constant feature of the Jewish/goyim rela-
tionship. What can be done to neutralize this enduring bitterness?
The Christian Church has gone a long way in this regard. In the last
few decades the roman Catholic Church and the World Council of
Churches have issued numerous decrees denouncing “anti-semi-
tism” (a semitism that means Jews only) and encouraging positive
Jewish-Christian encounters. In addition, history-neutral Christian
scholars have attempted to understand the “Jewishness” of Jesus (a)
— modern Christology, they believe, must be purged of any anti-Jew-
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ish bias. God’s enduring covenant with the Jewish “nation” has also
repeatedly been emphasized, and various theories have been pro-
pounded to illustrate that Jesus’ (a) death and “resurrection” do not
replace God’s revelation on Mount sinai.

As for the relationships between Muslims and Jews, these will
not be easily resolved in a short period of time. They will require a
common approach to justice and an unprejudiced acceptance of
fairness and equality. The contemporary, public Jewish carte
blanche issued to the racist and expansionist settler nation-state of
Israel unnecessarily galvanizes all Muslims and people of con-
science against everything Zionist Israel stands for. And by exten-
sion, they are repulsed by everything official Judaism sanctions or
passively endorses when it comes to Zionist Israeli offenses, viola-
tions, and occupation of free peoples’ lands. Jews the world over
have not condemned Zionist Israel for the evil that it is. some of
this Jewish cowardice has to do with a false notion of solidarity and
a hollow sense of historical binding with the “people of Israel.”
until and unless the vast majority of today’s Jews distance them-
selves from the sordid historical and religious legacy of “Jews” they
will continue to fuel their own predicament. In a sad and demented
way the Jews are their own worst enemies. In trying to protect
themselves they become vulnerable; in trying to live in a kingdom
of money they are forfeiting a kingdom of nationhood; and in
building a military for security purposes they summon the resolve of
their victims who would initiate corrective military measures. All
this would have been impossible in the absence of such Jewish-
cum-Israeli offenses, aggression, and invasion. 

likewise, the Muslims of today have to surmount their own
self-induced problems. The Zionist-imperialist alliance is in
charge of “Islamic” governance around Israel. This is equally so of
those regimes that are officially at war with Israel and those offi-
cially at peace with it. All of them are guilty of political kufr and
military shirk. And they have been able to hide this fact from the
Muslim populace simply because that populace has not listened to
this Qur’an. Muslims cannot and should not take Jews to task
because Jews have abandoned their scripture while they are unable
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and unwilling to take themselves to task for abandoning the
Qur’an. A crime is a crime whether it is committed by a Jew, a
Christian, or a Muslim. No amount of self-glorification, tradition-
al legacies of grandeur, or religious words of redemption are going
to expunge the repugnant acts of despicable claimants to religion,
upon whose behaviors the vast majority of their peaceful coreli-
gionists are judged. 

With this being said though, there are two qualifiers that have
to be stated in this context. The first is that Muslims, in addition
to their struggle against tyrannical secular governments in their
own lands, are at odds with political Judaism (Zionism), represent-
ed by the blood-spilling state of Israel, on the one hand, and with
political Christianity (imperialism), represented by the govern-
ments of such nation-states as Britain, france, the united states,
and russia, on the other. The second qualifier is that the Muslims
themselves are trying to break out of the combined forces of nifœq,
shirk, and kufr that have formed the mushrik-Yah¥dø coalition of the
willing. And for the first time now in hundreds of years the com-
mitted and struggling Muslims are fighting back not as reactionaries
but as pro-actionaries. Had all decent Jews and devoted Christians
been able to evaluate this condition, unencumbered by their own
prejudices and false pride, they would have no choice but to root
for these committed Muslims. 

once again we find ourselves in the company of Allah’s (Â)
relaxing words. And we realize that the acclamations of those who
are ready to anoint everything Israeli and Jewish are both offensive
and repulsive, especially when these Israelis reflexively dishonor
prophets and show disrespect toward Allah (Â). The entire Israeli
public behavior stems from a group sense of being rich, affluent,
and self-sufficient. Their whole character today (even though there
is a small percentage of Jews who are against Israel, making them
the exception to the rule) is rooted in this psychology, which is
judged unfit and culpable at its source, not just by its symptoms.
The Muslims who understand these living words will always have
problems with Jews who are dwelling in a living lie when they say
that God is second rate and they, the Jews, are first rate. 
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This notion seems to be so deep in their group psychology that
they are unable to object to a God-denying, justice-defying, and
guilt-ridden Israel — an Israel so transparent now, that all people
of good will are able to see it for what it is. The nation-state of
Israel has its deep psychological roots in the mentality that brags of
God being poor while the Jews are rich. The savage and damning
use of brute force by Zionist Israel can only be justified by a people
who have a history of and do not think twice about killing
prophets. If you can kill a prophet you can certainly kill a palestin-
ian. It seems like the Jews, left to their own devices, will not be able
to purge themselves of Israel, its crimes, and its atrocities. It will
have to be the committed Muslims who will relieve them and the
world of this false nation-state, this false ingathering of Jews, and
their false god of mammon. 

The Common Destiny of All Peoples of Scripture
far beyond our control, the history of all people of scripture is inter-
twined, and the binding factor affecting them all is their ultimate
destination. Thus the Qur’anic words turn to the striving Islamic
workers around the prophet (r), and focus their attention on what
is worthy of their efforts and struggle. Whatever the range of chal-
lenges around and whatever the twists of human nature that
abound, the redeeming features of patience, the certainty of Allah’s
(Â) power presence, tolerance, and will-power should be the final
concern of everyone who is in this godly program together, hence
these placid and assuring words,

every mortal is bound to experience death; but only on
the Day of Resurrection will you be compensated in
full [for whatever you have done] — whereupon he
that shall be wrested away from the Fire and brought
into Paradise will indeed have gained a triumph. For
the life of this world is nothing but a merriment of self-
delusion. You shall most definitely be tried and tested
in your possessions and in your persons; and indeed
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you shall get word of many hurtful things from those
to whom revelation was granted before your time, as
well as from those who are mushriks. But if you
remain actively patient and consciously aware [of
Allah’s power presence in your worldly affairs] — this,
behold, is the most demanding task (3:185–186).

It is not enough to know that every human or bio-organism is going
to die and perish. It is expected of us to attend to this fact as we
make decisions in life. This œya∆ says to us unequivocally: no one is
going to live forever. Everyone, without exception, is going to die
one day. This includes people who are good and people who are
bad. Death will visit those who have honored their commitment to
Allah (Â) — those who were dedicated all the way to the war
front — as surely as it will visit those who have failed to honor their
commitment — those who stayed at home when they should have
been at the front lines. Everyone is going to undergo the moments
of death; and that includes the committed Muslims who forgath-
ered around this Qur’an as well as the others who ran away from it.
Every individual is going to endure the onset of death whether he
was courageous and courted death on his way to Allah (Â) or
whether he was a coward and tried to avoid death at every turn in
his life. Every minute, “someone” will be going through the final
phases of dying whether he is a president or a pauper. There will be
no exceptions, no exemptions.

The words of Allah (Â) are the eternal truth. Every expres-
sion of life will appreciatively taste death — jinn as well as ins
(humans), the angels, and even the bearers of the Throne.390 Every-
one is going to sip from this cup. And everyone will part company
with life as we know it. No one will have a choice; once the cup
arrives you will have to sip from it. It will not discriminate and no
one may decline. 

The everlasting fact is that it is Allah (Â) who is real, while
all other fleeting things and reactions in life are surreal. It is Allah
(Â) who will outlast everything as He predates everything. We
humans — whatever our status in this life — will eventually expe-
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rience what it feels like to have our bodies and souls come apart.
Then we will regain our consciousness and intelligence on the
Day of Judgment to face the sum total of our works and exertions
in earthly and worldly life. our final destiny depends on how good
or how bad our functioning in the world was. on the way to that
Day of Judgment we will experience a type of subliminal existence
that serves as a preface to our final fate. In the words of the
prophet (r), “The grave is a garden of bliss from Paradise or a cavity
of fire from Hell.”391

A fortunate person is the one who is moved away from the
post-judgment fire and enters paradise. That is indeed the most any
committed Muslim may wish for — a lifetime struggle that delivers
the best result. “Whoever wants to be pried away from the Fire
and delivered to Paradise…” (3:185) should pass on while com-
mitted to Allah and the last Day and while doing unto people
what he would want people to do unto him. This guarantees Allah’s
(Â) rights and people’s rights. All the merriment and indulgences
of life — from delicious food, carnal fulfillment, or social status —
is a fancy and a fantasy, 

But no, [o men], you prefer the life of this world,
although the life to come is better and more enduring
(87:16–17).

And [remember], whatever you are given [now] is but
for the [passing] enjoyment of life in this world, and
for its embellishment; whereas that which is with
Allah is [so much] better and more enduring. Will you
not, then, use your reason? (28:60).

And to this end a hadith puts it this way, “By Allah! The comparison
of this world with the world to come is like dipping your finger into the
ocean — what have you by doing so obtained [from the ocean]?392

Death, the cessation of life, is a topic that raises almost innu-
merable philosophical, theological and social questions. Closely
associated with the question of death — usually restricted to
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human death — is that of immortality, which, in turn, is usually
understood as the immortality of the human soul. As soon as we
discuss immortality, we are confronted with questions concerning
the nature of such an immortal soul. Is it divisible? How is it related
to the (mortal) body? stating the problem in this fashion seems to
demand that we have a dualistic conception of a human being as
one creature composed of both body and soul. If so then is the body
really the prison of the soul, as plato suggested? or is the material
body influenced by an immaterial mind as Descartes insisted and, if
so, how does this influence take place? Thus, the notion of death
raises questions concerning the nature of a human being, and the
relation between the brain and what we might call the mind, or
perhaps, the spirit or soul? 393

some Muslims out of ignorance or out of expediency confuse
two distinct words in the Qur’an: nafs and r¥˙. The word nafs and
its derivatives are mentioned around 300 times in the Qur’an, while
the word r¥˙ and its derivatives are mentioned around 21 times.
Translators, who render these two words interchangeably as either
spirit or soul without spending much time on capturing whatever
subtle or ethereal differences there exist between the two words
and their precise and distinct meanings, seem to be glossing over
the distinction. or perhaps, they themselves are not clear enough
on the difference so as to be able to render an explanation in
another language. The general approach to this seems to be that
both of these words pertain to the metaphysical and therefore any
attempt at fine-tuning their meanings will only lead to hair-split-
ting arguments or to philosophical discourses that may detach an
average Muslim from the general flow of meanings that comes from
an accessible Qur’an. And this reasoning is, generally speaking, not
entirely off course. And so to avoid technical nuances and long-
winded literary arguments, a few words on the subject will suffice.

It seems that the word nafs refers to the conjunction of life
(vitality and spirit) and matter (physical material and substance)
that makes it possible for humans to be mortal. This particular
binding or adhesion suffers a breakdown or dissolution, which is
more commonly referred to as death. The body has its biological
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and physiological functions, which are observable and at least par-
tially understood. But the r¥˙ is one of those facts that are beyond
human perception. R¥˙ appears to be the everlasting essence of life
itself, which is extracted from the divine reality — that is, from
Allah (Â), 

…And then He forms him in accordance with what he
is meant to be, and breathes into him of His r¥˙: and
[thus, o men], He endows you with hearing, and sight,
and feelings as well as minds; [yet] how seldom are you
grateful! (32:9).

similarly, nafs appears to be the receptacle or the catalyst that sus-
tains bio-life. Its functions are spiritual, emotional, and mental. It is
in this area that man may be able to think, memorize, remember,
feel, and sympathize. In this sense it would become linguistically
functional to refer to the nafs as the human spirit and to the r¥˙ as
the human soul. That is why the human nafs is mortal and terminal
while the human r¥˙ is sacrosanct and inviolate. 

Having said the above, the issue is still open to discussion in
the Islamic scholarly establishment. some Muslim scholars say that
the nafs or the r¥˙ are peculiar only to a living body. others say that
the nafs or the r¥˙ are a translucent, subtle, and light luminance of
sublime origin which is settled at the core of living organs. The nafs
or the r¥˙ moves in the living being as water moves inside plants.
The circulation of this fine and ethereal light is the essence of life.

The fact in this scenario of inevitable death is in the conse-
quence. Whatever expression of human life — man, woman, rich,
poor, semite, non-semite, learned, ignorant, clergy, layperson, etc.
— that is able to be diverted from the fire will be successful. Mus-
lims who know they are passing through life should always be
aware of this final destiny. The measure of their success shall be the
capacities they develop by the end of their lives to dodge the eter-
nal fire. What gets man driven into everlasting fire is his indul-
gence in foolish, sensuous, and senseless behavior. The life forces
related to satiation and attraction are indeed tempting. And man
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is prone to enjoy as much of these tempting and seductive forces of
life as possible; and by doing so he courts the everlasting fire. life
should be accepted as a responsibility: a social force that binds one
to a course of action and obligation, not frivolity, gaiety, or hilarity.
When man succumbs to material enchantments and earthly capti-
vation he falls short of fulfilling his role as Allah’s (Â) trustee on
earth. This is a dangerous course not only for individuals but also
for cultures and civilizations that live on self-delusion and self-
deception. Man has to reorient himself and his society away from
the delusive charms of the materialistic lifestyle to a self and a soci-
ety that are keen on gaining Allah’s (Â) protection all the way to
everlasting bliss and salvation. This is more easily spoken and writ-
ten than practiced.394

Ahl al-Kitœb’s Influence Is unsettling But Transient
Coming out of the aftermath of u˙ud and its death challenges, the
timely words of Allah (Â) prime the Muslims to another type of
assault: the temptation of surrendering to the leisure and luxury of
a mundane, materialistic, and mercenary lifestyle. lest we lower
our guard, He says to us,

You shall most certainly be tried in your finances and
your selves; and indeed you shall listen to those who
have received earlier scriptures and to the mushriks to
the extent that it will harm you. But if you remain pos-
itively patient and you guard against Allah’s corrective
power that indeed is a most demanding task (3:186).

The Muslims are cautioned against falling prey to the psychol-
ogy that comes with making fantastic amounts of money and that
has a soft spot for people of prior scripture — nominal Christians
and titular Jews. This œya∆ awakens real-life Muslims to the vulner-
ability of falling under the influence of greed, temptations, and the
combination of ungodly forces that interlock among people who
previously belonged to scripture in a working sense, but no longer
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do, and their mushrik accessories. The Qur’anic word latasma‘unna
means that you Muslims will listen to and pay heed to those who
are of previous scriptures — the token Christians and the trifling
Jews of the world today. 

In other words this œya∆ is saying that we the Muslims should
be alert and sensitive to this fact lest we fall under the sway of such
false Christians and Jews; and if we do, then we ourselves become
false Muslims. And how do Muslims come to be persuaded by these
types? Most of the time the answer is the media, and Hollywood in
particular. There is an entertainment industry that is busy reversing
the meanings of this œya∆ and the Qur’an it is in.

A close look at the leadership positions in the Hollywood
industry reveals the disproportionate amount of Jews who are in
control. How deeply Jewish is Hollywood? According to Joel stein,
a writer for the Los Angeles Times, at the end of 2008, here are some
of the top executives who run the largest studios in Hollywood:
News Corporation president peter Chernin (Jewish), paramount
pictures Chairman Brad Grey (Jewish), Walt Disney Company
Chief Executive robert Iger (Jewish), sony pictures Chairman
Michael lynton (Dutch Jew), Warner Brothers Chairman Barry
Meyer (Jewish), CBs Corporation Chief Executive leslie Moonves
(Jewish, his great uncle was the first prime minister of Israel),
MGM Chairman Harry sloan (Jewish) and NBC universal Chief
Executive Jeff Zucker (Jewish). Harvey and Bob Weinstein (both
Jewish) founded Miramax films.395

The film industry has put out more than an insignificant
amount of motion pictures about child abuse, promiscuity, and
even satanism. Jewish influence in Hollywood and the media is still
not “the talk of the town.” No business in the world should be so
firmly associated in the public mind with the Jewish elites as the
American entertainment industry. If there is a common thread that
runs through the general Hollywood orientation, it is the hostility
to all forms of organized religion. In the post-Inquisition and post-
Holocaust Western world, no one can dare speak in public about
the incongruous influence Jews wield on some of the most morally
offensive “entertainment” coming out of Hollywood, lest they be
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branded as bigots. If only people could match the real Jews of Hol-
lywood with the fictional Jews of the “chosen people,” we may have
a new brave world. 

Jewish clout in the entertainment industry peaked in the
1930s and 1940s during the period often referred to as Hollywood’s
Golden Age. At that time, as now, seven of the eight major studios
were owned and operated by Jewish families who wedded together
An Empire of Their Own.396 one 1936 study says that out of 85
names on the production level 53 were Jews. In 1940 around 80
million ticket paying customers went to the theaters every week —
more than 60% of the national population at that time.397 Nowa-
days, Hollywood’s motion pictures play out in people’s minds as
they do on screen. Cinematic illusions are invented, sustained, and
scattered around the world, reaching viewers on all continents of
the world from switzerland to swaziland. 

Images of Muslims not only have an effect on global audi-
ences and international movie makers but on the Muslims them-
selves. Contemporary feature presentations quickly make their
way from the cinematic wide screen to the video stores and then
to the average joe’s living room and bedroom. If one checks his
local television guides, he will see that since the mid-1980s,
appearing each week on screen, are 15–20 recycled movies pro-
jecting Muslims and Arabs as subhuman, semi-human, and pseu-
do-human: The Sheik (1921), The Mummy (1932), Cairo (1942),
The Steel Lady (1953), Exodus (1960), The Black Stallion (1979),
Protocol (1984), The Delta Force (1986), Ernest In the Army (1997),
Rules of Engagement (2000), and a whole host of others in the new
genre of terror-fanatic Muslims after 9/11. With the constant recy-
cling of the same stereotypical images, year after year, generation
following generation, and with improving technological means of
delivery, it is not hard to understand how these powerfully pro-
duced Hollywood images can have a devastating effect on Muslims
who are exposed to these presentations. Hundreds of movies reveal
Western protagonists spewing out unrelenting barrages of uncon-
tested slurs, calling Arabs assholes, bastards, camel-dicks, pigs, jack-
als, devil-worshipers, rats, rag-heads, towel-heads, scum-buckets,
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buzzards of the jungle, sons-of-dogs, sons-of-whores, sons-of-unnamed-
goats, and sons-of-she-camels.

from beneath this mound of accusations, stereotyping, and
villainization, there are still some Muslims who are “uncle Toms”
and “house negros.” They want to kiss the hand that slaps them.
They have managed to delude themselves into believing they can
compete with these evildoers to undo the effects and results of Hol-
lywood through Hollywood. This is what is meant by Muslims com-
ing under the spell of “biblicals” and mushriks who are comfortable
in their dehumanization of Muslims and Arabs. Muslims who are
Qur’anically absentminded no longer are able to have an ambition
of having their own clean cinema industry — their own “Holly-
wood.” In the realm of “representative” politics, there are those lob-
bying Muslims who are consistent with this approach and are
convinced that an Islamic order cannot be established unless they
go through the political aisles of power belonging to mushriks and
“biblical” imperialists and Zionists.

Allah (Â) says, “You will be tested with reference to your
own selves and wealth, and you will give a listening ear to ‘bib-
licals’ and mushriks to a degree that will harm you…” And the
psychological damage that has come from this “Islamic” receptive
ear has done much injury to Islamic self-awareness and the project
of Islamic self-determination. one can see right through the facade
of artificial Muslims who are in the political and mass media com-
pany of superficial Christians and Jews. The Muslims idle along —
psychologically inferior, socially outcast, and politically irrelevant
— while their handlers become the masters, overlords, and com-
manders. This proves one thing for sure: the Muslims of today,
whose behavioral model is corporate and academic America, do
not read the Qur’an with their consciences and minds.
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Concealing Scripture Hurts People, Not Allah (Â)

And lo, Allah accepted a solemn pledge from those who
were granted earlier revelation [when He bade them],
“evince and show it to mankind, and do not hide [or
disguise] it!” But they cast this [covenant] behind their
backs, and bartered it away for a trifling gain — and
how evil was their bargain! Think not that those who
exult in what they have thus contrived, and who live to
be praised for what they have not done — think not
that they will escape suffering, for grievous suffering
does await them [in the life to come]. And to Allah
belongs the dominion over the heavens and the earth:
and Allah has the power to will anything (3:187–189).

Muslims who are in tune with this Qur’an will have to come out
and make it clear to people of scripture — those who call them-
selves Christians or Jews — that they have breached God’s
covenant and trust. The Muslims of modern times have cultivated,
firstly, a reactionary attitude in which they prove themselves by rit-
ualistically distinguishing themselves from these wayward people of
scripture. secondly, they have an obvious inferiority complex that
seeks to mitigate its low-level standing by overlooking the demerits
and deceits of these previous scripturalists who cannot escape the
Qur’an’s true statements about Christians and Jews. And these two
œyœt give exactly this kind of truthful information.

The deep rooted difference between the disciples of the
Qur’an and Muhammad (r) on one side and the adherents of pre-
vious scriptures and prophets (Å) on the other side is that the for-
mer are very up-front, and public about Allah’s (Â) covenant even
if that means they will have to speak up against themselves when
they deviate from it. The Judeo-Christian scripturalists, especially
the yah¥dø element, cover up and obscure this covenant. The Mus-
lims have to overcome their initial infatuation with the “Judeo-
Christian” technological progress, which brought with it the
erroneous notion that there is some validity to the Judeo-Christian
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social, religious, and thus “biblical” claims. The Muslims ought to
know first hand from Allah’s (Â) words that these remnants of
biblical times are keen to camouflage the truth. They may even
sugarcoat it with their misleading version of history, prophets, and
God. The fact that they know what the truth is but are experts at
concealing it, and their knowledge of it, has put the inexperienced
Muslims in something of a conundrum. This need not happen to
Muslims who place the meanings and the background knowledge
contained within this Qur’an above all the sweet-talk from these
types of covenant spurners. 

Allah’s prophet (r) himself asked these ostensive Bible fol-
lowers about things which they would not disclose; they would hold
back what they knew about such matters. They even tried to
change the subject or speak about something else, pretending to
have answered the prophet’s (r) questions. And they felt good for
withholding this information, acting as if they behaved intelligent-
ly or in a satisfactory manner.398

The œya∆, “Think not of those who exult in what they have
thus contrived, and who live to be praised for what they have not
done — think not that they will escape affliction…” was revealed
to expose the munœfiqs. They actually delighted in the fact that
they managed to stay behind from the front lines of the battle.
When the war-weary and injured prophet (r) returned from engag-
ing the armed enemies at u˙ud these munœfiqs apologized to him,
and appeared to be anxious to be praised for the results of a war
they did not participate in. 

Whatever the case is, these œyœt collectively address all those
who conceal their covenant and pretend they have no knowledge
of the pledge the Muslims have assumed with Allah (Â), and those
who claim they have a pledge with Allah (Â) but fail to honor it
by not going to the battlefield after promising to do so. In the case
of the Jews, they had the Torah in their hands and if they were
transparent about it they would have come out in public and con-
fessed to the fact that the information they have from the Torah
reinforces and corroborates the information that is now available in
the Qur’an. They could have easily stated there is no significant or
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substantial difference between the covenant in the Torah and the
solemn pledge in the Qur’an. 

Beyond that though is the fact that both the old and the New
Testament are meant for mankind. Therefore, those who are stu-
dents and teachers of these two glorious books should go public
with all the information in them. But the fact-finding words of the
Qur’an indicate unequivocally that these Jews and Christians fell
short of that obligation. This s¥ra∆ discussed issues about the Chris-
tians not honoring Allah’s (Â) truth as revealed in His scripture;
the s¥ra∆ also expresses some outrageous and incoherent acts by the
yah¥d — especially their contention with the prophethood of
Muhammad (r). The s¥ra∆ enlightened the Muslims by chroni-
cling two landmark military campaigns: Badr and u˙ud. And do
Jews and Christians have anything to say about these two events
except what amounts to doubting and distrusting the fact that
Islam is meant to be a døn? yet if they were honest about it they
would come forward and profess that the prophethood of Muham-
mad (r) is noted in both the Torah and the Gospel. 

This lesson amounts to a scolding of the people of the Book
who were conditioned by their respective prophets to proclaim and
anticipate the advent of Muhammad (Å). one of the aspects
which they should have made public from scripture is the future
appearance of this biblically foretold prophet. But instead of
preparing public opinion for the coming of Muhammad (r) they
remained silent and oblique about this momentous event in human
history. In the jargon of the present, their vested interests may have
been responsible for their reticence about Muhammad (r). As we
know from our experience with false Jews and Christians, they pre-
fer to be expressionless and tight-lipped on ideological matters
when there is an economic or financial advantage in doing so.
What they have really done is to have sold out on the truth in
exchange for some trivial worldly gain. 

The onus in all this falls on the scholars, theologians, and edu-
cators who should be the conduits of scriptural communication.
And this is especially pertinent to those who are entrusted with the
meanings of this Qur’an. These meanings have to be passed on and
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put across to all and sundry. None of this Qur’an, Allah (Â) forbid,
may be withheld or deleted from the public mind. on this matter,
the prophet (r) said, “Whoever is queried about knowledge and he
refuses to disclose it is leashed with a tether of fire.”399

The Jews and Christians have done a real job in making both
the old and New Testaments irrelevant to the real world around.
some of these Jews and Christians adhere to what has become a
watered-down Bible, which is also strained and skewed. And when
someone takes time out to think of why the original Bible did not
survive in its original text, the only plausible answer he can come
up with is that there were clerical interests, which had to appease
state powers while the flock was discarded by both. some clergy-
men want fame, others seek monetary gain, and yet others have no
shame, but the result of all such activity is a disjointed Bible. Is it
any wonder that the Bible means anything to anyone? Had the
ingrained truth about the Qur’an and Islam not been so precise and
resolute, ritualistic Islam today could have easily fit in as just
another sect or denomination of either the Christian or the Jewish
faith traditions. The defining distinction between Islam and the
Judeo-Christian heritage is that the human interaction with the
Qur’an was overt, inclusive, and public whereas the human inter-
action with the “Bible” was covert, exclusive, and private. The
Qur’an, by nature, is meant to be the people’s Book. The Bible, by
convention, has become the elite’s Book. The biblical class of elites
traded and bartered some of the quintessential meanings of scrip-
ture — such as the Covenant and the foretelling of Muhammad
(r) — for some money, status, or even just to escape the persecu-
tion of state power. If anything, this would tell the Muslims how
important it is to liberally spread the meanings of the Qur’an. As
Imam ‘Alø said, “Allah expects the ignorant to learn as equally as
He expects the scholars to teach.” 400
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The Connection between Social and Physical laws

• (3:190) Verily, in the creation of the heavens and the earth,
and in the succession of night and day, there are indeed mes-
sages for all who are endowed with insight, 

• (3:191) [And] who remember Allah when they stand, and
when they sit, and when they lie down to sleep, and [thus]
reflect on the creation of the heavens and the earth, “o our
Sustainer! You have not created [any of] this without mean-
ing and purpose. limitless are You in Your glory! Keep us
safe, then, from suffering through fire!

• (3:192) “o our Sustainer! Whomsoever You shall commit
to the Fire, him, verily, will You have brought to disgrace
[in this world]; and such evildoers will have none to sup-
port them.

• (3:193) “o our Sustainer! Behold, we heard a voice call
[us] to a commitment of faith, ‘Commit to your Sustainer!’
And so we came to confirm [our commitment]. o our Sus-
tainer! Forgive us, then, our sins, and efface our bad deeds;
and let us die the death of the truly virtuous!

• (3:194) And, o our Sustainer, grant us that which You
have promised us through Your apostles, and disgrace us
not on Resurrection Day! Verily, You never fail to fulfill
Your promise!”

• (3:195) And thus does their Sustainer answer their prayer,
“I shall not lose sight of the labor of any of you who labors
[in my way], be it man or woman: each of you is an issue of
the other. Hence, as for those who forsake the domain of
evil, and are driven from their homelands, and suffer hurt
in my cause, and fight [for it], and are slain, I shall most
certainly efface their bad deeds, and shall most certainly
bring them into gardens through which running waters flow,
as a reward from Allah; for with Allah is the most beauteous
of rewards.”

• (3:196) let it not deceive you that those who are bent on
denying the truth seem to be able to do as they please on earth;
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• (3:197) It is [but] a brief enjoyment, with Hell thereafter
as their destination — and how vile a resting-place!

• (3:198) Whereas those who remain on guard concerning
their Sustainer [and His power in human affairs] shall have
gardens through which running waters flow, therein to abide:
a ready welcome from Allah. And that which is with Allah
is best for the truly virtuous.

• (3:199) And, behold, among the followers of earlier revela-
tion there are indeed such as [truly] commit to Allah, and to
that which has been bestowed from on high upon you as well
as to that which has been bestowed upon them. Standing in
awe of Allah, they do not barter away Allah’s messages for a
trifling gain. They shall have their reward with their Sus-
tainer — for, behold, Allah is swift in reckoning.

• (3:200) o you who are committed to Allah! Be patient in ad-
versity, and vie in patience with one another, and be ever ready
[to do what is right], and remain on guard of Allah, so that
you might attain to a happy state! (Œl ‘Imrœn:190–200).

These last ten œyœt of S¥ra∆ Œl ‘Imrœn wind up the discussions, dia-
logue, and deliberations the Muslims had with Jews, Christians,
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and the nominal Muslims who have a split personality and dual
loyalty, that is, the munœfiqs. At this juncture near the end of the
s¥ra∆, the Qur’anic discourse turns away from these inter-social
entanglements and focuses the Muslim mind on the power of Allah
(Â) over the physical and spacious universe. 

It has been reported that a company of the prophet’s (r) dis-
ciples came to visit ‘Œ’isha∆, the prophet’s (r) wife, and after a brief
exchange of greetings, they inquired about anything exceptional
she had noticed in Muhammad’s (r) behavior. 

she said that one night he excused himself from her com-
pany, prepared himself for night prayer, and then through-
out the course of his communion with Allah (Â) during
the entire night, he cried, wept, and shed plentiful tears.
At the time of fajr he was approached by Bilœl who came
to deliver the adhœn. seeing the prophet (r) in tears he
asked, “Why do you weep when Allah  has forgiven you
your past and your future flaws?” The prophet (r) replied,
“Woe, Bilœl! Why should I not, when tonight Allah has
revealed the following œyœt, “Verily, in the creation of the
heavens and the earth, and in the succession of night
and day, there are indeed manifestations of Allah’s
power for all who are endowed with perceptivity…” And
then he said, “Woe to he who reads these œyœt and does not
think of and think out their meanings.”401

The human intellect can only display curiosity, amazement,
and wonder at the creation of the celestial firmament as well as the
world and earth. With all the physical laws that are at work — from
the natural and accommodating habitat on earth to the well-cali-
brated distances to the organized harmony in the universe — there
is no assault on man’s vital existence, his life-giving surroundings,
and his life-sustaining environment. The universal spacio-temporal
measurements were custom-made for human survival and sustain-
ability. The galaxies, the planets, and the nebulas at the far end of
known existence; the bodies of water from oceans to seas and
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rivers; the agricultural produce, forests and jungles, trees that bear
fruit and others that do not; the natural resources and elements of
the earth, the ecology; the succession of night and day — its sum-
mer-to-winter time fluctuations; as well as the seasonal geographies
of the Earth from the north to the south poles, all this meticulous,
scientific organization and “master-system” can only be understood
as evidence of Allah’s (Â) existence, presence, and being. His
power, wisdom, and glory attest to His singularity and uniqueness.
Any mind absorbed into this coordinated and synchronized net-
work cannot escape the possibility of sensing a purpose for life out
of this aligned and dextrous “labyrinth” of stars, heavenly bodies,
the macrocosm, the world, the cosmos, the universe, nature, and
creation. Anyone who just opens his eyes cannot help but to feel
the relevance, bearing, and cogency of Allah (Â). 

But [then], how many a manifestation of Allah [and
His power] is there in the heavens and on earth which
they pass by [unthinkingly], and on which they turn
their backs!  And most of them do not even adhere to
Allah without [also] ascribing divine powers to other
beings beside Him (12:105–106).

The word samœwœt, translated usually as heavens does not nec-
essarily mean the biblical Heaven, which in Judeo-Christian inter-
pretation refers to the “dwelling-place of God and the angels,” and
in traditional Christianity “the ultimate eternal destiny of the
redeemed, there to reign with Christ in glory.” In the Bible, Heaven
is usually conceived of as high above the Earth. In contemporary
theology, the emphasis is more on the quality, transformation, or
fulfillment of life, the fully-revealed presence of God, and the per-
fection of the divine-human relationship, than on a place. 

The œya∆, “Indeed, in the creation of the heavens…” should
more precisely be translated as, “Indeed, in the creation of the
celestial spheres…” There are spheres surrounding the Earth. In
modern scientific literature they are used as a reference frame to
specify the positions of celestial objects in the sky. Their north and
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south poles extend over those of the Earth, and their common
equator is the projection of the terrestrial Equator.

Included in this domain of observation is the solar system
made up of the sun and its associated, gravitationally bound mem-
bers of about a dozen known planets, their six odd satellites, the
approximately 5,000 asteroids, the comets, and interplanetary
dust.402 The planets — Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars (the four inner
planets) Jupiter, saturn, uranus, Neptune (the four outer gas giants)
and pluto — and asteroids orbit approximately in the plane of the
sun’s equator, and rotate about the sun in the same direction —
counterclockwise when viewed from a north polar direction. There
is systematic variation in the character of the planets: the inner
planets are comparatively small and dense, and are composed of
high-temperature condensates, chiefly iron and metal silicates,
while the four outer planets are much larger, and mainly composed
of low-temperature condensates, chiefly gases and ices; pluto is
unique and poorly known, and has now been declassified as a
planet.403 The asteroids also show systematic variation of properties
with distance from the sun. The comets, made of ices and dust, lie
at the greatest distance from the sun in a shell known as the oort
Cloud,404 and are only tenuously bound gravitationally. Much infor-
mation has also been derived from the study of meteorites which
originate from asteroids. It is thought that the planetary system was
born about 4.6 billion yeas ago as a by-product of the sun’s forma-
tion, which resulted from the gravitational collapse of an accumula-
tion of gas and dust in this region of the Milky Way Galaxy.405

reading this œya∆, “Certainly, in the creation of the celestial
elevations and the earth…” forces a consideration of whatever
observations man has made in his generations and centuries of
probing space. And such an endeavor can only be embellished by
scientific reflections, some of them valid and others invalid. one
such observation is the star cluster, or a group of stars physically
associated in space.406 Another is the presence of a magnetosphere,
the region surrounding solar system bodies having magnetic fields,
in which the field is shaped by the influence of the streaming solar
wind.407 In still another sense, this œya∆ could focus man’s attention
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on Earth’s geology, for instance, plate tectonics — a model of the
structure and dynamics of the Earth’s crust, developed in the 1960s
to explain and relate observations such as continental drift, mid-
ocean ridges and ocean trenches, the distribution of earthquakes,
and volcanic activity.408

unlike the interpreters of the Bible, these Qur’anic œyœt stim-
ulate the mind to think and to rethink its observations about the
physical laws that are at work through the Will of Allah (Â).
Why? so that it can discover and acknowledge the particularity of
Allah (Â). sometimes man almost inadvertently stumbles onto
the physical laws that are at work to make it possible for him to
live, thrive, and survive. one such reckoning is the greenhouse effect
— a planetary atmosphere warming phenomenon, resulting from
the absorption of infrared radiation by atmospheric constituents.409

This œya∆ opens up the frontiers and accesses the horizons.
The mind is given free rein to think over the skylines. Is there a sat-
isfying definition of the universe? Is it, as defined by modern astron-
omy, everything in the cosmos and which affects man by means of
physical forces? should this definition exclude anything that is in
principle undetectable physically, such as regions of space-time that
were, are, or will be irreversibly cut off from our own space-time?
And then, is space-time a fundamental concept in the general
appraisal of the entire universe, especially according to the special
and general theories of relativity? Einstein showed that a complete
description of relative motion required equations including time as
well as the three spatial dimensions.410 The form in which time is
expressed in relativity theories gives it the mathematical property
of a fourth coordinate, or dimension.  Is space-time the single entity
which unifies both space and time into a four-dimensional struc-
ture? In the general theory, Einstein showed that this “fabric of the
universe” becomes curved in the presence of matter, and this
enabled him to give an elegant account of gravitation which has
replaced Newton’s theory.  

Nefarious are those who try to accuse Muslims of having a
regressive religion. Muslims are induced by these œyœt to take their
minds to the threshold of physical laws as is the case with social
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laws. By the purview of these œyœt Muslims should study such phe-
nomena as earthquakes and the propagation of seismic waves
through the Earth. By studying the velocity of seismic waves, the
structure of the Earth and the discontinuities which define its core,
mantle, and crust can be more easily ascertained. similarly, by
using artificial explosions to generate shock waves, the structure of
the underlying rocks can be determined, and applied to the explo-
ration of oil and gas.

“And the succession of night and day…” Consider the equi-
nox — either of the two points on the celestial sphere where the
ecliptic (a great circle on the celestial sphere representing the sun’s
apparent path during the year) intersects the celestial equator.
Astronomically, these are the points at which the sun, in its annual
motion, appears to cross the celestial equator — the vernal equinox
(right about 3-21 on the solar calendar) as it crosses from south to
north, and the autumnal equinox (about 9-23 on the solar calendar)
as it crosses from north to south.411 The vernal equinox is the zero
point in celestial coordinate systems. Typically, we recognize the
equinoxes to be the two days when the lengths of nighttime and
daytime are equal. The variation of night and day as they dip below
12 hours or hover above 12 hours is yet another area that may
engage the reflective mind. 

Solar time is time measured by considering the rotation of the
Earth relative to the sun. Mean solar time was established as the fun-
damental measure of clock time before it was realized that the Earth
had variable rotation. Apparent solar time is time shown by a sundial.
The difference between the two can amount to as much as 16.4 min-
utes by the tenth month of the solar time-keeping system. Then
there is universal time which is a precise system of time measurement
used for all practical considerations and scientific inquiry. formerly
based on mean solar time, it has since 1972 been based on internation-
al atomic time, a uniform time derived from the frequencies of selected
transitions within atoms. under the International system of units,
the second is currently defined as the duration of 9,192,631,770 peri-
ods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between the two
hyperfine levels of the ground state of the cesium 133 atom. This
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leads to what is known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). GMT has
become the basis for world time zones, set by the local time at Green-
wich, near london, England. located on the Greenwich Meridian,
0° longitude, it is the reference point from which other time zones are
calculated. It was originally established in the united Kingdom (uK)
to regularize railway timetables nationally, and later through the pur-
suit of colonial priorities it became an international time reference.
It is now known by some as coordinated universal time.

The variation of night and day is the basis for what is called
standard time, which is the officially established local time adopted
by a region or country, plus or minus so many hours from GMT.
The Earth can be divided into 24 time zones each based on sections
of 15° of longitude. In each of these, standard time is calculated
from the position of the sun at a central point within the zone. In
practice, to avoid unnecessary complications in countries which
span more than 15° of longitude, zones may be larger. some coun-
tries have more than one time zone, for example in the usA there
are seven standard time zones and in continental Europe there are
two. Zones differ generally by a whole hour, although there are a
few cases of half-hour zones, in particular, India and Iran. 

After giving us a feel for His social laws through the defining
moments of u˙ud, Allah (Â) transfers us to His physical laws so
that we might put our minds to work on His will in the physical,
concrete, and tangible world around us. The flow of œyœt here
demonstrate to every thinking Muslim the organic relationship
between social laws and physical laws. They both are initiated and
supervised by the Creator. Everything is arranged, controlled, and
enhanced with a purpose and wisdom that can only come from
Allah (Â). The demonstration of Allah’s (Â) power presence in
as far as He is the guarantor of social laws as well as physical laws is
obvious only to those who are privileged with insight, astuteness,
and a deep perception of reality: uli al-albœb.

scientists and scholars may learn the “mechanics” of physical
laws; but it is only insightful intellectuals who are able to detect the
purposeful wisdom that binds all the social and physical laws of
Allah (Â) together, 
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Indeed, in the creation of the celestial cosmos and the
earth and in the variation of night and day there are
illustrations of Allah’s power presence for those of core
knowledge: those who are conscious of Allah actively,
passively, and collaterally, and who are in thinking [and
rethinking the issues of] the creation of the celestial
elevations and the earth, “our Sustainer! You have not
created these in vain; praised are You; protect us from
the pain of the Fire. our Sustainer! Whomever you
admit into the Fire, You have humiliated, and oppres-
sors have no supporters. our Sustainer! We have lis-
tened to an announcer who calls us to [divine]
covenant, ‘Commit to Your Sustainer;’ and so we are
committed to You. our Sustainer! Forgive us our trans-
gressions and pardon our faults and give us our due
with the truly virtuous. o our Sustainer! Fulfill Your
promise to us via Your apostles and do not disgrace us
on the Day of Resurrection for You never fail to honor
your assurance” (3:190–194).

After identifying the “mechanical” aspects of physical laws at
work, people of reasoning begin to look at the matrix of all these
laws working together in an elaborate and systematic way; and they
realize that none of this is happenstance, and all of these physical
laws serve as an expression of a higher will and a profound knowl-
edge. Moreover, these physical laws correspond to human social
laws that also are, when assembled together, a harmonious frame-
work for the activities, pursuits, and efforts of man as an individual,
man as a society, and man as a civilization. 

scholars of “core knowledge” are able and willing to affirm this
magnificent co-relationship between physical and social laws in two
ways. The first is that it has to be authored by an infinite source of
wisdom, knowledge, and power; and second, man himself is the sub-
ject of this elaborate and prudent interlocking of these correspon-
ding laws: material and social, physical and psychological, earthly
and humanly. once these facts settle into man’s conscience he
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becomes cognizant of Allah (Â) whether he — the intelligent
insightful erudite — is actively engaged in the ups and downs of life,
whether he belongs to a “status quo” condition of life, or whether he
just tags along with others in their assumption of responsibilities
(qiyœman wa qu‘¥dan wa-‘alå jun¥bihim). The scientific facts, discov-
eries, inventions, and progress are so profound that whatever social
status the accessing scientist may have, he in all humility must
honor the distinction of Allah (Â) as sustainer. They remain
aware of Allah (Â) whatever their social orientation is, because
they mentally deliberate and meticulously research the creation of
the universe as well as of the earth. Their conclusion is incontro-
vertible, “our Sustainer! You have not created this in vain —
glory be to You; thus shield us from the torment of the Fire.”

The word rabbanœ, meaning Our Sustainer, is repeated in this
short stretch several times because the range of ideas and the analy-
ses of information draw thoughtful scholars to profess that life, exis-
tence, man, and universe need a sustainer. God’s creation leads to
the affirmation of God Himself. The human mind was made to
think and ponder over the things Allah (Â) created and not Allah
(Â) Himself. our minds are not equipped with the capacity to
absorb Allah (Â) in His infinite reality. No one can ever take in
the immeasurable and immortal reality of Allah (Â). It is reported
that Allah’s prophet (r) said to his companions who were in deep
thought one day, “Contemplate and reflect on the creation of Allah and
not on the Creator, for you will never be able to understand Allah in
measures or quantum.”412

“exalted are You in Your glory…” so when these refined
scholars hear Allah’s Apostle (r) summoning them to an alle-
giance to Allah (Â) they respond promptly, positively, and pro-
foundly. They are attuned to the thoroughgoing reality that the
social laws coming from Allah (Â) are harmonized with His phys-
ical laws. Where are the scientists today who are able to discover
objectively and methodically the social laws that come from Allah
(Â) to maintain human justice in the same objective and method-
ical manner they discovered physical laws placed in the universe by
Allah (Â) to maintain cosmic balance and terrestrial order? 
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Today’s “modern” Muslims are so inept and ineffective that
they are unable to place these facts on an academic roundtable of
esteemed and accomplished scientists. one of the more implacable
impediments to this evaluation of Qur’anic socio-physical inter-
connectivities by the scientific class of people is the presence of
oppressive proxy governments that litter the Islamic hemisphere
with injustice and tyranny. Their dictatorial misrule has rendered
these œyœt into ceremonial hymns to be recited for the benefit of
their rhythmic melodies. 

By the substance of these œyœt, the people who consistently
think of and discern the facts embedded into both the physical and
social realms are bound to affirm the reality of Allah (Â) and His
promise. And what is His promise? 

Allah has promised those of you who are committed to
Him and do righteous deeds that, of a certainty, He
will cause them to accede to power on earth, even as
He caused [some of] those who lived before them to
accede to it; and that, of a certainty, He will firmly
establish for them the døn [civilization and culture]
which He has been pleased to bestow on them; and
that of a certainty, He will cause their erstwhile state
of fear to be replaced by a sense of security. [Seeing
that], they comply and conform to me [alone], not
ascribing divine powers to any beside me. But all who,
after [understanding] this, choose to deny the truth —
it is they, they who are truly iniquitous! (24:55).

As this s¥ra∆ comes to a close, Allah (Â) responds to those
people who are consumed by their limited thoughts pertaining to
Allah’s (Â) governance of the material and the social spheres of
life. Allah (Â) says He will answer the call of males and females,
men and women alike, 

And thus does their Sustainer answer their prayer, “I
shall not lose sight of the labor of any of you who
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labors [in my way], be it man or woman: each of you
is an issue of the other (3:195).

but despite this and scores of other œyœt, His detractors try to cast
the Qur’an and Islam in a male chauvinist light. This œya∆ rebuts
such libelers who are quick to stereotype and scandalize Islam and
the Qur’an. The certainty that comes from firm knowledge gener-
ates a will to live up to the responsibilities that are tied into this
affirmation of Allah’s (Â) eminence. This will engendered those
who have sought exile, have been expelled from their homelands,
or have been subjected to harm and injury on a course to Allah
(Â) and then had to fight and die for this conviction.  As a reward
from Him, Allah (Â) will, for sure, efface their faults and admit
them to gardens underneath which rivers flow,

Hence, as for those who forsake the domain of evil, and
are driven from their homelands, and suffer hurt in my
cause, and fight [for it], and are slain, I shall most cer-
tainly efface their bad deeds, and shall most certainly
bring them into gardens through which running waters
flow, as a reward from Allah; for with Allah is the most
beauteous of rewards” (3:195).

No one could ask for anything more or anything better than this
final destination: paradise, bliss, and everlasting life. The discourse
above reveals the following observations,

1. Man should continue his scientific research in discovering all
that may be available to his range of technological probes and
technical investigations. The more the mind pursues its curio-
sities in this area and confirms its hypotheses about natural
phenomena the more it is likely to discover Allah (Â).

2. Information from the Islamic literature recommends for a per-
son, upon arising in the morning, to pass his hands over his
face and read the last ten œyœt of S¥ra∆ Œl ‘Imrœn, as did the
prophet (r) and as is mentioned in the Two Ía˙ø˙s and other
books of Hadith. That is to be followed by Fajr Íalœ∆.
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3. A committed Muslim is required to be conscious and aware of
Allah (Â) in whatever circumstance or situation he may be
in. Whether a Muslim is energized, not particularly motivated
at a given moment, or just “floating along” (qiyœman wa
qu‘¥dan wa-‘alå jun¥bihim) he should be alert and attentive to
Allah (Â). “o you who are committed to Allah! Remember
Allah with unceasing remembrance (33:41), and “So bear
me in mind, and I shall bear you in mind…” (2:152).

4. When it comes to works and rewards there is no difference
between man and woman — both of them belong to the same
species. They both come from one mortal essence. And they
compliment each other in their duties, responsibilities, and
rights. “Committed muslim men and committed muslim
women are each other’s analogue and correlation” (9:71).

muslims Should Not Be Fooled by Appearances

let it not deceive you that those who are bent on
denying the truth seem to be able to do as they please
on earth. It is [but] a brief merriment, with Hell
thereafter as their destiny — and how vile a resting-
place! Whereas those who remain on guard concern-
ing their Sustainer [and His power in human
developments] shall have gardens through which run-
ning waters flow, therein to abide: a ready welcome
from Allah. And that which is with Allah is best for
the truly virtuous.

And, behold, among the followers of prior scriptures
there are indeed such as [truly] commit to Allah, and
to that which has been bestowed from on high upon
you as well as to that which has been bestowed upon
them. Standing in awe of Allah, they do not barter
away Allah’s illustrious manifestations [of power] for a
trifling gain. They shall have their reward with their
Sustainer, for behold, Allah is swift in reckoning.
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o you who are committed to Allah! Be cooperatively
patient, and vie in perseverance with one another, and
be ever ready [to do what is right], and remain on
guard of Allah, so that you might be efficient and
accomplished (3:196–200).

The first œya∆ in this lesson, “Do not be hoodwinked by kœfirs
who seem to be ‘getting away with it’…” was revealed to blow the
cover off the Makkan mushriks as they were living in “good times”
with abundant luxuries. They were going about their commercial
life with profits and revenues. This made some committed Muslims
around Allah’s prophet (r) scratch their heads and ask, “Allah’s
(Â) enemies seem to be living it up, and here we are virtually
exhausted because of our lack of means and wherewithal.” This
œya∆ responded to that psychology. 

The overall context to which this Qur’anic lesson speaks to is
the false comparison between the hard times committed Muslims
find themselves in and the leisurely times the kœfirs simultaneously
enjoy. The fact of the matter is there can be no comparison
between the leisure of this world and the pleasure of the œkhira∆.
This world’s delights are quick to dissipate; while the contentment
and joy of the next world are abiding, enduring, and unceasing. 

Covenant-honoring Muslims should never be fooled by the
apparent luxuries of the kœfirs. In a short time, such will all be
gone. They will be chained into the coming life with their sins
and wickedness. The more they seem to be enjoying the extrava-
gance and opulence of this world the more rope they are being
given to strangulate themselves with. Their “freedom of move-
ment” for their commercial enterprises and multinational corpo-
rations is leading them beyond a point of no return as long as they
remain defiant of Allah (Â). resonating with this meaning are
other œyœt, 

Say, “Verily, they who attribute their own lying inven-
tions to Allah will never arrive at a happy state!” [A
brief] time of fun in this world, and thereafter to us
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they must return; and then We shall let them taste suf-
fering severe as an outcome of their persistent denial
of the truth (10:69–70).

Is, then, he to whom We have given that goodly prom-
ise, which he shall see fulfilled [on his resurrection],
comparable to one on whom We have bestowed [all]
the amusements of this worldly life but who, on Res-
urrection Day, will find himself among those that shall
be arraigned [before us]? (28:61).

We will let them enjoy themselves for a short while —
but in the end We shall drive them into suffering
severe (31:24).

None but those who are in denial of the truth would
call Allah’s power presence into question. But let it not
deceive you that they seem to be able to do as they
please on earth… (40:4).

We the listening Muslims are expected in our struggle phase
to forgo the capricious luxuries of this worldly theater. our atten-
tion ought to be focused on the permanent life where we are look-
ing forward to eternal blissfulness — an honor from Allah (Â) —
and this should outweigh all the apparent prosperity and overflow-
ing affluence that the deniers of Allah (Â) seem to, for a limited
time, enjoy. If further Qur’anic corroborations are needed, listen, 

[But] verily, as for those who are committed and do
what is right, the gardens of Paradise will be there to
welcome them; therein will they abide, [and] never
will they desire any change therefrom (18:107–108).

Appearances also work the other way; Muslims may have a
tendency to look down on all people of previous scripture because of
the recalcitrant activities of their coreligionists. Goodness is good-
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ness, regardless of the quarters it comes from, Muslim or non-Mus-
lim. Thus this non-exclusive Qur’an highlights a section of Ahl 
al-Kitœb who confidently affirm guidance in the Qur’an that does
not contradict guidance they had received from earlier prophets
(Å). such were the likes of ‘Abdullœh ibn salœm (previously Jewish)
and his colleagues; and the king of Abyssinia, the Negus (al-
Najœshø).413 This is how the factual Qur’an describes them,

1. They, being bearers of the Covenant, were truly and honestly
committed to Allah (Â).

2. They honored the Qur’an by word and by deed as it was re-
vealed to Muhammad (r). The Qur’an remains the only scrip-
ture free of “foul play.”

3. They, by and large, remained faithful to the old and New Tes-
taments in light of their congruity with the Qur’an.

4. They showed utmost reverence to Allah (Â), which is an ex-
pression of covenant responsibilities. They had no reported
character blemishes in this regard.

5. They did not commercialize scripture. This means they did
not try to rescind or revoke any scriptural directive to gain
wealth or power in the hierarchy of government or commer-
cial positions. They honored Muhammad (r) as they recog-
nized he is the one foretold in previous scripture. These
persons deserve to be honored for their integrity and straight-
forward character. This commendable quality is referred to in
other œyœt of this objective Book of truth, 

And among the folk of moses there have been people
who would guide [others] in the way of the truth and
act justly in its light (7:159).

As for those to whom We have vouchsafed scripture
aforetime, they [are bound to] honor through commit-
ment this one [as well]; and whenever it is [clearly]
conveyed to them, they [are bound to] profess, “We
have come to believe in it, for, behold, it is the truth
from our lord — and, verily, even before this have we
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surrendered ourselves to Him!” These it is that shall
receive a twofold reward for having been patient in
adversity… (28:52–54).

According to the surviving information in Islamic sources, the
Jews who could honor the Qur’an and believe in it were no more
than 10 during the time of Muhammad (r). As for the Christians,
there were so many that they cannot all be accounted for. It is said
that œya∆ 3:199, “And, behold, among the followers of earlier
scriptures there are indeed such as [truly] commit to Allah…”
came to respond to the psychological and social dynamics that
ensued when word of the death of the Negus of Abyssinia reached
the Muslims. At that moment, the prophet (r) said, “Pray for him.”
Those hearing him responded, “Do we pray for an Abyssinian?” And
the œya∆ responded to this misconception.414 Thousands if not hun-
dreds of thousands of Christians saw the Qur’anic and Muhammadi
light. This is not surprising when we consider the following, 

You will surely find that, of all people, the most hostile
to those committed [to this divine Writ] are the Yah¥d
as well as those who ascribe divinity and authority to
any beside Allah; and you will surely find that, of all
people, they who say, “Behold, we are Christians,”
come closest to feeling affection for whose who are
committed [to this divine Writ].

This is so because there are priests and monks
among them, and because these are not given to arro-
gance. For when they come to understand what has
been bestowed from on high upon this Apostle, you
can see their eyes overflow with tears, because they
recognize something of its truth; [and] they say, “o
our lord! We do believe; make us one, then, with all
who bear witness to the truth. And how could we fail
to believe in Allah and in whatever truth has come to
us, when we so fervently desire that our lord count us
among the righteous?” 
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And for this their belief, Allah will reward them
with gardens through which running waters flow,
therein to abide: for such is the requital of the doers of
good (5:82–85).

It should be noted that this long and extended foray into the
Christian, Jewish, munœfiq, and mushrik reaction to the Qur’an and
Muhammad (r) would not have been discussed were it not for the
fact that Muslims had become a live and engaging entity — they
were struggling, they were sacrificing, they were winning and los-
ing, they were steadfast at times of stress, and they were confident
even when it appeared that things were not going their way. And
to keep up the momentum, Allah (Â) continues His careful devel-
opment of the finest human spirit that ever existed, 

o you who are securely committed to Allah! Be mutu-
ally patient, and compete in forbearance with one
another, and be ever ready [to take to military posi-
tions], and remain on your guard with Allah, so that
you might be successful (3:200).

We are duty-bound to be uncomplaining when enduring straitened
circumstances, such as hunger, fear, and disease. We are responsible
for withstanding the challenges that come from opposing deadly
enemies. our internal psychological front is as important as our
external military one.

our military spirit should never recede. We should always be
prepared for military duty and action. In reinforcing this grand
resolve, Allah’s Messenger (r) made the following comparisons,
“A military post for one day for the cause of Allah is better than the
world and everything therein,”415 and “A military position [assignment]
for one day and night is better than fasting a month and staying up dur-
ing its nights…”416

Allah’s (Â) power takes precedence over all other powers.
Diligent Muslims should factor in the corrective power of Allah
(Â) in man’s affairs before they show any fear of man’s militaries
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or technologies. If these things are observed and practiced, then
the Muslims are on their way to fortune and fate. g

endnotes
189 Mu˙ammad rashød ri∂œ, Tafsør al-Qur’œn al-Óakøm (better known as Tafsør 

       al-Manœr), Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-Ma‘rifa∆, 1414AH), 
       p. 97.

190 Narrated by Anas ibn Mœlik and recorded in the hadith collections of
Imams A˙mad ibn Hanbal and Muslim. 

191 Narrated by Ibn ‘umar and recorded in the hadith collections of Imams
A˙mad ibn Hanbal, al-Tirmidhø, al-Nisœ’ø, al-Bukhœrø, and others.

192 from the Ía˙ø˙ of Imam al-Bukhœrø.

193 Badr – a cluster of wells that define a place about 150km to the south of
Madinah where the first great battle in Islamic history took place between
the first-generation Muslims and the Qurayshø kœfirs. It is said that the name
Badr was the name of a person who claimed the wells as his, and that is how
the area acquired its name. But it is most likely a name of a place rather than
a man who claimed the place. some pertinent details of the battle are
reviewed below.
       The Muslims went out from Madinah to intercept Ab¥ sufyœn’s caravan,
which was on its way back from Damascus, heading toward Makkah. This
commercial wagon train — loaded with goods, funds, and merchandise —
was returning to Makkah at a time when the mushriks of Makkah were impos-
ing economic sanctions on Muslim Madinah. Moreover, these same Makkans
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had seized all the properties the Muslims had left behind in Makkah when
they were forced into exile in Madinah. The Makkans thought they had
gained the upper hand by squeezing the Muslims in this manner. However,
within two years, Madinah had become a force to be reckoned with. The
Islamic state there projected an image of the power of Islam and the Muslims
over the whole of Arabia. This worried their mushrik enemies, who began to
mobilize openly against the new Islamic state. Makkah thus became the cen-
ter of anti-Islamic and anti-Muhammadi activity.
       When word reached Ab¥ sufyœn about the prophet’s (r) intention to
intercept the Makkan caravan, he immediately called for reinforcements
from his mushrik allies in Makkah. The Muslims’ Makkan enemies mobilized
a force of 1,000 men, including both cavalry and infantry. When Allah’s
prophet (r) heard of this hostile army, he consulted with the other Muslims
and assembled a counter-force of 313 fighters. This first Islamic military bat-
talion had only two horses and 70 camels. Most of these Muslim fighters had
to walk to the battlefield without even being properly armed for battle. 
       The two sides converged at Badr, between Makkah and Madinah.
Despite the numerical imbalance, the Battle of Badr ended with a decisive
victory for the Muslims; simultaneously, it was a catastrophe for the
mushriks. This battle had a profound effect on both sides, especially the early
Muslims. The impact of this first war between the deniers of Allah’s (Â)
power and the Muslims — who affirm Allah’s (Â) power — reverberated
throughout the region. It was so significant that Allah (Â) referred to it as
yawm al-furqœn (the Day of Distinction), “[This you must observe] if you
adhere to Allah and to what We bestowed from on high upon our subject
on the day when the true was distinguished from the false — the day
when the two armies met in battle. And Allah has the power to will any-
thing” (8:41).

194 Narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs and ‘umar ibn al-Kha††œb and recorded in
the Ía˙ø˙ of Imam Muslim.

195 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
       1405AH), 11th ed., p. 461.

196 Mu˙ammad rashød ri∂œ, Tafsør al-Qur’œn al-Óakøm (better known as Tafsør 
       al-Manœr), Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-Ma‘rifa∆, 1414AH), 
       p. 97.

197 Ibid. 
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198 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
       1405AH), 11th ed., p. 461.

199 Ibid., p. 462.

200 Narrated by Anas ibn Mœlik and recorded by Ibn ‘Asœkir.

201 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
       1405AH), 11th ed., p. 462.

202 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 69.

203 Narrated by al-Barœ’ ibn ‘Œzib and recorded in the Ía˙ø˙ of Imam al-Bukhœrø.

204 Ibid.

205 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
       1405AH), 11th ed., p. 463.

206 Ibid.

207 angels – in biblical and most ancient non-biblical Jewish and Christian
texts, angels are spiritual or divine beings superior to humans in power and
knowledge. Angels in the old Testament are generally viewed as in the serv-
ice of God, but in later literature some angels are depicted as opponents of
God. The Hebrew word malak and the Greek word angelos are the biblical
terms commonly translated as angel. Both of these words are thought to
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mean messenger, and the terms themselves provide no clue as to whether a
divine or human messenger is intended. only in latin (angelus) and subse-
quent Western languages is the word angel, in its biblical usage, taken for
granted as referring to divine beings. 
       sometimes in the biblical text uncertainty exists about whether a figure
is human or superhuman (compare Genesis, 32:24–25 with 32:30; see
Joshua, 5:13–14) and about whether God or a messenger is involved (com-
pare Genesis, 16:7 with 16:13; and Exodus, 3:2 with 3:4). The old Testa-
ment speaks of the angel of Yahweh (Genesis, 16:7 and frequently elsewhere)
although this phrase is also used to refer to humans (Haggai, 1:13; Malachi,
2:7). Divine beings subordinate to God are also called sons of God (Genesis,
6:2; Job, 1:6) or holy ones (psalms, 89:7; Job 5:1). Seraphim and cherubim also
appear (Isaiah, 6:1–6; Genesis, 3:24; Ezekiel, 10:1–22), but they presumably
were considered, unlike angels, as nonhuman in form.  
       The general impression one is inclined to receive about angels from the
Bible is that just as a king would be surrounded by attendants and subordi-
nates who praise, serve, and carry out orders, so God is surrounded by such
a body of heavenly beings — the sons of God, the divine council, or angels
— who perform these functions for God. In the earlier portions of the old
Testament, the appearance of angels is reasonably sporadic. Here they func-
tion primarily as divine messengers, as protectors and guides for the people
(psalms, 91:11), and as agitants of the people’s enemies in battle (psalms,
35:5–6). In specific instances, angels are shown preventing Abraham from
offering his son Isaac (Ç) as a sacrifice (in the Judeo-Christian version of his-
tory; Genesis, 22:11–12), reassuring Jacob (a) in a dream (Genesis, 31:11),
encountering Moses (a) in the burning bush (Exodus, 3:2), announcing the
births of Ishmael (a) and samson (Genesis, 16:11; Judges, 13:3–5), leading
the Hebrews in the wilderness and then into the promised land (Exodus,
14:19, 23:20–23, 33:2), directing the actions of Balaam (Numbers, 22:22–35),
feeding Elijah in the wilderness (1 Kings, 19:5), and creating disaster for the
Assyrians attacking Jerusalem (2 Kings, 19:35; Isaiah, 37:36).
       In the later old Testament, noticeable shifts appear, not only in the
nature and roles of angels, but also in the frequency and importance of their
appearance. They reveal secrets about the future, interpret dreams and
visions, and aid in clarifying scripture (Ezekiel, 40:3; Zechariah, chapters
1–14; and Daniel, chapters 7–12). unlike the role and power ascribed to
him in the Book of Job, satan, a “son of God,” becomes more of an anti-God
power (Zechariah, 3:1–2; 1 Chronicles, 21:1). As in the examples of Gabriel
and Michael (Ç), angels are also known to have proper names (Daniel,
8:16, 9:21, 10:13, 10:21, 12:1).
       Between the old Testament and the New Testament, the following
developments reflected in the pseudepigrapha and Dead sea scrolls
occurred in Jewish angelology:
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1. angels become associated with various phenomena such as stars, the
seasons, and so forth, and are involved in the governance of the world;

2. names for many angels appear;
3. evil angelic powers hostile to God appear and are named;
4. angels are often pictured in a hierarchy, thus giving rise to the concept

of archangels; 
5. angelic armies, both good and bad, are mentioned;
6. angels function as intercessors and carry humans’ prayers to the Divine;
7. different angels are associated with different nations (already reflected

in the Book of Daniel);
8. angels are present in worship (1 Corinthians, 11:10);
9. the guardian role of angels becomes more important (Acts, 12:15);

10. stories are told in which angels play special roles (Book of Tobit); and
11. angels are considered to have been the mediators of the law at Mount 

sinai (Acts, 7:53; Galatians, 3:19).

       The New Testament reflects the angelology of the world of its day.
Angels as messengers announce the births of John the Baptist and Jesus (Ç)
to the people (luke, 1:11–20, 2:8–15, Matthew, 1:18–25); they offer assur-
ance and protection (Matthew, 1:18–25, 2:13; Acts, 12:6–9); they serve
Jesus (a) in the wilderness and in the ordeal before the “crucifixion”
(Matthew, 4:11; Mark, 1:12; luke 22:43); and they appear at the Holy sep-
ulcher (Matthew, 28:1–7; Mark 16:5–7; luke 24:4). Angels are said to sur-
round the throne of God, and in the Book of revelation, where the primary
actions are set in heaven, angels play dominant roles in world history and
the events of the end of days. some biblical passages allude to the primeval
rebellion of angelic powers (Jude, chapter 6). Angels are assigned roles in
the world (romans, 8:38; Acts 5:19; Galatians, 4:3; Colossians, 2:8; Eph-
esians, 3:10) but are considered by Christians inferior to Jesus, the son
(Hebrews, 1:4–13). While angels are said to appear at the final judgment
(Matthew, 13:39–43, 24:29–31; Mark, 13:24–27), st. paul declares that
Christians shall judge the angels (1 Corinthians, 6:3).

208 Transmitted by umm al-Mu’minøn ‘Œ’isha∆ and recorded in the Ía˙ø˙ of
Imam Muslim.

209 recorded in the sunans of Imams al-Bukhœrø, Muslim, al-Tirmidhø, al-Nisœ’ø,
Ibn Mœjah, and Ab¥ Daw¥d.
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210 This hadith is narrated by ‘umar ibn al-Kha††œb and can be found in the
Two Ía˙ø˙s and several books of Hadith.

211 al-khilœfa∆ al-rœshida∆ – often translated as the Rightly-Guided Caliphs.
This is typically identified by sunnø historians as the short period of legiti-
mate representative Islamic rule following the death of the prophet (r) and
preceding the first age of repressive, autocratic, and hereditary kings, started
by the founder of the umayyad dynasty, Mu‘œwiya∆ ibn Abø sufyœn. lasting
30 years, it comprised the administrations, in order, of Ab¥ Bakr (10–12AH),
‘umar ibn al-Kha††œb (12–22AH), ‘uthmœn ibn ‘Affœn (22–34AH), ‘Alø ibn
Abø œ̌lib (34–39AH), and al-Óasan ibn ‘Alø, the prophet’s (r) grandson
(40AH). There is some hesitation among these historians about including 
al-Óasan in this group because of the short time he ruled — about six
months. However, because of a hadith of the prophet (r), which indicates
that this period would last for 30 years, it appears that he rightfully belongs
with the others that preceded him. There is also an opinion held by another
group of historians that includes ‘umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘Azøz (ruled from
98–101AH), the eighth umayyad head of state and the great-grandson of
‘umar ibn al-Kha††œb, in this category because he ruled justly in line with
the standard and precedent of the prophet (r). He is often referred to as the
fifth of the rightly-Guided Caliphs.

212 united States Central Command (uSCeNTCom) –
established officially in 1983, it represents the theater
level projection of American military power in the
Islamic East. It is responsible for deploying troops, arma-
ments, and supporting personnel; for coordinating all
preparations for military engagements; for developing all
strategies related to invasion, occupation, and counterinsur-
gency operations; and for establishing the political frameworks that foster
the long-term procurement of us geo-political and economic interests.
CENTCoM’s geographic scope and formal area of responsibility extends to
20 countries: Afghanistan, Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kazakhstan,
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Kuwait, Kyrgyzstan, lebanon, oman, pakistan, Qatar, saudi Arabia, syria,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, united Arab Emirates (uAE), uzbekistan, and
yemen; international waters included are the red sea, persian Gulf, and
western portions of the Indian ocean. Ironically, Israel being in the same
region and surrounded by CENTCoM countries, is not under the jurisdic-
tion of CENTCoM; it remains under the European Command (EuCoM)
because, according to many in the us Department of Defense, “…it is more
politically, militarily and culturally aligned with Europe.” Currently CENT-
CoM is deploying the bulk of its forces in Iraq and Afghanistan, most of
whom are served from us military bases in the occupied countries as well as
other bases in Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the united Arab Emirates, oman,
pakistan, and Central Asia. In the not-too-distant past, CENTCoM had
troops and bases in Jordan and saudi Arabia, but “officially” as of 2009,
there were no substantial forces in those countries. Just as the us officially
admits to having no knowledge of any nuclear weapons states in the Middle
East, it admits to having no military bases in saudi Arabia. for those who
know that Israel has at least 300 nuclear bombs, they also know that the us
has at least 16 military bases (officially run by the saudis with tens of thou-
sands of us military “advisors”) in saudi Arabia.

Airborne Warning and Control System
(AWACS) – an early warning, all-weather
surveillance, command, control, and commu-
nications mechanism developed for the us
armed forces to detect all enemy movements
on land and hostile aircraft. Distinguished by
the 30-foot radar disk fastened to the fuselage
of a Boeing 707 airplane and used at very high altitude, it was initially put
into service for the united states, the united Kingdom, france, saudi Ara-
bia, and NATo air defense forces. By 1992, when production of the special-
ized aircraft was halted, 68 had been built. since then, the system has
received design upgrades as well as radar system improvements. In fact, now
the system, under the more general name, Airborne Early Warning and
Control (AEW&C) system, is employed by many other countries and has
been fitted onto many types of aircraft.
       This is one of the advanced technologies Israel mysteriously “acquired”
from the united states and now competes with the us in selling the same
— under the trade name IAI phalcon — to India, Chile, and a host of other
countries. The IAI phalcon is now considered by military experts to be the
most advanced AEW&C system in service, outperforming the older AWACs
by several orders of magnitude and providing greater operational flexibility.
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source for Khalid ibn sultan quote on p. 36:
peter Baker, Saudis Showcase Cooperation At Air Base With Key Mission; 
       U.S. Hopes to Use Command Post in Event of Iraq Conflict. (Washing-
       ton, DC: Washington post, News (A) section, November 21, 2002), 
       p. A34.

213 Ibid.

214 outside the farm town of al-Kharj, prince sultan Air Base sprawls over 230
square miles. The main gate is 12 miles from the central administrative
building. The American military forces, who apparently “pulled out” at the
end of 2003, lived in their own separate part of the military base along with
stores, a baseball diamond, swimming pool, internet cafe, and an ice cream
shop. The saudi section is speckled with “mosques.” How offensive can
these saudi anti-sh¥rå rulers be? Their hypocrisy makes ‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy
look like a saint. In the Arabic language they portray themselves as the cus-
todians of the two sanctuaries in Makkah and Madinah, while to their
Anglo-American superiors they have offered among other things the prince
sultan Air Base and a state-of-the-art Combined Air operations Center
(CAoC), not to mention trillions of dollars to prop up the us economy.
located in an anonymous, low-slung building in the middle of the base, the
CAoC can process extraordinary volumes of data, from satellite imagery to
reconnaissance from surveillance planes to reports from the field, at the
same time that it tracks hundreds of aircraft operating across the region
(source: peter Baker in the Washington Post, see endnote 212 above).

215 Narrated by Anas ibn Mœlik and recorded by al-Dœrqu†nø. 

216 Narrated by Ibn ‘umar and recorded by A˙mad ibn Hanbal and al-Bukhœrø.

217 International monetary Fund (ImF) – specialized agency of the united
Nations established by the Bretton Woods Monetary and financial Confer-
ence of 1944 to crusade for international monetary exchanges. The major
public objectives of the fund include: (1) promotion of exchange stability; (2)
establishment of a worldwide multilateral payments system; and (3) provision
of monetary reserves to “help” member nations overcome short-run disequi-
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libria in their balances of payments. By the 1980s, 146
members had joined the fund and had subscribed to quo-
tas totaling over $25 billion. Voting power in the IMf is
determined by the size of a member’s “contribution,” with
the united states casting about one-fourth of the total.
The industrial nations function as a caucus (Group of 30)
to reach decisions in the IMf to “defend” currency values
and to promote international liquidity.
       The creation of the IMf was aimed at preventing a return to the uncon-
trollable financial conditions of the 1930s decade (during the Great Depres-
sion in the us), with its wildly fluctuating exchange rates and competitive
devaluations. for many years, major exchange depreciations were generally
avoided, but because of deteriorating world economic conditions exchange
stability has been greatly weakened. The main problems facing the fund
have been the persistent deficit in the balance of payments of most Third
World countries. other problems include the shortage of international
reserves at a time when international trade has expanded rapidly, and a dan-
gerously high level of inflation in most countries. Balance of payments
financing has involved annual loans of billions of dollars and other curren-
cies to deficit states by the IMf in an effort to avoid a general default on
international loans. This type of situation becomes critical because many
resource stripped countries must borrow the money from the IMf to make
their annual payments to private and public banks and loan agencies on the
principal and usury owed on outstanding loans.

International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment (IBRD) – specialized agency of the united
Nations, known informally as the World Bank, that
makes loans for economic “rehabilitation or develop-
ment” purposes. The Bank was created by the Bretton
Woods Agreement of 1944 to campaign for the growth
of world trade and higher standards of living on capi-
talist terms by making loans when “private capital” is not available. The
Bank’s chief sources of funds are “capital subscriptions” from member
nations and sales of its own bonds to private investors. one-fourth of the
initial capital of the Bank was provided by the united states. The Bank
operates by making loans to governments or to private companies, although
the latter loans must be guaranteed by a government or its fiscal agent. With
the one-time exception of what used to be communist states, most countries
are members of the Bank. To meet criticism of the Bank’s conservative lend-
ing policies, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) was created in
1956 to invest in private enterprises and, in 1960, the International Devel-
opment Association (IDA) was created as an affiliate of the Bank for the
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purpose of offering long-term, “no-interest” loans. The IBrD, the IfC, and
the IDA are known collectively as the World Bank. 
       In the early 1980s, the World Bank Group had made 3,383 loans,
amounting to a total of approximately $85 billion, with IBrD’s share
amounting to about $60 billion. In 1980, the Bank made 144 loans at an
average usury rate of 8.25%. loans are made only after careful and detailed
studies convince the Bank’s Governing Board of the soundness of the ven-
tures. recently, the World Bank Group in a single year lent more than $12
billion to developing member countries, with $4 billion lent on confessional
terms to the poorest nations of the Third World. In 1979, the industrial
nations agreed to a $40 billion capital increase for World Bank development
lending, with $8.8 billion to be provided by the united states in the 1980s.
Because loan decisions are made by the Board using a system of voting
weighted on the basis of contributions to the Bank’s capitalization, these
decisions are controlled by a small group of Western countries, with the
united states possessing about 20% of the total votes of the Bank’s mem-
bers. Terms of loans have varied, with usury rates running close to those in
private capital markets, and with payment periods ranging from 10 to 35
years. loans have been granted for such projects as irrigation, mining, agri-
culture, transport and communication, and general development. 
       The Bank has also undertaken a broad technical assistance program to
help prepare the ground for useful loans and to help recipients make effec-
tive use of loans received. Efforts are also made in granting loans to finance
those projects that are most likely to encourage an inflow of private invest-
ment capital. Although the Bank has progressively increased the pace of its
lending activities, its ability to help developing nation-states meet their cap-
ital needs is limited. Increasingly, the World Bank Group has joined in con-
sortium arrangements with a number of other international, national, and
private banks to collectively finance major projects. In recent years, many
loans have been aimed at increasing the capability of Third World countries
to make payments on their massive usury induced loans that have precipi-
tated a world debt crisis. The World Bank works closely with the Interna-
tional Monetary fund (IMf) on these and other major international
problems, including holding joint meetings every year.

218 Narrated by ‘uday and recorded by Imams al-Bukhœrø, Muslim, and A˙mad
ibn Hanbal.

219 Narrated by Ab¥ ibn Ka‘b and recorded in the hadith collections of 
al-Óœkim, al-̌ abarœnø, al-Bukhœrø, and Muslim.
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220 Narrated by Ab¥ Hurayra∆ and recorded in the hadith collections of Ibn
Óazm and Ibn Óajar al-‘Asqalœnø.

221 one barrel of oil is equivalent to approximately 159 liters or 41 gallons.

222 An analysis by the Center for strategic and International studies (CsIs)
in 2003 estimated that Iraq’s foreign debt approached nearly $400 billion.a

That would make it more than three times the size of Iraq’s current GDp of
about $114 billion. Nearly $200 billion of Iraq’s estimated foreign debt
relates to unpaid settlements and unsettled claims arising from saddam
Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait in 1990 and the subsequent war to dislodge
him (the second Gulf War and operation Desert storm).b Including
accrued ribœ, Iraq has another $125 billion in “sovereign external debt,”
most of which was acquired during the 1980s, when Iraq waged an eight-
year war of aggression against Islamic Iran (the first Gulf War).c Much of
that debt is also owed to Arabian nation-states in the persian Gulf region,
which, at the time, were afraid of the Islamic revolution under the able
leadership of Imam Khomeini. saddam Hussein expected that these debts
would be written off after the war; the fact that they were not contributed
to his decision to invade Kuwait. Included in the $125 billion are debts
owed to france and russia (an estimated $20 billion), who supplied their
Ba‘thø surrogates in Baghdad with weapons and other aid.d finally, the
CsIs study calculated that Iraq had signed $57 billion worth of “economic
development” contracts with other nations, 90% of which were with russia
for oil exploration and exploitation.

a      frederick D. Barton, Bathsheba N. Crocker (project directors), A Wiser 
       Peace: An Action Strategy for a Post-Conflict Iraq (Supplement I: 
       Background Information on Iraq’s Financial Obligations). (Washington, 
       DC: Center for strategic and International studies (CsIs), January 
       23, 2003).
       http://csis.org/files/media/csis/pubs/wiserpeace_i.pdf

b     Saddam Hussein (1937–2006) – refer to endnote 21 in Volume 2.

       Second Gulf War (1990–1991) – refer to endnote 60 in Volume 2. 

c      First Gulf War (1980–1988) – refer to endnote 151 in Volume 3.

       Imam Khomeini (1902–1989) – refer to endnote 232 in Volume 2.
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d     Ba‘th Party – founded in 1943 by secular syrian
intellectuals, the “Christian” møshœl ‘Aflaq
(1910–1989) and the “Muslim” Íalœ˙ al-Døn al-Bø†œr
(1912–1980), the party was the first bona fide social-
ist organization in the Arabian world. priding itself
on an “Arab” brand of socialism, as distinct from
European socialism or communism, it sought to
counter Western imperialism by calling for Arabian unity under an Arab
nationalist program: wa˙da∆, ˙urrøya∆, ishtirœkøya∆ (unity, liberty, social-
ism). In outlining the party’s fundamental approach to political transfor-
mation, Dilip Hiro says, “While the official principles of the party
rejected the concept of class conflict, it favored land reform; public own-
ership of natural resources, transport, large-scale industry and financial
institutions; trade unions of workers and peasants; the co-option of
workers into management; and acceptance of non-exploitative private
ownership and inheritance. It stood for a representative and constitu-
tional form of government, and freedom of speech and associations with-
in the bounds of Arab nationalism.”e Although the party opened offices
in many Arabian countries, it only acquired political power in syria,
where it has been the official ruling party since 1963; and Iraq, where it
was the ruling party from 1968 until the us formally deposed saddam
Hussein in 2003 during its occupation of Iraq.

       The Ba‘th party began to gain institutional
prominence in the middle-1950s. ‘Aflaq and al-Bø†œr
took advantage of the gathering popular political
winds blowing against the syrian military regime of
Adøb al-shøshaklø. Thus, in 1954, the Ba‘th party
joined the communists, the Druze, the ‘Alawøs, and
an assortment of other disgruntled proto-nationalists
to overthrow the military government and establish “democratic” rule in
syria. In the ensuing elections, al-Bø†œr was elected deputy of Damascus
and later in 1956, under the presidency of shukrø al-Quwatlø, became
the Minister for foreign Affairs, a post he held until 1958. The Ba‘th’s
success in syria was mildly infectious during these years, as it won some
seats in the Iraqi parliament and established political organizations in
lebanon, Jordan, and yemen.

       But because all those who had previously joined forces in the 1954
coup began to pursue their own individual, often competing, agendas,
none of the parties including the Ba‘th could assume absolute control
over the syrian government. This was complicated by the fact, that all
the parties, being anti-imperialist in nature, favored the Marxist,
socialist, top-down, state-sponsored and state-guided approach to
reform — meaning that not much attention and resources were devot-
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ed to constituency development at the grassroots level with the result
that “the people” or the “Arab street” never really warmed up to any
party’s platform except for the universal anti-imperialist position
adopted by all parties. Thus party politics and issues of governance
were restricted to the tight domain of socialist academics, secular intel-
lectuals, and an opportunistic, ideologically agnostic military that was
biding its time to see who would emerge as the most powerful; the mil-
itary would then adopt the ideological positions, the shape, and the
color of this group in order to form a government. But the shifting
sands of secular intellectual loyalty to a particular party, driven as they
are by the lack of fealty to any ideological reference point other than
the “natural” self-interest of a major power (in this case, the soviets),
contributed to a high degree of factionalism in all of syria’s political
parties, and the Ba‘th was no exception. 

       for these reasons in order to offset further splintering and maintain
ideological purity, because it was a Ba‘thist dream come true, and
because it was a very popular position, the Ba‘th leadership lent its ide-
ological and remaining membership support to the chorus agitating for
the formation of the united Arab republic (uAr), a federated union
between Egypt and syria under the leadership of Egyptian president,
Jamœl ‘Abd al-Nœßir (most often transliterated as Gamal Abdel Nasser).
With the formal creation of the uAr in 1958, in which the major goals
of the Ba‘th were thought to be achieved, ‘Aflaq and al-Bø†œr agreed to
dissolve the Ba‘th party in syria, and ‘Aflaq became the Minister of
Guidance in the newly created uAr. But the uAr, for a host of rea-
sons that will form the subject of a future discussion, would not last for
more than three years, the end culminating with a military coup in
syria in 1961. In the aftermath of syria’s secession from the uAr, the
Ba‘th found itself in shambles as its leadership (‘Aflaq and al-Bø†œr) only
timidly opposed the secession while its base of radical nationalists, avid-
ly behind Egypt’s Nasser, thoroughly rejected it.

       As ‘Aflaq and al-Bø†œr became increasingly marginalized, with their
teachings being adopted in name only by military units favoring
monopolistic control of the political process, the party split into two
rivals. The two opposing factions — the Qu†rø (autonomist) ultimately
led by syria’s ÓœfiΩ al-Asad (the father of syria’s current president,
Bashshœr al-Asad), and the Qawmø (nationalist) ultimately led by Iraq’s
saddam Hussein — became the only political parties in syria and Iraq,
retaining to the end their bitter animosities against each other and
betraying the founding objectives of the party. After 1963, the Ba‘th
party in syria continued to split into several other factions, most
notably after the 1967 six-Day War, after al-Asad refused to give air
support to the palestinians in their fight against the Jordanian army in
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1970, and after al-Asad intervened in the lebanese civil war in 1976 on
the side of the Maronite Christians.

       In Iraq, the Ba‘thists, aided by thousands of non-Ba‘thø sympathiz-
ers, took control of the government in 1963 after overthrowing ‘Abd
al-Karøm Qœsim. However in the same year, due to internal bickering
and infighting, the Ba‘th party lost control of the government and
could not prevent ‘Abd al-salœm ‘Œrif from seizing power. Again in
1968, this time with the help of non-Ba‘thø military officers, the Ba‘th
overthrew ‘Œrif and took control of the government. Not repeating its
earlier mistakes in this go-round, the party began to institutionalize
party principles into the state representation and legal apparatus, as
well as in the society at large. After developing the interim constitu-
tion in 1970 the party tightened its grip on the armed forces, police,
and intelligence cadres, as well as mechanisms that would launch new
members into top government positions. saddam Hussein was one
such member who had earlier been in charge of strengthening the
party’s militia. The first Gulf War (the Iraq-Iran War, 1980–1988)
brought about a fundamental challenge to the stated goals of the Ba‘th
faction in Iraq. Its socialist dogma was sidelined when in order to
increase production, the private sector was encouraged to grow at the
expense of the public sector, no doubt based on ideological pressure
from the us in return for us-sponsored weapons shipments, battle-
field surveillance technology, as well as thousands of military “advi-
sors.” And finally the pan-Arabism idea was abandoned in favor of Iraqi
nationalism, which was used to motivate citizens to join the war effort.

       Given that the two founders, ‘Aflaq and al-Bø†œr, were both educat-
ed at the sorbonne in the 1930s, the party’s platform was inspired by the
french political doctrine linking national unity to social equity. ‘Aflaq,
in particular, considered ottoman and Western imperialist influence to
be equally damaging to the “Arab” national character. Not having the
intellectual wherewithal to draw a distinction between the ottomans
and the Europeans is not surprising given the oppressively orientalist
educational background of the two founders, and the fact that a signif-
icant number of the other founding members were Arabian Christians,
minorities (Druze, Ismœ‘øløs, ‘Alawøs), and nationalist “sunnøs.” This was
especially remarkable in the case of al-Bø†œr who apparently came from
a “family of Islamic scholars.” Nonetheless, for the Arabian Christians,
a dogmatically nationalist and secularist structure, inspired by the bib-
lical precedent of placing dogma above rationality and of placing kings
above accountability, was the most opportune way to evade a universal-
ist Islamic orientation, especially at a time when secular rationalizations
for European nationalist postures were largely dominant over any Islam-
ic counter response.
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e      Dilip Hiro, Dictionary of the Middle East. (New york: st. Martin’s press, 
       1996), p. 40.

223 The price for one barrel of the opEC basket of 12 crudes stood at $59.66 on
7-14-09 (source: http://www.opec.org/home/).

224 The information related to the appointments of these individuals to govern-
ment posts before or after their service in “private” industry can be found in
a variety of places, not the least of which are the company websites and list-
ings of cabinet level officers in previous administrations. one such resource
on the web is the Internet public library, http://www.ipl.org/div/potus/.

225 Michael schwartz, Colonizing Iraq: The Obama Doctrine? (Washington, DC: 
       truthout.org, July 9, 2009).
       http://www.truthout.org/070909u

226 When Muslims who keep the company of Allah (Â), and are keenly aware
of His power, find themselves in a military and psychological war, they know
that if the war turns against them, it may have devastating effects on every-
one in society. And sometimes, or rather many times, they cannot overex-
tend ourselves — they have to deal with the immediate danger and forgo
their personal petty feelings if they are offended by people who do not know
better, as long as these offenses are not capital offenses. And in these situa-
tions, the Muslims show how flexible, how tolerant, and how open-minded
and accommodating they can be. And Allah (Â) loves those who want to
do better. And those who want to do better, in a scriptural society, love
Allah (Â). Allah (Â) shares His power with them as they overcome their
human vulnerabilities for Him.

227 Muslims who live with Allah (Â) have tender hearts, soaring spirits, and
sensitive consciences. years of living with Allah (Â) leave their warm, soft,
and caressing effects on the passions and affections of these God-attached
Muslims. In this atmosphere of human immersion in the reality of Allah
(Â) and His presence, it does not behoove such a Muslim to burn his
bridges with Allah (Â), or to turn away from Him, just because he may have
slipped or lapsed, provided that the missteps and misdeeds do not become
patterns of perverse behavior. 
       If a child or minor does something wrong and knows that the father has
nothing but a stick and harsh punishment awaiting him, that child would
prefer to avoid, and even abandon, a father who rules by a stick and not by
an “emotional attachment.” If this child senses that his father cares for him
even when he makes mistakes, shows him love even when he acts badly, and
offers him understanding and compassion even when there is little to excuse
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his errant behavior, and knows his father wants to help, he will approach his
father, confess to his fault, and promise not to do it again — and all con-
cerned will be pleased with this outcome. 
       Human beings carry within them through their lifetimes childish
moments or childish acts that beg for passionate love and warmheartedness.
Allah (Â) responds to this human demeanor positively and passionately.
He knows man will stumble and He also knows man is able to get up again.
He knows beside those moments of deviation that interrupt a person’s life
there are days and years of struggle, constructive deeds, and goodwill. These
days and years of meaning to do good while aware of the presence of Allah
(Â) need not be jeopardized by moments of regression, especially when
there is an expressed human will and determination not to do it again.

228 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 99.

229 Narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn Abø ‘Awfø and recorded in the Two Ía˙ø˙s.

230 practically speaking there are governments, militaries, international struc-
tures, legal systems, and knowledge paradigms that stand as impediments to
the words of Allah (Â), “Go into [countries of] the earth and observe
what happened in the end to those who lied [about Allah]” (3:137).
Today, it is very difficult for students of scripture to travel to the lands of
ancient civilizations or countries of medieval empires to study the social
processes that were responsible for the collapse of historic civilizations and
imperial governments. In some countries there are academic and “legal”
restrictions on access to their “national archives.” In other countries some of
these issues are considered “classified information” or “state secrets” and
thus are not available to a Muslim who wants to obey Allah (Â), or to an
Islamic government that wants to implement this œya∆ and make it a basis
of academic and sociological inquiry. Thus if committed Muslims desire to
look into “state protected information” relevant to the social laws (sunan) at
work in different political and economic blocs in this world, they will run
into opposition from all the forces and institutions that defend such arbi-
trary governments and their unjustifiable policies.
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231 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 3. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 97, (originally narrated by rœshid ibn sa‘d).

232 understood in secular kœfir terms, war is a military conflict between two
states, or, in the case of civil war, between different groups within a state.
International war is subject to international law, and wars can be either law-
ful or unlawful. There have been a series of treaties since the 18th century
covering the conduct of war, largely designed to prevent “unnecessary suffer-
ing” and action that has no military advantage. The emergence of more
overtly ideological wars and modern weapons have made it more difficult to
regulate the conduct of war; for example, it is far more difficult now to pro-
tect civilians from aerial bombardment. Today the main source of interna-
tional law on war or the use of force is the united Nations Charter, notably
Article 2(4), “All Members shall refrain in their international relations from
the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political inde-
pendence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purpos-
es of the united Nations.” a

       Distinctions are also now drawn between conventional warfare, which
does not involve the use of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), and
nuclear warfare, chemical warfare, and biological warfare.b Guerrilla warfare,
meanwhile, is conducted by generally non-regimented forces, often avoiding
direct engagement with the state or its foreign allies, to discredit a state’s
control of civic society prior to a potential seizure of power. 

a      source: Charter of the united Nations
       http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/index.shtml

b     Nuclear weapons are WMDs employing the energy-liberating nuclear
phenomena of fission for their effects. According to their size and the
means of delivery, they may be classified as tactical short-range weapons
for use against enemy battlefield forces; theater medium range weapons
for use against deep military targets; and strategic long-range weapons
for use against enemy cities and command centers. 

       The use of deadly or disabling substances in warfare was forbidden
by a declaration of the Hague Conference in 1899, but one of the sig-
natories, Germany, was the first to use such weapons, as mainstream his-
tory has it, the first attack being made against British troops at ypres in
April 1915. since 1918 chemical weapons have been used in many con-
flicts, but not on European battlefields, although the Germans manufac-
tured large quantities of deadly nerve gases during World War II. such
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weapons are not forbidden by secular treaty, and large quantities were
stockpiled by the usA and the former soviet union. other agents of
chemical warfare include non-lethal harassing and incapacitating
agents, hallucinogenic substances, and herbicides. 

       Bacteriological warfare uses naturally-occurring micro-organisms
and toxins, which are poisonous chemicals derived from natural sources,
as weapons of war. The manufacture and stockpiling of such agents is for-
bidden by a 1972 uN Convention, although research is allowed to con-
tinue. Iraq’s bio-weapons program, cited by president George W. Bush as
a reason for the us invasion of Iraq, got its start 20 years earlier with
help from the united states Centers for Disease Control and prevention
(source: http://www.commondreams.org/headlines02/1001-06.htm).

233 Dr. ‘Imœd al-Døn Khaløl, Dirœsa∆ fø al-Søra∆ (5th edition). (Beirut, lebanon: 
       Mu’assasa∆ al-risœla∆, 1401AH), p. 187, (originally cited by Ibn 
       Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, al-Wœqidø, al-Mas‘¥dø, al-Balœdhurø, Ibn 
       al-Athør, and Ibn Kathør).

Details of the Battle of u˙ud in particular and the prophet’s (r) søra∆ in
general are available in a large number of classical sources. The mufassir
chose to refer to the following sources, which will be cited extensively in
future volumes of this tafsør, as pertinent facts from the life of the prophet
(r) are needed to make important points.

1. Ab¥ Mu˙ammad ‘Abd al-Mœlik ibn Hishœm, Søra∆ ibn Hishœm.
2. Ab¥ Ja‘far Mu˙ammad ibn Jarør al- ǎbarø, Tœrøkh al- ǎbarø, Tafsør 

al- ǎbarø, and Kitœb al-Umam wa-al-Mul¥k.
3. Mu˙ammad ibn Sa‘d ibn Mœni‘ al-Baghdœdø, Kitœb al- ǎbaqœt al-Kubrå.
4. Ab¥ ‘Abdullœh Mu˙ammad ibn ‘umar ibn Wœqid al-Aslamø (com-

monly referred to as al-Wœqidø), Kitœb al-Maghœzø.
5. A˙mad ibn ya˙yå ibn Jœbir al-Balœdhurø, Ansœb al-Ashrœf and Kitœb

Fut¥h al-Buldœn.
6. Ab¥ al-Óasan ‘Alø ibn al-Óusayn ibn ‘Alø al-mas‘¥dø, Mur¥j al-Dha-

hab wa-Ma‘œdin al-Jawœhir.
7. ‘Alø ‘Izz al-Døn ibn al-Athør al-Jazarø, Al-Kœmil fø al-Tœrøkh and Asad 

al-Ghœba∆ fø Ma‘rifa∆ al-Ía˙œba∆.
8. Ab¥ al-fidœ’ ‘Imœd al-Døn Ismœ‘øl ibn ‘umar ibn Kathør al-Qurayshø 

al-Bußrawø, Tafsør ibn Kathør and Al-Bidœya∆ wa-al-Nihœya∆.
9. Ab¥ Mu˙ammad�‘Alø ibn A˙mad ibn sa‘d ibn Óazm, Al-Milal 

wa-al-Ni˙al and Jawœmi‘ al-Søra∆.
10. Mu˙ammad ibn A˙mad al-maqdisø, Kitœb al-Bad’ wa-al-Tœrøkh.

234 Ibid., p. 188, (originally cited by al-Wœqidø).
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235 Najd – the central region in what is called nowadays the nation-state of
saudi Arabia (refer to endnote 1 of Volume 4 for a map). The estimated pop-
ulation is around 4 million. It is a chiefly rocky plateau with mountains to
the west and desert to the east, north, and south; it also contains a string of
oases. Najd was politically fragmented until 1745, when it became the cen-
ter of the Wahhœbø movement. More recently, ‘Abd al-‘Azøz ibn ‘Abd 
al-ra˙mœn Œl sa‘¥d (commonly referred to as Abdul Aziz ibn saud) con-
quered the region from the ottoman Turks in 1902 with the military and
political aid of the British Empire. since then it has been the geographical
and ideological center of the saudi nation-state. After “absorbing” the Óijœz
and some other surrounding provinces, it was finally dubbed the Kingdom of
saudi Arabia in 1932, and the Najdø capital of riyadh became its national
seat of power. Now officially called the Central region, it consists of Óœ’il,
al-Qaßøm, and riyadh provinces.

236 Dr. ‘Imœd al-Døn Khaløl, Dirœsa∆ fø al-Søra∆ (5th edition). (Beirut, lebanon: 
       Mu’assasa∆ al-risœla∆, 1401AH), p. 189.

237 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Cairo, Egypt: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø, 1401AH), p. 696.

238 Dr. ‘Imœd al-Døn Khaløl, Dirœsa∆ fø al-Søra∆ (5th edition). (Beirut, lebanon: 
       Mu’assasa∆ al-risœla∆, 1401AH), p. 189–190, (originally cited by 
       al-Wœqidø and by al-̌ abarø under the title Bu†¥lœt U˙ud: The 
       Heroics of U˙ud).

239 Dr. ‘Imœd al-Døn Khaløl, Dirœsa∆ fø al-Søra∆ (5th edition). (Beirut, lebanon: 
       Mu’assasa∆ al-risœla∆, 1401AH), p. 190, (originally narrated by 
       Mu˙ammad ibn Muslim ibn shihœb al-Zuhrø and Jœbir ibn ‘Abdillœh, 
       and recorded by Ibn Óajar al-‘Asqalœnø).

240 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Cairo, Egypt: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø, 1401AH), p. 697.

241 Mu˙ammad rashød ri∂œ, Tafsør al-Qur’œn al-Óakøm (better known as Tafsør 
       al-Manœr), Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-Ma‘rifa∆, 1414AH), 
       p. 99, (located in the Ía˙ø˙s of Imams al-Bukhœrø and Muslim). 

242 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Cairo, Egypt: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø, 1401AH), p. 703.
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243 Mu˙ammad rashød ri∂œ, Tafsør al-Qur’œn al-Óakøm (better known as Tafsør 
       al-Manœr), Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-Ma‘rifa∆, 1414AH), 
       p. 99–100, (originally cited by Ibn Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, 
       al-Wœqidø, and al-Balœdhurø).

244 Dr. ‘Imœd al-Døn Khaløl, Dirœsa∆ fø al-Søra∆ (5th ed.). (Beirut, lebanon: 
       Mu’assasa∆ al-risœla∆, 1401AH), p. 191, (originally cited by al-̌ abarø 
       and al-Wœqidø)

245 Ibid., p. 192, (originally cited by Ibn Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, al-Wœqidø, 
       and al-Balœdhurø).

246 Ibid., p. 193, (originally cited by al-Wœqidø and al-Balœdhurø).

247 Ibid., p. 194, (originally cited by al-Wœqidø). 

248 Ibid., (originally narrated by Anas ibn Mœlik and recorded by Ibn Mœjah, 
       and then cited by Ibn Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, al-Wœqidø, and 
       al-Balœdhurø).

249 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Cairo, Egypt: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø, 1401AH), p. 711–712, (originally cited by Ibn Hishœm, 
       al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, al-Wœqidø, and al-Balœdhurø).

250 Dr. ‘Imœd al-Døn Khaløl, Dirœsa∆ fø al-Søra∆ (5th ed.). (Beirut, lebanon: 
       Mu’assasa∆ al-risœla∆, 1401AH), p. 196, (originally cited by al-Wœqidø).

251 Ibid., (originally cited by al-Balœdhurø).

252 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Cairo, Egypt: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø, 1401AH), p. 712, (originally narrated by sahl ibn sa‘d 
       al-sœ‘idø and recorded in the Ía˙ø˙ of Imam al-Bukhœrø).

253 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Cairo, Egypt: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø, 1401AH), p. 713.

one minor detail that often goes unnoticed about u˙ud is the fact that
some Makkan women were also fighting against the Muslims. some even
disguised themselves as men. It is related that Ab¥ Dujœna∆, a Muslim war-
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rior at u˙ud who for a time fought using the prophet’s (r) sword, came
across a woman whom he suspected of being Hind, Ab¥ sufyœn’s wife. Ab¥
Dujœna∆ had her within the reach of his sword but refused to strike her with
the prophet’s (r) sword although she was an enemy. The mushriks and kœfirs
always make a fuss about Muslim men mistreating women; how do they
explain an event like this? They cannot; so they ignore it.
       Compare how the committed Muslims conducted themselves in war
with the conduct of the kœfirs. Due to his chivalry and dignity, ‘Alø ibn Abø

œ̌lib would not strike an enemy who intentionally exposed his private parts. 

254 Dr. ‘Imœd al-Døn Khaløl, Dirœsa∆ fø al-Søra∆ (15th edition). (Beirut, lebanon: 
       Mu’assasa∆ al-risœla∆, 1422AH), p. 164, (originally cited by Ibn 
       Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, al-Wœqidø, and al-Balœdhurø)

Hubal – the prominent figurine that stood over the niche of the Ka‘ba∆.
This idol was destroyed by Muhammad (r) when Makkah was liberated.

255 Narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs and cited in the histories recorded by Ibn 
Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, al-Wœqidø, and al-Balœdhurø.

256 Dr. ‘Imœd al-Døn Khaløl, Dirœsa∆ fø al-Søra∆ (15th edition). (Beirut, lebanon: 
       Mu’assasa∆ al-risœla∆, 1422AH), p. 164, (originally cited by Ibn Kathør
       and in Tafsør al-Qur†ubø).

257 Ibid., (originally cited by Ibn Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, al-Wœqidø, and 
       al-Balœdhurø).

258 Ibid., (originally cited by Ibn Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, and al-Wœqidø).

259 Ibid., (located originally in Imam al-Bukhœrø’s Kitœb al-Tajrød).

260 Ibid., p. 165, (originally cited by Ibn Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, and al-Wœqidø).

261 Ibid.

262 Ibid., p. 166, (originally cited by al-Balœdhurø).

263 Narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn Tha‘laba∆ ibn Íaghør and recorded by Ibn Hishœm,
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al-̌ abarø, and al-Wœqidø.

264 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
       1405AH), 11th ed., p. 466.

265 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Cairo, Egypt: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø, 1401AH), p. 713. 

266 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 1. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
       1405AH), 11th ed., p. 466.

267 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Cairo, Egypt: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø, 1401AH), p. 719.

268 Ibid., p. 720.

269 Dr. ‘Imœd al-Døn Khaløl, Dirœsa∆ fø al-Søra∆ (15th edition). (Beirut, lebanon: 
       Mu’assasa∆ al-risœla∆, 1422AH), p. 167, (originally cited by Ibn 
       Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, al-Wœqidø, al-Mas‘¥dø, al-Balœdhurø, 
       Ibn Óazm, Ibn al-Athør, and Ibn Kathør).

The u˙ud debacle was a necessary and rather bitter pill for the Muslims to
swallow. The Muslims were taught a valuable lesson by Allah (Â) as they
found themselves on the receiving end of frustration. They had earlier
achieved a marvellous victory at Badr. The experience at u˙ud was an
unavoidable corrective measure to ensure they did not get the impression
that victory was guaranteed just because they were Muslims. Had this hap-
pened, they would not perform in the future as was required of them. If the
Muslims would have won strings of consecutive victories, there would have
been many people who would have opportunistically jumped on the Islamic
bandwagon, looking for quick successes and easy victories. The Muslims
needed a shake-up to sort out the core of committed Muslims, who were will-
ing to go all the way to death to stand for their convictions and principles,
from the “Muslims” who wanted to enjoy the benefits of an ascending Islamic
power base but were not willing to pay for it with their sweat and blood.

270 Dr. ‘Imœd al-Døn Khaløl, Dirœsa∆ fø al-Søra∆ (15th edition). (Beirut, lebanon: 
       Mu’assasa∆ al-risœla∆, 1422AH), p. 170–171, (originally cited by Ibn 
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       Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, al-Wœqidø, Ibn Óazm, al-Maqdisø, and 
       Ibn Kathør).

271 Ibid., p. 171.

272 Ibid., p. 172–173, (originally cited by Ibn Hishœm, al-̌ abarø, Ibn sa‘d, 
       al-Wœqidø, al-Mas‘¥dø, and al-Balœdhurø.

273 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 111, (originally cited in Tafsør Ibn Kathør).

274 speaking about the prophet’s (r) death, his burial was postponed when
everyone at that time knew that burials should be expedited! He died on the
morning of yawn al-Ithnayn (Monday) and was finally buried on the next
day, yawm al-Thulœthœ’ (Tuesday). so a legitimate question arises, why was
the prophet’s (r) burial delayed? The short and quick answers are,

1. the Muslims around him were confused: some of them accepted the fact
that Muhammad (r) had died while others did not; 

2. the Muslims did not know where to bury him until Ab¥ Bakr said that
a prophet is buried in the place where he dies; a and 

3. there was a polarization of opinions between the Muhœjir¥n, the Anßœr,
and others about who would be the prophet’s (r) political heir — that
is,  who shall have the bay‘a∆ (allegiance) of the Muslims — until pop-
ular consensus placed Ab¥ Bakr in that position. 

After resolving these issues, the Muslims set upon burying his immaculate
body after washing him and placing him in his burial cloth. The companions
finished preparing him for burial the day after he passed away. He lay in state
on the bed in his home, a place where they could offer their janœza∆ prayers
individually. Then the people began entering to offer their final respects and
prayers. After the men were done, the women took their turns, and then the
young children. To the best of our knowledge no one led the janœza∆ prayers
for the prophet (r).b

a      Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 116, (originally recorded by Ibn Mœjah and Imam 
       Mœlik in his al-Muwa††a’).

b     Ibid., p. 116, (originally recorded by Ibn Mœjah via ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs).
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275 Narrated by Ab¥ M¥så al-Ash‘arø and recorded in the Two Ía˙ø˙s.

276 Salman Ahmed Rushdie (1947–present) – Indian-
born writer who gained British citizenship. His novel,
The Satanic Verses (1988), offended many Muslims pre-
cisely because it cast aspersions on the prophet (r).
The title is erroneously said to refer to verses deleted
from the Qur’an by the prophet (r). In 1989, Imam
Khomeini called for the elimination of this offender,
especially in view of the fact that rushdie’s book was being used as a politi-
cal tool and cultural instrument within a wider Western assault on political
Islam and ideological Muslims. It was in this aftermath that the Muslims
were visited with Western atrocities and genocidal mania in the Balkans,
the Caucasus, and other regions. rushdie was the first shot in a war that
began with a cultural assault (The Satanic Verses) and ended up with carnage,
pogroms, and mayhem.
       rushdie was born in Bombay and later lived in pakistan before moving
to the united Kingdom. His earlier novels in the magic-realist style include
Midnight’s Children (1981), which deals with India from the date of inde-
pendence and won the Booker prize; and Shame (1983), set in an imaginary
parallel in pakistan. The furor caused by the publication of The Satanic Vers-
es led to the withdrawal of British diplomats from Iran. on the same note,
in 1966 when sayyid Qu†b was executed by the Egyptian government, no
Western diplomats were withdrawn from Egypt, which goes to prove that
rushdie enjoyed Western patronage for his filthy words about the scripture
and the prophet (r). In India and elsewhere innocent people were killed in
demonstrations against the book and rushdie was forced to go into hiding.
Even as he spends much of his hiding time in the united states, he is still
publishing; among such trivia is his Haroun and the Sea of Stories, a children’s
book (1990).

277 Allah (Â) wants strong Muslims who will live and die for their Islamic
principles. He does not want spineless Muslims who are happy to cave in to
the first alternative offer that comes their way. Allah (Â) wants Muslims
who live by and for their principles and tenets, not Muslims who will nego-
tiate away their convictions and commitments for some political or econom-
ic trade-off. Allah (Â) wants Muslims who will sacrifice blood and life for
Him and His prophet (r), not Muslims who are willing to sacrifice Allah
(Â) and His prophet (r) for their selfish interests or their worldly gains.
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278 Al-Qaeda – refer to endnote 148 in Volume 4. 

Taliban – a Wahhœbø-inspired Afghan movement (literally, the word Taliban
means students) that emerged in 1994 and officially formed the government
of Afghanistan in 1996, renaming the country as the Islamic Emirate of
Afghanistan, which was officially recognized by only pakistan, saudi Ara-
bia, and the united Arab Emirates (uAE). In order to better understand the
group and its origins, some oft-forgotten features of Afghan history — espe-
cially the involvement of hypocritical superpowers, their local and regional
proxies, and their foreign policy interests over the last 35 years — need to
be reviewed. The people that inhabit the area known as Afghanistan consist
ethnically of pashtuns (52%), Tajiks (21%), Hazaras (19%), and uzbeks
(5%); somewhere between 15% and 30% are shø‘øs (mostly the Hazaras and
the Tajiks) and the rest are sunnøs. Afghanistan unofficially emerged as a
buffer state between the russian and the British empires in the 19th century,
though it was never colonized like the other Muslim countries. The country,
one of the poorest in the world (life expectancy is only 43 years), has been
in a state of perpetual war, either civil or from foreign invaders, since 1979.
The combination of soviet (1979–1989) and us (2001–present) military
occupations has resulted in some two million dead, nearly all civilians; the
terrain still being pockmarked with 10 million land mines, which claim as
many as 90 casualties/month, mostly playing children; and up to 500,000 of
the war’s orphans being maimed for life.
       During the post-WWII Cold War between the usA and the ussr,
Afghanistan became a geo-strategic chess piece to be manipulated by both
superpowers, for the purpose of securing safe passage for pipelines that would
transport oil from the Caspian sea Basin and Central Asia to the Indian
ocean, from where it would be shipped to the rest of the world. responding
to rising soviet influence in the limited Afghan central government, the
united states CIA started an agitation campaign even before June 1979
(which date they only now officially admit to) by arming the indigenous
resistance — the “mujœhidøn” who were opposing brutal soviet-influenced
land reforms — with Chinese-made weapons. The Chinese government was
secretly rewarded very handsomely, to the tune of several hundred million,
perhaps billions of, dollars (by the way, this infusion of cash coupled with
China tacitly joining the us side in the Cold War against the soviets led to
the relaxing of trade barriers that ultimately started the “opening-up” of
China as a cheap manufacturing platform for Western multinational corpo-
rations in the early 1980s, leading 30 years later to China becoming a global
economic power). As the resistance quickly spread to all of Afghanistan’s 29
provinces, the soviet-led government responded with severe repression,
executing and torturing thousands; this led even more ordinary people to
join the mujœhidøn. When the central government failed to adequately con-
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trol the rapidly deteriorating situation, the soviet union formally sent in
80,000 troops to occupy Afghanistan in December of 1979, placing its own
man from Moscow, Babrak Karmal, in charge of the new military regime. 
       Demonstrating once again the depraved duplicity of American politics,
then us president Jimmy Carter, who had earlier in July 1979 signed an
executive order to provide military aid to the mujœhidøn and destabilize the
pro-soviet government, brazenly used the opportunity to castigate the
expected soviet invasion as a threat to vital us interests, and to increase
us military expenditures on the anti-soviet forces in Afghanistan. Carter’s
national security advisor, Zbigniew Brzezinski, put it this way, 

And that very day, I wrote a note to the president in which I
explained to him that in my opinion this aid was going to induce a
soviet military intervention… We didn’t push the russians to inter-
vene, but we knowingly increased the probability that they would…
That secret operation was an excellent idea. It had the effect of draw-
ing the russians into the Afghan trap… The day that the soviets
officially crossed the border, I wrote to president Carter, “We now
have the opportunity of giving to the ussr its Vietnam War.”a

In rationalizing how us support for the mujœhidøn would ultimately lead to
the dissolution of the ussr, guaranteeing a us victory in the Cold War
and sacrificing perhaps hundreds of thousands of Afghan lives in the process,
Brzezinski further stated, “What was more important in the world view of
history? A few stirred-up Muslims or the liberation of Central Europe and
the end of the Cold War.” a

       soon after the soviet invasion, us executives scoured the earth look-
ing for soviet-style arms, materiel, and financial support to equip the resist-
ance. of course, after making a public show of saying that the us expects
the principle of nonintervention to be respected by all parties in the area,
including the soviet union, the us could not openly give any of its own
weapons to the mujœhidøn. The CIA came in to coordinate nearly all the
activities of the resistance, inside (through the agency of the IsI, the pak-
istani secret intelligence service) and outside (mostly through the agency of
the saudis) of Afghanistan. And so, the Chinese agreed to send weapons
and military advisers; Anwar al-sœdœt, the us-backed Egyptian strongman,
dispatched $15 million worth of military hardware transported by us air-
planes; a number of other countries including Israel, poland, and Iran agreed
to provide their own weapons and military training; the saudis in addition
to giving billions of dollars every year, agreed to recruit “anti-communist”
Muslims from all over the Arab and Muslim world; and finally the pakista-
nis, under the orders of another regional American proxy, president Zia ul-
Haq, agreed to recruit mujœhidøn from the three million Afghan refugees in
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pakistan, to set up military staging areas in the north of pakistan for training
the new fighters, and to open thousands of “madrasa∆s” bordering
Afghanistan to ideologically indoctrinate the orphans of the war along with
the running flow of foreign fighters, all of whom basically had spent very lit-
tle time in Afghanistan, into saudi-style Wahhœbism. 
       Even though the mujœhidøn inside Afghanistan consisted of several fac-
tions, the us deliberately chose to extend support to the most brutal and
sectarian ones, ostensibly to hurt the russians with such macabre atrocity as
to scare them into withdrawing; unfortunately for the poor Afghan civilians,
the russians responded with the same level of grotesquerie. As a result, the
largest share of us-ascertained arms, training, and capital went to Gulbud-
din Hikmatyar, who first acquired notoriety for giving his militias license to
throw acid in the faces of women who did not wear the burka. us CIA and
state Department officials themselves characterized Hikmatyar as “a partic-
ularly fanatical fundamentalist and woman-hater; scary, vicious; a fascist;
definite dictatorship material.” b (Hikmatyar, after disappearing for many
years, has once again resurfaced as the us, sensing that it will soon lose the
war just like the ussr, is looking for “good” Taliban to form a coalition
government with the Karzai drug lords who now preside over the central
government in Kabul). 
       In the beginning, from 1980–1984, the us annually provided 10,000
pounds of arms and munitions — assault rifles, grenade launchers, mines,
and light anti-aircraft weapons — to the mujœhidøn, purchased mostly from
the Chinese. starting in 1985 during ronald reagan’s second term as us
president, however, shedding all pretense of non-intervention, the us dra-
matically escalated the total to 65,000 pounds/year with high-technology
us arms and equipment, accompanied by comprehensive us expertise and
surveillance capability. precipitating an imminent soviet collapse, the us
began providing satellite reconnaissance data of soviet targets on the
Afghan battlefield, intercepts of soviet communications, secret communi-
cations networks for the mujœhidøn, delayed timing devices for tons of C-4
plastic explosives for sophisticated guerrilla attacks, long-range sniper rifles,
a targeting device for mortars that was linked to us satellites, wire-guided
anti-tank missiles, and more than 1,000 state-of-the-art, shoulder-fired
stinger anti-aircraft missiles. In addition, thousands of CIA and pentagon
“advisors” along with IsI teams accompanied the Afghan mujœhidøn across
the pakistan-Afghanistan border to supervise attacks and plan military oper-
ations based on satellite intelligence. receiving the green light from pak-
istani intelligence officials, CIA operations officers built training centers for
the mujœhidøn in the areas of secure communications, guerrilla warfare, urban
sabotage, and heavy weapons.c

       The CIA and the IsI not only recruited thousands of young men from
the Afghan refugee camps in pakistan, but also recruited, with saudi help,
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anti-communist Muslim fighters from across the Muslim world. According
to pakistani journalist Ahmed rashid, 

Between 1982 and 1992, some 35,000 Muslim radicals from 43
Islamic countries in the Middle East, North and East Africa, Cen-
tral Asia and the far East would pass their baptism under fire with
the Afghan mujœhidøn. Tens of thousands more foreign Muslim rad-
icals came to study in the hundreds of new madrasa∆s [religious
schools] that Zia’s military government began to fund in pakistan
and along the Afghan border. Eventually more than 100,000 Mus-
lim radicals were to have direct contact with pakistan and
Afghanistan and be influenced by the jihad [against the ussr]. In
camps near peshawar and in Afghanistan, these radicals met each
other for the first time and studied, trained and fought together. It
was the first opportunity for most of them to learn about Islamic
movements in other countries, and they forged tactical and ideo-
logical links that would serve them well in the future. The camps
became virtual universities for future Islamic radicalism. one of the
first non-Afghan volunteers to join the ranks of the mujœhidøn was
osama bin laden, a civil engineer and businessman from a wealthy
construction family in saudi Arabia, with close ties to members of
the saudi royal family. Bin laden recruited 4,000 volunteers from
his own country and developed close relations with the most radi-
cal mujœhidøn leaders. He also worked closely with the CIA, raising
money from private saudi citizens…d

       
       In the aftermath of the soviet withdrawal in 1989, these mujœhidøn, now
equipped with state-of-the-art military training and more politically con-
scious than ever before, began to return to their countries of origin to a
hero’s welcome. At the same time, they began to notice that the govern-
ments in their home countries were proxies of the us in the same way the
deposed Afghan government was a client of the ussr, and so they initiated
Islamic resistance activities directed against us interests in all corners of the
world — another case of the chickens coming home to roost. The local com-
ponent of these mujœhidøn comprised the young men who were the refugees
and orphans of the 10-year soviet occupation, many of whom had fled to
pakistan’s federally Administered Tribal Areas (fATA) and Northwest
frontier province (NWfp) where they were trained to fight the soviets and
where they were intentionally indoctrinated into a most unrepentant form
of Muslim exceptionalism (Wahhœbism) by their American, pakistani, and
saudi  patrons. These men had never seen their country at peace and were
completely unfamiliar with its customs and traditions, its tribes and ethnic-
ities who had coexisted in peace for centuries, and its history of cooperative
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(amongst the various tribes) resistance against foreign invasion. Thus they
were the types without a sense of identity and self who were not only open
to suggestion but to be exploited by those running the international racket
of perpetual conflict and war. These dislocated and itinerant men equipped
with an unlimited supply of automatic weapons and a simpleminded desire
for shahœda∆ (martyrdom) to release them from their misery into a world of
eternal bliss became the foot soldiers of a movement that ultimately gelled
into the Taliban.
       When the soviets pulled out of Afghanistan in
1989, they did not immediately take the proxy govern-
ment of Muhammad Najibullah with them; however it
did not take that government long to fall. By 1992,
Burhanuddin rabbani’s forces had taken over Kabul
and were competing with Gulbuddin Hikmatyar for
control of the capital. A civil war, mostly between rab-
bani’s and Hikmatyar’s forces, from 1992–1995 ensued.
It was rabbani’s refusal to honor a signed agreement in
1992 in which he would relinquish the post of president that led to the civil
war and Hikmatyar’s three-year bombing campaign of Kabul resulting in the
deaths of approximately 60,000 civilians, and also catalyzing the rise of the
Taliban. By the end of 1995, neither Hikmatyar nor rabbani could form a
viable central government, and the rest of the country fell under the control
of local warlords, who were either allied with rabbani, Hikmatyar, or simply
autonomous. 
       At this time, Ahmad shah Massoud, rabbani’s defense minister, began
to separate himself from rabbani and to offer an “independent” alternative
to the dogmatic cruelty of Hikmatyar. But in the mess that is Afghanistan,
none of the political and military premiers are either clean enough or prin-
cipled enough to be considered saviors. During the soviet occupation, Mas-
soud had obviously struck a secret deal with the russians; this became
apparent when his base in the panjshir Valley remained off-limits for the
russians even though soviet military units were routinely scorching the rest
of the country. After the soviet implosion and withdrawal from
Afghanistan, Massoud “blew” over to the Americans, carried there by the
winds of french intelligence fiat. This is not surprising since Massoud, who
spoke fluent french and was lionized by french orientalist olivier roy, had
spent years cozying up to and developing a relationship with french field
operatives. During the 1992–1995 civil war, live television footage showed
that Massoud brutally executed Hikmatyar’s captured fighters by publicly
hanging them from cranes. 
       As Hikmatyar and rabbani were making themselves increasingly irrel-
evant on the domestic political scene, Massoud saw the opportunity to get
off a sinking ship by offering refuge and a degree of security to tens of thou-
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sands of Afghans, especially those in the south of the war-torn country and
shø‘ø Hazaras, who began to flee to the north to seek protection from Mas-
soud  (to capture public support in the south, the Taliban would use the
same tactic two years later). It was in this humanitarian rescue mission that
Massoud was able for the first time to secure financial and philanthropic
support from the Islamic government in Iran, but in return he had to embark
on laying the groundwork for a representative government for all the
Afghan people. As aid from Islamic Iran, bound together with principled
imperatives, gradually multiplied, Massoud began to run afoul of his french
and American handlers.
       True to form, the Americans, coupled with saudi-imported Wahhœbism
and pakistani intelligence and military support, had no interest in a repre-
sentative government headquartered in Kabul. for several years, they had
been preparing, coaching, and training the Taliban to fill the vacuum creat-
ed by the soviet withdrawal. Thus starting in 1994, with the help of the
pakistan army, the Taliban began to gain control of all the provinces in the
south. since the Taliban were ethnically pashtuns and presented themselves
as sunnøs, this was the appropriate starting point for them, and they were
initially welcomed by their uneducated pashtun countrymen, who were sim-
ply yearning for peace and order. 
       The Taliban at first captured public support by open-
ly executing rapists, extortionists, and some warlords. As
the Taliban advanced toward Kabul, they for the first
time encountered major resistance from the forces led by
Ahmad Shah massoud. In an effort to foster a political
transition from warlord rule to a civil representative gov-
ernment in which he would also wield considerable
power, Massoud went to negotiate with the Taliban; he
was hoping that together, they could rule over the coun-
try by forming a coalition government that would be presented to the world
as a representative government. sensing that they were winning the territo-
rial battle, the Taliban rejected Massoud’s overtures, and by 1996, they had
wrested Kabul from Massoud’s control, but it would have been impossible for
them to achieve all this with lightning speed without being buttressed by the
pakistani army, saudi financing, and American planning. 
       After being expelled from Kabul, Massoud’s forces regrouped into what
became known as the Northern Alliance. This development launched
another civil war (1996–2001), this time between the Northern Alliance
and the Taliban. unable to easily overcome Massoud’s resistance in the
north as they had done in the southern areas governed by provincial war-
lords, the Taliban repeatedly offered Massoud the prime minister position in
the government so that he would stop his resistance efforts against the us-
backed Taliban. under considerable pressure from the Islamic government
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in Iran, Massoud declined the
Taliban’s conditions for com-
promise on the basis that he
wanted them to join a politi-
cal process, which would
allow the people to decide the
future of the country, and not
an unelected military cadre
that had taken control by
force; and which would allow
for a transitional government
composed either of impartial
individuals or members exclusively from the Taliban and the Northern
Alliance, and a sh¥rå representing all the people of Afghanistan. Massoud
encapsulated his proposals succinctly in a one-page document entitled
Framework for Peace for the People of Afghanistan (http://www.peace-initia-
tives.com/frame.htm). By 2001, nearly one million Afghans had fled Taliban
control, seeking protection from Massoud in the north. Also at this time,
Massoud caught wind of an imminent large-scale attack on us soil, and
started issuing warnings at all his public appearances. Ahmad shah Massoud
was assassinated on september 9, 2001, when two Arabian fighters, most
likely under orders from the us via Taliban and pakistani intelligence about
Massoud’s movements, blew themselves up in close proximity to him.
       The euphoria of finally having a modicum of security after nearly two
decades of war began to wear thin, as the local pashtuns soon discovered
that the brutal authoritarianism associated with the ultra-sectarian and
myopic sunnø Wahhœbism of the Taliban, which had no historical roots in
the sufi-inclined (Wahhœbø-averse) Afghanistan, was as foreign and repul-
sive to them as soviet occupation. The people would have to endure the
same, or even worse conditions, than they did under soviet occupation, only
this time they had to answer to a new master: America.
       for its part, the American government, which actively encouraged the
IsI (Inter-services Intelligence of pakistan) and CIA to create the Taliban
to begin with, knew about the puritanical fundamentalism and the dictato-
rial, anti-democratic character of the Taliban, but chose to back their rise to
power in the mid-1990s anyway. In fact, senator Hank Brown — chairman
of the senate foreign relations subcommittee on the Near East and south
Asia and one of the legislators along with senator John Kerry who wrote leg-
islation at about the same time to take down the Middle Eastern “bank,”
BCCI — gave strong us backing to the Taliban, “The good part of what has
happened is that one of the factions at last seems capable of developing a
new government in Afghanistan.” Another us diplomat echoed the same
thoughts in 1997 and went further to suggest that the Taliban were the right
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people at the right time for us interests, “The Taliban will probably develop
like the saudis. There will be Aramco, pipelines, an emir, no parliament and
lots of sharia law. We can live with that.” e

       Everyone knows that Afgha-
nistan has little in the way of fossil
fuels — oil and natural gas. But
Central Asia and the Caspian sea
Basin has lots of both — a veritable
black gold mine. The soviets then,
and the Americans now, are in
Afghanistan for the same reason:
they view it as a conduit for Central Asian oil and gas to the Indian ocean.
for nearly three decades now, the us has been salivating over the potential
TAPI (Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India or Trans-Afghanistan)
pipeline, not only to get oil from the Caspian sea to India for refinement
and then distribution, but also to muscle out the rival Iran-backed IPI
(Iran-Pakistan-India) pipeline. But in order to achieve this, a “friendly”
government — one satisfied with merely the table scraps of the mega-profits
generated by the new pipeline, and like the other governments in the Mid-
dle East, one that would be willing to be brutal to the nth degree to get these
crumbs — would be needed in Kabul. In this regard, official delegations from
the Taliban came to the us in 1997 and 1998 to negotiate with unocal and
other us oil companies; at that time, the Karzai brothers were “consultants”
with unocal (in point of fact, they were being groomed to take over after
the us decided to cut loose from the Taliban).
       But there is more. Whatever Afghanistan may be lacking in fossil fuel
reserves, it well makes up for that with a “mother load” of mineral deposits.
The soviets knew this for decades by way of their geological surveys; when
the Americans took over the occupation, they “appropriated” all the russ-
ian surveys, and then employed their own geological teams, equipped with
the latest high-technology and satellite imaging, to extend the research
work. The us teams estimate, and these are just initial figures, over $3 tril-
lion worth of cadmium, lithium, and other precious metals that will power
the information age in the same way that fossil fuels powered the industrial
age. None of this wealth of Afghanistan, either primarily through the min-
ing of its mineral deposits or secondarily through the transit of fossil fuels,
was ever envisioned by the us or soviet occupiers to provide health care for
Afghan women and land-mine victims, or schooling for Afghan children
and orphans, or employment for Afghan men. It was always viewed as some-
one else’s property.
       The Taliban not only satisfied all the us national, energy, and geostrate-
gic objectives, but also another important one. The us viewed the nascent
power of ideological and political Islam, which had found a home base in Iran
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and was beginning to provide support for the Northern Alliance, as a competi-
tor and thereby, a threat, to the American program of military and economic
dominance of the rest of the world. The Americans knew that the Taliban
would cite Islamic principles as a basis for their pietistic, yet callous and fero-
cious, social policies. The us would then use its access to the worldwide Zion-
ist-controlled media to project to the liberal and secular world the alien and
obnoxious notion that Islam is anathema to any kind of civil society and that
its “principles” cannot be used as a basis to create a viable and representative
government acceptable to all peoples, Muslim and non-Muslim alike.
       In return the Taliban wanted to be recognized by the us and the united
Nations as a legitimate government and country in the world of nations,
mostly so that it could trade freely, start construction of the pipeline for much-
needed “legal and legitimate” revenues, and bargain for aid in order to rebuild
a country ravaged by 20 years of war. But the response at home in the us was
not what was expected, and under pressure from human rights and womens’
groups, the Clinton adminstration delayed such recognition. on the other
hand, the administration was being pressured by the powerful fossil fuel lob-
bies as well as bankers associated with the IMf and World Bank to recognize
the government and “open up” the country to foreign investment and devel-
opment. In order to buy some time so that it could figure out how to sugarcoat
this enigma, the us state Department told the Taliban they had to do some-
thing about the out-of-control drug trade coming out of Afghanistan. Within
six months, around the end of 1999 and the beginning of 2000, the Taliban
reduced the harvesting and shipment of over 4,000 metric tons of poppy
(proto-heroin) to less than 40 metric tons. After achieving this, the Taliban
once again demanded recognition, but the us still balked at the prospect.
       Now, after being hung out to dry by their main patron and benefactor
in the world, and with no revenues coming in whatsoever, even with the
lucrative drug trade, the Taliban were in a state of desperation. This is when
they threatened to start destroying antique Buddhist relics in Afghanistan.
of course, the Zionist media spun this to suggest that the Taliban Islamists
were against any kind of idols and idolatry, and that despite any attachment
the faithful of other religions may have for their statues, “Islam” dictated
they had to be destroyed. To prevent the Taliban from carrying out their
mission, tens of millions of dollars were offered up by preservation and his-
torical societies through the agency of their governments in Europe and
America. The same people had never thought of making such wealth avail-
able to the long-suffering people of Afghanistan, who had been oppressed
and abandoned by the same governments now offering monies to preserve
historical structures. At the same time we must ask, why have these people
so concerned about Buddhist shrines in Afghanistan turned a blind eye to
the serial destruction of Islamic historical sites in saudi-controlled Makkah
and Madinah, and the looting of Islamic relics from museums in Iraq? The
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answer is simple: anything related to Islam and Muslims, other than the
Thousand and One Nights, is not worth respecting and saving. In March of
2001, the Taliban detonated the Bamyan Buddha statues.
       The combination of all these events and geopolitical bumblings by the
us led to the manufactured catalytic event of 9/11 and the subsequent Bush
Doctrine of preemptive war against a faceless enemy. summing it all up, phil
Gasper says, 

Whatever the us government’s current rhetoric about the repres-
sive nature of the Taliban regime, its long history of intervention in
the region has been motivated not by concern for democracy or
human rights, but by the narrow economic and political interests of
the us ruling class. It has been prepared to aid and support the
most retrograde elements if it thought a temporary advantage
would be the result. Now Washington has launched a war against
its former allies based on a strategic calculation that the Taliban
can no longer be relied upon to provide a stable, us-friendly gov-
ernment that can serve its strategic interests. No matter what the
outcome, the war is certain to lay the grounds for more “blowback”
in the future.f

a      Michel Chossudovsky, War and Globalisation: The Truth Behind 
       September 11. (ontario, Canada: Global outlook, 2002), p. 19.

b     William Blum, Killing Hope: U.S. Military and C.I.A. Interventions 
       Since World War II. (Monroe, Maine: Common Courage press, 
       2008), p. 149.

c      phil Gasper, Afghanistan, the CIA, bin Laden, and the Taliban. (Chicago, 
       Illinois: International socialist review, Center for Economic 
       research and social Change, November–December, 2001). 
       http://www.isreview.org/issues/20/CIA_binladen_afghan.shtml

d     Ahmed rashid, Taliban: Islam, oil and the new great game in central 
       Asia. (New york, New york: I.B. Tauris & Co., 2002), p. 130. 

e      Ibid., p. 179.

f      Ibid., phil Gasper.

279 Battle of Karamah – a battle between the palestinians and the Israelis in the
town of Karamah on March 21, 1968, resulting from a palestinian offensive
against the Israelis. The battle was, by all accounts, ferocious: the palestinian
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fighters were able to kill at least 29 Israelis and wounded over 70 more, while
the Israelis inflicted an equal number of casualties upon the palestinians, if
not a little more. This battle was, in the context of those times, a victory for
the palestinians, after which they were “temporarily” considered heroes in
the Arabian world, and the Israelis were shown to be weak and vulnerable.
The battle was soon rebranded — because of the counter Israeli-Western-
Arabian propaganda and its media sensationalism — from a symbol of hope
for freedom-loving and oppression-hating people in the area to a bloody
chapter in the inclement history of a palestinian movement that is better
known for the Munich massacre than for the Battle of Karamah.

280 one of their favorite media representatives, the saudi Adel al-Jubeir,a has
been assuring American officials, his awliyœ’, that the saudi government is
using the American declared war on terrorism to accelerate “law-enforce-
ment cooperation with the united states as well as saudi internal political,
educational, and religious reforms.” b Despite these efforts, the Zionist and
Israeli cheerleaders in Washington and the West say these saudi security
crackdowns have been temporary and that internal reform is “glacial”
(extremely gradual) at best. And to confuse the non-Qur’anic Muslims even
more, president Bush’s and now president obama’s administration officials
continue to be upbeat — at least in public — about saudi cooperation,
although members of the us Congress are furious about the unwillingness
of saudi officials to heed advance warnings that Western targets have
become the objective of freedom-loving Muslims whom they call “terror-
ists.” And what can be expected of these featherbrained officials in the King-
dom of saudi Arabia when Allah’s (Â) words are recited day and night in
every one of their masjids, “No, but Allah alone is your Superior Sustainer,
and He is the Best Supporter” (3:150).
       What will happen to these saudi jœhils if the strategies of the kœfirs are
put into high gear? How would they be willing to satisfy their Washington
superiors if, for example, the flow of saudi oil to the world was sabotaged by
a few well-placed bombs? These saudi Arabian officials have gone the dis-
tance in their nifœq, trying simultaneously to satisfy their kœfir superiors, by
implementing their orders, and some segments of the Islamic movement, by
giving financial support with self-serving strings attached. The contradic-
tion in giving loyalty to two masters is forcing this dishonest kingdom to face
its ugly image. It may now have to go to war with its own self to prove that
it really is — and always was — on the side of modern kufr against Islam. 

a      Adel al-Jubeir (1962–present) – became the saudi Arabian ambassador
to the united states in 2007, replacing prince Turki bin faisal. Before
that he was a foreign policy advisor to the current saudi king, Abdullah
bin Abdul Aziz, and from 1987–1991, he served as the special Assistant
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to then saudi ambassador to the us, prince Ban-
dar bin sultan. In 1991, he helped to establish the
Joint Information Bureau in Dhahran for the pur-
pose of engaging the media about operation
Desert storm. He has also served as a member of
the saudi delegation to the united Nations Gen-
eral Assembly and was a diplomatic fellow at the
Council on foreign relations from 1994–1995. With an MA from
Georgetown university in International relations (1984), he has
attended schools and universities in the us, the uK, Germany, yemen,
and lebanon. In the early 1990s, he became known in the Middle East
as “the ambassador to the Jews” when he escorted Abraham foxman,
National Director of the Anti-Defamation league (ADl), and other
American Jews to saudi Arabia.

b     richard leiby, Saudi Arabia’s Oil On Troubled Waters; Adel al-Jubeir 
       Tries to Smooth U.S. Relations. (Washington, DC: Washington 
       post, style (C) section, December 4, 2002), p. C1.

281 The saudi administrators prove by everything they do that they do not real-
ly consider Allah (Â) to be their Master and superior. As long as they are
only talking, instead of doing, their commitment to Islam and Muslims may
appear unshakeable; but mere speeches and lectures pale to insignificance
compared to the realities of the strategic agreements and military bases by
which they confirm their subordination to their American and Zionist allies.
The saudi spokesman Adel al-Jubeir comes across as an imbecile when he
tries to court the pleasure of his American superiors, apparently oblivious to
the fact that in this shrinking world, whenever he addresses his American
audience there are Muslims listening too — and he cannot please Allah
(Â) and the powers of this world at the same time. Among the most telling
of his statements is his acknowledgement of the massive problems with
saudi Arabia’s education system, and his assurance that reforms are under
way, including a program to remove anti-Jewish and anti-Christian diatribes
from textbooks. such is the confusion in saudi Arabia that there is no dis-
tinction between religious Jews and Christians and political Jews and Chris-
tians. Al-Jubeir and his ilk, on a moment’s notice from their script writers
and directors in Washington, may be willing to throw out the Qur’an alto-
gether, if that is what it takes to curry favor with their lords in Washington
and Tel Aviv. This is what happens when Muslims have functionaries who
are as detached from this Qur’an as are their superiors in Washington and
Tel Aviv. referring to preachers in the Kingdom who promote hatred, he
calls them nut cases. He admits that saudi money in the past had flowed to
some despicable characters overseas, but insists that the government of
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saudi Arabia is now determined to shrink the Islamic affairs sections at
saudi embassies and to monitor aid to Islamic charities.

282 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 119, (originally narrated by ‘Alø ibn Abø œ̌lib).

283 Ibid., (originally narrated by al-Óasan al-Baßrø).

284 philip Babcock Gove (editor), Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 
       of the English Language. (springfield, Massachusetts: Merriam-Webster, 
       1976), p. 2361.

285 The Global Terrorism Index 2003/2004 – published by the london-based
World Markets research Centre (WMrC), it ranked the united states as
the fourth most-likely country to face a major terror attack in 2004. Colom-
bia, in south America, led the list, followed by Israel, pakistan, the united
states, and the philippines. The report’s findings stated that although “net-
works of militant Islamist groups are less extensive in the us than in Western
Europe,” the united states’ role in Afghanistan and Iraq has exacerbated
anti-us sentiment. Key allies of the us also faced high threat levels, accord-
ing to the report. Britain, America’s closest ally, was considered most at risk
among European union nations; it was 10th on the list, tied with sri lanka.
other us allies that made the top 20 included Indonesia (7), russia (16), and
saudi Arabia and spain (tied at 19).a Criteria used to determine the rankings
included the motivation for “terror” organizations to mount an attack, the
extent to which these groups have a presence in the country, the scale of tar-
gets offered, the known capabilities of the groups present, and the skill of the
particular nation’s “security” services.
       Israel and Colombia were the only countries where the risk level was
considered extreme, though the nature of the threats to the two countries
differed. Colombia faced threats from two major leftist militant groups, a
widespread right-wing paramilitary rebellion, and massive narco-trafficking
that floods the country with money, arms, and corruption. The report point-
ed out that in the previous year, the largest Colombian rebel group, the rev-
olutionary Armed forces of Colombia, known by its spanish acronym
fArC,b has shifted its operations from large-scale rural combat to smaller
urban bombings and attacks. Israel, meanwhile, faces both internal and
external security threats and probably would have ranked higher than
Colombia if not for its Islamically-restrained opponents. Because of the con-
flict with palestinians residing in the Israeli-occupied West Bank and Gaza
strip, which has claimed so far almost 3,000 lives, Israel is the one target
that invites widespread animosity from the entire Muslim world.



World Markets research Centre, “Global Terrorism Index: key findings.
       (london, united Kingdom: guardian.co.uk website, August 18, 2003).
       http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2003/aug/18/alqaida.terrorism1

a      World markets Research Centre (WmRC) –
was a leading global provider of business-critical
information and was relied on by thousands of
executives in hundreds of multinational corpora-
tions, financial institutions, and governments across the world. In 1998,
it launched the world’s first same-day country analysis and risk assess-
ment service, covering 185 countries. WMrC provided analysis of mar-
ket conditions and key events around the world helping companies
assess risk, make informed decisions, and seize business opportunities in
their domestic and foreign markets. All of its outstanding common stock
was purchased by IHS Global Insight, Inc. in 2003, http://www.ihsglob-
alinsight.com/.

b     Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarios de
Colombia – ejército del Pueblo (FARC or
FARC-eP) – commonly translated into Eng-
lish as the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia – People’s Army (south America).
With 9,000–12,000 armed combatants, as
well as thousands more supporters mostly in the rural areas of Colombia,
it is also said to operate in Venezuela, panama, and Ecuador. The fArC
was established in 1964 by the Colombian Communist party to defend
what were then autonomous communist-controlled rural areas. It is
latin America’s oldest, largest, most capable, and
best-equipped insurgency of Marxist origin; it was
governed by a general secretariat led by longtime
leader manuel marulanda, who died in March,
2008 and was replaced by new commander in
chief, Alfonso Cano. It is a Marxist revolutionary
guerilla organization — the majority of whose
fighters are organized into a peasant army — that claims to represent
the interests of Columbia’s poor people against the wealthy classes, their
ties to American imperialism, and their control of Colombia’s natural
resources largely through foreign multinational corporations. oppo-
nents — mostly the us-backed proxy government in Colombia, the us
state Department, the Canadian Government, the New Zealand Gov-
ernment, and the European union — regard the fArC to be a violent
non-state actor and a terrorist organization, that primarily funds its
activities through ransoms for kidnappings and taxation of the illegal
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drug trade. They accuse it of carrying out serial bombings, murder, mor-
tar attacks, narcotrafficking, kidnapping, extortion, hijacking, and para-
military action against Colombian political, military, and economic
targets. on the other hand, there are others like Venezuelan president
Hugo Chåvez, who have publicly rejected fArC’s classification as a ter-
rorist organization, suggesting that it be officially recognized as a rival
political party by the Colombian Government, thereby indicating that
its grievances are legitimate.

286 atomic bomb – derives its
explosive force from nuclear
fission as a result of a neutron
chain reaction, developed in
the 1940s by the united states
into a “usable” weapon.
research began in the united
Kingdom (Britain) in 1940 and
was transferred to the us after
its entry into WWII the follow-
ing year. Known as the Man-
hattan project, the work was
carried out under the direction
of us physicist robert oppen-
heimer at los Alamos, New
Mexico. After one test explo-
sion, two atomic bombs were
dropped on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima (8-6-1945) and Nagasaki (8-9-
1945), each nominally equal to 200,000 tons of TNT (trinitro toluene).
Declassified us documents suggest that the us knew the Japanese surrender
was only days or hours away, because the us had already torched 85 Japan-
ese cities, the construction being mostly of wood, with an unrelenting fire-
bombing campaign; however, us president Harry s Truman gave the order
to drop the atomic bombs on the Japanese so as to scare Joseph stalin, then
ruler of the ussr, into not even thinking of occupying any other regional
territory. Those documents also indicate that oppenheimer’s first plan was
to explode the atomic bomb in the sky above the Japanese cities such that
when the population looked above at the blast, their retinas would be incin-
erated, driving them all blind. The ussr first detonated an atomic bomb in
1949 and the uK in 1952.

Hiroshima – an industrial city and port on the south coast of Honshu,
Japan, destroyed by the first wartime use of an atomic bomb. The city has
been largely rebuilt since the WWII; the population in 2007 was estimated
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to be 1.6 million. Toward the end of the war, the city was utterly devastated
by the united states atomic bomb; more than 4 mi2 (10 km2) was obliterat-
ed. Civilian, non-combatant casualties totaled at least 137,000 out of a pop-
ulation of 343,000 in 1945; 78,150 were found dead, others died later in an
agonizing slow death. 

Nagasaki – an industrial port (coal,
iron, shipbuilding) on Kyushu island,
Japan; as of 2009, the population was
estimated to be 446,000. Nagasaki was
the only Japanese port open to Euro-
pean trade from the 16th century until
1859. The united states government
dropped an atomic bomb on this non-
military target three days after doing
the same on Hiroshima. of Nagasaki’s
population of 212,000 in 1945, 73,884
innocent Japanese civilians were
instantly incinerated, and 76,796 injured, many of whom died through
painful stages. The immediate body count did not take into consideration
the long-term victims of radiation poisoning and subsequent birth defects.
The rate of congenitally deformed children per 1,000 births in Iraq — due
to the use of depleted uranium bombs — now exceeds the same rate in Japan
at the end of WWII and its aftermath.

287 listen further to the way they purvey their weapons of mass disinformation.
They ask: is the war on terrorism only about terrorism? And they answer: of
course not. on a deeper level, they say, the war on terrorism is about the ide-
ologies that use terrorism in an attempt to end the democratic experiment
that began in 1776 (independence year of the us) and that has so far spread
to more than 150 countries. Most of those ideologies are “jihadist” — heirs
to Nazism and communism but with an Islamist bent. The most important of
these ideologies are Khomeinism, Wahhœbism, bin ladenism, Qu†bism, and
Mawd¥dism. All seek to force “infidels” out of the Middle East and to recon-
quer lands that the jihadists insist have been stolen. The ranting of the opin-
ion-makers of kufr goes on: jihadist ideology has been behind virtually every
terrorist blow inflicted on the united states — from the Hizbullah bombing
of the us Marine barracks and embassy in Beirut (1983), to the first attack
on the World Trade Center (1993), to the bombing of us troops in the Kho-
bar Towers in saudi Arabia (1996), to the attacks on the us embassies in
Kenya and Tanzania (1998), to the attack on the uss Cole off the coast of
yemen (2000), to al-Qaeda’s magnum opus on september 11, 2001.
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288 eliot A. Cohen (1955–present) – currently serving as professor and director
of the strategic studies program at the John’s Hopkins school of Advanced
International studies. He is a leading neocon member of the project for the
New American Century. In the George W. Bush administration, he served
as counselor to the us state Department under secretary Condoleezza rice
from 2007 to 2009, replacing philip Zelikow, who was earlier appointed
executive director of the 9/11 commission.

Robert James Woolsey Jr. (1941–present) – headed the
CIA from 1993–1995 during the first part of the Bill Clin-
ton administration in the united states. Along with
richard perle (head of the Defense policy Board in the
George W. Bush administration), George shultz (us sec-
retary of state during the reagan administration), Martin
peretz (chairman of the New Republic magazine), Mor-
timer Zuckerman (publisher of the US News and World
Report magazine), and Henry Kissinger (us secretary of state in the Nixon
administration), he is currently a member of the board of advisors of the
Washington Institute for Near East policy (WINEp), a neocon think tank
that focuses on developing us policy for the Islamic East. He is also a found-
ing member of the set America free coalition, a patron of the Henry Jack-
son society in the uK, another neocon think tank, and a member of the
advisory board for united Against Nuclear Iran. like his neocon friend,
Eliot Cohen, Woolsey is also a member of the project for the New American
Century (pNAC), which advocated the us invasion of Iraq and the
removal of saddam Hussein as early as 1998. Immediately after the 9/11
incident, Woolsey and the other neocons, seeing this as the opportune crisis
to launch their wars of aggression into majority Muslim countries, started
talking up the idea that Iraq was complicit in the attacks on the World Trade
Center and the pentagon. His prominence in championing perpetual war
against a faceless enemy leads one to doubt his sincerity in participating with
the anti-war protestors of the 1960s. or is it possible that even at that time,
he was a government intelligence agent spying on the activities of “subver-
sives” and leftists, while posing as a vocal supporter, in order to hone his cre-
dentials for the positions he would subsequently occupy?

289 The reality is very different: for years American and Israeli intelligence serv-
ices have known all about the marginal forces in Muslim countries capable
of such violence. september 11, 2001, came after almost one year of an
Islamic palestinian intifœ∂a∆ that had brought Islamic activism back to the
attention of the intelligence services of kufr. Throughout the 1980s and
1990s the CIA and Mossad had infiltrated the Islamic fabric of Afghanistan,
al-Qaeda, and probably other places.a It is unbelievable that after several
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years of the “war on terror,” the shadowy world of the intelligence super-
secret operations are no nearer to declaring the us safe from attack. Instead
they still talk of the need to protect America from an Armageddon scenario
planned by Muslims somewhere beyond their reach. In fact if any such ter-
rorism happens these intelligence agencies will probably know of it well in
advance. These Mossad and CIA functionaries, supported by their Arabian
cohorts, continue to wage war against Islam in the name of Islam.

a      lukery, Bombshell: Bin Laden Worked for US Till 9/11. (Imperial Beach, 
               CA: World News Daily Information Clearing House, July 31, 2009).
              http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article23173.htm

Cold War (1947–1991) – when the us and the ussr emerged as the dom-
inant military powers after WWII, they began to face off against each other
in an ideological battle to create spheres of influence around the world. This
ideological struggle of capitalism versus communism is characterized as a
“cold” war because there was no direct exchange of fire or bombardment
between the world’s first two nuclear powers; thus the major battle for hearts
and minds, at least in the limited sphere of interaction between the two
countries, was mostly political, economic, and academic. It was thought that
any heightened provocation, such as the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, could
lead to a nuclear war that would not only destroy both countries, but also a
good portion of the earth. In practice, however, the staging areas for the
“hot” war, complete with the use of chemical, biological, and conventional
weapons, between the us and the ussr were other non-European coun-
tries such as the Koreas, Vietnam, and many countries in Africa, latin
America, and the Islamic East — where all tolled, tens of millions of inno-
cent people lost their lives, millions more were dislocated, the local
economies were ravaged, and despotic ruling classes were installed into
proxy political apparatuses that presented themselves either as anti-commu-
nist or anti-American. In all of these “other” countries, where new weapons
systems were tested on live human subjects and where intelligence opera-
tions of all types mushroomed, the communist and the capitalist versions of
secularism tried to prove which system of governance was more fit to com-
mand the allegiance of the rest of the world. 
       Within this cold war scenario, the world was divided into three cate-
gories: the First World (under us influence or us security umbrella), the
Second World (under ussr influence or soviet security umbrella), and the
Third or Non-aligned World, which officially had no security agreement with
either camp, but in practice was coerced into aligning with either the capi-
talist or communist bloc. The first World typically referred to those coun-
tries that were capitalist, highly industrialized, with the most advanced
economies, with the highest standard of living, and with the most advanced
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technology. The first World included the NATo member states — the
usA, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, france, Germany (West), Greece, Ice-
land, Italy, luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, portugal, spain (since
1982), Turkey,b and the united Kingdom; us-aligned states — Israel, Japan,
and Korea (south); former British colonies — Australia, south Africa,c and
New Zealand; and more or less industrialized capitalist countries that had
adopted us-inspired forms of representation and American culture — Aus-
tria, Ireland, sweden, and switzerland.
       The second World typically referred to the former communist-socialist,
industrial states in the so-called Eastern bloc, and China. The Eastern bloc
included the Warsaw pact (the communist analog to NATo) countries —
the ussr (russia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyr-
gyzstan, latvia, lithuania, Estonia, Moldova, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,
ukraine, and uzbekistan), Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Germany
(East), Hungary, poland, and romania; yugoslavia (Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina, Croatia, Macedonia, and serbia); and Cuba.
       finally, the Third World referred to all the other countries in the world,
typically alluding to under-developed or developing nations in Asia, Africa,
latin America, and the Islamic East. A map of the outdated three-world
model, which had little meaning after the collapse of communism and
which will gradually be relegated to a few pages in history books as capital-
ism continues to implode, is shown below.

b      Even though Turkey is the only Muslim majority member of NATo, it
has never really been perceived to be a member of the “first” world, which
is basically a Euro-American, Judeo-Christian club. Turkey’s odyssey
around admission into the Eu, pope Benedict XVI’s comments on how
Turkey does not belong to the Christian-Hellenistic culture of Europe,
and the roadblocks thrown in Turkey’s way by former and current Euro-
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pean heads of state, are all indicative of the fact that Turkey is an outsider
when it comes to what is considered to be the “West.” 

c      During the Cold War, south Africa was an anomaly in that the white
descendants of European occupiers (the British and the Dutch) always
lived as if they were part of the first World, whereas the vast majority of
the native, indigenous African peoples in the country suffered under some
of the worst third-world conditions on earth.

290 The whole letter, reproduced below, appeared as an advertisement in the
Washington post, News (A) section, on september 10, 2002. It can also be
found at the saudi us Embassy archives (http://www.saudiembassy.net
/archive/2002/press/page18.aspx):

The president
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. president:

on the eve of the first anniversary of the terrorist attacks against the Amer-
ican people, I take the opportunity to renew to you and the families of the
victims and indeed the entire American nation, the sincere condolences
and sympathy of the saudi people and myself.
       As long as I live, I shall never forget the horrible scenes of carnage, the
raging fires, the smoke that covered the horizon, and the innocent people
who jumped out of windows in their attempt to escape. on that fateful day,
the whole world stood with the American people in unprecedented solidar-
ity that made no distinction as to race, religion or language.
       It was the perverted hope of the perpetrators of this heinous crime that
they could bring humiliation to and terrorize the American nation. But the
brave people of the united states of America, whose greatness lies in the
strength of its brave sons and daughters in facing adversity, and which is
enriched by their remarkable achievements, all of this will make them ever
stronger than the designs of the evildoers. Instead of being terrorized by this
catastrophe, they became more steadfast and determined.
       The target of the terrorists who engineered this crime was humanity at
large. They hoped that this outrageous act would incite and ignite bloody
strife among different faiths and civilizations. But their evil was turned
against them, for all humanity united to fight terrorism, and wise voices
from all corners of the world arose to echo your declaration that terrorism
has no religion or nationality; that it is pure evil, condemned and abhorred
by all religions and cultures.
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       Mr. president, we in saudi Arabia felt an especially great pain at the real-
ization that a number of young saudi citizens had been enticed and deluded
and their reasoning subverted to the degree of denying the tolerance that
their religion embraced, and turning their backs on their homeland, which
has always stood for understanding and moderation. They allowed them-
selves to be used as a tool to do great damage to Islam, a religion they
espoused, and to all Muslims. They also aimed at causing considerable harm
to the historic and strong relationship between the American people and the
people of saudi Arabia. I would like to make it clear that true Muslims all
over the world will never allow a minority of deviant extremists to speak in
the name of Islam and distort its spirit of tolerance. your friends in the King-
dom of saudi Arabia denounced and condemned the september 11 attacks
as strongly as did the American people. We, like you, are convinced that
nothing can ever justify the shedding of innocent blood or the taking of lives
and the terrorizing of people, regardless of whatever cause or motive. There-
fore, we do not simply reiterate sincere and true condolences to the relatives
of the victims, but assure all of our continued will and determination to do
our utmost to combat this malignant evil and uproot it from our world.
       The Kingdom of saudi Arabia continues to stand solidly against terror-
ism. We shall act, independently as well as collectively, with the us-led
coalition to wage a fierce and merciless war against the terrorists in order to
eradicate this deadly disease that threatens all societies.
       In conclusion, I would like to say to you, my dear friend, that God
Almighty, in His wisdom, tests the faithful by allowing such calamities to
happen. But He, in His mercy, also provides us with the will and determina-
tion, generated by faith, to enable us to transform such tragedies into great
achievements, and crises that seem debilitating are transformed into oppor-
tunities for the advancement of humanity. I only hope that, with your coop-
eration and leadership, a new world will emerge out of the rubble of the
World Trade Center: a world that is blessed by the virtues of freedom, peace,
prosperity and harmony.

sincerely,
Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al-saud
Crown prince, Deputy prime Minister,
       and Commander of the National Guard

Jeddah, 10 september 2002 AD
3 rajab 1423 Hijra

‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abd al-‘Azøz Œl Sa‘¥d (1924–present) – commonly referred
to as Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz Al-saud, he is the fifth of 37 sons of the late
founder of modern saudi Arabia, ‘Abd al-‘Azøz ibn ‘Abd al-ra˙mœn Œl
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sa‘¥d, to become king. officially, he acceded to the
throne when his half-brother King fahd died in 2005;
unofficially he has been the de facto ruler of the coun-
try since 1996 when fahd suffered a stroke and was no
longer able to discharge his duties. He also serves as the
prime minister, the commander of the saudi National
Guard, and the president of the High Council for
petroleum and Minerals. In a bid to show that “Islam is an accommodating
religion,” King Abdullah sponsored a “sincere dialogue between believers
from all religions” in Madrid, spain (2008). After ruling the country for over
14 years, he has not felt the need to sponsor an “intrafaith” dialogue
between sunnøs and shø‘øs; rather he has tried to exacerbate sectarian ten-
sions among Muslims, specifically in lebanon, Iraq, Afghanistan, and pak-
istan, while appeasing those he considers to be Ahl al-Kitœb in Washington
and Tel Aviv. According to forbes list of the world’s richest royals, Abdullah
is reputed to have a personal fortune of $17 billion (http://
www.forbes.com/2009/06/17/monarchs-wealth-scandal-business-billion-
aires-richest-royals_slide_5.html).

291 George W. Bush – see endnote 129 in Volume 3.

292 Adel al-Jubeir, Verifying all the facts; Middle East coverage not always credible.
       (Washington, DC: Washington Times, News section, May 6, 2003).

293 Ibid.

294 Ibid.

other statements from top us public officials: 
In November 2001, us secretary of state Colin powell stated, “saudi Arabia
has been prominent among the countries acting against the accounts of ter-
rorist organizations.” one year later, in November 2002, he reinforced this
point in the following statement, “We cooperate with saudi Arabia at many
different levels — law enforcement, intelligence exchange, picking up people
who have been involved or are suspected to be involved in terrorist activity,
in sharing information with the law enforcement activities and intelligence
agencies of both governments — and I have no reason to believe that saudi
Arabia is not committed to the campaign against terrorism.”a

a      Ibid., Adel al-Jubeir.

295 In its untiring efforts to prove itself on the wrong side of the Qur’an and the
wrong side of history, and to show evidence that it is hero-worshipping the
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kœfirs, the medieval saudi ruling class is not short on providing confirmation
of its true convictions. facing a public relations crisis in the united states,
the saudi embassy in Washington announced in the spring of 2003 a nation-
wide advertising campaign to portray saudi Arabia as a victim of extremists
and as a reliable ally in president Bush’s war on terrorism. “Despite all of the
attention we have received, few people know what saudi Arabia looks like
or appreciate how far we have come in the last 30 years,” saudi ambassador
prince Bandar bin sultan said in a statement, announcing the campaign.
“We are a modern nation with normal people living normal lives.” a The
campaign was largely a response to mounting accusations in the us, despite
the statements cited above, that saudi Arabia had hindered investigations
into terrorist activities and funnelled money into organizations that spon-
sored “suicide bombings” and other attacks against civilians. Almost every
time the saudis or the attacks on the World Trade Center and pentagon are
mentioned in the media, people are reminded that 15 of the 19 alleged
hijackers in the 9/11 attacks were saudis. 
       prince Bandar asserted saudi Arabia also is the victim of terrorism, cit-
ing bombings in riyadh and elsewhere in Arabia. “The terrorists responsible
for the recent tragedies in riyadh reminded us that there are no distinctions
to race, religion or nationality in such horrific acts,” he said. “We are in the
same boat, and we must work together to destroy them.”b

       How true! And what a beautiful tafsør of these œyœt; the shallow Muslim
rulers and their cunning kœfir superiors are truly in the same boat. prince
Bandar said his government is a strong ally in the war on terrorism. “The
level of cooperation between the united states and saudi Arabia is
described by law-enforcement authorities in both countries as excellent,” he
said.c The embassy said the advertisements will run in the top 25 media mar-
kets during the summer of 2003. “These ads are one way of telling the Amer-
ican people about saudi Arabia,” prince Bandar said. “over the past 30
years, the kingdom has made tremendous progress in all areas. Currently,
there are big changes going on in saudi Arabia, and we want Americans to
know about them.”d

a      Barbara ferguson, Saudi Arabia Launches New PR Campaign in US.
       (Jeddah, saudi Arabia: Arab News, June 11, 2003).
       http://archive.arabnews.com/?page=4&section=0&article=
       27274&d=11&m=6&y=2003

b     Author unknown, The Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia launches new ads. 
       (Washington, DC: saudi Embassy press release, June 9, 2003).
       http://www.saudiembassy.net/archive/2003/press/page52.aspx

c      Ibid.
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d     Ibid.

296 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Cairo, Egypt: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø, 1401AH), p. 709.

297 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 125.

298 Ibid., p. 126.

299 ‘Abdullœh ibn mas‘¥d (died 33 or 34AH) – a companion of Allah’s prophet
(r), who was among the first to affirm his Islam. He held administrative and
diplomatic duties in the administrations of ‘umar ibn al-Kha††œb and ‘uth-
mœn ibn ‘Affœn, but eventually broke with the latter. As one of the most pro-
lific transmitters of the hadith, especially via the narrators of K¥fa∆ where he
settled, he is especially recognized for his traditions on the interpretation of
the Qur’an, having been present for many revelations. His career and reputa-
tion were marked by his humble bedouin origins, personal loyalty to the
prophet (r), and subsequent conflict with the Makkan ruling class.

Ibn Mas‘¥d’s quote:
Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 127.

300 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 127, (originally narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs).

301 Ibid., p. 128, (originally recorded by al-Bukhœrø in the chapter on maghœzø).

302 Ibid., p. 129.

303 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 129.

304 Ibid., pp. 129–130.
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305 Ibid., p. 140.

306 Ibid., pp. 140–141.

307 Ibid., p. 141.

308 Ibid.

309 Ibid.

310 Ibid., (originally cited in Tafsør Ibn Kathør).

311 Narrated by ‘umar ibn al-Kha††œb and recorded by Imams A˙mad ibn Han-
bal, al-Nisœ’ø, and Ibn Mœjah.

312 guerilla war – irregular soldiers fighting in a small unofficial unit, typically
against an established or occupying power, and engaging in sabotage,
ambush, and the like, rather than in organized pitched battles against an
opposing army. Guerilla tactics have been employed both by resistance
armies in wartime and in peacetime by national liberation groups and mili-
tant political radicals.  

313 mutiny – organized act of disobedience or defiance of commanding officers
by two or more members of the armed services. In some naval and military
laws, mutiny has always been regarded as one of the most serious of crimes,
punishable in wartime by death.

314 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Kuwait: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø), p. 723, (narrated by Bakr ibn ‘Abdillœh).

315 Ibid.

316 Narrated by rufœ‘a∆ al-Zarqø and recorded by al-Haythamø, A˙mad ibn
Hanbal, and al-Nisœ’ø.
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317 In the beginning of a 1989 essay entitled The End of History? which he later
expanded into the book, The End of History and the Last Man (1992),a Yoshi-
hiro Francis Fukuyama (1952–present) made the following statement, 

The triumph of the West, of the Western idea, is evident first of all
in the total exhaustion of viable systematic alternatives to Western
liberalism. In the past decade, there have been unmistakable
changes in the intellectual climate of the world’s two largest com-
munist countries, and the beginnings of significant reform move-
ments in both. But this phenomenon extends beyond high politics
and it can be seen also in the ineluctable spread of consumerist
Western culture in such diverse contexts as the peasants’ markets
and color television sets now omnipresent throughout China, the
cooperative restaurants and clothing stores opened in the past year
in Moscow, the Beethoven piped into Japanese department stores,
and the rock music enjoyed alike in prague, rangoon, and Tehran.

What we may be witnessing is not just the end of the Cold
War, or the passing of a particular period of postwar history, but the
end of history as such: that is, the end point of mankind’s ideolog-
ical evolution and the universalization of Western liberal democra-
cy as the final form of human government. …for the victory of
liberalism has occurred primarily in the realm of ideas or conscious-
ness and is as yet incomplete in the real or material world. But
there are powerful reasons for believing that it is the ideal that will
govern the material world in the long run.b

       on a biographical note, fukuyama received his
phD in government from Harvard university, studying
under samuel p. Huntington among others. later, he
was an analyst at the rAND Corporation and then
served as a deputy director of the us state Depart-
ment’s policy planning staff. He was a key contributer
to the formulation of the reagan Doctrine (a strategy
implemented by the us to counter the global influence of the soviet union
in the last years of the Cold War), and thus contributed to the influential
position of neoconservative ideas in the foreign policy of future administra-
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tions, both Democratic as well as republican. since 1997, he was active in
the project for the New American Century, recommending to both presi-
dents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush to pursue a policy of forced regime
change in Iraq. In 2003, he began to distance himself from the neoconserv-
ative agenda, calling for Defense secretary rumsfeld’s resignation, and in
2006, he identified neoconservatism with leninism, which he claimed was
a Bolshevik tragedy. fukuyama endorsed Barack obama for president of the
united states in 2008.

a      francis fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man. (New york, 
       New york: Avon Books, Inc., 1992).

b     francis fukuyama, The End of History? (Wes Jones website, 1989).
       http://www.wesjones.com/eoh.htm#source

318 Tiananmen Square – a large city square in Beijing, people’s republic of
China named after the Tiananmen Gate (literally, Gate of Heavenly Peace)
to the forbidden City. It is the site of many significant ancient and current
events of great political and cultural significance, the most recent of which
was the 1989 student protests calling for greater transparency and liberalism
in the structure of the government. The protest movement lasted seven
weeks before government forces cracked down on the students, killing an
estimated 400–800 unarmed demonstrators, while also sacrificing 50 soldiers
in the confrontation.

319 peter Gay wrote two volumes on the interpretation of the subject:
peter Gay, The Enlightenment: The Rise of Modern Paganism (Volume 1).
       (New york, New york: W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1966).

peter Gay, The Enlightenment: The Science of Freedom (Volume 2). (New 
       york, New york: W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1969).

320 American Revolution – took place during the American revolutionary
War (1775–1783). Along with the french revolution, which occurred
around the same time, these two were the first consciously secular forms of
government that were born from the birth pangs of the Enlightenment in
Europe. The American revolution started when the 13 European colonies
in what is now the northeastern united states decided to secede from
British sovereignty over the territories to establish self rule. By formulating
their own provincial governments, the 13 colonies rejected the British par-
liament as they were allowed no representation therein but still had to pay
taxes to the crown. In order to bring the recalcitrant colonists under their
control again, the British sent combat troops across the Atlantic. However,
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as the revolutionary war began, the 13 colonies agreed to jointly defend
themselves against British aggression, thereby giving birth to the united
states of America, which declared its independence from Britain on July 4,
1776, repudiating the monarchy and severing all ties with it. The British for-
mally abandoned any claims to the new united states with the Treaty of
paris in 1783. 
       Among the achievements of the revolution were the preference of a
republican form of government (over oligarchy or monarchy) that would
respond to the “will of the people;” the incorporation of certain natural
rights, codified in the Bill of rights, into the new constitution according to
the Enlightenment view of liberalism; and the balancing of a strong national
government with broad personal liberties. 
       What of course is left unsaid in this history is how the original 13
colonies came to be “established” in the new world. In the same way Israel
has occupied and squatted upon the land of the palestinians, the European
settlers/squatters did with the native American population, which was never
compensated for its land and which was gradually pushed by rapid American
westward expansion toward the pacific until it was altogether exterminated
or confined to “reservations.” Throughout the revolutionary period and for
scores of years later, the native Americans as well as the imported African
slave population had no representation, and no natural, civil, or human
rights; thus their collective will had no bearing on or belonging to the so-
called “will of the people.” Both were not even considered to be completely
human until perhaps 100 years after the declaration of independence from
the British Empire.

French Revolution (1789–1799) – inspired by the intellectual ferment com-
ing out of the Enlightenment, it is considered to be the quintessential secu-
lar departure from all previous forms of monarchical governance either
loosely or more directly tied to the dogma of the Church. It started as a
revolt by the Third Estate (commoners) against the privileged classes: the
first and second Estates (the clergy and the nobility, respectively). The
revolt was not only a mass protest (march on Versailles that forced the roy-
alty to move back to paris), but also a paramilitary (assault on the Bastille,
a fortress-prison in paris) and ideological (the passage of the Declaration of
the rights of Man and of the Citizen) affair. In a major turnover of previous
french history, the french monarchy was replaced by a republic in 1792 and
in the following year, the most visible reminder of the monarchy, King louis
XVI, was publicly guillotined. This sparked Maximilien robespierre’s reign
of Terror (1793–1794) in which somewhere between 16,000–40,000 people
were killed, and which ended with robespierre’s execution.
      The revolution brought about a tremendous shift in the exercise of
power from the roman Catholic Church — throne and altar were regard-
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ed by many to be highly interdependent — to the secular state. Before the
revolution, the Church had been the largest single landholder in the
french kingdom; however, in 1789, all Church property was declared to be
at the disposal of the new nation-state and was then sold off to the highest
private bidder in an effort to raise revenue for the interim government. In
1790, all religious orders were dissolved, and monks and nuns were encour-
aged to return to private life. later in the same year, the Civil Constitu-
tion of the Clergy was passed, making the remaining clergy employees of
the state, rather than subservients to the authority of the Church in rome.
During the reign of Terror, the state initiated a massive effort to de-Chris-
tianize the population by massacring priests, razing churches, replacing
Christian holy days with civic festivals, and destroying religious symbols of
all kinds throughout france. on an ideological level, the state started to
favor the Cult of reason over the Church. Near the end of the revolution,
the commoners became disillusioned with the state’s ferocious de-Chris-
tianization programs, resisting and often killing the revolutionary guards.
But by this time the damage had already been done; insofar as the new
determinants of social policy, a momentum was created that would ulti-
mately culminate in the formal separation of church and state in 1905,
much as the American revolutionaries had done earlier in the formulation
of the us Constitution.
       The emergence of secular republics, liberal democracies, and ideological
rationalizations that sustain these forms of governance as the ideal forms of
representation can all trace their origins to the french revolution.

321 St. Augustine – refer to endnote 28 in Volume 4.

St. Thomas Aquinas – refer to endnote 95 in Volume 3.

322 James mill (1773–1836) – scottish philosopher and politi-
cal thinker who developed the theory of utilitarianism. He is
remembered in the West for his political articles, and for
the rigorous education he gave his son John stuart Mill.
Born near Montrose, Mill moved to london 1802. Associ-
ated for most of his working life with the East India Com-
pany, he wrote a vast History of British India 1817–1818.
He was one of the founders of university College, london, together with his
friend and fellow utilitarian Jeremy Bentham.

Joseph Schumpeter (1883–1950) – us economist and sociologist. In Capi-
talism, Socialism and Democracy (1942) he contended that Western capital-
ism, impelled by its very success, was evolving into a form of socialism
because firms would become increasingly large and their managements
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increasingly divorced from ownership, while social
trends were undermining the traditional motives for
entrepreneurial accumulation of wealth. schumpeter
was born in Moravia, now the Czech republic, and
migrated to the us in 1932. He was deeply interested
in mathematics, and he took part in the founding of
the Econometric society in 1930. His writings estab-
lished him in the West as an authority on economic theory as well as the his-
tory of economic thought. Among other standard reference works, he wrote
the History of Economic Analysis (1954), published posthumously.

John Stuart mill (1806–1873) – English philosopher
and economist who wrote On Liberty (1859), the classic
philosophical defense of liberalism, and Utilitarianism
(1863), a version of the “greatest happiness for the
greatest number” principle in ethics. His progressive
views inspired On the Subjection of Women (1869). He
was born in london, the son of James Mill. In 1822 he
entered the East India Company, where he remained until retiring in 1858.
In 1826, as described in his autobiography (1873), he passed through a men-
tal crisis; he found his father’s bleakly intellectual utilitarianism emotionally
unsatisfying and abandoned it for a more human philosophy influenced by
Coleridge. In Utilitarianism, he states that actions are right if they bring
about happiness and wrong if they bring about the reverse of happiness. On
Liberty moved away from the utilitarian notion that individual liberty was
necessary for economic and governmental efficiency and advanced the clas-
sical defense of individual freedom as the mark of a mature society and a
value in and of itself; this change can be traced in the later editions of Prin-
ciples of Political Economy (1848). He sat in parliament as a radical
1865–1868 and introduced a motion for women’s suffrage. His philosophical
and political writings include A System of Logic (1843) and Considerations on
Representative Government (1861).

Paul Tillich (1886–1965) – prussian born us theolo-
gian. In 1929 he was appointed professor of philosophy
at the university of frankfurt, a post from which he was
removed by the Nazis. He arrived in the us in 1933 and
served as professor of theology at the union Theological
seminary 1933–1955, Harvard university 1955–1962,
and the university of Chicago 1962–1965. Tillich
received his phD from the university of Breslau in 1911. ordained a pastor
in the Evangelical lutheran Church in 1912, he served as a chaplain during
World War I.
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323 James Madison, The Federalist No. 10: The Utility of the Union as a Safeguard 
       Against Domestic Faction and Insurrection (continued). (New york, New 
       york: The Daily Advertiser, November 22, 1787).
       http://www.constitution.org/fed/federa10.htm

324 Thucydides (460–400BCE) – Athenian aristocratic historian of the pelopon-
nesian War. Though said to be scrupulously accurate in his narrative of events,
he is not altogether unprejudiced. Exiled for 20 years in the North Aegean
Islands (424BCE) by the democracy for military incompetence, he was consis-
tently critical of the democratic system and its leaders in the war years.

Pericles (495–429BCE) – Athenian general and statesman of the aristocratic
Alcmaeonid family, who presided over the “Golden Age” of Athens, and
was virtually its uncrowned king (443–429BCE). politically a radical, he
helped push through the constitutional reforms that brought about full
Athenian democracy (462–461BCE). A staunch opponent of sparta, he
sparked the peloponnesian War (431–404BCE) due to his unremitting hos-
tility for spartans and their allies. renowned for his oratory, his Funeral
Speech (430BCE), as recorded by Thucydides, is an impassioned apologia for
Athens’ democratic principles and system of government.

325 Jean Jacques rousseau (G.D.H. Cole, translator), The Social Contract and the 
       Discourses. (New york, New york: random House, Inc., 1993) p. 271.
       http://www.constitution.org/jjr/socon_04.htm

326 John stuart Mill, Considerations On Representative Government. (New york,
       New york: BiblioBazaar, 2007), p. 100.
       http://www.constitution.org/jsm/rep_gov.htm

327 John Jay, The Federalist No. 2: Concerning Dangers from Foreign Force and 
       Influence. (New york, New york: The Independent Journal, 
       october 31, 1787).
       http://www.constitution.org/fed/federa02.htm

328 Mu˙ammad Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Khœtam al-Nabøyøn, Volume 2. (Kuwait: Dœr 
       al-fikr al-‘Arabø), p. 698, (originally narrated by Ab¥ al-Aswad and 
       recorded by al-Bayhaqø).

329 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 146 (originally cited by al-Wœqidø).
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330 sayyid Qu†b, Fø ¸ilœl al-Qur’œn, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-shur¥q, 
       1405AH), 11th ed., p. 507–508.

331 Ibid., p. 508, (originally recorded in Ía˙ø˙ al-Bukhœrø).

332 cystic fibrosis – a “widespread” genetically determined disorder affecting
mucous secretions in many parts of the body, which become thickened and
viscid (gluey). The consequent blockage of mucus-secreting small ducts
causes small cystic swellings behind the sites of blockage. It causes damage
to some major organs including the lungs, liver, and pancreas, and it results
in obstructions in the alimentary tract.

hemophilia – an inherited disorder of blood coagulation, resulting from a
deficiency in one of the proteins responsible for normal blood clotting. This
is the antihemophilic factor (AHf, or factor VIII), which is normally pro-
duced by the liver and circulates in the blood. The gene responsible is 
X-linked, so the condition is transmitted by the mother and reveals itself in
the sons. There is a 50% chance of a mother carrying the disease transmit-
ting it to her sons, and a 50% chance of her daughter becoming a carrier. It
causes recurrent bleeding after minor trauma, mainly into joints. Damaged
joints result in deformity and crippling. Bleeding can be ameliorated by giv-
ing fresh plasma which contains factor VIII, or by giving a concentrated
form of the factor prepared from freshly donated blood. A milder but similar
condition called Christmas disease, or hemophilia B, arises in males and
females deficient in another clotting factor, factor IX.

Rh disease – a complication of pregnancy in which the red blood cell types
of the pregnant woman are incompatible with the fetus she is carrying. on
their surface red blood cells are covered by antigens, structural markers that
give the cells a distinct immunological identity. All the red blood cells in a
person’s body have the same surface antigens, but these surface markers dif-
fer from person to person. When a woman is exposed to blood that is unlike
her own (most commonly as a result of the passage of fetal red blood cells
across the placenta or from a blood transfusion), she develops antibodies to
destroy the foreign blood in her circulation as part of a normal immune
response. Called Rh disease because it was first studied in rhesus monkeys,
this incompatibility most commonly occurs when a woman lacks the D anti-
gen in her red blood cells (“rh negative”) and carries a fetus with the D
antigen (“rh positive”). However, there are dozens of other, less common
blood cell antigens that can cause the same clinical problems.The antibod-
ies produced persist for life and, during pregnancy, can cross the placenta
and destroy fetal red blood cells if they are positive for the antigen that
caused the original immune reaction. This results in fetal anemia, ranging
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from only mild to severe anemia, in which hydrops fetalis (an accumulation
of fluids throughout the fetal body) or even fetal death occurs.
       Women who are rh sensitized are usually identified by routine testing
for red blood cell antibodies during early pregnancy. If they are present, the
amount of antibody is determined; if they are below a certain level (usually 1
to 8), then it is not likely that the fetus is severely anemic. If the level of anti-
body is above this threshold, the severity of fetal anemia must be more closely
evaluated. usually, the extent of the anemia is indirectly estimated by ana-
lyzing amniotic fluid obtained by amniocentesis. In some cases, the fetal red
blood cell count is measured directly by drawing blood from the umbilical
cord in a procedure like amniocentesis known as umbilical cord blood sam-
pling. If testing indicates that the fetus is severely anemic and if the pregnan-
cy is not close enough to term to permit a safe delivery, a transfusion is
performed. The transfusion is done by injecting rh negative red blood cells
into the fetal abdomen or directly into the fetus’s blood stream by way of the
umbilical cord. The procedure is repeated at regular intervals until delivery. 
       fortunately, rh disease can largely be prevented by giving rh negative
pregnant women an injection of rh immune globulin at about 28 weeks of
gestation and at any time during pregnancy or after delivery (if the baby is
rh positive). 

muscular dystrophy – a genetically determined group of disorders in which
muscles undergo progressive degeneration and increase of fibrous tissue
(fibrosis). The nervous system is not involved. The condition appears early
in life, and causes symmetrical weakness and wasting of groups of muscles,
such as those of the lower limbs, shoulder, girdle, and face. In one form of
the disease (Duchenne type), the muscle cell membrane lacks a specific pro-
tein (dystrophin), which normally prevents the muscle structure from being
destroyed by its own contractions.

Tay-Sachs disease – a rare inherited disorder in which an abnormal accu-
mulation of lipid occurs in the brain, causing mental deficiency and blind-
ness in infancy. The condition is named after British ophthalmologist
Warren Tay (1843–1929), who described cherry-red spots in the retinas of
affected children, and us neurologist Bernard sachs (1858–1944). This dis-
ease is predominant among Jews.

333 The modern scientific jœhiløya∆, long ago divorced from scriptural input, pro-
pelled by its secular philosophies, has formulated criteria for male infertility
according to which the use of artificial insemination by a donor is held to be
justified. These criteria are irreversible lack of sperm from childhood or as a
result of disease, radiation, chemotherapy or sterilization; insufficient quan-
tities of sperm or severe sperm malformation; and other forms of uncor-
rectable impotence.
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       After this conflict with human nature, the scientific spirit in the West
moves on. Any couple that applies for artificial insemination must be care-
fully studied to ascertain that no other solution to their problem — namely
infertility, childlessness — is available. Both partners must agree in writing
to receive sperm from a donor, and the man must also sign that he under-
takes to recognize the resultant child as his own. In the parallel Arabian
society a man’s word and a tribe’s tradition was their honor; they needed no
signatures. otherwise, what we see today is a repeat performance of ‘Œ’isha∆’s
summary of sexual practice in Arabia before Islam.
       The scientifically “sanitized” version of sexual hybridization institution-
ally chooses the biological father with great caution so as to winnow out
those with faulty health, hereditary diseases, and poor fertility. By contrast
the Arabians had to rely on their instincts and judgement alone; they did
not have these fancy technological methods to select their mates for them.
Today, the scientific search for a suitable donor has to choose the biological
father, who is not married to the mother, who herself may or may not be
married to the “legal” father. The sperm bank has to determine his sperm-
count at a volume of over 1.5 million sperm/ml, motility of over 40%, and
proper morphology in at least 50% of the sperm. 
       The biological fathers who consent to have their sperm settle in labora-
tories on their way to the womb are generally chosen from “quality” popula-
tions (many are students); they undergo considerable physical and mental
evaluation. A comprehensive interview is conducted to determine whether
there are any problems in the sperm-donor’s past or family history, with par-
ticular emphasis placed on hereditary diseases and the mental health of the
donor’s family. Comprehensive testing is done to determine whether the
sperm carry sexually transmitted diseases, particularly AIDs. These tests are
repeated six months later; the sperm sample is then frozen until similar
responses six months later indicate that the sperm may be artificially, yet sci-
entifically and medically, delivered into the reproductive system of a poten-
tial mother.
       A listing of physical factors (blood type, rh factor, body structure, and
color of skin, eyes, and hair) is made. The psychological and social back-
grounds of the sperm-donating biological father are also recorded to “facili-
tate” the child’s “absorption” by the family and surroundings. At the same
time the couple (the future parents) must be informed that although every
effort will be made, there is no way to ensure that the biological father will
be similar in every way to the legal father. To add a touch of “sentimentality”
to this scientific process, the identities of the biological father and the cou-
ple receiving the artificial insemination remain anonymous in most coun-
tries. The information is kept in a hospital safe and is not released to anyone.
In this regard, the Arabian jœhiløya∆ was much more liberal: almost everyone
was privy to the single and multiple affairs of a woman who would ultimately
conceive and deliver a baby.
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334 Narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs and recorded by Ibn Kathør, A˙mad ibn
Hanbal, Ab¥ Dœw¥d, and al-Óœkim.

335 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 161. 

336 Narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs and recorded by Ibn Kathør.

337 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 162, (originally narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs and 
       recorded by Ibn Jarør al-̌ abarø).

338 Ibid., p. 162, (originally narrated by Ab¥ rœfi‘ and recorded by Ibn 
       Mardawayh).

339 Ibid., p. 163, (originally narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs and others).

340 Ibid. 

341 reported by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs and others.

342 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 166, (originally narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs and 
       recorded by al-Bukhœrø).
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343 Narrated by Ab¥ Hurayra∆ and cited by Ibn Kathør who got it from the
hadith collection of Ibn Mardawayh.

344 There is a world of misinformation and there are governments and interests
that want to convince the Muslims they stand no chance against powers and
authorities, regimes and militaries, establishments and technologies that
have the capability of extinguishing the Muslim militaries out of existence.
The anti-Islamic plan here is to throw fear into the Muslim heart, doubts
into the Muslim mind, and a loss of morale in the Muslim military. And all
this amounts to the work of satan who has no influence except over his
peers and those amenable to suggestion. It is satan who inflates the image
of his minions. It is he who disguises the fact that Allah’s (Â) power is supe-
rior to all other powers. And it is he who fools his flunkies into believing
that a material superpower has the means to vanquish man’s moral power,
which comes from the power of being with Allah (Â). satan does all his
work simply through talking; but he does not use his own voice. He uses his
half-hardy and light-handed influence in the psyche of man so that man
himself comes out and speaks for his devilish master-of-ideas. Allah (Â)
gives man precise information about shay†œn,

And when everything will have been decided [on the Day of
Judgement], Satan will say, “Behold, Allah promised you some-
thing that was bound to come true! I, too, held out [all manner
of] promises to you, but I deceived you. Yet I had no power at all
over you, except that I called upon you — and you responded to
me. Hence, blame not me, but blame yourselves. It is not
[becoming] of me to be your advocate, nor shall you be my advo-
cate [in front of Allah]; for, behold, I have [always] refused to
admit that there was any truth in your erstwhile belief that I had
a share in Allah’s authority and dominion.” (14:22). 

       recently, a us congressionally funded panel concluded that us public
diplomacy — official efforts to communicate us intentions, policies, and
values — was “absurdly and dangerously underfunded.” The panel, which
focused on the Arab and Muslim world’s hostility toward the united states,
found that funding for all public diplomacy programs amounted to $600 mil-
lion in the year 2002 — much less than 1% of the us defense budget, with-
out even counting the cost of the war in Iraq.
       There are budgets that are allocated for the sole purpose of eroding the
Islamic commitment, and counteracting the strategic objectives of involv-
ing the Qur’an and the prophet (r) in the remaking of the human soul and
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the restructuring of human society. It is the united states and Israel prima-
rily, and European and Asian nuclear powers secondarily that are the prime
source of terror in our world today; but you would not know that if you are
tuned into the shay†œnø commentaries of how the world is run and how jus-
tice is done. When shay†œn draws the mental map for us we dare not say the
world is terrorized by Israel and the united states; and concurrently we
should be eager to accuse Muslims of being the world’s terrorists. fear begins
inside each one of us. We can identify shay†œn by freezing that moment
which causes us to fear for our lives, asking immediately, “Why should I
fear?” shay†œn becomes especially apparent when our fear comes from hav-
ing to resist or fight an oppressive, unjust, and hegemonic military power. 
       Thankfully, in our world today, some Muslims are rising to the chal-
lenge, motivated more by these life-giving and power-inducing words of
Allah (Â) than by the refrains of shay†œn, his media minions, and his
mushrik naysayers. They are showing with their precious lives that Allah
(Â) tips the odds in favor of the securely committed Muslims. They are
proving that the desire for shahœda∆ deals a death blow to injustice and
oppression as surely as the sun rises and sets. Consider the 34-day war in
the summer of 2006 between the lightly-equipped Hizbullah fighters and
the third largest military in the world, the Israeli war machine. These
Israelis boasted that they would destroy Hizbullah, that they would finish it
for good, and that they would bomb it into the stone age. The Americans
and their chicken-hearted sycophants around the red sea from Egypt to
Jordan to Arabia accepted the fiction and allowed the war to go on for near-
ly five weeks. 
       These mushriks and their Muslim munœfiq cohorts wanted all the same
to obliterate Hizbullah, wanted to nip any attempt at Islamic resurgence and
Islamic self-determination in the bud. But what happened? They finally had
to stop the war, not because Hizbullah was losing but because their “bastion
of democracy” in the Islamic East could no longer sustain the war effort.
Hizbullah did not have cutting-edge surveillance equipment, they did not
have state-of-the-art guidance technology for their missiles, they did not
have tanks and fighter aircraft, but they had the steely determination that
comes with a commitment to none other than Allah (Â). They were ready
to go to Allah (Â) at any time; and some of them, in fact, made it; and they
are now imploring us Muslims still here on earth to continue the war effort.
That is why they went toe-to-toe with the Israelis, the Americans, and their
pencil-necked Arabian accomplices. 
       Hamas’s struggle in Ghazza∆ (Gaza) harkens back to the boycott
imposed on the early Muslims of Makkah, and the Islamic resistance in
Afghanistan has fought the world’s only superpower to a point where it feels
it has to “negotiate.” And now Muslims around the world are catching wind
of these deliriously liberating victories. Islamic resistance movements are
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springing up all over the place from somalia to Morocco and from Arabia to
Central Asia. The economic collapse taking place in America is evidence of
the fact that the situation is now too difficult for worldwide imperialism and
Zionism to manage — and all this because Muslims are coming to realize
that real power, which has the capacity to trump “superpower,” comes from
obedience to Allah’s (Â) words and directions.

345 Ab¥ Sufyœn (or Ab¥ ÓanΩala∆) – his name was sakhr ibn Óarb ibn
umayya∆ of the Qurayshø clan of ‘Abd Manœf, and he was a leader within the
Makkan elites of Quraysh, better known for his hostility to Allah’s prophet
(r). In the build-up to Badr, Ab¥ sufyœn escaped back to Makkah with one
of the largest and most heavily guarded caravans, as between 40 and 70 armed
warriors were ensuring its safety. Though he did not participate directly in
any of the fighting at Badr, he was the behind-the-scenes mastermind and the
absentee signal caller of the Makkan forces who came to do battle with the
nascent Islamic state in Madinah. When the two legions met at Badr, the
Makkan troops, who were commanded by Ab¥ Jahl (‘Amr ibn Hishœm) were
defeated and Ab¥ sufyœn’s son ÓanΩala∆ was killed. Another son, ‘Amr, was
taken prisoner. Ab¥ sufyœn then led the “counter-attack” many months later
at u˙ud where he and the Makkans barely got away with a victory against
the Muslim forces. Ab¥ sufyœn also showed up as a “military general” at the
Battle of al-Khandaq (the Trench) where the confederate Arabian armies
failed in their military campaign against the Muslims. 
       Ab¥ sufyœn was a rich and reputable merchant, who repeatedly led the
great Makkan caravan either to syria in the summer or to yemen in the win-
ter. like most of the upper-class merchants he took up a hostile attitude to
the Islamic movement led by Muhammad (r), which concerned him in a
personal way because his daughter umm Óabøba∆ had married a follower of
the prophet (r) and sought refuge with him in Óabasha∆ (Africa). 

Donald H. Rumsfeld (1932–present) – assumed the
position of us secretary of Defense on January 20,
2001. Before assuming that post, the former us Navy
pilot had also served as the 13th secretary of defense,
White House chief of staff, us ambassador to NATo,
us Congressman ,and chief executive officer of two
fortune 500 companies. Mr. rumsfeld was responsible
for directing the actions of the pentagon against real and imagined threats
from Islamic quarters around the world. This American war, which is still in
progress as we explain the above œyœt, is being waged against a backdrop of
major change in the pentagon. The pentagon has devised a new war strate-
gy, replacing the old model for sizing forces with a newer approach more rel-
evant to the build-up of momentum in the Islamic World. Mr. rumsfeld
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proposed and us president George W. Bush approved a significant reorgan-
ization of the worldwide command structure, known as the unified Com-
mand plan, which resulted in the establishment of the us Northern
Command and the us strategic Command.
       Mr. rumsfeld attended princeton university on academic and NroTC
scholarships (BA, 1954) and served with the us Navy (1954–1957) as an
aviator and flight instructor. In 1957, he transferred to the ready reserve
and continued his naval service in flying and administrative assignments as
a drilling reservist until 1975. He transferred to the standby reserve when
he became secretary of defense in 1975 and to the retired reserve with the
rank of captain in 1989. In 1957, he came to Washington, DC to serve as
administrative assistant to a congressman. After a stint with an investment
banking firm, he was elected to the us House of representatives from Illi-
nois in 1962, at the age of 30, and was reelected in 1964, 1966, and 1968.
Mr. rumsfeld resigned from the us Congress in 1969 during his fourth term
to join the president’s cabinet. from 1969–1970, he served as director of the
office of Economic opportunity and assistant to the president. from
1971–1972, he was counsellor to the president and director of the Economic
stabilization program. In 1973, he left Washington, DC, to serve as us
Ambassador to the North Atlantic Treaty organization (NATo) in Brus-
sels, Belgium (1973–1974). In August 1974, he was called back to Washing-
ton, DC, to serve as Chairman of the transition to the presidency of Gerald
r. ford. He then became chief of staff of the White House and a member of
the president’s cabinet (1974–1975). He served as the 13th us secretary of
defense, the youngest in us history (1975–1977). 
       from 1977 to 1985 he served as chief executive officer, president, and
then chairman of G.D. searle & Co., a worldwide pharmaceutical company.
The successful turnaround there earned him awards as the outstanding chief
executive in the pharmaceutical industry from the Wall Street Transcript
(1980) and Financial World (1981). from 1985–1993 he was in private busi-
ness. Mr. rumsfeld served as chairman and chief executive officer of Gener-
al Instrument Corporation from 1990–1993. General Instrument
Corporation was a leader in broadband transmission, distribution, and access
control technologies. until being sworn in as the 21st secretary of defense,
Mr. rumsfeld served as Chairman of the Board of Gilead sciences, Inc., a
pharmaceutical company. 
       Before returning for his second tour as secretary of defense, Mr. rumsfeld
chaired the bipartisan us Ballistic Missile Threat Commission, in 1998, and
the us Commission to Assess National security space Management and
organization, in 2000. During his career, Mr. rumsfeld continued his public
service in a variety of federal posts, including: member of the us president’s
General Advisory Committee on Arms Control (1982–1986); special presi-
dential envoy on the law of the sea Treaty (1981–1983); senior advisor to
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the president’s panel on strategic systems (1983–1994); member of the us
Joint Advisory Commission on us/Japan relations (1983–1984); special
presidential envoy to the Middle East (1983–1984); member of the National
Commission on public service (1987–1990); member of the National Eco-
nomic Commission (1988–1989); member of the Board of Visitors of the
National Defense university (1988–1992); member of the Commission on
us/Japan relations (1989–1991); member of the us Trade Deficit review
Commission (1999–2000). While in the private sector, Mr. rumsfeld’s civic
activities included service as a member of the National Academy of public
Administration; as a member of the boards of trustees of the Gerald r. ford
foundation, the Hoover Institution at stanford university, and the National
park foundation; and as chairman of the Eisenhower Exchange fellowships,
Inc. In 1977, rumsfeld was awarded the us’s highest civilian award, the pres-
idential Medal of freedom.

346 The whole unedited quote, given below, appeared in the Washington Post,

“last week marked the 20th anniversary of the suicide bomb attack on the us
Marine barracks in Beirut — a blast that killed more than 240 Americans.
soon after that attack, president reagan and secretary of state shultz asked
me to take a leave of absence to serve as presidential envoy for the Middle
East. That experience taught us lessons about the nature of terrorism that are
relevant today as we prosecute the global war on terror. president Bush has
made clear that the only way to win today’s war is to carry the fight to the
enemy and roll back the terrorist threat to civilization, “not on the fringes of
its influence, but at the heart of its power.” He has it right. To understand why,
one might consider what happened in Beirut two decades ago.
       “The attack occurred when a truck loaded with explosives drove into the
us Marine barracks near the Beirut airport. The logical response was to put
cement barricades around buildings to prevent another truck bombing. But
the terrorists soon figured out how to get around those defenses. They began
lobbing rocket-propelled grenades over targets that had such barricades. so
the tendency was to hunker down even more. We started seeing buildings
along the Corniche, the popular seaside boardwalk that runs for several miles
along the sea in Beirut, covered with a metal mesh, so that when rocket-pro-
pelled grenades hit the mesh, they would bounce off, doing little damage. so
what did the terrorists do next? They adapted. They watched the comings
and goings of embassy personnel and began hitting soft targets — people on
their way to and from work. for every defense, the terrorists moved to anoth-
er avenue of attack. Within six months of the first attack, most of the Amer-
ican troops had pulled out of lebanon. And from that experience, terrorists
learned important lessons: that terrorism is relatively low-cost and deniable
and can yield substantial results at low risk and often without penalty. Terror-
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ism can be a great equalizer — a force multiplier. And terrorism works in the
sense that it can terrorize, and even a single attack can influence public opin-
ion and morale and alter the behavior of nations. 
       “Terrorists have a sizable advantage. A terrorist can attack at any time,
in any place, using virtually any technique. And it is not possible to defend
every potential target at all times in every place against every form of attack.
That being the case, the way to defeat terrorists is to take the war to them
— to go after them where they live and plan and hide, and to make clear to
states that sponsor and harbor them that such actions will have conse-
quences. That is what president Bush is doing in the global war on terrorism.
When our nation was attacked on sept. 11, 2001, the president immediately
recognized that what had happened was an act of war and must be treated as
such; that weakness can invite aggression; and that simply standing in a
defensive posture and absorbing blows is not an effective way to counter it.
He declared that henceforth ‘any person involved in committing or plan-
ning terrorist attacks against the American people becomes an enemy of this
country… Any person, organization, or government that supports, protects,
or harbors terrorists is complicit in the murder of the innocent and equally
guilty of terrorist crimes. [And] any outlaw regime that has ties to terrorist
groups and seeks or possesses weapons of mass destruction is a grave danger
to the civilized world — and will be confronted.’ In the ensuing two years,
thousands of terrorists have been rounded up, and two terrorist regimes have
learned the president meant what he said.
       “The approach the president has taken is even more important as we
enter a new and dangerous security environment. When the Marine bar-
racks were attacked two decades ago, the terrorist threat was largely conven-
tional. Terrorists had weapons that could kill dozens or, in the case of the
Beirut bombing, hundreds of people. on sept. 11 the terrorists grew even
bolder — bringing the war to our shores and using techniques that allowed
them to kill not hundreds but thousands. yet consider: the explosive agent
used on sept. 11 was jet fuel. The danger we face in the 21st century is the
threat posed by terrorists armed not with jet fuel but with more powerful
weapons. If the world does not deal with the emerging nexus between ter-
rorist networks, terrorist states and weapons of mass murder, terrorists could
one day kill not more than 240 people, as in Beirut, or more than 3,000 peo-
ple, as on sept. 11, but tens of thousands — or more.
       “That is why our country and our 9-nation coalition is at war today.
That is why we have forces risking their lives at this moment, fighting ter-
rorist adversaries in Afghanistan and Iraq and elsewhere across the world. It
is also why it is critical that our country recognize that the war on terrorism
will be long, difficult and dangerous — and that as we deal with immediate
terrorist threats, we also need to find ways to stop the next generation of ter-
rorists from forming. for every terrorist whom coalition forces capture, kill,
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dissuade or deter, others are being trained. To win the war on terror, we must
also win the war of ideas — the battle for the minds of those who are being
recruited by terrorist networks across the globe.
       “That is why the president is using all elements of national power: mili-
tary, financial, diplomatic, law enforcement, intelligence and public diploma-
cy. Because to live as free people in the 21st century, we cannot live in fear
and remain free people. The task is to stop terrorists before they can terrorize.
And even better, we must lean forward and stop them from becoming terror-
ists in the first place. That is a lesson we learned two decades ago in Beirut.”a

a      Donald H. rumsfeld, Take the Fight to the Terrorists. (Washington, DC: 
       Washington post, style (B) section, october 23, 2003), p. B07.

347 martyr – the English word is a transliteration of the Greek word meaning wit-
ness. Coincidentally or not that is the meaning of the Arabic word shahød. The
word is used in Acts of the Apostles, 1:8 as witnesses to Jesus’s (a) life and
resurrection. But as persecution spread, the term became reserved for those
whose witness for their faith had cost them their lives. Those who were per-
secuted and survived were called confessors. In Christian history it is said that
the first martyr was the deacon stephen (Acts, 7:54–60). Then James the
Apostle was executed by Herod Agrippa, who ruled 41–44CE. The age of the
martyrs as classically understood in the West closed with Constantine’s adop-
tion of Christianity in 324CE, though the classic Foxe’s Book of Martyrs centers
on the English reformation. Early Christians, it is said, embraced martyrdom,
believing that it would aid the Christian cause and that they would be spared
the agonies of death (see the letters of Ignatius). Martyrs soon became vener-
ated as powerful intercessors before God. Their bones and other relics were
used to sanctify places of worship. Accounts of their lives, often embellished
with legend, were popular forms of devotional literature. The formal origins
of the cult of martyrs can be traced to a custom begun in smyrna about 156CE,
commemorating the death of polycarp with a celebration at his tomb.

348 It appears from the literature and available information that these shahøds are
in actual fact alive, possessing life, and filled with animation and spirit,
albeit outside the material, physiological, and biological norms. There can
be no laboratory knowledge of how exactly this happens, as humans on this
earth have no sensual access to the ephemeral world. Another explanation
conveys the idea that the shahøds’ expectation and anticipation of paradise
is so certain that they are where they are destined to be, in paradise, before
they actualize their post-Judgement Day presence there. Another descrip-
tion suggests that these shahøds are soundly existing in the bosoms of flying
birds who thrive on the sustenance of paradise and of all its luscious and
alluring bounty.
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       less widespread opinions among the fiqh scholars about how a shahød is
to be handled and buried are as follows. some Muslim faqøhs say that a shahød
should be shrouded in his own clothes, offered the janœza∆ (funeral) prayer,
and should not receive a ritual bath if he passed away in a state of ritual puri-
ty (†ahœra∆). But if the shahød passed away in a condition of major ritual
impurity (ejaculation, menstruation, or afterbirth blood flow) then he or she
should be given a ritual bath; a pre-adolescent or mentally retarded individ-
ual would also have to be washed if he was to be classified as a shahød. other
Muslim faqøhs, though, said that the funeral bath and shroud are not
required, and they cite the hadith, “Udfun¥hum bi-dima’ihim: Bury them with
their blood (stains),” or another similar hadith that says, “Zamill¥hum bi-dima’i-
him: Enshroud them with their blood (stains).”a These hadiths are in reference
to the shahøds of u˙ud who were not given a ritual cleansing. 

a      Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 169, (originally narrated by Jœbir ibn ‘Abdillœh and 
       recorded by Imams al-Bukhœrø, al-Nisœ’ø, al-Bayhaqø, al-shœfi‘ø, 
       and A˙mad ibn Hanbal).

349 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 169, (recorded in the hadith collections of al-Bukhœrø,  
       Muslim, al-Nisœ’ø, Ab¥ Dœw¥d, Ibn Mœjah, and al-Tirmidhø).

350 Then there are some delicate fiqhø issues such as what the rule is on someone
who is killed as a maΩl¥m (a victim of aggression or crime) in civilian life?
some fiqhø scholars say that in such a case, the victim does not receive the
ritual bath but receives the ritual janœza∆ prayer. However the overwhelming
majority of faqøhs say he is ritually cleansed like all the other deceased, unless
he is a civilian who dies at the war front. 
       In another case when a kœfir enemy attacks the Muslims by surprise in
their residential areas (that is, the Muslims have not made counter military
preparations for such an attack), in this case these Muslim victims and casu-
alties are administered the ritual bath, shroud, and funeral prayer because
they are not considered active combatants in a combat-ready area.

351 Narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Amr ibn al-‘Œß and recorded by Imam Muslim.

352 recorded in the hadith collection of al-suddø. 
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353 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 175.

354 united States Information Agency (uSIA) – although originally estab-
lished in 1953 as the usIA, in 1978 it was designated as the International
Communication Agency (ICA), but in 1982 it was redesignated as the unit-
ed states Information Agency.

Voice of America (VoA) – formed in 1942, the
Voice of America (VoA) is the official external
radio and television broadcasting service of the
us federal government. Around the world,
VoA provides a wide range of programming for
broadcast on radio, television, and the internet in 44 languages, promoting
a positive view of the united states. The broadcast service’s mission, signed
into law in 1976 by president Gerald ford, reads as follows, 

The long-range interests of the united states are served by com-
municating directly with the peoples of the world by radio. To be
effective, the Voice of America must win the attention and
respect of listeners. These principles will therefore govern Voice
of America (VoA) broadcasts: (1) VoA will serve as a consis-
tently reliable and authoritative source of news. VoA news will
be accurate, objective, and comprehensive; (2) VoA will repre-
sent America, not any single segment of American society, and
will therefore present a balanced and comprehensive projection
of significant American thought and institutions; and (3) VoA
will present the policies of the united states clearly and effec-
tively, and will also present responsible discussions and opinion
on these policies.

VoA is generally considered by its broadcast targets as a propaganda arm of
the us state Department.

Fulbright Program – established in
1946 by legislation introduced by sen-
ator  J. William fulbright, the program
is the flagship international educa-
tional exchange program sponsored by
the us government and is designed to “increase mutual understanding
between the people of the united states and the people of other countries.”
With this goal as a starting point, the fulbright program has provided
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almost 300,000 participants — chosen for their academic merit and leader-
ship potential — with the opportunity to study, teach and conduct
research, exchange ideas, and contribute to finding solutions to shared
international concerns.
       Currently, the fulbright program operates in over 155 countries world-
wide. The primary source of funding is an annual appropriation made by the
us Congress to the state Department. The Congressional appropriation for
the fulbright program in fiscal year 2008 was $215.4 million. foreign gov-
ernments, through binational commissions or foundations abroad, con-
tributed approximately $60 million directly to the program (source:
http://www.cies.org/about_fulb.htm).

355 This essential media component of imperialism operates many information
centers and libraries abroad, some of which have been damaged or destroyed
in anti-American protests by peoples who can see beyond the glittering
words of golden interests. These American shay†œnø mouthpieces employ us
citizens as well as foreign nationals in more than 100 countries. The broad-
casting activities of the VoA are supplemented by private broadcast facili-
ties. These include what used to be radio free Europe (now an enterprise
that beams programming to Iraq and the Middle East to soften up the public
for the serious military stuff that will follow years later); radio liberty,
which used to be aimed at the people of the defunct soviet union; radio
Marti, which broadcasts to the people of Cuba; and radio sawa, which is
trying to win over the Arabian street by mixing pop-music with intervals or
bursts of skewed news reporting. 
       Muslims who contextualize these indispensable œyœt should know that a
military war is always preceded by a psychological war as was the stated case
at u˙ud. Therefore, Allah (Â) had to drive the point home to the unsus-
pecting and unknowing Muslims of those days and of our times. In another
eye-opening œya∆ He says, 

o Apostle! Be not disturbed by those who jockey with each
other in denying the truth [of Allah’s powers in society], such as
those who say with their mouths, “We are committed [to Allah],
while their hearts are not committed [to Allah]… (5:41).

       These accurate words and letter-perfect descriptions are as precise about
the Makkan mushriks as they are about the imperialist Americans, Euro-
peans, and Israelis. They all prefer to smother the world with misinforma-
tion concerning Allah’s (Â) practical power presence in the rise and fall of
civilizations and in the progress or regress of social orders. Any power or
establishment that excludes Allah (Â) from being the first and last deci-
sion-maker, whether it is in regard to the maturation of human activities
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over time or whether it is in regard to the binding importance of those activ-
ities, is by definition a kœfir. Even those who exchange a commitment to
Allah (Â) for a denial of Him will not in the least do any harm to Allah
(Â); they will only harm themselves. They will also have to endure
rebounding and tormenting repercussions in this world, not to mention
painful circumstances in the approaching world. This ideological man-made
trap with its negative social consequences is echoed in other picture-perfect
words in the faithful Qur’an. put the following œya∆ in the general context
extrapolated from the campaign at u˙ud,

Do they [the deniers of Allah’s practical powers] think that by
all the wealth and scions with which We provide them We [but
want to] make them compete with one another in doing [what
they consider] good works! No, but they do not perceive [their
error]! (3:55–56).

356 The emergence of this whole “disavowing religion” scenario is predicated
on one mistake: these types of people have never really understood the
nature of this døn, or its course of action. Muslims, unfortunately and par-
ticularly, cannot be excluded from this indictment. Muslims, though they
should know better because they have the most immediate access to
Allah’s (Â) faultless words, are continuing to contribute to this confu-
sion. Military engagements are part of human life, and as such they require
obedience to a set of rules, preparation, and a solid commitment from all
those involved. 
       short of this, the outcome is likely to be inconclusive or at worst, unfa-
vorable and unpalatable. for participants in a military encounter, inasmuch
as the situation is a life-and-death one, the lessons learned are unique; they
are never forgotten because they are associated with forfeited lives of close
acquaintances. Human potential and human capabilities are tested to the
max at the war front; and thus Muslims rise to the highest level of clarity in
this situation. Conversely, in our Muslim predicament today, even though
we read these œyœt frequently in our congregations, our detachment from
warfare initiatives has caused us to blank out at any practical exposition of
this Qur’anic lesson and prophetic background knowledge, thereby eroding
our God-given clarity into the kind of confusion and bewilderment afflicting
everyone else. 

357 This does not contradict earlier statements about the exposition of miracles
and man’s effort in bringing about this particular exercise of Allah’s (Â)
power. Man has no innate ability to generate miracles; they all come from
Allah (Â). However, to the extent that man has exhausted his human
potential in the service to Allah (Â) and he needs extra help, the integra-
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tion of miracles in the Muhammadi experience was directly related to the
quality of human commitment to Allah’s (Â) cause.

358 obviously they are, to some degree, a part of nature, and man’s dwelling on
natural sciences away from scriptural guidance has resulted in some quarters
with a theory of evolution. The proponents of this thesis try to convince man
he is descended from animal ancestors and shares many characteristics with
animals. yet he differs from even those animals that stand nearest to him on
the evolutionary scale in ways that are not merely quantitative but qualita-
tive. A leap into a new manner of existence has taken place, even in matters
like sexuality and death, which on the surface seem to be very similar in
human and animal life. for human beings, sexual contact has become a per-
sonal, not merely a biological, relation; while the fact that they know they
are going to die makes possible a relation to time that an animal cannot have. 
       In addition, human beings have developed a whole range of activities
that are simply unknown — or, at the most, only very dimly foreshadowed
— at the lower animal level. such activities are language, art, science, reli-
gion, politics, and dozens of others. This special rank in creation of human
beings finds expression in the theological statement that man is made in the
image of God (Genesis, 1:26). Admittedly, there has been much debate over
the meaning of this statement. some have seen the image in dominion, in
human responsibility for the creation, so that humans are in some sense
God’s steward or vicegerent (khaløfa∆). others have seen the image in ration-
ality, but this may be too narrow a reading of the relationship between God
and man. Another interpretation is that the image of God in the human
being is the capacity for a limited measure of freedom and creativity. 
       According to Christian and Jewish theologians, it is this “image” in
human existence that makes man distinct from animals and suggests a sim-
ilarity, however distant, to God as the Creator of all that exists. some of the
early Christian writers, noting in the Genesis story that God had made the
man and woman “in our image, after our likeness,” supposed the image to be
the potentiality for growth toward God, while the likeness would be the
completion of the process, a relation so close to God that they spoke of
“deification.” Although their reading of Genesis was exegetically improba-
ble, it nevertheless afforded another interpretation of biblical morphology.
Those versions of scripture see human nature as unfinished and embarked
upon a pilgrimage, the end of which would be a full communion with God. 

359 Aws – a social division of tribal affiliations in yathrib who along with the
other main social division of tribal affiliations called the Khazraj wanted and
welcomed Muhammad (r) to yathrib to settle a simmering misunderstand-
ing between the two blocs. Both of these blocs, renamed and reunited as 
al-Anßœr — the supporters of the prophet (r) — along with the political
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refugees from Makkah (the Muhœjir¥n) established the first Islamic citizenry
and constituency in Madinah and thus are considered the quintessential
representation of Islamic urban, ideological, and practical life.

Khazraj – one of the two major social and tribal stratums in the time
Muhammad (r) was struggling for freedom, justice, and equality with divine
inspiration. Most of the “converts” who championed the prophet (r) in
Madinah were from the Khazraj. When Allah’s prophet (r) passed on, there
was a bid by the Khazraj to assume his mantle, but they finally acceded to
the successorship of Ab¥ Bakr and his administration. 

360 Narrated by ‘Abudllœh ibn ‘Abbœs and recorded by Ab¥ Dœw¥d.

361 How does a people “sell” God’s guidance? In short, influential people in soci-
ety accomplish this by intentionally devaluing God’s commands while con-
currently favoring status quo bribery and corruption that is rationalized by
intellectuals and academics, integrated into the social consciousness by the
media, and codified into law by political appointees or representatives. The
yah¥d, who have a historical legacy of always being in the vicinity of reve-
lation, know what the truth is. Their proximity to prophecy indicated to
them that the final prophet (r), the greatest of them all, would pass through
Madinah; that is why they were there.

They unto whom We have vouchsafed revelation aforetime know
him [muhammad] as they know their own children; but, behold,
some of them knowingly suppress the truth (2:146).

       They thought the last prophet (r) would be one from amongst them,
and that he would affirm their preeminent position in society as the inheri-
tors of revelation, regardless of their moral character, commitment to Allah
(r), and social conduct. When they saw that, in fact, the prophet (r) was
an Arab, they were incredulous at how God could have chosen a prophet
from these “lowly,” unlettered Arabians. Moreover, when this prophet (r)
began to expose their “behind the scenes” war on Allah (Â) in Madinah
and throughout history, and when he would not rubber-stamp their trans-
gressions against Allah (Â) and their persecutions of His previous prophets
(Å), they became embittered enemies of Allah (Â), Muhammad (r), and
the committed Muslims for all times to come. God forbid, they should
accept this last opportunity and reform their thinking, their rebellion, and
their historical opposition to Allah (Â),
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…this, because they hate [the very thought of] what Allah has
bestowed from on high and thus He causes all their deeds to
come to naught! (47:9).

…all this, because they hold this world’s life in greater esteem
than the life to come, and because Allah does not bestow His
guidance upon people who deny the truth (16:107).

       They knew that what the prophet (r) was saying was right and true, but
obeying him would have meant that any respectable social standing would
have to be earned through sacrifice and struggle, that dominance entailed a
fidelity to Allah’s (Â) rules and commands, especially in the areas of social
and economic justice. But the yah¥d would have none of this; they wanted
to dominate as a birthright, they wanted power and finances so that they
could oppress, and hence they were only interested in Allah’s (Â) guidance
as a means to  these ends. 
       Thus, by putting all manner of obstacles in the way of the prophet (r)
and his committed followers, they tried their best in any number of ways to
stave off the loss of power in the Madinan society. In comparison to a blissful
eternity in the next life, the tranquility and security of being in Allah’s (Â)
care, and the benefits that accrue from an earthly ambiance of equity and jus-
tice, relinquishing a social standing acquired through graft and corruption
seems like a small price to pay. However, as dimwitted as that may be, they
were — and are even today — willing to make this “trade.” They felt secure
in making such a fool’s bargain because they believed they will never be called
to explain their abominable earthly behaviors on account of their “chosen”
status. This is what is meant by “selling” God’s guidance for a paltry gain. 

362 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 176, (originally narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs and 
       recorded by ‘A†øya∆).

363 Ibid., pp. 185–186, (originally narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs and 
       recorded by Ibn Is˙œq and Ibn Abø Óœtim).

364 In 1965, the second Vatican Council promulgated the Nostra Aetate (latin
for In Our Age), the Declaration on the relation of the Church with Non-
Christian religions, in which it wrote that while “…the Jewish authorities
and those who followed their lead pressed for the death of Christ; still, what
happened in His passion cannot be charged against all the Jews, without dis-
tinction, then alive, nor against the Jews of today.” 
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365 robert lindsay, “We Killed Jesus and We’re Proud of It!” (robert lindsay 
       website, June 22, 2009).
       http://robertlindsay.wordpress.com/2009/06/22/we-killed-jesus-and-
       were-proud-of-it/

366 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 188.

367 Narrated by al-‘urs ibn ‘umayra∆ al-Kindø  and recorded by Ab¥ Dœw¥d.

368 cardinal sins – are the capital sins, which show a strong inclination to self-
ishness, debauchery, sensualism, hedonism, and lasciviousness. Cardinal or
capital sins are believed to be vices that lead a person on to other sins. The
term “capital” applied to these sins is understood by some to come from the
latin caput or source. such vices are, therefore, regarded to be the source of
many other sins. Traditionally, the cardinal sins are called the seven deadly
sins. They are usually enumerated as pride, covetousness (or avarice), lust,
anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth/laziness. These seven sins seemed to have
been much more emphasized before the European reformation in the histo-
ry of Western civilization than they have been since. Cardinal sins endanger
a person’s virtue and are the fountainhead of a lifestyle that leads to a mul-
titude of sins. 

369 one such yah¥dø legal opinion issued by Qiyœfœ, the head of the sanhedrin
at the time of Jesus (a), justifying for all practical purposes the killing of a
prophet of Allah (Â), goes as follows, “It is better for one man to die than
for a whole people to perish.” a

a      ‘Abd al-ra˙mœn Óabannaka∆ al-Maydœnø, Makœyid Yah¥døya∆ ‘Abr 
       al-Tœrøkh. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-Qalam, 1978CE), p. 32.

370 manasseh – king of Judah 692–638BC. He succeeded his father Hezekiah at
the age of 12 and is depicted in the Bible as one of the worst Jewish mon-
archs. He canceled his father’s reforms, reintroduced pagan practices, and so
shocked the faithful that the destruction of the Temple was attributed to his
wickedness (2 Kings, 21:11–17). Apparently, he was strongly opposed by the
loyal monotheists, many of whom he put to death. This yah¥dø king paid
tribute to Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal of Assyria and, according to one
report, spent some time as a captive in Babylon (2 Chronicles, 33:11–19). 
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371 Ya˙yå (a) – known as John the Baptist (a) in biblical literature, he
opposed King Herod’s marriage to his brother’s wife, Herodias. This opposi-
tion was in fulfillment of biblical teachings. Thereafter, Herodias led the
campaign against John (a). she, on Herod’s birthday, had her daughter
salome dance seductively for the king who was so pleased with her move-
ments, that he in his drunkenness offered her the fulfillment of any wish.
salome, upon a suggestion from her mother, Herodias, said she wanted
John’s (a) head on a plate. John (a) was, on the yah¥dø king’s order,
killed; and his head — still bleeding — was offered to salome on a platter
(Matthew, 14:6–8). And this was during the lifetime of Jesus (a). some his-
torians say that many other scholars who opposed this dastardly act were also
executed by yah¥dø royal decree. 

Titus Flavius Josephus (37–100CE) – a Jewish historian and hagiographer
who recorded Jewish history from the time of Jesus (a) to the end of the
first century. He is considered to be one of the most authentic chroniclers of
history for that period. An observant Jew, he believed in what later came to
be known as Hellenistic Judaism, a movement that sought to establish the
Hebrew-Jewish tradition within the culture, language, and philosophy of
ancient Greek culture. The greatest literary contribution of Hellenistic
Judaism was the septuagint translation of the Hebrew Bible from biblical
Hebrew and Aramaic into Greek. His most acclaimed historical works were
The Jewish War (75CE) and Antiquities of the Jews (94CE).

372 Semites – the native peoples found in southwest Asia. In antiquity they
included the Ammonites, Amorites, Assyrians, Babylonians, Canaanites,
and phoenicians; today the most prominent semitic peoples are the Arabs
and the Hebrew Jews.

373 Gnosticism – the belief that the material universe was created by an imper-
fect god, termed the demiurge, which is said to have some of the spirit of the
supreme God. The demiurge is sometimes identified with yahweh in Hebrew
tradition, and is contrasted with a superior entity, the Godhead or supreme
God. The nature of the demiurge varies from an embodiment of evil to a
benevolence as much as its inadequacy permits. Given that the term demiurge
comes from plato’s Timaeus, it is not surprising that gnosticism is heavily influ-
enced by Hellenistic philosophy, in addition to Judaism and Christianity.

374 Pharisaic – refers to the pharisees, who were first described in great detail
by Jewish historian, Titus flavius Josephus. After Cyrus the Great defeated
the Babylonians in 539BCE, he allowed the Jews to migrate back to Judea in
537BCE and build their temple; however he did not allow them to resurrect
the Jewish monarchy. Thus the Jewish priests became the immediate and
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dominant authority over the Jews; over time this priestly class became
known as the sadducees. Although the priests managed the activities in the
Temple, the scribes and sages — later called rabbis (Hebrew for my lord) —
came to dominate, and thereby become authorities, in the study of the
Torah. The pharisees had their origins in this group of scribes and sages (rab-
bis). During this time, a council of sages, later called the sanhedrin codified
and canonized the Hebrew Bible (known as the Tanakh). Today, Jewish his-
torians generally consider pharisaic Judaism to be the progenitor of rabbinic
Judaism, that is normative, mainstream Judaism. All mainstream forms of
Judaism today consider themselves heirs of rabbinic Judaism and, ultimate-
ly, the pharisees. 
       pharisaic beliefs are primarily devoted to the interpretation of the Jew-
ish law, and anecdotes about the lives of the sages. The majority of the Tal-
mud and the Mishnah (an authoritative codification of pharisaic law,
compiled by Judah haNasi around 200CE), the most important rabbinic
(pharisaic) texts, is devoted to non-theological issues, suggesting that the
pharisees emphasized laws over beliefs. The transition from pharisaic
Judaism to rabbinic Judaism began after the destruction of the second Tem-
ple by the romans in 70CE, because this was the only Jewish school of
thought that largely survived.
       outside of Jewish history recorded by Jews, the pharisees are notable for
being the prime agitating influence in the roman/Hebrew persecution of
Jesus and John the Baptist (Ç). several New Testament verses refer to the
self-righteous nature of the pharisees, who placed their own man-made rules
above the divine guidance being communicated to them by one of God’s
prophets, and in this case, by the Messiah (a) they had been waiting for.
other New Testament verses indicate that saul of Tarsus (st. paul) was a
pharisee before he became a Christian. The yah¥dø analog of the pharisees
in Madinah tried to agitate against Muhammad (r) in the same way,
through alliances with the Makkan mushriks and the local Madinan munœ-
fiqs, but ultimately failed.

375 Talmud – Hebrew for study; an authoritative, influential compilation of rab-
binic traditions and discussions about Jewish life and laws, including wor-
ship, diet, social welfare, and especially, purity. After the Mishnah of rabbi
Judah haNasi was compiled (200CE), it became itself an object of study by
Jewish scholars in palestine and Babylon; their commentary on it (the
Gemaru), together with the Mishnah, constitutes the Talmud, of which
there were two versions: the palestinian Talmud (4th century BC) and the
longer Babylonian Talmud (500CE).

376 Martin luther (Martin H. Bertram, translator), On the Jews and the Lies.
       (raleigh, North Carolina: lulu publishing, 2009).
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377 Inquisition – tribunal for the prosecution of heresy, originally of the medi-
aeval Christian Church. pope Gregory IX (13th century CE) gave special
responsibility to papal inquisitors to counter the threat to Christian political
and religious unity from Islamic and Jewish believers. The activities of the
inquisitors were later characterized by extremes of torture and punishment,
most notoriously in the case of the spanish Inquisition.

378 marranos – spanish for swine; in Hebrew, the word is anusim, translated
into English as coerced. This was a pejorative term applied in Iberia to the
descendants of baptized Jews suspected of secret adherence to Judaism. This
class became numerous in spain after the 1391CE massacres and the
Dominican campaign led by Vincent ferrer at the beginning of the 15th
century, and was henceforth very prominent socially, economically, and
politically. To cope with them, the Inquisition was introduced into spain in
1480 and began a pitiless campaign of repression, which continued unremit-
tingly after the expulsion of non-Christians from the country in 1492. The
forced Conversion in portugal in 1497, which converted almost the whole
body of portuguese Jewry into titular but insincere Christians, augmented
the number of Marranos; the Inquisition was introduced there in 1540, and
portuguese immigrants formed a principal object of persecution in spain
down to the close of the 18th century. 
       Meanwhile, in spite of difficulties and prohibitions, fugitive Marranos
escaped overseas, to Italy, Muslim North Africa, and especially ottoman
Turkey, where they joined the existing communities; outstanding figures
were Gracia Mendes, Joseph Nasi, and solomon ibn yaish. In Italy, the main
Marrano centers were Ancona, ferrara, Venice, and leghorn. A secret Mar-
rano colony established itself in Antwerp in the 16th century when the city
was under spanish rule, but after Holland achieved its independence, the
center of immigration shifted to Amsterdam, where from 1600CE the Mar-
ranos no longer had to hide; there were subsidiary communities in the
Hague, rotterdam, etc. 
       In somewhat similar circumstances, communities were organized in
Hamburg, Bordeaux, and Bayonne. In England, fugitive Marranos settled in
the reign of Henry VIII and seem to have maintained some sort of organized
religious life in secret; many left England when Catholicism temporarily tri-
umphed under Queen “Bloody” Mary I (1553), but they reappeared under
Queen Elizabeth I. An internal quarrel led to their banishment in 1609, but
a fresh settlement began shortly thereafter. Manasseh ben Israel’s mission to
England was in great part intended to find a place of refuge for Marrano fugi-
tives from the Inquisition. 
       In the New World, meanwhile, Marranos had penetrated into all span-
ish and portuguese colonies, but were followed by the Inquisition and at
times savagely persecuted. With the occupation of Brazil by the Dutch in the
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first half of the 17th century, open communities were founded there, but
were uprooted by the portuguese reconquest. The refugees, recruited before
long from the old World, set up the earliest Jewish communities in the
Dutch and English possessions in the West Indies and North America (for
example, in New york, 1654; and in Newport, rhode Island, 1658). 
       The Marrano communities played a very important part in internation-
al commerce, and began by their very numerous publications in spanish and
portuguese the tradition of a vernacular literature among European Jews.
They produced a great number of influential men of distinction in every
intellectual field (for example, Baruch spinoza and Isaac pereyre). Down to
the late 19th century, they continued to be augmented by spanish and por-
tuguese immigrants brought up in the secret Marrano tradition. This, how-
ever, decayed, and it was long imagined that it had died out, but in 1920, it
was discovered that there was still in North portugal a great number of “New
Christians” still conscious of their Jewish descent and maintaining their
crypto-Jewish traditions, now hardly recognizable. under the leadership of
Captain A.C. de Barros Basto, a movement was begun to bring them back
into touch with Jewish tradition, and a synagogue was established for them
in oporto. Those in Belmonte have started to return to Judaism. The
descendants of the former secret Jews of Majorca, locally known as Chuetas,
are still a recognizable and despised class, though it is questionable whether
most have retained any Jewish tradition. 

379 Cossacks – originally members of semi-independent communities of fugi-
tive peasants and military adventurers inhabiting the steppes of southern
russia and ukraine. Attempts to limit Cossack freedom led to several large-
scale rebellions against the russian government in the 17th and 18th cen-
turies. In the 18th and 19th centuries they were formed into military
organizations (hosts), and earned a reputation for ferocious fighting and
skilled horsemanship.

380 Hasidic Judaism – Hebrew for piety; according to the Jewish Virtual library,
Hasidism is a movement within orthodox Judaism, founded by rabbi Israel
Baal shem Tov (1698–1760) in 18th-century Eastern Europe in response to
a void felt by many average observant Jews of the day. rabbi Tov was con-
sidered a great scholar and mystic, devoted to both the revealed, outer
aspect, and hidden, inner aspect of Torah. He and his followers, without
veering from a commitment to the Torah, created a way of Jewish life that
emphasized the ability of all Jews to grow closer to God via everything they
do, say, and think. In the approach to God Hasidic literature tends to put
more emphasis on direct, emotional worship rather than contact with God
through the constant study of the Torah and Talmud. This does not mean
that Hasidic Jews do not read the Torah and Talmud, but that they empha-
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size mystical contact with God that comes through prayer, earning a liveli-
hood, and other physical activities.
       With nearly one-half million adherents, there are 30 major Hasidic
movements today (and several hundred minor ones), the largest of which
(with perhaps 100,000 followers) is the lubavitch group headquartered in
Brooklyn, New york. Today, Hasidic Jews are differentiated from other
orthodox Jews by their devotion to a dynastic leader (referred to as a Rebbe),
their wearing of distinctive clothing, and a greater than average study of the
inner aspects of Torah.

381 The enlightenment – the European intellectual movement that reached its
zenith in the 18th century. Enlightenment thinkers were believers in social
progress and in the liberating possibilities of rational and scientific knowl-
edge. They were often critical of existing society and were hostile to religion,
which they saw as keeping the human mind chained down by superstition.
The American and french revolutions were justified by Enlightenment
principles of human natural rights. leading representatives of the Enlight-
enment were Voltaire, lessing, and Diderot.

382 Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) – philosopher, born in
Konigsberg (now Kaliningrad), Germany, where he
spent his entire life. He studied at the university,
becoming professor of logic and metaphysics in 1770.
His early publications were in the natural sciences, par-
ticularly astronomy and geophysics, and he published
prolifically on a great range of subjects throughout his
life. His main work, now a philosophical classic, is the Krtik der reined Ver-
nunft (Critique of Pure Reason, 1781), in which he developed his transcenden-
tal or critical idealism, a response to the empiricism of Hume. He set out his
views on ethics in the Grundlegunt zur Metaphysik der Sitten (Foundations of
the Metaphysics of Morals, 1785) and Kritik der praktischen Vernunft (Critique
of Practical Reason, 1788), in which he presented the famous Categorical
Imperative as the supreme principle of morality. In his third and last Critique,
the Kritik der Urteilskraft (Critique of Judgment, 1790), he dealt mainly with
aesthetics, or judgments of “taste.” He also wrote on politics, and his Perpet-
ual Peace (1795) advocates a world system of free states. He exerted tremen-
dous influence on subsequent philosophy, especially the idealism of fichte,
Hegel, and schelling.

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770–1831) – philosopher, born in
stuttgart, Germany. He was the last and most important of the great German
idealist philosophers in the line from Kant, fichte, and schelling. He studied
theology at Tubingen university, and taught at Bern (1793), frankfurt
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(1796), and Jena (1801–1806, when the university closed
after Napoleon’s victory at Jena). He was temporarily a
newspaper editor at Bamberg, then headmaster of the
gymnasium at Nuremberg (1808–1816). His first great
work, Phanomenologie des Geistes (The Phenomenology of
the Mind, 1807), describes how the human mind has pro-
gressed from mere consciousness through self-conscious-
ness, reason, spirit, and religion to absolute knowledge. In the Wissenschaft
der Logik (Science of Logic, 1812–1816), he set out his famous dialectical pro-
gression which is applied to the evolution of ideas and to historical move-
ments on the largest possible scale. He became professor at Heidelberg in
1816, and produced in 1817 a compendium of his entire system: Encyclopadie
des philosophischen Wissenschaften in Grundrisse (Encyclopedia of the Philosophi-
cal Sciences). In 1819 he succeeded fichte as professor in Berlin, and
remained there until his death from a cholera epidemic. His later works
include the Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts (Philosophy of Right, 1821),
which contains his political philosophy and his philosophy of art and history.
He was a system-builder of the most ambitious kind, and though his philoso-
phy is difficult it has been a great influence on such different groups as Marx-
ists, positivists, British Idealists, and Existentialists.

Johann Gottlieb Fichte (1762–1814) – philosopher,
born in rammenau, Germany. He studied at Jena uni-
versity, becoming an ardent disciple of Kant, though he
went on to modify the Kantian system in his Wis-
senschaftslehre (Theory of Knowledge, 1785), which
looked forward to Hegel’s absolute idealism. In his patri-
otic lectures Reden an die deutsche Nation (Addresses to
the German Nation, 1807–1808), he tried to rouse German nationalism to
resist Napoleon I. In 1810, he became the first rector of the university of
Berlin, whose constitution he had drawn up.

383 Sanhedrin – the word means a council or senate; a Jewish council of elders
meeting in Jerusalem, which during the Graeco-roman period acquired
internal administrative and judicial functions over palestinian Jews, despite
foreign domination. Convened by the high priest, its membership numbered
71, although local courts with this designation outside Jerusalem had fewer
members (usually 23 or just 3) and more limited jurisdiction. After the fall
of Jerusalem in 70CE, the Jerusalem sanhedrin was effectively replaced by a
new court of sages at Jabneh.

384 Benjamin Disraeli, earl of Beaconsfield (1804–1881) – British statesman;
son of Isaac D’Israeli. After unsuccessful ventures in business, he made a rep-
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utation by his novel, Vivian Grey (1826). from
1828–1831, he traveled through the Mediterranean,
spending some time in palestine. on his return to Eng-
land, he entered politics and after initial failure, was
elected to parliament in 1837 as a Tory. Though at first
howled down in the House of Commons, he became the
spokesman of the inarticulate protectionist right-wing
when the official Conservative party under peel went over to free Trade in
1845. In the course of the next few years, he revived the party; and became
its official parliamentary leader. Meanwhile, he continued his literary career,
publishing a series of select political novels. 
       In 1852, 1859, and 1866–1868, he was chancellor of the exchequer and
leader of the House of Commons in Conservative governments, and in 1868
and 1874–1880 served as British prime Minister. In this capacity, he
acquired the deep affection of Queen Victoria (who became Empress of
India under his premiership), represented Colonial Britain at the Berlin
Congress (1878), dazzled the country with his imperial vision, acquired for
England a dominant holding in the suez Canal Company, introduced social
legislation, and saved the Conservative party in England from reactionary
development. In 1878, he was anointed Earl of Beaconsfield. 
       Throughout his career, he never ceased to proclaim his sympathy with
and admiration for the Jewish people, to which he was proud to trace his ori-
gin. He championed Jewish emancipation in parliament; almost identified
himself with a medieval messianic pretender in his early work Alroy; ideal-
ized the rothschild as “sidonia,” a principal character in his novels Conings-
by and Tancred; spoke of Christianity as a development of Judaism; and
ascribed exaggerated qualities to the Jewish race. How a Jew became the
prime minister of a colonial power upon which the sun never set — a power
that extended no popular civil rights — can only be attributed to the finan-
cial kingdom to which he belonged. 

385 wandering Jew – a character in Christian legend who taunted Christ as he
carried his cross, and was condemned to wander the earth until the end of
the world or until Christ’s second coming. Various Jews, notably Ahasuerus
of Hamburg in 1602, have been identified with the character, who has been
seen as a symbol of the diaspora of the Jewish people.

386 Alfred Dreyfus (1859–1935) – a french Jewish army
officer, born in Mulhouse, france. An artillery captain
on the General staff, in 1893–1894 he was falsely
charged with delivering defense secrets to the Germans.
He was court-martialed and transported to Devil’s
Island, french Guiana (south America). The efforts of
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his wife and friends to prove him innocent provoked a vigorous response
from militarists and quarters suspicious of Jewish intrigue, and deeply divid-
ed the french intellectual and political world. After the case was tried again
(1899), he was found guilty but pardoned, and in 1906 the verdict was
reversed. proof of his innocence came when German military documents
were uncovered in 1930.

387 The Protocols of the elders of Zion – also known as The Protocols of the Wise
Men of Zion; a book that lists procedures for wold dominance.a This document
may be the most controversial piece of literature in recent history. It is said
that the Protocols first appeared in 1864 in france in a book entitled Dialogue
in Hell Between Machiavelli and Montesquieu or the Politics of Machiavellin in the
Nineteenth Century by a Contemporary. In the mid-1890s, the obscure book was
rewritten and augmented with anti-Jewish material on orders of the russian
ochrana, the czar’s secret police. It was added to the work of a religious writer
named sergei Nilus and published to coincide with the founding of the first
Zionist movement (working on return to palestine) at the 1897 World Con-
gress of Jewry in Basel, switzerland. The Protocols were included as an appen-
dix to Nilus’s book, partially titled The Anti-Christ is Near at Hand. It is said by
some that the objective was to relieve public pressure on the czar by portraying
russian revolutionaries as pawns of an international Jewish conspiracy. The
document argued that a clique of Jews and freemasons would join forces to
create a one-world government by means of liberalism and socialism, an idea
that is dismissed as conspiratorial in some quarters. 
       The Protocols still chill readers with their prophetic description of the
methodology for tyranny by a few. Its message fits quite well with the elitist
outlook of men like Cecil rhodes and the rothschilds. Among other things,
the Protocols state,

We are the chosen, we are the only true men. our minds give off
the true power of the spirit; the intelligence of the rest of the world
is merely instinctive and animal. They can see, but they cannot
foresee; their inventions are merely corporeal. Does it not follow
that nature herself has predestined us to dominate the whole world?

outwardly, however, in our “official” utterances, we shall adopt an
opposite procedure, and always do our best to appear honorable and
cooperative. A statesman’s words do not have to agree with his acts.
If we pursue these principles, the governments and peoples which
we have thus prepared will take our Ious for cash. one day they
will accept us as benefactors and saviors of the human race. If any
state dared to resist us, if its neighbors make common cause with it
against us, we will unleash a world war.
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       The Protocols go on to explain that the goal of world domination will be
accomplished by controlling how the public thinks through supervision of
what they hear; by creating new conflicts or restoring old orders; by spreading
hunger, destitution, and plague; and by seducing and distracting the youth.
“By all these methods we shall so wear down the nations that they will be
forced to offer us world domination,” they proclaim. some of the 24 protocols
bear a brief summary. If any part of them are to be believed, they indicate a
clear connection to freemasonry and to the Ancient Mysteries, as well as an
amazing road map for world conquest. Because the Protocols were rewritten
and attributed to Jews before WWI with the intent of inciting anti-Jewish
sentiment, their use of the term goyim, a pejorative Jewish word for non-Jews,
has been substituted with the term masses. pertinent points include:

…[the Protocol plan] will remain invisible until the moment when
it has gained such strength that no cunning can any longer under-
mine it (protocol 1).

Wars, so far as possible [between nations], should not result in ter-
ritorial gains (protocol 2).

[The] minds [of the masses] must be diverted toward industry and
trade. Thus, all the nations will be swallowed up in the pursuit of
gain and… will not take note of their common foe (protocol 4). 

We [the Jews] shall create an intensified centralization of govern-
ment… (protocol 5). 

…we must develop [a] super-government by representing it as the
protector and Benefactor of all those who voluntarily submit… We
shall soon begin to establish huge monopolies… (protocol 6). 

The intensification of armaments, the increase of police forces…
[so that] in all the states of the world, besides ourselves, [there will
be] only the masses of the proletariat, a few millionaires devoted to
our interests, police, and soldiers (protocol 7). 

We shall put [government power] in the hands of persons whose
past and reputations are such that between them and the people
lies an abyss, persons who, in case of disobedience to our instruc-
tions, must face criminal charges… (protocol 8). 

We have fooled, bemused and corrupted the youth of the [masses]
by rearing them in principles and theories which are known to us
to be false… (protocol 9). 
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We shall destroy among the [masses] the importance of the family
and its educational value (protocol 10). 

We have invented this whole policy and insinuated it into the
minds of the [masses]… to obtaining in a roundabout way what is…
unattainable by the direct road… It is this which has served as the
basis for our organization of secret masonry which is not known to,
and [whose] aims… are not even so much as suspected by these…
cattle, attracted by us into the “show” army of Masonic lodges in
order to throw dust in the eyes of their fellows (protocol 11). 

What is the part played by the press today? It serves selfish ends…
It is often vapid, unjust, mendacious and the majority of the public
have not the slightest idea what ends the press really serves. We
shall saddle and bridle it with a tight curb… Not a single
announcement will reach the public without our control… (proto-
col 12). 

The need for daily bread forces the [masses] to keep silent and be
our humble servants… In order that the masses themselves may not
guess what they are about we further distract them with amuse-
ments, games, pastimes, passions, people’s palace [no TV at that
time]. soon we shall begin through the media to propose competi-
tions in art, in sport of all kinds… (protocol 13). 

It will be undesirable for us that there should exist any other reli-
gion than ours… We must therefore sweep away all other forms of
belief (protocol 14).

When we at last definitely come into our kingdom by the aid of
coups d’état prepared everywhere for one and the same day… we
shall make it our task to see that against us such things as plots shall
no longer exist. With this purpose we shall slay without mercy all
who take arms in hand to oppose our coming… Anything like a
secret society will also be punishable with death… (protocol 15).

freedom of conscience has been declared everywhere, so that now
only hours divide us from the moment of the complete wrecking of
that Christian religion, as to other religions we shall have still less
difficulty in dealing with them (protocol 17).

In our program one-third of [the masses] will keep the rest under
observation from a sense of duty, on the principle of volunteer serv-
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ice to the state. It will be no disgrace to be a spy and informer, but
a merit… how else [are] we to… increase… disorders? (protocol 17). 

until [dissenters] commit some overt act we shall not lay a finger
on them but only introduce into their midst observation elements
(protocol 18).

sedition-mongering is nothing more than the yapping of a lap-dog
at an elephant… In order to destroy the prestige of heroism, for
political crime we shall send it for trial in the category of thieving,
murder, and every kind of abominable and filthy crime. public opin-
ion will then… brand it with the same contempt (protocol 19).

       later protocols deal with finances. protocol 20 calls for general taxation,
“the lawful confiscation of all sums… for the regulation of their circulation in
the state.” This would be followed by “progressive tax on property” and then
finally a graduated income tax, a “tax increasing in a percentage ratio to cap-
ital” as well as taxes on sales, “receipt of money,” inheritance, and property
transfers. There was a discussion of “the substitution of interest-[usury-]bearing
paper” for money since “Economic crises have been produced by us… by no
other means than the withdrawal of money from circulation.” The Protocols
also discuss at great length loans, which they state “hang like a sword of
Damocles over the heads of rulers, who, instead of taking from their subjects
by a temporary tax, come begging with outstretched palm to our bankers.” 
       Whoever produced the protocols clearly understood the secrets of bank-
ing. In a passage which could have been titled “The National Debt of the
untied states,” protocol 20 states, “A loan is an issue of government bills of
exchange containing a percentage obligation [usury] commensurate to the sum
of the loaned capital.” It proceeds to explain, “If the loan bears a charge of 5%
[hefty usury in those more knowledgeable times] then in 20 years the state
vainly pays away in usury a sum equal to the loan borrowed, in 40 years it is
paying a double sum, in 60 — treble [triple], and all the while the debt remains
unpaid…” And in the prophetic words of the Protocols no one would figure out
what was happening. “We shall so hedge about our system of accounting that
neither ruler nor the most insignificant public servant will be in a position to
divert even the smallest sum from its destination without detection or to direct
it in another direction…” The Protocols also demonstrate a linkage to the
Ancient Mysteries, referring to bloodlines such as “the seed of David,” “secret
mysteries,” and the “symbolic snake,” an icon of the earliest cults. 
       Despite their problematic origin, the Protocols were taken seriously by
many powerful people, including Germany’s Kaiser Wilhelm II, russia’s Czar
Nicholas II, and American industrialist Henry ford, who used them to help
persuade the us senate not to join president Wilson’s league of Nations.
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Hitler saw the Protocols as a real proclamation despite the questions that
have besieged the book. In Mein Kampf he wrote, 

They [the Protocols] are supposed to be a “forgery” the Frankfurter
Zeitung moans and cries out to the world once a week; the best proof
that they are genuine after all… But the best criticism applied to
them is reality. He who examines the historical development of the
past hundred years, from the points of view of this book [the Proto-
cols], will also immediately understand the clamor of the Jewish press.
for once this book has become the common property of a people, the
Jewish danger is bound to be considered as broken.b

Author Konrad Heiden, an anti-Nazi contemporary of Hitler, while denying
the authenticity of the Protocols, also saw a certain reality there, 

Today the forgery is incontrovertibly proved, yet something infi-
nitely significant has remained: a textbook of world domination…
the great principle of inequality fights to preserve its rule; the ruling
class philosophy of a natural hierarchy, of innate differences
between men. once this principle is expressed in the form of his-
torical events, it also soon assumes the aspect of conspiracy… The
spirit of the Protocols, therefore, contains historical truth, though
all the facts put forward in them are forgeries.c

       It is the possibility of “historical truth” which has kept the Protocols in
circulation since their inception. Today, modern conspiracy writers see them
as the real program predating Nazism and communism. some have noticed
a remarkable resemblance between the Protocols and confiscated secret doc-
uments of the mysterious Bavarian Illuminati of the late 18th century. oth-
ers noted that the original Nilus edition contained references to a king as
well as a “Masonic kingdom,” concepts clearly not of Jewish origin. further-
more, it concluded with the statement, “signed by the representatives of
sion of the 33rd degree.”

a      The Elders of Zion (Victor E. Marsden, translator), The Protocols of the 
       Meetings of the Learned Elders of Zion. (Boring, oregon: CpA 
       Book publisher, 2009).

b     Adolf Hitler (James Murphy, translator), Mein Kampf. (New york, 
       New york: Hurst and Blackett, ltd., 1939), p. 255.

c      Konrad Heiden (ralph Manheim, translator), The Führer. (New york, 
       New york: Carroll & Graf publishers, Inc., 1994), p. 16.
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388 Adolf Hitler (James Murphy, translator), Mein Kampf. (New york, New 
       york: Hurst and Blackett, ltd., 1939), p. 53 

389 The alarm bells have already begun to ring in Washington and New york
after the 2008 financial meltdown on Wall street, resulting in a $700 billion
bailout by the us taxpayer; writing in The Wisconsin Jewish Chronicle, Ben
Harris cites the following,

“There is definitely a fear among certain Jews in this industry,” said
a Jewish employee with a top New york investment bank who
asked that his name be withheld. “And it’s because it’s spreading
past Wall street now. There’s a growing animosity towards the
wealthy, and especially the wealthy that have made money on Wall
street and real estate and finance, as so many Jews have — some
legitimately, some not so. It’s very easy to generalize that it must be
the entire Jewish people.”

last week, the ADl [Anti-Defamation league] reported a
“dramatic surge” in anti-semitic Internet postings related to the
economy. The group said the Internet chatter is not limited to neo-
Nazi and white supremacist sites, but has spread to mainstream
Web sites such as yahoo! and Aol, where “hundreds” of anti-
semitic messages have flooded financial discussion boards.a

a      Ben Harris, Will Wall St. crisis spur anti-Semitism? Some Jews find cause 
       for anxiety. (Milwaukee, Wisconsin: The Wisconsin Jewish 
       Chronicle, National News section, october 7, 2008).
       http://www.jewishchronicle.org/article.php?article_id=10692

390 jinn – an intelligent form of life parallel to humans. The two major compo-
nents of jinn are air and fire; while in humans the two major components
are water and earth. The life sustaining proportionality of air and fire is
called the mœrij. out of this mœrij Allah (Â) gave life to jinn. Thus, the jinn
are as resilient and flexible as to assume any shape they want including a
flame feature. spirits that dwell in modes of light (angels) or fire (jinn) have
been concealed from human senses. That is why the literal meaning of the
Arabic word jinn is a concealed or unseen being. 

ins – usually translated as humans, the word means intelligent beings who
are characterized by their psychosocial nature that fluctuates between accul-
turation and naturalness (or between assimilation and ignorance), peculiar
to human senses and physical constitution. 

391 Narrated by Ab¥ sa‘ød al-Khudrø and recorded by Ibn Óajar al-‘Asqalœnø, 
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al-Tirmidhø, and al-̌ abarœnø.

392 Narrated by al-Mustawrad ibn shidœd and recorded by Ibn Óajar al-‘Asqalœnø,
Muslim, A˙mad ibn Hanbal, and Ibn Mœjah.

393 The inevitability of death raises ethical problems concerning how we ought
to live our lives. This would hold true whether there is or is not a possibility
that at death we will be held responsible for our actions. The denial of an
afterlife and thus the denial of rewards and punishments for our behavior
during this life does not solve ethical problems. Abortion in the secular
mind is still a controversial question regardless of one’s position concerning
immortality, as is euthanasia. The morality of the death penalty is debated,
especially in the us, which seems to be opposing a worldwide trend in the
reinstatement of this punishment. 
       The contemplation or awareness of our own death has been discussed
not only by recent philosophers such as Heidegger and sartre but through-
out the history of thought. According to some thinkers the inevitability of
death gives our life meaning, while others have held that death makes life
meaningless or absurd. philosophers have also asked whether we can expe-
rience our own death and how we experience the death of the “other.”
       In recent times we have been forced to redefine the moment of death.
No longer can we simply say a person is dead when his or her heart stops, for
there are now machines that can perform the physiological functions of the
heart. At present, in the us, death is described in terms of the absence of
brain waves. In the uK, the criterion of brain stem death is used instead.
The development of sophisticated technology has also raised a number of
ethical issues in secular societies since not only is it now possible to save the
lives of people who in the past would have died, but in some cases technol-
ogy has allowed people to continue to live in a comatose state for months
and even years. Karen Ann Quinlan lived for months on life-support systems
and then survived for another nine years in a coma being fed artificially.
Another case receiving attention concerned an attempt in Germany to keep
a brain-dead pregnant woman alive in the hope that she would be able to
give birth to a healthy child.
       so far, all the problems we have discussed involve human death, but if
philosophy involves drawing lines and discussing the nature and boundaries
of concepts, one must ask why we limit the notion of death to our own
death since it is quite clear that animals are living things. With the devel-
opment of ethology, many people have asked if animals, like humans, have
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an awareness of death. for instance, elephants have been observed burying
dead elephants: they cover them with soil and branches. They “fondle and
examine” the bones and tusks of dead elephants. It has also been observed
that elephants will walk on either side of a wounded or sick elephant as if
to support him; bulls have been seen lifting and carrying off another
wounded bull. Do they, perhaps, realize that the sheer weight of a fallen ele-
phant can quickly cause his lungs to collapse and thus cause death? Do they
have an awareness of death? The same question can be asked not only of
dolphins since they have been known to support the body of a sick dolphin
or even a drowning person, but also about those trained chimpanzees that
can distinguish between photographs of animate and inanimate objects. Do
they have some conception of life and thus of death? There is experimental
evidence to suggest that chimpanzees have the ability to recognize them-
selves in a mirror. Does such an ability mean that they are self-conscious
and does this in turn mean that they might have a sense of their own end
or death? 
       Is inorganic nature (lacking the properties and characteristics of living
organisms) something utterly different from, and alien to, humans? If yes,
that would mean that humans are cut off from nature, which would have us
suffer from a type of troublesome dualism. perhaps we can understand this
continuum if we consider the physical nature of a human being for, although
we tend to forget it, we can describe ourselves in purely physical terms as
being two-thirds water, which in turn is made up of hydrogen and oxygen,
which is made up of atoms composed of electrons and protons and so on.
Thus, human physical death can be described not only in terms of emotions
and experiences, but also in terms of disease, in terms of cells, the exchange
of chemicals through cell membranes, and so on. This does not mean that
as physical beings we are reduced to nothing more than the action of our
physical components. rather, as physical beings we are linked to inorganic
nature although we are not reduced to it. 
       It is perhaps much easier to compare human death to death in the
organic world for in the death of animals, at least the so-called higher ani-
mals, we can recognize certain similarities with our own ageing and death.
Many of us have watched a familiar and domestic animal grow old: a dog’s
muzzle will turn white just as human hair does. The ageing animal is less
playful, less active, and so on. Even the process of dying is similar: a home-
grown cat gets breast cancer and dies as the disease progresses.
       Death is all around us — but we manage to block it out of our conscience,
at least in the materialistic and secular worlds. In the old and the New Testa-
ments, the end of physical life on earth is the separation of the soul from the
body. Early Hebrew religion gave little thought to death, accepting it as a part
of life, and it gave scant attention to life after death. In the way information
has come down through the annals of biblical history, a gradual belief devel-
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oped that the departed soul went to sheol (the Hebrew underworld, the abode
of the dead) or Hades (psalms, 88:12; 86:13; proverbs, 15:24), where the soul
barely existed as a shadow. Death was considered to be the end-result of sin
(Genesis, 3:19, 22). Not until very late in Hebrew history — at the time the
Book of Daniel was written, about 350BCE — did belief in the resurrection of
the dead arise. Before Ezekiel and Daniel (Ç), there was little, if any, belief in
personal immortality. rather, the nation of Israel, was seen as immortal, as it
continued from generation to generation. Many scholars believe such pas-
sages, which sound personal (Hosea, 6:1–3), probably refer to the whole peo-
ple of Israel. such a reading follows from the Hebrew belief that human beings
are animated bodies, not incarnate souls, as in Greek thought. 
       In the New Testament, death is closely identified with sin (romans,
5:12). Death, like sin, law, and the devil, is a hostile power. These demonic
powers were the ones that Jesus (a) struggled to overcome in his proclama-
tion of the Kingdom, and triumphed over in his death and “resurrection.” st.
paul puts it clearly, that for those with faith in Jesus Christ, death no longer
has any power to terrify or destroy (romans, 6–9; 1 Corinthians, 15). people
die physically; but spiritually believers have eternal life, so that alive or dead
they cannot fall out of the hand of God.

394 The world and life on earth are transient and sensual pursuits that are for the
most part hollow. Earthly life is tantalizing and seductive. The emotional
attachment to it may become an elaborate and complex way of life. Drown-
ing in moments of sensual desires may eclipse and even extinguish the fact
of an impending afterlife. A human being who is unable to consciously
ascertain and to mentally affirm that earthly life is transitory, and that he
will eventually leave the world without any material or physical possessions
will have been consumed by its seductive features.
       The world we are approaching and the eternal life to come are worth
concentrating on. The moment of death is unavoidable. And when a person
reaches that parting moment in life he should be reminded to say, “lœ ilœha
illœ allœh: There is no divinity/authority except Allah.” These should be the
last words a person utters on his way out of this temporal life. It is also judi-
cious to read S¥ra∆ Yœsøn, as the prophet (r) said, “Recite Yœsøn to your
deceased,”a and “Any deceased who has Yœsøn recited for him will be eased through
the process of dying.”b

a      recorded by Ab¥ Dœw¥d.

b     Narrated by umm al-Dardœ’ and recorded by al-Œjurrø.

395 Joel stein, How Jewish is Hollywood? (los Angeles, California: los Angeles 
       Times, opinion section, December 19, 2008).
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       http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/commentary/la-oe-stein19-
       2008dec19,0,4676183.column

Hollywood – a suburb of los Angeles, California, which after 1912 devel-
oped into the center of film production in the usA. Its studios dominated
the world motion picture market from the 1920s, and it is still a major center
for the production of visual entertainment in both film and television.

396 Neal Gabler, An Empire of Their Own: How the Jews Invented Hollywood.
       (New york, New york: Bantam Doubleday publishing, 1988).

397 Ibid., p. 2.

398 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 198, (originally recorded in the Two Ía˙ø˙s).

399 Narrated by ǎlaq ibn ‘Alø al-Óanafø and recorded by A˙mad ibn Hanbal,
al-Nisœ’ø, Ab¥ Dœw¥d, Ibn Mœjah, al-Tirmidhø, and al-Óœkim.

400 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 200.

401 Narrated by umm al-Mu’minøn ‘Œ’isha∆ and recorded by al-Wœdi‘ø (cited in
Tafsør Ibn Kathør).

402 asteroids – rocky objects generally found in orbits lying between those of Mars
and Jupiter, formerly called minor planets, a term now rarely used. This main
belt of asteroids has its inner edge approximately 60 million miles (100 million
km) outside Mars’ orbit, and is 100 million miles (165 million km) wide. only
a few are large enough to have visible discs (hence the name, meaning star-
like), so most sizes are inferred. The orbits of the 5,000 or so of the larger aster-
oids are known. The first asteroid, Ceres (diameter 940 km/580 miles) was
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discovered by Giuseppe piazzi
(1746–1826) in 1801, and has an
orbital period (one revolution
around the sun) of 4.6 years. other
large asteroids are pallas (590
km/370 miles), Vesta (580 km/360
miles), Hygiea (430 km/270 miles),
Interamnia (340 km/210 miles)
Davida (320 km/200 miles) and
Cyibele (310 km/190 miles). 
       Asteroids are classified accord-
ing to telescopically measured, visi-
ble, and near-infrared colors,
inferences about their composition
being based on a comparison with
meteorite types. C types are thought to be analogous to carbonaceous mete-
orites; s types are thought to be composed of silicates mixed with nickel and
iron; and M types are thought to be mostly metallic (nickel/iron). There are
also several unclassified asteroids. 
       They are believed to have originated in the formation of the solar sys-
tem, when planetesimals (small bodies that could or did come together with
many others under gravitation to form a planet) accreted from solar nebula.
The more primitive carbonaceous asteroids may have evolved little since
then, while the other types may have been parts of larger bodies first accret-
ed and later broken up by collisions. recently a few dozen small asteroids, a
few kilometers in diameter, have been discovered in highly elliptical orbits
that come inside the orbit of Mars, some crossing the orbit of Earth — the
Apollo, Amor, and Aten families. The total number of near-Earth asteroids
is thought to be over 1,000; these, and the larger number of unseen boulder-
size objects, may collide with the Earth and the Moon periodically. such
asteroids are relatively easy to visit by spacecraft, and may in the future rep-
resent economically useful resources for an expanding space economy. The
first flyby of a main-belt asteroid, Gaspra, was achieved by the us National
Aeronautics and space Administration’s (NAsA) Galileo spacecraft, on its
way to Jupiter, in october 1991.

comet – small solar system body made of ice and dust. Comets are aster-
oidal in appearance at distances of many astronomical units (1 astronomi-
cal unit = 149,597,871 km or 92,955,807 miles) from the sun, when they
consist of a bare, inactive nucleus; however, they are often spectacularly
active when nearer to the sun. The characteristic bright head, or coma,
and streaming tails made up of dust and ions are created by solar heating,
which causes sublimation of the ices (and entrainment of the dust) with
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subsequent solar-induced emission of light
from gas molecules and scattered light
from the dust. 
       The source of comets is believed to be
a spherical halo cloud about the sun called
the oort Cloud — representing a region
into which cometary planetesimals were
scattered gravitationally after their forma-
tion about 4.6 billion years ago. oort Cloud
comets are loosely bound in a solar orbit at
distances of approximately 50,000 astro-
nomical units. observable comets are occasionally scattered into the inner
solar system by the gravitational fields of nearby stars and giant molecular
clouds. Most can be observed only once because of their long rotational peri-
od of about a million years; some like Halley’s Comet are captured into rel-
atively short period orbits as a result of gravitational interactions with giant
planets. There are about 50 known periodic comets in the “Jupiter” family
whose aphelion (the point in the orbit of a planet or comet that is at the
greatest distance from the sun) distance is near Jupiter’s. These are potential
targets for spacecraft missions, especially in view of the assertion that they
represent the most primitive material, dating back to the origin of the solar
system. 
       from spacecraft and telescopic measurement it is now known that the
comet nucleus is a few kilometers in size, irregularly shaped and very dark;
that the dust in the coma contains carbon and silicate; that there is evidence
of polymerized organic molecules; and that the gases of the coma include
water, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, ammonia, methane, and hydrocar-
bons, sustaining the dirty snowball hypothesis. Cometary impacts on Earth
over geologic time may have been an important source of volatile material
and organic compounds contributing to the pre-biotic environment.
Cometary and asteroidal impacts may also have contributed to periodic
extinctions of species in the past.

interplanetary matter – material in the solar system other than the planets
and their satellites. It includes streams of charged particles from the solar
wind, dust, meteorites, and comets.

403 The basic distinction between a star and a planet is that a star generates its
own heat and light, through nuclear reactions, whereas a planet shines only
due to reflected light. The theory of planetary formation suggests that they
condense from material left over during primary star formation. Their
occurrence therefore may be common, but they are extremely hard to
detect, being so much fainter than their parent stars. The major planets in
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the Solar System comprise two types: the inner, terrestrial planets (Mer-
cury, Venus, Earth, Mars) and the giant gaseous outer planets (Jupiter, sat-
urn, uranus, Neptune), together with unique, distant pluto (not considered
a planet any more). 
       All except Mercury
and Venus have associated
moons or, for the outer
planets, systems of moons.
All are said to have been
formed about 4.6 billion
years ago, soon after the
formation of the sun from
a collapsing cloud of gas
and dust. The inner planets are dense, and made primarily of metals and of
metal silicates. They are internally differentiated into zones: an iron-rich
core, an iron-magnesium silicate mantle, and a crust of lighter metal sili-
cates. Venus, Earth, and Mars have atmospheres believed to be outgassed
from the interiors over geological time. The outer planets are much less
dense, and made primarily of gases and ices together with a core equivalent
to a large terrestrial planet. They are also internally differentiated into
zones: an outer core of hydrogen in a solid phase, a mantle of liquid hydro-
gen/helium, and a deep gaseous atmosphere. Jupiter is by far the most mas-
sive planet, containing over two-thirds of the material in the solar system
apart from the sun. Many searches have been made for other planets in our
solar system; if they exist. And there is increasing astronomical information
that they may very well exist.

Pluto – since its discovery in 1930, it was consid-
ered the solar system’s ninth planet; however
recently, in 2006, it has been reclassified as the
second largest dwarf planet after Eris. It is the most
massive member of the Kuiper Belt, a region of
the solar system that extends 20 astronomical
units beyond the orbit of Neptune and consists of
small remnants from the formation of the solar
system. The current International Astronomical
union’s (IAu) definition of a planet indicates that for a body to be classified
as a planet, it must meet three criteria: (1) the object must be in orbit around
the sun; (2) the object must be massive enough to be a sphere by its own
gravitational force and more specifically, its own gravity should pull it into
a shape of hydrostatic equilibrium; and (3) the object must have cleared the
neighborhood around its orbit. pluto qualifies under the first two conditions,
but fails to meet the third.
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404 oort Cloud – a spherical halo about the sun,
hypothesized to be a source of the long-period
comets; named after Dutch astronomer Jan Hendrik
oort (1900–1992), who first noted the clustering of
aphelia (plural of aphelion) of new comets in this
region. It is at the boundary of the sun’s gravitation-
al sphere of influence, about a third of the distance
to the nearest star.

405 milky Way – diffuse band of light across the sky,
first resolved by Galileo into a “congeries of
stars” resulting from the combined light of thou-
sands of millions of faint stars in our galaxy.
strictly it means the belt of light seen in the
night sky, but the term is used freely, even by
professional astronomers, as the name of the
galaxy to which the sun belongs. The name,
from ancient Greek, was adopted also by the
romans. one of hundreds of billions of galaxies in the observable universe,
the Milky Way itself is said to contain between 200 to 400 billion stars like
the sun; it is approximately 100,000 light years in diameter and 1,000 light
years thick. If the scale of the Milky Way was reduced to 100 meters in diam-
eter, than our own solar system including the oort Cloud would be no more
than a grain of sand. The age of the Milky Way is estimated to be around
13.2 billion years, almost as old as the universe.

406 star clusters – loosely packed, open clusters in a galactic plane contain a few
dozen to a few hundred stars and are young in age compared to other clus-
ters. Dense, globular clusters are found scattered in a halo around galaxies.
They are spherical, have hundreds of thousands to millions of stars, and are
billions of years old. formed at the same time early in the history of the
Milky Way, over 100 globular clusters are known to exist in it.

407 magnetosphere – a teardrop-shaped
region whose size and shape are con-
stantly readjusting to the variations of
the solar wind (the figure shows a 
3-dimensional cutout of Earth’s magne-
tosphere). Charged particles from both
solar wind and the Earth’s atmosphere
are stored in the terrestrial magnetos-
phere, which has been extensively
explored since the Van Allen radiation
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belts were discovered by Explorer 1 in 1958. stored particles are periodically
ejected into the north and south regions of the atmosphere along the mag-
netic field and accelerated to high speeds by mechanisms which are poorly
understood. Collisions with atmospheric atoms cause emissions of light seen
as an aurora or the so-called northern lights. other planets known to have mag-
netospheres include Jupiter, saturn, uranus, and Mercury.

408 plate tectonics theory – proposes
that the Earth’s lithosphere (part
of the Earth, consisting of the
crust and the solid outer-most
layer of the upper mantle, extend-
ing to a depth of around 100 kilo-
meters or 60 miles) is made up of a
number of relatively thin, rigid
plates which may include both
continental and ocean crust and
which move relative to one another (the figure shows the major plates
delineated by the theory). plate boundaries are defined by major earthquake
zones and belts of volcanic activity. New plate material is generated by
erupting basaltic lava along mid-ocean ridges and eventually consumed at
subduction zones at the site of deep ocean trenches. plate collisions have
resulted in the formation of mountain ranges such as the Alps and
Himalayas. plate motion is most probably driven by convection currents
within the mantle on which the plates float.

409 greenhouse effect – solar energy arrives
at the planetary surface mainly as visible
light from the sun, which is then
reflected by the Earth’s surface at
infrared wavelengths as heat. Carbon
dioxide and water vapor in the atmos-
phere absorb this infrared radiation and
behave like a blanket, with the net
effect of rising atmospheric tempera-
tures. on Earth, the burning of fossil
fuels and large-scale deforestation
enhance the effect, so that there is likely
to be a gradual increase in mean air temperature by several degrees, with the
consequent melting of polar ice and a rise in mean sea level. 
       Experimental models predict global temperature increases of between 1
and 5 °C by 2050, but there are many uncertainties about possible effects. It
is also likely that global rainfall patterns will shift away from the sub-tropical
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areas toward higher latitudes, thereby disrupting present agricultural pat-
terns. The energy balance between incoming solar radiation and outgoing
radiation (both heat and reflected sunlight) takes place at the top of the
atmosphere. for Earth, the warming effect is about 35 °C at the surface; for
Venus, in spite of reflective cloud cover, surface temperatures of over 400 °C
are reached. It is postulated that early Venus had oceans that were warmed
by a carbon dioxide greenhouse effect, leading to the evaporation of water
which, in turn, amplified warming and produced a runaway greenhouse
effect resulting in the total loss of surface liquid water; this evaporating
water was ultimately lost to space altogether.

410 Albert einstein – refer to endnote 173 in Volume 2.

411 celestial equator – the great circle in which the plane of the Earth’s equator
cuts the celestial sphere. This is the primary circle for the coordinates’ right
ascension and declination.

412 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 207, (narrated by ‘Abdullœh ibn salœm and recorded 
       by al-Ißfahœnø).

413 Al-Najœshø (Negus) of Abyssinia – refer to endnote 83 in Volume 2.

414 Dr. Wahba∆ al-Zu˙aylø, Al-Tafsør al-Munør fø al-‘Aqøda∆ wa-al-Sharø‘a∆ 
       wa-al-Manhaj, Volume 4. (Beirut, lebanon: Dœr al-fikr al-Mu‘œßir, 
       1411AH), p. 213–214, (narrated by Jœbir ibn ‘Abdillœh and ‘Abdullœh 
       ibn ‘Abbœs, and recorded by al-Nisœ’ø).

415 Narrated by sahl ibn sa‘d al-sœ‘idø and recorded by Imam al-Bukhœrø.

416 Narrated by salmœn al-fœrsø and recorded by Imam Muslim.
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Glossary

adhœn – the call to ßalœ∆.

Ahl al-Kitœb – Folks of the Book (also People of the Book); this
expression refers to people who belong or belonged to any of a
number of holy books or scriptures that were revealed by Allah
(Â) to the prophets (Å) throughout the course of history. Most
notably among them are “Jews” and “Christians” who still have an
affinity with or a “working relationship” with the Bible — old or
New Testaments.

a˙zœb – regional confederation of military forces; usually refers to the
alliance of mushrik armies that surrounded Madinah during the Bat-
tle of al-Khandaq (the Trench), otherwise known as the Campaign
of al-A˙zœb. 

œkhira∆ – the end-life or afterlife; this expression refers to the here-
after, or afterlife, or life after death. In a more refined sense, this
word alludes to the time-period that will follow the Day of resur-
rection and Judgment. 



œl – intimates, confidantes.

‘alim – learned person, intellectual, expert; this expression usually
refers to scholars, particularly scholars who are well versed on
Islamic matters.

amør – the final decision maker of a certain constituency, association, or
group that aims to achieve a certain set of strategic objectives; in today’s
world, the position would be similar to a chief executive officer of
a major corporation or a president of a country.

amit – I suffer or face the pain of death; the word the Muslims were
chanting in order to stiffen their resolve right before the engage-
ment at the Battle of u˙ud.

amr – matters of policy, strategy, and public interest on which a public
point of view or “vote” is solicited; this word has to be understood in
context. It could refer to a command issued by a person or group in
charge, or it could refer to issues of importance in the public space
in which a joint consensus is sought.

Anßœr – supporters; in Islamic literature this word has to be under-
stood in context. It could occur in reference to the Almighty or it
could be in reference to the prophet (r). 

œya∆ – demonstration; this could refer to Allah’s (Â) demonstra-
tion through revelation, that is, the verse(s) of the Generous
Qur’an; and it can also refer to Allah’s (Â) demonstration of
power and authority in the course of prophetic and social history.
plural for œya∆ is œyœt.

bœ†il – falsehood, lies, misrepresentation, institutional corruption; the
opposite of ˙aqq.

bay‘a∆ – allegiance.
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Dh¥ al-Qa‘da∆ – the eleventh month of the Islamic hijrø calendar; it is
also one of the four months in which al-ladhøna œman¥ are not to
initiate any fighting or hostilities.

døn – pattern and prototype; this word is probably one of the most
mistranslated words. The usual translation of the word is religion.
But in a better understanding of Islamic terms the word døn should
carry within its meaning a lively prototype and a social system. As
such a døn could be man-made and in denial of Allah (Â) or it may
be in conformity with Allah (Â) and in affirmation of Him.

du‘œ’ – prayer or a reverent petition to Allah (Â).

du‘œ’ qun¥† – a petition to Allah (Â) to alleviate the times and circum-
stances of despair and desperation.

dunyœ – the worldly life.

fajr – break of the day, the first light of day; this is when obedient
Muslims offer their dawn ßalœ∆.

Fajr Íalœ∆ – a congregational ßalœ∆ performed by Muslims, one of five
during the day, some time between the break of dawn and sunrise.

faqøh – savant, academician; one who specializes, in particular, in
matters that are jurisprudential. 

fø sabølillœh – on a course to Allah (Â); for the cause of Allah (Â).

fiqh – practical knowledge, legal knowledge, jurisprudence; the moral
and legal understanding and interpretation of Islamic norms and
laws within a particular generation or set of circumstances.

fiqhø – of or pertaining to fiqh. 

ghanøma∆ – the spoils of war.
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ghayb – unseen, unknown, metaphysical, incomprehensible.

hadith – a verbal or practical precedent of the Prophet (r); the simple
linguistic meaning of the word is “speech.”

al-Hadith – the full body of hadith literature of the Prophet (r).

hadith, muttafaq – a hadith whose text and chain of transmission are
agreed upon by all the major compilers of the Hadith.

Hajj – the Pilgrimage; this is the annual meeting of the Muslims in
Makkah during the last three months of the lunar year: shawwœl,
Dh¥ al-Qa‘da∆, and Dh¥ al-Óijja∆. The mass assembly of people
during this annual congregation is yawm ‘Arafœt, which is the 9th
day of Dh¥ al-Óijja∆ — the day before ‘Ød al-A∂˙å.

˙alœl – sanctioned, ritually fit; this word roughly corresponds to the
word kosher in some of its biblical usage. The word extends over rit-
ual and legal practices.

˙aqq – truth, veracity, validity.

˙arœm – taboo, unauthorized or unlawful; this word is the opposite
of ˙alœl.

˙asbunœ allœhu wa-ni‘ma al-wakøl – Allah is ample for us and what
an excellent confidant He is.

˙ayœ’ – reticence, discretion, constraint, and moral introversion.

Hijrah – the forced departure of Muhammad (r) from Makkah to
Madinah; in a sense it was the prophet (r) securing asylum from
the Makkan mushriks and also his assumption of the role of leader,
statesman, and ultimate decision maker, or Imam, of the newly
established Islamic state in Madinah. 
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hijrø – referring to the Hijrah, or more generally to the Islamic calendar
and the dates organized according to its lunar pattern of timekeeping.

˙ikma∆ – proportionate understanding (of things); wisdom.

˙izbullœh – the party or group (throughout history) that strives and
struggles for Allah’s (Â) cause.

‘ibœdœt – acts of compliance; many times reduced or confused with
the word rituals.

i˙sœn – perfection; this is an Islamic word-cum-concept. The idea is
to put in the extra effort for completion and culmination of any
God-driven and God-ordained task. The epitome and paradigm of
this human action-to-perfection is for each person to always be
mindful that even if he does not see Allah (Â), he is always seen
by Him. Nothing escapes His attention. Therefore, everything
someone does has to be done to meet the “higher standards of
Allah (Â)” knowing that He is watching.

imam – leader; the word has both positive and negative usages in
the Qur’anic text. 

ømœn – secure commitment, covenant; the word is virtually a distilla-
tion of amœna∆ (trust) and amn (security). 

infœq – spending; this is the psychological and social status of per-
sons and people before the terms and conditions of ßadaqa∆ and
zakœ∆ kick in.

ins – human beings; the word means intelligent beings who are
characterized by their psychosocial nature that fluctuates between
acculturation and naturalness (or between assimilation and igno-
rance), peculiar to human senses and physical constitution.
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intifœ∂a∆ – literally, an outpouring, an inundation (like from a flood);
mass resistance and protest.

istib∂œ‘ – adulterine insemination; a form of marriage in pre-Islamic
Arabia in which a woman would conceive the child of a man of
higher social status than her husband, so that the child would
belong to the social status of the biological “father.”

al-‘izza∆ – majesty, self-sufficiency, and self-confidence.

Jahannam – Hell; this is the place where evildoers in the world will
end up in the afterlife. Its main feature of torment is the fire. 

jœhil – a constituent or citizen of a jœhiløya∆.

jœhilø – of or pertaining to jœhiløya∆.

jœhiløya∆ – an era of governance without God, the age of systemic lack
of scriptural guidance; it may be characterized as an “ignocracy” or
“idiocracy.” It not only refers to the time preceding Muhammad
(r), but also any time period in which Allah’s (Â) døn is overrun
by other systems and establishments.

janœza∆ – funeral preparation and procession for a deceased Muslim.

Janna∆ — the Garden, Paradise; this is the opposite of Jahannam.
It is the place and time in the afterlife where people of good heart
and will, obedient to Allah (Â) and His prophet (r) go to dwell
forever in an air of tranquility, an environment of bliss, and a state
of exaltation.

jihad – the ultimate effort and sacrifice; it is not holy war. The word
has a range of meanings and applications that range from a struggle
against the forces of evil within the self to the a struggle against the
forces of evil within the cosmos. 
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jinn – unseen, intelligent beings; this is an independent species of
intelligent and advanced life that will be held accountable, like
humans, on the Day of Judgment. Their composition is from the
substance of the fire, whereas man’s composition is from the sub-
stance of clay.

Ka‘bah – a cubic structure, an object of veneration; the black
enshrouded cube at the center of al-Masjid al-Óarœm, originally
built by Ibrœhøm and Ismœ‘øl (Ç) and around which Muslim pil-
grims perform their †awœf (circumambulation).

kœfir – a contrarian to Allah (Â); every person who enlists in kufr
becomes a kœfir. plurals are kœfir¥n, kœfirøn, and kuffœr.

al-kalima∆ al-shahœda∆ – articles of faith, testimonial; normally
refers to the statement: Ashhadu an lœ ilœha illa Allœh, wa ashhadu
anna Mu˙ammadan ras¥lu Allœh, which means “I bear witness [tes-
tify] that there is no deity/authority [worthy of conformity] except
Allah, and I bear witness [testify] that Muhammad is the Messenger
of Allah.”  

khaløfa∆ – successor; this word has its Qur’anic context. In this con-
text man/humans are designated as Allah’s (Â) successors on
earth. In post-prophetic Islamic literature it refers to those who suc-
ceeded the prophet (r) as the leader of the Muslims. 

al-khilœfa∆ al-rœshida∆ – Rightly-Guided Caliphs; this is typically
identified by sunnø historians as the short period of legitimate rep-
resentative Islamic rule following the death of the prophet (r) and
preceding the first age of repressive, autocratic, and hereditary
kings, started by the founder of the umayyad dynasty, Mu‘œwiya∆
ibn Abø sufyœn. lasting 30 years, it comprised the administrations,
in order, of Ab¥ Bakr (10–12AH), ‘umar ibn al-Kha††œb (12–22AH),
‘uthmœn ibn ‘Affœn (22–34AH), ‘Alø ibn Abø œ̌lib (34–39AH), and
al-Óasan ibn ‘Alø, the prophet’s (r) grandson (40AH) who ruled for
six months.
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kufr – denial of Allah’s (Â) authority and power; such denial ulti-
mately becomes a “philosophy” or an “ideology.” There is a men-
tal construct of ideas that argue against Allah (Â) as sovereign,
lawgiver, and Authority. There may be many expressions of this
contrarian hypothesis and political orientation; but one thing in
common among all of them — bar none — is their exclusion of
Allah (Â) as the Almighty and the ultimate Authority. 

lœ ilœha illœ allœh – there is no deity/authority [worthy of conformity]
except Allah (Â).

al-ladhøna œman¥ – those who are securely committed to Allah (Â);
the first among equals in an Islamic society.

al-ladhøna kafar¥ – those who deny Allah’s (Â) authority and power;
the first among equals in a jœhilø society. The term usually refers to
the leaders and their enablers who run the homogenizing institu-
tions of kufr in society.

latasma‘unna – you (second person plural) will most assuredly listen
and pay heed to.

ma‘r¥f – that which is self-evidently right and proper.

madhhab – an [Islamic] rational pursuit in fulfilling the meanings of the
Qur’an and Sunnah; usually refers to one of the Islamic fiqhø schools
of thought.

madrasa∆ – an Islamic primary school dedicated in part to the study and
memorization of the Qur’an; erroneously referred to by the mushrik
media, politicians, and academics as terror indoctrination centers
for young Muslim minds.

malœ’ika∆ – angels; plural of the word malak. Created out of light,
these are living, intelligent beings  who are central to the human
experience of divine inspiration and revelation.
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mar˙¥m¥n – those who receive Allah’s (Â) mercy; plural of mar˙¥m.

mœrij – disorder, jumble; refers to the life sustaining proportion of
fire and air from which the jinn are created.

masjid – the place or area of suj¥d (prostration); a mosque.

maΩl¥m – one who is oppressed.

minbar – pulpit or podium; most of the time, this word refers to the
platform from which the Jumu‘a∆ sermon is delivered in the masjid
each week. In a more general sense, it is just a raised platform to
give prominence to the person on it.

mu’min – every person who is firmly and securely committed to Allah
(Â); a bearer of ømœn. see ømœn above.

mu∂œraba∆ – sleeping partnership; refers to a contract in which a
silent partner, who provides cash for an activity undertaken by an
active partner, shares in the generated profits according to a pre-
existing agreement.

mujœhid – an individual active in jihad; see jihad above. Its plural is
mujœhid¥n or mujœhidøn.

muhœjir¥n – people forced out of their homelands; in particular, these
are people who are forced out because of their scriptural convic-
tions, strenuous efforts, and energetic attempts at socializing scrip-
ture. Generally in Islamic literature, this term refers to the prophet’s
(r) companions who made the Hijrah from Makkah to Madinah.

al-mu˙arram – the first month of the Islamic hijrø calendar; it is also
one of the four months in which al-ladhøna œman¥ are not to initiate
any fighting or hostilities.

mukadhdhib¥n – liars; plural of mukadhdhib.
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munœfiq – dual loyalist; “Muslims” who are outwardly performing
their part in a ritual Islam, but when it comes time to honor this
Islam in its struggle and sacrifices, they show inclination toward the
anti-Islamic camps, states, or powers around. They feign Islam, while
in reality they owe their allegiance to the representatives of kufr.

murœba˙a∆ – resale with specification of gain; refers to a contract
over a commodity that will be bought back later at a premium,
exceeding the original purchase price of the commodity. 

mushœraka∆ – partnership, collaboration; refers to a partnership
agreement in which the investor is treated as an active partner
who shares in the profits or losses.

mushrik – an individual(s) and people(s) who actively diminish the
authority of Allah (Â) and promote the authority of others. They
equate worldly powers with Allah (Â) and they denigrate Allah
(Â) as “one among many” deities and authorities. 

muttaqø – one who is actively conscious of Allah’s (Â) power presence
and hence is always on the alert and on the defensive pertaining to Allah
(Â); this word should never be translated as pious or fearful, as it is
known nowadays.

nafs – the bio-self.

najœsa∆ – impurity, filth; opposite of †ahœra∆.

Naßœrå – theological Christians or political Christians (defined by context).

naßr – Allah’s (Â) help in the form of victory over His enemies.

nastaghfir-allœh – we ask Allah (Â) for forgiveness.

ni‘ma∆ – bounty, blessing, favor.
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nifœq – disloyalty, hypocrisy, feigning allegiance.

nu‘œs – sleepiness, drowsiness.

qital – fighting, warring, combat.

rabbanœ – O our Lord, our Sustainer! This form of address is usually
employed in a supplication.

ra˙ma∆ – mercy, grace.

rak‘a∆ – bowing down (during the physical or bodily performance of the
ßalœ∆); one unit of the ßalœ∆, which ends with the ruk¥‘.

Rama∂œn – the ninth month of the Islamic hijrø calendar; the month of
fasting for committed Muslims, and the auspicious month in which
the Qur’anic revelation to Muhammad (r) began.

Ras¥l-Allah (r) – the Messenger of Allah (r); also called Allah’s
Apostle (r), Allah’s Messenger (r) or simply the prophet (r).
When this is used in Islamic literature, the majority of times it is in
reference to the final messenger, Muhammad (r).

ribœ – usury; a particular type of nefarious and vicious financial
transaction that generates money from lending money.

ri˙lata al-shitœ’i wa-al-ßayf – commercial winter and summer journey.

riyal – a unit of currency used in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Yemen, and
Oman; each country’s riyal is valued differently, that is, it is not a
common currency like the euro.

r¥˙ – vital essence, soulfulness.

ßœbir¥n – those who patiently persevere in adversity; plural of ßœbir.
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ßadaqa∆ – charity; the act of giving money or wealth without
expecting to be financially compensated for it. 

Ía˙ø˙(s) of various scholars – the compilation of hadiths collected by
al-Bukhœrø, Muslim, Ab¥ Dœw¥d, Ibn Mœja∆, al-Nisœ’ø, al-Tirmidhø,
and others.

Ía˙ø˙s, the Two – the complilation of hadiths collected by al-Bukhœrø
and Muslim; the two most reliable reference books on hadith.

ßalœ∆ – expressing a concentrated and devotional relationship with
Allah (Â); Muslims do this five times a day: Fajr, ¸uhr, ‘Aßr,
Maghrib, and ‘Ishœ’.

ßalawœt – blessings; the meaning of the word depends on the con-
text. The shar‘ø meaning of the word refers to the plural of ßalœ∆
defined above; however the generic or linguistic meaning of the
word invokes thoughts close to giving blessings or calling for
God’s favor.

ßœløh¥n – those who sincerely do good works for the cause of Allah
(Â), expecting no earthly gratification or reward; plural of ßœli˙.

samœwœt – skies, celestial spheres, heavens; singular: samœ’.

shahœda∆ – testimonial; like other words, the variation in meaning
depends on the context the word is used in. This word refers mostly
to two concepts in Islamic literature. The first is the article of faith:
Ashhadu an lœ ilœha illa Allah, wa ashhadu anna Mu˙ammadan ras¥lu
Allah, which means “I bear witness [testify] that there is no
deity/authority [worthy of conformity] except Allah, and I bear wit-
ness [testify] that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.”  The sec-
ond concept related to the word shahœda∆ is martyrdom. 

shahød – martyr; plural: shuhadœ’.



Shari‘ah – legal course; more technically, the codes, procedures, and
laws that take society in the direction of prosperity and survival. The
word originally meant — before the Qur’an was revealed — to
take a path to a body of fresh water; now it generally refers to the
body of Islamic law. 

Shawwœl – the tenth month of the Islamic hijrø calendar; the month in
which the Battle of u˙ud took place.

Shay†œn – the Devil, Satan.

shay†œnø – devilish, scheming, satanic, infernal, fiendish, wicked.

shirk – the act and implementation of equating or associating others
with Allah (Â) as divine and as authority.

sh¥rå – a consultative assembly convened for the purpose of participa-
tory decision-making.

ßiddøq¥n – those who remain true to their commitment to Allah (Â)
despite obvious challenges to the contrary; plural of ßiddøq.

Søra∆ – biography of the Prophet (r); this is an account of his life-
time, particularly its struggle aspect, during his years in Makkah
and Madinah. 

sunna∆ – social laws. This is the word’s Qur’anic meaning in so far
as such laws are the pattern of history, human activities, and nature.
Sunan — the plural of sunna∆ — also refers to a compilation of
hadith collected and organized by a mu˙addith, one who searches
hadith literature with a view to organizing and verifying hadiths of
the prophet (r).

Sunnah, the – the lifestyle pattern of the Prophet (r); or the final set
of social laws imparted by Allah (Â) to humanity through the
agency of Muhammad (r). 
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s¥ra∆ – ensemble of a body of themes in the Qur’an; there are 114
s¥ra∆s in the Glorious Qur’an.

Tœbi‘¥n – the generation of sincere Muslims that came directly after the
founding generation of Islam — the Companions of the Prophet (r).
usually cited in most publications as Tœbi‘øn.

tafsør – exegesis; simple interpretation or critical interpretation of
the meanings of the Qur’an. 

†œgh¥t – concentration and abuse of power; this word is usually used
to describe governments and regimes that, having accumulated
wealth and resources, find themselves in a “superpower” or “hyper-
power” position in the world. The exercise of this kind of central-
ized power makes these governments rivals (in their own
consciousness) to the power and authority of Allah (Â). This
aggregation and engrossment of power becomes satanic. 

†œgh¥tø – adjective referring to †œgh¥t.

†ahœra∆ – purification, hygiene.

takbør – enunciating the phrase “Allœhu akbar: Allah is the greatest
(or greater).”

taqwå – the active self-consciousness of Allah’s (Â) power presence.

tarbiya∆ – education, teaching method.

uli al-albœb – those who are privileged with insight, astuteness, and a
deep perception of reality.

ummah – (uppercase reference is always to) the Islamic umma∆.

Yathrib – the (pre-Islamic) name of the city of Madinah before the
Prophet (r) arrived there.
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Yawm al-Furqœn – the Day of Distinction; refers to the Day of Judge-
ment (resurrection Day), as well as the day on which the Muslims
were victorious at the Battle of Badr.

zakœ∆ – freely paying money as an act of financial maturity; usually the
word is translated as almsgiving or charity, which not at all renders
correctly its original meaning. Many times in the divine Writ the
word zakœ∆ is preceded by aqœma, yuqøm¥na…, which means that
this giving of money has to be institutionalized or regulated. 

Ωœlim – one who does Ωulm; a tyrant, oppressor.

Ωulm – injustice/oppression; this is the practical result, in human
societies, of deleting Allah (Â) as the only Authority and only
power in life. Many times in the divine Writ Allah (Â) refers to
shirk as being a massive expression of Ωulm. for those who are con-
fused about who the mushriks are, they only need to look at parts of
the world where there is colossal injustice and identify the opera-
tors of that injustice. 
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1 Chronicles, Book of
see the Bible

1 Corinthians, Book of
see the Bible

1 Kings, Book of
see the Bible

2 Chronicles, Book of
see the Bible

2 Kings, Book of
see the Bible

9/11  157–58, 243, 327, 385, 392, 396,
398, 416
World Trade Center  391–92,

396–98

A
al-‘Abbœs ibn ‘Abd al-Mu††alib  95
Abd al-‘Azøz ibn ‘Abd al-ra˙mœn 

Œl sa‘¥d, see saudi Arabia
‘Abd al-ra˙mœn ibn ‘Awf  236
Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Al-saud, King

(of saudi Arabia), see saudi Arabia
‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Abbœs  165, 353, 372,

375, 399, 410, 423–24, 448
‘Abdullœh ibn Abø ‘Awfø  367

‘Abdullœh ibn Abø rabø‘a∆  17, 94
‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Amr ibn al-‘Œß  418
‘Abdullœh ibn ‘Amr ibn Óarœm  11 , 

16, 98
‘Abdullœh ibn Ja˙sh  98
‘Abdullœh ibn Jubayr  17, 99, 102,

163–64
‘Abdullœh ibn Mas‘¥d  164, 236, 399
‘Abdullœh ibn salœm  349, 448
‘Abdullœh ibn œ̌riq  116–17
‘Abdullœh ibn Tha‘laba∆ ibn Íaghør 

(a narrator of hadiths)  372
‘Abdullœh ibn ubayy ibn sall¥l  vii, xv,

11, 14, 16, 23, 32–37, 90, 96, 98,
103, 111–12, 150, 167, 173, 204,
226–28, 359

‘Abdullœh ibn ‘umar  13, 99, 352, 
359, 369

Abraham (a), see Ibrœhøm (a)
Ab¥ al-Aswad (a narrator of 

hadiths)  406
Ab¥ ‘Œmir al-fœsiq  17, 19–20

Ab¥ ‘Œmir al-rœhib  17, 230
Ab¥ Bakr  21, 102, 106, 187, 192, 236,

292, 357, 374, 423
Ibn Abø Qu˙œfa∆  21, 106
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Ab¥ Daw¥d  356, 410, 418, 423, 425,
441–42

Ab¥ Dujœna∆ sammœk ibn Kharshah
17, 19, 100, 103, 129, 372

Ab¥ Óanøfa∆, Imam  280
Ab¥ Hurayra∆  362, 411
Ab¥ ibn Ka‘b (a narrator of 

hadiths)  361
Ab¥ ‘Izza∆ ‘Amr ibn ‘Abdullœh 

al-Juma˙ø  95
Ab¥ Kabsha∆, see Muhammad (r)
Ab¥ Jahl (‘Amr ibn Hishœm)  243, 413
Ab¥ lahab  243
Ab¥ M¥så al-Ash‘arø 375
Ab¥ rœfi‘ (a narrator of hadiths)  410
Ab¥ sa‘ød al-Khudrø  438
Ab¥ sufyœn  13–14, 17, 20–21, 38,

93–95, 100–03, 106, 110–11, 114,
116–18, 150, 235–44, 249, 254–55,
352–53, 357, 372, 413

Ab¥ ǎl˙a∆  166
Ab¥ ‘ubayda∆ ibn al-Jarrœ˙  236
Ab¥ Zuhra∆, Mu˙ammad  370–73,

399–400, 406
Khœtam al-Nabøyøn 370–73,

399–400, 406
Abyssinia  109, 218, 349, 350, 448

see also al-Óabasha∆
Acts of the Apostles, Book of 

see the Bible
Adam (a)  25, 254, 302
Adhru‘œt  288
adultery  56
Adversos Judaeos 308
Afghanistan  xi, 35, 91, 133, 143–44,

357–58, 376–85, 388, 392, 397, 
412, 416
Afghan  376–85
Afghanistan, Islamic Emirate of  376
Afghans  89, 381–82
Ahmed shah Massoud  380–82

Framework for Peace for the 
People of Afghanistan 382

Babrak Karmal  377
Bagram  (us penal colony in

Afghanistan)  xi
Bamyan Buddha statues  385
Burhanuddin rabbani  380

Gulbuddin Hikmatyar  378, 380
Hazaras  376, 381
Kabul  378, 380–383
Karzai brothers  378, 383
Muhammad Najibullah  380
Northern Alliance  381–84
olivier roy  380
panjshir Valley 380
pashtuns  376, 381–82
Taliban  143, 376–85
unocal  383

‘Aflaq, Møshœl  363–65
see also Ba‘th party

Africa  iv, 94, 147–48, 219, 255,
393–95, 413
African  109, 195, 395, 403
East Africa  379
North Africa  428

afterlife, see hereafter
Against the Jews and the Lies, 

see Martin luther
aggression  15–16, 36, 42, 60, 66, 73,

81, 90–91, 120, 123, 145, 148, 262,
318, 362, 392, 403, 416, 418

A˙œbøsh (Arabian tribe)  95
Ahasuerus, see the wandering Jew
A˙mad ibn Hanbal, Imam  352, 359,

361, 400–01, 410, 418, 439, 442
Airborne Warning and Control system

(AWACs)  36, 358
Airborne Early Warning and Control

(AEW&C)  358
IAI phalcon  358

‘Œ’isha∆, umm al-Mu’minøn  219–22,
336, 356, 409, 442
affair of the necklace  187

al-Œjurrø (a compiler of hadiths)  441
‘Alawøs  363–65
alcohol  90
‘Alø ibn Abø œ̌lib, Imam  19–22,

100–02, 105–09, 124, 187, 192, 203,
236–37, 332, 357, 372, 388

aljamas, see Jews
All-Hearing, the  9, 23, 33–37
All-Knowing, the  9, 23, 33–37
Allah’s Messenger (r), 

see Muhammad (r)
Allah’s (Â) power  7, 12, 37, 45, 51,



58, 67–70, 74, 79, 84–87, 150–52,
163, 166, 176–77, 208, 215–18,
232–35, 250–53, 256–63, 266–68,
291, 296, 320–21, 341–42, 348,
351–53, 411, 421
Allah’s (Â) power presence  40, 43,

67, 70, 114, 117, 139, 166, 177–78,
194, 208, 215, 222, 261, 287, 304,
320–21, 341–42, 348, 420

corrective power of Allah (Â)  16,
189, 268, 325, 351

power of Allah (Â) 12, 35, 240–41,
249, 263, 297, 336

Allah’s prophet (r), 
see Muhammad (r)

Almighty, the 10, 37, 40, 42, 115, 157,
245, 271, 396

America, see the united states
American, see the united states
American entertainment industry,

see the united states
American revolution, see the

united states
American revolutionary War, see

the united states
Americans, see the united states

America, latin  147, 389, 393–94
latin American  195

America, south  388–89, 433
American Indians  257

native American  403
Ammonites  426
Amorites  426
Amsterdam  311, 428
An Empire of Their Own, 

see Neal Gabler
anarchy  196
Anas ibn Mœlik  352, 354, 359, 371
Anas ibn al-Na∂r  19–20, 103, 160
Anatolia, see Turkey
Ancient Mysteries, see protocols of the

Elders of Zion
anemia  408
angels  v, 9, 12, 14, 24–32, 37–40,

45–46, 90, 199, 223, 321, 337,
354–56, 438
angelology  355–56

Jewish angelology  355

angelos (Greek)  354
angelus (latin)  355
archangels  356

Gabriel (a)  25–29, 355
cherubim 355
Isrœføl (a – angel)  29

‘Azrœ’øl (a – angel)  29
malak (Hebrew, Arabic)  354, 466
Michael (a)  29, 355

Møkœl (a)  29
seraphim 355

anger  48, 54–55, 67–72, 116, 130,
287, 425
unjust anger  70

Anßœr  16, 20, 38, 93, 98, 103, 107,
167, 187, 277, 374, 423

anti-God  317, 355
anti-semitism  ix, 202, 295, 306–08,

317, 438
anti-semitic  311, 438
anti-Jewish  295, 306–07, 314–18,

387, 433–34
canticles  310
Damascus Affair  314
deicide  293–94
Dreyfus Affair  314

Alfred Dreyfus  314, 432
Edict of Expulsion  310
Epistle to the Hebrews  308
Kristallnacht 316

Apostle (r), the 
see Muhammad (r)

Apostles (Å), see prophets of 
Allah (Å)

Aquinas, st. Thomas  197, 404
Arab  78, 216, 317, 358, 363–65,

376–77, 398, 411, 423
Arab nationalism  363
Arabs  327–28, 426

Arabia  1, 41, 51–53, 84, 118, 131,
145, 211, 221–22, 278, 287–89, 295,
353, 358, 409, 412–13
Arabian  38, 85, 94, 113, 116, 150,

210, 222, 255, 259, 278, 362–63,
382, 393, 409, 412, 420

Arabians  51, 84–85, 94, 116, 159,
409, 423

Arabian Christians  365
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Arabian peninsula  36, 115, 141,
264, 286–87

Arabic  x, xx, 72, 359, 417, 438
archers  xiv–xv, 17–19, 22, 32–34, 37,

56, 73, 80, 89, 99, 102, 111, 127–28,
162–64, 170, 173, 185, 190, 213,
225, 230
bowmen  17–19, 122
marksmen  99, 101–02, 111, 165, 

192, 279
al-‘Arø∂  93
‘Œrif, ‘Abd al-salœm  365
Aristotle  196
armaments race  41
Arraf, Jane  62
artificial insemination, see sexuality
al-Asad, Bashshœr  364
al-Asad, ÓœfiΩ  364–65

see also Ba‘th party
‘Asafœn  116
asceticism  68
al-‘Œßø, Mu˙ammad Ó.  iii–iv, xvii

The Ascendant Qur’an iii–iv, 
xiii, xvii

Asia  147–48, 255, 311, 382, 385, 
394, 426
Central Asia  358, 376, 379, 383,

413
‘Œßim ibn Thœbit  116
Assyrians  355, 426
asteroids  338, 442–43

Ceres (asteroid)  442
atheists  270, 313
Athens, see Greece
‘A†øya∆ (a compiler of hadiths)  424
atomic bomb, see nuclear weapons
Atzmon, Gilad  294
Augustine, st.  197, 404
Australia  311, 394
Austria  317, 394

Vienna  316
Authoritative superior  151–52, 159
autonomy  60, 175, 198, 201
avarice  72, 302, 425
Aws  17, 33, 97, 286, 422
Ayyœs ibn Aws  97
‘Ayyœsh ibn Abø rabø‘a∆  13
al-Azhar, university of  280
‘Azrœ’øl (a), see angels

B
Babylonians  79, 426
Badr, Battle of  ix, xiii, 9, 12–15, 21,

31, 35, 37–38, 42–46, 51, 77, 81, 83,
91–97, 100, 106, 115–18, 121, 131,
134, 140, 186, 192, 213, 228, 230,
236–38, 244–46, 249, 265, 274–75,
286–87, 331, 352–53, 373, 413

Badr Minor  ix, 237
see also Ghazwa∆ Badr al-Íughrå

Baghdad, see Iraq
Bagram, see Afghanistan
Bahrain  357–58
Baker, peter  359
Bakr ibn ‘Abdillœh  400
balance of payments  360
balance of power  40–41, 83

balance-of-power arguments  40
al-Balœdhurø, A˙mad ibn ya˙yå 

ibn Jœbir  369–74
Balkans  91, 375
Bamyan Buddha statues, 

see Afghanistan
Bandar bin sultan, prince

see saudi Arabia
Bangash, ¸afar  xvii
Bangladesh  78
al-Barœ’ ibn ‘Œzib  99, 354
Barton, frederick D.  362
Bastille (historic french prison), 

see france
Ba‘th party  363–65

Adøb al-shøshaklø  363
Ba‘thø  362, 365
pan-Arabism  365

battlefield  viii, 3, 5, 19–22, 31, 44, 47,
70, 72, 81, 101, 106, 122, 124, 129,
140, 143, 162, 172–74, 192, 237,
240, 248, 251, 264, 267, 269, 330,
353, 365, 368, 378
battle formation  9, 23, 33, 45, 97
battle scars  viii, 88
battleground  4, 12, 17, 22, 110, 121,

208, 259
al-Bayhaqø  406, 418
Bechtel (us corporation)  61
bedouins  218
Beijing, see China
Beirut, see lebanon
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Benedict XVI, pope  394
Bentham, Jeremy  404
Bible, the  310, 330–32, 337–39, 355,

425–27
biblical  217, 292–94, 302–07, 314,

328–32, 337, 354–56, 365, 422,
426, 440

Book of 1 Chronicles  355
Book of 1 Corinthians  356, 441
Book of 1 Kings  355
Book of 2 Chronicles  426
Book of 2 Kings  355, 425
Book of Acts of the Apostles  

356, 417
Book of Colossians  356
Book of Daniel  355–56, 441
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